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PREFACE

"One of the key problems of contemporary national security policy," aq
Henry Kissinger has said, "is the ever-widening gap that has opened up
between the sophistication of technical studies and the capacity of an
already overworked leadership group to absorb their intricacy." This
book, a survey of the nature, aims, and limitations of systems analysis in
current defense planning, is an attempt to help close that gap. We focus on
systems analysis because it is unquestionably the most powerful and widely
influential approach to systematic inquiry that decisionmakers and policy-
oriented analysts have at their disposal today - and are likely to have inl
the foreseeable fuiture. We focus on its applications to problems of national
security because here, in its traditional domain, there is a continuing and
probably growing need, as Kissinger suggests, to understand the concepts
and procedures of analysis. Almost daily, of course, there are new indica-
tions that systems analysis is beginning to discover a role in policy planning
outside the area of defense, oin all levels of government, in indastry and
commerce, and elsewhere. For this effort to be successful, however, we feel
that it is essential to understand how systems analysis has worked in
defense, and why. Here, too, in the search for new applications, this book
may make a contribution, perhaps in helping to keep a posbibie gap from
openingt rh

As a pioneer in the development of systems analysis and the techniques
onl which it relies, The RAND Corporation has long recognized the need -.

to clarify the nature of analysis in defense planning. T9 this end, some
twelve years ago RAND first began to offer short courses on systems analy-
sis to senior military officers and civilians associated with the Armed
Forces. To bring this material to a wider audience, the lkeclures given in
1959, much revised and amplified, were declassified at,4 published in the-
open literature.* The most recent course, which was held in 1965, provided
the basis for tlhe present volume. Needless to say, those lectures given inl
1965 that are rpetaifed in this volume have been thoroughly updated for
publication at this time; indeed, most of them have also been enlarged or
extensively revised. In addition, several new chapters have been written
especially for this book. The resulting collection, we believe, extends the
discussior of systems analysis in certain fundamental ways:

It makes an effort to account for the development of analysis in the
last decade;
It discusses at length certain methods of analysis that either are
receiving great emphasis today (such as a Monte Carlo computer

*E. S, Quade (cd.), Analysis for Military Decisions, Rand McNally & Company,
Chicago, 1964.
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routine that simulates the operations and maintenance requirements

of complex equipment at one or several locations) or are relativelyI new (such as the analytic scenario and the Delphi technique);
It attempts to anticipate the problems that analysts will have to
overcome in the future, and to explore the reasons why these problems
will arise;
And it reexamines earlier conclusions, particularly in the areas of
establishing criteria for decisionniaking, weighing the utility of
accepted standards for measuring the effectiveness of alternatives,
defining the principles of suboptimization, handling the problem of
""I,,citinty. and responding to the interaction between the pace of
technological advance and the proper role and character of analysis

'.• -, • itself.it This volume, like its predecessor, attempts to demonstrate that systems I
analysis can and does provide knowledge that decisionmakers need; that
it can serve to sharpen intuition; that its usefulness is not limited solely to
questions of policy and planning that can be quantified; and, most
important, that whatever its weaknesses, it produces more fruitful results,
of far greater consequence and reliability, than any of its alternatives. We
should emphasize, however, that this book, while concerned with such
essentials, is not simply introductory. It is intended more as a sophisticated
guide to users of analysis than as a manual for those who prepare such
material.

Its basic aim is to provide detailed answers - both practical and theoreti-
cal - to the ,uestions that will be important to those responsible for spon-
soring, evaluating, or implementing the analyses of others. What is systems
analysis? Why is it necessary? When and where is it appropriate? How
does one approach, and carry out, a systems analysis ? What methods can
be used? How can a good analysis be recognized? What can one expectS • •i from a systems analysis ? How has analysis changed over the years ? Why ?

•What changes can be expected in the future?
r • The organization and contents of the whole reflect this emphasis on
Ll satisfying the needs of the users of systems analysis. The first six chapters

explore tie basic concepts of systems analysis. Included are an introductory
example of analysis; a discussion of the problem of selecting operationally
useful objectives, measures of their attainment, and criteria; a somewhat
mathematical discussion of uncertainty; and an examination of the place
and function of technological considerations in analyzing the merits of
proposed systems. The next three chapters discuss the character and
importance of costs in systems analysis. Resource analysis and cost-
sensitivity analysis are illustrated in depth.. The following nine chapters
concern models - what they are, how they are constructed and used, what
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their limitations are, and what place they have in analysis as a whole. It is

here that game theory, simulation, scenarios, war gaming, and political
analysis are considered, as well as some newer techniques that attemlpt to
provide a framework for obtaining the judgments of experts on problems
that are not amenable to any of the methods of quantitative analysis.

Of the remaining four chapters, the first discusses a large variety of
flaws, in both analysis and analysts, that can seriously affect the conduct
or evaluation of systems studies. The second examines the character of
analysis in the recent past, compares it to that of the present, and looks
briefly ahead. The third returns to the opening example of analysis and
shows, in light of what has gone between, how the problem might better
have been approacneu and solved. The final chapter attempts to draw
together the threads essential to the earlier discussions and, again, to take -

a look ahead.
Nowhere does this book presume an advanced knowledge of such

specific tools of analysis as linear programming or probability theory, or I
their special applications to military problems.

In assembling this volume, we have made no attempt to eliminate the
informality of the chapters that originally were lectures; nor have we
attempted to impose a common viewpoint on the book as a whole. The
authors remain their own agents, and each - it will be noted - takes a critical
approach. to his own topic, and that of the others. As editors, what we
have tried to do is to give tile book a unity, and at the same time discour-
age more than that minimum of repetition that wouid allow each chapter
to stand by itself should the reader choose to revise our ordering. If we
have succeeded, our greatest debt is to the authors themselves. But we also
owe a good share of the credit to the assistance of our colleagues - in partic- _-
ular, R. L. Belzer, G. H. Clement, E. T. Lowe, and Col. J. W. Shinners
(USAF), who helped us in selecting the topics and lecturers for the origi-
nal seimnar and provided critical comment.

This book and the course from which it derives were undertaken by The -
RAND Corporation as a part of its research program for the United
States Air Force.

E.S.Q.
W.I .B.

Santa Monica, California

December, 1967
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2 SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND POLICY PLANNING

is not a method or technique; nor is it a fixed set oi" techniques. Because
systems analyses take their character largely from the problems they
address, they often seem to bear little resemblance to each other. The
techniques used differ from study to study, and there is but the thinnest
thread of method that ties these studies together. Similarly, the problem
addressed and the questions asked about the problem will induce a wide
variation in the specific form of the results. It would, therefore, also be a
mistake to define systems analysis in terms of the reports or briefings to I
which it leads, as if to say that this or that document, all starched and fresh,
was "a systems analysis." This is, of course, a useful shorthand, and the
authors of this book are not alone in depending on it, but it tends to Ilur
the fact that systems analysis is actually what goes on before such dccu-
metits can be prepared - and this includes all the false starts. If, then,
systems analysis is not a method, a set of techniques, or a type of report,
what is it?

We would suggest that, properly speaking, it is a research strategy, a
perspective on the proper use of the available tools, a practical philosophy
of how best to aid a decisionmaker with complex problems of choice under
uncertainty. In the absence of a good brief definitions systems analysis, as
the term is intended to be understood in this book, can be characterized
as a systematic approach to helping a decisioninaker choose a course of
action by Investigating his full problem, searching out objectives and alterna-
tives, and comparing them in the light of their consequences, using an appro-
priate framework - in so far as possible analytic - to bring expert judgment
and intuition to bear on the problem,

=" ORIGINS

The idea that analytic techniques might be applied to policy and strategy
formulation in the military establishment was suggested by the success of
operations analysis in dealing with military operations in World War II.
Operations analysis became a more or less formal and distinct occupation

: :,early in that war, although much the same type of analysis was done oil

occasion in earlier wars' and even in very ancient times. The major impetus
to this activity was provided by the introduction of new weapons based on,
and requiring for their operation, technical know-how foreign to past
military experience. These weapons and weapon systems (radar is the
outstanding example) were so novel in concept and design that their
exploitation could not be planned purely on the basis of traditional mili-
tary experience. The questions addressed were largely tactical: how first

'For instance, some of the work done by the Statistical Branch of the General Staff, U.S.
War Department, during the first World War, under the direction of Colonel Leonard P.
Ayres.
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to use "window" or "chaff"as a radar countermeasure; how to determine
more effective bombing patterns; how to determine better antisubmarine
search procedures; or how to deploy destroyers to best protect a convoy,
New methods of analysis had to be developed. These formed the begin-
nings of a body of knowledge called at that time "operations analysis" and
later, in its various extensios, "operations research," "systems engineer-
ing," "management science," "cost-effectiveness analysis,"a.d, by RAND,
"systems analysis." The term "systents analysis" came into use because
the first postwar efforts were concerned with the selection and evaluation
of weapon systems for development. Since development requires several
years, these studies no longer dealt exclusively with those operations for
which the inputs were known, the objectives clear, and the uncertainties
limited.

Later, around 1950, weapon system analysts (particularly at The
RAND Corporation) began an attempt to include issues of national
security policy and strategy in their research and to make these issues the
subject of studies in themselves. The initial reaction of experienced
"military analysts" in the Pentagon was cool indeed. They argued that
because military policy and other large national security problems were
so different from the questions of weapon systems optimization and
selection that RAND and others had been reasonably successful in
answering, there was little chance that the techniques and concepts of the
original systems studies would carry over. Strategy and policy planning
were arts, and would remain so.

Fortunately, these skeptics were only partially right. It is true that
additional concepts and methodologies, significantly different fromthose of
earlier analysis, have had to be developed. But there has been a large
transfer and substantial progress. In fact, recent years have senn a dramatic
increase in the extent to which analysis, in this broader sense, has influ-
enced deeis n -k-rs on even the most critical issues of national security.

RELATION TO OTHER TYPES OF ANALYSIS

Systems analysis is sometimes described generally as the application of the
scientific method to problems of economic choice. In no case, military or
nonmilitary, is it scientific research, however. Its objective, in contrast to
that of pure science, is primarily to recommend - or at least to suggest -
policy, rather than merely to understand and predict. Thus, it is more
nearly engineering than science. For the purposes of making a distinction
here, one might say that science seeks to find things out, while engineering
uses the results of science to do things well and cheaply. Yet inililary
systems analysis differs from ordinary engineering in its enormous respon-
sibility, in sometimes being forced by the nature or urgency of a problem

I
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to substitute intuition for verifiable knowledge, in the unusual difficulty of
appraising - or even discovering - a value system applicable to its problems,
and in the absence of ways to test its validity.

The difference between the various extensions of World War II opera-
tions analysis is largely a matter of terminology or emphasis. There are no
differences in principle, and hence no clear lines of demarcation can be

i drawn.

The analyst who practises operations research is usually trying to use
mathematics, or logical analysis, to help a client improve his efficiency in a
situation in which everyone has a fairly good idea of what "more efficient"
means. He rarely has to concern himself with discovering the purpose of
the operation or how to tell whether it is successful or not. A major aim is
to develop common structures (or "models") relevant to a wide variety
of situations.

Someone has remarked that systems analysis is to operations research as
strategy is to tactics. At the national policy level, this is certainly the case.

- Systems Analysis... differs in scope from Operations Research in the con-
ventional sense, and it is not performed exclusively or even primarily by people
who might be identilied as operational researchers... It is a discipline with a logic of
its own, similar in many respects to that of Operations Research, but also different
in some fundamental aspects.

Like operations research, this kind of analysis can and must be honest, in the sense
that the quantitative factors are selected without bias, that the calculations are
accurate, that alternatives are not arbitrarily suppressed, and the like. But it cannot
be 'objective' in the sense of being independent of values. Value judgments are an
integral part of the analysis; and it is the role of the analyst to bring to light for the
policy-maker exactly how and where value judgments enter so that the latter can
make his own value judgments in the light of as much relevant information as pos-
"sible.
Again, analysis at this level cannot prove the optimality of any national security

r policy. I don't doubt for a moment that, given a specified set of ships and aircraft
and equipment, and a particular task such as tracking down and killing submarines
in a given area, operations analysis ,an indicate the optimal way to go about doing
it. There, only one value judgment ,.,nters in. That is, that it is desirable to kill enemy
submarines. You cannot do that Ut the national policy level. Rather, at that level,
analysis can only trace out implications of alternative policies.2IIi These more comprehensive studies also involve, at one point or another,

a comparison of the possible alternative courses of action in terms of their
effectiveness and costs. This comparison often requires major attention
and, by a natural substitution of the part for the whole, the entire study isit sometimes called a cost-effectiveness analysis, Such an analysis typically
stresses the selection, from among the available alternatives, of a "least-

2 Alain C, Enthoven, Assistant Secretary of Defense (Systems Analysis), "Operations
Research and the Design of the Defense Program," in Proceedings of the 3rd International
Conferince on Operational Research, Dunod, Paris, 1964, pp. 530, 534.
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cost" scheme for carrying out some specified task. Because the analyst
usually accepts as inputs someone else's statement of the objectives of the
system nd the possible alternatives, his results may :,ot represent a
complete systems analysis. In contrast, the systems analyst is the fellow
who is likely to be forced to deal with problems in which the difficulty lies
precisely in deciding what ought to be done, not simply in how to do it.
He thus puts greater attention on the suitability of the task and the
augmentation of alternatives. The staff study, by the way, lies in here some-
where: it may be a systems analysis, although frequently time allows little

chance to make it as quantitative or complete as the ideal systems analysis
would be.

This distinction between systems analysis and cost-effectiveness analysis
can perhaps be clarified by a homely example.

Suppose T. C. Mits has decided to buy a washing machine for his wife.
His objective is fairly clear and the alternatives are probably well-defined.
If so, the situation is one for a cost-effectiveness analysis. The available
machines have differences in both performance and cost. With a little care,
making due allowance for uncertainty about maintenance, water, and elec-
trical costs, he can then estimate, say, the five-year procurement and opera.
ting cost of any particular machine, and do so with a feeling that he is well
inside the ball park. He will discover, of course, that finding a standard for
measuring the effectiveness of the various machines is somewhat more
difficult. For one thing, the problem is multidimensional- Mr. Mits must
consider convenience, length of cycle, load capacity, residual water in the
clothes, and so forth. But ordinarily one consideration - perhaps capacity -
dominates. On this basis, he can go look at some machines, compare costs
against capacity, and finally determine a best buy.

Now suppose Mr. Mits has simply decided to spend more money and
thus increase his family's standard of living - a decision similar to one to
strengthen the U.S. defense posture by increasing the military budget. How
can he decide how to afiocate the money among various possibilities?
This is a situation for systems analysis, and he should probably call in his
wife. Together, they first would need to investigate their goals or objectives,
and then establish criteria, determine measures of effectiveness, look into
the full range of alternatives - a new car, a piano, a trip to Europe.
Here, because the alternatives arc so dissimilar, determining what they
want to do is the major problem; determining what it costs and how to
attain it may become a comparatively minor one.

TitE NEED FOR ANALYSIS
The acceptance of systems analysis at the national policy level has been due
in part to the success of its forerwiners in World War II and the Korean

f
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[_•;War, and to the impressive record of its extensions since that time ill help.

ing to solve complex problems in the military and in business and industry.
A more important reason, however, has simply been the recognition that
in the present state of the world a need exists for an analytic approach to
national security problems. The radical changes in the weapons of warS~that began in 1945 and are still in process today strongly imply that

military experience relevant to large-scale war may no longer provide
adequate guidance. Nations - particularly the United States and its major
potential enemies - are vulnerable in totally new ways, and military
preparations can never again be put off until after hostilities have started.

I The capability of traditional methods of decisionmaking, based largely on
policies of making incremental changes to permit the steady gaining of
experience, has thus declined. Both the military professional and his civilian
co-worker have been driven to the use of analytic methods to devise
reasonably adequate and meaningful substitutes for experience: without
calculation there is no way to discover how many missiles may be needed
to destroy a target system, or how arms control may affect security.3

In addition, the magnitude of the defense effort is now so great that it
invites critical scrutiny. As long as the total national defense requirements
in peacetime were not a significant part of the national product, the coun.
try managed to strvive very well with the "requirements" approach to
national security planning. This approach made little use of analysis as we
know it today. It proceeded in several steps. First, in the light of "nationalj objer.tives" and "sound military doctrine," each service determined the
kinds of military capabilities it needed. Next, by considering the techno-
logical possibilities and the operating constraints - for example, certain
missions were prohibited to the Air Force - each service determined how it
would like these capabilities to be obtained. The services then appraised
enemy capabilities and prepared estimates of the number of items they
would require. Finally, they submitted these estimates to budget authori- I

¶ ties, who weighed them with little more than intuition as a guide and
usually ended up cutting them by appeals to "national fiscal limitations."
We could afford a large measure of inefficiency then. But today national

security requires a more efficient utilization of resources.
To obtain it, defense decisions now depend heavily on systems analysis,

applied within the context of a modern management system, known as the
Planning-Programming-Budgeting System (PPBS). Program budgeting, as
it is often called for short, is designed as a tool for the formulation and

a This is not to say that every aspect of such problems can be analyzed, much less
quantified, or that analysis is without its defects, but only that it is not sensible to
formulate national defense policy without careful consideration of whatever relevart
alternatives can be discovercd,
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Contiinuous review of defense programs. Its distinguishing characteristicsj
fall into three categories: (I) a buuget format that indicates planned
expenditures over an extended period in terms of the national security
objectives these expenditures are expected to attain; (2) a management 4

information system to keep track of expenditures and the progress of I
programs and to provide data for analysis; and (3) systems analyses, at all
levels of activity, to search out, examine, and evaluate possible courses of
action.4 In their modern form, the ideas for the PPBS were first proposed
by David Novick of RAND's Cost Analysis Department and were brought
to the Defense Department in 1961 by Charles Hitch when he left RAND)

to become Assistant Secretary of Defense, Comptroller. In implementing
this change in management practices in something less than two years, Mr.
Robert McNamara, the Secretary of Defense, established himself as 'he
foremost military administrator of our time. The implicatons of this
system - President Johnson called it revolutionary and directed that it be
implemented in all Federal departments and agencies6 - are vast; the
methods are being studied with interest throughout the world, and, at
least in the United States, are now being adopted by civil administrators at i
all levels of government.

TYPEs OF APPLICATIONS
Analytic techniques can be applio.d to military problems which range from
routine day-by-day operations o' the services to critical onetime decisions I
of nationai security. This spectrum may be divided into the following

categories:
1. Management of operations;
2. Choice of tactical alternatives;
3. Design and development of weapon systems;
4. Determination of major policy alternatives.

Roughly speaking, the order here increases with respect to the policy
level involved and decreases with respect to the ability of anaiysisto produce
firm and actionable recommendations. While the division is fairly arbitrary,
and there is considerable overlapping, it will allow us to make certain broad
distinctions that will help to set later discussions in place. With these
qualifications in mind, let us consider Fig. 1.1, which illustrates typical
problems attempted in each category.

In the first category, analysis takes its most mathematical - and, in a
certain sense, its most fruitful - role. Except for the context, much of the

4 See David Noviek (ed.), Program Budgeting: Program Analysis and the Federal Budget,
Harvard University Press, Cambridge, 1965.
"s "Transcript of the President's News Conference on Foreign and Domestic Matters,"
The New York Tines, August 26,1965.
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Problem Areas Examples

MANAGEMENT OF OPERATIONS Determining the inventory at a
parts depot,
EstablishIng maintenance procedures
for a fighter base.

CHOICE OF TACTICAL Determining the most effective
ALTERNATIVES armament for an Interdiction mis-

sion.Selecting a fire control system for a

new fighter,
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT Selecting a preferred set of space
OF WEAPON SYSTEMS boosters.

Determining the need for Army
airlift.

DETERMINATION OF MAJOR Determining the role of space sys-
POLICY ALTERNATIVES tems in national defense.

Deciding between a policy of mili-
tary superiority and one of parity
with the Soviet Union.

Fig. 1.1 - The range of problems in which antlysis can be useful

analysis is essentially no different from the analysis done to support
decisionmaking and resource allocation in commerce and industry - stock

7L -control, personnel assignment, reliability checkout, transportation routing,
and so forth. It is management science or operations research in the strict
sense - an attempt to increase the efficiency of a man-machine system in a
context where it is fairly clear that "more efficient" means something like
the military equivalent of maximizing profits. A characteristic of problems
in this category is that they are so well-structured that management can
be helped simply by applying systematic computational routines to a gen- I
eric "model," which can be made relevant to a wide variety of operations
merely by modifying its parameters. (Queuing theory, for example, is
relevant to many aspects of the operations of military - and nonmilitary '.
communication systems, airfields, service facilities, ground traffic systems,
and so on.) Notwithstanding the importance of this type of analysis, it is
not discussed in this book except incidentally.

The analyses in the remaining three categories almost always involve the
element of conflict and require that it be explicitly considered; it is not
ordinarily present in the first. In true conflict situations - those that Con-
cern military analysts - it is the interaction with the enemy, and not the
interaction of one's own alternatives and their costs, that is likely to be the
main problem. The analysis is bound to be more difficult, of course, for

Sj4
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conflict introduces an additional set of uncertainties and complexities,
The simplest type of conflict analysis is the analysis of tactical alterna.

tives. Such problems as the determination of an efficient search pattern for
enemy submarines, or the allocation of a missile payload between warhead,
decoys, and protection, belong in this category. For these problems, the
objective of the operation is usually clear and some satisfactory measure of
its effectiveness exists. Sometimes the situation can be represented by
means of a mathematical model with such realism that the theory of games
proves useful. 6 But analysis of problems of this type is again not a prin-
cipal subject of this book.

Analysis in the next category is the original source of the name "systems
analysis"; it involves the planning and design of new systems to perform
existing operations better or to implement operations never before per.
formned.7 While the bulk of the man-hours a" plied to such problems of
research and development goes into technological research to satisfy
performance requirements (a feature that helps to set this category apart),
this work is done by engineers and scientists, and most of the analyst's time
may be spent to determine just what these requirements are and how they
can best be achieved. Conflict, of course, has to be considered. Thus, a
military communications system must be designed to survive a physical
attack and to operate in the face of countermeasures. To do this the weight
and nature of possible attacks and the load on the system must be forecast.
What represents the most distinctive characteristic of analyses of this sort,
however, is that they are always concerned with systems that are years from
actual operational use, The uncertainties of the future - including "-'(se
associated with the behavior of an enemy - must somehow be take.ý ito
account. Typical problems might be to design a national communication
system for wartime command and control or to determine the configura-
tion and armament of a long-endurance antisubmarine aircraft to patrol
and destroy missile-firing submarines. Analyses of this type, which clearly
are more demanding than those in the previous categories, are the central
topic of this book.

Major attention, however, is also devoted in the following chapters to
the next category - the systematic analysis of major policy alternatives. A
typical analysis in this category might attempt to aid in determining the
objectives of the future strategic force and in planning its composition, or
to help in deciding whether or not forces based in the United States and
backed by tle airlift necessary for a rapid response could replace forces

6 See Chaptcr 11.
SVarious aspects of these tasks are sometimes called "systems research," "systems
design," or "systems engineering" - and, unfortunately, these terms are all too often used
to dcsignate the entire approach to problems in this third category.
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based overseas without weakening our mititary capabilities, prestige, or
.Ialliances.

It should be emphasized that systeni analysis is by no mneans exclusively
military, but is used extensively by managers and engineers in large indus-
trial enterprises, such as teleplone companies and electric power utilities.
In two respects, however, the normal business systems analysis is concep-
tually simpler. For one thing. in such analyses there is usually a single
over-all objective - the maximization of profits - which can be measured
and expressed in the same terms as the costs. For another - as we have
already seen - conflict plays only a minor role.

It should also be emphasized that systems analysis has other non-
military applications. As the central tool of the program budgeting effort,
the potential applications of systems analysis are being explored through-

8 ~out the Federal government for every possible social, technological, and
governmental purpose. Hailed as the most valuable by-product of the
national defense and space effort, it is being touted as the vehicle to convey
recent scientific and technological advances directly into the life of the
ordinary citizen. Bills have been introduced in both houses of Congress "to
mobilize and utilize the scientific and engineering manpower of the Nation
to employ systems analysis and systems engineering to help fully employ
the Nation's manpower resources to solve national problems." 8 The uses
of systems analysis are also being explored on other levels of government.
In California, for example, major problem areas of concern to the state
have been subjected to systematic analysis by engineers of a number of
aerospace firms: transportation systems (North American Aviation),
criminal justice and the prevention of delinquency (Space-General), the
flow of information needed for the state's operation (Lockheed), the con-
trol and management of wastes (Aerojet-General). regional land-use
information systems (TRW Systems), and the state's social welfare
operations (Space-General).,

One further point. Analyses in the later categories frequently include
studies in the earlier categories as components. Often it is the completion
of these component studies which absorbs most of the man-hours atnd
makes the broader analysis possible. Nevertheless, the solution of broad
military problems depends only in slight part on the narrowly technical
and traditional disciplines of the natural or social sciences or engineering -

and still less on tie knowledge that can be found stored away in textbooks.
There are no experts in this field in the sense that there are experts in navi-
gation or in thermodynamics. Any advice that is given must conic as the

1-1. R. 14076. 1st session, 89th Congress (1966), 213.

"Aerospace 'Think Tanks' Getting Earthy Look," Los Angeles Times, August 14,
1966, p. 1-1.

SIi
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result of study applied t.i the particimar situtildion. not as a deduction from V
some well-established theory.

A broad systems study usually make's use of an interdisciplinary team.

This is not merely because a broad study is complex. Even more important
is (hat the questions it raises will look difTerent to ain econoinist, a math-
ematician, a lawyer, a political scientist, an engineer, or a military profes-
sional - and different ways of looking at a problem are of first importance
in finding a solution.

Titm E•SEPF" OF SYS'I'Ei :ANALYSISl
0

The idea of an analysis to provide advice is not new and, in concept, what
need, to be done is simple and rather obvious, One strives t, look at the
entire problem, as a whole, in context, and to compare alwrnative choices
in• the hh,, of their possible outcomes. Three sorts of inquiry are required,
any of which can modify the others as the work proceeds. There is a need,
first of all, for a systematic investigation of the decisiontnaker's objectives
and of the relevant criteria for deciding among tile alternatives that promise
to achieve these objectives. Next, the alternatives need to be identified,
examined for feasibility, and then compared in terms of their eflectiveness
and cost, taking time and risk into account. Finally, an attempt must be
made to design better alternatives and select other goals if those previously
examined are found wanting.

Even though the concept is simple in practice, the actual conditions of
the analysis pose many problems, some of which we have already men-
tioned. At bottom, these difficulties arise because systems analysis itself
and the entire process of policy planning lack an accepted theoretical
foundation. Since analysts and decisionniakers alike are thus faced with
serious problems of choice that yiele, only partially to quantitative reason-
ing, they are forced sooner or later to rely on the judgment, largely intuitive,
of specialists with experience in the field. The approach that makes this
possibie - arnd, hence, the very essence of systems analysis - is to construct
and operate within a "model" - an ideatizati on of the situation appropriate
to the problem. Such a model, which may range from an elaborate com-
puter program to a war game played on a sand table, introduces a precise
structure and terminology that serve primarily as an eftecti . means of
communication, enabling the participants in the study to make *their
judgments in a concrete context. Moreover, through feedback - the results
of computation or the countermoves in the war game - the model helps
the decisionmaker, the analysts, and the experts on whom they depend to
arrive at a clearer understanding of the subject matter and the problem.
10 The notions discussed in this section and the one following are considered at length
in subsequent Chapters, especially 3,4, 7, and 10.

ii
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_THE, ELEMENTS OF ANALYSIS
The central importance of the model can be seen most readily, perhaps,

by looking at its relation to the other elements of analysis. There are five
altogether. Each of them is present in every analysis of choice, although
they may not always be explicitly identified.

1. The objective (or objectives). Systems analysis is undertaken pri-
marily to help choose a policy or course of action. The first and one of the
most important tasks of the systems analyst is to discover what objectives
the decisionmaker is, or should be, trying to attain through the options
open to him, and how to measure the extent to which they are, in fact,
attained. This done, strategies, forces, or equipment are examined, coin-
pared, and chosen on the basis of how well and how cheaply they can

accomplish these objectives.
2. The alternatives. The alternatives are the means by which it is hoped

the objectives can be attained. They need not be obvious substitutes or
perform the same specific function. Thus, to protect civilians against air
attack, shelters, "shooting" defenses, counterforce attack, and retaliatory
striking power are all alternatives.

3. The costs. The choice of a particular alternative for accomplishing the
objectives implies that certain specific resources can no longer be used for
other purposes. These are the costs. In analyses for a future time period,
most costs can be meabured in money, but their true measure is in terms of
the opportunities that they prechide. Thus, if we are comparing ways to
eliminate guerrillas, the injury or death of nonparticipating civilians caused
by the various alternatives must be considered a cost, for such casualties
may recruit more guerrillas.

4. A model (or models). A model is a representation of reality which
abstracts the features of the situation relevant to the question being studied.

, The means of representation may vary from a set of m-athematical equa-

tions or a computer program to a purely verbal description of the situation,
in which judgment alone is used to assess the consequenceb of various
choices. in systems analysis, or any analysis of choice, the role of the model
(or models, for it may be inappropriate or absurd toattempt to incorporateall the aspects of a prob!em in a single formulation) is to estimate the

consequences of the choice. that is, the costs that each alternative will
incur and the extent to which each alternative will attain the objective.

5. A criterion. A criterion is a rule or standard for ranking the alterna-
tives in order of desirability and indicating the most promising. It provides
a means for weighing cost against performance.

The process of analysis takes place in five overlapping stages. In the first,
the formulation stage, the issues are clarified, the extent of the inquiry
limited, and the elements identified, In the second, the search stage, l-1

!I
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information is gathered and alternatives generated. The third stage is i
evaluation; the fourth, interpretation; and the fifth, verification."

To start the process of evaluation or comparison (see Fig. 1.2), the
various alternatives (which may have to be discovered or invented as part
of the analysis) are examined by means of the models, The models tell us j
what consequences or outcomes can be expected to follow from each t
alternative; that is, what the costs are and the extent to which each objective
is attained. A criterion can then be used to weigh the costs against perform-
ance, and thus the alternatives can be arranged in the order of preference.

liprrM. Th. ALTERNATIVES

ALTERNATIY$S iP,.krrnr.

A. PAfkOAtHAtNCt(+'A A.

A o Reliability A.
A, . A,A. CollateraANSM040 A

A.A

A,.A

THE MODELS THE CREf.AMON

Fig. 1.2 - The structure of analysis

Unfortunately, things are seldom tidy: Too often the objectives are
multiple, conflicting, and obscure; alternatives are not adequate to attain
the objectives; the measures of effectiveness do not really measure the
extent to which the objectives are attained; the predictions from the model
are full of uncertainties; and other criteria that look almost as plausible as
the one chosen may lead to a different order of preference. When this
happens, we must take another approach. A single attempt or pass at a
problem is seldom enough, As indicated in Fig. 1.3, the key to successful
analysis is a continuous cycle of formulating the problem, selecting
objectives, designing alternatives, collecting data, building models,
weighing cost against performance, testing for sensitivity, questioning
assumptions and data, re-examining the objectives, opening new alterna-
tives, building better models, and so on, until satisfaction is obtained or
time or money force a cutoff

Note that there is nothing really new about these procedures. They have
been followed more or less successfully since ancient times. The need for
considering cost relative to performance must have occurred to the eariiest
planner. Systems analysis is thus not a catchword to suggest we are doing

We shall discuss ihese live stages in detaii in Chapter 3.
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something new; at most, we are doing something better - "better" in
deliberately attempting to be systematic, analytic, and comprehensive, in
making use of mathematical and computer techniques, and in paying
careful attention to sensitivity.

DEVELOPMENT OF SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
Although systems analysis has, in fact, contributed substantively to long-

range defense planning, the contribution Las not been uniform over the
range of problems to which it has been applied. I, ihe early days of systems
analysis, the studies were highly preoccupied with the analytic techniques
of operations research - linear programming and game theory, for example.
Complicated mathematical models, featuring an astronomically large num-
ber of machine computations designed to pick out the optimum system,

SELECTING DESIGNING
FfORMULATING CLETN

TEPROBLEM D '

OP•,.rENING NWBIDN

ALTERNATIVES ITERATION

R•EIWEIGHNIG

REEXAMINING COST AGAINST
OBJECTIVES FFECTIVENES

QUESTIONING TESTING FOR

ASSUMPTIONS SENSITIVITY

Fig. 1.3 -The key to successful analysis

were popular. We soon realized, however, that real-world defense planning
was too complicated for such a purely quantitative approach. Nevertheless,
at the start, problems concerning strategic bombing or air defense received
a good deal more attention than those, say, of limited war. T'is was not
surprising, limited war is obviously a tri-service problem and full of
factors - political, social, and economic - that cannot be easily quantified. VI
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When the first systems analysis was done, central war problems looked
relatively free of such clutter. It was not obvious until much later that this
appearance was deceiving, and that attention must be given to such aspects
of strategic war as initiation, intra-war deterrence and negotiation, terriin.
ation, and recovery.

Today, analyses no longer look as "analytical" as they did in the past.
To an increasing extent they deal with strategy as well as with tactics - with
the ability to achieve general foreign policy objectives, rather than merely
with the ability of weapon systems to influence the character of a single
military clash. As advisors, our objective is insensitivity as frequently as it
is optimization: we seek to define systems that will work well under many
widely divergent contingencies and even give some sort of reasonably
satisfactory performance under a major misestimate of the future. Thus,
RAND's first defense study focused its attention on the tactics for shooting
down enemy bombers. Today, the corresponding study would look for the
less obvious values of defense, relate active defense to other military mis-
sions, consider the use of warning systems for surveillance and related
"nonspasm" uses, investigate the different kinds of contingencies in which
defense might be useful, and so on. We now realize that the impact of
subjective considerations - such as the system's flexibility, its compatibility
with other systems (some yet unborn), its contributions to national prestige
abroad, and its effect on domestic political constraints - can play as
important a role in the choice of alternatives as any calculation of war
outcomes. In addition, we realize that such intangibles as the extent to
which superiority in residual forces can be effectively used to coerce the
enemy to discontinue the conflict, or the perception each side has of its
own or its enemy's strengths, must be taken into account. Thus, it should
be no surprise that many of the component studies, and even a major part
of the over-all analysis, are verbal rather than quantitative in nature.

TilE CURRENT STATUS OF SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
Where they can be obtained, quantitative estimates of costs and effective-
ness are clearly helpful to any intelligent discussion of national security. In
current Department of Defense practice, these quantitative estimates are
now obtained as part of the progra in ming-plhaini g-budgeti ng process.
The analytic part of this process is systems analysis as we have ideally
defined it. But many people - some of them, perhaps, readers of this book -
are vaguely uneasy about the particular way these estimates are made and
their increasingly important role in military planning. This is especially so
when cost-effectiveness or the use of computers is mentioned.

For example, an Air Force officer writes that computer-oriented plan-
ning techniques are dangerous; that mathematical models of future wars

I:-
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are inadequate for defense planning; and that scientific methods cannot
handle those acts of will which determine the conduct of war.12 A Con-
gressman says, "We should not allow cost-effectiveness to cost us our
effectiveness in national security matters."1s A Senator remarks, "Our
potential enemies may not use the same cost-effectiveness criteria and thus
oppose us with the best weapons their technology can provide. This
would create an intolerable perui to the national security."14

The cost-effectiveness aspect of these analyses is most often criticized when
it deals with engineered systems like the TFX and the nuclear-powered
carrier. Just over a year ago, for instance, the House Armed Services
Committee spoke of the Defense Department in these words:

... the almost obsessional dedication to cost-effectiveness raises the specter of a
decisionmaker who,., knows the price of everything and the value of nothing.15F •=That Oscar Wilde's famous definition of a cynic should be quoted in such

a context is remarkable. Later, the chairman, Representative L. Mendel
Rivers, complaining about the inadequacy of current antisubmarine war-
fare capability and a program to build logistics ships in a single shipyard,

S~remarked:

All of this is being rationalized on the basis of cost/effectiveness studies. Do you
know that the M-14 rifle costs more than a bow and arfows? From a cost/effective-S~ness standpoint we obviously would be better off if we went back to bows and

arrows. A beer bottle filled with gasoline and stuffed with a rag wick is a fairly
effective weapon at close quarters, and it is cheaper to produce than a land mine or
a hand grenado. From a cost/effectiveness viewpoint, we should be collecting beer

Sbottles and old rags. I

Lt. General Ira C. Eaker, USAF (Ret.), in a newspaper column entitled
"Most Expensive Thing a Nation Can Buy Is a Cheaper Weapon," gave his
opinion:

One of the prime obstacles to adequate defense Weapons and measures ira recent
yeats has been a hurdle called cost.effectiveness. This test applied by scientists and
theorists has killed off many new weapons, urgently requested by military leaders.

i •If Hitch applies cost-effectiveness to the curriculum at California, philosophy will
a..v to go. 1. does not give the financiai return to graduates which they can get

from medicine, engineering or law. The department of education no doubt will be
eliminated also. Teaching does not pay as well as dentistry. 7

* x12 Col. F. X. Kane, USAF, "Security Is Too Important To Be Left To Computers,"
Fortune, Vol. 69, No. 4, April 1964, pp. 146, 231 +.
13 Representative Melvin Laird of Wisconsin, 4uoted in MissilelSpace Daily, April 7,
1 964, p. 161.
14 Senator John 0. Pastore of Rhode Island, quoted in tJ.S. News and World Report,
January 6,1964, p. 6 .
15 House Report 1536, May 16, 1966.
16 Congressional Record, October 3, 1960, pp. A-5088-5089.
17 Los Angeles Times, August 22, 1965, p. G-7. Charles J. Hitch had recently resigned
as an Assistant Secretary of Defense to become Vice President for financial affairs of the
University of California,
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One might wonder why an approach that seems so logical is so violently
opposed. Cost-effectiveness analysis seeks to increase value received
(effectiveness) for the resources expended (cost). It is something we always
practise when buying an automobile, or planning a vacation, or building -
a house. Hence, as a practical matter, it is not the method that should be
under attack. The defictencies of cost-effectiveness (or systems analysis, for
that matter) exist only when the work is not competently done or when the
results are used without their limitations in mind. And in this connection
it is worth noting that those who have used cost-effectiveness extensively
have a high opinion of its value. Charles J. Hitch, for example, in speaking
of the critics, remarks:

In a wa,, it is quite ironic that the very people who are so insistent that they want
"the besi and most modern" in Defense hardware are opposed to the "best and most
modern" in Defense analysis and decisionmaking techniques.' 8

We might add that those who hold that national defense decisions are
being made solely by considering calculations and numbers are not only
premature in their belief (to say the least), but probably have a basic mis-
understandi;ag of how such decisions must, in fact, be made. Even a nod-
ding familiarity with the process reveals that it is today rampant with
dogma, service rivalries, special interests, and horse-trading - so much so
that, in the opinion of some analysts, a computerized solution that paid no
attention to these human constraints might lead to something better. This
book will attempt to show, however, that even in the narrowest of military

contexts, considerations not subject to rigorous, quant;tative, computer- ,
based analysis are always present - and that this situalion is not likely to
change. At best, calculations by themselves give us, for each set of specific
assumptions - about the political and economic state of the world, the
actions of the enemy, the outcome of various technologick.l investigations,
and so on - a somewhat less than objective appraisal of, say, the effective-
ness, for a fixed cost, of tpronosed forces or weapons for ,atanig given
goals. Such appraisals are not good enough; they must be supplemented
by informed and considered judgment, and there are many sets of assump.
tions that might be chosen. As Charles Hitch once noted, "there is nothing
inherent in ... systems analysis that calls for ignoring military judgment
or for relying on computers for anything other than computation ..

18 Charles J. Hitch, "Cost/Effectiveness," address before the 13th Military Opera-
lions Research Symposium, Washington, D.C., April 29, 1964,
19 Charles J. Hitch, "Programming's Role in Defense," address before the first Inter-
national Meeting of the Western Section of the Operations Research Society of America,
Honolulu, Hawaii, Sep!ember 1964; quoted, in part, in A.iation Week and Space
Technology, Vol. 81, No. 15, October 12, 1964, p. 17. Incidentally, interservice rivalries
and bargaining have at least the virtue of insuring that some nonquantitative consider-
ations are not neglected.

J-
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OBJECTIVES OF Tills BOOK

It is not easy to tell someone how to carry out a systems analysis. We lack
an adequate theory to guide us. This must be expected, for systems analysis
is a fairly new discipline, and history teaches us that good theory usually
comes late in the development of any field and after many false starts.
Where the attention of systems analysis has turned to methods, it has
fot:cused mainly on the development of mathematical techniques for han-
dling certain specialized problems, common in the practice of operations
research - rather than on building a basic theory for the treatment of the
broad questions typical in defense planning. This attention to technique has
met with gr3.:, success. Models have become easier to manipulate, even
with many more variables represented, and the computational obstacles in
systems analysis now cause comparatively little difficulty. The more im-
portant philosophical problems, however, such as occur in providing
assurance that the model is meaningfui, in devising schemes to compensate
for uncertainty, or in choosing appropriate measures of effectiveness, still
remain troublesome. Of the matters we could discuss in the following
pages, it is these fundamental problems that most deseve a critical
examination. Consequently, the many important and tuseful operations
research techniques essential to systems analysis are treated only very
cursorily. Many university and college courses, and books in profusion,
handle these subjects adequately. We propose here to emphasize concepts
and understanding instead - areas where the analyst as well as the user of
analysis is more likely to err.

The intended reader of this book has four roles to consider with respect
to analysis, for he sponsors, produces, evaluates, or inplements it. The
objective of this book is to provide help in each of these roles.

For the sponsor, we attempt to point out the role of analysis in the
military context, what kind of analysis is appropriate to what sort of prob-
lem, and what to expect from it. At the same time, we also attempt to indi-

* cate how overspecification of the problem by the sponsor and an arbitrary
determination of assumptions and methods can lead to poor results.

We also aim to help the producer of analysis. But, in viewing the pro-
ducer, we are taking the approach we just mentioned, that instruction in

" such well-established techniques of operations research as linear program-
ming, queuing theory, and decision theory should not be our first order of
business. We feel that the real pitfalls in analyzing the broad and complex
problems faced by military and government decisionmakers lie elsewhere.
They concern the design and definition of the problems, the selection and
understanding of rules of choice, and the interpretation of the results of
analysis in the light of considerations not taken into account in the analy-
sis. Hence, we put our emphasis on those subjects.
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To assist those who must evaluate analyses, we hope to describe fully
the major characteristics of good analysis and to suggest the proper q,,es-
tions to ask to uncover weaknesses and errors. We hope to make perfectly
obvious the virtues, as well as the drastic limitations, of an analytic ap-
proach to military problems.

Finally, for those who must implement analysis, we hope to produce the
kind of understanding that will provide appropriate confidence in its
results.

I
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Chati er 2

THE TRADE-OFF BETWEEN GROUNDPOWER AND
AIR SUPPORT: AN INTRODUCTORY EXAMPLE OF

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
M. G. WEINER

This chapter presents a highly sitnplified cost-effectiveness analysis of
the trade-offs betiveen groundpower and air support. Its purpose is to
highlight the virtues andl deficiencies of such analyses, and provide an
insight into some of the principles and methods discussed in subsequent
chapters.

INTRODUCTION

One of the most common forms of systems analysis to which the decision-
maker is exposed is the "trade-off" study, part of which usually includes a
cost-effectiveness analysis. A critical examination of the trade-off study
should provide us, therefore, with some insight into systems analysis as a
whole - how the analyst works, what he works with, what his analysis looks
like, and why it looks just that way. While we could approach these ques-
tions philosophically, and talk in broad terms about the importance of
assumptions, the significance of the variables or parameters chosen for a
study, or how the validity of such an analysis is determined, we will instead
actually go through a specific instance of a trade-off study. To keep matters
within bounds, we have simplified our eyample considerably. Its purpose
is merely to provide a vehicle for discussion, and it should not be taken too
seriously. As a vehicle, it is a Model T Ford compared with some of the
impressive Cadillacs that are currently in use. Nevertheless, it may get us
to our destination, which is a critical appraisal of the important ingre-
dients of trade-off studies.

First, a word or two about the differences between cost-effectiveness and
trade-off analysis. A cost-effectiveness analysis is, in the simplest terms, an
attempt to determine whether or not a system that might be purchased is
worth the cost. To find out, it is necessary, in the first place, to formulate
some notion of "worth," some "measure of effectiveness."' How well does
the system do the job it is designed to do? Does its effectiveness warrant
the cost? In many cases, these turn out to be difficult questions to answer
in the military field. Take, for examole, a tactical weapon system like a

'A problem discussed at length by L. D. •a•taway in Chapter 4.
20
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fighter-bomber. An analyst can indeed determine some aspects of its
effectiveness - such as the number of weapons it can deliver, its delivery
accuracy, its survivability - even though he often finds that the task of
expressing them quantitatively is a complex one. But his problem of
measuring effectiveness becomes still more difficult when he has to add to
his account of the fighter-bomber a description of characteristics like its
deterrent value or political demonstration value. Moreover, the analyst
must formulate estimates of costs, and here he runs into the same difficul-
ties. He can, of course, make some fairly accurate estimates of dollar costs,
but what about some of the other costs, like the political oi psycho-
logical?2 As those who have some familiarity with cost-effectiveness
studies know well enough, it is easier to say that these costs should be

analyzed than it is to analyze them.
If a cost-effectiveness study is a way of determining whether or not a

system is worth its cost, a trade-off study is a way of determining whether
or not one system is better than another. Here the difficulties are much the
same as they are in cost-effectiveness analyses.

We are all familiar with cost-effectiveness and trade-off studies in ourt
everyday life. Put in overly simple terms, any time we compare several TV
sets, listing the good and bad points about each (including the cost), and
then decide which one we would like "on balance," we do a cost-effective-
ness analysis. And every time we compare a TV set with the new dishwasher
our wife wants, we do a trade-off analysis - again going through the pros
and cons and costs of each, but with somewhat greater difficulty because
dishwashers and TV sets are not easily compared, and other aspects of outr
relations with our wife may play an iniportami role in the final deci-
sion.

The trade-off study which we will present is a good example of the
problem of trying to compare quite different things. It is a study of the
trade-off between airpower and groundpO,,•, .

Now what does this mean?7 What exactly are we going to trade off? Can

the trade-offbetween airpower and groundpower be reasonably expressed
as a trade-off between divisions of ground forces and wings of airpower?
Should it be considered for the entire spectrum of limited war, including
nuclear operations? Is it dominated by one potential conflict area, such as
the Far East or Europe? To what extent, if any, should some of the non-
quantifiable military and non-military factors - such as the value of these
forces in showing the flag - be included in the analysis? Can pure trade-
offs of air and ground forces be considered, or only different "mixes" of

2The nature of resource analysis and cost-sensitivity analysis is explored in Chapters
7-9. That of the more or less nonquantitative costs is considered throughlout this
book, especially in Chapters 3, 16, 17, 18, and 20.
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the two? These and other questions must be answered, however tentatively,
before analysis of force trade-offs can begin.

By the time the analyst has thought about tbese complex possibilities
for a while he is ready to ask for reassignment. However, if this fails, he
pushes on. He tries to narrow the problem down a bit. And, as every
analyst knows, the minute he tries this, he provides critics with animuni-
tion. "What about all those things which you haven't included ?" they ask
with a disarming smile, while the blood - usually the analyst's - drips.

But narrow down he must. So, for our purpose, we will say that the
analysis will consider only the military trade-off of various mixes of divis-
ions and wings in a non-nuclear war.

Unfortunately, this simplification has not made the task much less
complicated. True, we can now state the problem more specifically, but,
as analysts, we still have other major questions to face. Among the most
significant is that of discovering a way of comparing the effectiveness of
ground divisions and air wings.

Several bases for comparison suggest themselves: tonnage delivered,
i ~rapidity of response, ground-holding capability, casualties inflicted, •

casualties taken, and some others, singly or in combination. It might be
objected, of course, that several of these measures are related: the tonnage
delivered affects the casualties that are inflicted; the ability to hold ground
is related to the ratio of casualties inflicted to casualties taken; and so on.
With this variety of interrelations, we would probably want to try several
difierent measures. But for this illustrative example, let us use "casualties
inflicted" as a measure since it appears to be part of most of the others. We
will therefore begin our trade-off study at that point, by comparing the

-• ~casualty-producing capability of an air wing and a ground division. :
CASUALTY PRODUCTION BY AIRPOWER

What is the casualty-producing capability of airpower? It depends on
many things: the situation, the type of aircraft, the number of aircraft, the
types of weapons and their effectiveness, and so on. For our purposes, let
us start with an assumption about the casualty-producing capability of
onejet aircraft equipped with non. o-Aear weapons.

Although various estimates of this capability can be obtained from
historical data and analyses, they will depend on the particular conditions
appropriate to each source of data. In a fuller analysis than the one attemp-
ted here, we would, of course, want to use several different values and see
how each one influences the outcome of the study. We would also want to
make some side investigations to obtain as valid a set of values as possible. 3

3Sensitivity analysis and the treatment of uncertainty are discussed throughout this
volume. In particular, note Chapters 5, 8, 10, and 17.
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But in the present example, where our aim is simply a broad sketch V'

of trade-off analysis, we will arbitrarily select a number from the range
of available values and say that one aircraft will produce 25 enemy I
casualties in each attack or sortie against organized ground units. For this

illustration, we will consider these units to be enemy divisions of approxi-
mately 13,000 troops. 4  j

Now, since each wing contains 75 aircraft,5 and we can reasonably as-
sume that each aircraft will fly one sortie a day,0 we can calculate that
one wing will produce 1875 casualties daily (75 acft x 1 sortie x 25 casual-
ties per sortie).

CASUALTY PRODUCTION BY GROUNDPOWER

The casualty production of groundpower must be estimated in a somewhat
different manner. Using historical data, we find that the attrition of a main
enemy force on the offensive (assuming an enemy superiority between 2:1
and 4:1) is 11.2 per cent casualties a month. 7 Since we are using an enemny
division size of 13,000 troops in our estimates, this amounts to approxi-
miately 1500 casualties in 30 days (0.112 x 13,000), or 50 casualties a day.

SOME ADDITIONAL ASSUMPTIONS

Having made two sets of calculations of the casualty-producing effective-
ness of airpower and groundpower, we now wish to relate these to some
type of conflict situation. One method of doing this is to hypothesize a
conflict environment, including the forces and objectives of the antagonists
in the conflict. This activity, sometimes called "scenario" construction,
can be done in various degrees of detail. 8 For our purposes, we will
construct a hypothetical and highly simplified non-nuclear conflict situa-
tion in which Red commits 60 divisions and Blue has 30 divisions initially
available to meet the assault.9 In addition, we will assume that Blue has
15 divisions in reserve which he can commit to combat throughout the
first 30 days of combat.
4Our choice of this figure of 13,000 troops as the size of an enemy division is arbitrary.
The Army's Handbook on Aggressor Military Forces, FM 30-102 (Headquarters, Depart-
ment of the Army, January 1963). cites a strength of 13,900 for a fictitious aggressor
mnotorized rifle division.
BQuestions and Answers About the United States Air Force, U.S. Government Printing
Office Document 1965-0-764-115, Washington, D.C., April 1965.
aThe sortie rate of aircraft depends on many factors. We use a rate of one sortie per
aircraft per day because it approximates some actual combat experience, as indicated in
Air Force and Spac' Digest, Vol. 49, No. 4 (April 1966), p. 46.
7Adapted from the Staff OJficers' Field Manual: Organization, Technical, and Logistical
Data, FM 101-10, Part I, Headquarters, Department of die Army. October 1961.
8A point that Seyom Brown will discuss more fully in Chapter 16.
PFor convenience in what follows, we will use the nomenclature of wvar gaming to refer
to the antagonists. Thus, "Red" denotes the aggressor's forces; "Blue" denotes the
defender's forces.
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For our hypothetical scenario, we further assume that both sides have
considerable airpower. Blue uses the bulk of his airpower to oppose Red's
air strength. He attacks Red's airfields and supply lines, and commits some
aircraf: to air defense. But he also commits two wings (150 aircraft) to
attacking ground troops. That is, Blue flies 150 sorties per day for 30 days
against enemy ground forces.

Finally, we will posit two rules. The first is that when a ground division
has suffered 30 per cent casualties, it is ineffective for combat.' 0 For Red,
this means that about 3900 casualties (0.30× 13,000 troops) will force
the withdrawal of a division from c ,nbat. The second rule is that once a
division has been withdrawn from combat, it cannot be replaced. in our
example, this 'ule implies that Red cannot add new divisions to the original
60 he commits to the conflict, and this, in turn, assumes that rlue's air
operations will be successful in preventing Red from bringing in reserves.

EFFECT OF BLUE GROUNDPOWER

Let us now determine the effectiveness of Blue's groundpower in our
example. Red commits 60 divisions. The attrition to each division, as
calculated above, is 50 casualties a day from Blue's ground forces. This
amounts to 3000 casualties for the 60 divisions each day, or 90,000 casual-
ties 10days(60divisions x 50 casualties per day per division x 30days).
Sin_.., by our defeat criterion, each division that suffers 3900 casualties
.s withdrawn from combat,'' the 90,000 casualties amount to defeating
22.5 Red divisions in 30 days. This result is portrayed graphically in Fig.
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Combat days

•, Fig. 2.1 - Effect of fllum's groundpower

iOk While various nomlirs might be used am "dedeal crieria" we have chosen 30 per cent

of the force since ,t represents the approximawe magniwde of caualties suffered by the
GeManIs in th~e Ardennes op)eration of 1944-1945.

S•For convenience, we will use the figure of 4000 ca.5•ualzics in tlt following calculations.

S1
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2.1, which shows both Blue's buildup and the reduction in Red's ground
force strength for the 30-day period.

EFFECT OF BLUE AIRPOWER
The effectiveness of Blue's airpower is calculated in the same manner.
Against a Red force of 60 divisions, the two wings of Blue aircraft in
ground support will produce 3750 casualties per day (two wings x 1875
casualties per day, the casualty rate calculated earlier). For the 30-day
period, this amounts to 112,500 Red casualties, or the deleat of approxi-
mately 28 divisions (112,500/4000). This result is shown graphically in
Fig. 2.2.
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Fig. 2.2 - Effect of Blue's airpowcr

COMBINED EFFECIS OF AIRPOWER AND GROVI .bioWER

If, as is done in Fig. 2.3, we combine the effects of airpower and ground-
power, we see that the total reduction in Red strength over the 30-day period
will be 50.5 divisions: 22.5 divisions from groundpower, 28 divisions from
airpower. Further, we find that the ground situation is stabilized on
approximately the 14th day of combat; that is, on that day, both Red and
Blue have the same number of ground divisions in combat.

EFFECT OF BLUE FORCE ATTRITION
Thus far, we have not estimated the attrition of Blue's ground forces.
Because we have assur -d that Blue's air operations are successful in
preventing Red's aircraft Irorn making any substantial contribution to the

., d canr.p.,.gn, we need account only for the attrition produced by
Rt . ground forces. ;-his can be calculated as it was for Red's ground
forces, although corrections must be made to reflect the farct that Blue's L
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ground forces are on the defensive and numerically smaller. In these terms,
Blue's total attrition in the ground campaign amounts to the defeat of
approximately 14 divisions in 30 days.

20-
toI . .I i I I . I

Fig. 2.3 - Combined effects of airpower and groundpower

It' we compare our calculations of Red and Blue attrition, we find
(Fig. 2.4) that the situation becomes stabilized in approximately 8 days;
that is, the ground forces on each side are then of equal s,'.ength.

OTHER AIR-GROUND FORCE MIXES

Our calculations so far have assumed 60 Red divisions, 30 Blue divisions
initially (plus 15 more from mobilization), and two wings of Blue aircraft
in ground support. We can, of course, look at other combinations, among
them these four:S1. Twenty-five Blue divisions plus 15 from mobilization.

2. Thirty-five Blue divisions plus 15 from mobilization.
3. Each of the above ground strengths with only one wing of Blue

aircraft in ground support.
4. Each of the above ground strengths with three wings of Blue

.. rerat in ground support.
in considering cach of these possibilities, we will leave unchanged our
assumptions regarding Red's initial ground strength (60 divisions), the
defeat criterion for a division (30 per cent casualties), and Red's inability
to bring additional reserves into the ground campaign.

Calculating as before for each of these mixes, we can derive the results
shown in Fig. 2.5. Of the various stabilization points that can be identified,
we have indicated two on the Figure (the black dots). These points show
the alternative mixes of airpower and groundpower that produce stabiliza-
tion -ýn the 16th day, and it is these two equal-effectiveness mixes we shall
want to trade off.

I /
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so Total red reduction
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Fig. 2.4 - Effect of Blue's force attrition

Cosrs
COSTS

At this point, we can introduce cost considerations. Expressing them as
simply as possible, we can assume that one wing of the aircraft we are
concerned with here will cost $400 million, 12 and one Blue division will
cost just twice as much.13 These figures are taken to include initial invest-
ment plus 5-year operating costs.

One wing

IWonwin&$

Three
200 wings 35 Buue+attrition

.2 30

20 3Bie+atritrion
25 Blue + attrition

10

0 10 20 30
Combat days

Fig. 2.5 - Effect of various air-ground mixes

"•RADE-OFF CONCLUSIONS

U:,ing these cost data and the earlier measures of" effectiveness, we can

"xThis value is bas.d ocn an arbitrary assumption of an initial investment cost of $2.0
million each for 75 aircraft plus $50 million a year for okerating costs.
"13This value is taken as the average of the costs of all types of U.S. divisions, as given in
Aviation H'eA- t Space Technology, Vol. 80, No. 8 (Feoruary 24, 1964), p, 65.
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now calculate the trade-off between our two mixes. For the first mix, the
total cost is $28.8 billion:

2 wings at $400 million $0.8 billion
-* 35 divisions at $800 million - $28.0 billion

Total $28.8 billion
ii For the second mix, the total cost is $21.2 billion:

3 wings at $400 million = $1.2 billion
25 divisior.- at $800 million = $20.0 billion

STotal = $21.2 billion
The difference in cost between the two is $7.6 billion. Thus, since both

mixes lead to a stabilized conflict situation on the same day of combat,
we can conclude that the second mix will produce a saving of $7.6 billion
over the first tnix, without any loss of effectiveness.

SCME LARGER CONSIDERATIONS
As far as systems analysis is concerned, it is appropriate to conclude this

illustration by asking two major questions: First, "Is this study adequate?"
Second, "If not, why not ?"

Is there an aspect of this analysis that seems suspicious ? If so, what is
it? Is it the statement of the problem as a trade-off and cost-effectiveness
analysis? Is it that the problem was narrowed down to a mix of wings and
divisions? Is it the assumptions made 'n the scenario about the Red orL Blue air or ground forces ? Is it the criterion that we specified (the casualty-

producing capability of our airpower and groundpower) or the way weF > calculated it? Is it the "pay-off" measure (length of the conflict) that we
used ? Is it the data we used on the effectiveness of airpower and ground-

power? Is it our selection of alternative mixes of divisions and wings?
SIs it the cost estimates? Is it the conclusions we drew about trade-offiI

I: t savings and equal effectiveness? Or is it something else?
"k If the analysis is not credible, is it possible to pinpoint the reason why,,

or the remedies that might be taken ?
The answer should be "yes." Despite the volumes of calculations, the

S " detailed scenarios, the pages of analytic data, the computer programs and
outputs, the war games, or the mathematical formulae that are part of
many systems analyses, the basic structure of an analysis is usually simple.
If the user or doer of an analysis cannot identify this structure and examine
it critically, he may not understand what the analysis is all about, or whether
or not it is valid. In short, it is the structure, rather than all the supporting
data, calculations, games, computer programs, and so on, on which the
analysis must stand or fall.

A
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The remainder of this book, in various ways and from various points of
view, elaborates on this theme and some others implied in our example.
In Chapter 21, we will return specifically to the example and attempt to
see, in the light of what the authors in between have had to say, how the
analysis might have been designed and conducted differently.

I A
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Chapter 3

PRINCIPLES AND PROCEDURES OF
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

E. S. QUADE

This chapter surveys the "howis" of systems analysis and the "whys"
behind them. Its basic purpose is to provide an overview o, and a
context for, the individual questions of theory and technique discussed
in detail by the following authors. Accordingly, the chapter limits itself
to a general description of the steps common to all analysis; the principles
governing each; their interaction; the character of the results the),"permit; the utility of these results for the decisionmaker; and, in the

Tebroadest terms, the nature of "successful" or "good" analysis.

INTRODUCTION

The RAND Corporation has produced analyses of national security
problems for quite a number of years - in fact, since World War 11.

V Although collectively we have learned a great deal that should be useful to
anyone attempting to analyze such problems, we have not yet learned
enough to supply a sequence of steps or rules that, if followed mechanically
- by the numbers, so to speak - would automatically guarantee solutions

*.-that will stand the tests of time. In the main, this is so because military
systems analysis is to some extent still an art - or at least a craft - rather
than a form of engineering or an exact science. It is not, like statistics or
physical chemistry, say, a body of knowledge and skills that can be

t •acquired largely without becoming involved in particular applications.
Now, of course, some techniques of an art - even some of the most

important ones - can be taught, but not by means of fixed rules which need
only be followed exactly. Thus, in our analyses, we must sometimes do
things that we think are right but cannot really justify or even check in
the output of the work. We must accept many subjective judgments as
inputs, and we must present answers based partly on judgment to be used
as a basis for other judgments. Hence, a discussion of "how systems

i analysis is done" must content itself with indicating some guidelines, some
principles, and some illustrative examples.

THm ESSENCE OF SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
If systems analysis is largely "art" and "judgment," what does the
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"analysis" contribute?7 Our answer to this question was expressed in tile

introductory chapter. There we stated our view that to a large extent
systems analysis is successful in areas where there is no accepted theoretical
foundation (defense planning is an example), precisely because it is able
to make a more systematic and efficient use of expert judgment than can
its alternatives. The essence of the method is to construct and operate
within a model -. an idealization of the situation appropriate to the prob-
lem. Such a model - in the example given by M. G. Weiner in Chapter 2, it
is a series of rules or planning factors taken from official records - intro-
duces a precise structure and terminology that serve primarily as a means of
communication. As such, it enables the participants to make their judg-
ments concretely, and, through feedback - which, in the previous example,
would be the outcomes predicted by the planning factors - it helps the
analysts, the experts, and the decisionmakers to arrive at a clearer under.
standing of both the problem and its context.

To keep the discussion from becoming too abstract, we will attempt to
illustrate the points we intend to make by reference to the following hypo-
thetical example:

Suppose a new, lighter-payload missile system is being advocated to
replace or supplement the Minuteman. It would make use of the Minute-
man silos and other ground facilities. Supporters claim that it will be
more reliable and much more accurate and that these advantages far
outweigh its somewhat higher cost and lower payload. Assume also that
although development is advanced, several variants are possible, and that
a decision should be made soon whether or not to freeze the design and
plan procurement.

How can we proceed with an analysis to provide advice on this deci-
sion ?

TiHE ALTERNATIVES

Before we answer thus que,.tion, we might examink briefly the alternative
sources of such advice. One of the most common, unfortunately, is pure
intuition. It is in no sense analytic, since no effort is made to structure the
problem or to establish cause and effect relationships and operate on them
to arrive at a solution. The intuitive process is to learn everything possible
about the problem, to "live with it," and to let the subconscious provide
the solution. Someone using this method does not feel any obligation to
show how he arrived at the solution.

Between pure intuition, on the one hand, and systems analysis, on the
other, there are other sources of advice that can, in a sense, be considered
analytic, although the analysis is ordinarily less systematic, explicit, and
quantitative. One alternative is simply to ask an expert for his opinion.

i \
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What he says can, in fact, be very helpful, if it results from a reasonable
and impartial examination of the facts, with due allowance for uncertainty,
and if his assumptions and chain of logic are made explicit, so that others
can use his information to form their own considered opinion. But an
expert, particularly an unbiased expert, may be hard to find. National
security problems - even those like our example, wiuich is one of the sim-
pler types - are complex and what should be done depends oil many widely
different disciplines. An expert's knowledge and opinions are likely to be
more valuable if they can be formulated in direct association with other
experts. This suggests systems analysis, for, as remarked above, that ap-
proach, with its models and feedback, is essentially a device for providing
a framework for the systematic and efficient employment of the knowledge,
judgment, and intuition of the available experts.

Another way of handling a problem is to turn it over to a committee.
Now, although there is no reason why a committee cannot engage in
systematic analysis, this is not likely to happen. Committees are much less
likely than experts to make their reasoning explicit, since their findings are
usually obtained by bargaining - by the effort to reach a consensus or an
acceptable compromise. How this effort can affect originality, precision,
and efficiency hardly need be mentioned. This is not to say that a look by
a "blue ribbon" committee into our missile problem might not be useful,
but its greatest utility is likely to be in the critique of work done by others.

Answers obtained from experts working individually or as a committee
depend largely on subjective judgment. So do the answers obtainedfrom
systems analysis. As one writer has put it:

Subjectivity is inherent because of the essential content of political values in public
policy questions. Public policy by definition pertains to human conduct - the be-
havior and relations among men in political society. Because or its human impact
public policy - and strategy in particular - cannot be free of questions of political
vahue and hence cannot be decided except through the exercise of human judgment.
The ingredient of human judgment - be it only the simplest kind of intuition - is
therefore an essential part of any study of policy, no matter how analytical. JiudIg-
ment can be aided and augmented by the techniques of scientific analysis, but it
can never be supplanted. I

But the analytic approach, in contrast to its alternatives, provides its
answers by processes that are accessible to critical examination and can be
retraced by others, who can modify them more or less readily on the basis
of their own judgments as errors appear or as new information becomes
available.

However, no matter whether the advice is supplied by an expert, a coni-
mittee. or a formal study group, an analyris of a problem of choice involves
I Col. Wesley W. Posvar, "The Realm of Obscurity," in Ainefican Defenise Policv,

prepared ioy Associates in Political Science, United States Air Force Academy, The
Johns Hopkins Press, Baltimore, Md., 1965, p. 224.
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the same five elements and basic structure we considered inl Chapter 1:2 the i.

objectives; the alternatives for attaining them; the costs, or what we must
give up; the models, which allow us to see the costs of the alternatives and
the extent to which they attain the objectives; and finally, the criteria,
which tell us what alternatives to choose.

We now turn to the process by which these elements are identified and
the analysis carried out.

THE PROCESS OF ANALYSIS
The process of systems analysis represents a conscious attempt to extend
the approach and methods - and, ideally, the standards - of the "hard"
sciences into areas where controlled cxperimentation is seldom possible.
Unfortunately, some people have exaggerated the significance or success
of this att rapt, and we find them saying such things as that systems
analysis and operations research are really nothing more than the "scien-
tific method" extended to problems outside the realm of pure science.
Leaving aside the question whether there is anything that might be called
the scientific method, what such statements must mean, in part, is that the
analysis advances (by iteration or successive approximation) through
something like the following stages:

FORMULATION Clarifying the objectives, defining the
(The Conceptual Phase) issues of concern, limiting the problem.

SEARCH Looking for data and relationships, as
(The Research Phase) well as alternative programs of action that

have some chance of solving the problem.

EVALUATION Building various models, using them to
(The Analytic Phase) predict tile consequences that are likely

to follow from each choice of alternatives,
and then comparing the alternatives in
terms of these consequences.

INTERPRETATION Using the predictions obtained from the
(The Judgmental Phiase) models and whatever other information

or insight is relevant to compare the
alternatives further derive conclusions
about them, and indicate a course of
action.

VERIFICATION Testing the conclusions by experiment.
(The Scientific Phase)

2 See pp. 16-18 and Fig. 1.2.
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All analyses involve these five activities to some extent, but often the
fourth is done largely by the policy-maker and the last must be done
indirectly, if at all. There is a class of problems - our missile comparison is
an example - in which verification may be. possible in principle, but the
costs of an actual test would certainly be too high. Thus, if we want to
estimate what damage our missiles might do to the Soviet Union, the best
we can do is use simulatiii to devise a vicarious experiment.

The process of analysis may be represented as in Fig. 3.1. Here the
activities appear neatly separated. This is seldom the case, however, for
to one degree or another they all occur simultaneously. In our missile
comparison, for example, the prescription for carrying out the work
might run as follows:

1. Define and limit the problem. Are we helping to make a force posture
decision or is the decision really only one of whether or not to continue a
promising development?

2. Classify the objectives or goals that one hopes to attain with the sys.
tem being considered. Are we striving for deterrence to prevent a nuclear
attack on the United States or are we striving for an even more comprehen-
sive deterrent ?

3. Forecast the political and military environment in which the systems
are to operate. Do we need to consider scenarios in which the war starts
as a result of the degeneration of a crisis situation, or deliberate escalation,
or, as is often done, solely an attack "from out of the blue" ?

4. Determine ways to measure the degree of attainment of the goals or
objectives. This requires us to identify the mission to be assigned the
missiles.

5. List and define the alternative systems that offer some reasonable hope
of accomplishing the objectives, and select appropriate criteria for choos-
ing among these systems.

6. Choose the approach. Shall we compare the systems for a fixed budg-
et or shall we first fix the mission requirement? Do we start with a com-
puter model or a manual war game ?

7, Formulate a scheme for working out the dollar costs that takes
account of changes in operating philosophy and development time. Explore
the nonmonetary costs. Are there significant resource restraints or are
there undesirable side effects that interfere with programs ?

8. Examine the risks and timing in the development. Are we seeking to
advance the state-of-the-art or merely to improve current capabilities?

9. Compare the systems. Do the important differences stem from
unresolvable uncertainties about the future state of the world, or are they
matters of engineering?

10. Perform sensitivity analyses by varying key parameters across a
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Fig. 3.1 - Activities in analysis

range of values, to see that major uncertainties are thoroughly explored.
11. Consider the factors that we have so far not taken into account, and

test them against various assumptions where we think we have some
knowledge. of.w..a the outcome shoid be.

12. Decide what we can really recommend on the basis of the analyses.
13. Document our work. This should include the rationale and assump-

tions, more than a mere suimmary.
Some of these steps areclearly part of problem formulation, others belong

in the domain of the comparison, and still others might be classified as
part of the interpretation stage. The search stage, as is typically the case,
permeates the whole process and is especially difficult to isolate as a sepa-
rate activity. If, however, we stand back from the clutter of the re.al world,
there are several points we can usefully inake about the process of analysis
its it apl)ears in each of the activities named in Fig. 3.1. Let us take them
in turn, beginnim'g with "Formulation."

Formulation implies an attempt to isolate the quections or issues involved.
to fix the context within which these issues arc to be resolved, to clarify
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the objectives, to discover the variables that are operative, and to state
relationships among them. These relationships may be extremely hypo-
thetical if empirical knowledge is in short supply, but they will help make
the logical structure of the analysis clear. In a sense, formulation is the most
important stage, for the effort spent restating the problem in different ways
or redefining it clarifies whether or not it is spurious or trivial an4 points
the way to its solution.

The process of formulation is highly subjective. We must, for example,
consider what evidence will be meaningful and significant to the decision-
maker we are trying to help. Thus, in our missile comparison, will it be
sufficient to compare the new missile with the Minuteman alone, or must
other missiles or even manned bombers be considered? Will it be adequate
to make the comparisons in a U.S. second strike situation? Greater
reliability and accuracy may show to more advantage in wars initiating in
other ways. Are we helping to make a force posture decision or should we
really only be trying to demonstrate that we have a promising development
that should be continued for its growth potential alone?

The tendency all too frequently is to accept the client's original state-
meat of what is wanted, and then to set about building a model and gather-
ing information, scarcely giving a thought to whether the problem is the
right problem or how the answer will contribute to the decisions which it is
meant to assist. In fact, because the concern is with the future, the major job
may be to decide what the policy-maker should want to do. Since systems
studies have resulted in rather important changes, not only in how the
policy-maker carries out his activity, but in ihe objectives themselves,
it would be self-defeating to accept without inquiry the customer's or
sponsor's view of what the problem i. s.

But how is the analyst to know that his formulation of the problem is
superior ? His only possible advantage lies in analysis. That is, the process of'
problem formulation itself has to be the subject of analysis. What this
means is that, using the few facts and relationships that are known at this
early stage and assuming others, the analyst must simply make an attempt to
solve the problem. It is this attempt that will give him a basis for better
formulation. He always has some idea as to the possible solutions of the
problem; otherwise, he probably should not be working on it, for his analy-
sis might prove to be too formal and abstract.

Let us consider a classic example. For fiscal year 1952, Congress
authorized approximately $3.5 billion for air base construction, about half
to be spent overseas. RAND was asked to suggest ways to acquire, con-
struct, and maintain air bases in foreign countries at minimum cost. The
analyst who reluctantly took on this problem regarded it at first as essen-
tially one of logistics. He spent a long time - several months, in fact-

I.|
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thinking about it before he organized a study team. Although he had little
of tht information needed to make recommendations, lie was able to see
the problem in relation to the Air Force as a whole. He came to the con-
clusion that the real problem was not one of the logistics of foreign air
bases, but the much broader one of where and how to base the nation's
strategic air forces and how to operate them in conjunction with the base
system chosen. He argued that base choice would critically affect the corn- *

position, destructive power, and cost of the entire strategic force and thus
that it was not wise to rest a decision about base structure and location
merely on economy in base cost alone. His views prevailed and he led the
broader study, the results of which contributed to an Air Force decision to
base SAC bombers in the continental United States and use overseas instal-
lations only for refueling and restaging.3 An Air Force committee later
estimated that the study recommendations saved over $1 billion in con-
struction costs alone. In addition, it sparked a tremendous improvement in
strategic capability, particularly with regard to survival, and stimulated a
good deal of additional research on related questions.

In analysis, the problem never remains static. Interplay between a grow-
ing understanding of what it involves now and might involve in the future
forces a constant redefinition. Thus, the study just mentioned, originally
conceived as an exercise to reduce costs, became in the end a study of U.S.
strategic deterrent policy. Its recommendations led to a major reduction
in SAC vulnerability; that costs were also reduced was secondary.

Primarily as the result of discussion and intuition, the original effort to
state a problem should suggest one or more possible solutions or by-
potheses. As the study progresses, these original ideas are enriched and
elaborated upon - or discarded - and new ideas are found. The proces. of
analysis is an iterative one. Each hypothesis serves as a guide to later work -
it telk us whnt we are looking 4'... .tJl wo are lookhv Ike :, r'sui,.. -I--
tim±.zi S? _-.:,:t of the conclusions and recommendations usually rests on a
knowledge of facts about the problem which the analyst did not have at
the start. In the early stages it is not a mistake to hold an idea as to the
solution; the error is to refuse to abandon such an idea in the face of
mounting evidence.

It is important to recognize that anything going on in one part of an
activity, organization, or weapon system is likely to affect what goes Oil in
every other part. The natural inclination in problem-solving is to select a

3 For the full report, see A. J. Wohlstetter, F. S. Hoffman, R. J. Lutz, and H. S. Rowen,
Selection and Use of Strategic Air Bamrs, The RAND Corporation, R-266, April 1954.
A nontechnical account or this study appears as Chapter VI in Bruce L. R. Smith's The
RAND Corporation: Case Study of a Nonprofit Advisory Corporation, Harvard Univer-
sity Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1966.
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part of the problem and analyze it separately, or to reduce the problem to
one that looks manageable. "Many scientists owe their greatness not to
their skill in solving problems but to their wisdom in choosing them." 4

Systems analysis, however, does not offer us this freedom, at least not at
the outset. We have to solve the problem that exists. It calls for us to extend
the boundaries of the problem as far as required, determine which inter-
dependencies are significant, and then evaluate their combined impact.

But even for small-scale problems, the number of factors under con-
sideration at any one time must be reduced until what is left is manageable. I
In systems analysis, the complexity of the full problem frequently far out-
runs analytic competence. To consider in detail anything like the complete
range of possible alternative ways to deliver weapons on strategic targets
may be impossible. The use of suitcases or automobilns as delivery systems
does not belong in our missile comparison. Fortunately, the vast majority
of alternatives will be obviously inferior, and can be left out without harm.
1Thc danger is that some alternative better than the one ultimately un-
covered by the analysis might also be left out. Thus, although constraints
must usually be imposed to reduce the number of alternatives to be exam-
ined, this should be done by preliminary analysis, not by arbitrary decree.I Moreover, such constraints should be flexible, so that they may be weakened
or removed if it appears in later cycles that their presence is a controll-
ing factor. In analyzing our missile system, for example, we do not
simultaneously seek to determine the ideal ground support weapon for
tthe Tactical Air Command or the ratio of medical corpsmen to cooks in
the base support battalion. We call such a restriction of the problem a

.... suboptimization."

The necessity for suboptimization compounds the difficulties in the
selection of criteria and objectives. It is inevitable that not all decisions
can be made at the highest level or by one individual or group; some must
be delegated to others. Analysts and decisionmakers must thus always
consider actions that pertain to only a part of the military problem. Other
choices are set aside temporarily, possible decisions about some things
,...g s, a ,. dm e , ,,.- about others being taken for granted.
What is crucial is that the criteria and objectives for the suboptimization be
consistent with those that would apply to the full problem.

The most troublesome problems in analysis - those of selecting criteria,
- objectives, and ways to measure effectiveness - are discussed in detail in

the next chapter. We might note several general points beforehand, how-
ever.

4 E. Bright Wilson, Jr., An Introduction to Scientific Research, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc., New York, 1952, p. 1.
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It is commonly supposed that goals should, and can, be set independent-
ly of the plans to attain them. Yet there is considerable evider;.ccta.. vpcr-
ationally significant objectives are, more often than not, the result of
opportunities that possible alternatives offei rather than a source of such
alternatives. For one thing, it is impossible to select satisfactory objectives
without some idea of the cost and difficulty of attaining them. Such infor-
mation can only come as part of the analysis itself. For another, only some
of the pwsible consequences of different alternatives can be anticipated

before the analysis. The newly discovered consequences may then become
goals. Thus, for example, the invention of a near-perfect system for con-
tinuous peacetime strategic reconnaissance might, in some circumstances,
make a first strike to disarm the enemy an objective worth considering.

In fact, a characteristic of systems analysis is that solutions are often
found in a set of compromises which seek to balance and, where possible,
to reconcile conflicting objectives and questions of vii ue. It is more impor-tant to choose the "right" objective than it is to make the "right" choice

Sbetween alternatives. The chioice of the wrong alternative may merely mean"
that something less than the "best" system is being chosen. Since we must

frequently be satisfied with at most a demonstration that a suggested
action is "in the right direction," this may not be tragic. For, as we shall
see, such a demonstration may be the best that can be done anyway. But
the wrong objective means that the wrong problem is being solved.

The choice of the objective must be consistent with higher, or nationhl,

objectives. Since these are seldom operationally defined, however, the
analyst has i great responsibility to exercise care and good judgment. In
our missiL ;omparison, for instance, if we choose as an objective one that
puts a great premium on keeping collateral damage and civilian casualties
low, we bias the analysis toward the more accurate missile. Since in the
example we are attempting to determine whether or not to replace a current
capability with a more accurate one, we should s-ec--t Jeterin,;c as or,
objective, measuring it proximately by the total mortalities inflicted, for
accuracy is not so significant here. We then can argue afortiori that if the
lighter payload shows up better given this objective, then the case for it is -

' all the stronger.

At some stage we must deci'le on a specific approach to the problem.
The essence of the questions with which sytems analysis is concerned is
uncertainty, not only about economic, technical, and operational para-
Y'eters - which can be serious but are to a large extem under our control
a . somehow appear limited - but also about fature environments or
contingencies. It is almost impossible to forecast what these might be, let
alone to predict what an enemy might do about them. Hence, except in
very narrowly defined problems, we must look for an approach to the

r
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analysis which offers a hope of producing something constructive in spite
of the great uncertainties.

A point of view that has evol' ed from bitter experience runs something
like the following. An attempt to determine a sharp optimum or the unique
best solution in a problem having largely indeterminate parameters, some
subject to enemy influence, is probably doomed to fitilure The goal
instead should be to find and recommend a system that is close to the opti-
mum for the expected circumstances, but, at the same time, is to a large
degree insensitive to many uncertainties - specifically, a system that might
work well under many widely divergent contingencies and could even
give some sort of reasonably satisfactory perforrnv.e under unexpected
and thus possibly catastrophic circumstances, This characteristic is prob-
ably what the military man intends when lie speaks of "flexibility."

It is helpful here iv recall that the primary purpose of bystems analysis is
to advise a decisionmaker, help answer his questions, sharpen his intuition, I
and broaden his basis for judgment. In practically no case should we expect
to "prove" to the decisionmaker that a particular course of action is
uniquely best. The really significant problems are just too difficult and
there are too many considerations that cannot be handled quantitatively.
If we insist on a strictly quantitative treatment, we are likely to end with
such a simplified model that the results will be almost meaningless, or
arrive too late to be useful to the decisionniaker.

These observations suggest two rules of thumb: I
I. Throughout the inquiry, it is well to look for gross differences in

relative costs and effectiveness among the alternatives and, specifically,
for differences of the sort that have a chance of surviving many likely
resolutions of the various uncertainties and intangibles. Thus, in comparing
future systems, the question to address is which systems have a clear
advantage, rather than that of precisely how much better one is than
another. Something of this attitude no doubt underlies a motto of the
Systems Analysis Office in the Office of the Secretary of Defense: "It is j
better to be roughly right than exactly wrong." 6  I

2. All comparisons should be made with the uncertainties in mind. A
choice between missile systems. therefore, must depend on a carefulinvestigation of a wide range of enemy offensive and defrensive Capabilities.

5 But one RAND analyst notes that even the discovery that the quantitative differences

among the alternatives are insignificant can have a considerable value to the decision-
maker. "This is especially true if sensitivity analyses have been made... [and) the final
results are still within relatively narrow ranges. Given results of this kind, the decision-
maker can be less concerned about making a mistake regarding the quantitative aspects
of the problems, anra he may then feel somewhat more comfortable about focusing more
of his attention on the 1,aalitative... consideiations." (G. H. Fisher, The Analytical
Bases of Systeins Analysis, The RAND Corporation, P-3363, May 1966, p. 14.)
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But this is not enough. When, as in our example, a proximate criterion
must be used - the capability of the force to inflict mortalities being sup-
posed to substitute for deterrence - the effort must be made to test with
criteria 6ther than the one used for preliminary screening. Moreover, the
performance of the alternatives must be considered under it variety of
contingehcies that involve mnajor changes in the environment - those due,
say, to political acts or actions that depend on human caprice.

Search
The search phase is concerned with finding both the alternatives and the
data, or ý,idence, onl which the analysis is to be based. It is as important to
look for new alternatives (and evidence to support them) as it is to look
for ways to compare them. Obviously, if %,e have no alternatives or no
ideas about them, there is nothing to analyze or to choose between. If
iii the end we are to designate a preferred course of action, we must have
discovered earlier that such a course exists.

In military analysis, many facts are hard to come by. The actual opera-
Stional ierformance of future missiles in combat, for instance, cannot be

predicted with any great degree of certainty by purely theoretical studies.
Nor, fot that matter, is it very likely that an individual systemw ana!ystmodeling a weapon system will be thoroughly familiar with all the aspects

of the system lnd its environment. For these reasons, systems analysis
must depend a good deal more on informed judgment than do most types
of engineering. The analyst must be assisted by others, civilian as well as
military, and depend on their judgment, not only for facts, but for opinions
about the facts. Of course, it may not always be possible to recommend a
course of action even when the facts are known, but it is a knowledge of

them which makes a solution possible.
One aspect of the search stage that will be emphasized throughout this

book is the role of component or supporting studies - scientific, engineer-
ing, and cost - in systems analysis. A sensible answer to broads qustio,.s
obviously requires a great many facts at hand, and these supporting studies
are designed to provide them. Thus, in our example, the feasibility of the
alternative missiles, or the range of force postures in which they might be
imbedded, may hinge primarily on discovering the trade-offs between such
engineering parameters as range, payload, and accuracy and how these
affect the cost, cfectiveness, and availability of the missiles. It is here that
most of the man-hours invested in a study must go. As a result, it is largely
the technical competence found in his associates in engineering and science
that may account for an analyst's successes. Certainly, this is the case at
RAND. One might get the idea from much of what is discussed in this
book that systems analysis is done mainly by men with their feet on a desk,

I -
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men once described as "pipe-smoking, tree-full-of-owls types." And this

may sometimes be the case; but typically it takes a lot of detailed individual
research, conferences, and traveling by engineers, cost analysts, economists,
political scientists, operations analysts, and other specialists to produce an
analysis that makes a useful contribution.

The search for data can, of course, be endless, since in principle the
uncertainties of most planning problems can never be completely elimi-
nated. When should the theoretical analysis begin? What proportion of
effort should be devoted to empirical research? D. M. Fort offers these
suggestions:

... the proper balance betw-en theoretical analysis and fact-gathering depends on
the problem. It is importl.nt, of course, to get the facts on the proper subject; a
preliminary theoretical analysis can be very useful io this end, in pointing out what
information is lacking and most needed. Much effort can be and often is wasted
gathering the wrong data, for failure to do the necessary theoretical homework
first, On the other hand, much effort is also wasted applying sophisticated analyti-
"cal techniques to inadequate data, trying to make silk purses out of sows' ears.
Physical experiments and data gathering in general are expensive; making plans and
decisions in the face of uncertainty, even if aided by the best possible systems
analysis, can also be very expensive. A proper balance may well call for much
more emphasis on fact-gathering than has been customary.6

EXpert opinion must be cafled upon when it is necessary to use numeri-
cal data or assumptions that cannot be based on theory or experience -
when, say, we want to obtain something like an estimate of the guidance
accuracy of our new missile in the presence of counter-measures that have
been conceived in theory but have not yet been developed. Chapter 18
describes a method for doing this systematically.?

Evaluation
- -~ In order to choose among alternatives, a way to estimate or predict the

"various consequences of their selection must exist. This may be as elemen-
= ••tary as calling on the intuition of a single expert, but the more formal

process of using a model or a set of models usually leads to better results.
The role of the model in systems analysis is to provide a way to obtain cost
and performance estimates for each alternative. Sometimes these estimates
are obtained from a si.-ze •cr-l model - say, an elaborate ccmpute~r
program which combines into a single computation all the various sub-
IueCs for utctrmining dollar cost, reliability, lives lost, tar- ts destroyed,

and so on. At other times, consequences of different types are obtained
separately by a wide variety of processes - gaming, computation, or
political analyses.

Later, we will devote separate chapters to models in general and to

6 D. M. Fort, Systems Anal),is as an Aid In Air Transportation Planning, The RAND
Corporation, P-3293-1, March 1966, p. 10.

The Delphi technique, pp. 435 ff.
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three types common in systems analysis: simulations, war games, and
srcerar~os.8 Hence, the discussion here wil! Confine itself to a few general
remarks about the way models are used in systems analysis, especially as
these models involve quantification and the use of judgment.

Consider our example of how to advise a decisionmakcr on a substitute
for the Minuteman. A typical military systems analysis such as this usually
takes one of two forms. In the first, some level of military effectiveness (the
objective) is fixed and an attempt is made to determitne the alternative
which will attain th-e desired effectivenes~s at mninimum cost- in the second.

the budget level is fixed and we seek to maximize effectiveness. Suppose we
decide to take this la)tter approach, ':"

To carry out the analysis, a specifically dated budget trust be assumed
and, using various models, the forces attainable witn that budget must be
worked out. This task, which is by ,o means simple, requires a cost model,.
In part, this model is constructed by measuring the purchase price not only
of the various weapons and vehicles involved, but also of the whole mate-
rid and manpower structure. The costs must take into-account the entiresystem of utilization, extended over a period of time prolonged sufficiently

to reflect the important factor of peacetime maintenance. It takes a great
deal of research and sophisticated k.'nowledge to cost a system that does
not yet exist.9

Next, an environment and a mode of war initiation must be specified.
Rather than base the analysis on a set of assumptions forced reluctantly
from some consultant political scientist, an analytic scenario might be
useful. Such a scenario starts with the present state of the world and shows,
step by step, how one or more future situations might evolve out of the
present one and how, in those situations, war might begin.

Io carry on from here, a step-by-step procedure, called the campaign
model, is used to work out what the war ot.h' be. Then, finally,
sunic criterion or pai off function is used to weigh the various war outcomes
and determine a preference ordering of the Rite rnaitives.

T1his process may break down at almost any stage. Some problems are so
iUl-structutred and the cause and effect relationships so poorly understood

that we cannot build a model with any feeling of confidence. When this is
so, we cannot work out the consequences of adopting the various strategies
or compare outcomes. The alternative is then to use a model which com-
pares the salient characteristics of the possible strategies. This is the
"consumers' research" approach, in which experts or "'potential users"
rate the alternatives. Again, of course, some way is needed to bring the
various ratings together - a problem we have already looked at, but not
8 See Chapters 10-18.
0 An exanmple of this sort of cost analysis is given in Chapter 9.
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- when value judgments were involved. We will consider this in greater
detail in a moment, for the same type of difficulty arises even when we can,
in one sense or another, compute the outcomes.

It should be emphasized that, for many important problems, we are in
fact unable to build really quantitative or even formal models. The most
obvious function of a model is "explanatory," to organize our thinking.
What counts, therefore, is not whether the model was mathematical or was

run on a computer, but rather whether an effort was made to compare
alternatives systematically, in terms as quantitative as possible, using a
logical sequence of steps that can be retraced and verified by others.

Usually, we can go beyond this bare minimum, and although we may
not be able, at least initially, to abstract the situation to a mathematical
model or series of equations, sonie way can generally be found to represent
the consequences that follow from particular choices. Simulation, for
example - the process of imitating, without using formal analytic tech-
"niques, the essential features of a system or organization and analyzing its
behavior by experimenting with the model - can be used to tackle many
seemingly unmanageable or previously untouched problems where a
traditional analytic forrulation is at least initially infeasible. Operational
gaming - that is to say, simulation involving role-playing by the partici-
pants - is another particularly promising technique, especially when it is
desirable to employ several experts with varying specialities for different
aspects of the problem. Here the game structure - again a model - furnishes
the participants with an artificial, simulated environment within which they
can jointly and simultaneou.0v experiment, acquiring through feedback
the insights necessary to make successful predictions within the gaming
"context and thus indirectly about the real world.

Getting back to our example, suppose there is general agreement (highly
' -- "unlikelyl) that the model accurately reflects the real situation and that the

calculations are valid. Suppose further that, for a particular set of assump-
tions (about such things as the way war begins, the strength and disposition
of the enemy forces, and so on), the expected or average "war outcomes" -S.as comput~led L,_ ffi ... nbl 3 1

ao e .y.t.e...c are those shown in Table 3.1:

TABLE 3.1
llHypothetical wnr outcomes for throe alteniatives

%': Alternatives
Expected War OuitconsA

!.A B C

Number of liremy Targets Destroyed 80 100 150
Hours to Destroy 50 Enemy Targets 1 2 4
U.S. Lives Lost (millions) 20 25 50
Cost to the Enemy to Cut His Lossts by 50

percent($ billions) 3 12 180

11 -,
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Of course, many other outcomes might have been computed or estimated
from war gaming exercise,. that took other considerations into account -
flexibility, contributions to our limited war capabilities, and so on. But
given what we have, how does one decide which alternative to prefer?
Fifteen years ago Ih-. rule was: Pick the system which destroyed the most
targets for the given cost. Today wc realize we must be interested in the
other outcomes as well - sonm of which we cannot compute. One unrecom.
mended way to determine a preference a priori is to use a payoff function
which takes only the various numerical outcomes into account.' 0

A single decisionmaker would probably operate differently. He need
only make up his mind, arguing with himself - thinking, for example:

"C should be chosen. The potential threat it represents means that the probability
of war will be reduced practically to zero and the cost to the enemy to counter it
will collapse his economy."

I Or, alternatively:

"A is best. The primary purpose of these systems is to create a threat of unacceptable
damage; 80 targets are as good as 150 for this purpose. C is too threatening; it
leaves the enemy no choice but to attack."

In the usual case, there are a number of decisionmakers. The process
changes accordingly, for what is needed is a collective judgment from them
and the experts on whom they lean for advice.

Whenever possible, of course, this judgment should be "considered"
judgment: that is, supplemented by inductive and numerical reasoning

and made explicit. But it is judgment nonetheless.

How, then, might we apply group judgment to the problem of choosing

one of the systems A, B, and C? We might seek a consensus by using one
of several methods that allow us to pool the judgments of experts when

faced with factual value uncertainty. The Delphi technique isa possibility."
Another is simply to ask each of our decisionmakers or experts to fill in an

ID For example. confining ourwelve• to the frnir war outcomes .e hfave is!ced. we might
say: Pick the system for which the product of the number of targets destroyed and the
logarithm of the cost to the enemy, divided by the product of the number of lives lost
and the time to destroy 50 targets, is greatest. Using this payoff, the analyst would reach
these results:

A: (80 log, 3)/20 = 4.4
B: (0GO loge 12)150 = 5.0
C: N150 log, 180)0200 - 3.9

This indicates that B should be the choice. But the use of such a functin a• extremely
arbitrary; it might be just as absurd to use the square root instead of the !tgarithm of
the cost to the enemy. The values for A, B, and C would then be 6.9. 6.9, 10.1, respec-
tively. Either payoff function would give a lesser weight to the cost factor than to the other
factors involved, but by what logic can we choose such a function? This approach is
never satisfactory unless there is a logical argument or empirical evidence to determine
the form of the payoff.I L See pp. 435 ff. for a description of this method.

S1
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array such as the one illustrated in Table 3.2. After the experts had estima-
ted the military worth of the various considerations relevant to the decision
- using, say, a number between 0 and 10 - we could then work out a
numerical mena. are. 12

TABLE 3.2
A framework for ewalwnting altemnatives

Rating of AlternativesConsideration i
A B C

Targets Destroyed - - --
Time to Destroy 50 Targets
U.S. Lives Lost - - -

Cost to Enemy__ _ _ _ __--
Intra-war Deterrence Capability - - --S~~~False Alarm Security - --
Flexibility -
Growth Potential-- -

In addition to uncertainty as to the outcomes as listed in such a table,
and moral or value uncertainty as to which combination of outcomes

- would be preferable, this problem also presents uncertainty as to the state

of the world and the actions of the enemy. (This further complicates our
problem, for we would have a display such as Table 3.1 for each contin-
gency). But even if we went no further than to display systematically the

Fopinions and judgment of a single decisionmaker for his own use, the
exercise would be li!rely to help him, If the quantitative judgments of others
are presented along with their arguments, they should be still more valuable,
even though we might not make use of feedback to bring the various
"judgments more nearly to a consensus.

These, then, are some of the general notions the analyst cannot ignore.
In a certain sense, specifically in their application to the problem of build-
ing models, they can be reduced to two heads: questions involving quanti-S.......on or the .tr..... et of uncertainity. Since almnost every author in this

book discusses uncertainty, we may content ourselves here with a simple
example that points out what is meant by the explicit treatment of uncer-
tainty. Its problems are, of course, intimately associated with those ofl :• quantification.

A farmer must decide what crop or crops to plant without knowing whether the
weather will be wet, moderate or dry. An analysis is performed to help him decide.

12 A very similar approach is advocated by Everett J. Daniels and John B. Lathrop in
"Strengthening the Cost-Effectiveness Criterion for Major System Decisions," a paper
presented at the October 1964 meeting of the Operations Research Society of America.
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A popular alproach is employed in which the analysis is repeated in tarn for each
of the three distinguishable types of weather, in each case determining the best
crop to plant for that type of weather. Considering all possible crops, it is found that
for wet weather corn would be best, for moderate weather oats would be best, and
for dry weather wheat would be best. The principal results presented to the farmer
consist of the findings concerning the best crops in the three types of weather, the
best yields achievnble in each contingency (i.e., the wet-weather yield of corn, the
moderate-weather yield of oats, and the dry-weather yield of wheat), and estimates
of the probabilities of wet, moderate and dry weather. The 'nplication is that the
farmer ought to make his choice from the "preferred" crops, corn, oats or wheat,
or perhaps a combination of these to provide some all-weather insurance.
The farmer is not satisfied with the analysis, however. He points out that the analy-
sis tells him what crop he should plant if he knew for oertain what the weather
would be, but he doesn't see how this helps him to decide what to plant when he
doesn't know what the weather will be, except for the weather probabilities. He
would like to know, for example, what will happen if he plants corn and the weather
turns uut moderate or dry, and similarly for the other crops. The analyst therefore
prepares a two-way contingency table, showing for each of the three "preferred"
crops the yields in wet, moderate and dry weather. Yields for various mixtures of
these crops are also shown in the various types of weather. It is found that each of
the three crops is rather narrowly tailored for that type of weather in which it is best,
and gives disastrously poor yields in other types of weather. Oats, for example,
gives poor yields in wet or dry weather, but very good yields in moderate weather.
The farmer can insure against disaster by planting a mixture of corn, oat- and wheat,
thereby obtaining a fair overall yield whatever the weather.
The farter is still not satisfied, however. The contingency table d'des give him the
information he wants on the three "preferred" crops, but he w,.id like to see the
same information for some other crops, even though they have been ruled out as
"inferior" in the aaalytical optimization. The analyst obligingly expands the con-
tingency table to show the yields of vatious other "inferior" crops in wet, moderate
and dry weather. At this point it is noted that cane, which is inferior to corn in wet
weather, inferior to oats in moderate weather, and inferior to wheat in dry weather,
gives a "pretty good" yield in all types of weather, providing better all-weather
insurance than can be achieved with any combination of the three "preferred" crops.
This particular farmer, having a pronounced aversion to risk, decides that of all
the crops he prefers the weather-yield pattern of cane over that of any other crop
or combination of crops. Another farmer, looking at the same table, might prefer
to take somewhat more of a chance on alfalfa, another "inferior" crop shown to
give a rather good yield in wet or moderate weather but a poor yield in dry weather.
Still another might prefer to take a greater chance on corn, but not necessarily

because it was one of the "preferred" crops in the original atialysis.1'

P The first approach described above, which determines which of the
farmer's varous options is "preferred" for each situation or specific set of
assumlptions about the uncertain factors, is far from uncommon in actualI applications of systems analysis. It is eseful in indicating some of the
systems that merit consideration by the decisionmaker br planner, It can
be worse than useless, however, if it leads him to limit his attention only

r to those "preferred" systems.
The approach that evolves toward the end of the example has the

advantage of not ruling out systems that ought to be considered. It has

11 D. M. Fort, Systems Analysis as an Aid in Air Transportation Planning, pp. 12-13.
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the disadvantage, however, of not ruling put very many systems at all,
for it eliminates only those systems which are "inefficient"; that is, systems
which are inferior or at most equal to other systems in all situations or for
all assumptions about uncertain factors. Some means rpust be found to
narrow the list further. This may require going beyono the bounds of
strictly quantitative analysis, by such expedients as elimintating systemq or
uncertainties by direct application of the analyst's judgment or that of

experts on whom he might call.

Whatever approach is used in narrowing down the list of systems to be presented
to the customer, the -approach should be described as explicitly as possible. T'-z
presentation should it~clude, among other things, a contingency table, showing for
each system its performance and cost in each of the various relevant situations
and/or for each set of assumptions about the uncertain factors. Digesting this
information and using it in making decisions or plans puts a heavy burden on the
decision-maker or planner, but it can't be helped. Systems analysis does not relieve
the customer of the responsibility for facing the uncertain consequences of his I
decisions or plans; it can, however, help him face uncertainty with a better appreci.
ation of the relevant considerations than he might otherwise have had. 1 4

S~Why is quantific~ation desirable ? Some aspects of problems of choice in
national security require numbers; others do not. When a quantitative

matler is being discussed, the greatest clarity of thought is achieved by
using numbers instead of avoiding them, even when uncertainties are pre-
sent. Only in rare cases is it possible to make a convincing comparison of
alternatives without a quantitative analysis.

What is at issue here really is not numbers or computers versus words or judgment.
The real issue is one of clarity of understanding and expression. Take, for example,
the statement "Nuclear power for surface ships offers a major increase in effective-
ness."
Precisely what does that mean? Does it mean 10 per cent better or 100 per cent
better? When that sort of question is asked a frequent answer is, "It can't be I
expressed in numbers." But it has to be expressed with the help of numbers. Budgets
are expressed in dollars, and nuclear power costs more than conventional power.
If nuclear power costs, say 33 per cent more for some ship type, all factors consider-
ed, then, no matter w.vha the l e.vel, the Navy and the Secretary of Defense
have to face the choice of whether to put the nation's resources into four conven-
tional or three nuclear ships, or for a larger budget, eight conventional or six
nuclear ships, and therefore whether by "major increase" is meant more than 33
per cent, about 33 per cent, or less than 33 per cent. Because the Secretary of
Defense has to make the decision in these terms, the statement "major increase"
is not particularly helpful. It must be replaced by a quantitative analysis of the
"performance of various missions, leading to a conclusion such as, "Nuclear power
for surface ships offers something between X and Y per cent more effectiveness per
ship. Therefore, $1 billion spent on nuclear powered ships will provide a force
somewhere between A and B per cent more or less effective than the same dollars
spent on conventionally powered ships. 16

14 1. M. Fort, Systems Analysis as an Aid in Air Transportation Planning, p. 15.
'5 Alain C. Enthoven, Assistant Secretary of Defense (Systems Analysis), "Choosing
Strategies and Selecting Weapon Systems," United Slates Naval Institute Proceedings,
Vol. 90, No. 1, January 1964, p. 151.
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Some variables are difficult to quantify, either because they are not cal-
culable, like the probability of war, or because 'no satisfactory scale of
measurement has yet been devised for them, like the effect on NATO
solidarity of some unilateral U.S. action. This sometimes leads either to
their neglect, for they tend to be ignored, or to their being recognized onlyby modifying a solution reached in fact by manipulating quantified vari-

ables. Thus, when the problem arises of using the model to recommend an
action, the analyst may have trouble weighing hese variables properly:
the effect of the quantitative variables is built in; while that of the non-
quantitative ones may be easily lost in the welter of qualitative consider-
ations that must be taken into account. 4

As we have already seen, certain variables can be eliminated, either
because they are irrelevant or ftivial in their quantitative effects or because
they have roughly the same effect on all the alternatives under considera- :1
tion. The second explanatiofi is the more important. Indeed, the fact that
many variables fall into this category makes analysis possible. If the results
were not insensitive to all but a relatively small number of variables,
analysis would have to yield completely to guesses and intuition. Thepoint
is that this insensitivity must be discovered. Sometimes logical reconnoiter-
ing alone is sufficient, but usually analysis is required, possibly with
arbitrary values assigned to the variables we are unable to calculate.

If nonquantitative variables are not to be neg!ected without mention or
dismissed with some spurious argument, such as the one that they act in
opposite direction and hence cancel out,'6 then how are they to be treated ?
The usual method is the one mentioned a moment ago - to attempt to take
them into account through modification of the solution rather than to
incorporate them into the model. But this in itself represents a particular
method of quantification, for, by altering the solution to take account of
the previously omitted variables, the analyst is implicitly valuing them.
Since we nearly always have some insight into the range of values that a
factor might take, we can, in many cases, assign it an arbitrary value and
observe the effect on the solution.

In the general process of investigating a problem and gathering data
about it, the analyst will have developed ideas of what considerations are
likely to be most influential in determining the possible courses of action.
To construct a model, he uses these insights - which actually represent
crude preliminary models - and conducts pencil and paper experiments to
illuminate their implications. Analysis, being iterative, is self-correcting;
as the study goes on, early models are refined and then replaced, so that

• It is not enough to know that two variables act in opposite directions; their quanti-
tative impact must also be estimated.
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the behavior of the relationships being investigated is represented with
greater accuracy.

For most phenomena, there are many possible representations; the

appropriate model depends as much on the question being asked as on the
phenomena about which it is asked. A town can be modeled by a map if
the question being asked is how to walk from A to B; but if the question is
how to speed up the flow of traffic between the same two points, a mlch more
elaborate model may be needed. The point is that there are no "universal"
models - that is to say, no one model that can handle all questions about
a given activity.

"Working" the model, ping out various strategies and concepts of
operation, is the closest systems analysis comes to scientific experimenta-
tion. Deductions based on operating with the model frequently suggest
new directions of effort. That is to say, starting with the relatively few
parameters that characterize a system in terms of the model, it is soketimes
possible to show that changing them would improve the performance of
the system as measured by the model, which, in turn, might suggest
corresponding improvements that could be made in the real system as it
performs in the real world. In this way, working the model contributes
to system design.

It is also important to go outside the model, to contemplate changes that
violate its assumptions, and thereby perhaps achieve a better model. But
whether or not one model is better than another dues not depend on its
complexity or computability, but solely on whether it gives better predic-
tions. Unfortunately for systems analysis, but poe;''.!y fortunately for the

S(-world, this test is not usually an operational one when military problems
are being considered.

b Interpretation
At this stage, not only does the analyst attempt to interpret his work, but
so does the sponsor or the decisionmaker. Thus, the real world gets into
the iterative cycle again, possibly to counteract its always imperfect map-
ping onto the model and, hopefully, to produce better answers.

As we remarked earlier, good criteria can only be found by working with
the problem; that is, they cannot be developed a priori. Ends and means
interact. Are the criteria good? What are the costs? What is the state-of-

the-art? Are the objectives attained? Judgment must tell us whether we
need to modify these things and run through another cycle or not.

Suppose the study has been done properly. Say the assumptions are
reasonable, the chain of reasoning logical, the judgments as to the various
inputs sound. This does not mean that the analysis is ended. As we have
seen, the outcomes obtained from a model must be interpreted in the light

| r•. __
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of considerations which may not have been adequately treated by the
model. Thus, in our example, the decisionmaker (or, for that matter, the
systems analyst) may have established the requirement that a follow-on
Minuteman worth considering have the capability to assure the destruction
of, say, 95 per cent of a certain target list under a particular range of
contingencies. But many questions occur. Perhaps the minimum cost of
achieving this capability for all alternatives is too high; maybe tile tasks
of deterrence and limiting damage to the United States which we are trying 9
to assure with our damage capability could be better done by spending,[
less on strategic forces and more on air defense. The 95 per cent measure [
of effectiveness may be too high, or too low. Someone must translate the
percentage of target destruction into its implications in terms of more
meaningful criteria, such as the balance of military forces, the will to con-
tinue fighting, and the effect on our diplomacy. We can never know these
things fully. For indicating the attainment of such vaguely defined objec-
tives as deterrence or victory, it is even hard to find measures that point
in the right direction. Consider deterrence, for instance. It exists only in 1
the mind - and in the enemy's mind at that. We cannot use some "scale of

deterrence" to measure directly the effectiveness of alternatives we hope
will lead to deterrence, for there is no such scale. Instead, we must use
such approximations as the potential mortalities that we might inflict, or
the industrial capacity we might destroy. Consequently, it is clear that,

even if a comparison of two systems indicates that one could inflict 50 per
cent more casualties on the enemy than the other, we cannot conclude that
this means the system supplies 50 per cent more deterrence. In fact, since
in some circumstances it may be important not to look too threatejhing, we
can argue that the system capable of inflicting the greatest number of
casualties may provide the least deterrence!

The solution to a problem that has been simplified and possibly made
amenable to mathematical calculation by drastic idealization and aggrega-
tion is not necessarily a good solution of the original problem. But even
if the model and its inputs are excellent, the results may be unacceptable.
The reason is obvious: Major decisions, in the field of military policy, are
part of a political as well as an intellectual process. To achieve efficiency,
considerations other than those of cost-effectiveness are important-disci-
pline, morale, esprit de corps, tradition, and organizational behavior. The
size, composition, location, and state of readiness of forces influence our
foreign policy and the freedom of action we have. They also have a major
impact on our domestic economy and public morale. The men who must
somehow integrate these factors with the results of the study must neces-
sarily deal with much that is notiquantitative, and their resul. - may differ.

It ,s important for the user ou analysis to distinguish between what the

t I,
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study actually shows and the recommendations for action the analyst
makes on the basis of what he, the analyst, thinks the study implies. Some
experienced and successful users of analysis hold even stronger views:

Simply said, the purpose of an analysis is to provide illumination and visibility-to
expose some problem in terms thai are as simple as possible. This expos6 is used as
one of a number of inputs by some "decision-maker." Contrary to popular practice,
tlhe primary output of an analysis is not conclusions and recommendations. Most
studies by analysis do have conclusions and recommendations even though they
should not, since invariably whether or not some particular course of action should
be followed dopends on factors quite beyond those that have been quantified by
the analyst. A "summary" is fine and allowable, but "conclusions" and "recom-
mendations" by the analyst are, for the most part, neither appropriate nor useful.
Drawing conclusions and making recommendations (regarding these types of
decisions) are the responsibility of the decision.maker and should not be pre-
empted by the analyst."

When new minds - the decisionmaker's, for example - review the prob-
lem, they bring new information and insight. Even though the results
obtained from the model are not changed, recommendations for action
based on them may be. A model is only an indicator, not a final judge.
While the analysis may compare the alternatives under a great many differ-
ent assumptions, using various models, no one would expect the decision
to be made solely on the basis of these comparisons alone - and the same
would hold even if an immensely more complicated version of the study
were to be carried out.

When should an inquiry stop? It is important to remember that, in

problems of national security, inquiry is rarely exhaustive. Because it is
almost always out of the question to collect - much less process - all the

* -information that is required for exhaustive analysis, inquiries are partial,
and the decisionmaker must get along without the full advantage of all the
potentiality of systems analysis, operations research, and the scientific
approach. Inquiries cost money and time; as we suggested earlier, they can
cost in other values as well. They can cost lives; they can cost national

[ Isecurity. This is not to say that some costs cannot sometimes be ignored;
"" l the point is rather that paradoxes arise if we allow ourselves to forget that

almost all inquiries must stop far, far short of completion either for lack
Ii of funds or time, or a justification for spending further funds or time on

. Ithem.
For these reasons, an analysis is usually far from finished when it is

briefed to the decisionmaker or even when it is published. There are always
unanswered questions that could be investigated further, even though the
need for reporting requires a cutoff. And the decisionmaker's questions

So, and reactions will usually involve an extension of the study.

17 Maj. Gen. Glenn A. Kent, "On Analysis," Air University Review, Vol. XVIII, No. 4
(May-June 1967), p. 50,
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Since we must often give our advice before we are fully ready, we may
be wrong on occasion. But one cannot do useful work in the field of de-
fense analysis unless he is willing to accept uncertainty. If. in thejudgment
of the analyst and those who use his analysis, the alternative ranked
highest by the criterion is good enough, the process is over; if not, more
and better alternatives must be designed or the objectives must be lowered,
Analysis is helpful in reaching a policy conclusion only when the objectives
are agreed upon by the policy-makers. In defense policy in particular, and
in many other cases as well, objectives are not, in fact, agreed upon. The
ehoice, while ostensibly between alternatives, is really between objectives,
and nonanalytical methods must be used for a final reconciliation of views.
Although the consequences computed from the model may provide
guidance in deciding which objectives to compromise, such decisions are
not easily made, and judgment must in the end be applied,

;I
I
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Chapter 4

CRITERIA AND THE MEASUREMENT
OF EFFECTIVENESS i

L. D. ATTAWAY

The central problems in the design of analyses to aid military decision.
makers lie in selecting operationally useful objectives, measures of their
attainment, and criteria. This chapter explores these problems. It
attempts to show the relationship between costs, criteria, and objectives,
and to point out common errors in their choice or use. It also shows the
difficedties of definition and measurement which are introduced in going
from simple decision problems concerning narrowly defined systems and I
operations to complex decision problems concerning broad defensesystems, and provides some guidelines for proceeding in the broader I

context. 1

INTRODUCTION
This chapter has two aims: to show the relationship between costs, criteria,

F -, and objectives, and to point out some of the more common errors in their
~ "' 7 choice or use. it proceeds by first reviewing the various elements of a

general decision problem and then discussing how they interact in a
sequence of three examples, beginning with a rather narrow, well-defined .2
problem of applitA research, and continuing through a very broad,
incompletely defined strategic problem. Examining this sequence of prob. I
I iems should provide insight into the techniques o. zaleasuring effeCctiveness,
and some idea of the more difficult aspects of measurement. The discussion
concludes by considering the character of the decision problem whichs• remains after completion of such analyses.

ELE•srrs OF ANALYSIS
E. S. Quade has already outlined, in Chapters 1 and 3, the major elements
of the typical decision problem in systems analysis. For our purposes here,
however, we will find it convenient to express one or two of them somewhat
differently, in order to avoid a conunon ambiguity of terms. Thus, in the
following list of the elements of decision problems, we depart from Quade's
usage by isolating something that we call an effectiveness scale, which, in
turn, we use in defining effectiveness:

54
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Objective: What we desire to achieve
Alternatives: Competitive means for achieving the goal
Costs: Expenditures to acquire each alternative I

Effectiveness
Scale: Scale indicating degree of achievement of goal L

Effectiveness: Position on effectiveness scale assigned to each '
alternative (by measurement)•

Criterion: Statement about cost and effectiveness which
determines choice

The rationale of this change is straightforward.' Clearly, without a scale of
effectiveness on which the position of an alternative will indicate its ability
to achievc the goal, evaluation of alternatives would ee impossible. 'rhe
scale is a yardstick, along which we place our alternatives by means of
some analytic or subjective technique of measurement; this position
indicates the alternative's effectiveness. Now, people sometimes want to
substitute the term "criterion" for "effectiveness scale," or replace "scale
of effectiveness" with "measure of effectiveness." But to keep the following
remarks unambiguous, and preclude some of the semantic difficulties I
often met in similar discussions, we will use the terminology and definitions
just given.

Our breakdown of the decision problem is general enough to apply to
problems as different as selecting a new aircraft engine; choosing the best
operational mode for an interceptor force (for example, close versus broad-
cast control); designing a new interceptor aircraft force; allocating a

budget between civil defense and active defense; and, finally, determining
the size of the strategic budget and how it might best be distributed be-
tween offense and defense.

AN EXAMPLE: SELECTION OF A NEW AIRCRAFT ENGINE

As an exanmple of how these elements of analysis Ifigue in a relatively n"ar-
row decision problem, let us consider the selection of a new aircraft engine,
and assume that the objective is simply to increase engine performance.
T'ten the alternatives are obviously the various possible engine types that
achieve this objective by such means as exotic fuels or novel design. The I
costs would be of two general kinds: the total capital resources (such as
manpower and research facilities) that must be allocated to the research,
and the time required to achieve a successful prototype. In this simple case,
the effectiveness scale relates directly to the objective, and might be taken
as the difference between the specific fuel consumption typical today and
that achieved by further research, for fixed engine weight. The effectiveness

I Moreover, it implies no contradiction with anything Quade has said.
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of a particular alternative engine type would then be its estimated reading
on this scale. The greater the differente, the better the engine, since we
desire to decrease the specific fuel cons4mption by research. In general, the
amount ot improvemont will depend upon the amount of effort expended
upon research, so that estimated costs and effectiveness might be relatedas shown in Fig. 4.1.'

Such different levels of performance might result from a situation that
1H. Rosenzweig will discuss more fully later,2 in which alternative I cor-
responds to a very conservative improvement over operational engines, and
alternative'2, to a larger state-of.the-art advance.

"Alternative II

i is

cverAlternative I

eC, ,3 C

Cost C

M.41- Cost and effectivenes

rNote, hpeetaevnif we assume that both these alternative re.
search pro~grams can be. completed on time and are subject to essentially
the same arniount of uncertainty, we still could not decide between them.

iha misig is ou knQw'edge of why the improved performance i

xieeded. Thus, althou~h alternative I achieves only a irodest level of effec-
tiveness (E.1), it does so at one-third the cost of alternative 2. If the level El
is adequate, why not select alternative 1 and thereby mninimize cost?
Indeed, quite 'often cost will be limited by decree to some leve- such as C2,
in which case alternative I is the. obvious choice. On the other hand, the goal
of the researgh may be to achievo some minimal new levrel of effectiveness,
such as Es, tip matter -what the cost. Then altern~tive 2 is obviously the
choice.

The point to be made is that, in general, it is not possible to choose

2 In Chapter 6.

J
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between two alternatives just on the basis of the cost and effectiveness data
shown in Fig. 4. . Usually, either a required effectiveness must be specified
and then the cost minimized for that effectiveness, or a required cost must -
be specified and the effectiveness maxiimized. Cleqrly, the results of the
analysis of effectiveness should influence the seleetion of the final crite-
rion. For example, if Cs is truly a reasonable cost to pay, then the case
for C4 is much stronger, in view of the great gains to be made for a
relativt• y small additional itivestment. A4 a matter of fact, this approach
of setting maxintwn cost so that it corresponds to the knee of the cost-
effectiveness curve is a very useful and prevalent one, since very little
additional effectiveress is gained by further investrieqt.

o verspecificalion of Criteria
On the other hand, bot) required cost and effectiveness should not be
specified; this overspecifies the criterion, and can result in asking for

alternatives that are either unobtainable (point A in Fig. 4.1) or under-
designed (point B in the same Figure). An extreme case of criterion
overspecification is to require maximum effectivpke'ss for minimum cost,
These two requirements cannot be met siinultaneously, as is clear from
Fig. 4.1, where minimum cost corresponds to zero effectiveness, and
maximum effectiveness corresponds to a very largt .ost.

Maximizing Effecsiveness/Cost
Somewhere in the middle are criteria that apparently 4pecify neither
required cost nor effectiveness. One which is widely used calls for maximiz-
ing the ratio of effectiveness to cost, This seems to Oce a workable criterion,
since, in general, we want to increase effectivo~n-ss and .decrease cost. I

Nevertheless, as we call see by examining Fig. 4.2, it has a serious defect.
Since the effectiveness-cost ratio for either alterpaa~iw is simply the slope

of a line drawnI from the origin to a given point of the curve for that-
alternative, and since, in this example, the ratio obviously takes on a
maximum at the knee of the curve, our choice botween the two alternatives
seems to be settled at once. Thus, alternative 1 is clearly preferred with this
criterion. However, if E3 is the miniimum level of effectiveness acceptable
from a research program, then alternative 2 is the obvious choice. The
point to be made here is that unless the decisionnimker is completely un-
concerned about absolute levels of effectiveness alid cost, then a criterionl
such as this, which suppresses themn, must be avoided.

Theoretically, it is possible to escape this need for specifying either the
required cost or effectiveness by expressing cost mimld effectiveness in the
s-ime units, such ay dollars or equivalent lives saved. For if this can be done,
then it i, possible to si-bract cos! from effectiveness, amid ike as the irite-
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Alternative 11

•, Ea -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

t:" Alternative I

I

I

Cost (C) I
Fig. 4.2 - Effectiveness/cost ratio

rion the maximization of this difference. But seldom, if ever, can cost and

effectiveness be expressed in similar units, and we may assume that the
earlier description of a criterion applies.

Dominance
Infrequently it happens that selection between alternatives is easy. An
extreme case of this is shown in Fig. 4.3, and occurs when an alternative

Alternative III

"Alternative Ii

.; C4 Alternatiye I

Cost (C)

Fig. 4.3 - Dominance

such as 3 is more effective than any other at every cost. In such a case it
is clearly advantageous to select alternative 3, which is said to dominare

I.
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alternatives I and 2 at all levels of investment and effectiveness. Note that
it is still not permissible to overspecify the criterion and require maximum
effectiveness for minimum cost. For the situation of dominance only per-
mits us to select alternative 3; minimum cost still corresponds to zero
effectiveness for alternative 3, and so forth. Even though dominance des-
ignates alternative 3 as preferred, the required level of effectivenhess must
be specified before the preferred level of investment can be selected.

In this example of propulsion research, as in many others in advanced
research or specific component design, the goal has been simple and ob-
vious. Further, in such cases an appropriate scale of effectiveness is usually
obvious and related directly to the goal. Finally, the measurement of
effectiveness (that is, the location of an alternative upon that effectiveness
scale) is straightforward in such cases. Since the example at hand will be
discussed by H. Rosenzweig in some detail, 3 we can conclude our discus-
sion of it here, and pass on to the more difficult, but perhaps more interest-
ing, questions the analyst must face in identifying goals, selecting scales
of effectiveness, and performing the measurement of effectiveness for some nof the other problems which were mentioned earlier.

A SECOND EXAMPLE: COICE OF OPERATIONAL MODE FOR INTERCEPTORS

The second of these problems deals with selecting the best mode of opera-
tion.for an interceptor force: close control versus broadcast control. Close•

control is defined as that mode of operation in which individual intercep-
tors rely heavily upon vectoring commands generated by an air surveillance
system external to the aircraft, Broadcast control is that mode of opera-
tion in which vectoring commands are generated within the individual
interceptors, based upon air surveillance data provided by an area surveil-
lance system external to the interceptors.

Selection of a Scale of Effectiveness
The ultimate goal of an interceptor force is to prevent damage to the United

Sttes, and a scale of effectiveness must relate to this ultimate goal
in a mncaningful way. In this case, there is a hierarchy of potential scales of
effectiveness, which includes, for example, the probability of a bomber
kill per interceptor attempt, averag- number of bomber kills per interceptor
sortie, total number of bomber kills in a campaign, and number of U.S.
survivors in a complete campaign. Which is most useful will depend upon
nmany factors. A general guideline is to choose the narrowest goal possible
in order to minimize analytic effort.

The usefulness of these scales depends upon what part of the interceptor
force is fixed. If the choice between close and broadcast control is to be

i In Chapter 6.
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made for an existing interceptor force for which aircraft types and num-
bers, aircraft and ground systems, and deployment are all fixed, then a
simpler scale may suflice. Thus, we might expect that maximizing the
average number of kills per interceptor sortie will also minimize the dam-
age to the United States in a campaign. But the probability of a bomber
kill per interceptor attempt is too narrow an effectiveness scale to use, for
modern interceptors are capable of several attempts per sortie, and using
this scale might lead to selecting an alternative which maximizes first-
attempt performance at the expense of wasting most of the aircraft's
sortie endurance and armament.

As long as the choice is between types of control, the average number of

kills per interceptor sortie should be an adequate scale. On the other hand,
- = including just one other aspect of the in|terceptor force in the choice can

require the use of an even broader scale of effectiveness. For example, if
the mix of interceptor types is aliowed to vary, and the decision problem
is to choose the preferred mix and control mole, then a scale such as the
total number of bombers killed per campaign nwst be used. For in this
case, the use of the narrower scale of average kills per interceptor sortie
could lead, for example, to selecting a force of interceptors and mode of
control which maximizes kills per sortie in a way that simultaneously
reduces the total number of sorties, thoreby reducing the total kills per
campaign. The correct selection entails the use of an effectiveness scale
that correctly telates to the ultimate goals of air defense, such as the total
number of bomber kills per campaign.

If the choice is broadened further to include the number of aircraft and
their mix and deploymenit, then an even broader effectiveness scale must be
employed, such as U.S. survivors of a campaign. For the ability of an
interceptor force to prevent damage to the United States depends upon
the geography of the target system and the force deployment relative to
the target system. In a choice involving deployetnnt, the effectiveness scale

""must reflect that factor correctly. The number of bomber kills - r campaign

does not, since its use mi,ht lead to accepting a deployment which effects
more bomber kills than a second deployment, but which permits greater
damage to the United States than does that second deployment.

r Selection of a scale 6f effectiveness is often a difficult job, requiring
understanding of the problem structure and invariably calling for compro-
mise among the severai factors of the real world and the analysis. Un-
fortunately, about the only general guidance one can give is to select scales
of effectiveness which reflect the essence of the problem at hand and simul-
taneously make the measurement of effectiveness as simple as possible. We
have just considered the need for reflecting the "essence" of the problem;
let us now turn to the measurement aspect.

- .
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Measurement of Effectiveness I i
In the measurement of effectiveness, as in the selection of the effectiveness
scale, the means of measurement should reflect the essence of the problem
and make measurement both feasible and as easy as possible. The aim is
to obtain a quantitative relationship between cost and effectiveness, similar
to that which we fvund for the engine r-esearch example (see Fig. 4.1). The
more factors which are allowed to vary, or which are to be optimized, the

more difficult the measurement, since the technique must then adequately
represent the appropriate relationships between the several varying factors.
And the dependence of effectiveness upon each such variable must be
spelled out, which increases exponentially the number of cases which must
be "measured." In short, fixing most factors permits the use of a narrower
effectiveness scale, such as total bomber kills per campaign rather than
damage to the United States, which is much simpler to calculate and there-
fore requires vastly less labor. Therefore, in our interceptor control prob-
lem, it will be easier to measure the effectiveness of close and broadcast
control for the situation in which all the characteristics of the interceptor
force are fixed.

The task of measurement can be simplified still more, however, since
even for a force completely specified as to aircraft types and numbers,
aircraft and ground systems, and deployment, there are many ways of
achieving close and broadcast control. Clearly, it would be desirable to
discover and then compare only what we think are the best ways of achiev-
ing each. This means, of course, that the final measurement of effectiveness
of our two alternatives would then rest upon a previous analysis which
selects the best method in each case. Such an analysis would investigate the
many aspects of the defense system which, in the ultimate analysis, we have
just taken as fixed. It would also have to consider the nature of the enemy's
operational force and what he chooses to do with it. And if the enemy is
permitted to attack defenses, then the resulting variation in the character-
istics of the defense forces would also have to be included in the analysis;
in effect, the mix and deployment of aircraft types and the amount and
ability of the ground systems might, at some point in the analysis, be vari-
ables because of possible enemy actions against them.

A prior analysis such as this for finding the best way of achieving close
control is usually designed to provide a parameterized estimate of the best
performance of an interceptor as a function of what the enemy does in fact
do. For example, the product might be in the form of the probability of a
bomber kill per interceptor attempt as a function of bomber stream density,
altitude and speed, bomber radar and I R cross section, and residual ground
environment performance. The aim is to provide a generalized estimate of
the performance of the best operation as a function of the specific character

I \
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of the actual conflict. This estimate, which would involve operational and
experimental data, technical extrapolation of equipment performance, and
mathematical modeling of the dynamic interceptor-bomber enc-unter,
could then be used to evaluate many specific possibilities.

In a larger sense, the objective of such analysis is to place the final
estimate of performance upoft as fundamental a basis as possible, in terms of
components and operations which have physical and operational meaning,
and to provide an understanding of the accuracy of such estimates. To go
into greater detail about how this is done would be inappropriate here, and,
in any case, the point that should be emphasized is that such analysis is an
essential, irreplaceable part of all systems analysis if it is to be truly
meaningful.

Assuming, therefore, that earlier estimates of performance for the best
form of close and broadcast control are in hand, it is possible to measure
the effectiveness of the two alternatives. In some cases, these estimates
themselves might comprise such an evaluation. Usually they do not - at
least not in tzrms of an effectiveness scale such as the average number of
bomber kills per sortie - because they do not integrate the operational

factors appropriately. For the average number of bomber kills per inter-
ceptor sortie depends upon such things as the actual density, altitude, and
speed of a bomber stream and the number of interceptors that actually
penetrate the stream - which, in turn, depends upon where the intercep-
tors are located, which targets are attacked by how many bombers, how
much warning is available, and many other operational factors. Thus,
some technique is needed for reflecting these operational factors in the
estimation of the average number of kills per sortie. This might take the
form of a map exercise in which interceptors are actually deployed and
then committed against attacking bomber streams, duels are fought on
paper or in a computer, and a final over-all campaign estimate is made of
the average number of kills per sortie. 1

Selection of an A terna.h ie
This analysis must be performed for each significantly different but impor-
tant case of enemy force, tactic, and competence. The final output might be
of the form we saw earlier in Fig. 4.1, although each important case would,
of course, have its own curves. Given such results, a criterion for use in a
particular case would function as we noted before; that is, if one alterna- j
tive were dominant at all levels of effectiveness and cost, it would be the
obvious choice; if not, then either required cost or effectiveness would have
to be specified before a decision could be reached. A criterion for use
across the cases is a more difficult matter, which we will postpone until

f-
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later, excopt to note that if eOther alternative is dominant across all cases

then tile decision is again Straightforward.
This example has been discussed in detail in order to emphasize the need

for reflecting in an effectiveness measurement those factors that are impor-
tant to the decision under consideration. The point is that the particular
questions we have considered are questions that must be considered ini
order to understand close ve.,sus broadcast control. Stich detailed handling
of these particular components is possible only because tile problem is

restricted to the narrow question of type of interceptor control. If a broader
question is addressed, such as the choice between manned interceptors and
local defense, or between civil defense and active defense, then tihe same
detail may be possible, but only relative to a higher level qf system componetw,
That is, to analyze such broader problems, it is necessary to suboptippize
and aggregate.

Suboptimization _
When, as in the preceding example, we simplify the problem of selecting :
an alternative by completely fixing certain characteristics that might, in :
fact, vary, the selection that results is called ",suboptimumn." It is subopti-
murn because we could usually do better if we allowed some or all of these
characteristics to vary simultaneously, and made our selection from the
resulting large set of possible mixes. Clearly, however, suboptinlizations
must be performed often and widely, since it is both necessary and permlis-
sible to make many decisions independ'ent of each other. For example, it
should be possible to design ballistic missiles independently of COIN
aircraft, and ballistic missile defense tecbn;ques independently of inter-
ceptor ordnance. However, care must be taken not to overdo suboptimiza-
tion. For example, airborne ordnance and fire control systems must be
designed with due attention to the ground environment, or else vectoring

accuracy and airborne radar performance call end tip badly i-,,on.p,,-Able. -•

, ~Aggregation "
S! Suboptimtization permits the design of various court,orients, such as wheels,•
, ~engines, and ordnance, to be fixed. They can then be represented by a single
S~over-all component, such as an aircraft; that is, we can then "aggregate" "
r ~components into larger systems. Without this ability to aggregate, we couldt

not study problems embracing many components, and the level of aggre-
gation is an important aspect of any analysis.

, ~For example, in tihe discussion of interceptor control, tihe level of
S~aggregation did not go beyond such operational abstractions as these:

Deployment
Availability rate

I..
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Payload
Flight characteristics (speed, range, altitude, loiter)
Air-to-air detectioh probability
Probability of coniverting detection to bomber kill

But if the object of study were command-control of a controlled central
war, then the relevans systems might be abstracted at a much greater level
of aggregation, as in this list:

The national com'mand
CINCSAC
CINCNORAD
CINCEOR
SHAPE

On this second level, manned interceptors would still be of interest, but
they would be only one subsystem among many in a highly aggregated 4
operational abstraction labeled "CINCNORAD." So manned interceptors
might be represented by total kill potential and cost, a highly aggregated
representation. However, if the broader analysis is to be truly meaningfiul,
such aggregation must rest upon valid analysis (including appropriate
suboptimization) of subsystems of the kind we have considered here in
talking about interceptor control. This broader analysis, such as evaluating
command-control of central war, will often have just as much detail as
did the interceptor control example, but it will handle an equal number of
major components at a higher level of aggregation.

A THIRD EXAMPLE: ALLOCATION OF A STRATEGIC BUDGET
* - 2 Thus, as we go from narrower decision problems to broader, more inclu-

sive ones, we are actually going from many specific component studies to
their synthesis. This synthesis, and the difficulties of dealing with many
plausible future conditions of the world, are perhaps the most challenging
problems in systems analysis today. We shall address them next, by dis-
cussing the last problem on our list: that of selecting the size of the stra-
tegic budget and allocating it between offense and defense. An obvious
difficulty with such a broad problem is the magnitude of the analytic effort
needed just to uncover all its facets, much less treat them thoroughly. We are
not without tools for this task, however, and the first of them is, as always,
definition. What are our goals?

The Definition of Goals
In discussions of our strategic forces, it is generally recognized that the
deterrence they provide does not apply to the entire spectrum of possible
conflict, but only to those enemy actions provocative enough to warrant
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II
our involvement in a nuclear exchange and all that it entails. For example, 1
our strategic forces should provide direct deterrence against attacks upon
the United States or Europe, but only indireptly affect situations such as
Vietnam. If, then, we restrict our attention to that part of the conflict
spectrum which involyes nuclear exchange between the United States and

-an enemy, we can say that the goal of the strategic forces is threefold:
.First, to deter direct attck upon the Upited States by guaranteeing
that sufficient strategic forces will survive to inflict upon the attacker:- an unacceptable level of damage;

Second, to limit damage to the United States should deterrence fa:il;
Third, to prosecute the conflict to a conclusion favorable to the
United States.

Another possible sub-goal, not obviously attainable, mnipht be:
Fourth, in certain situations to strike enomy military forces first with
sufficient offensive force that the U.S. air and missile defenses can
then. limit to an acceptable level U.S. daipage from the enemy's re-
sponding strike.

Wo thus see that an over-all strategic goal is actually a set of multiple
goals, having to do with damage to the United States, damage to the
enemy, prosecution and termnination of a conflict, and the destruction or
preservation of military forces.

Further, these goals are only proximate, in that they represent in
only a suggestive fashion the true goal. For example, we all recognize that
deterrence, to be credible, must rest upon our ability to damage the enemy
as well as limit damage to our own country; but we are forced to handle
these two goals almost independently of each other.

Also, these goals are dissimilar, since their achievement cannot be corn-
pared in equivalent units. For example, we simply cannot equate industrial
damage and mortalities.

Final y, these gools can bo ron'ficling, in that trying to achieve one may
reduce our ability to achieve another. For exampke, expenditures devoted
to damaging enemy industry conflict with expenditures to defend our cities,
in that both compete for precious resources. Then, because their achieve-
ment must be measured in dissimilar units, these goals cannot be balanced
against one another directly, but only subjectively.

In short, any idealized strategic goal must be replaced by multiple,
proximate, dissimilar, and often conflicting goals. Therefore, the definition
of effectiveness, and its measurement, can be made only in relation to thee-
kinds of limited goals. The resulting decision problems can be very difficult.
For example, consider two strategic systems - that is, alternatives - which
have the performance indicated in Table 4.1. Is it better to buy alternative

'-4
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1, which successfully limits damage to the United States, but with a rather
low level of deterrence, or alternative 2, which is less effective in limiting
damage to the United States, but presents a greater deterrent?

TABLE 4,1
The perfermance of two possible strategic system

Population Srvvlng (/)
Alternative

United States The Enemy

1 95 85
2 70 30

It is clear that such decisions are in the province of the decisionataker
proper, not the analyst, and that they must be subjective. Systems analysis
should remove as much subjectivity from the decision as is legitimate - no
more, no less. By no means should the basic nature of the decision por-
trayed in Table 4.1 be hidden or analytically camouflaged; that is, the deci-
sionmaker should be left tile job of balancing damage limitation against
deterrence. Adequate professional guidance should be sought by the ulti-
mate decisionmaker in balancing these conflicting goals, since no analysis
can substitute for expert military, political, or scientific insight.

Limitations of Effecilveness Scales
A large part of the difficulty of having to base a decision on results like
those given in Table 4.1 arises from the effectiveness scale used - that is,
population surviving. But the need to use such crude scales is unavoidae,/
in part because at this time we simply do not know enough about the inter-
nal processes of the principal elements of the United States to evaluate how
they would be affected by varying degrees and kinds of damage. In. fact, to
date we ,.a.. handle in our analyses essentially only the physically measur-
able external attributes of the United States. For example, we can reflect
population in its many physical aspects - number, location; occupation,
age, sex, dwelling, and so on - and we can also estimate the effects that a
direct attack might have on ttheue attributes. Similarly, we can reflect cer-
tain external aspects of industry, agriculture, the military, utilities, and
so forth. But when it comes to estimating the impact nf damage upon the
ability of any such element to pursue its fundamental goals by means of
its internal processes, we are generally without adequate tools of analysis.

The results are several. First, in measuring the effectiveness of an alter-
native in preventing damage to the United States, it becomes necessary
to specify effectiveness scales for each of the principal elements - social,

1~ V.
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economic, military - of the U.S. complex. Second, these scales, no matter
how carefully defined, must always turn out to be proximate, in that they
will represent the effectiveness of an alternative to reduce damage in only a
suggestive fashion. For example, when we consider limitation of damage
to U.S. society, we are forced to use effectiveness scales such as population
surviving or radiation levels following the conflict. We are hard put to
handle such a sophisticated effectiveness scale as the ability to regain our
1960 subsistence level. Third, these scales are likely to be dissimilar, in that
they will probably be expressed in units that are not equivalent. For exam-
pie, population surviving and industrial floor space remaining intact
might be used as effectiveness scales for the social and industrial elements,
respectively. However, they cannot both be expressed in the same units,
since we cannot equate a death to some amount of floor space. Fourth and
finally, such scales will be conflicting, in that trying to do well on one tends
to decrease the ability of an alternative to do well on another. For example,
population surviving and industrial floor space surviving are conflicting
when a defense mixture of active defense and fallout shelters for fixed cost
is considered. For mone.y spent on fallout shelters to save lives is spent at
the exp•nse of buying active defense, which saves both lives and floor space.

In brief, the situation for effectiveness scales is somewhat like that for
goals, and leads to similar difficulties for the decisionmaker. For instance,
consider two alternatives which have the performance shown in Table '1.2.
Is it better to buy alternative 1, which preserves almost all the population
but apparently with little provision for future subsistence, or alternative 2,
which preserves a more modest fraction of the populace but with greater
provisions for the future?

TABOLE 4.2
Hypothetical pcrfornumce of two other strategic systems

Basic Industriai Agricultural
Population Floor Space Acreage

Alternative Surviving (%) Surviving (o•,) Surviving (%)

1 95 40 20
2 75 75 75

This trend towards expressing over-all effectiveness in terms of a number
of very simple, but highly specific scales is contrary to the need to select scales
broad enough to integrate the effects of dissimilar subsystems into an
over-all effect. For example, in the strategic problem we are considering,
it is not possible to use as scales the expected number of bomber kills per I
interceptor sortie and the expected number of re-entry bodies de troyed

L
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per AtOM engagement. In order to ose the output of the analysis as an aid
to decision, a higher level scale of effectiveness is needed, such as popula-
tion surviving, so that the contribution of the two subsystems can be com-
bined. This, in turn, raises the question, Is it really possible to combine
performance estimates for dissimilar systems, such as ABM and manned in-
terceptors, inasmuch as the estimates usually differ markedly in accuracy
and reliability? We will return to this problem a little later.4

Alternatives in an Uncertain 9jture
If we assume that in our decision problem - th Lt is, selecting a preferred I
strategic budget size and dividing it between offense and defense - we are
looking to the future when a diverse menu of strategic systems will be
available, we might then be considering the various systems shown in
Fig. 4.4.

II

Fin, 4.4 - Strategic cyhoiem s

The choice of an alternative in this problem is considerably more corn-
plex than in those we considPred earlier. In this case, an alternative is
.identified by he amount spent in each lower box of Fig. 4c4 and a detailed

specification of just how each amount is spent. The task for measurement

is then to assign, to each such set of specifications, a value on each effective-
ness scale being used. But each total budget can be spent in literally atn

Infinite number of ways on t he various systems. And since, as in the earlier
examples, we want to spend each budget on these individual systems in
the best way possible, each system considered must be subjected to analy-

4 It is also discussed by H. Rosenzweig in Chapter 6.
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ses which, like those discussed earlier, are designed to select its best form.
If this could actually be done, then even in this complex problem we might
be able to plot cost and effectiveness as we did earlier. But now each cost
would refer to a different optimal aiternative - that is, to a different specifi-
cation of how the budget is best spent on the different systems (Fig. 4.5).
Further, the best allocation for a particular system will usually depend

upon the amount and manner of spending on other systems, as well as
upon various factors, such as the threat, which are not under the control

of the decisionmaker. We might explore this aspect of analysis a little.

Cost (alternatios) I
Fig. 4.5 - Effectiveness/cost for a series of alternatives

To do so, consider the ABM component of a possible defense system.

In designing an ABM system, we would first like to resolve many uncertain-
ties about the world in which it is to operate, such as these:

Uncertainties about the Enemy
Tactics
Technology (choice, level of achievement, quality)
Force size
Strategy (e.g., kind of war)

Uncertainties about the United States
Technology (level of achievement, quality)
System performance

Clearly, however, such matters are always largely unknowable, and only
the last two are partly under our control. Let us look at each of them.

By "enemy tactics" is meant the detailed manner in which the enemy
employs his forces, Will he apply ballistic missiles so as to saturate our

t
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ABM ? Will he use precursor attacks aintnqt defenses? Will he be smart,
aggressive, operationally mature, or stupid, backward, inept?

As we all know, almost any level of technological sophistication and
quality can be assigned to afuture force. To what levels should the enemy
be advanced in our design for ABM? Will he possess high-quality re-
entry decoys? Electronic countermeasures'? Advanced payloads?

The difficulty of defense is determined to a great extent by the size of the I
enemy's force. What he lacks in quality he may recover in quantity.
Offensive force size determines needed attributes of ABM, such as rate-of-
fire, total kill potential required, and extent of deployment.

The strategy pursued by the enemy can dominate all the preceding
factors. For example, if he chooses to fight a controlled war, then force
size ,1llocaled per hour will be significantly smaller than otherwise, which,

in turn, should reflect upon ABM design.
"Level and quality of technological achievement" will mean for the

United States roughly the same kinds of things as we noted for the enemy.
The last item in the list, "system performance," can be defined in the

following way. If we have a set of assumptions about the preceding enemy
attributes, and an assumed level of' achievement and quality of United
States technology, then a "best" United States ABM system, as "best" was
used before, can be designed to match those assumptions. Then to perform
the job of measurement it would be necessary to find some method of
expressing that basic system in terms of operationally recognizable units
such as a battery - units which could be used in operational models

especially designed to integrate the various weapon system effects and to
reflect the operational aspects of the problem. The basic operating per-
formance of these units would be described by such factors as these:

Battery interception rate

Decoy discrimination rate (per battery)
Probability of kill I
Number of interceptor missiles per battery
Battery hardness

The resulting set of values for these various factors will then be the "system
performance." These perfbrmance figures, however, are never really
known; they can only be estimated. Further, they cannot be estimated with
equal accuracy; somc will be pinpointed, and others will possess wide
ranges of uncertainty. Moreover, they can only be estimated after such
uncertain aspects of the world as those listed earlier have been specified.

Now, these six factors - enemy tactics, technology, force size, and
strategy, and U.S. technology and system performance - determine the

state of the world within which the effectiveness of each alternative is to
be measured. Since we can visualize many possible future worlds, each sig-
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nificantly different in some of these six factors, we must design an ABM sys-
tern foreach important possible world, ia order to understand fully the A BM
problem, We can call each combination of these six factors a contingency.6

Fortunately - given a reasonably defined contingency - we are usually
able to design what might be called a "rubber suboptimization": a system
fixed except for certain attributes, such as rate-of-fire or discrimination
rate, which can then be specified as a function of cost. Rubbe- designs are
needed to handle such difficulties as variations in defense deployment and
enemy tactics within a contingency, as well as problems met in cross-
contingency analysis. The product of such suboptimized design will then
be a set of numbers, or a set of ranges of numbers, for basic performance
factors of the sort listed a momentI ago.

In addition to these characteristics, we would also have the ICBM
described as to such items as CEP, payload, availability, and time to
target; the manned interceptors described as to analogous factors; and so
forth. That is, we need a set of component studies, each addressed to sub-
optimized system design within each of a set of contingencies. Such a com.
ponent study, spanning all the important contingencies, is needed for each
principal weapon or support system we might consider including in an
alternative. Individually, these studies will differ markedly, as we noted
before, in the accuracy and reliability of their estimates of best system
performance. Together, however, they should provide a reasonably close
appraisal of that accuracy and reliability, so that these shortcomings can
be appropriately reflected in the measurement of effectiveness, as well as
in the final decision.

No alternative is completely specified until each system is spelled oit as
to number of basic units, deployment, and so forth. However, the best
such specification for manned interceptors, for example, can depend upon
a similar one f;r local air defense, ABM, or both. For if we defend some
cities only against ballistic missiles, and others only against manned
bombers, we leave ourselves vulnerable to an obvious enemy tactic; if we
defend against manned bombers with local defense only and provide no
fallout shelters or area defenses, we leave ourselves vulnerable to fallout
attack from weapons delivered just outside the local defenses. Such inter-
dependencies also exist between allocations of offense and defense, and
are a difficult part of the analysis. Their main effect is twofold. First, they
limit the amount of suboptimization that can take place within a subsystem,
indepeadent of the other subsyste, . Second, they give rise to the need

6 The contingency problem is so central to the difficulties of systems analysis today that
it needs careful development. As a matter of fact, most of the tried and true techniques
of systems analysis are applicable only wiehin a given contingency, and it is the need to
handle analysis across many contingencies that gives rise to many current difficulties.

11I
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for a synthesis of the component studies, a synthesis that will result in an
over-all strategic system - that is, alternative - which combines the individ-
ual subsystems in some best fashion. This need, in turn, prescribes that
the output ofthecomponent studieswlll be most useful if it is parameterized.

This synthesis requires irading off the effectiveness of one subbybem for
that of another, in order to achieve a best mix. For example, civil defense
appears a better buy for ihitial investment than additional active defense,

but a decision mechanism for determining the level of each is required. In
such a process, differences in the accuracy and reliability of the results of
the component studies must be l-cognized and .aken into account. At
least twb means are available. The lirst is simply to treat an unceT iin
parameter as a contingency variable, and assign it an appropriate value
for each contingency. The second is to perform sensitivity analysis. In this
technique, the uncertain parameters are varied over their likely ranges to
ascertain the sensitivity of the results to their actual value. If the sensitivity

is slight, then a "typical" valie of the uncertain parameter can be used
throughout with little error. If sensitivity is great, then this analysis can
be used to seiect the preferred values for use in several contingencies. 6

Much can be done 6y means of permissiblb suboptimization in such a
synthesis to arrive at a best alternative for a given cost. However, it eventu-
ally becomes necessary to compare competing alternatives in terms of
the ultimate scales of effectiveness. This, then, comprises the final measure-
ment of effectiveness. But because of the great experlse in labor the final
measurement involves, it should be performed only after as much sub-
optimization as possible has been performed, and upon as small a set of
competing alternatives as possible.

Measurement of Effectiveness
Let us assume that component studies of the preceding kind have been
performed for each system of Fig. 4.4, and that the competing alternatives

f have been synthesized for each contingency. What form, then, does the
measurement of effectiveness take? For one thing, each measuirement must

be made inside a single contingency. It is nccessary later to compare meas-
urements across contingencies, but it is not consistent with the real world
to vary contingencies (for example, from subsystem to subsystem) during aS~given measurement.

SThe measurement model will depend strongly upon the contingency
tunder consideration. This can be illustrated by an example. Consider a
contingency in which the'enemy strategy is all-out, uncontrolled aerospace
attack upon the United States.

6 Two specific applications of sensitivity analysis arc illustrated in detail in Chapters 8

and 9.
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In such a case, much can be learned by assuming tnat both sides follow
essentially predetermined strategies that call for the maximum rate of I
weapons use, In order to minimize the damage the enemy will inflict. The
model then becomes basically a mechanism for tracing out in time the
delivery of the various weapons from each side, and then convcrting this
history into final estin',ates of U.S. and enemy population casualties, and
surviving manufacturing capacity and agricultural acreage. The time
history will depend upon the flight characteristics and deployment of the
weapons of both sides; the final damage to both sides will depend upon
whether or not a given weapon survives to launch, whether or not it
penetrates to target, whether or not its target is still there upon its arrival,

and whether or not it is capable of destroying its target.
While the general nature of this model seems rather clear, many decisions

are still unspecified by our assumptions and call for analysis of various sub-
cases. For example, how will the enemy divide his weapons between U.S.
military and non-military targets, between bomber targets and missile
targets, and so forth ?

In this extreme example of a central war contingency, the only random
variation permitted within the measurement of effectiveness is the opera-
tional kind. Since the performance of weapons is governed by probabilities,
any integrated use of weapons, as in a conflict, must also be governed by
probabilities. But since any conflict can occur only once, what possible
meaning can probabilities have ? Any future conflict, although starting in
a specified contingency, can actually unfold in many ways and have many
final results. In each such unfolding - which might be called a "play" - the
component probabilities influence the results. We thus are led to the notion
of a probabilistic model, the output of which is a probability distribution
of effectiveness. Figure 4.6 shows illustrative distributions of effectiveness
for two different strategic alternatives (systems) within the same contin-
gency; the horizontal axis gives effectiveness, and the vertical axis gives
the ,perce, .age o plays in. w-.... the effectiveness e ual a specific value.
For example, alternative I should achieve an effectiveness of about one-
half in 40 per cent of a large number of plays.

How does one decide within a fixed contingency between two alterna-
tives when their effectiveness is given by probability distributions?? Let us
assume that alternatives I and 2 arc of equal cost. As we saw earlier, the
criterion might then be to select the alternative with maximum effective-
ness. Bit which of the present two alternatives should we choose ? Alterna-
tive I certainly achieves a high effectiveness, but only some of the time. In
order to make a decision, we must specify some preferciwc for different
kinds of probability distributions.

This question will be taken up at greater length by Albert Madansky in Ciapter 5.
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- 100 Alternative 1 100 Alternative 2

.75
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Fig. 4.6 - Percentage of plays with effectiveness, E

Often for reasons of convenience rather than accuracy, a common
choice is to prefer the distribution that has the largest average value,
because the model that gives such outputs is usually easier to build than
one whose output is probabilistic. Clearly, even the average value tells us a
good deal about the performance of alternative 2. Were we, therefore, to
use average values, our criterion would then be to select the alternative
with the largest average value of effectiveness. In the case shown here, such
an average-value criterion does not determine a choice, since both alterna-
tives have the same average effectiveness: one-half. However, even though
an average value criterion cannot distinguish between alternatives I and
2, many a decisionmaker can. For example, if other inputs suggest that
an effectiveness of seven-tenths is the minimum useful outcome, thenL i-y "alternative I could be the preferred choice.

With a large number of cases to be considered, it is often impossible to

carry along distribution functions such as these, let alone expect the
decisionmaker to digest them all. A common technique for reducing the
distribution to a single number is to employ a criterion such as this: for

4

fixed cost, select that alternative which maximizes the probability that a
given effectiveness, such as seven-tenths, is exceeded. In the case at hand,
we would choose alternative 1, which has a probability of about 10 per

C "•cent of exceeding a seven-tenths effectiveness.
The results of measuring the effectiveness of alternatives for a single

contingency and fixed cost might then take the form shown in Fig. 4.7.
Numbers to the left of the virgule express the average effectiveness; those
to the right, the probability of exceeding a given effectiveness, such as
seven-tenths. Both numbers are given for each alternative on each of the
various scales, A, B, C, D, E, which might be the fraction of enemy
population surviving, United States population surviving, and so forth.
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Contingency k

A eEFFECTIVENESS SCALES
Alentvs|A a C D E Entry code:

Average"effectiveness).40. .6/.4 ,. -- -. L • 4.

II.5p'.05S
. .Probability of

achieving at
III .3/0 " --" -least. 7

,,- - effectiveness
IV .7/,5 . . . . !

(Fixed cost C)

Fig. 4.7 - Fixed contingency effectiveness results

When the table is completely filled in, we thus have an array of effective-
ness numbers for each important contingency.

Although this kind of summary information can be useful at various
decision levels, it is worth noting that it measures the effectiveness of each
alternative at just one point in time - say, that corresponding to the end
of a war. A decisionmaker will usually be interested in having additional
information: How might the conflict progress? What decisions must be
made during its course? How can it be termina:ed (and at what time and
cost) ? Analysis usually generates data relevant to these questions, although I
they are suppressed in Fig. 4.7.0

Criteria
Criteria are needed to select preferred alternatives within fixed contingen-
cies. The principal problem arises from the need for multiple effectiveness
scales. For example, for the specific contingency described earlier, in which
the enemy strikes U.S. cities and military targets first and we respond in

3 For example. the time history of delivery of weapons can be of use in both policy and
design questions. such as what decision rate must be supported in the national command
cenctr, what data inputs are important there, and so forth. Similarly, a history of the
variation of an etfectiveness measure during a conflict can also provide insight into the
problems of war prosecution and termination, even for an all-out war of the type we are
discussing, where tlhe strategy is predetermined.

,?"\ .~-
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-- - an all-out attempt to limit U.S. damage, we might have the results shown

in Fig. 4.8. How may a selection be based upon such results? We could
decide immediately if there existed a situation of essential dominance; such

dominance, however, occurs rarely. We could try to combine the three U.S.
scales into a single scale, such as the expected level of subsistence of the
United States ten years after the war, and then do the same for the enemy
scales. This would require considerable but worthwhile research, similar
to that we noted before as being necessary in making use of suboptimiza-
tions. But while some means are available in theory for making such acombination, today it is not possible.

Alternative Enemy Surviving U.S. Surviving (%)

Population MVA Agriculture Population MVA Agriculture

I 60 so 75 70 50 50

II 50 -"

II

Fig. 4.8 - Typical fixed contingency results (fixed cost)
The U.S. and enemy scales cannot be combined into a single scale as

meaningful as post-war subsistence level. In general, therefore, judgment
must be used to balance enemy damage and U.S. damage. It a decision
cannot be made within a contingency, then the analyst simply must carry
along several alternatives to the cross-contingency level of decision.

Criteria for use across contingencies will, in general, be more compli-
cated, except when one alternative is dominant within and across all con- I
tingencies. Since such dominance is most uncommon, many conltingencies
allocation of a budget between offense and defense would certainly have

to take account of most of the following major contingencies: all-out

ii
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uncontrolled nuclear exchange initiated without warrtnig by either the
United States or the major enemy; such exchanges inidtated out of a
crisis; controlled exchanges of the preceding kind; accidental initiation;
and, finally, various levels of conflict involving nth countries and the United
States. Needless to say, the large number of contingencies possible providr.'s
a strong motivation to develop techniques for eliminating some of them.
Three in particular - "best estimate" analysis, "worst case" analysis, and
"afortiorP' analysis -are widely used.

A "best estimate" analysis is one in which the uncertain factors describ-
ing a contingency are assumed to coincide with the analyst's best estimates
thereof. This will sometimes be a valid technique; in most cases it will not,
unless accompanied by appropriate sensitivity analysis.

A "worst case" analysis is one in which the factors used to describe the
enemy are selected to make him exceptionally effective, intelligent, and
aggressive. The philosophy is that an alternative which is effective in this
worst contingency will probably be effective in all reasonable ones. Its
shortcoming is that alternatives designed to be effective in worst cases tend
to be either inadequate or prohibitively expensive, and thus are seldom
procured. All alternatives then tend to get tested against this worst case
attack, with the result that no alternatives get procured, even though other
reasonable contingencies can be net by them. For example, our inability
to handle an all-out attack by a highly aggressive and sophisticated enemy
has delayed development of ABM systems able to handle less difficult con-
tingencies, such as accidental or nth-country attack. On the other hand,
it is appropriate to use a worst case as the basis for designing a deterrent, for
obvious reasons.

But even if a "best estimate" or "worst case" analysis points clearly to a
preferred alternative, other contingencies should be examined, in order
to understand the alternative's usefulness under what are possibly more
likely contingencies. For example, the possib;liy that a givn
alternative will effectively defend against most nth-country attacks, as well
as many accidental attacks by our major enemy, is important knowledge
which should be reflected in deciding whether or not to buy ADM, and in
evaluating its selection and design.

It is sometimes possible to exclude an alternative by ,sing a device just
the opposite of the "worst case" approach. The alternative under consider-
ation is designed as optimistically as possible, and the contingency most
favorable to that alternative is chosen. Then, if the alternative still performs
badly, it can be discarded. Such a technique is called "afortiori analysis."

To avoid using any of these three techniques to discard important con-
tingencies inappropriately, the analyst should increase the level of aggrega-
tion of the final synthesis. This process, which reduces detail and broadens

i " \
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the spectrum of contingencies which can be handled, can legitimately be
carried to the point of expanding the scope of the analysis to 'include
national constraints which limit the number and quality of programs a
nation can undertake. Thus, if the total defense budget of a major enemy
has historically been allocated according to some traditional pattern, this
pattern should be considered in estimating the enemy's budget levels for
offense and defense, achieved levels of technology in many disparate fields,
and so forth.

But it is no less true at the end of a study than it was at the beginning
that systeris analysis always involves human judgment. There is, of course,
a natural desire to attach probabilities to contingencies, so that those of
low probability can be ignored, or the results of analyses within several
contingencies can be weighted and combined into a single measurement of
effectiveness. It is also true that attempts to attach either absolute or rela-
tive probabilities to contingencies will in most cases fail, so that no such
combination can take place. Therefore, the ultimate conclusions will have
to be made by the subjective consideration of the important contingencies,
taken individually and severally. The need for professional military,
political, social, and scientific judgment in the ultimate decision process

-- _ is thus clear.

In general, it is not desirable (or possible) to specify detailed criteria
before the results of a study are in hand. Rather, the results should be
used to determine what goals are in fact attainable, which contingencies
it is feasible to meet, where large payoffs for small investment may occur,
and so forth. Politics has been called "the art of the possible " So is military
strategy and its support by military systems: We can readily identify
desirable goals, but usually we can specify attainable goals only after

"" research. Thus, criteria should not precede results, but should follow, and
goals should not be static, but should change to conform to the realities of
engineering, science, military operations, and politics.

SUMMARY I"
This Chapter can be summarized very briefly. A principal aim of systems
analysis is to find the relationship between cost and effectiveness, such as
is illustrated in Fig. 4.9.

The uncertain nature of many aspects of the world forces the analyst to
consider eifferent contingencies, within each of which this relationship
between cost and effectiveness must be estimated. Therefore, in many
problems there are really two fundamental variables-- cost and con-
tingency - upon which the effectiveness of an alternative depends. This
can be signified by a three-dimensional, rather than two-dimensional plot,
as in Fig. 4.10.

FI
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Cost
Fig. 4.9 - Cost and effectiveness

Effectiveness

KI

Contingency(K)

IK2
Fig. 4.10 - Cost, efflectiveness, and contingency

Clearly, as the contingency and cost are varied, the effectiveness traces
out a three-dimensional surface, giving effectiveness versus both cost and
contingency. This surface can be sketched out by selecting several con-
tingcncies, such as K, and K2, and estimating, within each, the effective-
ness-cost relationship, as illustrated in Fig. 4.10. At the same time, the
relationship between contingency and effectiveness for several fixed costs
(C1, C2, and Ca) can be indicated.

The principal problems of systems analysis derive from the fact that
the effectiveness scale is really many scales, and from the need to consider
alternatives across contingencies. Because of the difficulties it introduces,
analysts and decisionmakers tend to ignore this third dimension of the

I|
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prob~em, often by restricting the analysis and decision to that contingency
. which fits their own preconcoptions or biases. Since, essentially, the con-

.tiagency analyzed determines the outcome of the analysis, this arbitrary
restriction leads to decisions that support the bias of the analyst or de-
cidionmaker, rather than objective results. This is a major source of error
in the use of analysis today. Of course, to these difficulties musc be added
the need to synthesize already broad component studies into even broader
studies, with the attendant need to combine performance estimates for I
dissimilar systems about which our knowledge is not uniform.

Tbest problems are difficult, and it is clear that judgment still must play
a large part in final decisions. But systems analysis can do a great deal
toward placing that j udgment on a firm, objective basis.

i
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Chapter 5 (1

UNCERTAINTY

ALBERT MADANSKY

This Chapter defines uncertainty, identifies its major sources in military
analysis, discusses methods the analyst uses to handle it, and suggests
some rules./or minimizing its ejfects in decisionmnaking. It points out that
uncertainty is a central and crucial problem in systems analysis that
must be treated explicitly; that it is not merely a difficulty in principle,
but a considerable practical problem as well; that choice under un-
certainty is different from choice among certain outcomes; and that,
while there are no rules that are simple, complete, and universally
agreed upon, reasonable choice is possible even where uncertainty
exists.

The theory of decisionmaking under uncertainty is admittedly only an
ideali7ation of real life decisionmaking and is more normative than de-
scriptive. Nevertheless, it does provide a conceptual framework into which
the key aspects of a systems analysis, the criterion problem and the treat-
mert of uncertainty, can be fitted. Though this chapter attempts to support
this contention with some examples, it deals primarily with a mathemati-
cally simplified description of the theory, illustrated by a somewhat frivolous
example containing ingredients of a reai systems analysis.

PROBADICITIES - oBJcErTrV AND sunijr-crivF
Before we even begin to contcmplate the problem of how to make decisions

in the face of uncertainty, we must have in mind a clear and complete
description of all the events or contingencies which can possibly occur.
This may be a tall order in a real systems analysis, but it is the only toe-
hold we have on the uncertainties - a list of the possibilities.

For some of these contingencies there may be available either enough

data or sufficient theory so that we know the probability of occurrence of
each. For example. the Air Force has conducted sufficient exercises to
determine the probability distribution of the actual impact point of a
bomb aimed at a specified target from a given altitude at a given speed.
Here is a case of the probe bility distribution of the actual impact point be-
ing objectively deteirn:'•nd 1,rom enough data. For another example.
suppose we had 20 missiles of a type whose reliability was well deter-
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mined onl the basis of a te-st program, Then we need not fire 1000 (or
1,000,000) volleys of 20 mnissiles of this type to determine the probability
distribution of the tiumbzir of' successful firings. Mathem.atical theory tells
uts, without firing a single volley of 20, thtt the probaibility distribution
of the numbcf of successful firings in such ?' is the binomial distribu-
tion.

These are two exaniples of objective probabt.ip distributionls, probability
distributions which are empirically or theoretically derivable and which
are incontrov'ertible, There arc, however, continger~ci", which we admit
are governed by a probability distribution, but where wc have little or no
data or theory to enable uF to determine the distribution incontrovertby

The successful operation of a newly designed missile, not yet even fabric-at-
ed, is obviously governed by a probability, thle reliability of tile missile.I

t Yet with no data and little thetory about its reliability, two people. with
equally good judgment might assess its reliability differently. Each. in a
systems analysis involving tdi mile, would use his subjective assessment
of the reliability, pointing out, of course, that 6.le asse~sment was subjective
but giving his grounds for that assessment. In short, this example uistrazes
the existence and use of a 3ubjective probabiflity, distribution!, a probability
distribution which is not eirpirically or theoretically d&rivable but instead
is imputed by the analyst to govern tht: contingencies.

Let me introduce here two technical termas, sftuations of tisk- and
situations of uncerlainy.l What characterizes ix.th tlwse situafions is that
in each there is an uncontrollable random event inherent in tile sauration.
The distinction between a risky situation and an unccaain situation :s that
in the f.:.'-ner 'the uneoniro~lable uindoni event comes from a known
probability i' istributiosi, A'hcreas in the latter situation even the probability
distribution ;s uaiz!'iown. Thmt is, a risky situation has associated, with it an
objective probabiLy distributiori: an. u=certain situation has imputed to it
a su.bjectkic probsbi lity di-SACibUtio;1.1

One optracional driti~icdtiol between oojective and stsbjective probability
distributions - ftht the\' ,-re iused hi; 4ýstinct ways.- can K., iflust'vilttd by
noir relitbil!,, csu:npc. &q, , w -tc eter~muin'd that p, te reliability of
the mis~.ie, was 0.9. Then, usinig itoe b~noninai distribution, we could makeý
the objective staterrn:M~ that -zhc P-iooabifitv of 03 or more successes inl 5
sh)!s is 0.99144":

(.) 9;3 (.1 )2 + (.9),'(.1) -4 9)b -)6 .~99 J44.
I ( we did not kaow or could not determine p, we might be willing (o

Co hapter ti s-of anunfortnate ise not teuio~y b he onfs ith hinct iny has bileofthia
NoChaptuDe thi usno unfortuatey ise not teino b ogfy, ihihti the tnr ucrintle haofthis

ipfecisc fcchnical alcarning. giv'en here and a loose, undefined, but nevertheless tinder-
standabie nicunirg r.sysurnis analysis discocrsc.
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make a subjective statement like, "I'd bet 3 to I that this missile's reliabil-
ity is at least 0.5." Given such a statement, one might locate. a representa-
tive point P on Fig. 5.1. Given enough such statements, one might obtain
a curve like that which appears in the Figure.

t o

S[70.5 1P
Reliability

Fij. 5.1 -Subj tive probability that reliability is at least p "hey

Suppose the equation of this curve could be expressed as F(i) n = e -P2. Wea
could then make l subjective statement set "the probability of 3 or more
successes in 5 shots, in my opinion, is 0.71429":

af'w mc,(I wl)2 ge y p)+ () i w sm g dp n71429,where

f(p) = d~l - F(p)J/dp = 2p.
A more important operational distinction between objective and sub-

jective probability distributions is that even when, upon caleul-ation, they

yield the same probabilities, few would want to use them interchangeably.
This can be illustrated by the following set of examples.

Let me introduce you to Box I. It tontainss 10 balls, so black and 50 red.
I would like you to engage with are now in a giveaway game. You are toIchoose a color. I am now going to draw a ball at random from this box. i

SIf we match, I will give you $1 ; if we ismatch, I give you nothing. Which
color do you choose. or are you indifferent ?

Now let me introduce you to Box 11, It, too, contains 100 balls, some
black, the remainder red. You are to choose a color. I amn now going to
draw a ball at random from this box. If we match, I give you $I; if we
mismnatch, I give you nothing. Which color do you choose, or are you
indifferent ?

Now that You are acquainted with the two boxes, let me propose a third

giveaway to you. You choose the box from which I shall draw a ball at
random. You also choose a color. If we match, I give you $1; if we mis-

I
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match, I give you nothing. Which box do you choose, or are you indifTer-
ent?

The first of the three giveaways is an example of a risky situation, The
random event, the color of the ball I draw, is governed by a known
probability distributioi, 50:50 for reN. The second of the three giveaways
is an example of an uncertain situation, as the probability distribution
governing the color of the ball I draw would be unknown to you, In both
of these situations, everyone is indifferent in his choice of color. That is, in
the uncertain situation, everyone acts aov if the s-,uation were a risky
situation with even odds on red and black.

We'll get back to the implications of the third giveaway in a moment.
4, But first let us see what the implications of the first two situations are for

you as a decisionmaker. In the second giveaway, you would have acted
as if you were in a 50:50 risky situation, even though it isn't necessarily so.
iYou would have imputed a 50:50 subjective probability distribution to
the colors in Box If. (For if you had believed otherwise, you would not
have been indifferent in choice of color.)

Your reaction to the third giveaway, though, might contradict the view
held by some that two situations, one risky and the other uncertain, with
the same probability distributions, one objective and the other subjective,
am for all intents and purposes eq.zivalent situations. About 80 per cent
of the pceple "onfronted with the third giveaway are not indifferent to the
choices between the boxes. Most choose Box I. The uneasiness about one's

subjective probability distribution makes most people op! for a situation
they know more about, the risky rather than the uncertain situation.

There are two points to be made about these giveaways. One is that if
the only basis for action in an uncertain situation is a subjective probabilityF distribution, then use it in the same way you wouid an objective, or known,
probability distribution. The other is that if you are at all uneasy about
yuar ,.ubjrctive probability distribution, there are ways of alleviating this
uneasiness. One way is to use sensitivity analysis on the distribution.
Suppose i were to change the distribution of balls in Box I from 50:50
to 60 black, 40 red, and the payoff to $1.20 for a match on red and $.80
for a match on black. The expected value to you of either color in Box I is
now $.482 instead of $.50. Keep the payoff for Box I1 the same. Now in the
third giveaway, which box would you choose ? If you switch to Box II, then
you know that $.48 represents a lower bound on your subjective probability
of either color in Box II.

Another way to alleviate your uneasiness is by data collection. If I let
you draw some balls at random from Box If one at a time, replacirg them
aIs you go, then (though you still won't know the distribution of color in

2 For red, $1.20 x .40 1- $0 x .60 = $.48. For black, $.80 > .60 + $0 x .40 = $.48.
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the box) you will incorporate the findings of your sampling into your
subjective probability distribution and have a less uneasy feeling about the
resulting subjective distribution.

UTIITIES - THE THEORY OF CRITERION SELECTION

A hoary criterion for decisionmaking in risky and uncertain situations is
the expected value criterion. In a situation in which there exists a measure
of effectiveness and in which you have to make a choice between alternative
systems, this criterion has you compute for each system the expected value
of the effectiveness measure and choose that system which has highest
expected effectiveness, assuming equal costs. The expected value calcula-
tion arrays the debits and credits, the effectiveness or lack thereof, of each
system under the various contingencies, weights them by the probabilities
of the contingencies, and determines the weighted balance between debits
and credits.

Situations in which there is no natural quantifiable measure of effective-
ness are, however, the rule rather than the exception in systems analysis.
We have certain basic nonquantifiable goals, such as "deterrence" and
"victory if deterrence fails." Yet in order to assess the alternative systems
with regard to how well they measure up in achieving our goals, we
typically use proximate quantifiable variables, such as "number of targets
destroyed," or "number of targets destroyed per $10 billion cost," as
criterion variables - as measures of the level of deterrence. But is the expect-
ed value of this proximate criterion variable, this proximate quantifiable
measure of effectiveness, the appropriate criterion in a risky or uncertain
situation ?

To convince you in a simple way that the answer to this question is "no,"
let us suppose that you are confronted with the choice between two gamies
of chance. A reasonable criterion variable by which to assess the two
"systems," the two games of chance, is 'he number of dollars won or lost
in the game. Now here are the two games of chance:

Game I Game 2
Heads: I give you $1 Heads: I give you $100,000
Tails: You give me $1 Tails: You give me $100,000

You choose the game. Then I toss a fair coin. If heads comes up, I pay you
the amount appropriate to the situation. If tails comes up, you pay me.

It is clear that both situations are fair bets; that is, the expected or
actuarial number of dollars you will get is $0, in either situation. Yct I dare
say that most of you would prefer game I to game 2. The 50:50 chance
thalt You Will lose $100,000 inl gamne 2 loomis too large for you 1o risk it.
In fact, even if I were to change to $110,000 the payoff to you if heads were
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to come up in game 2, thereby making the expected value of the game
$5000.2 you would probably still prefer the first game.

We see from this that the expected dollar outcome of a game of chance is
only a proximate criterion variable, and one which can lead to undesirable
decisions. A more reasonable measure of the worth to you of the games
of chance is some function of dollar outcome which reflects that winning
$100,000 is not worth as much to you as the negative of the worth to you of
losing $100,000. Such a function would look like that in Fig. 5.2. Given
such a function, you can compute the expected worths of the two situations,
and see that their ordering corresponds to your preference ordering.
The expected worth of game 2 is smaller than that of game 1.

How then do you go about constructing - at least in principle - an
appropriate criterion for decisionmaking in risky and uncertain situations?
As you have seen from the above example, it was not the expected value
calculation which might lead one astray, but rather that the expected value
of the wrong variable was beiag calculated. What was appropriate was
expected worth, not expected dollars. Thus, in a systems analysis we might
say that there is an appropriate measure of worth or effectiveness such that,

in a risky or uncertain situation, the appropriate criterion is expected
worth or average effectiveness. This implicit definition leave. us merely
wILtI the enormous problem of finding an appropriate measure of system
worth or system effectiveness.

- -100,000 0 +100.000 Dollar outcome

U

Fig. 5.2 - Worth as a function of risk

As an examp!e of the method by which the mathematical theory of
utility goes about constructing an appropriate measure of system worth,
let us consider a situation in which the decisionmaker is confronted with
a number of alternative systems, is sure about the strategic context in
which the system to be selected will operate, and is in the enviable position
o( being able to rank them in order of preferredness. It does not matter
3 J($1 10,000) +- I(-S100,0o0) = $5000.
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for the moment whether this ranking results from using a formal criterion
of goodness as a yardstick or merely from applying the decisionmaker's
visceral feelings about the systems.

To inake things concrete, suppose 1 am about to buy a car. The alterna-
tive •systems" available to me are a E',olls Royce, a Cadillac, and a Chev-
rolet. My choice is dictated merely by the prestige value of the car, a non-
quantifiable "effectiveness" variable, and its price. The "strategic context"
in which this car is to operate is that of a family car. For the moment,
suppose I am not interested in having a car so flexible that 1 can operate it
in another "strategic context," by converting it into a hot rod, say, should
I ever want to do that.

Now, hov, can 1 come up with a quantifiable variable which measures
prestige? I r.night use a proximate measure like price, or horsepower, or the
reciprocal of the number of owners of such a car in the United States. And
any of these may be quite all right for my systems analysis. But let us see
how utility theory produces a measure of prestige.

Suppose my ranking of cars in order of preferredness is, from most
preferred to least preferied, Rolls Royce, Cadillac, Chevrolet. Suppose,
though. that there are only two automobile manufacturers in the world,
one who will build Cadillacs and only Cadillacs, and another, a sport who
conmes to you with the following proposition: "Pay me for a Cadillac. Now,
let's toss a fair coin. If the coin comes tip heads, I'll build you a Rolls. If
the coin comes up tails, I'll build you a Chevy." These are the only alterna-
tives contractually available, the Cadillac and a car I'll call the Rollsolet.

You must now decide between the two manufacturers before tossing r
the coin with our sport. If you choose Rollsolet, you are it, a risky situation,
not knowing what car you are actually going to get. We awsueni that you
are willing to consider the sporting manufacturer's bid; that is, you are
not adverse to gambling to determine the system you buy. After all, you
have a 50:50 chance of getting a Rolls Royce, your preferred choice. The -

ongly thing that influences your choice between the Cadillac and Rollsolet
is the odds offered. Now maybe 50:50 odds aren't good enough to make
you choose a Rollsolet over a Cadillac, but suppose you are willing to
negotiate with our sport on odds. Let's say that 60:40 odds are '"-ur oreak-
even point; with better odds you'll choose Rollsolet and with worse odds
you'll choose the Cadillac,

I am not interested in how you came up with 60:40 as the break-even
odds. As a responsible and intelligent decisionmaker, you can be consid-
ered a heuristic comnpt ter who somehow digests the state of the world and
the characteristics of the systems and conies tip with these odds. But with
these odds in hand we can arrive at atmeasure of prestige with the desired
property that the prestige value of the car I get in a risky or uncertain

i ' N
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situation is the average prestige value of the contingencies, the cars in-
. v��volved. The measure of prestige arbitrarily assigns 0 to the least preferred

car, the Chevrolet; I to the most preferred car, the Rolls Royce; and 0.6,
the break-even probability between Rollsolet and Cadillac, to Cadillac.

To see how and why this measure of prestige "works," consider the
following situation. Suppose I am confronted with two automobile sales-
men who propose the following.

Salesman A says, "Pay me for a Cadillac. After you do, I will draw a
two-digi! random number from a table of random numbers. If this number
is less Ohan 15, the car you get will be a Chevrolet; if between 15 and 69, it
will be a Cwdillac; and if between 70 and 99, it will be a Rolls Royce."
Salesman B's proposal is shmilar, except that the cutoff numbers are differ-
ent, being 22 and 54 iostead of 15 and 69. Translate4 into probabilities,
here are the proposals:

Proposal A Proposal B
Rolls Royce .30 .45
Cadillac .55 .33

Chevrolet .15 .22

Let me first quickly calculate the average prestige value of each of the
proposals. The average prestige value of A is 0.30 x I + 0.55 x 0.6 +
0.15 x 0 = 0.63. The average prestige value of B is 0.45 x I + 0.33 x 0.6
+ 0.22 x 0 = 0.648. Thus B has higher average prestige value.

Now let us see why this average prestige value comparison reflects your
feelings about proposals A and B. Considering proposal A first, suppose
the Cadillac were not offered and the odds between the Rolls Royce and
"Chevrolet were the same, 30:15. Then proposal A is equivalent to a 55 per
cent chance at a Cadillac and a 45 per cent chance at a 30:15 odds Rollso-
let. Similarly, proposal B can be seen to be a 33 per cent chance at a Cadil-
lac and a 67 per cent chance at a 45:22 odds Rollsolet. Since a Cadillac
is the same to you as a 60:40 odds Rollsolet, proposal A boils down to a
55 per cent chance at a 60:40 odds Rollsolet and a 45 per cent chance at a
30:i5 odds Rollsolet; proposal B boils down to a 33 per cent chance at a
60:40 odds Rollsolet and a 67 per cent chance at a 45:22 odds Rollsolet.
After translating these into probabilities for the constituents of the Rollso-
let, the Rolls Royce and the Chevrolet, we obtain the following results:

Proposal A

.Rolls: (.55)(~~~ + (.45)( .l5)0 .63

Chevy: (.55),40 + (.45) - .37
\60±40/ 30+15/

-. I,.-,
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Proposal B
60 4

Rolls: (.33) ±g--4-)+ (.67)(45+22) .648

Chevy:(.33)(•-1 0- + (.67)(4522 ) =.352

Thus, since proposal A is equivalent to a 63:37 Rollsolet and proposal B
to a 648:352 Rollsolet, you should prefer 3.

Suppose that the measures of worth of alternatives for which there
exists a preference ordering are derived in the above manner, by intro-
specting and determining for each intermediate system a game-of-chancrp
proposal between the most and least preferred systems which compares
equitably with the intermediate system. It can then be shown mathemrti-
cally that the result will be a scale of worths or utilities of the various sys-
tems With the property that the average worth of a system is also the ap-
propriate measure of its worth in a risky or uncertain situation.

Notice that we do not look to average worth as our criterion variable
because. on the average, over repeated trials, the average worth will be
your actual outcome. This argument for using averages is phony, because
no one ever said that you would be allowed to play any of the games of
chance many times. Let me emphasize that we are led to avergge worth as a
criterioq only because it reflects your preferences in a risky or uncertainsituation.

EXAMPLES OF THE USE OF UTILITY THEORY

The discussion by L. D. Attaway (Chapter 4) of the problem of deciding I
within a fixed contingency between two alternatives with their effectiveness
subject to known random variation provides a good springboard for
illustrating some of the concepts defined above. Briefly, Attaway is con-
fronted with two alternatives and is given the probability distribution of a I
measure of effectiveness for each (whoch may bee oi, a• proximact measure

F of that elusive quantity, worth). These probability distributions are shown
in Fig. 5.3.

Notice that both alternatives have the same average effectiveness, 0.5,
Thus, if the measure of effectiveness truly measures the worth of the alter-
native systems, either alternative is satisfactory.

However, suppose, using Attaway's example, that the effectiveness scale
represents fraction of population surviving, arid that it is felt that unless
we achieve seven-tenths effectiveness we are lost. What would then be an
appropriate measure of worth'? Iwo possibilities are given in Fig. 5.4. To a
decisionmaker who accepts the measure shown on the left, effectiveness
less than 0.7 is worthless, and anry above 0.7 is equally good. The measure
shown on the right assigns some worth to an effectiveness of 0.7, and

II
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Alternative I Alernatlve 2
100 100
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Fig. 5.3 - Percentage of plays with effectiveness, E

2 0.7

.0

0.2
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7Fig. 5.4 - Worth as a function of effectiveness (caso 1)

increasing worth (but at a decreasing rate) to higher levels of effectiveness.

Given either of these measures of worth, our choice would be alternative
1. It has higher expected worth.

Suppose, though, that Fig. 5.4 was altered so that 0.5 was the value of
E for which worth was positive. Now (as wc can see from the two curves in
Fig. 5.5) the choice of measure of worth is critical. The following calcula-
tions make this clear. For alternati-,• I in Fig. 5.3, the expected worth

indicated by the curve on the left of Fig. 5.5 is:
0x(.05+.10+.15) + I x (.4+.15+.10+.05) = .7.
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.97S

0.7

0.2

o 0.5 1 * .6 .7 .8. 9 1

Fig. 5.5 - Worth as a funcioon of effectiveness (case 2)I

In contrast, the expected worth for alternative I as indicated by the curve
on the right is:

,4x.2+.15X.7+.l 0x.975+.05x.99 = .332.
Similarly, for alternative 2, the expected worth indicated on the left is:

0x.125+l x(.75+.125) =-.875,
and the expected worth indicated on the right is:

.75 x .2+.125 x .7 = .2375.
It is good to keep in mind that even though for a given measure of worth

we can compare alternatives via expected worth, the expected worths of a
given system based on two different measures of worth are incommensurate.
Thus, the numbers 0.875 and 0.2375 are not comparable. This is obvious
when you recall how we constructed a measure of prestige a few pages agc
- by arbitrarily assigning the value I to the most preferred event. Two
different people, with two different sets of preferences, need not feel equally
strongly about their most preferred event.

You will see another example of the use of utility theory in R. D.
Specht's description (in Chapter 10) of a model of the problems of hard

point defense of missile sites. Here the measure of effectiveness is "number
of our missiles that survive the attack," and the measure of worth is
"number of missiles that survive the attack over and above those that
would have survived if undefended." It is the expected value of this measure
of worth that is used as the criterion variable.

MODELS OF UNCERTAINTY IN SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

Two major types of uncertainty arise in a systems analysis, the techno-
logical and the strategic. "Technological uncertainty" is a fancy way of
saying that the system, when it is finally produced, won't look like the sys-

ii[
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tern you have analyzed. The contractor may not have met specifications,
the cost may have soared, the hardware characteristics of the system may
have changed, and the operational concept of the system may have been
altered in the meantime.•

"Strategic uncertainty" is a broad term designed to encompass the fact

that one is uncertain as to the state of the world or the strategic context in
which tie system is to be used, either because certain facts of life have been
changed by unforeseen events (for example, a break-through in state-of-
the-art which changes capabilities either on our part or on that of the
enemy), or because the strategic context has been changed (for example, by
the enemy reacting competitively to events, possibly even to the results of I
our systems analysis).

In our automobile example, a crude analogy to technological uncertainty
would be your putting in an order for a Cadillac and not being sure whether
the car you get will be a Chevrolet, Cadillac, or Rolls Royce. Our analysis
of the two automobile salesmen's proposals is a simple model of techno-
logical uncertainty. It models technological uncertainty as a risky situation
in which the final system characteristics are governed by a known probabil-
ity distribution.

In a more sophisticated approach, though you would not want to model
the "uncertainty" in the characteristics of a contractor's final product as a
risky situation, you might be willing to model it as an uncertain situation
and say that the final characteristics can be thought of as the result of a
random set of events, but with unknown probability distribution.

Now let us model an example of strategic uncertainty, a situation in

which there are two potential strategic contexts five years hence. Suppose
you must choose between three systems, where in one strategic context you•' :-•'•have provided them with worths of 1, 0.6, 0, and in the other, with cor-
responding relative worths of 0.4, 0, 1, arrived at by an introspective pro-

L I.css similar to the one described above. But as I pointed out earlier in
another context, these two sets of utilities are not comparable; you may
have greater preference for systcm i if context A is the case than for system
3 If context B is the case. Thus, in comparing systems under diflerent
strategic contexts, you must come up with a composite ordering of all of
the system-context combinations.

This kind of ordering, with a concomitant set of utilities, is not easy to
arrive at. (In fact, asking you to believe that even a simple one-context
ordering of utilities can be determined probably stretched your imagina-
tioln.) So suppose you do what is done in practice and select a criterion
variable to both order the system-context combinations and serve as
proximate measures of system worth. For example, you might amalgamate
accuracy, reliability, and cost into "number of targets destroyed per $10

?K
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billion cost," and use this variable as a criterion. You would then have to
consider values such as the following:

Context A Contlext DI
System 1 96 36
System 2 87 22
System 3 72 72

Systems I and 3 pose a problem which can be modeled as an uncertain
situation. That is, there is some unknown probability that context A will
prevail five years from now, and your decision will be based on an assess-
ment of the expected utility of each of the systems, using as probabilities ±

for the calculation your subjective probability ofxcontext A. If you are
willing to bet 3 to I that context B will prevail, then the expected utility of
system I is (1/4) x 96+(3/4) x 36 = 51, and that of system 3 is (1/4) x 72 +
(3/4) x 72 = 72. Thus you would choose system 3 in this model.

This model, though, omits a critical fact, namely, that the strategic
context five years from now is not really a passive random variable obeying
some unknown probability law. Though the model may represent an
ingredient of the strategic context, by far the most important ingredient is
the existence of an active competitor. Uncertainty about the strategic
context arises primarily because it will be the joint result of your system
choice and the decisions (ard reactions) of the enemy.

A simple model of such a situation is that of the zero-sum two-person
game, described later, in Chapter 11. In brief, this model assumes that the
enemy's table of utilities of system-context combinations is the negative
of your table. His interests are diametrically opposed to yours. The mixed
strategy of the enemy is his choice of a probability distribution to govern
the strategic context. This is in contrast with the earlier model as an un
ce.rtain situation, in which the probability distribution, though unknown,
was not a maninulative variable. Thle mml,'aax theorem, of zero-s um two-
person game theory tells us what a "oest" mixed strategy for the enemy
should be. Your "best" mixed strategy is a concomitant product of the
game theory model. Note that in the competitive situation your choice of
system can no longer be characterized as that system which is best by
some index, as it was in the risky and uncertain situations. Rather, it, too,
is the result of a random draw from your mixed strategy probability
distribution. And it does best against the worst the enemy can do to you (in
the sense that it maximizes your minimum expected utility).

In practice, no one would want to make a decision on the basis of the
toss of a coin. Moreover, it is difficult to model the multimove gamne that a
five-year development period implies. One cannot simply choose a system
and stick with it; the enemy's countermove once the system is chosen

*1i
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must be taken into account. But the mixed strategy derived from tile simple
static game described above can be useful as a guide to which group c-f
systems to develop in parallel if one wishes to be flexible and hedge against
the uncertainty of the strategic context. Also, despite the possible nont-
existence of a "dominant threat," to use J. R. Schlesinger's terminology

(Chapter 20), or a "worst case," to use L. D. Attaway's terminology
(Chapter 4), an examination of the enemy's optimal mixed strategy is quite-
useful in pinpointing just what ire the important, though more modest,
threats of the enemy.

It is instructive to rditerate here Attaway's observation about worst case•: analysis, that sometimes all alternatives are tested against the enemy's

best strategy and found wanting, with the result that no alternative is
procured (for example, no ABM system), even though other reasonable
contingencies can be met by some of the alternatives. This is an outgrowth
of, but not a consequence of, the zero-sum two-person game-theoretic
approach to .trategic uncertainty. All the minimax theorem yields is the
best strategy for you 9gainst the worst the enemy can do to you. But the
decision not to use the alternative dubbed "best" by the game theory
t .del, because it is not good enough, may be a questionable practice, as in

case of the ADM.
'Thus, the best one can say for the zero-sum two-person game theory

model of the competitive nature of the system-context determination is
that the game-theoretic solution will give some insight either into the
reasonable subjective probaoility dibtributions to use in the model of anl
uncertain situation or into a reasonable system or set of systems to adopt.
A more reasonable model, as indicated above, would be a multimove
zero-sum two-person game. Even more rersonable would be a nonzero-
sum game, which removes th! assumption that the enemy's utilities are the

negative of ours. Ho' 1ever, this type of game is still in the research stage,
and not yet us.able as a model of strategic uncertainty.

.A

FREATMENT OF UNCERPJ.UNTY IN SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
We have examined three models of uncertainty, the risky situation, the
uncertain situation, and t:,e competitive situation, noting how tile first
two can model decisionmaking under technological itncertainty and how
the last two can model dec'sionmaking under an additional uncertainty,
uncertainty of strategic context. We have seen that, though the appropriate
measure of system worth is its "utility," this measure may not be readily
assessable, and so proximate measures must be used instead.

To complete this survey, let me list, and in some cases re ipitulate,
certain special stratagems for treating uncc:,tainty in systems analyses.
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Buy Tine

The models of technological uncertainty serve to illustrate one method
commonly used to alleviate the effects of risk in decisionmaking. One can
simply (or maybe not so simply) defer his decision until after the random
number has been drawn. As betweeiL the contractor who makes Cadillacs

only and our sport who offers the Chevrolet and the Rolls Royce at even
odds, you would certainly wait, if you could, till the sport has tossed the *

coin, rather than take the Cadillac because the sport didn't offer your
break-even 60:40 odds. The drawback, of course, is that because time is
money, our sport would want to be paid to engage in this delayed contract-
ing negotiation, since he knows that if tails comes up he will get no con- -

tract at all.

Buy Information
As I pointed out in the analysis of our three giveaways, a person can allevi-
ate uneasiness about the subjective probability distributions necessary for
an analysis of an uncertain situation by data collection.

Buy Flexibilitya s a Hedge
In our automobile purchase example, if I am unsure about whether I want
a family car or a hot rod, I would choose the Cadillac rather than the Rolls
Royce or the Chevrolet, in order to obtain flexibility as a hedge against
"strategic" uncertainty.

In our two-strategic-context example, suppose you would prefer system

I, if context A prevailkd, over system 3, if conh,'t B prevailed. You feel
that the values of the effectiveness measure in tl, • contexts do not really
reflect your utilities of the system-context cirnbination-, in that you like
"system I in context A more than 1 1/3 timcs as much as system 3 in con-te.at B. Tl~us, yo,,- would hedge against the .3 to I shot, context A, prevailing

five years hence by disregarding the expected ,',or'th comparison and choos-

ing system I. Or you might combine a hedging and buying-time stratagem
and choose both for initial development, dropping one of the systems

when you have better information on the odds on context A. Theoretically,
hedging occurs only when your measure of worth is not the same as the
utility of system-context combinations. Practically, this is always the case,
as knowing the utilities in any situation is merely an idealization.

Use A'. 
17r"rtiori* 41al/ysis

In , parison of alterrati'e systems, one can eliminate s.stens by a
"dominance" ,,r a .irtkiri arguoment We noted in our tw-o-strategic-
context example that in both ,trategic coritexts system I has higher worth

I
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than does system 2. It is thus irrational to consider system 2 at all in the
analysis.

If, in general, one were to find a system which had higher worth iil all
strategic contexts than that of any other systeni, our problem would
obviously be solved. We would choose that system. In our example,
though, as is usual in a systems analysis, system I is better in one, system
3 In the other of the two contexts. Thus, the principle of dominance cannot
always lead to a preferred alternative. It can, however, eliminate inferior
alternatives.

Use Sensitivity Analysis
You have seen earlier in this Chapter an example of the use of sensitivity
analysis to determine your degree of uneasiness about a subjective prob-
ability distribution which you might consider as an input into a systems
analysis. But there is a further point to be made here, namely, that this
sensitivity analysis should be recorded as part of the analysis. It would be
extiremely misleading to present a subjective analysis based only on your
"best guess," without varying the distribution to see where it would lead you.

This point is made in a different guise by H. Rosenzweig in Chapter 6,
where he discusses sensitivity analysis as a means of dealing with techno-
logical uncertainty. He recommends "show[ing] the performance of each
system as a band of different width instead of as a fine, single line." Our
recommendation goes further, namely, to include subjective probabilities

across the band, since the extreme of the band may not be as likely as is
the "fine, single line" somewhere in the middle of the band.

Of course, if, as in Rosenzweig's Fig. 6.4 (p. 12C), one system dominates
over the other after a sensitivity analysis in which the spectrum of possibili-
ties, but not their probabilities, is reviewed, one need not bother with an
assessment of subljective probabilities for the spectrum of possibilities. It is
oniy as a tool for coming to some reasonabie decision in a situation iike
the one depicted in Rosenzweig's Fig. 6.5 (p. 122) that an assessment of
subjective probability distributions is worthwhile.

POSTSCRIPT
The prevailing viewpoint in this Chapter is that the cornerstone of a systems
analysis under uncertainty is a critical assessment of an appropriate

measure of system worth and educated guesses about appropriate proba-
bilities. However, though the theory of decisionmaking under uncertainty
described above is neat and intellectually elegant, and though the theory
has relevance to the real world and offers insight into ways of handling
uncertainty, it is important to keep in mind that this theory is only a first
approximation to reality. If this theory is used blindly, reality can over-
whelm you with realities.

AA
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Chapter 6
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TECHNOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

H. ROSENZWEIG

This Chapter briefly reviews the typical sorts of decisions involving
technology that are made during the life of a weapon system, particu-
larly those that fall under the provisions of DOD Directive 3200.9,
Initiation of Engineering and Operational Systems Development
(July 1, 1965). Three general problems seem to recur in all of these
decisions.- establishing technical feasibility, selecting the best technical
approat ,nd comparing the cost-effectiveness of the proposed system
with that of its competitors. The Chapter examines each of these
questions in detail, as ivell as the role of technological considerations in
resolving them. Among the topics considered in this discussion are the
nature of parametric and trade-off analyses, and the influence of tech-
nological uncertainty in determining the existing state-of-the-art and
the risk associated with a development program.

INTRODUCTION

Earlier authors in this book have made it clear that, in its simplest terms,
the purpose of systems analysis is twofold: to provide the decisionmaker
with the information necessary to arrive at a well-informed decision, and
to present this information in a well-organized, concise, and intelligible
form.

On this view, systems analysis is essentially concerned with a decision
process. if (he decision involves hardware (that is, pieces of equipment
which must be engineered), it "involves" technology. Thus, f we are to
investigate the role that technical considerations play in systems analysis,
one way to pr.)c.ed would be by examining the types of decisions which are
made regarding hardware items and the kinds of analyses which are made
tc a;ssist the decisicnmaker with dwese decisions.

Since there are, however, so many different types of hardware to be
tound it) the defense industry, and since the issues on which decisions ,nust
b,! iatdc are so v;, .r 'i, it is virtu,.lly impossible to effect an exhaustive
survrc io this manner. vet many of the analyses which are conducted have
common fiatures, some of which can be abstracted from particular
analyses by examining the types of decisions thty are conducted to support
during the life-span of a relatively large unit of hardware - a weapon
system.

97
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TYPrs OF DECISIONS

During the life-span of a weapon system, many (although not necessarily
all) of the following types of decisions will be encountered.

I. Should money be spent on "Concept Formulation" for this weapon
system ?

2. Should the "Contract Definition" phase of the development
process be initiated ?

3. What is the best technical approach ?
4. Should full engineering development of the system be undertaken
5. How many units should be produced and deployed?
6. Should modifications be made?
7. Should the weapon system be replaced or phased-out of the force?

Let us examine each of these decisions.

Concept Formulation
Weapon system concepts may be generated in many different ways.
Sometimes the idea is generated as a result of examining ways to meet a
desired operational capability, as the idea of a railroad-mobile ICBM may
have resulted from studies of ways to reduce the vulnerability of the
Minuteman force. Sometimes it develops as a way to exploit a new techno-
logical capability, as the Aerospaceplane concept arose with the idea of
extracting oxygen from the atmosphere with cruising airplanes. In most
cases, however, it is not possible to trace the roots of the idea with any
precision. So many studies are continually being made that ideas somehow
evolve in them, get accepted, and then are so rapidly followed down so
many paths that even an astute historian would find it difficult to track
"his way back to their source. However, regardless of how they are gener-
ated, they are usually followed by a period in which their proponents must
seek money to pursue them further through more detailed studies and,
perhaps, experimental research, This, then, generates the first decision
point in the formal Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation (R DT&E)
process. Should any money be devoted to further studies and experimental
research on the new concept and, if so, how much ?

In order to reach a decision on the allocation of research funds, the
"decisionmaker must have information regarding, first, the technical aspects
of the concept and, second, the potential payoff if the weapon system is
developed. On the first account, if it is an advanced weapon system, one
issue of prime importance will be the technical feasibility of the concept;
that is, it inust be determined what types of technological advances will
have to be made to develop the weapon and what the'prospects are for
achieving them. Toward this end, the decisionmaker must be provided
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with an analysis of the important technological features of the concept, V
including a statement of the current state-of-the-art and the types of experi-
mental programs needed to provide a high degree of confidence that the
advances in technology can in fact be achieved.

But there are usually more ideas seeking funds than there are funds
available. In this case we must be selective. This gives rise to the second
requirement for this first sort of decision - the need to display the potential
payoff of the proposed concept, To this end, the analyst must indicate how
the new weapon system will be an improvement over currently available
ones or alternatives which could be available in the same time. Will it
perform a mission that cannot be done any other way ? Will it do the same
job as existing or other systems, but do it cheaper? In short, why is this a
good idea?

To answer these questions, the analyst will have to present the Lstimated
performance of the system. He will also have to indicate the variation in the
performance as a function of the level of technology attained in critical
areas. For instance, does the concept depend on making large advances in
the load-bearing capability of the structure, or is performance relatively
insensitive to this parameter? Such data indicate the technical risk associ-
ated with the concept; they indicate how great an advance in the state-of-
the-art is required to achieve a desired level of performance.

Given these data by the analyst, the decisionmaker is then in a position
to evaluate the request for funds for further study and experimental
research. He must weigh the potential payoff against the cost of the pro-
gram. At this stage, however, the data available for a decision will be fairly
sketchy, since no significant amount of funds will have been expended in
the study of the concept. The request for funds will Also be fairly limited,
since preliminary studies and the early phases of applied research are
relatively cheap (as compared with those ofa full weapon-system develop-
ment).

This part of the RDT&E process can be described more precisely by
reference to Department of Defense Directive 3200.9,1 the provisions of
which apply throughout DOD to the development of all new systems (or
major modifications of existing systems) estimated to require either a total
RDT&E cost in excess of $25 million or a total production investment in
excess of $ 100 million. This Directive breaks the development of a weapon
system into three phases: "Concept Formulahtion." "Contract Definition,"'
and full development. What we have been di-cussing so far is the Concept
Formulation phase, which consists of the "experimental tests, engineering,

Office of the Secretary of Defense, Initiation of Engineering aln Operational Syr'm.¥t,
Development, DOD Directive 3200,9. July I, 1965.
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- °and analytical studies that provide the technical, economic, and military
bases for a decision to develop the equipment or system." 2 The primary
objective is to establish firm and realistic design specifications and realistic
cost and schedule estinates so that an adequate framework is obtained
for management decisions to proceed with, cancel, o: change the project.

What information must Concept Formulation provide? According to
the Directive, it must demonstrate that the following prerequisites to
entering Contract Definition have been accomplished:

1. Primarily engineering rather than experimental effort is required,
and the technology needed is sufficiently in hand.

2. The mission and performance envelopes are defined.
- 3. The best technical approach ha,, been selected.

4. A thorough trade-off analysis has been made.
5. The cost-effectiveness of the proposed item has been determined to

be favorable in relationship to the cost-effectiveness of competing
items on a DOD-wide basis.

6. Cost and schedule estimates are credible and acceptable.3

I The first requirement relates to the technical feasibility of the concept.
The experimental research programs conducted prior to the i.nitiation of
Contract Definition must have demonstrated that the technology needed is
"sufficiently in hand." We do not want to start into Contract Definition
still needing breakthroughs.

. .The second, third, and fourth requirements indicate another role of
technical considerations in systems analyses. They are summed up essen-

.5 I tially in the third requirement - the selection of the best technical ap-
proach. 4 Here, however, to obtain the "best" app 'oach we may have to'I effect a compromise among performance, cost, technical risk, and develop-

In addition to selecting the best technical approach for the particular
weapon system under consideration (say, the wing geometry or structural
concept or fire control system of an airplane), the fifth requirement
indicates that we must compare this selected approach with other alterna-
tive ways of achieving the same end. If the weapon system under investiga-
tion is a low-altitude penetration bomber, for instance, we may have to
compare it with missiles and with stand-off missile-launching aircraft. The
comparison is on the basis of over-all cost-effectiveness. Technical con-

2 DOD Directive 3200.9, p. 2.
_ DOD Directive 3200.9, p. 4.
4 As we shall see later, it might be difficult to fonrmlate precisely tlhis notion of a best
technical approach.
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siderations will enter in estimating both the cost and the effectiveness of
the selected and competing weapon systems.

Contract Definition
If the prerequisites are satisfied, Contract Definition - the second phase -

may begin. Initiation of Contract Definition represents at least tacit
approval on the part of the service and DOD that the weapon system
chosen is the preferred approach to achieving the desired objective. The
system that goes into Contract Definition has been selected over competing
systems and thus already has a considerable amount of "push" behind it
to support a decision to proceed into full-scale development. During
Contract Definition, the effort is to verify the analyses completed in Con-
cept Formulation and to write a definitive contract - one that has a firm
fixed price or a fully structured set of incentives.

Two major decisions must be made at the conclusion of Contract
Definition: the selection of the best technical approach and the decision as
to whether or not to proceed with the last phase of development. In a
sense, these are refinements of decisions made earlier. As we saw, to justify
go-ahead for Contract Definition we have to be sure that the best technical
approach has been chosen. Since this is done on the basis of studies con-
ducted in the Concept Formulation phase, which can be quite long for a
major weapon system, there will probably be a reasonably good framework
of design studies on which to base this decision. In Contract Definition
the design is narrowed still further and refined in an attempt to obtain
realistic cost and performance data on which to base a final development
decision. The problems involved in the selection process, however, are
essentially the same as before.5

Full Dev'elopinent
The go-ahead to undertake ifull engineering development of the system
is again similar to that made itrthe Concept Formulation phase, At this
point, however, there is a chance to review the decision on the basis of the
refined cost and performance estimates obtainci (uring Contract Defini-
tion and in the light of the current military, political, and economic situa-
tion. This review is important since the decision to begin full development
signals the expenditure of relatively large sums of money. The problems
involved in the decision process -. that is, in comparing the competing
systems on a cost-effectiveness basis - are the same, however, as those
encountered in the Contract Definition decision.

s For a comprehensive introduction to Concept Formulation and Contract Definition,
see the discussion prepared by Peat, Marwick, Livingston & Company. A Report on
Contratt Definition, Boston, Massachusetts, January 2. 1967 (DDC No. AD 646240).
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The Number of Units Deployed
Perhaps the most difficult problem to analyze is that of the number of
weapons of each type which should be deployed. The difficulty arises
because, while we can compute the incremental cost of, say, increasing
the Minuteman force from 1000 to 1200 missiles, we find it very difficult
to estimate the incremental capability provided by an extra 200 missiles
or to measure it quantitatively. Yet the decisionmaker must decide how
many Minutemen to deploy and, given a limited budget, he must decide
whether he should spend his money for x many Minutemen and y many
F-I I 's or x+dx Minutemen and y-_Ay F-Il l's. In these decisions he is
aided by analyses, and these analyses are affected by technical considera-
tions.

The type of analysis required here is similar, in a sense, to the cost-
effectiveness comparison made in support of the initial development
decision. In fact, the previous analysis provides the basis for initial schedul-
ing of the number of units in the force. In justifying the development of
the F-I 1ll, it was necessary to show that a force of x airplanes would pro-
vide such and such a capability relative to, say, the existing force of y
F-105's and a proposed force of z new airplanes of a different type from the
F-lI i1. We cannot decide to go ahead with development without a reason-
able idea of the number of expected production items.

After the system is in development and is being deployed, however, we

review this decision periodically. It is here that we are forced to make fur-l! ther analyses and comparisons which may be even broader than the original
study. Given a budget squeeze, the decisionmaker may have to decide

* whether to reduce one wing of F- I ll's, cut back en the number of Minute-
Tmen being deployed, or stop development of an advanced technical pro-

"gram such as DynaSoar, whereas in the original development decision we
Shad probably compared the F-I II only with competing systems, that is,

systems designed to perform essentially the same task." Aside from rthe
ii •wider scope of the comparison, however, the problems encountered in the

analysis and the effrct of technological considerations on it are similar
to those of the cost-effectiveness analysis made to support the development
decision.

Modifications
As soon as the development go-ahead is given and the design of the weapon
system is set (sometimes even before this), modifications of the system are
being studied, modifications both small and large. If the development
process takes from five to seven years, there is plenty of time for exai ining
d We shall see later that the question of defining a competing system will depend on how

we define the task.
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and proposing modifications even before the original design is operational.
The fact that we reached the "F" model of the Atlas before it was phased V
out and that we have now reached the "G" model of the F-104 indicates
that we can expect several major modifications during the operational I
life span of a weapon system. Indeed, it is not too unusual for the "'B"
model of an airplane to be in development while the "A" model is still
in flight test. How does analysis assist in. making decisions on these
modification programs ?

The problem of justifying a modification is essentially the same as that
ofjustifying a new development. We must ascertain the technical feasibility
of the proposed modification, we must ,cect the best technical approach
to achieve the desired capability, and we must show that the modification
compares fav irably with alternative systems on a cost-effectiveness basis.
However, it is usually somewhat easier to "justify" a modification once
the system is in development than to justify the development initially,
primarily because the large investment we will have already made in the
development of the system must now be considered a "sunk" cost. From
this base, relatively modest improvements in performance can usually be
made at relatively modest cost. For instance, we may be able to justify an
engine modification for the B-52 (from the F to G model) to increase its
range by 10 or 15 per cent, but not be able to justify the development of a
new aircraft at $1 or $2 billion to provide a comparable increase in capa-
bility. For this reason, modifications to existing systems often are a more
attractive way to attain a new capability than new weapon systems.

We can, of course, take this too far in several respects. On the one hand,
we may try to push the life of the system too far by continual modifications.
It may be better to start a new line of fighter airplanes than to continue to
push the old design. This would be especially true if we had a high degree
of confidence that the new system would itself enjoy a long life span. On
the other hand, we can tend to fool ourselves into thinking that the modifi-
cation will cost less than it really will because we are using the same basic
airframe. If we need a new wing, a stretched fuselage, and new engines, the
"imodified" airplane may resemble the original only in name and the cost
may be just as much as for a new design. Thus, there is no easy way to say
just when a modification is to be preferred to a new design. Each proposed
modification must be considered individually and as if it were for a new
development. We have to consider the alternatives on a performance, cost,
availability, and risk basis.

Replacement or Phase-out
The decision to replace a weapon system with a new one or to phase it out
of the force entirely is the mnirror-image of the initial development decision.
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,.. The same types of analyses are required, except that now our weapon sys-
tem is one of the alternatives with which a new system must be compared.
"Thus, the effect of technological considerations on this decision will be
essentially the same as before.

. i Sumnmary
If we review the types of analyses that must be made to support decisions

regarding a weapon system throughout its life, we can find three general
problems Which seem to recur in each. These can be categorized as the

f problems of:
1. Establishing technical feasibility,
2. Selecting the best technical approach,
3. Comparing the cost-effectiveness of the proposed system with that

of its competitors.

In what follows, we shall examine these problems individually and in
detail, specifying the types of analyses they require and the effect of tech-
nological considerations on these analyses.

TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY

The expression "technical feasibility" is both widely used and highly
ambiguous. In the loosest interpretation, a system is technically feasible
just so long as it lies within the current framework of physical laws. In
this sense, an Aerospaceplane which calls for cruising flight in the atmos-
phere at 22,000 ft/sec is technically feasible, even though we do not know
how to provide it with a propulsion system that can both produce a posi-
tive thrust coefficient and withstand the aerodynamic heating. On the

other hand, in a more stringent interpretation of "technical feasibility,"
we might say that it is technically infeasible to develop an airplane to
cruise 20,0"0 n mi with a payload of 50,000 lb, not so much because such
an airplane would weigh over one million pounds and we just cannot
construct a vehicle of that size, but because it would be impractical or
unreasonable to do so. Between these two extremes fall many other mean-

i ings. Such ambiguity warrants a more careful investigation of the notion.
The question of technical feasibility arises when the proposed system

requires an advanced technology or, to use a different terminology, an
- advance in the state-of-the-art. It is this concept of "state-of-the-a-t"

which causes the confusion. Just when is a development within the state-
of-the-art? How much of an advance in the state-of-the-art is required?
Ini order to examine these issues, we can make use of a specific example.
Let us consider a series of aircraft engines varying from what we would
call the existing state-of-the-art to an extremely advanced state-of-the-art
(perhaps even to what we might call technically infeasible). First, we would

I-
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start with an engine that is currently in production, an engine that perhaps
represents the existing state-of-the-art.

Second, we can consider a proposed engine which is somewhat larger
than the one currently in production, but no higher in turbine temperature,
no greater in compressor blade loading, no higher in combustion chamber
heat release, and so on. As long as the increase in size itself is not very
great, 7 we would certainly say that this engine is within the current state-
of-the-art and have a high degree of confidence in our ability to design and
fabricate it so that it would perform as predicted. While we could expect
technical problems to arise in the development process, as they do with any
complicated piece of new machinery, we could be confident that these
problems would be readily resolved without undue expense or delay.

Third, we can consider a proposal for a more advanced engine, one
which has a somewhat higher turbine temperature, combustion chamber
heat release, or compressor loading than an engine currently in existence
or in production. In this case, however, let us assutme that test compressors.
combustors, and turbine rigs have been run in the laboratory at these
newer conditions for short periods of dime, but that they have not been
imade in flight-weight versions or assembled into a complete engine. In
this case, we might have somewhat less confidence in our ability to design
and fabricate the proposed engine and yet still come very close to target
performance within tile predicted time and cost of development. We might
say that such an engine required a slight improvement in the state.of-the-
art.

Fourth, and one step further, we have a proposed engine calling for com-
pressor loadings, combustion heat releases, or turbine temperatures which
have nt evcn bheni obtained in test rigs, although tile design of the engine
is reasonably sound analytically. In this case, the proposal might involve
a scheme for varying the flow area of the turbine in a way that had never
been done before. It might call for the operation of the turbine or compres-
sion over a broader region of its performance miap than ever before, or
for a turbine cooling scheme involving the machining of intricate pas,,stges.
Here we might say that "we can do it on paper" but not be sure that we
cold do it in the shop. Although analytically it should work, we might
have some doubts ;about our ability to produce. say, intricately machined
turbine blades or to make the by-pass valves within the .pecified leakage
tolerances. Here we might say that tile concept needs technical verification.
If we use the term "technical feasibility" in a relatively severe sense, we
might say that the technical feasibility had to be demonstr aled.

Finally, we can imagine a proposal for, say, a supersonic combustion

iGrantied. tlli, n I s I o w "In- , hal hazy.
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ramjet about which we cannot evtn be sure that our dcsigning analysis is
correct. Not only has there been no testing of similar components, but
there, has not even been enough basic research in hypersonic aero thermo-
dynamics to assure us that the theoretical work on which the design is
based is sound. in this case, we might say that the proposal is based on an
advanced state-of-the-art in two senses: we have not demonstrated the
technical feasibility of the concept (as we had before) and we have not
verified the theory on which the design is based.

For convenience we can briefly identify various rungs in the state-of-the-
art ladder which are brought out by the example. From the bottom up,
these can be recognized in terms of:

I. Existing technology; J
2, Scaled version based on existing technology;
3. Limited component tests available;
4. No laboratory or component work available;
5. No laboratory or component work and limited theoretical basis.

This series does not include all the possibilities. But it does serve to show

the possible ambiguity that could result from uncritical tot; )L' the expres-
sion "technically feasible." Different people will draw the "line of feasibil-
ity" at different "rungs" in the ladder. Some might stop at the third and
others would consider that all of the proposed engines were technically
feasible. The important point is not so much to achieve agreement as to
where to draw the line as it is ,o make clear the distinctions between the
various rungs.

We are now in a better position to see how issues of technical feasibility
"enter into the Ud•sion process at various stages in the development of a
weapon system and how they affect analyses aimed at supporting decisions,
Some guidance is provided in the wording of Directive 3200.9, which, as we
have seen, indicates that during the Contract Formulation .riase, we must
show that a proposed system primarily requires engineering rather than an
experimental effort.

We might interpret this to mean that we must ascend the ladder to about
rung 3 before the system can be considered for development. Thus, a
major objective of a program in its early stages would be to attain this
level of technology, and analysis offered in support of requests for funds
for applied research should indicate what is necessary to put the needed
technology "sufficiently in hand."

Different types of research and experimentation may be appropriate for
taking different steps in the ladder. For instance, we may want to suggest
shock tunnel runs on bodies of revolution in an attempt to verify the aero-
thermodynamic theory on which the performance analysis of tne super-

ii
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-onic combustion ramjet is based (step 5 to 4). We may want to fabricate
turbine blades and make up a turbine rig to demonstrate that the fabrica-
tion techniques can be developed and that the turbine can perform as
predicted under the temperature and pressure conditions it will encounter
in the operational weapon system (step 4 to 3). We may feel that it is
necessary to put the components together to see whether or not flight-

weight compressors, turbines, and combustors similar to boiler plate
designs already tested in the laboratory can be satisfactorily integrated
into an engine wl.ich meets both weight and performance specifications.
This is often achieved by putting together what is called a "demonstrator
engine," usually a small-scale version of the engine which would be used
in the operational weapon system (step 3 to 2). These are typical of the
means available for advancing the state-of-the-art in engine development.

In supporting his request for research funds, then, the analyst must first
present a detailed analysis of the "current" state-of-the-art. He will have
to discuss the work done to date and describe what types of systems could I
be designed and put into production without further experimentation,

Second, he must indicate what types of advances are required in which
component areas for the proposed weapon system and suggest programs
to advance the state-of-the-art in these areas.

Up to now we have spoken of the technical feasibility of components.
The over-all technical feasibility of the weapon system is a function, of
course, of the technical feasibility of its components. We must distinguish,
however, between weapon systems that require advances in just one or
maybe two component areas and those which require several different
advances at once. Since the notion of technical feasibility is very closely
related to the confidence (or subjective probability) that we have in being
able to meet a given performance specification at a given time with certain
unds, the technical feasibility of the over-all system decreases rapidly as

the number of advances that must be made in component areas increases.
Consequently, the recent tendency has been to try to limit new develop-
ment to major advances in one area at a time. For example, it has been
suggested that the avionics requirements for the F-I I I were intentionally
set within the current state-of-the-art, since the major advance in that
weapon system was felt to be the variable-sweep wing. By relaxing the
requirements for the avionics, a possible source of delay was removed, the

idea here being that, if we push the state-of-the-art in many different areas
at once, at least one will come back to haunt us. It take,, only one to delay

an entire program. With this in mind, the analyst and designer must at-
tempt to compromise between the sort of technical advance that will
result in a system which is an improvement over existing systems (modified
or not) and that which requires so many basic changes that tile probability

IA
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of meeting performance, development, time, and cost schedules is extreme-
ly low.

One final caution should be injected here. Invariably, technical specialists
will differ both in their interpretation of what the current state-of-the-art is
and what the probability of success is for advancing it through some spe-
cific program of experimentation. Thus, the analyst and decisionmaker
should not expect to get a unanimous opinion from the technical com-
munity. It is important, however, to get at the sources of these differences,
three of which are particularly worth noting. First, we must, of course, be
wary of special interests. A person advancing a pet technical project may
tend to play down some of its difficulties in order to get funds to try it out.
On the other hand, other experts, perhaps from different branches of the
military or from different companies, may tend to play down an idea for
financial reasons or because of a built..in NIH (Not Invented Here) factor.
In short, everybody seems to like his own ideas or his own company's
proposals better than the other guy's. This can blind him to the problems
the idea involves

Second, some people (and even companies) are just more optimistic
than others. While one fellow may fix on the problems and see dozens of
places where an experiment can fail, someone else will be sure that a way
will be found to go from here to there.

Finally, because of the uncritical use of expressions like "technical
feasibility," analysts often encounter apparently serious contradictions
which, when explored further, turn out to have no basis in fact. For in-
stance, Expert A might say that something cannot be done and Expert B
that it can, where what A really means is that it would be a long, expensive
program with many possible pitfalls along the way and what B really
means is that, given enough time and money, you can do just about any-
thing. The argument is purely verbal.

There is no easy formula for mediating disputes which are basically over
the expected rate of progress in a field. All the analyst can do is to solicit
opinions from. those he feels are comuetent, listen to the conflicting ciahis,
att'attempt to• weed out special interests, reduce what is purely verbal in the
dispute to a miniimum, and then present the substance of the situation
to the decisionmaker in as clear, concise, and intelligible a form as pos-
sible.

SELECTION OF BEST TECHNICAL APPROACH

Scope of the Problem
The problem of selecting the best technical approach can arise in several
different contexts. Perhaps an example will help to explain this point. In
considering an air defense system, we may be interested in selecting the

L
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best technical approach among alternative interceptors designed to fly at
Mach 3.0 at 70,000 ft with a range to intercept of 500 n mi. Here we would
be interested in selecting the type and size of engine, the wing planr'orm and
size, the structural concept, and so on.

We may, however, take a somewhat broader view of the air defense
problem and attempt to select the best technical approach among several
different types of interceptors. For instance, we may be interested in
comparing a new Mach 3.0 airplane with an existing design, such as the
F-106 or F-I 11. In this case, we would attempt to see how well the different
airplanes perform the air defense mission rather than how well different
airplane designs meet some prescribed performance requirements. In this
type of comparison, we are concerned with what the performance require-
ments (in term,, of -peed, range. qnd so on) should be for an air defense
interceptor.

Finally, on a still different level, we may be concerned with deciding
whether we should employ high-speed interceptors for air defense or resort
to a mobile air platform (a big, slow am plane) which relies on lng-range
missiles to effect its kills. Again there is a sense in which we would want to
select the best technical approach. Here, however, it is the best technical
approach to the air defense problem rather than the best technical ap-
proach to the design of an interceptor.

Very often, in speaking of selecting such an approach, people have in
mind the first, or the narrowest, type of analysis. In fact, the very use of
the phrase "best technical approach" implies that some very rigid restric-
tions are placed on the notion of "best," that only technical factors are
involved in the choice. It implies that the best technical approach may not
be the best approach, perhaps because it costs too much or it has undesir-
able political implications. While at first glance such a distinction seems
perfectly valid, we must be wary of it. Quite clearly, important technical
factors enter into the selection of the best approach at each of the levels of
Adc.sion. indicated above. At the third I"Cev, however, it becomes dfficUltM
to make sense of a notion which, for instance, does not include at least cost
considerations. For this reason, we might shift the emphasis here and
speak not of the selection of the best technical approach, but rather of the
effect of tcnhnhical considerations in the selection of the best approach. In
doing this, we wi!l still have to be concerned with all three of the !evcls
mentioned above. Now, it might seem appropriate to start with the more
general problems to see how technical considerations enter into the selec-
tion of design requirements before we consider the narrower problem of
selecting the best configuration to satisfy some fairly specific design require-
ments. Nevertheless, perhaps the best way to bring out the effect of tech-
nological considerations in the selection of the best approach is through a
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specific example. To this end, let us continue with the air defense illustra-
tion and leavhe general problems for the next section.

Formulation of the Problem

In order to select the best approach to air defense, we must first formuu-
late the problem and select criteria for evaluating alternative systems. Since
the primary purpose of a U.S. air defense force in general war is to keep
enemy bombers from reaching their targets, and hence from killing U.S.
citizens or destroying U.S. weapons, one criterion for evaluating alterna-
tive designs is immediately apparent: the number of U.S. fatalities (or
weapons destroyed) from bomber attacks. If we compare alternative
systems on the basis of the same budget allotments, then it would seem
that for any given level of expenditure on air defense we would want to
pick the system which minimized the U.S. fatalities (or weapons destroyed)
from enemy bomber attacks.

But wars can: start under many different circumstances and the per-
formance of the air defense system will certainly vary accordingly. In
addition, there will be some degree of uncertainty regarding the number
and type of bombers the enemy will have and the tactics he will employ.
Starting with current intelligence estimates, we can estimate at least a
possible, if not probable, enemy bomber threat both quantitatively and
qualitatively. But we will want to know how the various proposed defense
systems will perform against a variety of threats.

Thus. we can •tart to see the formulation of the problem according to a
pattern that other authors in this book have already defined. We shall have

, -to consider the performance of each alternative air defense system against
a variety of enemy threats in a variety of wartime situations. In each case,
the systems will have to be compared on the basis of the number of U.S.

fatalities (or weapons destroyed) through the bomber attacks. Various
budget levels will also have to be considered. From the data obtained, a
decision can then be made as to the "best" approach to the air defense
problem. Since it is possible (even probable) that different systems will
minimize U.S. fatalities under different sets of assumptions about the

enemy threat or enemy tactics, or how the war will begin, or what the air
defense budget levels will be, some sort of compromise will obviously have
to be accepted in the selection of the "best" approach.

Design Parameters and Parametric Analysis
After formulating the problem and establishing the criteria for comparison,
we are in a position to examine alternative systems for accomplishing the
mission. For the purposes of our example, we will limit ourselves to one
class of similar systems - manned interceptor aircraft. Our first task would
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probably be to delineate tile basic aircraft design parameters affecting
the over-all performance of the system. In the present case, these would be
cruise speed, combat altitude, range, payload (both quantity and type).
and type of subsystems.

In establishing the design requirements, we would want to know the
effect of each of these parameters on the over-all sy.e-f,n performance; we
would want to learn the answers to such questions as these: How many

intercepts can be made with a Mach 2.0 airplane as opposed to a Mach 3.0?
Ilow many intercepts are made if each aircraft carries 4 as opposed to 8
air-to-air missiles? One way to narrow in oil these questions is by means of
a paraineiric analysis. To conduct this type of analysis we would start by
describing the performance and cost of the system with relatively simplified
equations or a model. This model would be complete enough that specif,-
ing values for tile basic parameters would allow us to obtain first the design
characteristics of the airplane in terms of gross weight, wing size and plan-
form, structural weight, and so on. From this information, we would then
be able to determine the cost of the airplane and its associated equipment.
Given a budget level, we could then determine how many aircraft of this I
type could be purchased and operated over a specified time. Finally, we -

could compute the number of intercepts this force would make against
various enemy attacks in various sorts of wars. Thus, in the parametric
analysis we would have a system of equatrin. (In model) which related the
effectiveness of the system, as measured in terms of the number of inter-
cepts, to independent design parameters such as speed, altitude, and range.
By varying the values of these independent parameters over a wide range,
we could determine the effect of each on the over-all performance of the sys-
tem and be in a position to select the design requirements for the airplane.

In conducting this analysis, we would very probably take advantage of
some fundamental technical scaling laws to generate a family of "rubber".
engzines, and airplane.q. Theqe engine an.d a i rpa, es would he "rubber" in -"
the sense that they would vary primarily in size while maintaining a similar I
geometry. For instance, we know that the design-specific fuel consumption
of a turbojet engine is relatively unaffected by the design thrust of the en-
gine as long as such characteristics as compressor pressure ratio, turbine
temperature. and by-pass ratio remain the same. We also know that the
weight of the engine varies roughly as the design thrust (over a reasonable
range of thrust) and that the engine diameter varies roughly as the square
root of thrust. These data can be used to compute the performance and
weight of a family of similar engines (that is. engines which employ the
same basic technology) as a function of design thrust. These "rubber"
engines can then be used to compute the performance of a family of air-
planes, similar in such characteristics as tLhe ratio of fuselage length to
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£ _ _diameter, wing loading, and wing planform. but different in gross weight.
Parametric analysis is invaluable in closing in on design requirements.

BVcause t lie analysis is usually conducted on a computer, we can investigate
a very large number of values for each of the independent design param-
eters. By using digital computers we may even make suboptimizations
to select the best wing area. wing geomletry, and engine size for it given

range-speed combination. Thus, the "airplanes" which just represent points
on a curve may each include several suboptimizations.

The output of a parametric analysis might be presented as in Fig. 6.1.
For a given budget, a given attack situation, a given base structure, we
might show the !rumber of intercepts as a function of interceptor range for
various airplane speeds. In the illustration, for instance, we show an opti-
mum in both speed and range. There will be an optimum range since aI
continual increase in the range would increase the size and cost of the
interceptors, reduce the number that could be purchased for a given
budget, and, hence, reduce the number of kills. An optimum speed might
be found at, say, Mach 2.2 because at this speed the number of intercepts
is not substantially affected as long as the threat is a subsonic bomber, while
the cost of the airplanes designed to fly at speeds above Mach 2.2 is high

-because of the need to use steel or titanium construction rather than alu-

Intercepcor speed

0 2.
LJ 3.0

Interceptor range

- Fig. '6.1 - Parametric analysis output (constant budget)

By means of a parametric analysis we would generate the data needed
to select the "best" approach - or at least get a first cut at it. In conducting
an analysis of this type, however, there are several things we must watch
out for. First, technical factors could introduce some discontinuities in
the curves. In the examples we are considering, for instance, there wouldiI
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be a discontinuity at the speed of abovt Mach 2.2 since we must shift
from aluminum to either titanium or steel at this point. If we consider
very high speeds, perhaps up to Mach 5, we will get discontinuities in the
type of engine that can be used. Up to about Mach 3.5 we can use a turbo-
jet, but beyond that speed we need a turboramnjet ora separate ramjet engine
in addition to the turbojet. In view of these natural breakoff points
caused by technical factors, we often take several different "point" designs
for analysis rat her than a continuous series or family of airplanes. In the pres-
ent case, for instance, we might examine just Mach 2.2, Mach 3.0, and
Mach 5.0 designs, if we considered each as representative of a certain class
of airplanes.

A second factor we must watch out for is oversimplificaiion. Often
because of a strong desire to use the computer or to get closed-form analyt-
ic solutions, we will make simplifying assuml)tions in the equations used
to compute performance. But to be sure that our parametric data have not
deviated too far from reality, we should supplement the parametric study
by a few mote detailed "point" designs. Here we would perform more
detailed layouts of various configurations aimed at meeting the require-
ments. We would try different structural concepts, different placing of
subsystems, diffcrent ties of landing gear designs, canards as opposed
to conventional tail sur.aces, and so on. In the process, we would turn
the "rubber" airplane into a reasonable "paper" one. We would replace
the approximate performance calculations with much more detailed analy-
ses, and 61e results of the more detailed design studies would be fed back
into the parametric analysis as changes in input values for the performance
models. In this way, we could get more realistic outputs from the para-
metric analysis and do a better job of selecting the design requirements
and the "best technical approach."

Trade-off Analyses
iAt this pvint, it. might be appropriate to ask how parametric analyses are

related to the trade-off studies which are called for as prerequisites to
Contract Definition and in Contract Definition itself. To answer this
question, we might find it useful to examine a distinction sometimes made
in explaining Directive 321M.9, the distinction betweet inter-system trade-
ofis and intra-system trade-offs. These expressions seem t'n suggest that
analyses of the type we have described would provide the inter-system
trade-offs, since they show the effect of such characteristics as design
speed, altitude, and payload on over-all performance. In a sense, different
values of design speed represent different systems and the "trade-off" is
between design speed and performance, between design payload and
performance, and so on.
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The interpretation of what is meant by "iritra-system trade-offs" is

somewhat more difficult. At least two types of analyses might fit in this
category. The first concerns those trade-offs that can be made in the mode
of operation of the system. For instance, for any given airplane wc have the
option of trading off fuel for payload (assuming that there is room in the
airplane for the extra payload). Thus, we can elect to fly for shorter dis-
tances with more payload or for longer distances with less pay load. This
trade-off can be represented as in Fig. 6.2.

mI

Rang•

Fig. 6.2 - Range-payload trade-off

Another illustration of this type of intra-system trade-off concerns the
flight path floba'. We can, for instance, fly for a relatively long distance at
high altitude and low speed or trade off range for either increases in speed
or reduced altitude flight. We might show this trade-off as in Fig. 6.3,
where the total range is plotted versus the portion of that range flown at
high speed or low altitude (sea level).

Thebe PCO ," t -vf ti iidieate the oasic flexibility that is available in
operating the system after it is designed. Given any particular airplane,
there is a wide latitude in the way it can be operated. As we have shown,
speed, range, altitude, and payload can be traded off to obtain a wide
variety of operational capabilities. These trade-offs should be indicated in
the over-all systems analysis.

The second type of intra-system trade-offs we can speak of are those
which are available in the design stage. For instance, we may want to
accept a higher gross weight to improve an airplane's take-off capability
or reduce the time it takLs to climb to combat altitude. Here there is a
close similarity to the inter-system trade-offs since, in a sense, the trade-
offs are changes in the design specifications of the system. Perhaps the
difference is one of degree rather than kind.

L- -
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Mach 2.2
Mach 0.9 , ,"'
36,000 It

MHach 0 9 sl

1l- Total range j-"L

Dash conditions

Mich 0-9
si

Mach 2 2
55.1000

Total range

Fig. 6.3 - Cruise versus dash range trude-off

This similarity is brought out in another possible type of intra-systemr
trade-ofT, which comes about because there are many design requirements
and they are usually expressed in terms of minimum (or maximum)
acceptable values. For instance, we might specify a minimum speed of
Mach 2.0, a minimum combat altitude of 60,000 ft. and a maximum take-
off distance of 6000 ft. We can then imagine three different designs with
the following characteristics:

Characteristics A B C
Speed "- Miach No. 2.2 2.0 2.2
Combat Altitude - ft 60,000 70.000 75,000
Take-off Distance - ft 4.500 4,000 6,000

In evaluating these designs we will have to mAke trade-offs annong the
various parameters. is the extra speed ofA more important fhan the higher
combat altitude of B? Is the shorter take-off distance of A and B more
important than the higher combat altitude of C? These types of trade-offs
will be important in selecting the final design.

Technological Uncertainqt '
Earlier we saw how the problem of technological uncertainty was involved
in establishing the existing state-of-the-art and the iisk associated with ai
development program. The question of uncertainty also arises in selection
of the best approach. Perhaps the best way to illustrate this would be to
continue with our air defense example. In this case, we can expect some
difficulty in estimating the flight performance or weight of the aircraft and
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its subsystems. Again, this is lust natural for any complex weapon system.
Genmrally we are trying te make some advance from previous designs in
speed, type of subsystems, aircraft (esign, and so on; otherwise we would
have trouble saying why a new weapon system was needed. Aithough it
may be agreed by almost all technical specialists that the task is primarily
one of engineering rather than of experimentation, there is almost always
some margin of uncertainty regarding the actual performance or the weight
to get a given performance. Even after an extensive attempt to "define" the
F-I 11, for instance, the airplane "grew" during development, so that the

Lgross weight was somewhat higher than had been predicted. Because we
can never really ieduce this type of uncertainty to zero, it should be explic-
itly recognized in the early analyses. This can be done by including
sensitivity analyses to show the effect of not meeting various performance
requirements. For an airplane, we can do this in two ways. First, we can
show how its performance (or weight) will vary with the design weight of
the electronics equipment, the lift-drag ratio, the engine sfc (specific fuel

t. consumption), and so) on. In this sense, the sensitivity analysis will be

similar to the trade-off studies discussed earlier.
A second type of sensitivity anal) sis, however, can be directed at showing

the effects of not meeting (or exceeding) design requirements after the
aircraft is already ih development. Here, for instance, if we are comparing
alternative airplane designs we might want to know what will happen to

each if the electronics subcontractor cannot meet his weight or size require-
ments. Is there room in the design for a larger unit? Is there enough thrust
to accept an increase of 20 per cent in the sensor weight and still meet,• design speed requirements'? These types of considerations car, be important
in selecting a design. We may, for instance, select a design that does not

have the best performance if everything goes as planned, but which declines
in performance rather gracefully if subsystems grow or the engine does notIperform .s well as predicted.

Alog these lines, this may be a good place to introduce another notion
which, although not appropriate for discussion under the heading of
"technical uncertainty," plays a similar role in the decision process. That
is the notion of growth potential. Since almost every weapon system that is
produced undergoes a series of modifications to improve its capability
after it enters service, it is a good idea to see to what extent thv'se sub-

sequent improvements can be anticipated in the early phases of analysis.
In our air defense case, for instance, we should point out that an aluminum
airplane with a Mach 2.2 speed capability has very Uittie growth potential
in speed without major structural modification. This is due to the inherent
temperature limit of the aluminum structure. On the other hand, a titanium
or steel aircraft designed for the same speed or a higher speed (say, Mach
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2.6) may be ab!e to be "stretched" to Mach 3.0 or 3.5 with relatively minor

modifications if the basic structure of the aircraft is designed for this
growth potential. While the aluminum aircraft may be the "best" design
on the basis of an existing estimate of enemy threat, the fact that the I
titanium or steel airplane has this inherent growth potential will make
it more adaptable to meeting changes in the threat (in terms of bombers
of higher speed). These factors should be pointed out by the analyst
so that they can be included in the over-all evaluation.

Another type of technological uncertainty that we face in the interceptor
problem is that of predicting the kill capability of the airplane against

various t)pes of bombers. Here, as opposed to the case of predicting air-
craft weight, speed, and so on, this uncertainty can be very large. In pre-
dicting the aircraft speed and weight, we can have a high degree of con-

fidence in our predictions, largely because, prior to 'development, we can
reduce the kn~own technological uncertainties of the major components
through wind tunnel tests, structural tests, and so of, and the models
used for predicting aircraft performance have been checked against reality -
many times (every time an airplane is built).

in the case of predicting how effective the airpla',e will be in shooting
down bombers, however, the uncertainty migh, easily be measured in
terms of factors of 2 or 3. Our ability to simulate air combat situations is
not nearly so good as our ability to simulate, say, free flight in a wind
tunnel. In addition, we get so little feedback from actual experience that
we cannot check our models as we can in predicting aircraft speed and
range. While we do conduct exercises, there is always some question about

whether or not the exercise is a realistic model of an actual combat situa-
tion where we may be facing different types of electronic countermeasures
or operating without information from ground control center..

Faced with this type of technological uncertainty, the analyst can do
hevera! things. First, he can perform ,ensitivity studies to discover the

A effect of changes in assumptions regarding the various parameters used in
computing the kill capability. Here it is very important to recognize the
places in which relatively unsubstantiated assumptions are being made and
to show how the answer depends on these assumptions. 8 Secondly, he can
seek solutions that are relatively insensitive to variations in the unknown
parameters. Finally, he can try to suggest ways for removing some of the

t uncertainties. While it is not always possible to remove them completely,
there may be ways to bound the problem.

Clearly, we must live with uncertainty in the force planning business.
While it is often difficult for the decisionmaker to decide what to do in the

8 This point will be discussed in more detail in the nexi section.
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ramjet about •which we cannot evi n he sure that our designing analy.iis is
correct. Not only has there been no testing of similar compone"ts. but
there- has not even been enough basic research in hypersonic aero thermo-
dynamics to assure us that the theoretical work on which the design is
based is sound. in this case, we might say that the proposal is based on an
advanced state-of-the-art in two senses: we have not demonstrated the
technical feasibility of the concept (as we had before) and we have not
verified the theory on which the design is based.

For convenience we can briefly identify various rungs in the state-of-the-
art ladder which are brought out by the example. From the bottom tip,
these can be recognized in terms of:

1. Existing technology;
2. Scaled version based on existing technology;
3. Limited component tests available;
4. No laboratory or component work available;
5. No laboratory or component wrl." and limited theoretical basis.

This series does not include all the possibilities. But it does serve to show
the possible ambiguity that could result from uncritical tp. ,,'"ite vipres-
sion "technically feasible." Different people will draw the "line of feasibil-
ity" at different 'rungs" in the ladder. Some might stop at the third and
others would consider that all of the proposed engines were technically
feasible. The important point ý,s not so much to achieve agreement as to
where to draw the line as it is to make clear the distinctions between the
various rungs.

We are now in a better pos;tion to see how issues of technical feasibility
enter into the ',.,:sion process at various stages in the development of a
weapon system and how they affect analyses aimed at supporting decisions.
Some guidance is provided in the wording of Directive 3200.9, which, as we
have seen, indicates that during the Contract Formulation -.base. we must
show that a proposed system primarily requires engineering rather than an
experimental effort.

We might interpret this to mean that we must ascend the ladder to about
rung 3 before the system can be considered for development. Thus, a
majcr objective of a program in its early stages would be to attain this
level of technology, and analysis offered in support of requests for funds
for applied research should indicate what is necessary to put the needed
technology "sufficiently in hand."

Different types of research and experimentation may be appropriate for
taking different steps in the ladder. For instance, we may want to suggest
shock tunnel runs on bodies of revolution in an attempt to verify the aero-
thermodynamic theory on which the performance analysis of tne super-
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sonic combustion ramjet is based (step 5 to 4). We may want to fabricate
turbine blades and make up a turbine rig to demonstrate that the fabric-a-
tion techniques can be developed and that the turbine can perform as
predicted under the temperature and pressure conditions it will encounter
in the operational weapon system (step 4 to 3), We may feel that it is
necessary to put the components together to see whether or not flight.
weight compressors, turbines. and combustors similar to boiler plate
designs already tested in the laboratory can be satisfactorily integrated
into an engine wl.ich meets both weight and performance specifications.
This is often achieved by putting together what is called a 'demonstrator
engine," usually a small-scale version of the engine which would be used
in the operational weapon system (step 3 to 2). These are typical of the
means available for advancing the state-of-the-art in engine development.

In supporting his request for research funds, then, the analyst must first
present a detailed analysis of the -current" state-of-the-art. He will have
to discuss the work done to date and describe what types of systems could
be designed and put into production without further experimentation.
Second, he must indicate what types of advances are rcquired in which
component areas for the proposed weapon system and suggest programs
to advance the state-of-the-art in these areas.

Up to now we have spoken of the technical feasibility of components.
The over-all technical feasibility of the weapon system is a function, of

course, of the technical feasibility of its components. We must distinguish,
however, between weapon systems that require advances in just one or
maybe two component areas and those which require several different
advances at once. Since the notion of technical feasibility is very closely
related to the confidence (or subjective probability) that we have in being
able to meet a given performance specification at a given time with certain
unds, the technical feasibility of the over-all system decreases rapid!y as

the number ot advances that must be made in component areas increases.
Consequently, the recent tendency has been to try to limit new develop-
ment to major advances in one area at a time. For example, it has been
suggested that the avionics requirements for the F-I II were intentionally
set within the current state-of-the-art, since the major advance in that
weapon system was felt to be the variable-sweep wing. By relaxing the
requirements for the avionics, a possible source of delay was removed, the
idea here being that, if we push the state-of-the-art in many different areas
at once, at least one will come back to haunt us. It take% only one to delay
an entire program. With this in mind, the analyst and designer must at-

tempt to compromise between the sort of technical advance that will
result in a system which is an improvement over existing systems (modified
or not) and that which requires so many basic changes that tile probability

I \
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of meeting performance, development, time, and cost schedules is extreme-
ly low.

One final caution should be injected here. Invariably, technical specialists
will differ both in their interpretation of what the current state-of-the-art is
and what the probability of success is for advancing it through some spe-
cific prog-am of experimentation. Thus, the analyst and decisionmaker
should not expect to get a unanimous opinion from the technical com-
munity. It is important, however, to get at the sources of these differences,
three of which are particularly worth noting. First, we must, of course, be
wary of special interests. A person advancing a pet technical project may
tend to play down some of its difficulties in order to get funds to try it out.
On the other hand, other experts, perhaps from different branches of the
military or from different companies, may tend to play down an idea for
financial reasons or because of a built-in NIH (Not Invented Here) facto,.
In short, everybody seems to like his own ideas or his own company's
proposals better than the other guy's. This can blind him to the problems
the idea involves

Second, some people (and even companies) are just more optimistic
than others. While one fellow may fix on the problems and see dozens of
places where an experiment can fail, someone else will be sure that a way
will be found to go from here to there.

Finally, because of the uncritical use of expressions like "technical
feasibility," analysts often encounter apparently serious contradictions
which, when explored further, turn out to have no basis in fact. For in-
stance, Expert A might say that something cannot be done and Expert B
that it can, where what A really means is that it would be a long, expensive
program with many possible pitfalls along the way and what B really
means is that, given enough time and money, you can do just about any-
thing. The argument is purely verbal.

There is no easy formula for mediating disputes which are basically over
the expected rate of progress inl a field. All the analycit can do is to solicit
opinions from those he feels are competent, listen to the conflicting claims,

attempt *n weed out special interests, reduce what is purely verbal in the
dispute to a minimum, and then present the substance of the situation
to the decisionmaker in as clear, concise, and intelligible a form as pos-
sible.

SELECTION OF BEST TECHNICAL APPROACH

Scope of the Problem
The problem of selecting the best technical approach can arise in several
different contexts. Perhaps an example wi!l help to explain this point. In
considering an air defense system, we may be interested in selecting the

L.
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best technical approach among alternative interceptors designed to fly at
Mach 3.0 at 70,000 ft with a range to intercept of 500 n mi. Here we would
be interested in selecting the type and size of engine, the wing plaraorm and
size, the structural concept, and so on.

We may, however, take a somewhat broader view of the air defense
problem and attempt to select the best technical approach among several
different types of interceptors. For instance, we may be interested in
comparing a new Mach 3.0 airplane with an existing design, such as the
F-106 or F-I 11I. In this case, we wouid attempt to see how well the different
airplanes perform the air defense mission rather than how well different
airplane designs meet some prescribed performance requirements. In thlis
type of comparison, we are concerned with what the performance require-
ments (in terms of ;peed. range and s,) on) should be for an air defense
interceptor.

FEnally, onl a still different level, we may be concerned with deciding
whether we should employ high-speed interceptors for air defense or resort
to a mobile air platform (a big, slow a plane) which relies on lo ,g-ranee
missiles to effect its kills. Again there is a sense in which we would want to
select the best technical approach. Here, however, it is the best technical
approach to the air defense problem rather than the best technical ap-
proach to the design of an interceptor.

Very often, in speaking of selecting such an approach, people have in
mind the first, or the narrowest, type of analysis. In fact. the veiy use of
the phrase "best technical approach" implies that some very rigid restric-
tions are placed on the notion of "best," that only technical factors are
involved in the choice. It implies that the best technical approach may not
be the best approach, perhaps because it costs too much or it his undesir-
able political implications. While at first glance such a distinction seems
perfectly valid, we must be wary of it. Quite clearly, important technical
factors enter into the selection of the best approach at each of the levels of
S-eciso. A,iU1 i ,. tCu 0ibo'c. AL Lhe third level,, UI I - vel, i:t beconie, dliflcult

ito 
make sense of a notion which, for instance. does not include at least cost

considerations. For this reason, we might shift the emphasis here and
speak not of the selection of the best technical approach, but rather of the
effect of technical considerations in the selection of the best approach. In
doing this, we wIl still have to be concerned with all three of the levels
mentioned above. Now, it might seem appropriate to start with the more
general problems to see how technical considerations enter into the selec-
tion of design requirements before we consider the narrower problem of
selecting the best configuration to satisfy %ome fairly specific design require-
ments. Nevertheless, perhaps th( best way to bring out the effect of tech-
nological considerations in the selection of the best approach is through a

I L
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S- specific exaple. To this end, let us continue with tile air defense illuslr,1-
tion and leave the general problems for the next section.

Formulation of the Problem
In order to select the best approach to air defense, we must first formu.
late the problem and select criteria for evaluating alternative systems. Since
the primary purpose of a U.S. air defense force in general war is to keep
enemy bombers from reaching their targets. and hence from killing U.S.
citizens or destroying U.S. weapons, one criterion for evaluating alterna-
tive designs is immediately apparent: the number of U.S. fatalities (or
weapons destroyed) from bomber attacks. If we compare alternative
systems on the basis of the same budget allotments, then it would seem
that for any given level of expenditure on air defense we would want to
pick the system which minimized the U.S. fatalities (or weapons destroyed)
from enemy bomber attacks.

But wars can start under many different circumstances and the per-
formance of the air defense system will certainly vaty accordingly. in
addition, there will be some degree of uncertainty regarding the number
and type of bombers the enemy will have and the tactics he will employ.
Starting with current intelligence estimates, we can estimate at least a
possible, if not probable, enemy bomber threat both quantitatively and
qualitatively. But we will want to know how the various proposed defense
systems will perform against a variety of threats.

Thus. we can ztart to see the formulation of the problem according to a
pattern that other authors in this book have already defined. We shall have
to consider the performance of each alternative air defense system against

. a variety of enemy threats in a variety of wartime situations. In each case,
the systems will have to be compared on the basis of the number of U.S.
fatalities (or weapons destroyed) through the bomber attacks. Various
budget levels will also have to be considered. From the data obtained, a
decision can then be made as to the -best" approach to the air defense
problem. Since it is possible (even probable) that different systems will
minimize U.S. fatalities under different sets of assumptions about the
enemy threat or enemy tactics, or how the war will begin, or what the air
defense budget levels will be, some sort of compromise will obviously have
to be accepted in the selection of the "best" approach.

Design Parameters and Parametric Analysis
After formulating the problem and establishing the criteria for comparison,
we are in a position to examine alternative systems for accomplishing the
mission. For the purposes of our example. we will limit ourselves to one
class of sitmilar systems - manned interceptor aircraft. Our first task would

.. ...I
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probably be to delineate the oasic aircraft design parameters affecting
the over-all performance of the system. In the present case. these would be
cruise speed. combat altitude, range. payload (both quantity and type).
and type of suhsystems. I

In establishing the design requirements, we would want to know the
effect of each of these parameters on the over-all sy•tsm performance; we
would want to learn the answers to such questions as these: How many
intercepts can be made with a Mach 2.0 airplane as opposed to a Mach 3.0?
How many intercepts are ride if each aircraft carries 4 as opposed to 8
air-to-air missiles? One way to narrow in on these questions is by means of
a paramnetric analysis. To conduct this type of analysis we would start by
describing the performance and cost of the system with relatively si~nplified
equations or a model. This model would be complete enough that specif,-
ing values for the basic parameters would allow us to obtain first the design
characteristics of the airplane in terms of gross weight, wing size and plan-
form, structural weight, and soon. From this information, we would then
be able to determine the cost of the airplane and its associated equipment.
Given a budget level, we could then determine how many aircraft of this
type could be purchased and operated over a specified time. Finally, we
could compute the number of intercepts this force would make against
various enemy attacks in various sorts of wars. Thus, in the parametric
analysis we wnuld have a system of equ~tin,- 1, model) whic. r,'!•"d t!he
effectiveness of the system, as measured in terris of the number of inter-
cepts, to independent design parameters such as speed, altitude, and range.
By varying the values of these independent parameters over a wide range,
we could determine the effect of each on the over-all performance of the sys-
tem and be in a position to select the design requirements for the airplane.

In conducting this analysis, we would very probably take advantage of
some fundamental technical scaling lawvs to generate a family of "rubber"
engines and airplanes. These eneines and airpl!nes would be "rubber" in
the sense that they would vary primarily in size while maintaining a similar
geometry. For instance, we know that the design-specific fuel consumption
of a turbojet engine is relatively unaffected by the design thrust of the en-
gine as long as such characteristics as compressor pressure ratio, trbine
temperatuie, and by-pass ratio remain the same. We also know that the
weight of the engine varies roughly as the design thrust (over a reasonable
range of thrust) and that the engine diameter varies roughly as the square
root of thrust, These data can be used to compute the performance and
weight of a fainily of similar engines (that is. engines which employ the
same basic technology) as a function of design thrust. These "rubber"
engines can then be used to compute the performance of a family of air-
planes, similar in such characteristics as the ratio of fuselage length to

1 \
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diameter. wing loading, and wing planform. but different in gross weaghl.
Pitrametric analysis is invaluable in closing in on d,•ign requirements.

"a,,.sc 'hc analysis is usually conducted on a computer, we can investigate
a very large number of values for each of the independ-nt dcsign param-
eters. By using digital computers we may even make suboptimizations
to select the best wing area, wing geometry, and engine size for a given
range-speed combination. Thus, the "airplanes" which just represent points
on a curve may each include several suboptimizations.

The output of a parametric analysis might be presented as in Fig. 6.1.
For a given budget, a given attack situation, a given base structure, we
might show the number of intercepts as a function of interceptor range for
various airplane speeds. In the illustration, for instance, we show an opti-
mum in both speed and range. There will be an optimum range since a
continual increase in the range would increase the size and cost of the
interceptors, reduce the number that could be purchased for a given
budget, and, hence, reduce the number of kills. An optimum speed might
be found at, say, Mach 2.2 because at this speed the number of intercepts
is now substantially affected as long as the threat is a subsonic bomber, while
the cost of the airplanes designed to fly at speeds above Mach 2.2 is high
because of the need to use steel or titanium construction rather than alu-
minum.

Interceptor seieed

S.2.2
I -• 3.0

E
S~Z

i ~Interceptor rang~e

By_ Fig."6.1 - Parametric analysis output (constart bidget)

SBy ineans of a parametric analysis we would generate the data needed
to select the "best" approach - or at least get a first cut at it. In conducting
an analysis of this type, however, there are several things we must watch
out for. First, technical factors could introduce some discontinuities in
the curses. In the examples we are considering, for instance, there would

LI
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be a discontinuity at the speed of about Mach 2.2 since we must shift
from aluminum to either titanium or steel at this point. If we consider
very high speeds, perhaps up to Mach 5, we will get discontinuities in the
type ofengine that can be used. Up to about Mach 3.5 we can use a turbo-
jet. but beyond that speed we need a turboramjet ora separate ramjet engine
in addition to the turbojet. In view of these natural breakoff points
caused by technical factors, we often take several different "point" designs
for analysis rather than a continuous series or familyof airplanes. In the pres-
ent case, for instance, we might examine just Mach 2.2, Mach 3.0, and
Mach 5.0 designs, if we considered each as representative of a certain class
of airplanes.

A second factor we must watch out for is oversimplification. Often
because of a strong desire to use the computer or to get closed-form analyt-
ic solutions, we will make simplifying assumptions in the equations used
to compute performance. But to be sure that our parametric data have not
deviated too far from reality, we should supplement the parametric study
by a few moie detailed "point" designs. Here we would perform more
detailed layouts of various configurations aimed at meeting the require-
ments. We would try different structural concepts, different placing of
suhsystems, differcnt to ,es of landing gear designs, canards as opposed
to conventional tail suv.aces. and so on. In the process, we would turn
the "rubber" airplane into a reasonable "paper" one. We would replace

the approximate performance calculations with much more detailed analy-
ses. and tue reuilts of the more detailed design studies would be fed back
into the parametric analysis as changes in input values for the performance
models. In this way, we could get more realistic ouLputs Iomr the para-
metric analysis and do a better job of selecting the design requirements
and the "best technical approach."

Trade-off Analyres
At this;, pV'nt. ';," might be approphiate to ask how parametric analyses are
related to the trade-off studies which are called for as prerequisites to
Contract Definition and in Contract Definition itself. To answer this
question, we might find it useful to examine a distinction sometimes made
in explaining Directive 32Mt.9. the distinction betwce inter-system trade-
offs and intra-system trade-offs. These expressions seen. v) suggest that
analyses of the type we have described would provide the inter-system
trade-offs, since they show the effect of such characteristics as design
speed. altitude, and payload on over-all performance. In a sense. different
values of design speed represent different systems and the "tradc-off" is
between design speed and performance, between design payload and
performance. and so on.

L
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The interpretation of what is meant by "'i :tra-system trade-offs" is
somewhat more difficult. At least two types of analyses might fit in this
category. The first concerns those trade-offs that can be made in the mode
of operation of the system. For instance. foi- any given airplane we have the
option of trading off fuel for payload (assuming that there is room in the
airplane for the extra payload). Thus. we can elect to fly for shorter dis-
tances with more payload or for longer distances with less payload. This
trade-offcan be represented as in Fig. 6.2.

I

Rangp

Fig. 6.2 - Range-payload trade-off

Another illustration of this type of intra-system trade-off concerns the
flight path flo.:a. We can, for instance, fly for a relatively long distance at
high altitude and low speed or trade off range for either increases in speed
or reduced altitude flight. We might show this trade-off as in Fig. 6.3,
where the total range is plotted versus the portion of that range flown at
high speed or low altitude (sea level).

•lT, I..j 1 • ut utidde-uivi indicate thc oasic flexibility that is available in
operating the system after it is designed. Given any particidar airplane.
there is a wide latitude in the way it can be operated. As we have shown,
speed, range, altitude, and payload can be traded off to obtain a wide
variety of operational capabilities. These trade-offs should be indicated in
the over-all systems analysis.

The second type of intra-system trade-offs we can speak of are those
which are available in the design stage. For instance, we may want to
accept a higher gross weight to improve an airplane's take-off capability
or reduce the time it taks to climb to combat altitude. Here there is a
close similarity to the inter-system trade-offs since, in a sense, the trade-
offs are changes in the design specifications of the system. Perhaps the
difference is one of degree rather than kind.
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Dash cond t ona

Mach 09
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Mich 2.2
55.0m ft

Total range

Fig. 6.3 Cruise versus dash range trade-off

This Nimilarity is brought out in another possible type of intra-system
trade-off, which comes about because thcre are many design requirement,,
and they are usually expressed in terms of minimum (or maximum)
acceptable values For instance, we might specify a minimum speed of
Mach 2.0. a minimum combat altitude of 60.000 ft. and a, maximum take-
off distance of 6000 ft- We can then imagine three ditrerent designs with
the following characteristics:

Characteristics A B C"
Speed -Mach No. 2.2 2.0 2.2
Combat Altitude - ft 60,000 70.000 75,000

Take-off Distance - ft 4,500 4.000 6,000
In evaluating these designs we will have to make fr',adeo0  "0'cng ,•c

various parameters. Is the extra speed of A more important than the higher

combat altitude of B? Is the shorter take-off distance of A and B more
important than the higher combat altitude of C? These tyoes of trade-offs
will be important in selecting the final design.

Technological Uncertainty

Earlier we saw how the problem of iechr.ological uncertainty was involved
in establishing the existing state-of-the-art and the risk associated with a
development program The question of uncerl-ainl• ailso irises in %election

of the best approach- Perhaps the best way to illustrate this would be to V
continue with our air defense example. In this case. we can expect some
difficulty in estimating the flight performance or weight of ihe iir-raft and
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its subsystems. Again, this is iust natural for any complex weapon system.
Gen-rally we are trying to make some advance from previous designs in
speed, type of subsyster's, aircraft ( esign, and so on; otherwise we would
have trouble saying why a new weapon system wuw; needed. Although it
may be agreed by almost all technical specialists that the task is primarily
one of engineering rather than of experimentation, there is almost always
some margin of uncertainty regarding the actual performance or the weight
to get a given performance. Even after an exten-ive attempt to "define" the
F-Ii , for instance, the airplane "grew" during development, so that the
gross weight was somewhat higher than had been predicted. Because we
can never really reduce this type of uncertainty to zero, it should bc explic-
itly recognized in the early analyses. This can be done by including
sensitivity analyses to show the effect of not meeting various performance
requirements. For an airplane, we can do this in two ways. First, we can
show how its performance (or weight) will vary with the design weight of
the electronics equipment, the lift-drag ratio, the engine sfc (specific fuel
consumption), and so on. In this sense, the sensitivity analysis will be
similar to the trade-off studies discussed earlier.

A second type of sensitivity analysis, however, can be directed at showing

the effects of not meeting (or exceeding) design requirements after the
aircraft is already in development. Here, for instance, if we are comparing
alternative airplane designs we might want to know what will happen to
each if the electronics subcontractor cannot meet his weight or size require-

ments. Is there room in the design for a larger unit? Is there enough thrust
to accept an increase of 20 per cent in the sensor weight and still meet
design speed requirements? These types of considerations car. be important

in selecting a design. We may, for instance, select a design that does not
have the best performance if everything goes as planned, but which declines
in performance rather gracefully if subsystems grow or the engine does not
perform as well as predicted.

Along these lines, this may be a good place to introduce another notion
which, although not appropriate for discussion under the heading of
"technical uncertainty," plays a similar role in the decision process. That
is the not:on of growth potential. Since almost every weapon system that is
produced undergoes a series of modifications to improve its capability
after it enters service, it is a good idea to see to what extent these sub-
sequent improvements can be anticipated in the early phases of analysis.
In our air defense case, for instance, we should point out that an aluminum
airplane with a Mach 2.2 speed capability has very littie growth poter tial
in speed without major structural modification. This is due to the inherent
temperature limit of the aluminum structure. On the other hand, a titanium
or steel aircraft designed for the same speed or a higher speed (say, Mach
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2.6) may be ab!e to be "stretched" to Mach 3,0 or 3.5 with relatively minor
modifications if the basic structure of the aircraft is designed for this
growth potential. While thie aluminum aircraft may be the "best" design
on the basis of an existing estimate of enemy threat, the fact that the
titanium or steel airplane has this inherent growth potential will make
it more adaptable to meeting changes in the threat (in terms of bombers
of higher speed). These factors should be pointed out by the analyst
so that they can be included in the over-all evaluation.

Another tyne of technological uncertainty that we face in the interceptor
problem is that of predicting the kill capability of the airplane against
various t) des ,f bombers. Here, as opposed to the case of predicting air-
craft weight, speed, and so on, this uncertainty can be very large. In pre-
dicting the aircraft speed and weight, we can have a high degree of con-
fidence in our predictions, largely because, prior to development, we can
reduce the krown technological uncertainties of the major components
through wind tunnel tests, structural tests, and so on, and the models
used for predictitg aircraft performance have been checked against reality
many times (every time an airplane is built).

In the case of predicting how effective the airpla.ie will be in shooting
down bombers, however, the uncertainty mighl easily be measured in
terms of factors of 2 or 3. Our ability to simulate air combat situations is
not nearly so good as our ability to simulate, say, free flight in a wind
tunnel. In addition, we get so little feedback from actual experience that
we cannot check our models as we can in predicting aircraft speed and
range. While we do conduct exercises, there is always some question about
whether or not the exerci.,e is a realistic model of an actual combat situa-
tion where we may be facing different types of electronic countermeasures
or operating without information from ground control center-.

Faced with this type of technological uncertainty, the analyst can do
several things. First, he can perform sensitivity studies to discover the
effect of changes in assumptions regarding the various parameters used ini ~compnuting the kill capability. Here it is very important to recognize the!

places in which relatively unst:bstantiated assumptions are being made and
to show how the answer depends on these assumptions.8 Secondly, he can
seek solutions that are relatively insensitive to variations in the unknown
parameters. Finally. he can try to suggest ways for removing some of the
uncertainties. While it is not always possible to remove them completely,
there may be ways to bound the problem.

Clearly, we must live with uncertainty in the force planning business.
While it is often difficult for the decisionmaker to decide what to do in the

This point will be discussed in more detail in the next section.

! \
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face of uncertainty, it is imperative that he understand the sources and effects
of the uncertainty and possible schemes for reducing it if he is to arrive at
a well-informed decision.

Most of the examples we have used here have dealt with the problem of
selecting design requirements. We have seen that this selection implies an
iterative process which cannot be done properly m thout considering the
types of designs that can satisfy these requirements. n parametric analysis
we are likely to rely on relatively crude approximations to the design. As we
get into the problem in more depth, however, we must refine our design
data by taking into account the specific technical problems encountered in
specifi,: designs. Thus, by the time a "best" approach is selected in the
Concepi Formulation phase, it should have been based on a reasonably
thorough understanding of the in #t-rrelat ions between the requirements
and ways to meet them. The next phase in the development process is the
refinement of the design in the Contract Definition phase, where now
relatively narrow limits can be placed on the specifications.

Certainly the emphasis is placed differently in this phase of the analysis.

We are, for instance, more concerned with discovering good, sound
technical solutions to problems involving subsystems than with corr.pari-
sons among the over-all designs on the basis of number of kills made. We
are also interested in much more detailed analyses, such as comparing
alternative manufacturing methods for a particular component. Yet the
general guidelines are the same. We must indicate the trade-offs that can
be made, the sensitivity of our answers to assumptions, and the uncertainty.
We must encourage imaginative work in the selection of alternatives and
not hinder this activity by imposing arbitrary restrictions. We must make' ~>7the result of our analysis as "transparent" as possible, so that the decision-
maker can see through from the start to the end of the problem and not

just be presented with input and output numbers without knowing how
= !we got from one to the other. In view of these similarities, we might skip

i.:1 from this problem of selecting a technical approach to meet given design
specifications to that of comparing alternative systems.

COMPARISON WITH COMPITING SYSTEMS

One of the prerequisites to Contract Definition is a cost-effectiveness
! • comparison between the proposed system and competing items on a DOD-

wide basis. If we continue with the example of the preceding section, this
means that after selecting the best interceptor for the continental air de-
fense role we must compare this system with other ways to do the job. As
a minimum, we would have to compare it with the existing air defense
force and with other air defense concepts. However, it is possible to take
an even broader interpretation of the "job" that is being done and insist
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on still other comparisons, one of which might be between area defense and
point defense against bombers. In addition, if the job is defined as that of
protecting U.S. citizens from Soviet weapons, we might insist on a compari-

son between the interceptor and a ballistic missile defense system. In a
sense, as earlier chapters have made clear, these are systems "competing"
for portions of the defense budget. But we can go even further. We can
protect U.S. citU..ens from Soviet weapons by building blast or fallout
shelters. Thus, we would have to compare our proposed interceptor against
this mode of protection. Finally, since we can protect U.S. citizens fromi

Soviet weapons by destroying these weapons before they are launched, it
seems that we would have to compare the interceptor against U.S. ballistic
missiles and bombers which can be used in counterforce attacks. But since
Directive 3200.9 is not too specific about what is meant by "competing
items" on a DOD basis, we are not given too much guidance as to how
far up this hierarchy of comparisons we must go.

There are indications lately that requests for major weapon system de-
velopments will have to be supported by analyses that include rather broad
comparisons. One Air Force study, for instance, was aimed at showing
trade-offs among all Program Package I (strategic offense) and Package II
(continental defense) weapons, plus civil defense and antisubmarine sys- 4
tems. Although in a sense the procedures used in these comparisons are
similar to those used, for instance, in comparisons among interceptors,
there are a number of different types of problems that arise. In this
section, we shall consider some of them.

One problem that must be faced in making broader comparisons is that
of comparing systems of varying state-of-the-art. In our example, for
instance, we might compare the proposed interceptor to both the existing
interceptors and to AICBM systems. Yet there is a difference in our ability
to compute the performance or capability of these systems. We know what
the existing system can do and how much it costs because we are, in fact,
onerating it. But because we can only predict the performance and cost of
the more advanced systems, we just cannot have the same degree of con-
fidence in predictions of the single-shot kill probability of an AICIIM
system and similar predictions for the effectiveness of existing interceptors.
At least in the latter case there is some basis in test experience for our
predictions. While even they are subject to uncertainty, they are based on a
much more solid foundation than predictions of AICBM performance.

There is nothing that can be done to remove this disparity, except to
make it explicit by conducting sensitivity analyses. We should not try to
assume away the technological uncertainty by making a "best" guess for
the value of every variable. Rather, we should show the performance of
each system as a band of different width instead of as a fine, single line.

4
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-- TThe decisionmaker should not be shielded from the technological uncer-
tainty by best guesses.

Nonrelative Comparisons
In many of our analyses, such as our air defense analysis, we may not be
too confident about the absolute magnitude of the answers we get, say, for
the number of kills made in a given attack. Perhaps the uncertainty may
be as much as a factor of two or three. Yet despite thlis fact, we may have
a reasonably high confidence in the relative comparison we make between
two interceptors, primarily because the two systems are very similar and
the uncertainties which affect the performance of one will also affect that
of the other. ' -instance, if there is some uncertainty regarding the ability
to acquire tht .arget in a situation involving electronic countermeasures
(ECM), the problem will be the same for both interceptors, since they
employ similar subsystems and perform the mission in the same way.
Thus, if we make the same assumptions regarding the ECM problem for
each, the relative performance of the two will be indicative of their
differences in capability, even though the description of actual differ-
ences may be considerably off. Thus, as Fig. 6.4 indicates, although we
may not know whether the effectiveness of the ECM will be 20 per cent or
80 per cent, and although the number of intercepts made by System A may
vary by a factor of three, depending on the effectiveness of the ECM in
this range, we can still say that System A is preferred to System B because

.- it provides more intercepts regardless of the effectiveness of the ECM.

200

"Interceptor A

.1 4,C

-6 100 Interceptor B

I aI

ECM effectiveness (per cent)

Fig. 6.4. - Effect of uncertainty
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As we extend our comparison, however, we can no longer have this
confidence in pure estimates of relative performance. Consider the prob- K1
lem of comparing the existing interceptor system to a proposed air defense

system which uses different types of equipment and which thus handles
ECM in an entirely different way. Clearly, our estimates of the actual
capability to handle ECM will be much better for the existing interceptor
system than for the proposed one.

This point is more clearly brought out when we compare the interceptor
to AICBIMI or strategic offensive missiles. In this case, our criterion for
comparison may be the number of U.S. lives saved in such and such q ,at
fcr each dollar invested in the system. In the interceptor case, there may be
uncertainty regarding ECM; in the AICBM, there is uncertainty regarding
the effects of precursor blasts on target acquisition capability; in the stra-
tegic offensive missile, there is uncertainty regarding the CEP. In each case,
the uncertainty could lead to differences in absolute performance of as
much as a factor of 2 or 3. While we had this much uncertainty in Fig. 6.4,
we were still able to say that System A was about x per cent better than
System B because a similar uncertainty affected each system. Now, how-
ever, the situation may be represented schematically as in Fig. 6.5. If we
are toward the left side of the curve on CEP, toward the center on ECM
effectiveness, and toward the left on ICBM penetration, we would get one
answer. If we are toward the right end of the uncertainty band on CEP
and toward the right on ICBM penetration, we would get another answer.
In other words, the answer is dependent on the absolute magnitude of
predictions made on widely different technical issues. Thus, it would be
very difficult to make meaningful comparisons if there were a large degree
of uncertainty on each issue (as there would be in this case). Again, how-
ever, there is very little the analyst can do to reduce these uncertainties
beyond trying to be scrupulously careful to point them out and to present
the sensitivity analyses. along with technical information on the reason
these uncertainties exist. In these circumstances, it would be extremely
misleading for him to present only "best guess" data,

iI
External Constraints
Another pitfall which we must watch for is tbc effect of arbitrarily estab-
lished external constraints. An example will illustrate the point. Suppose
we are comparing such vertical take-off space boosters as the Saturn or
Atlas to airbreathing horizontal take-off recoverable boosters. Usually the
criterion employed in such a comparison would be the cost of placing a
given payload in orbit. Just as usually, however, there are some external
constraints on the systems under consideration. For instance, we might
require that the vertical take-off booster be launched from Cape Kennedy

im n uu m u un n un un
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S• Scale A--ECM effectiveness (hiterceptor)Scale -isition (AICBM)

Fig. 6.5 - No.relative comparison

and that the horizontal take-off booster utilize existing SAC runways.
By placing a requirement for runw., strength and length on the air-

breathing recoverable booster, we are iiacing some definite design limita-
tions on the systems that are considered. This may, for instance, limit the
maximum gross weight nf the booster and severely restrict the performance

of the system. It may be that the performance as a function of gross weight
is as shown by the solid line in Fig. 6.6. By placing ar. arbitrary weight
requirement, we limit the capability of the system. If, on the other hand, we
remove this restriction and add the cont of modifying a few runways to
take a heavier aircraft, we may get the performance shown in the dashed
curve. The heavier airplane would be the best choice, even though new

runways had to be constructed, while the vertical take-off booster might
have been preferred if we had stuck to the runway requirements. I

The lesson to be learned from this example is that we should carefully
,eannine the external constraints placed on an analysis. Sometimes they
cannot be avoided. The sonic boom probleir may impose severe constraints
on supersonic transport design. There may be legitimate political constraints
which preclude, for instance, the use of certain satellites, even though
they may be attractive from a cost-effectiveness standpoint. There may be
economic constraints that force us to use an American-built engine,
although a foreign design would give better performance. These are con-
straints that we must live with. As analysts, however, we should not
accept them passively. At some level of decisionmaking they are still

II
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Arbitraryf weight limit
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Fig. 6.6 - Effect of externa! c .rstraints

subject to reversal. In effect, they are just one innin. to the decision pro-

cess, which, for the time, appears to be of overriding importance. But

since the decisionnaker should know how much he is paying in terms
of reduced system effectiveness by insisting on these constraints, our
analysis should indicate whether or not they have influenced the selection
of the best approach, and, if so, to what extent.
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Chapter 7

RESOURCE ANALYSIS

G. H. FISHER

This chepter indicates the nature and role of cost considerations in
systems analyses, and discusses in particular the basic concepts and
procedures of resource analysis as it has been developed otier the years
at /t( 4ND.

INTRODUCTION
Before discussing resource analysis in any detail, it may be useful to make a
few preliminary comments. First, and most important, we should note that
resource analysis is rarely (if ever) an end in itself, but serves rather as a
part of, or an input to, the more general type of analysis we call systems
analysis. To see clearly how resource analysis fits into systems analysis, let
us consider briefly the main conceptual approaches that may be .sed in
the over-all analytical process.

Earlier authors in this book have pointed out that the crux of the long-
range military planning problem is the systematic examination of alterna-
tive system or force proposals, with a view to finding that alternative (or
combination of alternatives) which seems preferable to others. While

L - there Are numerous and complex considerations that must be taken into
"r account in a typical systems analysis, two key ones are effectiveness

(utility) and resource impact (cost). Conceptually, the analytical process
may take either of two basic forms:

1. For a specified level of effectivheievs in the attainment of a certain
national security objective, an attempt is made to determine that
alternative or combination of alternatives which is likely to do the
job with minimum resource impact.

2. For a specified budget level to be devoted to a certain area of na-
tional security, an attempt is made to determine that system or force
proposal (or combination of proposals) attainable from the speci-
fied budget which is likely to achieve maximum effectiveness.

From these two conceptual approaches, we see how resource analysis
fits into the total picture. In the first case, campaign or effectiveness analy-
ses determine the -nnfiguration and quantity of each of the alternatives
required to achieve the specified level of effectiveness. Then resource analy-
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sis estimates the resource impact (cost) of each of the alternatives. Here,
resource impact is, in effect, the criterion of choice. [

In the second case, resource analysis is required to determine the quanti-
ties (force sizes) for the alternatives that may be attained within the stipu-
lated budget level. Given these quantities, effectiveness analyses then
determine which alternative gives maximum effectiveness for the given
budget level.

In either case, resource analysis is clearly essential to the total analyt6
process. Since our national resources are limited, rational choice among
alternatives demands that resource impact be taken into account.

One further preliminary comment. The present Chapter attempts merely
to outline the basic concepts and principles of resource analysis a, it has
been developed over the years at RAND. In the following Chapter, R. L.
Petruschell will continue the discussion by illustrating the application of
sensitivity analysis techniques to a problem in resource analysis. W. E.
Mooz, in Chapter 9, will then show ho%, various concepts and methods of
resource analysis may be applied to a single large problem, that of costing
a future manned aircraft system.

SOME DEFINITIONS AND CONCEPTS

"The fact that the term "resource analysis" can have several different
meanings is worth emphasizing at the outset - and not simply because us-
age can vary with the user. The meaning can also shift considerably as a
result of the context of the particular problem at hand, since the context
will determine the concepts and techniques used in the analysis. Moreover,
the meaning will often be very sensitive to the form in which the results of
the analysis are presented,

Generally speaking, however, theexpression "resource analysis" is taken
by most analysts to mean the process of systematically determining .he
economic reso -"ce impact of alternative proposals for future courses of
,,tuo. Let Lis ake t closer look at the words "resource" and "anlysis."

Here, of course, our orientation is primarily toward governmental decision-
making problems, although some of the basic ideas are clearly applicable
elsewhere.

Instead of "resource," we can, and often do, use the word "cost." But
for present purposes, "resource" is probably the more descriptive term.
Particularly in an economic sense, the word "resource" immediately gets
to the heart of the matter, because economic cost implies the use of re-
sources - manpower, raw materials, and the like - and thus the cost of some-
thing is measured by the resources used to attain it. Or, more technically,
the cost of attaining a certain objective at some point in time is measured
by the resources that are not available for use in attaining alternatire
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- -objectives because these resources are already committed to the chosen
objective. This concept of cost reflects the fact that a nation's resources
are limited, which in turn explains why we must make choices - often very
difficult choices - about allocating available resources among competing
objectives. If. through some magic, a nation's resources were in fact un-
limited, then such decisions would be essentially trivial, and we would have
little occasion for discussing resource analysis - or. for that matter. most
of the other subjects considered in this book.

Another reason for putting the emphasis upon resources is that to many
people the word "cost" implies money cost. But money cost does not neces-
sarily mean the same thing as economic cost. While in resource analysis
we most often ultimately translate physical quantities into dollars. the real
obiective is to measzure the probable "rsource drain" on the economy
that would result from various possible future actions. Dollars are used
merely as a convenient common denominator for aggregating numerous
heterogeneous physical quantities and activities into meaningful "pack-
ages" for purposes of analysis and decision. Occasionally, however, we
e ned to emphasize physical quantities in addition to the dollar translations.

For example, a proposal for a new weapon system may call for large num-
bers of highly skilled personnel, substantial quantities of a rare material
or chemical, or the like. The resource analyst must give such requirements
special treatment to determine if it is economically feasible to obtain
them in the required time period.

Let us turn now to the word "analysis." Again, an alternative word
It could be used - for example. "estimating." This term, however, hardly

conveys the full meaning that is intended here. To many people. "makingI> I !an estimate" of the cost of something implies taking a rather detailed set

of specifications and "pricing them out." While our meaning of resource
analysis certainly includes such a process, a much broader frame of refer-
ence is also included.

For one thing, in decisionmaking contexts involving time horizons
extended far into the future, a concrete set of specifications is usually not

= |available. There are too many major uncertainties. Not only is there a
wide range of possible alternatives, but each alternative, in turn. usually has
several possible configurations. Moreover, the political, technological, and
economic character of the environment in which they might onerate is
only dimly foreseeable. This being the case, the probable resource impact
of all the relevaia alternatives must be determined, &th the objective of
finding the realy significant differences in resotrce requirements among
them. The problem is complicated still more because decisionmakers are
often interested in learning how resource requirements for any given
alternative might change as key configuration characteristics are variedI

.
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over their relevant ranges- a "scnihtis ity'" type of' investigatiorn. All of this
implies an anral/'tical type of actiDity rather than just "cost estimating'"
per se. hence our preference for tie word "anal)sis.-"

Another reason for preferring the word is related to the fact that in
dealing with fuwure course% of action, we are scry often concerned with
new equipment proposals and new methods of operating such equipment.
New systems typically have components that have never been pro-
duced before. and methods for using them may differ radically from
past or current methods, however successful. Thus, the cost of pro-
posed activities insoling new systems cannot be determined from ai
readily asailable "catalogue'" of resource requirements. Information
and data on past and current equipment and operations must be
obtained. and these data must be analVzed with a view to discoscring
relaitonships between resource requirements and the characteristics of
the equipment and the key operational variable If meaningful analhtical
relationships are discovered, theN can then be used to determine the resource
impact of proposed courses of action. Of course, such relationships must
not be applied mechanically: they must be uscd %sith discretion ,and in-
formed judgment. But, again, the main point is that a significant amount
of anal.tical activity is required.

CONTEXT

Central to this analytical activity is an understanding of the context. or
setting, of the nroblem. This is so bec.ause the context determines in large
part the character of the analysis - the tools that will h, used, the type of
results, the manner in which the results will be presented. and, indeed, the
limits of useful inquiry. As such, context is worth exploring from %arious
points of view. Here, to illustrate what we mean, we shall consider only
three aspects of context: (I) the time horizon, (2) the kind of decision to a
be made, and (3) the scope of the problem. As we shall see, these three are
certf.inly not rutually CxcliiNv.- there are many common thrcads running
through all of them. As we shall also see, there are good reasons for trying
to keep them separate.

Time Horizon
Time horizon is undoubtedly the most important consideration. From it
stem the factors that are probably more decisive than any others in select-
ing the concepts, methods, and specific techniques for tackling ;! given
resource analysis problem. Let us consider, for example, two situations
that illustrate the extremes of the time horizon spectrum:

Case (a), in which the analytic problem is to examine the range of

II
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alternative weapon system possibilitics that might be used to per-
form a certain military miosion some 10 to 15 years from now.

Case (b), in which the problem is to prepare the operating portion of
next fiscal year's military budget.

In (a) we are looking about as far into the future as is usually feasible,
and in (b) the time horizon is essentially "tomorrow." Clei-rly there are
numerous marked differences between the two cases. Some of the more
important, from a resource analysis point of view, may be summarized
briefly as follows (not necessarily in order of relative importance, nor
without some overlapping):

Case (a) Case (b)
(1) Wide range of alternatives (1) Few alternatives (hardware

(both for hardware and pro- essentially "given")
posed operational concepts)

(2) Great uncertainty (2) Small degree of uncertainty
(3) Specifications and descriptions (3) Detailed descriptions;

of alternatives may be sketchy; relatively good information
general paucity of information

(4) High degree of accuracy in (4) High degree of accuracy is
cost estimates is not possible; required, and, in general,
emphasis must fall on treating can be attained
the alternatives consistently

(5) Emphasis on comparative or (5) Emphasis on absolute values
relative costs, on looking for
major differences in cost among
the alternatives to do the job

(6) Emphasis on presenting results (6) Emphasis on developing a'd
of resource analysis in terms presenting estimates in terms
of interest to the long-range of categories that are
planner: "end product" or administrative and
mission-oriented incremental impl -nentation oriented
costs

(7) Because of wide range of (7) Emphasis on developing
alternatives and high degree "point estimates": limited
of uncertainty, emphasis on use of sensitivity analysis
developing a range of estimites:
"cost-sensitivity analysis"

(8) Emphasis on using generalized (8) Emphasis on costing out a
estimating relationships detailed set of specifications

Between such extremes fall many kinds of resource analysis problems
invAving various mixturt of the characteristics listed under 1'.) and (b).

'---•
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Probably the most significant generalization one can make is that as the
time horizon extends into the future, the range of possible alternatives
increases and uncertainty becomes greater (at an increasing rate). The
complexity of the analyst's task changes accordingly.

Type of DL):ision
Generally speaking, there are three types of decisions to which the resource
analyst contributes, each of which can, in a sense, be understood as merely
another way of expressing the time horizon:

I. Development: Deciding which of a wide range of future possibili-
ties to develop for possible operational use. (Long-range time
horizon.)

2. Initiation into service (investmenh): Deciding which of the alterna-
tives under development to introduce into the active inventory of
the future to perform a specified mission or task. (Mid-range time
horizon.)

3. Operating: Deciding how to operate systems that are on hand in
the operational inventory. (Short time horizon.)

Becatuse these three sorts of decisions are, in effect, sequential, they
overlap in part and interact. For example, operational considerations often
influence investment and even development decisions. Thus, when a
resource analysis is primarily concerned with a development decision, an
effort will usually be made to assess the investment and operating costs of
the alternatives as well.

Since eat. type of decision is essentially an expression of a slice of the
time horizon, the characteristics listed a moment ago are also appropriate
here. For example. the characteristics of Case (al apply to development
decisions, and those of Case (b) apply to operating decisions. Investment
decisionls fall somewhere between (a)and (b).

Scope of the Problem
".Scope of the problem" can have several meanings. Here we want to
focus on one in particular: whether the problem being investigated calls
for a total force analysis. or. more specifically, an analysis of an individual
weapon system. While the two are in some sense related, they nevertheless
pose somewhat difierent problems for rcusotrce analysis.

If we undertake a total force analysis, we immediately have the problem
of the magnitude of the task, since a force consists of numerous weapon
and support systems, as well as various "non-system" activities. We have
to estimate the time-phased resource impact of all of them In addition to
the sheer size of this task, we also have a problem that arises because the
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many components of a total force are often interrelated. If the analytical
methods and techniques used to determine resource impact are not design-
ed to take account of these interactions, the results can be seriously in
error. Thus, both of these factors - size and interrelations among the
components - tend to force the development of a total force model which
can (at least in part) be automated. Without the use of automatic data
processing equipment, it would be very difficult, if not impossible, to take
the interactions into account, or to compute rapidly the time-phased
resource impact of alternative force structure proposals.

If we undertake the analysis of an individual system, the magnitude
of the job is much less, although even here the workload can be substantial,
since a proposed system may have many possible configurations. The
"interaction" problem is still present. The fact is that the resource impact
of a new individual system can vary considerably, depending upon the
projected total force into which the system is assumed to be introduced.
This is especially true of facilities and personnel cost. Obviously, if a sys-
tem that is being introduced into the force inherits facilities and personnel
from one that is being phased out, the incremental resource impact of the
new system will be less than it would be without such a carry-over.

In principle, one can conclude that to assess realistically the probable
incremental resource impact of a new system, the way to proceed is to (I)
determine the resource impact of the total force without the new system;
(2) determine the resource impact of the total force with the new system
included; and (3) take the difference between (1) and (2). The difference
represents the incremental cost of the new system. In practice, however,
it is not always possible to take this approach, and less formal methods
must be used. But, in any case, the "interaction" problem should not be
ignored in resource analysis of individual systems.

IMPACT OF CONTEXT ON CONCEPTS AND TECHNIQUES USED

IN RESOURCE ANALYSIS

As we indicated eariier. the crux of the long-range military planning prob-
lem is the systematic examination of alternative system or force proposals,
with a view to finding that alternative (or combination of alternatives)
which seem.s preferable to others according to some designated criterion
of choice. The resource analysis procedure required to support such a
planning activity must be geared to the concepts and methods used in
the over-all analytical process, But as we have just seen, the context of the
problem is vitally important in determining the specific concepts and
analytical techniques used in resource analysis.

Let us consider this matter in more detail by assuming that we have been
asked to analyze either a total force or an individual system to support a
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development decision involving a time horizon of ten years. What would
be the major characteristics of a resource analysis capability designed to
serve such a long-range planning activity? Here, we shall list and discuss
briefly some of the more important ones:

I. "End product" orientation. Since the long-range planner is typically
interested in examining alternative proposals for attaining future military
capabilities, the resource analysis process must be structured to express
resource requirements in terms of "major programs" that are meaningful
from a planning point of view. For example, a weapon or a support system
must be associated, in some sense, with military capabilities.

2. Life cycle identification. Within the structure of an "end product"
orientation, it is desirable to identify resource requirements in terms of
the major "life cycle" phases of a new military capability: development.
initiation into the active inventory (investment), and operation over a
period of years. This type of identification is significant analytically,
because very often we will want to vary the possible force size and the
number of years a new system might be in the operational force. The de-
velopment/investmentloperatiori segregation facilitates such manipula-
tions. (Figure 7.1 gives an indication of what the life cycle identification
looks like when plotted against time.)

3. Resource and functional categories. Within the structure of (1) and (2)
above, we must set up resource categories (equipment, facilities, man-
Power, etc.) or functional categories (maintenance. training, etc.). These
categories, which help insure completeness in identifying all required
resources, should be useful from a data source and computational stand-
point, and from the standpoint of serving to indicate significant areas of
resource impact - special requirements for equipment, manpower skills,
ani so on. Regardless of what particular set of categories is established
(Table 7.1 provides an example), it is vitally important to define carefully
what is included in each category. This is a fundamental prerequisite to

1*
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Fig. 7.1 - System "life cycle" identification plotted against time
(idealized curves)
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the development of estimating relationships (to be discussed later) and to
help assure consistency in working out the resource impact of alternative
system or force proposals.

TABLE 7.1
Resource analysis categories for individual systems

1. Research and development costs
A. System development
B. System test and evaluation
C. Other system costs

1I. Investment costs

A. InstallationsB. Equipment

1. Primary mission
2. Specialized
3. Other

C. Stocks
1. Initial stock levels
2. Equipment spares and spare parts (initial)

D. Initial training
E. Miscellaneous

I. Initial transportation
2. Initial travel
3. Intermediate and support major command

Ill. Operating costs
A. Equipment and installations replacement

i, Primary mission equipment
2. Specialized equipment
3. Other equipment
4. Installations

B. Maintenance
1. Primary mission equipment
2. Specialized equipment
3. Other equipment
4. Installations

C. Pay and allowances
D. Training
E. Fuels, lubricants and propellants

1. Primary mission equipment
2. Other

F. Services and miscellaneous
I. Transportation
2. Travel
3. Other (including maintenance el organizational equipment)

G. Intermediato and support major command operating cost (included only in
exceptional cases in cost analysis of individual systems)

4. Appropriate level of detail. Subsidiary to point (3) is the question of the
appropriate level of detail. Obviously, in a long-range planning context,
the attempt to structure problems in great detail is undesirable - indeed,
impossible. It is important, however, to break the problem down into
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elements which will help us to distinguish the really new aspects of a sys- - p
tern proposal from those which are not. Even the most advanced system
proposals contain many elements that are not significantly new. These
should be separated from those which are new, so that the analytical
effort can be concentrated on the latter. This is a very important principle
for structuring problems in resource analysis. (An example of a component
structure for a ballistic missile vehicle is shown in Table 7.2.)

TABLE 7.2
Component structure for a ballistic missile

(or similar aerospace vehicle)

Airframe
Structural

Leading edges
Body skin (including tankage)
Structural members (frame)

Sub-systems (electrical)
Controls (electromechanical)

Power Plant
Liquid rocket

Pump drive assembly
Turbo-pump
Gas generator

Thrust chamber
Propellant lines and fittings
Vernier and exhaust system
Frame or mounting structure
Accessory power supply

Solid rocket
Casing
Nozzle
Propellant

Guidance
Inertial

Inertial measurement unit
Platform
Acceleromeierb
Gyroscopes

Computers
Control central and associated electronics

Radio command
Decoder
Beacons
Antenna

Payloads
Nose cone

Shell
Arming and fuzing

Warhead

i \
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-- 5. Explicit treatment of uncertainty. Probably the most significant factor
in long-range planning is uncertainty. Possible military capabilities in the
distant future are subject to many uncertainties, the most important one
being "configuration" or "requirements" uncertainty. Proposals for
advanced systems may vary widely in such matters as hardware, system
operation, and force size, and early in the development no one really knows
which set of possible characteristics will ultimately prevail.' In resource
analysis, these uncertainties must not be ignored. Among several possible
ways of dealing with them, one of the most important is sensitivity analysis,
which involves working out the resource impact of numerous sets of sys-
tem configurations, rather than that of just a single set ("point estimate").
Sensitivity analysis is useful not only in dealing with the problcm of
uncertainty per se, but also in preliminary system design, since it is usually
most helpful to have some idea as to how sensitive the tctal system cost is
to changes in key system parameters as they are varied over their relevant
ranges. In Fig. 7.2, for example, total system cost is relatively insensitive

to increases in payload over the range shown; is relatively sensitive to

17 ~ Non-automated

S•olid-storable .. Automated
environment

Paylo~d

Fig. 7.2 - Missile system cost versus payload for various types of
propellants and ground environments (fixed number of ready missiles)

'A problem discussed at length in Chapter 6.
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type of propellant used; and is quite sensitive to automation of the ground
environment.

6. The principle of incremental resource impact. In planning, it is the
incremental or net resource requirements that are of interest. While it is
true that "sunk costs" (reflecting resources on hand that may be used by a
new proposed capability) must be taken into account in determining the
economic resource impact of the new activity, these sunk costs must not be
included in the cost for that activity. As we saw earlier, the procedure is
to work out the total requirements, determine the resources that are likely
to be inherited from the phase-out of other systems or activities, and sub-
tract these amounts from the total requirements in order to arrive at the
net resource requirements for the new system. The results are apt to be
most important in the care of facilities and personnel resource categories,
particularly in a "total force" analysis.

7. Association of support activities with apt "en.t pr,-duct" package.
Related to the principle of incremental cos' is the question of the appro-
priate association of support activities with end product packages - for
example, weapon systems or other aggregations of activities useful to the
planning process. Some people seem to suggest that the objective should
be to identify as much as possible with "end product" activities - an
accounting type of allocation or cost distribution concept. From our point
of view, this is wrong. The objective should not be to associate as much as
possible (often by arbitrary allocations), but rather to identify with end
product packages only those support activities which are appropriate in
view of the context of the problem at hand. In principle, this usually
means that if a new end product activity is likely to have a significant im-
pact on a particular support operation, the cost of that impact should be asso-
ciated with the end product activity in question; otherwise, it 0hould not be
so identified. In practice - to cite an example in the case of the U.S. Air Force

the operating costs of Headquarters U.S. Air Force, the Air Academy,
the Air Finance and Accounting Center, Headquarters Air Force Systems

Command, Headquarters Strategic Air Command, and the like would
usually not be associated with Air Force weapon systems. On the other
hand, the cost of depot maintenance (in the Air Force Logistics Command)
and certain course costs in the Air Training Command may be, and often
ar., appropriately identified with weapon systems. These principles apply
to both individual system and total force resource analysis. However, it is
in a total force context that we see the picture most clearly. Again taking
the Air Force a, an example, we find that many Air Force support activi-
ties are appropriately identifiable with systems. Others are not, but rather
to a certain mission category as a whole (strategic operations, defense, and
so on). Still others are not related to either missions or systems, and are
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S- thus treated as "Air Force-wide" activities. In this latter category, we find
that some activities vary with changes in the total operational force
(sometimes in a discontinuous manner); others are essentially insensitive
to total force size - for example, the operation of the Air Academy.

8. The question of accuracy. The question of accuracy in resource analy-
sis has already been mentioned briefly. It is raised again here because it
has an important bearing on the structuring of the concepts and methods
of resource analysis. The key point is that in long-range planning, where
uncertainty is great, a high degree of accuracy in an absolute sense is not
attainable. This being the case, we should not waste effort in trying.
Furthermore, in many of the more important long-range planning prob-
lems, comparisons among a range of alternative future courses of action
are of prime interest; and in these comparisons the resource impact of the
alternatives in a relative sense is what we want to discover. The concepts
and methods in resource analysis should be oriented accordingly. This in
tuin enis t'•at the development and use of analytical techniques that will
treat alternatives in a consistent and unbiased manner should be emphasized.

9. Time phasing. For many long-range planning problemb, especially
those involving total force analysis, explicit time phasing of resource
requirements is a very important consideration. Even in individual weapon

systems analyses, where the over-all analytical framework does not require
explicit time-phased resource inputs, it is nevertheless often desirable to
provide them. This may not only lead to better estimates, but may also
provide the basis for analytical insights into the total problem that might
not be readily apparent if the results are derived in a purely "static" form.
In general, a resource analysis capability should provide for the generation
of estimates of time-phased resource impact in terms of several "concepts
of cost" - for example, obligational authority, deliveries, and expenditures.
It should also provide for "equalization" ("discounting" at an appropriate
rate for "time preference") of cost streams through time if the context
of the problem at hand indicates that the planners are not (or should not
be) indifferent about the timing of future resource impacts. -

i0. Collection of iqbornration and development of estimating relationships.
To say that the results of a resource analysis are no better than the informa-
tion and data that have gone into the analytical effort may seem axiomatic.
Yet this is an important point, and we must consider the question explicitly.
In fact, a really effective resource analysis capability cannot exist without
systematic collection and storage of data on past, current, and projected
programs. Even this is not enough. The data must be analyzed with a view
to development of estimating relationships which may be used as a basis
for determining the resource impact of future proposals. In the case of
military systems, these relationships would, ideally, relate various categories

r I-
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of resource impact to the system's physical characteristics, performance,
and operational concept. Here are a few examples:

Initial tooling cost for turbo-jet airframes as a function of aircraft
gross weight and speed.
Development cost for turbo-jet engines as a function of thrust, flight
Mach number, and maximum compressor tip speed.
Ballistic missile booster cost as a function of missile weight, quantity,
type of propellant, and so on. (There would be separate relationships
for each of the major components of the booster.)
High-power prime radar equipment cost as a function of peak power
output and antenna area.
Aircraft depot maintenance cost as a function of aircraft gross weight,
speed, and activity rate.

Without an extensive and continuously updated inventory of estimating
relationships, resource analysis as defined in this Chapter would be im-
possible. Such an inventory is particularly a prerequisite to a "sensitivity
analysis" approach to the resource analysis problem.

SUMMARY REV:ARKS

The purpose of this discussion has been to provide a basis for understand-
ing the meaning of "resource analysis." We have pointed out that the
specific meaning is heavily dependent upon the context of the particular
problem at hand, and we have sketched briefly the main features of several
aspects of the context.

We then attempted to outline the major characteristics of a resource
analysis capability designed for use primarily in problems of long-range
planning. While these characteristics are fundamental to the development
and use of resource analysis, they alone will not assure good analytical
studies. In the final analysis, the results will be heavily dependent upon
exper:ence, good judgment, ingenuity in creating and using analytical
methods and techniques, and, above all, just plain hard work.

, 'N
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Chapter 8

COST-SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS: AN EXAMPLE

R. L. PETRUSCHELL

This Chapter illustrates the application of cost-sensitivity analysis to
various ways of defending the United States against a submarine-
launched ballistic missile (SLBM) threat.

THE CONTEXT OF COST ANALYSIS

Cost-sensiti /ity analysis is one of the more interesting of the kinds of cost
analysis activities carried on at RAND. As we have seen,' cost inalyses
are designed to provide information to a military decisionmaker. :'he
analyst's frame of reference is that of the long-range planner, where "long
range" means five, ten, and even fifteen years in the future. Accompanying
the process, as we have also seen, is a tremendous amount of uncertainty.
This uncertainty typically takes three forms, just as there are typically
three steps in the planning process: (1) the uncertainty associated with the
ability of the planner to predict a threat, (2) the uncertainty associated
with the design of a system to counter that threat, and (3) the uncertainty
associated with the ability of the cost analyst to translate the design into a
statement of resource requirements. In this chapter, we will be concerned
primarily with the type of analysis in which the emphasis falls on the prob-
lem of examining the resource impact of alternatives.

DEFINITION OF COST-SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
Cost-sensitivity analysis may be defined as the process of determining how
variations in the specifications of a particular system, either in design or
operation, a aý " a&v 4ý& I that systerm -- S 01 n~ the'tl .01. IS-c .. s.Oten 1,

kinds of information that are presented by the cost analyst using cost-
sensitivity analysis are of significant value to the system designer. Fre-
quently, a difficult engineering design problem can be shown by the cost
analyst to have little or no effect on the total resource requirements of the
postulated activity and, hence, the engineer can be given guidance in allo-
cating his effort. In providing such information, the analyst may discover
that the important resource consideration is not the absolute value of the
cost associated with any of the alternatives, but, rather, the relative costs

Chapter 7.
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of the alternatives and how these costs vary as the design or operational
characteristics are varied over their relevant ranges.

AS.-UMPTIONS OF THE EXAMPLE

This Chapter will attempt to illustrate some of the thinking that goes on
in the mind of the cost analyst and some of the kinds of information that
cost-sensitivity analysis allows him to present to a decisionmaker. For this
purpose, we can examine the analysis of a requirement to protect the
United States against the threat of a submarine-launched ballistic missile
attack. Although based on an actual study, this example has been
greatly simplified. Our interest here, therefore, will not be to force
any conclusions from the example, but, rather, to indicate the kind of
information that can be made available through cost-sensitivity analysis.

It must be made very clear that a statement of a threat, such as the one
we have just named, is much less than definitive. The question of defending
thecontinental United States against a potential submarine-launched ballis-
tic missile (SLBM) attack does not carry with it any information as to the
p; rticular capability of the submarines or the missiles that they might
launch. It does not carry with it any statement of the tactics that the sub-
marine fleet would employ. It does not carry with it any statement of the
numbers of submarines or the numbers of missiles that each submarine
would carry, nor any implications about the technological capability of the
United States to detect or counter such an attack. But such uncertainties
are inherent in most long-range planning activities, and the cost analyst
and the system designer must simply acknowledge their existence and set
out to select a preferred course of action.

Figure 8.1 shows a map of the continental United States; the sLaded
area extends approximately 1000 miles ,'7 either shore. As an initial cut
at designing a system, we will postulate that the mission is to provide
defense against SLBMs (and the submarines that carry them) in this shaded

area. As the study progresses, we will examine, among other things, the effect
on resource requirements of either contracting or expanding this defense
area.

Tactics of SLBM Interceptioni
We want to investigate the use of manned aircraft, functioning as a con-
tinuously airborne missile-launching platform, as the central component
of the system for performing this mission. The payload of the aircraft will
consist of various combinations of missiles and electronics equipment.
Once the radar aboard the airborne platform detects an SLBM, the air-
launched missiles will intercept it during the boost phase of its trajectory
(as illustrated in Fig. 8.2). Figure 8.3 presents a variation of this system. In

II
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Fig. 8.1 - Drfense zont (1000 n mi out from both coasts)

this caqe, the air-launched missile intercepts the SLBM after cut-off and
during the mid-course phase of its trajectoly. Figure 8.4 illustrates the
addition of a counter-battery capability. Here. the fact that a missile has
been launched from a submarine is observed on the aircraft, but, rather
than attempting to intercept the missile itself, the aircraft directs its attack
against the launching submarine itself.

A major consideration in the resource analysis of alternative systems is
the deployment of their components - in this case the aircraft. There are
alternative ways that aircraft can be assigned to cover a given area on a
continuous basis. A "race-track" scheme might be employed, in which a
succession of aircraft take off from their base, fly out over the area to be
patrolled, and continue on to return to base. The rmattern we will use here,

however, will be to assign each aircraft a fixed area to patrol, so that it
will take off; fly out to the assigned location, orbit until its fuel supply is
sufficiently depleted, and then return to home base. In either case, the
distance possible between the airborne aircraft is determined by the range
of the surveillance radar and the speed of the antimissile missile.

The location of the bases from which the aircraft are operated is impor-
tant in determining the length of time the aircraft will spend going to and
from its station, and this, in conjunction with the requirement for ground
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Fig. 8.2 - Boost-intercept
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Fig. 8.4 - Counter-battery

time, will largely fix the number of aircraft required to perform the mission.

The selection of :he bases is also important in determining the requirement

for support facilities, a resource that is often in short supply.

CONSTRUCTION OF THE M,.sl)EL,

The first step in performing a cost-sensitivity analysis is to prepare a

model of the way in which the activities being considered relate to each

i \
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other. Given the many interactions among the various activities that must
be performed to maintain an operationally effective system of this sort,
this process is often extremely complex. The model that was actually used
reflected this complexity but, for the sake of the discussion here, we will
assume that aircraft cycle time is the salient feature of the totl model.
Following a brief look at the cycle time, we can vary certain of the system's
characteristics and then display the resultant estimates of the resource
impact the system will have.

Effects of System Variations on Aircraft Cycle Time
Figure 8.5 shows aircraft cycle time in terms of the component activities
that must be performed by or on each aircraft in the system. "Cycle time"
means, of course, the time spent by an aircraft from the beginning of one
mission to the beginning of the next. Part of the cycle time is spent in
ground activities and travel to and from its airborne station, during which
time it is not available for performance of the operational mission. Actually,
only the effective time on station can be considered as a useful mission
input.

As can be seen, the remainder of the airborne time is consumed in
transit and depends directly on the distance from base to station and the
speed of the aircraft. Ground time is spent primarily in two kinds of
activities: (1) on-loading, off-loading, and general preparation of the air-
craft for its sortie, and (2) performing the required maintenance necessary
to make the aircraft airworthy. While we have listed airborne time and
ground time separately, it should be borne in mind that they are significant-
ly interrelated. The time required for maintenance depends on how much
needs to be done and the resources available for doing it. The amount of

rutll l Uo c lh.4 l4l
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Fig. 8 . - Airc cyl tima
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ill Fig. 8.5 - Aircraft cyclc time
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maintenance required per cycle is related both to the fact that there has
been a sortie and to the number of hours flown. This woud coincide,
roughly, with the break between the maintenance scheduled on a per-sortie
basis and that scheduled on a flying-hour basis. As far as the resources
available for maintenance are concerned, such things as the number of
shifts worked by the maintenance personnel are of major importance.

With this simplified model, we can begin to examine a number of aspects
of the system.

Number of Aircraft vs. Endurance of the Aircraft
For one thing, we can see that the longer the effective time on station
becomes in relation to total cycle time, the more efficient the system is. In
this light, let us consider the effect of variations in the system parameters
on this particular ratio. In Fig. 8.6 the number of aircraft required to
perform the mission is plotted against the endurance of the aircraft. The
curve shown represents essentially an envelope of curves for a number of
different aircraft. Perhaps the most interesting aspect of this curve is that,
when aircraft endurance ranges from approximately 8 to 24 hours, the
number of aircraft required by the system is extremely sensitive to whatever
endurance is assumed. On the other hand, as endurance goes beyond 24
hours, the net gain from additional hours diminishes. The mission of the
aircraft shown in this chart is to patrol the 1000 miles off either shore; the
payload carried is 50,000 lb.

5I I

~3I
Lii

a 50.000 lb'• • -- 1000n rni

,E
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Z 1-

12 24 36 48 60 72 84

Endurance hours

Fig. 8.6 - Number of aircraft versus endurance hours (case A)
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Fig. 8.7 - Number of aircraft versus endurance hours (case B)
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Fig. 8.8 - Number of aircraft versus endurance hours (case C)

Endurance vs. State-of-the-Art
Figure 8.7 takes the same material shown in Fig. 8.6 but relates endurance
to state-of-the-art. As can be seen, our current jet transport fleet falls
between the range of endurance hours from 8 to approximately 18 or 20
hours. Of particular importance is the fact that, with this capability,

II
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minimal gains in endurance again have a substantial effect on the number
of aircraft required by the system.

Figure 8.8 indicates that the increment of endurance between 24 and I
ipproximately 40 hours can be achieved by goirg from the current jet

transport to a small long-endurance aircraft (on the order of 300,000 lb
gross weight). Such an aircraft is essentially within the current state-of-the-
art and would involve no significant R&D effort.

Moving from about 40 hours of endurance to 60 (Fig. 8.9) would require
the construction of a larger long-endurance aircraft (on the order of
600,000 lb gross weight), again one essentially within the state-of-the-art.
If, however, one wished to increase the endurance beyond 60 hours
(Fig. 8.10), further development, involving such matters as regenerative
engines and laminar flow control, would be required.

Examining these Figures might therefore lead one to conclude that the
most significant gain in the number of aircraft available for SLBM defense
would be achieved by going to the small, long-endurance aircraft. Only
marginal benefits would be associated with pushing the state-of-the-art
beyond this point.

Notice that in the analysis we have not yet dealt directly in terms of
cost. As will be seen later, however, the number of aircraft is in fact a
major indicator of the total cost that would accrue to any of these systems.

Maintenance Policy vs. Number of Aircraft
Figure 8.11, which shows the number of aircraft once again as a function

SCurrent-"5 ~let
o" transport

Small
.- ong-
', endurancq Large 50,000 lbaircraft long- 1000 n mlS~endurance

S~aircraft
z

0 L _L 1 I I
0 12 24 36 48 60 72 84

Endurance hours
Fig. 8.9 - Number of aircraft versus endurance hours (case D) I.
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Fig. 8.10 - Nuntbcr of aircraft versus endurance hours (cast E)

of endurance hours, attempts to illustrate the savings that various improve-
ments in maintenance policy can yield in reducing the number of aircraft
required by the system. The curves that we have examined thus far were
based on a single shift maintenance operation. in Fig. 8.11 we see the effect
of adding a second and a third shift. In absolute number of aircraft

[required, the greatest reductions resulting from these changes occur in the
area of !2 to 24 hours' endurance. When we progress to a greater endurance

capability, the relative savings are essentially the same, but the absolute

• ' \ X " 1st shift maintenance policy

22nd and 3rd shift maintenance added

0,• 1 24 36 46 60 72
Endurance hours

Fig. 8.11 - Number of aircraft versus endurance hours (case F)
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increment of aircraft saved becomes less. As before, it appears that if we , I
are in the position of having to rely on relatively short-endurance aircraft,
the number required is extremely sensitive to some of the basic design and
operational parameters.

Loading Time vs. Endurance of the Planes Airborne
Figure 8.12 shows the percentage of the fleet airborne as a function of
endurance hours. Since this percentage is identical to the percentage of time
out of the total cycle that each aircraft spends airborne, we have another
way of getting at the number of aircraft required by the system. In this
particular illustration, we have attempted to display the effect on the
percentage of the fleet airborne of changes in the time required to on- and
off-load the missiles. Where endurance is limited, the savings from reduc-
ing the time required to perform these loading operations e're significant.
As the endurance hours are increased, the absolute value of the gains ac-
cruing to the system as a result of less time spent on these casks is much
less.

- Clock hours to
6 off- and on-load missiles

Cc

0 12 24 36 4 60 72
Endurance hours

Fig. 8.12 - Percentage airborne versus endurance hours

SYSTEM COSTS
Figure 8.13 introduces the concept of system costs for the first time. Total
system costs are here defined as the sum of those for research and develop-
ment, the initial investment, and an arbitrarily selected five years of opera-
tion. The center curve, which relates total system costs to the enduratice
capability of the aircraft, is similar to the curve that we saw in Fig. 8.6. It
can be seen at this point that the number of aircraft required by the s., zernIo

II
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is directly related to the system's cost. Figure 8.13 attempts to suggest
the effect or the potential effect on the resource requirements of the system
of the uncertainty attached to the range capability of the SLBM threat.
Here we have introduced a requirement, on the one hand, for extending our
area of coverage to 1500 n mi and, on the other, reducing it to 500 n mi.
Notice that as the area coverage is extended, the requirement for longer
endurance becomes more severe. The upper curve becomes asymptotic to
an endurance of approximately 10 hours, which is the same thing as saying
that an aircraft with that endurance would spend all of its time going to
and from the patrol area and, consequently, contribute nothing to the
performance of the mission.

6-

Area coverage extending 1500 n ml

Area coverage extending 1000 n mi

E 

L

3 3-

1Z

Area coverage extending 500 n mlk1 I I I I
0 12 24 36 48 60 72

Endurance hours

Fig. 8.13 - Cost versus endurance

Sitwe were to suppose uhat the enemy, instead of randomly or uniform!y

distributing his forces, were to group them in an attempt to saturate the
defenses, then we might have substantially different requirements for a
payload in our system, assuming that it is not possible to counter such
action by effective intelligence and redeployment.

Figure 8.14, which examines the total system costs as a function of the
sire of the defense zone, also presents the effect on the system's cost of
changes that might be required in the payload. These changes are identified
in this Figure in terms of single, double, and triple power. (Let us assume
that these adjectives provide an accurate description of certain regular
increases in offensive capability, even though their meaning is somewhat

more complex.) Notice that a move by the enemy like grouping his forces
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Fig. 8.14 - Cost versus defense zone extent

for a saturation attack can result in significant increases in the resource
requirements of the system designed to counter it.

Figure 8.15 gives an indication of the system's costs by showing that
the number of air stations required depends on the size of the defense zone,
and relates the requirement to the capability of the airborne missiles that
we are considering for the job of interception. The upper c v", represents
the capability that has been considered in the illustrations so ..- '. -1"he lower
curve shows the reduction in the number of airborne statio"ns that would
be required if the range of the airborne interceptor missile were extended. It
is clear that as the extent of the defense zone increases to upward of 1500
n mi, extending the range of the interceptor missile can result in significant
savings in the number of stations.

Figure 8.16 presents the total system costs for each pound of payload on
station as a function of the pounds of payload carried by each aircraft.
This chart thus represents an attempt to examine the costs of each aircraft
system in light of its payload capability. Notice that for the conventional
jet aircraft, the costs rise rapidly on either side of a minimum cost point
which occurs at something less than 50,000 lb of payload. As we go to the
small, long-endurance aircraft, we find that the costs are lowest at about
75,000 or 80,000 lb of payload and much less sensitive to the particular
payload than they are for the conventional jet aircraft. As we move to the
large, long-endurance aircraft, the significant thing to notice is that the
costs become much less sensitive to a particular loading or payload weight.

t
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Fig. 8.16 - Cost per pound versus payload weight

Thus, a conclusion that might be drawn from this illustration is that if the
size of the payload is highly uncertain, then flexibility can be achieved by
going to the large, long-endurance aircraft. The cost analyst, however,
would make no suggestion as a result of this analysis that either the small,

; long-endurance aircraft or the large should be preferred. That kind of
decision can only be made after consideration of many things not dealt

Si with in this example. On the other hand, even the kind of relative cost
* information that has been presented thus far, when considered together

with measures of the effectiveness of each of these alternatives, might
provide useful information to the ultimate decisionmaker.
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In addition to this cost information, the resource analyst would gener-
ally provide the decisionmaker with some indication of the time impact of
the resources necessary for the development, acquisition, and operation of
each of the alternatives being considered. The military decisionmaker is
not always most con.erned about the total cost of particular alternatives.
but, rather, about the time at which tile various quantities of resources will
be required. This is so primarily because the military planner, whether he
likes it or not, is constrained on an annual basis through the congres.ional
appropriation and military budget system. Figure 8.17 iillstrates how time- .1

phased costs can be presented for one of the alternatives dealt with in this
analysis. Examination of tl.d' Figure should also illustrate the fact that fully I
operational systems do not come into being instantaneously.

USEFULNM OF SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

Sensitivity analysis can provide military planners with much more than
dollar estimates of the costs of the alternatives that are being considered.
In fact, given the uncertainty inherent in the long-range planning process,
one might conclude that the absolute dollar estimates of these costs are only
of minimal importance. The real benefit of the kind of analyses illustrated in
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"this Chaptcr accrues from the fact that they help to identify technical arear,
of potential high pay-off, either in design or in alternative operational
schemes. They are also useful in dealing with the problem of uncertainty.
While it is usually impossible to prepare a meaningful estimate of the
absolute cost of a system, we can provide a reasonable estimate of how the
costs about which we are uncertain may change as a result of changes in
one or more parameters of the system. Indeed, one of the more interesting
situatrons results when it can be poinuted out that over a particular range of
the values associated with a parameter, costs rtmain relatively insersiiive,
while, on the other hand, just beyond it, they may in fact become infinite.

I
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Chapter 9

THE B-x: A HYPOTHETICAL BOMBER COST
STUDY

W. E. MOOZ

This Chapter intrmduces a hypothetical bomber system to illustrate, step
by step, the techniques used by resource analysts to cost new individual
weapon systems - that is, to estimate their personnel requirements and
determine the costs of their R&D, initial investment, and annual opera-
tion under various activity rates. The discussion also illustrates the role
of sensitivity analysis in identifying the effects that errors in the estimat-
ing process or variations in the design or operating assumptions of such
systems can have on their costs.

INTRODUCTION
G, H. Fisher has discussed theoretical and practical questions that arise
in any resource analysis;' R. L. Petruschell has given an example to show
how cost-sensitivity analysis can help to answer some of them.2 This
chapter combines both types of analysis in a single illustration, which
involves costing the resource requirements of a future weapon system -

specifically, a hypothetical successor to the B-52, here called the B-x. The
analysis of hypothetical syst,-ms poses special diffkiulties, of course,
primarily because many possibilities in design and operation can be con-

* sidered. The data for any of them will, at best, be uncertain; absolute
accuracy will always be elusive. Intuition, caution, and informed judgment
will certainly be no less necessary here than they are in analyses of other
sorts of problems. For obvious reasons, however, cost analysts frequently
do investigate hypothetical systems, and it is surprising how much useful
information they can obtain from a few basic facts and some well-ground-
ed assumptions. To indicate how the techniques of resource analysis and
cost-sensitivity analysis providc this information is the major purpose of
this chapter.

There are often several ways of approaching a problem, of isolating the
question to be answered, and of answering it. Tech iiques will vary with
cases and contexts - a point that this analysis ofthe B-x system should make

* I Chapter 7.
2Chapter 8.
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clear. On the other hand, many of the techniques used in the B-x study are
equally valid for other systems. Where this is so, this Chapter extends the
demonstration and discussion of their use beyond what might have been
necessary for the bomber system alone, in order to emphasize their range
and versatility. It should also be noted that, for certain problems, new
techniques must be invented, or old ones refined. Costing the B-x is a case
in point. The analysis led to the development of several new techniques and
estimating relationships, particularly for determining the attrition of
Primary Mission Equipment and the requirements for operating personnel.
The discussion of these innovations is somewhat more extensive than might
otherwise be necessary, so that their atccuracy and rationale can be more
easily examined.

If, at times, the methodology illustrated in this Chapter appears weak, or
ill-defined, it is because there are parts of the analysis for which it has not
been possible to gather sufficient meaningful data or develop more meaning-
ful estimating relationships. This failing is apt to be true of any analysis,
and it is important that both the analyst and the user of analysis remember
that all techniques have limitations. Estimating relationships, for example,
represent summations of experience; they are, therefore, severely con-
strained by experience, no matter how consistent they might be in method-
ology or statistical approach. If this fact is not understood, then the danger
exists that an analysis of a hypothetical weapon system, such as the B-x,
will be compared with an analysis of an existing system - or, worse still,
one that has already been phased out of the force. Similarly, it lies in
the nature of the techniques that the numbers which result from the
analysis of a hypothetical system cannot appropriately be used for budget
planning or any other purpose where a high degree of accuracy is im-
portant.

In any case, it is also worth noting that a real or apparent weakness in
technique may or may not be significant in the final result. This is not to say
that some portions of an analysis can be totally ignored, but rather that,
in all things, a certain sense of proportion is important. Where a result is
found to have an almost negligible effect upon the total outcome, it is not
critical tha the methodology used to derive it be highly developed.

This Chapter divides the analysis of the B-x into two parts. The first
details, in cookbook fashion, the steps of the resource analysis. It describes
the physical and operational characteristics of the B-x and then provides

estimates of its personnel requirements and the costs of its R&D, initial
investment, and annual operation under one activity rate. The second part
illustrates the role of sensitivity analysis in identifying how the earlier cost
estimates can be affected by errors in the estimating process or variations
in the design or operating assumptions of the system.
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1. THE B-x SYSTEM AND ITS ESTIMATED COST
INITIAL ASSUMPTIONS
Postulating the B-x as a replacement for the B-52 permits us to make cer-
tain assumptions that will both simplify the cost analysis and emphasize its
comparative nature. Of the possible design configurations of the B-x
vehicle, we have chosen one for which the costs of R&D and production
have already been studied. This design, which incorporates variable wing
geometry, provides a long-range capability and allows both high-speed
flight at high altitudes and a sea-level dash at a speed close to Mach 1.
There are three crew members - two pilots and one navigator-bombardier.
While the types of weapons that such a bomber might carry could vary
considerably, we will assume that the B-x has the same armament as the
B-52. These and other characteristics of the B-x vehicle are summarized in
Table 9.1.

Since no detailed information is available concerning the organizational
structure of B-x units or how the system would be phased into the force,
these are presumed to be consistent with present USAF practice. The same
is true of B-x deployment and operation. Thus, as B-52 wings are phased
out of the force, they are replaced, wing by wing, by the B-x. We assume
15 aircraft in a wing, with an additional 10 per cent in command support
aircraft. No refueling squadrons are included. The organization of the
new wings remains essentially the same, both administratively and func-
tionally. The system becomes a part of SAC and each wing operates from
a base within the continental United States that it has inherited from the
B-52. The general operating philosophy is continued. Seven planes in each
wing are on continuous ground alert. The crew has the following schedule:

Ground alert duty 130 hr/mo
Flying time (B-x) 22 hr/mo
Flying time (training and

mission support aircraft) 8 hrimo
Nonflying duty 40 hr/mo

Total 200 hr/mo

Maintenance is conducted according to standard SAC guidelines, and
maintenance personnel are provided in numbers commensurate with the
standard work practices for SAC bombers.

Having defined the system, the next step in the analysis is to specify the
force size and the period of operation that will be considered in the cost
estimate. For the B-x we will assume 10 wings and attempt to determine
the costs of the first five years of their operation.

\I
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TABLE 9.1
Aircraft characteristics - the B-x

Gross take-off weight .. 350,000 lb
Empty weight .. .. 133,910 lb
AMPR weight .. .. 102,700 lb
Wingspan .. .. .. Variable: 77 ft swept)

145 ft (extended)
Length .. .. .. 182 ft
Height .. .. .. .. 31.7 ft
Engines .. .. .. .. 4
Thrust per engine, dry .. .. 16,650 lb
Thrust per engine, augrnented .. 25,800 lb
Maximum speed at altitdde .. Mach 2.2 (1260 kn)
Fuel capacity .... 201,450 lb
Range .. .. .. 6300 n mi
Crew size and composition 3 (2 pilots. 1 navigator-bombardier)
Runway requirement .. .. 5000 ft to clear 50 ft
Armament .. .. .. Same as B-52

The importance of being explicit about the size of the force and the time

period covered by the estimate should not be minimized. Many character-
istics of the syszem, such as the number of personnel in the force, may be
simple multiples. Ten wings may require ten times as many personnel as

one wing; personnel costs foi! five years may be five times the personnel
costs for one year. But there are a few important areas where such a simple
proportional relationship does not hold. One of these is the cost of the
aircraft, since this cost changes with the total number purchased. Another
is the number of aircraft required to replace those lost by attrition. This
number changes with the degree of experience with the aircraft, and will be
different for the first five years of operation than for the second five.

Even R&D costs, which are a constant for a system, may change in their

relative importance to other costs as the size of the force or the length of

its operating life is changed. If a small force and short operating life are

chosen, then the R&D costs will appear large in comparison to the invest-

ment and operating costs. With a larger force and a longer operating period,

R&D costs will dimirish in comparison.

CALCULATION OF PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

Requirements for manpower vary according to the way the weapon system

is operated. Normally, however, they are calculated in four steps. The first

of these entails estimating the number of operating personnel, such as

those required for air crews. The second step is to estimate the number of

personnel necessary to maintain, service, and repair the system under the

specified conditions of operation. The third is to determine the requirements

for the administrative echelon, and the fourth, those for the support

organization.
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This approach requires the use of an organizational chart, which will helpin distinguishing the major functional divisions of the organization, as wel)as the smaller units in each functional area. Since we have postulated thatthe B-x will be the replacement for the B-52, we art probably safe in ourfurther assumption that the functional organization of the 13-x wing willbe the same as that of a B-52 wing. The numbers of people may be different,but their tasks will be similar. By examining the organization of severalsingle-wing B-52 bases, therefore, we can draw a typical organizational

chart (Fig. 9.1).
Conventional methods of estimating the staffing of bomber squadrons

rely heavily upon Air Force practice. This practice, as applied to strategic

Ftt"W~ 

C-btt
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Fig. 9.1 - Organization chart for BIx wing
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bomber systems, involves the use of a crew ratio, which, when multiplied
by the number of planes in the squadron, yields the required number of
crews. A crew ratio of 1.8 is typical. This value was no doubt derived from
an analysis of the past staffing of a particular bomber system for a particu-
lar type of operation. Under the conditions of its derivation, the crews
worked what the planners considered a normal work week.

But even though this crew ratio (and a number of others like it) is based
on experience, and is thus one that we might use in the calculations that
follow, our emphasis here is on methodology. We want to avoid ready-

p made answers wherever possible. Rather than use the conventional 1.8
figure, or some other less well-known ratio, we will, therefore, base our
calculations of the personnel requirements of the B-x bomber squadron on

II the principle that there is a certain amount of work to be done and one
crew can absorb only a stated amount of it. The quotient of these facts
will yield the number of crews required.

Operating Personnel
By this principle, the requirements for operating personnel can be deter-
mined in a simple and straightforward manner. Firbt, we calculate the
amount of aircraft time that must be spent on ground alert duty. Since
this is 24-hour duty, it entails some 730 hours each month for each
aircraft:

S24 hr x 365 days
1 mo = 730 hr/mo (av).

As we said earlier, seven aircraft in each wing are involved; thus, the total
number of aircraft hours per month for ground alert is 7 x 730, or 5110.

Dividing this figure by the 130 hours per month that we assumed each
crew would spend on ground alert gives us the number of crews that are
required:

5110
39.3 crews.: - 130

Because the B-x carries two pilots and one navigator-bombardier, we can
multiply by three the number of crews (which we will round to 39) to derive
the requirement for crewmen:

3 x 39 = 117 crewmen (or 78 pilots and 39 ravigator-bombardiers).

Data on the B-52 squadron allow us to estimate the other necessary
personnel in the B-x bomber squadron, and the complete staff organization
then appears as follows (Table 9.2):
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TABLE 9.2
Operating personnel - li-x bomber squadron

Function Officers Airmen Totai

Squadron Commander I -I

Administrative Specialist - I
Pilots 78 - 78
Operations Officer I I 1
Navigator-bombardier 39 - 39
Air Operations Supervisor - I
Administrative Specialist - I I

Total 119 3 122

Flying Program. The determination of the number of crews required to
operate the B-x system allows us to define the flying program. As we noted
earlier, each crew is scheduled to fly the B-x 22 hours per month. Since
there are 15 aircraft in a wing, the flying schedule is approximately;

22 hr/mo x 39 crews
15 acft 57 hr/mo per acft,

or
57 hr/mo x 15 acft - 855 hr/mo per wing.

Maintenance Personnel
Following the organizational chart in Fig. 9.1, we can divide the mainte-
nance personnel into five squadrons, each with a different function. The
Armament and Electronics (A&E), Munitions, and Airborne Missile
Maintenance Squadrons have functions that concern primarily the arma-
ment carried by the aircraft, not the aircraft itself. Because we have already
specified that the armament on the B-x is the same as that carried by the
B-52, we can, therefore, assume that the number of people required to
staff these squadrons is also the same in both cases.

The Unit Manning Documents (UMD's) from six single-wing B-52
bases in the United States provide the figures shown in Table 9.3a for the
A&E and the Munitions Maintenance Squadrons. The UMD's do not
include figures for Airborne Missile Maintenance Squadrons, presumably
because they were prepared before these units were activated. But such
information is yielded by a review of the USAF Organizational Tables;
the figures included in Table 9.3a for the Airborne Missile Maintenance
Squadron are for a 15 UE wing using B-52 weapons.3

Estimation of personnel for the Organizational Maintenance and Field

"UE" (Unit Equipment) aircraft arc the operational as opposed to the command
support aircraft in a wing. See p. 176.
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TABLE 9.3a
Armament maintenance personnel - B-x system

Funcdon Officers Airmen Total

A&E 9 211 220
Njnitio-s 5 61 66
Airborne Missile 3 118 121

Total 17 390 407

Maintenance Squadrons requires different treatment. We will use estimat-
ing relationships developed from an earlier analysis of data on six existing
bomber organizations. This analysis showed that the number of mniilte-
nance man-hours for each flying hour is related, in both the Organizational
and Field Maintenance functions, to the speed of the aircraft (see Fig. 9.2).
The relations are:

Direct organizational maintenance man-hour factor
- 24.9 (log speed in knots) - 55,

Direct field maintenance man-hour factor
= 47.1 (log speed in knots) - 114.

The factors obtained through use of these equations must be adjusted

to provide for indirect manpower and for the average working hours each
month. This done, we then have the number of personnel required.

Thus, to calculate the manning for the Organizational Maintenance
SquadrQn in the B-x system, we proceed as follows: 4

Factor = 24.9 (log 1260 kn) - 55

= 24.9 (3.10037) - 55
=--- 22.2

22.2 x 2 (indirect man-hour factor) x 855 flying hr/mo
140 working hr/mo

= 271 personnel.

Since the Organizational Tables show that typical bomber Organizational
Maintenance Squadrons have a complement of eight officers, we can con-
clude that this squadron is made up of 8 officers and 263 airmen.

The requirement for Field Maintenance personnel can be estimated
similarly.

4 AFM 26.1, Policies. Procedures, and Criteria, 7 September 1962, is the source of the
figures used for the indin.cft man-hour factor and the number of working hours per
month.
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The completed staffing of the maintenance function, then, is as shown in
Table 9.3b.

TABLE 9.3b

Total maintenance personnel - B-x system

Function Officers Airmen Civilians Total

A&E 9 211 0 220
Munitions 5 61 0 66
Airborne Missile 3 I18 0 121
Organizational 8 263 0 271
Field 7 376 8 391

Total 32 1029 8 1069

38
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Fig. 9.2 - Estimatlg relationshlip for obtaining bomber
maintenance personnel factors
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While other methods of estimating the number of maintenance personnel
are possible, we can have no assurance that they would give us a more
credible answer. The B-x is hypothetical and differs from other aircraft
which are, or have been, in the inventory. Discussions of the relative
accuracy of methods of estimating maintenance personnel are, therefore,
largely academic, and the analyst must simply be content to adopt a
reasonable approach. There may be several of these.

At this point, the duty requirements of the aircraft and the total system
personnel have been estimated. It is now necessary to determine whether
or not :!:e duty schedule will allow sufficient time for the maintenance
work to be performed. We do this by calculating the monthly aircraft
activity (for both ground alert and B-x flying time) and subtracting this
figure from the total number of hours available in the month (that is, 730).
By our earlier assumptions, we get, for ground alert time, 341 hours per
month:

7 acft x 730 hr/mo 341 hr/mo.
15 acft

For B-x flying time, we get 57 hours per month:

39 crews x 22 hr flying per crew
15 acft = 57 hr/mo.

Adding these two figures together, and subtracting from 730, we thus find
that the time available for maintenance is 332 hours per month:

Available time 730 hr/mo
Less aircraft activity time -- 398 hr/mo

Available maintenance timt 332 hr/mo

Maintenance time available per sortie (assuming an 8-hr sortie) comes to
46.5 hours per month:

332 hr/mo x 8-hr sortie - 46. h
57 hr B-x flying per mo

Since general SAC prar'ir, results in an aircraft turnaround time that is
considerably shorter than this, there would seem to be more than enough
time to accomplish the required maintenance.

Adnbinistrative Personnel
The administrative function depends on the number of people administered
and the size and type of base. but not the characteristics of the weapon
system. We can calculate the number of personnel necessary for this
function through the use of an estimating relationship devised by A. J.
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Tenzer, 0. Hansen, and E. M. Roque. 5 This relationship, developed for the
study of strategic manned bomber bases, relates the number of administra- I
tive personnel to the number of operating and maintenance personnel by
the equation Y-189O0.1203X, where Y=the number of administrative I
personnel and X--•the sum of the operating and maintenance personnel.
Recalling that a B-x wing will require 122 people for operations and 1069
for maintenance, and applying the equation, we find that the number of
administrative personnel required will be 332:

Y = 189 '-0.1203(1191)
= 332.

Typical UMD's for strategic manned bomber bases tell us that 22 per
cent of the administrative people will be officers, 75 per cent airmen, and
3 per cent civilians. Thus, our estimate for administrative personnel breaks
down as follows:

Administrative Personnel
Officers Airmen Civilians Total

73 249 10 332

Support Personnel
The services of support personnel include feeding. housing. educating, and
training the base personnel; providing transportation and supplies: and
protecting the base and its weapon systems. The number of support per-
sonnel is a function of the number of so-called "direct personnel" in the
weapon system, that is, all of the operating, maintenance, and administra-
tive personnel. Our estimates put this number at 1523 (see Table 9.4).

TABLE 9.4
Direct personnel - B-x system

Function Officers Airmen Civilians Total

Operations 119 3 0 122
Maintenance 32 1029 8 1069
Administration 73 249 10 312

Total 224 1281 18 1523

A. J. Teizer. 0. Hansen. and E. M, Roque, Re/a fonship- for Ehimaning US.,IF
Administrative and Support Ilanpoiter Requirements, The RAND Corporation. RM-
4366-1PR. January 1965. The equation used in this Chapter applic, only to SAC aircraft
systems located on SAC aircraft bases. A different equation would be required were the
system to be located on a SAC missile base. Many other conditions can exisi, and most
are discussed in the reference.

Ii
Li
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SOn the basis of an analysis of data from 19 SAC aircraft bases, RM- I
4366-PRO defines the relationship between support personnel and direct d

personnel as follows: J
Support personnel = 1089 -4- 0.3068 (direct personnel).

The support personnel requirement for a B-x base, then, will be a. follows:

Support personnel = 1089 -4- 0.3068(1523)
•i ~= 1556.

Applying ratios for officers, airmen, and civilians from typical SAC Unit
Manning Documents ft support personnel produces the breakdown shown
in Table 9.5.

TABLE 9.5

Supr'ort personnel - 13-x system

Squadron ?, Officers Airmen Civilianii Total

Combat support 15.2 23 154 .59 236
Combat defense 15.0 6 -)28 0 234

SFood service 6.2 2 96 0 98
""Civil engineeing 22.1 1 211 ! 0, 344
SSupply 16.8 6 204 51 261
iTransportation 7.6 4 100 14 I118
SOperations 6.7 H 88 5 104
SMedical group 10.4 32 106 23 161

Total 100,0 87 1209 160 1 556 t

. Summary
i ~Total requiremlents for base personnel, of all categories, may he summed up i

as in Table 9.6.
TA B•LE 9.6

Total personnel rcquireatents - B-x system

-Type Officers Airmen Civilians Toa

Opee'stions 11!9 3 0 122
Maint,mannce 32 1029 8 1069
.Ad ministration 73 2149 I 0 332
Support ý7 1209 260 1556

T'otal 311 241)0 278 3079

At this point, the weapon system and it!? operation have been almost
completely defined. We have estabhlished what the aircraft is and what type

STen',zer et (T.
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of duty will be required of the system. We also have fixed the type of organ-
ization and derived the numbers of people required to staff such an organ-
ization. It is now necessary to determine the nature and scope of the costs
to be estimated. As we said before, these will be the costs of procuring ten
wings of B-x aircraft and operating them for five years.

MAJOR COST CATEGORIES

In the analysis of an individual weapon system, the costs are divided into
three major categories: research, development, test, and evaluation costs;
initial investment costs; and annual operating costs. RDT&E costs repre-
sent all outlays necessary to bring a weapon system into readiness for

introduction into the active inventory. These are costs which are encount-
ered only once, and are not related to the size of the force to be procured.
Initial investment costs are those one-time outlays required to introduce
a new capability into the operational force. These occur mainly after the
RDT&E phase; and, while they are one-time expenditures, they are a
function of the size of the force. Annual operating costs are those outlays
required on a recurring basis to keep the system in operation. They are also
proportional to the force size,

Chronologically, the three sorts of costs occur in the order just given.
although they overlap to some extent. For the purposes of analysis, how-
ever, it is not necessary to treat them in the same order, and in some cases
it is impossible. For example, fuel storage facilities on a base are a fLnction
of the fuel consumption of the weapon systems that use the base. Conse-
quently, fuel consumption - an annual operating cost - must be calculated
prior to estimating the required fuel storage facilities, which are in the
category of initial investment. Analysts must therefore sometimes ignore
the apparent chronology of real life. We will occasionally find it necessary
to do so in what follows. But, in gen .... he organization ofour cost analy-
sis will be to consider RDT&E cos , .rst, and hen those of i,, itiao i.ve' -
ment and annual operation.

Table 9.7 presents a listing of all the subcategories of costs typically
investigated under RDT&E, initial investr.ment, and annual operation. The
B-x is no exception. We shall want to prepare an estimate for each element
appearing in this Table. And, of course, we shall also want to outline the
procedures used in preparing these estimates.

Several cost elements appear in more than one category. For example,
aircraft costs appear in the category of RDT&E to cover the aircraft used
for testing, in the category of initial investment to cover the actual pro-

curement of the veapon system, and in the category of operating costs to
cover the c.-,st of aircraft procured as replacements for those destroyed in
use. N w., the typical aircraft dollar cost estimate is a cost function of the

Ix
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number of aircraft produced. Graphed and properly used, this function
provides the basis for the cost inputs for RDT&E, investment, and operat-
ing costs. The level of detail required to prepare each of these estimates will
obviously be the same, since all the aircraft are manufactured as part of a
regular production run, and are identified within a particular estimating
category only after production. It is therefore necessary to estimate air-
craft costs only once. Although Table 9.7 repeats the aircraft cost element
three times, this is done merely to make the point that the estimating level
is the same. In practice, the aircraft cost curve is generated and then used
to obtain the proper figures foi the various categories.

CALCULATION OF RDT&E COSTS FOR THE B-x SYSTEM

RDT&E costs are separated into two subcategories: (1) Design and De-
velopment and (2) System Test.

Design and Development
T' cost of the design and development of the airframe includes initial
eng.neering, development support (that is, manufacturing labor and mate-
rials used to support the engineering function), and initial tooling. The

j design and development costs for the engines include the test equipment,
prototypes, mock-ups, facilities, and the scientific and engineering man-
power required to accomplish preflight rating and qualifications. The
design and development costs for avionics are projected in the same level
of detail as those for the engines.

Airframe. Design and development for airframes is projected in the
following classes: Initial Engineering, Development Support, and Initial
Too!ing.

(a) initial Engineering. The general equation for determining the initial
engineering hours is:

Log engineering hours = 0.90462 + 0.54716(logkn)
0.8800(Iog thrust).

Substituting the appropriate data from Table 9.1, we derive the following:

Log engineering hours =0.90462 - 0.54716 (log 1260 kn)
S-i- 0.8800 (log 103,200 lb)

-- 7.01117.

Hence, te B-x will require 10.260.000 initial engineering hours. From a
sample of aircraft, we can conclude that the average cost per engineering
hour will be $10.50 (in 1962 dollars). 7 The RDT&E engineering cost,
theretore, w;l1 be:

Thi, d(,-lar r,_tc ,*as computed from the m1os recent contracts available. The size of
the aircraft sample varied from 15 to 25, depending on the. ýailability of data. in this
case, sore 20 aircraft were studied.

* \
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Engineering cost = 10,260,000 hr x $10.50/hr
= $107,730,000.

(b) Development Support. Development support costs, which include
items like the static test vehicle, mock-ups, test parts, and the labor and
materials costs in support of the engineering effort, are estimated as a
function of the initial engineering hours. On the basis of roughly the same
aircraft sample, and again using the 1962 rate, the hourly cost of this
support can be calculated at $16.00.
Thus:

Development support = 10,260,000 eng hr x $16.00/hr
= $164,160,000.

(c) Initial Tooling. An estimating relationship for projecting initial
tooling hours is:

Log initial tooling = 2.79589 + 0.6637 (log kn)
+ 0.46715 (log [(gross wt x max thrust) 10-61).

Substituting the appropriate information from Table 9.1, we derive the
following:

Log initial tooling = 2.79589 + 0.6637 (3.10037)
+ 0.46715 (log [(350,000 lb x 103,200 lb)10-*]}.

= 6.98872.

The B-x will thus require 9,744,000 initial tooling hours. At a 1962 rate of
$9.15 per hour,8 we have, therefore, this cost estimate:

Initial tooling cost = 9,744,000 hr x $9.15/hr
= $89,157,600.

Engines. Engine costs can be calculated by using regression analysis to
develop estimating relationships from data on earlier turbojet engines with
afterburners. An examination of a variety of parameters indicates that the
best correlation is between cost and engine thrust. Since experience suggests
that RDT&E monies continue to be spent as more engines are produced, a

S~number of equations are possible. The cost equations for 10), 1000, and

2000 engines are as follows:

Lop yloo = 5.43655 + 0.71055 (log thrust), J
Log yiooo = 5.51180 + 0.71055 (log thrust), j
Log Y2oO- = 5.56035 + 0.71055 (log thrust).

Assuming a planned production of, say, 1000 engines for the B-x, the
R&D engine cost can be determined directly, as follows:

8 This rate includes tooling material.
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Log yioo - 5.51180 ± 0.71055 (log 25,800 Ib)
8.64646.

Thus, the initial engine cost will be $443,006,000.
A vionics. Mathematic relationships for cost-estimating the development

of advanced avionics have not reached general use at this time. Devising
them entails reviewing the cost of existing avionic systems, ascertaining
the differences between the existing systems and the advanced ones, estimat-
ing the costs of development for individual components, and then sum-
ming these figures and adding 20 per cent for integrating the new compo-
nents into the new airframe. For the B-x, we are able to escape this task,
since it uses the same avionics as the B-52. RDT&E is allotted solely for
integrating B-52 equipment into the B-x.

System Test
System Test includes the costs for the test vehicles; such support costs as
those for test vehicle spares, ground support equipment, mobile training
units, test facilities, data reduction and analysis, maintenance, and supply;
and such operations costs as those for fuel, ordnance, and the engineering,
tooling, manufacturing labor, material, and personnel required for the
flight test program.

Flight Test Vehicle Production. The number of test vehicles to be used
for the system test, and therefore chargeable to the RDT&E portion of the

cost of the system, is determined by how much the development of the
B-x pushes the state-of-the-art. Since, however, the B-x system obviously
benefits from the B-58 development in its speed and size, and from the
F-I I development in its variable wing geometry, and since no new avion-
ics are necessary, we will assume that only 10 vehicles need to be charged
against the system test. If the system were to put greater demands on the
state-of-the-art, considerably more vehicles might be necessary in the test
inventory.

As explained previously, the cost of the aircraft used as test vehicles in
the RDT&E program is obtained from a cost-quantity relationship. The
creation of this relationship is the next step in the estimating process. The
level of ,detail used in this estimate requires the division of the aircraft
production costs into discrete elements which lend themselves to consistent
treatment by the use of estimating relationships. These elements are as
follows:

Airframe manufacturing labor

Airframe manufacturing materials

Airframe sustaining and rate tooling
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Airframe sustaining engineering
Engines
Avionics.

The estimation of the cost of each elemen: is a function of the number
of aircraft to be produced. "this is because of the effect of learning upon
production costs. Because the cost-quantit relation for each of the
elements appears as a straight line when plotted on log-log coordinates, it
is necessary to know only the slope of the function and one point on the
curve in order to estatlish the cost-quantity relation over the entire pro-
duction range. We shall see that this is so as we go through the estimating
process, and the fact that various elements will be estimated at different
quantity levels should not be disturbing. An estimate at any quantity level
will suffice, since it serves merely to locate the position of the curve.
Knowledge of the slope of the curve allows it to be projected for all
quantities. When the curves for each of the elements listed above have
been developed, they are summed to obtain the cost-quantity relation for
the aircraft. It should be noted that since the slopes of the curves for the
various elements may not be identical, the shape of the curve for the total
aircraft costs may not be a straight line. As a result, if one desires to
extrapolate the curve, he must first extrapolate the individual element

curves and then sum them in order to obtain the correct position of the
curve for the total aircraft costs.[ 2 At this point, we will estimate the aircraft cost-quantty curve. After
this is completed, we will extract the cost of the ten flight test vehicles
from it.

(a) Airframe. Of the four elements we must consider under this heading,
we will estimate the costs of manufacturing labor first. These costs at the
100th unit of the B-x airframe, including the costs of quality control and
design changes, are calculated in two steps.9 We first determine the number-. "•of manufacturing hours:

Log manufacturing hours = 0.16314 + 0.73672 (log gross wt)
4- 0.43113 (log kn)

Ta= 5.58274.
Thus, the manufacturing labor estimate is 383,900 hours at unit 100. The
next step is to multiply this figure against three others- the cost per hGur;
the percentage of the direct hours spent in making design changes; and the
percentage of the direct hours, plus the hours for design changes, spent

'The unit cost, if multiplied by a factor of 1.634, will yield the cumulative average cost
at 100. A list of factors for making this sort of conversion is contained in RM-2786-PR,
SCost-Quantify Caiculator, by J. W. Noah and R. W. Smith, The RAND Corporation,
January 1962.
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for quality control. From an analysis of a sample of 27 aircraft, we know
that the figures for these last three items are $8.26 (1962 dollars), 11 per
cent, and 14 per cent, respectively. Accordingly, we do the following:

Manufacturing cost of
"( 1% design (% quality

100th unit = (mfg hr) ($/hr) anges control

= (383,900) ($8.26) (1.11) (1.14)
= $4,012,600.

Jn general, the manufacturing cost at any particular quantity X can be

determined by the equation Cost = KaXb, where K = 6.762 factor for
75 per cent reduction curve, a = manufacturing cost, X = the quantity,
and b = - 0.415 slope for 75 per cent reduction curve.

The second of the four elements under airframe costs is manufacturing
materials. While general estimating relationships for determining the cost
of materials are incomplete, these costs have been aggregated for a number
of programs, and the interim results of this research suggest that a reason-
able estimate of the cumulative average cost of the B.x at unit 100 would be
$1,850,000. Costs for other quantities can be calculated by using an 89 per
cent log linear unit reduction curve.

The third element is sustaining and rate tooling, which includes the costs
of maiptenance and increased production rates. These costs are estimated
by using a cumulative slope of 0.138 and a factor (F21) as a function of the
rate of aircraft production per month (Rn). In the following example,
where we wish to calculate the cumulative sustaining tooling costs for 100
aircraft produced at the rate of si per month, the exponent 0.4 is a constant
developed through the analysis of data on varying production rates.' 0

Our first step will be to calculate Fn:

Fn - Rn0 "4

IW2.0,8.

This factor we use to solve the following tquation, where "Initial Tooling"
refers to RDT&E costs we found earlier, N = the number of aircraft to
be produced, and 0.138 = the cumulative slope.

Sustaining tooling - (Initial Tooling) (FaN 0 ' 3 8 - 1)
= $89,157,600 (2.048 > 1000-138-1)
= $255,526,000. or $2.56 million per aircraft.

10 R will vary with time and the total number of aircraft to be produced. The rate used
in calculating F. is illustrative only-

rL
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The last element under airframe costs is sustaining engineering. The

number of hours required for sustaining engineering is estimated by using
the initial RDT&E engineering hours (which we calculated earlier at
10,260,000) and a cumulative slope with a value of 0.200. The general j
equation and its specific applic;ation to the B-x system are as follows,"'
where N = number of aircraft produced:

Cumulative average sustaining engineering hours
I(RDT&E eng hr) x N 0.200 - (RDT&E eng hr)]/N

= [(10,260,000) x 1000.200- (10,260,000)1il00.
= 154,926.

Recalling that the average cost per engineering hour is $10.50, we can
quickly determine the over-all cost:

Cumulative average sustaining engineering cost
-=- l4,926 hr x $10.50/hr
= $1,626,723.

(b) Engines. The production cost of the 2000th engine, on a cumulative
average curve with a 90 per cent slope, is given directly by the following
equation:

Log y = 1.67795 + 0.87255 (log thrust).
(c) Avionics. The prime reference that we will use to estimate the pro-

duction costs of the avionics for the B-x system is T.O.-00-25-30, Unit

Costs of Aircraft. Guided Missiles, and Engines. If, on the basis of data in
this reference, we take the B-52 costs shown for "Electronics" and "Others,
including armament" (subtracting the missile costs indicated), and add
$100,000 for flight electronics, we get a figure of $700,000 per unit for the
first 100 units. Calculated fully, the total costs of avionics production for
10 wings are approximately $100,000,000.

Having calculated the separate costs of the elements of the B-x test
vehicles, we may now plot these costs on log-log coordinates and sum
them into the curve representing total aircraft costs. These results areI: illustrated in Fig. 9.4 (p. 177) and Table 9.8.

From Fig. 1.4, we may extract the average cost of each of the test
vehicles, the first ten aircraft to be manufactured. This figure is $30.7
million, giving us a total of $307 million for the ten vehicles.

Flight Test Operations. The costs of flight test operation have been
aggregated for a number of progrims, including fighter, bomber, and cargo

"11 This is a single-point illustration. Additional calculations must be made to plot the
type of curve shown later in Fig. 9.4.
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TABLE 9.8
Cumulative average 1--oduetion costs - B-Ix system

(in N million)

Quantity
Cost Element

10 50 100 200 400

Sustaining engineering 6.25 2.58 1.63 1.02 0.63
Sustaining and rate

tooling 3.38 2.98 2.56 1.48 0.85
Manufacturing labor 14.78 8.34 6.56 4.86 3.68
Material 2.63 2.06 1.85 1.65 1.47
Engines 2.62 2.05 1.85 1.67 1.51
Avionics I C 0.78 0.70 0.62 0.56

Total 30.66 18.79 15.15 11.30 8.70

aircraft, but no one has yet succeeded in relating these costs to aircraft
performance or hours of test. We can find some general guidance in past
experience, however. Thus, while the B-x is a large supersonic bomber, its
test requirements probably fall somewhere between those of the B-58 and
the B-52, both of which required a larger fleet of test vehicles. Since their
operating costs were between $105 and $185 million, we can make a rough
estimate that $150 million will be necessary for the B-x.

Flight Test Support. A review of previous system tests indicates that
support costs will average approximately 25 per cent of the cost of the
test vehicles. Thus, for the B-x system,

Support = 0.25 x $307,000,000
= $77,000,000.

MAJOR COST CATEGORIES FOR INITIAL INVEStMENT

We turn now to the matter ofestimating the costs of initial investment, the
second of the three main divisions of any cost analysis of a new individual
weapon system. For an aircraft system, these costs are usually divided
among ten major categories: facilities, primary mission equipment (PME),unit support aircraft, aerospace ground equipment (AGE). miscellaneous •

equipment, stocks, spares, personnel training, initial travel, and initial
transportation. We shall take up these categories in the order given,
characterizing them briefly and then providing an estimate of the cost the
B-x would involve in each.

CALCULATION OF INITIAL INVESTMENI' COSTS

In determining these costs, we benefit again from the fact that the B-x is

I'i
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assumed to be the replacement for the B-52. Indeed, as we shall see in the
course of this discussion, the costs for two of the ten categories remain
essentially what they were for the B-52, and in severa! other cases they
change only in part.

Facilities

To determine whether or not additional investment in facilities is necessary
at the bases the B-x will inherit from the B-lc2, we must compare what the
B-x requires with what already exists on these bases. We need to discover
if enough land is available, if utilities and ground improvements are
required, and if there are adequate facilities for fuel storage, operations
and training, maintenance, supply, medical care, administration, housing,
and community activities,

Using AFM 86-4, Standard Facility Requirements, as a guide, we find
that, since the B-x is smaller than the B-52, requires less runway, has the
same armament, and entails only a small increase in personnel, the B-52
bases are generally quite satisfactory. The one significant exception con-
cerns fuel storage. An examination of the Air Force Inventory of Military
Reid Property indicates that the storage capacity of a typical single-wing
B-52 base is 2.54 million gallons. In light of the fuel consumption and
flying program scheduled for the B-x, this capacity will fall some 1.95
million gallons short of providing for tbe 60-day fuel reserve specified in
AFM 172-3, Peacetime Planning Factors. We can demonstrate this fact,
and calculate the cost of building the necessary additional storage facilities,
as follows. First, we need to determine the annual fuel consumption. We
saw earlier12 that the monthly flying schedule for each B-x wing is 855 hours;
we will show later13 that the cost for fuel is about $266 per flying hour,
assuming a fuel cost of $0.10 a gallon. Thus,

Annual fuel consumption -$266/hr x 855 hr/mo x 12 mo
S• $0. 10/gai

= 27.3 million gal.

The following calculation gives us the gallons of storage required:

Gallons of required storage = 2 7 .3 ( 60-day reserve

( 365 days/
= 4.49 million gal.

The difference between this 4.49 million figure and the corresponding
2.54 million figure for the typical B-52 base is 1.95 million. According to
data provided in AFP 88-OOb-l, USAF Construction Pricing Guide, and

12 p. 159.
"13 P. is",
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shown in Fig. 9.3, it can be estimated that the cost per gallon of under-
ground storage will be $0.65. Therefore. the initial investment cost fot
additional fuel storage facilities for each B-x base will be

1.95 million ($0.65) = $1.3 million.

But this $1.3 million is not the only initial investment cost that should
be estimated for facilities. It is only the most obvious one. Experience sug-
gests that it would be naTve to believe that introducing the B-x would neces-
sitate no other changes. This is particularly true of maintenance facilities,

I
where access ramps and certain equipment and tools are designed for a
specific aircraft. Something on the order of $1 millioa for each base should
probably be provided, therefore, to handle unexpected requirements.
Together with the estimate for new fuel storage, we thus have a total of [
$2.3 milliun for initial investment in facilities - a reasonable figure, con-
sidering that it amounts to less than 5 per cent of the value of thL average
base.

I ! 2.0

- I
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Storage (thousands of gallons)

Fig. 9.3 - Cost of installed underground fue! s!totage
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Primary Mis;ion Equipment
Under the conditions that have already been outlined for the organization

and operation of the B-x system, we know that ten wings will require a
total purchase of 207 aircraft :14

R&D aircraft 10
UE aircraft 150
Command support aircraft 15
Replacement (5-yr operation) 32

Total 207

For the purposes of cost analysis, it is the second two sorts of aircraft - the
UE and the command support aircraft - that constitute the primary mis-
sion equipment.

But to estim'te the cost of initial investment in PME, we must also
bring into the calculation the cost of the aircraft that will be bought to
replace the PME lost through attrition. This is necessary even though
attrition is an annual operating expense, since we not only have no way of
knowing when attrition will occur, but also have every reason to believe
that it will not wait until we have purchased all of our PME. The most
plausible way to proceed, then, is simply to find the cost of all the aircraft
we will buy in five years of operation (other than for R&D), determine the
average cost of these aircraft, and multiply that cost against the number of
PME aircraft the B-x system will require.

Now it is evident that the cumulative average cost for the aircraft pur-
chased varies with the total nutiber of planes pruduced. This is due to
learning, or improvement in methods and techniques, as well as the fact
that tools, prqduction fixtures, and other capital items may be amortized

over a larger number of units. Estimating and expressing this cost-quantity
relationship is an extremely important part of any weapon system cost
analysis, and poscb piublems that have received a great deal of attention.
The cost-quantity curve that we will use here is known technically as a
cumulative average cost curve; it is a type of learning curve in which the
plot of points is generated by dividing the sum of the costs of the first n
items by n for each nth observation. For the B-x, this simply means that
a summation of the costs for the airframe, engines, and avionics, all
estimated at various total production levels, will yield the necessary curve.
This curve i; shown in Fig. 9.4.

Since the R&D program has been allocated, and will pay for, the first
ten aircraft, we wish to find the average unit cost from unit II through
unit 207. Using the curve in Fig. 9.4. we can calculate this figure as follows:

14 The source of the figure for attrition is discussed on pp. 181-182.

I-
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Fig. 9.4 - Cost-quantity relation

Cumulative average cost throuah unit 207 = $11.3 million,
ON-,1"; -yr., kV%; a~v c a•utt a, unit I0 =- $3v3, I million,

207 x $11.3 million $2339.1 million,
10 x $30.7 million $307.0 million.

The difference between these last two figures gives us the cost of units
11 through 207: $2032.1 million. Thus, the average cost of these 197
aircraft is

$2032.1 million
197 acft - $10.3 million/acft.

Therefore, the initial investment i.ost of the 150 UE aircraft and the 15
command support aircraft that constitute the PME in ten wings of the .8-x
system is

(150+15) ($10.3 million) $1699.5 million.

(II l .
f \ I
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Unit Support Aircraft
This category includes the C-123, U-3, and T-29 aircraft assigned to the
base for administrative and training support. These aircraft will be inher-
ited, with the base, from the B-52 system, and, therefore, no investment costs
are incurred.

Aerospace Ground Equipment
We include under AGE three types of equipment, and the spares for each:
common equipment, such as that used to refuel, service, and tow the air-
craft; specialized equipment, which is designed along with the aircraft; and
all training devices.

An estimating relationship for determining the cost of AGE for the B-x
can be found by examining the Air Force Force and Financial Program
for figures on aircraft which are currently in production, noting planned
expenditures wherever it is poissble to do so. Such an investigation sug-
gests that all AGE items, for a:l years and all aircraft examined, will equal
about 7 per cent of the cost of the aircraft themselves. Consequently, we
can use this figure for the B-x:

S007 ($1699.5 million) = $119.0 million.

Miscellaneous Equipment
This category includes general purpose vehicles, construction equipment,
materiel handling equipment, general purpose communications equipment,
mess hall equipment, and general purpose maintenance equipment. On
bases such as those the B-x will use, this type of equipment will already
exist, at an estimated average value of $1500 per military man. As Table
9.6 indicates, the number of military personnel nteded in the B-x system
will be 2801, just 23 more than the average of 2778 that staff the B-52 bases
the B-x will inherit. But a small increase in personnel does not automatical-
ly mean an immediate $1500 increase per man in such organizational equip-
ment. The mess halls, fu; example, should be put under no great strain.
Therefore, we can say that essentially no initial investment is required in
this cost category.

"Stocks
Initial stocks are largely inherited with the B-52 base. They include such
items as personnel supplies; facilities maintenance supplies; organizational
equipment supplies; and petroleum fuel, oil, and lubricants (POL). Only
the latter, as we saw earlier,' 5 will increase. The amount of the increase

15 On p. 174.

L
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will be equal to the value of the extra 1.95 million gallons of fuel required,
which, at about $0.10 per gallon, is $0.2 million.

Spares
Spares for AGE and training equipment are included in the cost of that
equipi-nent itself. Initial spares needed elsewhere in the B-x system can be
calculated - as experience suggests - at 20 per cent of the cost of the
aircraft:

0.20 k$1699.5 million) = $339.9 million.

Personnel Training
Some crew retraining will be required to make the transition from the B-52
to the B-x. One of the future B-x bases will temporarily become a training
base; all of the crews in the ten wings will there receive instruction by SAC
personnel. From historical experience, we can assi.;ne that this training
will take 10 weeks and involve some 50 hours of flying for checkout in the
B-x. The direct costs can, therefore, be estimated at $41,350 per crew, by
making the relevant calculations for the costs of POL,i6 PME mainte-
nance. 17 and TDY and miscellaneous expenses.'& Thus:

POL = $266/flying hr x 50 hr = $13,300
PME maintenance = $501/flying hr x 50 hr = 25,050

TDY and miscellaneous = $1000/man x 3 crewmembers = 3,000

Total = $41,350

Both the POL and the maintenance costs, however, represent annual
operating c- sis. Hence, only the TDY and miscellaneous costs can be

charged to personnel training. Since we have 39 crews in a wing, and we
are calculating these costs for ten wings, our estimated initial investment in
training will be

39 x 10 x $3000 = $1,2 million.

Initial Travel
The costs of initial travcl - the costs of bringing new military personnel
into the B-x system - are actually a good deal higher than the fact that only
23 men are being added per wing would suggest. This is so because the
system gains these 23 men by dropping 76 cicers from the B-52 organi-

16 The derivation of POL cost ($266) is shown on p. 184,
7 ! .e total for PME maintenance is the sum of the cost per flyirng hour for base mate-

r al; (68.60) and depot maintenance ($432.09). The den vation of these figures is shown
onp. 183.
"' We assume $1000 per man, primarily to cover the costs of travel to and from the
training base. ("TDY" stands for temporary duty.)

, \
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zation and adding 99 airmen. Since the initial travel costs of an airman
averages $12S, and 99 airmen are involved, the cost lhe for ten wings will

i $128 x 99 x 10 ý $0.1 million.

Initial Transportation
Initial transportation costs are those incurred in transporting all new
equipment to the base, with the exception of the PME and POL (The
PME are flown in as part of the flying program, and POIL is quoted on a
delivered basis.) Items that would normally have '• oe transported are in
the categories of Miscellaneous Equipment, Spares, and AGE; for the B-x
system, as we have seen, nothing will be spent under Miscellaneous Equip-

I ment. In this case, inerefore, the total transportation cost for ten wings is
calculated by taking 1 1/2 per cent of the cost in each of the remaining
categories and adding:

AGE = 0.015 x $119.0 million =- $1.79 million
Spares = 0.015 x $339.9 million = $5.10 million

Total = $6.89 million

MAJOR COST CATEGORIES FOR ANNUAL OPERATION

Annual Operating Costs is the last of the three main categories of any cost
analysis. When dealing with an aircraft system, the analyst typically

[I estimates these costs in terms of eleven subcategories: facilities replace-
ment and maintenance (R&M), PME replacement, PME maintenance,
PME POL, unit support aircraft POL and maintenance, AGE R&M,
"personnel pay and allowances, personnel replacement training, annual

F: travel, annual transportation, and annual services. As before, we will
follow this order in our discussion, defining each category briefly as we
encounter it. To avoid repeating a fact that applies to each of them, let u-,
note once again that we are concerned in this analysis with the costs of
operating 10 wings of the B-x for five years.

CALCULAT!ON 3r ANNUA.L OPERATING COSTS

Facilities Replacement and Maintenance
This category includes the costs of all normal base maintenance, which we

I =can calculate by means of an estimating relationship that has been devel-
4 1 oped from historical data. It indicates that facilities R&M will equal 5 per

cent of the base value plus $450 for each airman and officer on the base.
The part of th-s relationship that depends on personnel strength covers
utilities, office equipment, and military personnel supplies, while the part
that depends un base value covers the maintenance of runways, road&,
buildings, equipment, and so on.

.9
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The value of thc. a,,, B-52 ' i., difficult to obtain. Many of the
bases were acquired years ago at prices which would have to be adjusted
to today's levels. In addition, most of the bases have been used for various
weapon systems, and as a result have been modified many times, at widely
varying costs, which tends to compound the difficulty. From the facts at
hand, however, and from the values listed in the Air Force In-entory of
Military Real Property, it can be estimated that the average base has a
current value of about $75 million. The annual facilities R&M is then

/$75 million / 2801
0.05 base value - $450 military = $5.01 million per base.

-personnel)

Thus:
$5.01 million x 10 bases x 5 yr = $250.5 million.

PME Replacement
In a normal flying program, provision must be made for the replacement of
aircraft which are destroyed .,- lost. This attrition varies between aircraft
types, and also with experience with the aircraft. Traditionally, the intro-
duction of a new aircraft into the inventory is accompanied by a high
attrition rate. As experience is gained by flving the plane, this rste falls
rapidly, and then approaches stability. The attrition rate is usually higher
for high-performance, many-sortie aircraft than for low-performance or
long-endurance aircraft.

lIn practice, the total number of aircraft purchased for a weapon system
includes those allocated for replacement because of attrition. To forecast
the number necessary, information is required about (a) the projected life
of the weapon system (or the number of years of operation for which
replacement aircraft will be provided), (b) the number of flying hours each
year the weapon system will operate, and (c) the relationship between the
number of aircraft destroyed and the number of hou-s I, own. by the air-
craft. The total number of flying hours for the system may be calculated by
imultiplying (a) by (b). Replacement aircraft must be purchased for this
life span. From (c), the cumulative number of aircraft destroyed for this
period may be obtained.

The first two facts are easily established for any particular system, and
may be ascertained for various uperational levels. In the present case, and
on the basis of information we have already derived, we can expect a five-
year program of 513,000 flying hours.

To determine the relationship indicated in (c), we can turn to copies of
the Air Force Statistical Digest for 1949 through 1962. which will provide
attrition data for jet fighters and bomber systems that have accumulated

! "',.
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between one and six million flying hours. If we gather data on both the
flying hours and the number of aircraft dest-oyed, analyze it on a quarterly
basis, and plot the results on log-log paper, we have the graph shown in
Fig. 9.5. It is apparent from this graph that attrition bands exist which
portray the attrition history of fighters and bombers and that these bands
have different slopes.

The B-x is an aircraft about which little is known in general, and even
less about its attrition rate. It is a bomber, but incorporates some of the
characteristics of a fighter, particularly in its speed and variable wing geom-
etry (Table 9.1). However, the 3-x does not push the state-of-the-art. We
saw before that the B-x requires no new avionics and benefits from the
B-58 and F-I ll development programs.19 Considering these facts and the
rapid advance in technology, we can safely choose an attrition curve in the
middle of the bomber band in Fig. 9.5. Reading directly from this Figure
for 513,000 flying hours, therefore, we can estimate that 32 B-x aircraft
will be attrited in 5 years of operation. At an average cost of $10.3 million,20

PME replacement aircraft will thus cost

32 aeft x $10.3 million/acft = $329.6 million.

100

"100

B-x
~10

Io i- I Ip, m ,. m m a

10 '103 `10 10 1e 1O1

System flying hours

Fig. 9.5 - Aircraft destroyed versus system flying hours

"19 See p. 169.
20 See p. 177.
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PME Maintenance
The maintenance requirements of a postulated aircraft system can be
forecast oniy generally. From historical maintenance data on seven bomb-
ers which are, or have been, in the force, we can, however, derive two
workable estimating relationships. These relationships require (as inputs)
the cost of the aircraft and the combat speed. They yield (as outputs)
estimates of the base material cost per flying hour, and the total depot
maintenance cost per flying hour. (The cost of labor for base maintenance
is estimated under the category of maintenance personnel.)

The equations for these two relationships are as follows:

a) Base material costs
(in dollars) per flying hour = 31.81 + 0.00584X1 ,

where
Xi = level-off cost of aircraft in thousands of dollars;

b) Depot maintenance cost
(labor and material)
per flying hour (in dollars) = 14.526 - 0.0498XI + 0.0824X 2,

where

X, = level-off cost of aircraft in thousands of dollars,
X2 = aircraft combat speed in knots.

For the B-x, the cost-quantity curve in Fig. 9.4 indicates a level-off
cost of about $6.3 million.2 ' Table 9.1 indicates a combat speed of approxi-
mately 1260 knots. Substituting these values in the above equations
yields $68.60 per flying hour for base material costs, and $432.09 per
flying hour for depot maintenance:

a) Base material costs
(in dollars) per flying hour = 31.81 -+ 0.00584XI

_?.1 .A_ nMzR4($6300)
- jl.81 4- $.26 79
- $68.60.

b) Depot maintenance cost
(in dollars) per flying hour = 14.526 + 0.0498XI

-;- 0-0824X.-
= 14.526 - 0.0498($6300)

+ 0.0824(1260 kn)
- 14.526 $V-13,74 4- 103.82
- $432.09.

"Taken at the 900th level.

, \
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With a five-year flying hour program of 513,000 hours, these figures
become:

For base materials $ 35.2 million
For depot maintenance 222.0 million

Total $257.2 million

PME POL
The fuel consumption of the B-x may be inferred from the design of the
aircraft and its mission. Table 9.1 states that the cange of the B-x is 6300
nautical miles, and general design practice is such that 90 per cent of the
fuel carried by the aircraft will be consumed flying this distance. The fuel
capacity, also given in Table 9.1. is 201,450 pounds (31,000 gallons), and
90 per cent of this is 27,900 gallons. Si*ce fuel consumption is usually
stated in terms of gallons per hour, the distance must be converted into
hours of flying time. This can be done by assuming that the average speed

of the B-x is about 600 knots. The flying time is then 6 - 10.5 hours.
6(00

Thus, 27,900 gallons of fuel are consumed in 10.5 hours, or 2660 gallons
are consumed per hour. At $0.10 per gallon, therefore, the cost for fuel is
about $266 per flying hour.

It follows that the cost for POL for ten wings flying a total of 513,000
hours is

$266 x 513,000 hr = $136.5 million.

Unit Support Aircraft POL and Maintenance
-. I POL. We assumed earlier that each crew would spend eight hours a month

flying trainer and cargo aircraft. 22 With 39 crews per wing, this comes to
312 hours a month; for a ten-wing force operating for five years, it comes
"to 187,200 hours. From data in AFM 172-3, Peacetime Planning Factors,

e nstimate the cn-st of POL for the unit rupport aircraft at W ner

flying hour, and thereby arrive at a five-year cost of $7.5 million.
Maintenance. Again from data in AFM 172-3, we can estimate the cost

of base maintenance materials and depot maintenance at $30 per flying
hour, and thus calculate a five-year cost of $5.6 million.

The sum of the costs for POL and maintenance gives us a total in this

category of $13.1 million.
AGE R&M

From historical data, we can estimate the cost of AGE R&M as the
g- sum of two figures: 15 per cent of the investment in AGE and 11 per

' 1 See p. 155.
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cent of the investment itn organizational (miscellaneous) equipment. We
saw earlier that -\GE will cost about $119.0 millhon.2  Thus, the first total
we require is

0.15 x. $119.0 million = $17.9 million.

We have also seen that each wing in the B-x system will require 2801
military personnel, .sn4 that, historically, the average v'aluc cif he organi-
ze.tioal equipment will be $1 500 per man.2 4 Thus, for the second total we
have

0. 11 [10 wings ($1500 x 2801)] = $4.6 million.

The five-year cost of AGE R&M will thus be $112.5 million.

Personnet Pay and A llowances
This, category includes pay, personnel benefits, food, and other a!lowances.
According to recent estimates made by 0. Hansen. 25 these costs amount to
$11,550 for rated officers, $9190 for nonrated officers, $3910 for airmen,
and $7350 for USAF civilian personnel. Since rated officerS2 6 in nonflying
positions draw flying pay, and since the number of officers in such positions
appears to equal 10 per cent of the flying officers, we can restructure
the data given in Table 9.6 and calculate as follows for one B-x wing:

Rated officers 215 at $11,500 -$ 2.5 million
Nonrated officers 96 9,190 = 0.9 million
Airmen 2490 3,910 = 9.7 million
Civilians 278 7,350 = 2.0 million

Total 3079 $15.1 million

Thus, for ten wings and five years,

$•5.• ,,mi....... x 1 wings x 5 yr = $755 million.

Personnel Replacement Training
Normal personnel turnover requires that replacement personnel be trained
to maintain the required organizational proficiency. Turnover rates vary
between different categories of personnel; according to 0. Hansen's
calculations, 27 they average 4.64 per cent per year for pilots, 3.85 per cent

21 See p. 178.
""see Table 9.6 and p. 178.
25 Unpublished studies of USAF civilian and military personnel cost factors.
56 The 1963 edition of the Air Force Statistical Digest shows that 692 per cent of SAC
officers are rated.
=: Unpublished study of USAF personnel turnover rates.
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per year for other crew officers, 8.22 per cent per year for ncnrated offlccrs,
and 14.61 per cent per year for airmen.

AFM 172-3, Peacetime Planning FactL,s, provides training costs as
follows:

Pilots: $ 4,220 Officer basic training
t75.000 Pilot undergraduate training

1,000 Upgrade training

$80,220 Total
Navigator-Bombardiers: $ 4,220 Officer basic training

45,000 Navigator-bombardier training
1,000 Upgrade training

S$50,220 Total

Nonrated Officers: $ 4,220 Officer basic trainiag
5,473 Average cost of all nonflying

courses

1 $ 9,693 Total
SAirmen: 650 Basic training

3,223 Average cost of all courses

$ 3,873 Total

* Assuming that two-thirds of the rated officers will have received pilot
training, and the other third, navigator-bombardier training, the turnover
costs for one wing can therefore be calculated as follows:

Pilots = 0.0464 x 0.667 x 215 = 6.654 = 7
7 x $80,220 = $561,540

Other Crew Officers = 0.0385 x 0.333 x 215 = 2.756 = 3
3 x $50,220 150,660

No.r.... Offlccr-- ,.2 V Zx 96 = 7.89i = 8
8 x $9,693 = 77,544

Airmen = 0.1461 x 2490 = 363.789 = 364
364 x $3,873 = 1,409,772

Total Turnover Cost = $2,199,516
Thus,

$2.2 million x 10 wings x 5yr = $110.0 million.

Annual Trarel

The costs of annual travel and initial travel are analogous in that both
cover the cost of bringing personnel and their dependents to the base.
Annual travel, however, involves replacement personnel, and therefore the
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expense is a recurring operatirng cost. It can be calculated. from historical
data, at $128 for an airman and $660 for an officer. Since we saw, in the
previous category, that the annual turnover could be estimated at 18 offi-
cers and 364 airmen, we can thus calculate the cost of annual travel to be

18 officers x $660 = $11,880
364 airmen x $128 = $46,592

Total = $58,472
Thus,

$58,472 x 10 wings x 5 yr = $2.9 million.

Annual Transportation
Initial transportation was classed as an investment cost, and was estimated
to be 1 !/2 per cent of the value of those items which were trans!'orted
to the base as part of the B-x weapon system. The materials which are
consumed in the operation of the weapon system also require trans•,rtation,
and the same estimating relationship can be used to determine their cost.
The items used in this relationship are AGE replacement, organizational
equipment replacement, and base level PME maintenance materials. The
five-year cost of the last of these items we calculated earlier at $35.2
million.28 The first twe we can determine as follows, using numbers that
we have already derived:

Organizational Equipment
= $1500/man x 2801 personnel
= $4,201,500;

0.11 x $4,201,500 - $462,165 x 10 wings = $4,621,650
AGE Replacement 0.15 x $118,965,000 = 17,844,750

Total = $22,466,400

The total in these categories for five years will thus be $112,332,000.
Adding in the cost of base PME maintenance materials and taking 1 1/2
per cent of the total will give us a total five-year cost estimate for annual
transportation of $2.2 million:

0.015 x $147,523,800 = $2,212,857.

Annual Services
The category of Annual Services includes the costs of materials, supplies,
and contractual services for such functions as base administration, flight
service, supply operations, food and medical services, and operations and

maintenance of organizational equipment. Historically, this cost can be

SSec pp. 183-184.
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estimated at $400 per military man. For the B-x, therefore, the estimated
cost of annual services will be

$400/man x 2801 personnel x 10 wings x 5 yr = $56.0 million.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The results of this cost analysis of the B-x system may be presented in a
variety of ways, and we will illustrate each of them. First, and most obvious-
ly, we can provide the sort of summary shown in Table 9.9, which lists
the costs of develonment and procurement of the ten wings of B-x, and of
their operatien for five years.

TABLE 9.9
Summary of costs - &x- system

Per Cent Cost
Cost Category of Total (In $ Million)

Research and Development
Design and Development 60.7 824.0
System Test 39.3 534.0

Total 100.0 $1358.0

Initial Investment (10 Wings)
Facilities 1.1 23.0
PME 77.5 1699.5
Unit Support Aircraft - 0.0
AGE 5.4 119.0
Miscellaneous Equipment - 0.0
Stocks 0.1 2.0
Spares 15.5 339.9
Personnel Training 0.1 1.2
Initial Travel - 0.1
Initial Transportation 0.3 6.9

Total 100.0 2191.6

Operation (10 Wings. 5 Years)
Facilitics R&M 12.4 250.5
PME Replacement 16.3 329.6
PME Maintenance 12.7 257.2
PMEPOL 6.7 136.5
Unit Support Aircraft POL and

- Maintenance 0.6 13.1
AGER&M 5.6 112.5
Personnel Pay and Allowances 37.3 755.0
Personnel Replacement Training 5.4 110.0
Annual Travel 0.1 219Annual Transportation 0.1 2.2
Annual Services 2.8 56.0

Total 100.0 2025.5

Grand Total $5575.1
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Such a tabular presentation may be rearranged, however, to place

emphasis upon the relative magnitudes of the various costs. Thus, for the
5-year operation of ten wings of B-x aircraft, Table 9.10 lists those items
which, together, comprise 85 per cent of the total cost of the system.

TABLE 9.10

Those costs comprising 85 Ier cent of tie P.x system cost

Item Cost
(In $ Million) Per Cent

R&D 1358.0 24.4
PME 1699,5 30.5
Personnel Pay and Allowances 755.0 13.6
PME Replacement 329 6 5.9
Spares 339.9 6.1
PME Maintenance 2572 4.6

Total 4739.2 85.1

Table 9.10 illustrates the fact that large amounts of dollar resources are
committed to a few categories. There are particular dangers for the analyst
when this sort of distribution occurs. Errors in estimating key items will
have a marked effect upon the total cost estimate - something which will
be quantitatively treated later.29 It is necessary to be extremely attentive
to these key items if the analysis is to be credible. It is equally necessary to
review continually the status of the key cost items as the weapon system
passes from one stage to the next on the road from conception to
realization.

The concentration of costs in a few categories may lull the analyst into
the belief that the most costly items are the only ones of importance. It is
true that their size causes them to be important per se. but it does not fol-
low that those which cost less are necessarily less worthy of consideration.
For example, of the costs shown in Table 9.9 for the B-x, only 1.97 per
cent of the total system cost is allocated to Personnel Replacement Train-
ing. The cost of this item would hardly be noticed if it were eliminated or
increased ten times, yet its importance is fundamental: The system requires
people to operate it, and if they are unavailable, the system will not work.
The analyst must always remember that the estimated cost of something
may not be indicative of its availability, and it the item is critical to the
system, its degree of availability may eclipse major cost considerations.

Table 9.10 also reveals that replacement due to attrition of the aircraft
will be a major expense. As we have seen, the attrition rate will decrease as

29 See pp. 192 if.
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experience with the aircraft increases, and the cost of attrition may there-
fore be expected to fall somewhat in the years of operation beyond the five-
year period we have used as the basis of this study. Despite this decrease,
the magnitude of the cost involved is such that attrition will probably
always be a major expense in the B-x system.

The over-all results of the analysis may also be presented graphically
in several forms. One such form is a "static" analysis, shown in Fig. 9.6.
The static analysis shows R&D, initial investment, and annual operating
costs for forces of various -es. Since it is oriented to force size, it illus-

Total
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Fig.~~ ~ 9.yeSatc arayi of -xsytem costs

o I I, I
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Fig. 9.6 - Static analysis of B-x system costs(5-year operation)
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trates the effect of the PME cost-quantity curve, the change in attrition
rate with increased flying hours, and other costs that are affected by force
size. It provides a convenient picture of the relative sizes of R&D, invest-
ment, and operating costs for a given operating period, and may be used
in the comparison of alternate weapon systems. It has one major disadvan-
tage, however, which is that it is based upon the artificial premise that a
force of any size could bc obtained in exactly the same amount of time as
any other force. Time phasing is not considered, and therefore the picture is
artificial and distorted. But if this qualification is not forgotten, the static
analysis can be a helpful tool.

A static analysis is done by first making cost estimates at the various
force levels, and then plotting the results. In deriving the individual esti-
mates, care must be taken with the cost of PME, the attrition rate, and
incremental costs. The latter, in particular, require attention, since inheri-
ted assets hiay be large enough to produce no increment in cost at low
force levels, but turn out to be insufficient at higher levels, thereby forcing
an abrupt need for additional outlays.

Complementing the static analysis is the time-phased analysis. While this
sort of analysis overcomes the major disadvantage of the static analysis -
its absence. of time phasing - it cannot account for variations in force size,
as is possible in the static analysis. The two work together. By itself, how-
ever, the time-phased analysis is helpful in comparing different weapon
systems and pointing out differences in "concentrations" of expenditures.
Such results of an analysis for the B-x system are shown in Fig. 9.7.
1000
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"*86~ _Operation
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Fig. 9.7 - Time-phased costs for 11-x system

The time-phased analysis requires information about the amount of time
required for R&D, the rate at which the force is to be built, and *he method
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of paying for the weapon system. For the B-x system, we can estimate that

the R&D program would require about five years. Payment for R&D
would be concurrent with the effort, and would be made as follows:

Per Cent Millions
of of

Year P-yment Dollars
1 5 67.9
2 20 271.6
3 50 679.0
4 20 271.6
5 5 67.9

TO100  1358.0

We can schedule the acquisition of the system as follows: one wing in
the fourth year, four wings in the fifth year, and five wings in the sixth year.
Payment for the acquired wings of aircraft thus requires, in this example,
two years' lead time, with 40 per cent of the total system costs being paid
in year N-2 and 60 per cent being paid in year N-1, where N is the year of
acquisition.

Since operation of the system begins as the wings are phased into the
force, the operating costs will increase until all the Wings are activated,
and then stabilize.

II, SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF THE B-x SYSTEM
While we have now estimated and analyzed the various costs associatedK' with the B-x and compared the relative weight of some of them, in many
respects the analytic task has only begun. It is undoubtedly important, of
course, to produce a set of figures that represents the resource demands of
a weapon system. But it is equally important to understand that the figures
produced may vary if the conditions change from those specified' The
study of the variation of costs in relation to changing assumptibns is
known at;, sensitivity analsysis.

Two general types of sensitivity analysis are common. The first and
simpler type examines the possible effects of errors in the estimating pro-
cesses, and the importance of such errors within the context of the total esti-
mate. It is a method of carrying through the effect of errors in individual
parts of the analysis to the effect on the total estimate. Where errors might
exist, sensitivity analysis provides the tool for indicating their quantitative
importance, thereby providing the analyst with a measure of confidence
in his work.

An example of the application of this typc of analysis is easily drawn
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from the B-x study. The numbers of Organizational Maintenance and Field
Maintenance personnel required for the B-x system were obtained through
the use of an e_,timating relationship developed from experience with cur-
rent aircraft. This was necessary because there is no positive method of
reliably estimating the maintenance personnel requirements of a hypo-
thetical system, when the system is no further defined than the B-x. The
effects of errors in this estimating procies could be explored via sensitivity
analysis.

The second type of sensitivity analysis is concerned with possible varia-
tions in the basic characteristics of the system or its operating assumptions,
and the effect of such variations upon system costs.

Any one of the aircraft's physical characteristics, for example, could be
varied over a selected range, and an analysis made of the change that
could be expected in the total system costs. Examples of such chat acter-
istics that could be (and have been) used in sensitivity analysis are aircraft
weight, speed, runway requirements, fuel capacity or range, and crew
composition. Similarly, deployment may be altered in varying degre~es and
the operating concepts tested accordingly.

Sensitivity analysis concerned with basic system parameters has a sig-
nificance that goes beyond the mere determination of the effect upnr, costs
of variations in the system parameters. Every system has rigid, albeit
sometimes obscure, limitations which cannot be transcended. Examination
of a system for sensitivity can point out these limitations. A few obvious
examples: With a constant wing area, an aircraft can weigh only so much
and still maintain the ability to fly; fuel capacity can be decreased only to
the point beyond which the plane has too little fuel to take off and land;
a plane may not remain airborne for an infinite length of time because of
crew, maintenance, and fuel limitations. On every side of the system are
constraints which restrict the system to a particular set of operational
configura.ions. TO transcend these limitations requires modification of'
the given data or assumptions, and often this is accompanied by steeply
rising costs.

The B-x system can be examined for both types of sensitivity. We will
consider first the effect of errors in the estimating process, and then test
the effect of modifying the operating program,8 0

POSSIBLE ERRORS IN ESTIMATING

In the analysis of the B-x, some resources were estimated using relation-
ships derived from the operation of existing equipment. While these rein-

30 A sensitivity analysis of variations in the basic characteris:ics of the B-x - weight
speed, range, and so on - has been made, but the specific procedures and results are not
demonstrated in this Chapter.
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tionships are the best at hand, their validity is questionable for an aircraft
of such advanced design as the B-x. This is particularly true in the areas of
PME maintenance, PME POL, AGE replacement and maintenance,
portions of the maintenance personnel estimate, and PME replacement.
But a fairly simple sensitivity analysis may be performed for each of these.
Let us take them in turn, and attempt to determine what effect a 50 per
cent error in our estimate for each might have on the five-year operating
costs of the B-x system.

PME Malintenanee, PMEPOL, and A GE R&M
Beginning with our estimate of PME maintenance cost, we can calculate
as follows:

50% PME Maintenance = 0.50 x $257.2 million
= $128.6 million,

$128.6 million
Per Cent of Operating Costs $2025.5 million

= 6.3%.

We may infer from this result that significant errors in estimating main-
tenance costs will not produce concomitantly significant errors in the final
cost estimate. Similar calculations for PME POL and AGE R&M yield
figures of 3.4 per cent and 2.7 per cent, respectively, thus "indicating that the
total operating costs also show low sensitivity to variations in these cate-
gories.

"Maintenance Personnel
Determining the sensitivity of the operating costs to the maintenance
personnel estimate requires a slightly different approach. The maintenance
personnel estimating relationships that should concern us particularly are
those involving the Organizational Maintenance and Field Maintenance
Squadrons. For we find that varying the number of personnel in these
squadrons by ± 50 per cent will affect the number of administrative and
support personnel as well, and the sum of these personnel changes will be
reflected in other related personnel costs. The investment costs affected
will be Facilities, Miscellaneous Equipment, and Initial Travel; and the
operating costs affected will be Facilities Replacement and Maintenance,
Personnel Pay and Allowances, Personnel Replacement Training, and
Annual Travel.

To calculate these modified costs, we must first determine the number of
people involved. From Table 9.3b we note that the Organizational Main-
tenance Squadron will contain 271 men, and that the Field Maintenance
Squadron will contain 39i, fcr a total of 662. If we are 50 per cent off in

!L
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our estimate, we must therefore be concerned with the consequences of
adding or subtracting 331 men from the total. But we know two other
things from estimating relationships discussed earlier:3 ' first, that there
will be 40 administrative personnel associated with these 331 operating and
maintenance personnel, thus giving a total of direct personnel of
371; and, second, that 114 support personnel will be associated with 371
direct personnel. Thus, the total personnel variation will be 485, of whom
13 will be officers, 17 will be civilians, and 455 will be airmen. In other
words, we must actually consider the ffect of adding or subtracting not
331, but 485 personnel.

Now while the addition of this number of people will obviously result
in additional incremental costs, the opposite is not true. Except for $0.1
million in savings in the category of Initial Travel, subtracting 485 people
will not affect the estimates of initial investment costw. The reasons are
clear: Essentially the same number of people man the B-x system as
manned the B-52, and the B-x inherits equipped bases. We can easily add
the additional resources necessary because of increased personnel, but we
cannot subtract resources which already are present. If, then, we work
through the calculations for each of the relevant categories of initial invest-
ment costs to see what effect would follow the addition or subtraction of
485 personnel, we derive these results:

Facilities = + $6.0 million or -$0.0 million
Other Equipment = + 4.5 million or - 0.0 million
Initial Travel = + 0.7 million or - 0.1 million

Total = + $11.2 million or -$0.1 million

On the plus side, this is 0.6 per cent; on the negative 'e, 0.0 per cent.
The effect upon annual operating costs can be calculated in a similar

manner, and wil .. be fun #o be• 1 5.6 per ccit.i

PME Replacement
PME replacement requires still different treatment. It has been expedient
so far to explore the effects of a percentage error on an estimate, and in
these examples we have used ± 50 per cent. The attrition rate, however, was
estimated from data shown in Fig. 9.5. Were we to re-examine these data,
to explore the possibility that the B-x attrition curve might vary from the
one we postulated, we might conclude that a reasonable range of variation
would be between the upper and lower lines of the bomber band. Another
way of saying the same thing is that the attrition rate of the B-x might not

s' See pp. 162-164. ,

II
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be an average, but could vary anywhere within the limits provided by our

experience with bomber attrition.
Varying the attrition rate changes the number of aircraft which must be

purchased for a specific system and specific period of operation, which
in turn varies the amount of money required for PME replacement, When

the quantity of aircraft purchased changes, the cumulative average cost of
the aircraft also changes. As a result, the PME investment costs change, ab
do the costs of AGE and Spare,., both of which are PME dependent items
in the investment category. Similarly, in the category of operating costs,
PME Replacement and AGE R&M will vary.3 2

TABLE 9.11
Effect nf varying attrltion rate

. Attrition

.. " Upper Line Curve Used Lower Line
-+ Bomber Band for B-x Bomber Band

Number of Aircra- a

Destroyed at 513,000
Flying Hours 48 32 16

UE and Command
Support Aircraft 165 165 165

R&D Aircraft 10 10 10

Total Aircraft Buy 223 207 191

j -Cumulative Average
Aircraft Cost' 10.9 11.3 11.7

J Total Aircraft Cost" 2430.7 2339.1 2234.7

R&D Aircraft Cost' 307.0 307.0 307.0

ii ITotal Cost of
-. 1 Operational Aircraft(units i i-207)1 2i23.7 2032.A 1927.7

Averge Cost of

Operational Aircraft' 10.0 10.3 10.7

'All costs in millions of dollars.

" It might also appear that both Initial Transportation and Annual Transuortation

would vary, since they are cilculated as a percentage of it4h cost of PME dependent
items. This, however, is ,oot true, since transportation costs do not change with changes
in the price of the item transperted. This observation highlights one of the dangers in a
generalized estimating relationship uf this type and illustrates the need for the analyst
to understand each such relation and its limitations.

I.I
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Using, then, the number of aircraft destroyed represented by the upper
and lower lines of the bomber band, we can derive for our cost-sensitivity
analysis the data shown in Tables 9.11. 9.12, and 9.13.

"These Tables show that the B-x system is sensitive to any change in
attrition rate. It has already been shown that attrition cost can be expected
to be approximately 16 per cert of the total five-yeat operating costs.33
Now it is apparent from Tables 9.12 and 9.13 that, even if the B-x were c

substantially safer aircraft, itý operating costs would drop only by about
8 per cent, ar.d this would be offset by an :ncrease in the investment cost
of about 4 per cent. Conversely, if the attrition rate were higher, the total
operating costs could increase by about 7 per cent, which again would be
partially offset by a smaller change in the costs of initial investment.

Summary
The results of the cost-sen. ;tivity analysis of each of the catcgories we have
considered are illustrated graphically in Figs. 9.8 and 9.9. These Figures
also show the results of a similar ci-st-sensitivity analysis of PME cost,
R&D, and Personnel Pay and Allowances.

"I ABLE 9.12
Investment cost comparison with different at-ition rates

based upon ten wings
(in $ million)

Attrition
Category Upper Line Curve Used Lower Line

Bomber Band for B-x Bomber Band

Facilities 23.0 23.0 23.0
PME 1650.0 1699.5 1765.5
Unit Support Aircraft 0.0 0.0 00
AUE 115.5 119.0 123.0
Miscellancouz Equipment 0.0 0.0 0.0
Stocks 2.0 2.0 2.0
Spares 330.0 339.9 353.1
Personnel Tra 7ning 1.2 1.2 1.2
Initial Travel 0.1 0.1 0.1
Initial Traimportation 6.9 6.9 6.9

Total 2128.7 2191.6 22748

0 Difference from

Method Chosen 24"% - 8%

- zee Table 9.9.
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TABLE 9.13

Operating cost comparison with different attrition rates
based upon ten wings

(In $ million)

Attrition

Category Upper Line Curve Used Lower Line
Bomber Band for B-x Bomber Band

Facilities R&M 250.5 250.5 250.5
PME Replacement 480.0 329.6 171.2
?ME Maintenance 257.2 257.2 257.2
PME POL 136.5 136.5 136.5
Unit Support Aircraft

POL andMaintenance 13.1 13.1 13.1
AGER&M 110.0 112.5 116.0
Personnel Pay and

Allowances 755.0 755.0 755.0
Personnel Replacement

Training 110.0 110.0 110.0
Annual Travel 2.9 2.9 2.9
Annual Transportation 2.2 2.2 2.2
Annual Services 56.0 56.0 56,0

Total 2173.4 2025.5 1870.6

0 Difference from

Method Chosen +7.3%' - -7.6%4

LV

9 50
3,0 -
~ 3 --20PME maintenance PME POL

S20

10 10 20 30 40 500 10 20 , A0 50

Per cent error in estimated cost

Fig. 9.8 - Effect of estimating crrors upon system operating costs
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Fig. 9.9 - Effect of estimating errors upon total system cost estimate

POSSIBLE VARIATIONS IN OPERATING PARAMETERS
The preceding discussion of sensitivity analysis displayed a tool which
gives the analyst some idea of the accuracy and impact of his estimating
methods. The second type of sensitivity analysis is perhaps of more
interest. Through its use, the analyst may probe tile parameters of the
system, and define its operational limits under various conditions. He may
also learn a great deal about the costs of procuring and operating the sys-
tern under different operating configurations, and thereby be able to iden-
tify the operating configurations of minimum and maxim um cost.

To illustrate these points, we will explore the possible operating con-
figurations of the B-x in detail, and define some of the factors which
limit the operation of the system. We will, then examine the system to
locate the "'operating envelope" within which it could function without
constraint. We will then translate this envelope into a "cost envelope"
which describes the resource impact o' the various operating configura-
tions. And, finally, we will illustrate a method of presenting this informa-
tion graphically, which allows us to portray the universe of costs in which
all the possible operational configurations of the system are contained.

Aircraft Constraints
An aircraft spends its time either on ground duty or flying. When the air-
craft is fully utilized, the sum of these two activities equals 730 hours (inxhe a~erage month). This may be expressed mathematically as

FT -• GTr 730, (1)

4
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where

FT = flying and related activities,

GT = ground duty and related activities.

Figure 9.10 shows a graph of this relation. By using this graph, it is possible
to find the amount of time spent by the aircraft on one activity when the
other is known.

Other activities are necessarily associated with flying and with ground
duty, and they absorb time. Maintenance is required, and it will probably
differ in type and quantity from one type of aircraft activity to another.
Equation (1) may then be rewritten

SF + Mr + G + MG =730, (2)
where

F -flying duty,

M - maintenance caused by flying,

G ground alert duty,
MG =maintenance caused by ground alert duty.

The amount of maintenance required will be in proportion to the amount
of each type of duty. For the maintenance caused by flying, we can express
the relation as

MF = kFF, (3)
and for the maintenance caused by ground alert duty, as follows:

SMG = koG, (4)II where
MF = maintenance caused by flying,

-MG maintenance caused by ground alert duty,

rF -ao ofrhors of mainteitance per hour of flying.
SkQ ratio -)f hours of maintenance per naour oi" ground alert duty.

Equations (2), (3), and A4) may then be combined as follows:

F(l + kF) + G(O + ko) -= 730. (5)

SEquation (5) states that the aircraft spends all of its available time either
flying or on ground alert duty, or in maintenance caused by these duties.
But we can rewrite equation (5) in a form which may be used to solve for
F in terms of G:

730 G 1(6- ko)
1 + - \F I +-kF(6
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Fig. 9.10 - Monthly time distribution between flying activities
and ground duty activities

The effect of the requirements for maintenance may be added to Fig.
9.10, as we have done in Fig. 9.11. In this Figure, the maintenance con-
straints due to equations (3) and (4) are shown. The values which have
been used for kp and kG are 4 and 0.25, respectively, and these conform to
those selected for the B-x system. The ordinate shows flying and the main-
tenance associated with flying; the abscissa shows ground alert duty plus
the maintenance associated with this duty.

Figure 9.12, which shows maintenance and flying hours as a function
of ground alert duty, has been plotted by solving equation (2) for F, MF,

and Me in terms of G. An example will illustrate the use of this Figure.
Thus, if we specify that the aircraft is to spend 300 hours per month on
ground alert duty, then we can tell from the graph that the aircraft can
spend 71 hours per motrth flying. We also find that of the 360 hours

f!
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remaining in the month, 75 hours are spent in maintenance resulting from

the ground alert duty, and 284 hours are spent in maintenance caused by
flying. In this way, the maximum operation of the aircraft ( n be defined
in terms of the maintenance constraints.

Crew Constraints
The operation of an aircraft (and an aircraft system) is an interaction
between the aircraft and the crews which man them. Just as we have defined

and illustrated the constraints ot" the aircraft's equipment, we must also
reckon with the constraints imposed by considerations of the air crew.
The combination of these two sorts of constraints will then define the over-
all operating constraints.
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Ground alert Fyn
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GT. hours per month ground alert duty and associated maintenance

Fig. 9.11 - Effect of maintenance requirements upon aircraft activities
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Fig. 9.12 - Maintenance and flying hours as a function of
ground alert duty

Crews can spend their time flying or on ground alert duty, and the
relation expressed for aircraft in equation (1) and Fig. 9.10 holds true for
air crews.

The time which the crews spend on the ground will be used in many
ways. Ground a~ert duty has been mentioned, but there are also activities

.• ~that are unrelated to the aircraft -ground training. briefings, and, of course,

various off-duty activities. Each reduces the amount of time that the crews
have available for flying and ground alert duty, a fact we can express math-
ematically by

F ± G =730- D, (7)

"-here

F - flying time,

G = ground alert duty time,

D = the total time spent on activities other than flying and ground
alert duty,

!*
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Since, as we have seen,3 4 crews in the B-x system spend 152 hours per
month on flying and ground alert duties, D = 578 hours. Equation (7)
thus becomes

F+ G -= 152. (8)

If the aircraft required more than 152 hours per month of crew time, an
obvious solution would be to add more crews. Figure 9.13, which shows the
flying versus ground alert graph for the crews, incorporates the limitations
of equation (8) and illustrates the increased capacity that would result if
crews were added.

While there is only one constraint upon the ground alert activity of the
crews, there are two on their flying duties. The first is the time they must
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Hours per month of groun~d alert duty

Fig. 9.13 Duty schedule for crews, at 152 hours per month
flying and ground alert duty
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spend each month flying for proficiency training. In thc case of the B-x, we
assumed this to be 22 hours per month.35 The second constraint is the num-
her cf' hours a crew can fly without excessive fatigue. The policy is normally
to establish this limit at 100 hours per month. Thus, although equation (8)
indicated that the crews would spend 152 hours per month on flying and
ground alert duty, and that they could freely interchange hours of either
sort of duty, we now see that it must be understood with these two limita-
tions in mind:

22• F• 100.

Equation (8), with the limitations taken into account, is graphically
illustrated in Fig. 9.14, again plotted ^or various numbers of crews, so as
to cover an entire 730-hour month. Included in Fig. 9.14 is the area within
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Hours per month of ground alert duty

Fig. 9.14 - Effect of flying and training constraints upon crew duty

35 Seep. 155.
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which a free interchange may be made between flying and ground alert

duty. Of the two lines bounding this area, the lower one represents the
monthly 22-hour training requirement for each crew, and the upper, the
maximum permissible flying duty of 100 hours per month. The area to the
left of this 100-hour line represents operations in inefficient systems, since

', ~crews may fly and may perform ground alert duty, but no longer can trade
flying hours for ground alert hours. The graph shows, for example, that

while the manpower requirement for 300 hours of flying and 100 hours of
ground alert is three crews, the same number could also accomplish 156
hours of ground alert, without any loss of flying time. It should perhaps be
noted that no operation is possible below the line representing minimum
training. That the crews must be trained is an axiom of the system, and we
have already seen that F t 22.

80D
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ItD
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GT, hours per month ground alert duty and associated maintenance

Fig. 9.15 - Possible ground alert and flying duty in terms of
aircraft and personnel constraints
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The B.x Operating En velope
As we stated previously, the combination of aircraft and crew constraints
will define the over-all possible area of operation of the B-x system. We
can illustrate these gcneral limits, therefore, simply by superimposing
Fig. 9.12 on Fig. 9.14. as we have done in Fig. 9.15. With the criteria that
have been established for the ciew duty and for maintenance, no operation
outside the delineated area is possible. A few examples may illustrate the
utility of Fig. 9.15.

EXAMPLE I

Problem: Determine the maximum number of flying hours possible lfr
the B-x system.

Solution: This number is found at the intercept of the "maximum aircraft
duty" line with the ordinate. At this point, 146 hours per month per
plane may be flown. Since there are 730 hours in a month, this is equiva-

lent to a 20 per cent alert (14•); for a wing of 15 aircraft, it is the same

as maintaining three of them on continuous air alert. No ground alert
duty is possible with this flying configuration, and the remaining 584
hours of the aircraft's time each month are spent on maintenance
caused by flying. The cews will fly only 100 hours a month, which is
the maximum that they may fly.

EXAMPLE 2
Problem: Determine the maximum number of hours that it is possible for

the B-x to be on ground alert.
Solution: This number is found at the intercept of the "maximum aircraft

duty" line and the "minimum training" line. For the B-x this is 350
hours per plane per month. This is equivalent to a 48 per cent ground

alert 4,- or to 7.2 planes on continuous ground alert in a wing of 15.
\730)

From Fig. 9.12, or from equations (2), (3), and (4), we find that this
amount of ground alert implies a flying schedule of 58.7 hours per plane
per month, and a mriaintenance schedule of 234.8 hours per month
required by the flying and 87.5 hours per month required by the ground
alert.

EXAMPLE 3
Problem: Determine the maximum and minimum numbers of flying hours

that may be scheduled when there is a 30 per cent ground alert.
Solution: Thirty per cent of 730 equals 219 hours per plane per month. At

this point on Fig. 9.15, the minimum flying is 37 hours per plane, and
the maximum is 91 hours. No less than 37 hours may be flown because of

II
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crew training; no more than 91 hours may be flown because the time will

be required for maintenance. From Fig. 9.11, we see that, if the aircraft
is scheduled for 91 hours of flying per month and 219 hours of ground
alert, then 364 hours are required for maintenance as a result of flying,
and 55 hours are required for ground alert maintenance. If, on the other
hand, the minimum monthly flying schedule of 37 hours per month is
used, then the aircraft schedule is as follows:

Ground alert 219 hours
Ground alert maintenance 55
"Flying 37
Maintenance due to flying 148

Total 459 hours

The balance of time in the month (730- 459=271 hours) is spent by the
aircraft doing nothing: that is, waiting. Under either configuration, the
crews will work a full 152 hours.

EXAMPLE 4
Problem: Determine the maximum and minimum numbers of ground alert

hours that may be scheduled with a flying schedule of 100 hours per
plane per month.

Solution: The maximum number-- I80 hours- is found on the "maximum
aircraft duty" line. The minimum number is zero. At the maximum
ground alert point, the plane will be fully utilized (no waiting) and the
crews will work 152 hours. At the minimum of zero ground alert, the
plane will have excess time, and will encounter periods of waiting. Under
this configuration, the crews will fly 100 hours per month, and will,
therefore, have 52 hours of time available for other duties.

EXAMPLE 5
Problem: Assuming that the aircraft is scheduled for 100 hours of flying

per month, as in example 4, determine how much ground alert may be
scheduled without altering the number of crews.

Solution: The crews may add ground alert duty to the 100 hours per month
that they are allowed to fly until they have reached a total of 152 hours
of scheduled duty. This figure can be found by reading at the appropriate
point on the "maximum crew flying" line; in this case, they can add 52
hours per month of ground alert.

Information of this sort may be used in many ways. Its most apparent
use is that it allows us to make sure that a postulated operating configura-
tion is in fact possible. It also allows the analyst to examine the weapon
system for cost sensitivity to the various possible configurations, and
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"The lower line of this graph reprenc•ts those costs incurred when the
system is operated as a "minimum system," that is, when the only flying
done is for minimum crew training. The upper line represents the costs
due to maximum use of the system, that situation in which the total time
available to the aircraft is completely consumed by flying duty, ground
alert, and associated maintenance, Between the upper and lower bound-
aries lie other possible configurations. Costs for any of these may be found
from the plot.
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Chapter 10

THE NATURE OF MODELS

R. D. SPECHT

This Chapter classifies the various types of models discussed else where in
this book and explains their nature - what they are; how the)y are
designed; what jbrms they may take; how and to what extent they
embody mathematics; how they relate to the techniques of analysis,
to svstems analysis as a whole, and to the real world; and how they can
and do assist decisionmakers. Among its other goals, this discussion
attempts to present an accurate idea of the sometimes indirect and
tenuous connection between systems analyses and the real world. It
indicates how much significance can properly be attached to this rela-
tionship, and what procedures the analyst, in constructing models,
has at his disposal to keep the cvonnection as close as possible and ensure
that his conclusions accurately reflect the connection as it exists.

WHAT IS A MODEL?

If this were a psychological test in which I give you a word and you respond
by writing down your free association - the first thing that comes to your
mind - and if I were to say "model," you might react by writing down
"36-24-36."

Now you may think that this is irrelevant - that this is not a model in
the sense that concerns us in this book. But if you think so, you are wrong.
Our definition of "model" will include your "36-24-36." Our definition
of "model" will be broad enough to cover even an uncovered broad.

In this Chapter and those that follow, you will meet a surprising variety
of things that we shall classify as "models" - a collection of' mathemati-
cal equations, a scenario, a program for a high-speed computer, a war
game. And the list of creatures that we could include in our model zoo is
much longer yet. We could ard- an organization chart, a map, a set of
questionnaires, a copy of Pla, s Republic, a Link trainer, and a group
of people and machine's acting as if they were an air defense direction
center.

What is it that all these have in common? Each is an idealization, an
abstraction of a part of the real world. Each is an incomplete representa-
tion of the real thing. Each is an analog, an imitation of reality.

But why settle for an imitation? Because the real thing is not available

211 .
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for study or is too expensive to experiment with. Some of the things we
contemplate are too expensive to allow to happen even once.

A model, then, is an analog of reality. It is made up of those factors
that are relevant to a particular situation and the relations among them.
We ask questions of the model and from the answers we get, hopefully,
some clues, some hints, to guide us in dealing with that part of the real
world to which the model corresponds.

We must not object that a model does not look like the real thing or
S* that it does not represent all aspects of reality. It seldom does. The impor-{ tant thing is whether or not the outputs of the model, the answoers it gives

to our questions, arc rc.asonably appropriate and valid.
We would like to test the results of our analysis of a model and determine

the correctness and relevance of these results for real-world decisions.
Perhaps we could make this test if we lived in the best of all possible worlds.

* But, unfortunately, we live next door. We can never be certain, in this
sinful world, that we have been wise. Perhaps the best that we can hopefor is to be honest.

We must not object if the analyst changes models on us, if he produces
different models for the same reality. The model depends not only on the
thing being modeled, on the part of the real world with which we are con-
cerned. The model also depends on the questions to be asked of it, the
decisions to be affected by its results.

A trivial example: If you are driving from Santa Monica to San Fran-
cisco and have not yet decided on a route, then an adequate model of this
part of California may be a road map. If you are a trucker concerned about
maintaining a schedule between here and San Francisco, then an adequate
model may be a timetable that tells you, among other things, when you are
due to pass Pismo. If you are a highway planner who must recommend a
freeway route between the two cities, then quite a different model or set

* of models is necessary - road maps, topographic maps, maps of land use
and 'alue, traffic charts showing origin and destination, and a model,
implicit and subjective, of the behavior of a population surfeited with
taxes, attached to their real estate, and not altogether enchanted with
freeways. Each is unrealistic in its own way, but each is useful when shaken

-, well and taken as directed.
In Chapter 1, and again in Chapter 3, E. S. Quade defined a model in

something like the following terms. Given a set of alternatives (including
ones that the analyst may have invented in the course of studying the prob-
lem), a model is a black box. The analyst has designed the particular box
to deal with his particular problem, and he haN, constructed it to reflect
the state of the world of which the alternatives are a part. Into this box as
inputs the analyst feeds information about the alternatives, and from the

I
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box as outputs comes information about the effectivenesses, plural, and
the costs of each of the alternatives. With Jhe help of a criterion, the analyst

or the decisionmaker can then rank the alternatives in order of desirability
and can select the opti.ulaI.

The black box, of course, is simply a figure of speech to represent any
device or process with which we can take into account, in a way as nearly
logical as possible, the interrelations of the relevant factors. And the black
box isn't really that color. If the analyst, the model builder, has done his
work satisfactorily, the walls of the box will not be black; they will be trans-
parent. The spectatcr and the user of the model will be able to see inside,
will be able to understand and evaluate the structure of the model.

Now Quade's definition of a model - a means of producing measures of
the costs and effectivenesses of various alternatives - is a handsome defini-
tion, and I can't improve on it. But you will soon discover, if you haven't
already done so, that, unfortunately, the world is not this tidy.

For one thing, instead of a single model that produces information
about both cost and effectiveness, it will often be convenient to have
separate models - a cost model, for example, or a campaign effectiveness
model. Indeed, more often than not. the analyst will use a collection of
models for various parts of his problem, knitting these submodels together
by means of verbal arguments.

There are other problems. For example, we said that a model interrelates
the relevant factors; but, at least when he begins his study, the analyst
probably does not know just which factors are the crucial ones, which may
safely be neglected. Part of his job is to discover what is important, what is
trivial. This means that the analyst may go several times arond the cycle
of building a model, experimenting with it, deducing its implications,
building a better model, and so on.

But the major difficulty with this definition comes only if you misuse it,
if you let it suggest that an analyst armed with model and criterion can
arrive at an optimal course of action to recommend to the decisionmaker.
In his wonderful address in May 1960 as retiring president of the Operations
Research Society Charles Hitch laid this ghost to rest. The operations
researcher, he said, is

... faced by his fundamental difficulty. The future is uncertain. Nature is unpredict-
able, and the enemies and allies are even more so. He has no good general-purpose
t.chnique, neither maxitizing expected somethings, nor max-mining, nor gaming it,
to reveal the preferred strategy. Ho-l can lie find the optimal course of action to
recommend to his decisionniaker?

The simple answer is that he probably cannot. The same answer is also the begin-
ning of wisdom in this business. There has been altogether too much obsession %%ilh
optimizing on the part of operations researchers, and I include both grand optimiz-
ing and sub-optimizing. Most of our relations are so unpredictable that %we do %%ell
to get the right sign and order of magnitude of first differentials. In most of our at-
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tempted optimizations we are kidding our customers or ourselves or both. If we
can show our customer how to make a better d-tision than he would otherwise
have made. we are doing well, and all that can reasonably be expected of us.'

And this much, said Hitch, we frequently can do.
If the analyst with his models is not computing optimal solutions, what

is he about? Computation is not his most important business. His func-
tions are to define alternative objectives, to design alternative solutions, to
discover the critical uncertainties, to recommend ways of reducing them,
and to explore the implications of alternative courses of action. And com-
putations help do these things.

Let us leave generalities for a spell and look at a model, a real one.

DESIGN AND USE OF MODELS: AN EXAMPLE
This is a model a RAND analyst, T. F. Burke, devised to help him think
about the problems of hard point defense of missile sites. To keep the
explanation brief, I have ;implified his model, but only slightly.

The problem, simply put, is whether or not to buy active defense for a
land-based ICBM force, Should we buy an undefended missile force, or
should we spend the same budget for a smaller defended missile force?
It is obvious without either model or analysis that if ICBMs are expensive
and defense is cheap, and if there is appreciable danger of attack, then we
buy the defense system. But how expensive? How cheap? We set upa model
that will quantify, even if crudely, some aspects of this problem.

We first need some definitions. Let
ii M --= number of undefended missiles we can buy with a given budget,

A = number of shots fired by an attacker at our missiles,

p = probability that I shot kills an undefended missile,

PD = probability that I shot kills a defended missile,

$m = cost of I undefended missile,

$D = cost of defense for 1 missile.

These are the factors that we have chosen as relevant - at least for our first
cut at the problem. Later we shall call the roll of factors that have been
omitted from this model.

Consider first the attack upon the undefended missile force. There are A
attacking shots against M targets or A/M shots per target. In order to
simplify the arithmetic we assume that the number A/M is an integer, that
the number of attacking shots fired at each missile is a whole number.

SC. J. Hitch, "Uncertainties in Operations Research,"° Operations Research, Vol. 8,
July-August 1960, pp. 443-444.
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(Burke did not make this simplifying assumption.) Then:

p = the probability that a missile is killed by I shot,
I -p = the probability that a missile survives I shot,

(I _p) A/M = the probability that a missile survives A/M shots,

and the expected number of our missiles that survive the attack is this
probability multiplied by the number of missiles in the force, all undefend-
ed:

M(I - p) AIM.

Now the attack upon the defended missile force. First we calculate the
size of the defended missile force:

Total budget = M$S -= (number of defended missiles) ($D + $M)
or

number of defended missiles = M$ _R M

$D+SM , $D I-

There are again A attacking shots, but this time their kill probability PD

is lower and distributed over the smaller forcejust calct:ated, M$)I/($D + $M)

defended missiles. The number of shots per missile is then

A: M$M A($D+ $M) A($DIII
$D + $r--- M =M _$-• +

Again we make the simplifying assumption (for this explanation, and not

for the original analysis) that this number of attacking shots per missile is
an integer. Then, as before,

PD the probability that a missile is killed by I shot,
I -PD= the probability that a missile survives I shot,

(l-pQ)M $t + I) = the probability that it missile survives all shots,

and the expected number of our missiles that survive the attack is this
probability multiplied by the number of missiles in the force, all defended:

A l$D
M

$D (I-PD)

j I
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We now choose a criterion. We recommend buying defense for the
missile force if this leads to the expectation of a greater number of missiles
surviving. That is, buy defense if

A (l Dp) ) A
M (I-pD) M$ > M(l-p) , -

SH-+

°_ or, dividing both sides by M, buy defense if

( ) AS(I-PD)- $--R 1 AM

> (i-p)i gM+I
We note, incidentally, that the missile defense model uses expected values

- it is not what is called a Monte Carlo model. From the probability p that
a missile target survives a single shot we computed the expected number of
surviving missiles, neglecting the matter of fluctuations that may occur
about this value. hI some cases, the fluctuations may be important. If
your employer offered to toss you double or nothing for your month's
paycheck, you might develop an interest in such fluctuations, even though

- -your *,.ectation had not changed. But in most cases, these statistical
[P •uncertainties are not crucial when compared with such real uncertainties

as future enemy capabilities and actions, not to mention our own costs
and capabilities.r Where statistical fluctuations must be rec-koned with, they can be han-
dled sometimes by mathematical analysis. At other times, the situation is
treated by drawing random samples from a carefully determined distribu-
tion. In a bombing campaign, for example, we may follow the airplanes by
tail numbers and for each one draw random numbers to determine whether
or not it aborted, made a navigation error, killed its target, and so on. Such
a model is referred to as a Mr!onte Carlo one, in contrast to an expected-
value model; our missile defense model is an example of the latter kind.
These ways of handling chance events are discussed further in the chapters
on mathematical models and simulation.2

Now the analysis is not completed at this point. In fact, we have hardly
begun. For example, we need to study the dependence of the kill proba-S!• , bility p on the attacker's accuracy and the missile site hardness. Thus

Si another model is introduced. With it we can study the worth of hardening, a

2Chapters II and 12.
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competitor to active defense for promoong missile survival. Again, we can
study the effect of varying the force ratio, MIA. of missile sites to attacking
shots. We can fix the values of all the factors in the inequality above with
the exception of the defended kill probability. pl). We can then ask how
small this inequality requires p11 to be - how effective the active defense
must be before it is worth buying. Alternatively, we can fix the value of
every factor except the unit cost of defense, Si), and ask how small it must
be - how cheap defense must be before it is a good buy. How does this
price depend onl the other factors - the kill probabilities, the size of the
attacking and attacked missile forces, the cost per missile?

Omissions in This ExYample

What have we omitted from the model ? Many things, and I name a few:

We have not considered buying defense for only part of the missile
force.
We have not considered the possibility of grouping several ICBMs at
each defended point in order to decrease the cost of defense.

We have not let the attacker use a shoot-look-shoot policy.

We have not let the attacker saturate the defense by simultaneous
penetration.

And you will think of other omissions. The ones I have mentioned could
be taken care of by a more complex model and more costly analysis. (And
Burke did this for some factors.)

This model involves implicitly some simplifying assumptions:

All missile sites are equivalent in hardness, in cost, and in worth.

Unit costs of missiles and defenses are fixed, independent of the num-
ber procured. This means, for example, that we have neglected the
research and development costs of an active defense system (or.

alternatively, that we have estimated the number of missiles and have
prorated the cost of research and develnpment).

And others. These simplifications, too, could be removed by more exten-
sive analysis, if it were thought worth the doing.

And finally, there are idealizations in the model that could not be re-
moved easily, if at all, by more complex analysis. For example. we have
neglected the values, military and political, that may come from owning a
larger missile force, apart from survival in the attack considered. And so
0on.

.4\
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"I have spent some time on this model not because we are concerned in
this chapter with hard point defense or with this particular study; not even
because we have an undue concern with this type of mathematical model.
Rather, this model furnishes a concrete example around which we can
make some comments that, hopefully, will apply to other instances of

analysis as well. The following remarks, then, are less comments upon this
particular model and more in the nature of generalities draped for con-

The Problem of Selecting Criteria

To bebin with, consider the matter of criteria. In our example we chose
as the criterion the maximizing of surviving missiles. We recommended the
alternative that led to the largest expected number of surviving missiles.
But this, by itself, is not an adequate criterion (as Burke points out). Sup-
pose, for example, that costs, attack size, and kill probabilities lead us to
the conclusion that a small defended missile force is preferable to a larger
undefended force because it has more surviving missiles; but suppose,
further, that in neither case does the force survive in sufficient strength to
be useful. In this case, we do not buy either of the two alternatives; we look
for a third and more satisfactory one.

This suggests that in any study it may be hazardous to choose the first
criterion that comes to mind, reasonable as it may seem - an observation
that you will encounter more than once in this book. The problem of
selecting a criterion is more difficult than we have just indicated. If the
question at issue is whether or not to start the development of a new
weapon system - an ABM system, say - tflen the decisionmaker will be
interested in the analysis whose beginnings we have outlined. But he will
have a host of additional questions. How effective might the system be in

the damage limiting role? What countermeasures can the enemy develop?
How is he likely to react? What are the technical prospects for develop-
ment to meet an advanced enemy threat? And so on. Some of these
questions affect the choice of criterion; others determine the form of analy-

sis that is appropriate; still others add qualitative factors that cannot be
translated into elements of a mathematical analysis. It is unlikely that any
quantitative model can do more here than throw light on some aspects of
the problem.

The Problem of Deciding What Is Relevant
Another lesson from the missile defense model is that it is not an easy
matter to decide which factors are relevant, which may be omitted. Are
the results sensitive to a shoot-look-shoot capability and tactic on the part
of the attacker? There is no firm guide here except the experience and

ii!
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intuition of the analyst as he devises his model, gains experience in working F
with it, and, as is likely, revises it.

The Necessity of Being Exf6licit
Again, the simplifying assumptions made in the model may not be readily
apparent to the user of the model's results. This makes it all the more
important that the analysis not be cast in the form of a black box with the
user asked to take the analyst's word for it that all is well within. As E. S.
Quade has said,

All of the assumptions of a model must be made explicit. If they are not, this is a
defect. A mark of a good systems analyst (or any %ise person comniunicating %ith
others) is that he state the basis on which he operates. This does not imply neces-
sarily that he makes better assumptions, but only that his errors sAill be more
evident.3

The Treatment of Nonquantiratire Considerations
From the missile defense model we learn that most problems involve con-
siderations that cannot be handled (, antitatively - for example, any
military and political values that may come from owning a larger missile
force. If we were trying to assist in a decision on the initiation of a new
weapon system development, and ifwe were trying to see whether or not the
new development was justified on the basis of the damage limiting objec-
tive, then many intangible factors would become essential to the decision:
What kind of war? Can we use superiority in surviving forces to coerce
the enemy ? And so on.

The Static Character of the Model
The missile defense model, like almost all models, is static. This is no
criticism; one would always begin this way, and often it is sufficient for the
problem at hand. On the other hand, force optimization studies have some-
times been carried out to assist decisions on new weapon system develop-
ments, and it is not enough in such cases merely to predict a future Soviet
posture against which one then attempts to evaluate various U.S. force
structures. It is necessary for the analyst to recognize the dynamic nature
of the arms race. For example, development by one side of improved
warheads and of an antiballistic missile system niight stimulate subsequent
work on mobile or hidden basing and on new warheads by the other side.
Over the years each side acquires knowledge about its own major weak-
nesses and tnose of the enemy, and this knowledge is reflected in the se-
quence of decisions about advanced weapon systems. This does not mean

"I "Methods and Procedures," in E. S. Quade ted.), Anal.i'sis for Military Decisions.
Rand McNally & Company, Chicago, 1964, p. 168.
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that analysis is impossible. But it does suggest that simple arithmetic
models have some limitations.

Other Observations
We can use the missile defense model as a hook on which to hang a few
additional comments. We saw that a model may involve sub-models - like
the one that relates the kill probability p to an attacker's accuracy and the
hardness of missile sites. We saw that building and working with a model
consitute only part of a study. We saw that there is no experimental proof
that a model is correct and appropriate. The physicist can test his models
in the laboratory, but the systems analyst does not have access to an experi-
mental war. And if he did, it might not help too much. Even a war might
not resolve all doubts. I observe that the Civil War is still the s'lbject of
some dispute. And in some aspects, an actual war resembles a game played
only once. So the analyst cannot test his models satisfactorily. The best
he can do, as E. S. Quade has said, is to determine answers to the following
questions:

Can the model describe correctly and clearly the known facts and
situations?
When the principal parameters involved are varied, do the results
remain consistent and plausible?

Can the model handle special cases in which there is some indication
-Fi as to what the outcome should be?

Can it assign causes to known effects?

A few words about the role of judgment and intuition. The missile
defense model gives the appearance of being coldly objective and free of
the foibles of human intuition. We will indeed see examples of models in
which human judgment plays no explicit and integral part. But in all
models, including the missile defense one, human judgment and intuition
enter, if not in an explicit fashion. in the first place, man designs the model,
that is, he decides what factors are relevant to the problems and what the

interrelations between these factors are to be in the model. In the second
place, man decides the numerical values of the input variables fed into the
model. And, finally, man inspects, analyzes, and interprets the results, the
outputs of the model.

This fact - that judgment and intuition and guesswork are embedded in
a model - should be remembered when we examine the results that come,
with high precision, from a model.

I would like to think that all RAND analysts have always understood
this. We haven't. I find in a 1947 document the following statement made
with calm and impressive assurance:

I
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In so far as practicable RAND anempts to eliminate intuitive thinking and compari-
sons front its evaluation work. Wherever possible, the optimum instrumentality is
selected by preciie mathematical methods,

The role of judgment and of objective analysis in present and future
studies has been described by M. M. Lavin in an internal RAND memo-
rand um:

In the last 5 years, study technique has really taken a back-seat at RAND. For one
reason, we've just gotten more though'ful about the criterion problem and have
admitted to its multi-dimensional and semi-qualitative natu'e. Good dc,-ision
criteria just seem overwhelmingly more important in broad problems than do ana-
lytical models. For another reason, we've begun to face up to Air Force decision
problems so broadly ramified, with so many intangible components that only the
most naive analyst would attempt to deal with them by analytical models ... I
venture the following anticipation: For futurc broad studies, particularly those
concerning Air Force posture and compositions and others involving the criterion
problem in its most obtrusive form, we shall continue to use intuitive, subjective
and adhoc study schemes... No individual or organization can hope to be objec-
tive. They can, however, be honest in identifying and displaying their bias. The
notion that big decisions can be an automatic consequence of the application of
mathematical models, cost-effectiveness analysis, or computer simulation belongs to
that dreadful era when science-fiction writers, including some on the editorial
pages of the N.Y. Times, were heralding the advent of "push-button" warfare
(in some instances, with the buttons being pushed by computers).

TYPES OF MODELS

If we were to look at very many models it would be convenient to have
some scheme of classification, some set of characteristics according to
which we could group them. But there are many ways in which we can
slice this cake, many characteristics by which we can organize our knowl-
edge of models. For example, we can classify models according to

Purpose - training, study, and so on

Field of application - strategic, tactical, logistic, and so on
Level - from national policy to base operations

Time character - static or dynamic
Form - two-sided or one, conflict or no,

Analytical development - degree to which mathematics is used

Use of computers - how much and how

Complexity - detailed or aggregated
Formalization - the degree to which the interactions have been
planned for and their results predetermined.

And so on.
The classification scheme I shall use is as unsatisfactory as any other,

but it will serve to suggest some of the relations between the models de-

I I
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"scribed elsew;-'here it', this book (particularly in the next few Chapters), as I
well as between mariý c4h-er models that we could describe.

We shall file our models ;n 10 pigeonholes (Fig. 10.1) arranged in five
rows and two columns. The fi'c rows of our filing scheme describe the
forn-m of the model: verbal, analytical, and so forth. Each of these five
categories is broken into two according to whether or not an active op-
ponent is involved and conflict is an essciial part of the model.

Our live categories of model form a r.!

1. Verbal.

11. People - as an integral part of the model.

Ill. People and computers nueracting as a part of the model.

IV. Computer.
V. Analytical.

If conflict is an tssential element, then we shall speak of model types

Ic, lie, ilic, IVe, Vc.

(A conflict situation does not. of course, exclude the case of opponents
who also have interests in common.) If conflict plays little or no role, then
we shall speak of model types

Inc, lInc, IlInc, IVnc, Vnc.

When the "conflict" or "no conflict" subscript is lacking, both kinds of
models are L-.ntemplated. Thus V includes all analytical models, both the
game-theoretic oifes dealing with conflict situations, and the host of
analytical models used in operations research.

If we wished to be complete, we would have to add a few more pigeon-
holes. At present our classification scheme excludes physical models - for
example, wind tunnels. More important, it has no place for visual models
like the organizatien ch.,rt or the blackboard char, that could be filled in

as we describe" dhe various categories and which would make the clumsy
symbolism Vc unnecc-,,ary in this model of models.

Our five categories, from "verbal" to "analytical," constitute a scale
that measures, roughly speaking, how broad or narrow a part of the real
world can be ,atisfactorily treated. Let us take a look at each type ol"
model. beginning at the narrow end.

Analvtical Models
Our missile defense example fits into category Vnc here - as do most of the
models built by operations researchers. In this pigeonhole are found the
models that use the interesting technmques of linear and dynamic program-
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ming, queueing theory, network theory, and so on. A computer (or corn-
putress) may be used in category V. but as an aid and after the mathema-
tician has finished most of his work. It is characteristic of the models in V
that they deal not with specificity, but with generality; not with a single play
of a situation (game or otherwise), but with all possible plays of the
situation.

Pigeonhole Vc contains the models of game theory. Here the analyst is
concerned not with playing tic-tac-toe - that is done in box lic or Ilic -- but
with the theory of optimal play. He is concerned not only with our deci-
sions, as in the case of the missile defense example, but also with the
decisions of our opponent. You may remember the cartoon which showed
it high-level conference in Washington. with the speaker saying, "The way
I see it, Russia thinks we think they think we're not willing to go to war."
Game theory does not solve that problem, but it does furnish a framework
in which one can think more clearly about the difficult problems of con-
flicting inaere.tb. In Chapter 1I, Melvin Dresher will discuss this type of
model.

CONFLICT
LITTLE OR NONE ESSENTIAL

Inc Ic

I. Verb3l Some scenarios

Ilnc I1c
It. People Command Post War game

Exercise Crisis exercise

IlInc ICl
Ill. People and Logistics Systems TAGS

computers Laboratory

IVnc IVc
-- {IV. Computer FLIOP STAGE
Z, SAMSOM

j _- F=Vnc Vc
SV. Analytical Missiie defense Game theory

example

Fig. 10 I (_aiegoric' of mondel form's

! ,,
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"A "Computer Models
In the missile defense example, the relevant factors were few enough in
number, and the relations between them were simple enough, that we
could trace out the interactions with pencil. paper, and a little mathe-
matics. We arrived analytically at the relation which specified. for any value
of the parameters, when the defense option was preferred. In the iwoblems

addressed by the models of category IV. the relevant factors are too numer-
ous or their interrelations too complex to be handled analytically. Instead
we must write our instructions for an elecronic computer, and the model

thus appears as a computer program. In contrast to category V, a particular
run of a computer model deals with numerical values and hence with a
specific play of a situation.

SOne example of the models found in pigeonhole IVnc is SAMSOMW a
Monte Carlo model which simulates the capability of an aircraft organiza-
tion to generate sorties and turn aircraft around to support peacetime
flying-training programs, meet maximum effort readiness requirements,
and provide combat capabilities. In Chapter 12, N. C. Daikey will describe

the global air war model STAGE (which is used in the Air Force by the
Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff for Studies and Analysis), the strate-
gic planning tool FLIOP, and other models of category IV.s

Categories IV and V together constitute the class of "mathematicai
models."

People Models
We skip, temporarily, category 1Il. As we observed earlier, humans are
involved in all models - as designers, and experimenters, and users.
But in category I1 humans are an integral part of the model. In category
lie we find the war game, the business game, and the military and political
crisis exercise. In Chapter 14, M. G. Weiner will discuss some of these
models. A command post exercise in which the opponent is either absent or

j • plays only a proforma role is an example of a category I1 nc model.

People and Computer Models
Here both people and computers are embedded in the model. RAND'sLogistics Systems Laboratory and the air defense simulations of RAND and

the System Development Corporation are examples of type II Inc. The limit-
ed war game China-5, and the tactical air and ground support game
TAGS, both played at RAND some years back, go into pigeonhole 1l1c.

Categories IV, Ill, and II together make up the class of "simulation
models."

4 Di ,cusscd in Ciiapier 13.
5 Sce pp. 248- 250.
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Categories lVc, lie, and lic together make up the class of "gaining
models."

Verbal Models

As we nave seen, the model-builder decides what factors are relevant to his
study, determines the relations between them, and traces out their inter-
actions and implications. This activity is, more or less, what anyone does
who thinks about a problem. (We have been speaking prose all our lives
without realizing it.) The model-builder merely does these things explicitly
and, where possible, quantitatively - his assumptions laid out on the table
for any man to inspect and criticize.

If a model has no quantitative content it goes, perforce, in category I.
Note that the most common study is one that combines verbal and analy-
tical models; it is a mixture of I and V.

The scenario, whether used alone or in conjunction with other models,
is often cast in the form of a verbal model, Seyom Brown will discuss
scenarios in Chapter 16.

All of us use models of various parts of the real world, though in most
cases we do not make them explicit and, indeed, would probably have
great difficulty in laying them out for others - or even ourselves - to see.
And most of our decisions must be made on the basis of these implicit
models.

When an ad hoc- committee of experts addresses a problem around a
table, it attempts to arrive at a consensus on the basis of whatever analysis
may be done, together with the knowleige and intuition and the implicit
models of each member of the committee. For some problems this may be
a satisfactory approach in spite of the difficulties that can arise -"the hasty
formulation of preconceived notions, an inclination to close one's mind to
novel ideas, a tendency to defend a stand once taken, or, alternatively and
sometimes alternately, a prcdisposiition to be swayed by persuasively

stated opinions of others." 6

The search for better ways of making systematic use of expert judgment
has led to various techniques, including Olaf Helmer's Delphi method,
which exposes the experts' views to one another's critiques by a program of
sequential individual interrogations interspersed with feedback of prior
and preliminary consensus. 7

While verbal models often remain unstated and implicit, there are
exceptions. For example. in a verbal model built by Anthony Downs, a

; N. C. Dalkey and 0. Helmer, An Experimental Application of the Delphi .lkethod to
Ine Use of Experts, The RAND Corporation, RM-727-FPR (Abr.) July 1Q62, p. 2.
'The Delphi technique is discussed in Chapter I S.

I
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bureaucracy is defined as an organization that has the following four
characteristics:

1I. It is large; that is, the highest-ranking members know less than half of all the

members personally. This means that bureaus face substantial administrative
problems.

2. A majority of its members art full-time workers who depend upon their employ-
ment in the organization for most of their income. That is, the bureau members
are not dilcttantes but are seriously committed to their jobs. Also, the bureau
must compete for their services In the labor market.

3. Hiring, pr~motion, and retention of personnel are at least theoretically based
upon som': type of assessment of the way in which they have performed or can 4
he expectcd to perfornm their organizational roles (that is, rather than on some
charactcimtics such as religion, race, or -,jcial class or periodic election).

4. The majoi portion of its output is not directly or indirectly evaluai-d in any
markets external to the organization by means of voluntary tit-for-tat trans-
actions.

* •Some typical examples of bureaus covered by the theory are the Roman
*s Catholic Church (except for the Pope, who is elected), the University of

California, the Soviet central planning agency, the U.S. State Department,
the New York Port Authority, and the Chinese Communist Army. The
theory has been designed to make practical predictions about the likely
behavior of real-world bureaus. The theory generates specific proposi-

Ii tions linking certain elements of the internal structure of bureaus with
certain aspects of their functions and their external environments.8

CONCLUSION

,Il As a RAND staff member, D. Ellsberg, has observed, those critics of
analysis who object that it deals with an artificial and oversimplified ver-
sion of the real world often have even more artificial, more highly simpli-
fled models of the world, although implicit. For example, they sometimes
appearto think that the arms race may be summarized merely by referring
"to budgets or by counting warheads; that weapons are either invulnerable
or vulnerable, first-strike or qecond-strike; hfat postures are characterized
"either by "superiority" or "stability"; that reliability is either perfect or
impossible; that both U.S. and SU wartime objectives are simple; that

many things can be assumed as certain: escalation, or all-out war, or
spread of arms, Allied response, nuclear war; or that many things can be
assumed impossible: thermonuclear war, big threats, big conventional
war, bigger non-nuclear forces, a U.S. first strike.

Systems analysis and the use of logical models, Ellsberg argues, will not
eliminate uncertainty or insure correctness; will not foresee all major

SA. Downs, Inside Bureaucracy, The RAND Corporation, P-2963, August 1964.S~(For a full account ofthis theory, see A. Downs, Inside Bureaucracy. A RAND Corpora-

tion Research Study, Little, Brown and Company, Boston, 1967.)

j
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problems, goals, contingencies, and alternatives; will not eliminate the
necessity of judgment or the effect of bias and preconception. Hopefully,
they will tend to increase the influence of the "best," most informed,
judgments, both on component matters and in the final weighing of deci-
sions; they can provide choices and a market of ideas. They can discover
problems, stimulate relevant questions, and encourage people to face
complexity and uncertainty explicitly and honestly.

!I
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Chapter II

MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF CONFLICT

MELVIN DRESHER

v•¢ery systems analysis must fall back finally upon a description of a

battle. 't is therefore natural to make the analysis within the framework
of the theory of games. This Chapter describes the game-theoretic model
of conflict and presents two examples to show how the model is formu-
lated, how the game-theoretic analysis proceeds, what the resulting opti-
mal strategies look like, and what the implications of these strategies
are for military planning. The examples concern an air-defense problem
and a tactical air-war problem.

INTRODUCTION

Many military problems are concerned with the alloration of resources in
space or time, or both, in a competitive or hostile environment. In theseproblems the game factor dominates; that i;, the outcome of operations

can be described only in terms of the decisions made by the participantswith conflicting interests. Thus, they resemble games of strategy, such as

the parlor games of chess, poker, and bridge.I- We can characterize the major aspects of a game of strategy in the fol-
k ': lowing manner. A participant is in a situation in which one of several

possible outcomes will result. He has personal preferences about these out-
comes. Though he may have some control over some of the factors which
determine the outcome, he does not have full control. Some factors are
manipulated by another participant who, like him, has preferences among
the possible outcomes. In general, the participants do not agree in their
preferences. Further, chance events may influence the final outcome.

The types of behavior which result from such situations have long been
observed and recorded. But it has been a challenge to devise theories to
explain the observations and to formulate principles which should guide
intelligent action. Indeed, even though these games of strategy have been
discussed for thousands of years, the modern mathematical approach is
hardly forty years old.

The theory of games attempts to abstract a certain large class of these
problems of conflict into a mathematical system by further abstracting
common strategic features for study in theoretical models termed "games."
In brief, one may formulate the game-theoretic model in the following

228
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manner. There are two participants, whom we may call Blue and ".ed.
Each participant is required to make one choice from a set of possibeI
choices, and this choice will be made without any knowledge of the choice
of his opponent. Each choice is commonly referred to as a strategy. Now,
given the choices of each of the players, there is then a certain outcome,
or utility, for each of the participants. This outcome is a function of
the strategies selected by the participants. This characterization of the game
is commonly known as the normal form in contrast to the extensive
form, which is described in terms of the moves of the game.

Game theory does not cover - and probably no mathematical theory
could - all the problems which are included in our brief characterization of
conflict of interest. Two simplifying assumptions are particularly note-
worthy. First, the possible outcomes are assumed to be so well-specified
that each participant is able, either directly or indirectly, to assign a numeri-
cal utility to each of them in such a way that the larger of two values
always indicates the preferred outcome. Thus, an individual's desire for an
outcome he prefers becomes in game theory a niaximib ition problem
involving numerical utilities defined over all outcomes.

Second, it is assumed that the factors which control the possible out-
comes can also be well-specified; that is, the participants can precisely
characterize all the factors and all the values which they may assume.

AN AIR DEFENSE GAME

Every systems analysis must fall back finally upon a description of a battle.
It is therefore natural to make the analysis within the framework of the
theory of games. We shall present some examples to show the formulation
of a game model, the optimal strategies of the game, and the implication of
these strategies for military planning.

In order to indicate how game-theoretic analysis proceeds, let us look
at an air-defense problem. Like most battle situations, the combat between

r ..t..ack and ar ...dense can be vicwvcd as what is called a two-person

zero-sum game. It is two-person because there are two sides and zero-sum
because the gains of one are assumed equal to the losses of the other. Thus,
we have an attacker who seeks the greatest possible gains (the destruction
of targets) and a defender who attempts to make these gains as small as
possible. Now. the attacker has a large number of different decisions to
make. He must choose a time and target for the attack, the type and num-
ber of planes, the formation and flight tactics, the weapon yields, and the
diversionary maneuvers. Since these decisions, however, are made in
order to destroy targets, perhaps the most important choice that the attack-
er has to make is of the targets for the attack.

The defender has a more limited choice of possibilities. He can chooseI
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to locate his weapons and their tactics. His most important choice, how-
ever, concerns the distribution of his defense resources among the targets
subject to attack. This distribution may be knowii by the attacker. It is
therefore important to the defender to make the selection of this allocation
as carefully as possiole. (incidental.y, if the defender makes an optimal
allocation, he may reveal this allocation to the attacker without the attack-
er being able to take advantage of it. This is a property of an optimal
strategy.)

We shall consider this game in a very simplified form, in which we
assume only a single possibility of choice for each participant, namely, for
the attacker the choice of targets for attack, and for the defender the choice
of targets for defense. We wish to answer such questions as these: Should
all the targets be defended? If only some of the targets are to be defended,
how shall these be selected? How should the attacker select his targets for
attack ?

Objections may be made that we have oversimplified the problem, but
we shall try to demonstrate that the problem as stated does introduce the
essential elements of air defense. Further, this simplified model will yield
some general principles regarding the optimal allocation of resources
useful in military planning.

Description of Payoff
We will assume equal exchange between attack and defense - that is, that
one unit of defense can check one unit of attack - id also that the amount
of damage to any target is proportional to the nuatber by which the attack-
ing units outnumber the defending units. It then follows that the payoff at
the target may be expressed by v(x-y) if the attack x is larger than the de-
fense y. Otherwise the payoff is 0. The proportionality constant v depends
on the target being attacked. Finally, we will assume that the total payoff to

U the attacker is the sum oftthe payoffs at each target.
This air-defense game may be summarized as follows:
There are n targets, T", T..... , T,, which have values vI, V2, ... - ,

respectively. The defender, who has D units of defense, allocates y, units
to TI, Y2 units to T2, and Yn to Tn. The attacker, who hits A units of attack
to allocate among the n targets, allocates x, units to T1, x2 units to T2, and
so on. The total damage done to the defender can be written as follows:

n
Z. vi (XI -y0),

r'- i=~l
unless x, is smaller than yi, in which case the i th term is replaced by 0.
This expression also represmnts the payoff in a game-theoretic analysis of
the game between the attacker and the defender. The attacker attempts to

L
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maximize this yield by selecting the targets for the attack and tile defender
seeks to minimize it by appropriate choices of the defenses yi.

This game has optimal strategies that provide some general principles
of optimal allocations. One is that the defender distribute his resources
among the targets so that the attacker's maximum yield is as small as
possible. Any other distribution of resources by the defender would be
more favorable for the attacker. The optimal strategy for the attacker is
to choose his targets for attack with the aid of some randomization device.

Optimal Strategies
Some properties of the optimal allocations are as follows:

I. Only high-value targets are defended.
2. Only high-value targets are attacked.

3. The targets that are defended are those which may be attacked,
depending on randomization.

4. Low-value targets are not defended, nor are they attacked.

5. The attacker and defender are indifferent to the same targets. That
is, if the defender has made an optimal allocation of his resources,
he presents the attacker with a set of defended targets which he
will prefer equally.

6. There are no soft spots in the defenses. That is. each of the defended
targets yields the same payoff to the attacker concentrating his
attack at that target. An undefended target yields a smaller payoff,
even for concentrated attack.

It should be pointed out that a solution, of this air-defense game yields
optimal strategies for both the attacker and the defender. At first glanctc
one may think that only the defender's optimal strategy is required in air
defense. But since a player may be the defender of one set of t itrgem iuid -
the attacker of another, it is useful to know the optimal strategies for both
the defender and attacker.

Generalization of the Air Defense Model
As we mentioned earlier, we are looking at an extremely simplified picture
of the attack-defense air game, a picture chosen ornly to illustrate the prin-
ciples of reasoning involved. We shall now attemp! to show how, keeping
these principles, we can remove a number of the limitations implicit in the
model. First, we can remove the assumption of equal exchange between
attack and defense, (x-y). and replace it by an arbitrary exchange rate. In
this way we can obtain general conclusions about the allocations as a
function of the exchange rate.

, K
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So far we have assumed that the attacker has been concerned with the

effect on tile target without regard for his own losses. We can rectify this
by changing tile payoff to:

n n
S\,I(xl -yt) - E• Ityl,

i=l i=~l

which decreases the payoff by the losses. The formal treatment of this
game, as well as its general conclusion, is exactly the same as in the
previous case.

The effect of the attack, (x-y), has been assumed to have the same form
for every target. If the targets are very dissimilar, however, we need to
vary this attack function from target to target. When we do, it again turns
out that the general form of the optimal strategies is unchanged and essen-
tially no new principles are introduced.

This is not to say, however, that every element of air defense can be
introduced into this simple game by simple modification. Frequently,
fundamental changes have to be made.

In view of all the reservations made in discussing the original model,
j it might seem that its value and the analysis are too limited. Without

doubt, this is true if the model is regarded as an attempt to arrive at a
comprehensive description of air defense, but this, as we mentioned, is not
our objective. On the other hand, it is possible - if one closely compares
the model to what air defense actually involves - to distinguish three main
types of factors in air defense:

1. Those that the model can describe immediately or after slight
modification.

2. Those that do not fit the model, but can nevertheless be described
quantitatively by means of other models.

3. Those that cannot be stated quantitatively.

In the study of air defense - or any other problem - by systems analysis,
no distinction can be made b-:v een the first two types of factors. Whatever
can be stated quantitatively will be taken into account, regardless of tile
formal scheme it introduces. In fact, one should regard this procedure as
characteristic of systems analysis: To get a comprehensive view of the
problem at hand one must set up many models, each of which takes into
account only certain specific factors in the problem. The results of these
model studies are then combined and evaluated in relation to the impor-
tance and accuracy of the formal assumptions on which each model rests.

In this latter activity one encounters the third sort of factor mentioned
above. Even in the foreseeable future there is little reason to suppose that

r i I II i t i
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all the conditions significant in evaluating military situations could be
described quantitatively. This is especially true for those involving human
reactions. Indeed, because the task of integrating all such elements can
still best be performed by the human intellect, the goal of systems analysis
might be to provide such a foundation that these speciil qualities of intel-
lect can bc put to actual use.

A TACTICAL AIR WAR GAME

Our previous example of air defense started with a very simplified game
model of air defense. After solving this game, we generaliz.-d the problem
by introducing additional factors to make the air-defense game more
comprehensive. But we can also start with a very detailed and compre-
hensive game model, simplify it, and then solve the simplified game.
Further, in such cases, no loss of actual detail need be necessary. An exam-
pie is the game-theoretic analysis of tactical air war.

The problem of the optimal employment of a tactical air force in various
theater air tasks can be analyzed as a multimove game between two sides.
Tactical forces may be used on many tasks, such as the following:

Counter Air. These operations are against the enemy's theater air-
base complex and organization in order to destroy his aircraft, per-
sonnel, facilities, and so on.

Air Defense. These represent air-defense operations against the
enemy's counter-air operations.

Close Air Support. The targets for close-support operations are con-
centrations of enemy troops or fortified positions. They are attacked
in order to help the ground forces in the battle area.
Interdiction. These operations reduce the enemy's military potential
by attacking his transportation facilities.
Reconnaissance. The most important function of these operations is
to obtain information about enemy targets.

Airlift. In this operation the planes ar" used to transport troops and
equipment.

If we set up three categories - attack, defense, and support - it is
apparent that each of the six tasks just mentioned can be placed into one
or more of these three categories. For example, counter air would go into
the attack category. Air defense, of course, would be placed under defense,
and air support under the support category. Reconnaissance would go
into the categories of attack and support, and so forth. In this way we
have performed an integration of the tactical war model from many tasks
to three tasks, which we can handle analytically. Thus, the problem of

! .+1
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tactical air war becomes the problem of employing the tactical air force in
the three tasks of attack, defense, and support.

Formulation of the Tactical Air Game
We view the tactical air-war game as consisting of a series of strikes, or
moves, each of which consists of simultaneous counter-air, air-defense, and
close-support operations by ea,-h side, undertaken to accomplish a given
theater mission or payoff. Let t. assume that at the start of the air opera.-
tions the stronger side (the opponent with the larger air force), say, Blue,
has p planes; and Lhe weaker side, Red, has q planes, where q is smaller
than p. Let us look at a strike in the campaign, say, the ini.' If strike. Sup-
pose that on this strike biue dispatches x planes on counter-air operations
and u planes on air-defense operations, and the remaining amount, m,
on ground-support operations. Similarly, suppose that for his first strike
Red allocates y planes to counter air, w planes to air defense and the
remaining number, n planes, to support his ground forces. For this initial
strike and for any future strikes, these decisions are made by each side in
",norance of the allocation of the opposing side. We will assume, however,

at each side knows the number of planes that he and his opponent have.
Since Red allocates w planes to air defense, we can expect a reduction

in the number of Blue'b planes that get through to counter-air targets. The
number of interceptions by Red will be proportior.al to w - say, ew - un-
less Blue's attacking planes are saturated. The proportionality constant,
or kill potential, depends on the planes' charact;-ristics and flying altitudes,
and on their weapons' characteristics. The number of Blue attacking planes
that penetrate Red's defenses is x-cw, as long as cw is not larger than x. If
cw is larger than x, no Blue aircraft will penetrate. Hence, the number of
Blue attacking pla, es that penetrate Red's defenses is the larger of the
two numbers x-cw and 0.

The objective of Blue's counter-air operations is to reduce the enemy's
air force by droppi, g hombs on certain targets, and the number of aircraft
destroycd wPl ","ary with the number cf attacking planes that penetrate
Red's deferses. lncrcas,.;g the numL.r of Blue's penetrating planes will
diminish the enemy's air force, but cann, t reduce it by mrore than q. If we
assume that each of Bluz's penetrating planes can destroy b planes of
the enemy, and that all of Red's aircraft are at risk at the time of a strike,
then Blue's initial counter-air strike will destroy the smaller of the two
numbers of Red planes. b max (0, x - cw) nr q. The proportionality
constant h depends on .he target, as well as the charimcterist - of the air-
ci aft used.

Red's air force is further reduced during the strike by such factors as
accidents and antiaircraft fire. Let us assume that these losses are propor-
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tional to the number ol planes used by Red during the strike, or aq. Let us
also assume, finally, that the planes used in air defense will survive, and
the Red aircraft that fail to penetrate the Blue air defense will return to
base. Subtracting the losses, we obtain Red's aircraft inventory at the con-
clusion of the strike.

In exactly the same manner we can analyze the effect of the initial strike
on Blue's inventory.

Description of Payoff
Let us look at Blue's employment of theater air forces during the campaign.
Where his objective is to assist the ground forces in the battle area, the
results will vary with the number of planes he allocates to ground-support
operations. We assume that it is possible to construct for Blue a payoff
function, giving the payoff for each strike of the campaign, in the form of
the distance advanced by the ground forces as a function of the number m
of planes allocated to ground support. This function depends heavily on
the characteristics of the ground-support targets - for example, on the

degree of concentration of troops, vehicles, and material, and on the
fortification of positions. We make no attempt to give the explicit form of
this function, but merely assume that the payoff, f(m), is a positive functionI that increases with increasing allocations.

If Blue's ground forces now must advance while being subjected to Red's
ground-support sorties, Blue's yield in ground support is no longe." equal to
f(m) as described above, but is reduced in accordance with the number n
of planes allocated by Red to close-support mi- ;ions. If gkn) is the function

that measures the distance gained by Red's md forces, then the net
advance of Blue's ground forces, if he alloc.*t-.ý , planes to ground support
while Red allocates n planes to ground supp-ort, can be written as

Y(m, f ) =l f rm e gin).

This expression represents the payoff to Blue for one period or one strike.
The payoff for the entire campaign of N strikes is the sum of these net
yields for each of the N strikes, or

N
M X 1 [f(m) - g(n)].

The problem faced by each side is now apparent. For example, Blue
would like to alltate a ,. ge number of planesý to er,)und-sunport rnis-
sio- and theft by increase the value of fat a given mo%,,; yet he would like
t, -,,,v the Red air furor" by means of counter-air operations in order
to elsu're thAt g i, smna!, or zero. fOr sub.,equent mo,,es. Further, if he
doe,, not prov ide for x.- defense. he iria- suffei 1ekerc losses to his own ar

L
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.• force, if Red elects to mount a large counter-air strike. Each player has to

take the future and dhe possibilities open to his opponent into account.
For the game described here, it turns out that optimal procedures for

play, or optimal strategies in the game-theoretic sense, do exist. For partic-
ular functions f and g, we shall give a qualitative description of the optimal
tactics.

F-'rthei Simnplifying Assumptions
To simplify the computations, we assume that Blue and Red have the same
air-defense potential: Each plane allocated to defense can prevent one
attacking plane from reaching its target; that is, we assume that c= 1. We
also assume that each attacking plane that penetrates the defense can de-
stroy one plane in an airfield strike, or b= 1, and that losses because of
aborts, accidents, and antiaircraft fire are negligible. We again emphasize
the fact that these simplifying assumptions have no effect on the general
form of the optimal strategies. They are introduced merely to simplify the
"calculations.

To further simplify the comptuations, we assume that the yield func-
tions f(m) and g(n) are linear, say, f(m)=m, g(n)=n. The payoff in the
campaign, then, is

N
M(x, u; y, w) = [(p - x - u) - (q - y - w)].

Blue wishes to make this payoff as large as possible by properly choosing
the x's and u's during each of the N strikes, and Red wishes to make the
payoff as small as possible by properly choosing the y's and w's.

"I' Strategies of the Tactical Air Game
The strategies available to Blue and Red are characterized by the strength
of their forces during each strike of the multistrike air campaign. Blue's
strategy can be specified by the number of planes he allocates to counter-
air operations, the number of planes he allocates to ground support, and
the number of planeb he commits to engage Red's attack. Red's strategy
can be similarly described. These specifications are to be given for the first

strike the second strike . , . , and the last strike of the campaign. Of couise,
the allocations during any strike will depend on the strengths of the forces
of the two sides at the beginning of that strike, since we are assuming that
each side knows the strength of the opponent's forces at that time.

Optimal Tactics
A complete description of the optimal employmen, of tactical air forces

must be given in terms of the number of strikes and the relative strengths

i2
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of the two sides. However, there are certain general conclusions that apply
to all campaigns.

Campaign ends with ground support. The campaign always ends with a
series of strikes on ground support; that is, during the closing period of the
campaign both Red and Blue concentrate all their forces on ground-
support missions. In this terminal period both sides have the same optimal
tactics, regardless of their relative strengths.

Stronger player splits his forces. Except during the closing phase of the
campaign, Red and Blue have very different optimal tactics. During any of
these early strikes, the stronger side, say Blue, has a pure strategy. That is,
there exists a best allocation of Blue's air force among the three air tasks.
In this connection, there is a critical value of the ratio of the Blue force
size to that ' Red that governs Blue's allocation during the early period
in the follov. ig manner. If the force ratio is less than this critical value
(which is about 2.7), then the optimal allocation in the early period con-
sists of splitting the stronger air force between two air tasks, counter air
and air defense, and neglecting ground support. The size of the split
depends on the relative strength of the two air forces and the number of
strikes left in the campaign. However, if Blue's strength relative to Red's
is greater than the critical value, then Blue should divide his force in a
fixed way, regardless of his strength, among the three tasks, counter air,
air defense, and ground support. The number of aircraft allocated to each
mission is, however, still dependent on the number of strikes remaining.

Weaker phaver mixes tactics and concentrates .forces. The weaker com-
batant cannot use a single strategy, but must bluff during all the strikes
other than those of the closing phase. Unlike the strong player, the weaker
player does not have a single allocation that is best. He must use a mixed
t r.ttev,. H. . .......,,, ,ats* his cire force either on counterairor airdefense,

but which of these tasks receives the full effort is decided by some chance
device.

Blue's del. rise decreases during campaign. Thus, prior to the closing
phase of the campaign, Blue splits his forces among his air tasks. The
actual value of the split is a function of the force sizes of Blue and Red
ýIf-d the number c-f strikes l]ft in the campaign. As the campaign proceeds,
tlh fraction of Blue's force allocated to air defense will decrease, and the
frat .ion allocated to counter air will increase. During this time. the chance
that 'ýd wiii ataA BWve also decreases, while the chance that he will
defend himself increases.

Blue's defense increases ii early stages of a long campaign. In the early
stages of a relaliely long campaign, the stronger side defends itself against
a concentrated attack by the weak side. During this period, Blue dispatches
on air defense a force of planes approximately the size of Red's entire force.
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(Recall that we assumed a particular value for the effectiveness of air
defense.)

Generalization of the Tactical Air Game Model

We can generalize our model by removing some of the restrictions. For
example, we have assumed that each plane can destroy as many planes in
the air as it can on the ground. Actually, the air-kill potential is much less
than the ground-kill potential. However, the general properties of the
optimal tactics as described are applicable for arbitrary values of :he kill
potentials; that is, the game still ends with a series of moves in which both
sides concentrate on ground support, while at each move prior to this the
stronger side splits his force between counter air and air defense and the
weaker side randomizes among the various tasks. The magnitudes ofthe kill potentials determine the actual split of forces for the stronger

side, and the probabilities associated with the mixed tactics determine
the split for the weaker side.

In addition, we have assumed that each side has been concerned only
with the effect on excess ground support and not his own plane losses in the
air battle. But since the losses in the air duel are small compared to the
losses on the ground, this omission cannot appreciably affect the solution.

Although ,he model does not contain force replacements, no difficulty
arises in the analysis of the game if we assume a replacement schedule that
is independent of the tactics employed. In such cases the optimal tactics
are the same, though the game value is changed.

Even with such extensions as these, however, it is important to note that
not all aspects of tactical air war can be handled by the model described.
Essential modifications must be made in order to analyze tactical air war.
We list briefly a few of the limitations of our model:

We have assumed that each plane is not only capable of performing
each of the three air tasks, but ;s equalfl effect•v• on each. Actualtv, of
course, there are different types of planes, not all of which can per-
form all three tasks.
We have assumed a continuous payoff function. The realistic case
where a disccntinuity in the payoff occurs if the front line reaches a
particular point has been excluded.

We have assumed that the counter-air strike is equally effective at all
I. times, regardless of the defense. It would be more realistic to assume

that, ifa combatant employs no air defense, then strikes by an attack-
er will be very effective since among other things, he may now fly at
a lower altitude.

The design is static. We have assumed that the destruction of a target

.-4•
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always has the same value to the attacker regardless of the status of
the campaign.

The duration of the campaign is known when the campaign begins.
Actually, the duration of the campaign may depend on the tactics
employed.

In order to overcome these limitations, we must design additional
models, perhaps many models, each of which takes into account only
certain features of the tactical air problem.

APPLICATIONS OF GAME THEORY
No presentation of the theory of games would be complete without a discus-
sion of its applications. Of those that concern military problems, John
Williams, in 1954, stated in his book, The Compleat Sirategyst.:

While there arc specific applications today, despite the current limitations of the
theory, perhaps its greatest contribution so far has been an intangible one: the
general orientation given to people who are faced with overcomplex problems.
Even though these problems are not strictly solvable - certainly at the moment and
probably for the indefinite future - it helps to have a framework in which to work
on them. The concept of a strategy, the distinctions among players, the role of
chance events, the notion of matrix representations of the payoffs, the concepts of
pure and mixed strategies, and so on give valuable orientat ion ti persons who must
think about complicated conflict situations.'

Ten years later at a NATO conference on the theory of games held at

Toulon, France, Dr. Clayton J. Thomas of the Oxerations Analysis
Office, Vice Chief of Staff, Department of the Air Force, reported:

Applications of game theory have been neithci non-existeni on the one hand, nor
yet very dangerous to sound defense planning on the other hand. The theory has been
most useiul at a 'tactical" level, well below that of"grand strategy."2

Specifically, the "no soft-spot principle" discuswed in the air-defense
game model - the principle that each defended target yields the same payoff
to the attacker and undefended targets yield less - has had much applica-
tion. Again quoting from the speech by Dr. Thomas:

The principle of "no soft spots" has been of tremendous value in the allocation of
defenses. This derives in part from its appeal as a simple unifying concept. Also
of importance, however, has been the rccognition of the principle by key personnel
and their ingenious applications of it in defense planning over a period of several
years. This has given a mathematical framework within which to fit otherwise

! J. D. Williams, The ('omplear Strategyst: Being a Printer on the Theory of Games of

Strategy, A RAND Corporation Study, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York.
Revised Edition, 1966, p. 217.
2 C. J. Thomas, "Some Past Applications of Game Theory in' the United States Air
Force," Paper presented aý the NATO Conference on the Theory of Games and Its
Military Applications, June 29-July 3. 1964, Toulon. France.

C__
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unrelated observations. It hot; aided in the cvaluation of different weapon systems and
different defense systems. i'The principle has served as the point of departure for
other interesting investigatiows also, like the search for a method ofdividing a budget; - between strategic offense force¢s and continental defense forces.

In light of the progress of game theory in the last decade, it might be
wondered why we restricted oirselves, in this Cha, ter, to examples that
represent such highly simplified problems of strategic and tactical air war. i
If, in order to solve a game aunalytically, we must limit our inquiry to
essentially only a single factor. do we not thereby severely limit the useful-
ness of the results? For several reasons, this need not be the case, as was
pointed out by S. Golubev-Novozhilov, in his preface to the Soviet edition
of the author's Games of Stralegv: Theory and Applications:

We must forewarn the reader regardirn, errors related to the degree of approxinla-
tion of the mathematical models discussed in this book as illustrative examples, to
real cotnflict situations encountertd in soiving %% ar problems. These models have been
greatly simplified, to be sure. Nuvertheiess it has seemed to us that this is justified
methodologically. The complexity of the game models would have led to an overly

-cumbersome book, and would not have added to its value. In addition, the com.
plexity of a model does not always add to its usefulness in finding correct solution,;.

On the other hand, by adopting simplified game models and by penetrating them
in essence and in substanie, the reader car. move on to independent construction
and analysis of more complex models, as may prove necessary from practical con-
siderations. It is certain that this must be done while bearing in mind t'le computa-
tional difficulties to be encountered in solving game problems.

Lf---
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Chapter 12

SIMULATION
NORMAN C. DALKEY

Simulation is a technique for studying complex military processes. It
consists of an abstract representation of the more important features
of the situation to be studied, designed to be played through it time
either by hand or by computer. T7, e basic advantages of simulation are
that hypothe'icalfuture conflicts can be in vestigated in terms of elemen-
tary events, and precise, reproducible models can be constructed of
processes for which there are no general theories or analytical descrip-
tions. The major disadvantages are that simulation is slow and expensive
and the range of cases that can be treated is highly limited. New de relop-
Pments in computers, simulation languages, and model structures will
extend the utility of simidation for the military analyst.

INTRODUCTION

Simulation is one of the more extensively used of the tools available to the
military analyst. The primary reason is that military conflict involves a
complex interaction of numerous elements - kinds of weapons, patterns of
deployment and employment, rapid changes over time. In many instances,
simulation is the only technique by which this intricate interplay of factors
can be studied in a precise and reproducible fashion.

The word "sinmiation." a distant relative of th% tern ',imilar," refers
to a construct which resembles the process or sys,'em to be studied but
which is easier to manipulate or investigate. Examp.es might be a model
aircraft in a wind tunnel, an army field exercise, a group of subjects in a
psychological laboratory where the individuals play the role of major
military commands, a computer routine which describes the minute-by.
minute activity ofairc.,,t and missiles in a nuclear exchange. In these cases,
the real object of interest, because of its size, expense, uncontrollability, or
danger to national security, is difficult or impossible to study. A represen-
tation if the object which is similar to it in essential properties is investi-
gated instead.

If we include all the kinds of investigative aids mentioned above, we
wind Lip with a very diverse set of things to talk about. For the purposes of
this book, it is convenient to focus on a limited few. Accordingly. studyIiobjects which physically resernb!e the phenomena of interest, such as the
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wind-tunnel model or the field exercise, will not be discussed. Constructs
where human subjects play the analogue role or where human judgment
and decisions influence the course of the exercise will - rather arbitrarily -
be assigned to gaming, which M. G. Weiner will discuss in Chapter 14.1
There remainr the case where the construct or representation is a logical or
mathematical model and where the course of a play or run of the simule-
tion is determined by a set of formulated rules.

There is no sharp distinction between simulation and analytic models of
the sort R. D. Specht discussed in Chapter 10. What difference exists lies
primarily in degree of generality or abstractness, and in the way in which
the models are manipulated.

The analytic model is likely to be quite abstract and deal with aggre-
* gated entities, such as number of weapons and number of targets, whereas

the simulation is likely to refer to a list of specific weapons or individually
named targets. The analytic model is likely to be expressed by a set of
equations, whereas the simulation may be expressed by a set of rules deter-

S* mining what "happens" under various circumstances. Finally, the analytic
model is likely to be formulated primarily for the purpose of finding a
"solution" to the equations - for example, an optimal strategy, a least
"expensive combination of weapons, a best mix of warheads and decoys in
a missile payload. The simulation, however, will be used to investigate a
specific case, such as the outcome of a duel between a given type of fighter
and a given type of bomber when the fighter undertakes a tail chase from a
given position relative to the bomber; the relative damage to each side in a
central nuclear war if each uses a specific allocation of weapons to targets;
and so on. In short, the simulation is likely t- be used in an experimental
fashion, to generate specific case studies or instances; the analytic model
will be used to compute some over-all quantity or strategy. Simulation can
be used in a laboratory fashion to generate data to suggest or test hypoth-
eses. If systems analysis is viewed as a scientific endeavor, the experi-
mental role of simulation is probably the preferred employment. However,
in many studies this process is shortened - because of exigencies of time,
cost, or the simple failure of the results to suggest a useful theory - and
specific results are presented for the edification of th-. decisionmaker.

Although a simulation can be carried through manually, using more or
less traditional map exercise and hand accounting methods, the high-speed
computer is ideally suited for keeping track of the many items and per-
forming the large number of separate computations that determine the
changing status of the elements. In the case of more extensive simulations,

I This limitation is arbitrary in the sense that the term "simulation" is frequently applied
to laboratory exercises involving human subjects as representations of, uhorganizations.
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manual computation is only a theoretical p'ssibility. Literally millions of
man-hours would be required to perform the txercisc.

SIMULATION BASICS

Most military simulations exhibit a common structure which can be
expressed in terms of

I. Elements,

2. Attributes,

3. Activities,

4. Plans,

5. Time

"Elements" are all the items involved in the interaction - missiles, air-
craft, missile sites, airfields, support targets, and the like. "Attributes" are
the properties of the elements - location, type, speed, status (surviving or
destroyed), and so on. Some of the attributes such as CEP, weapon load,
or kill probability, may be designated as parameters on the ground that
these are the factors likely to be varied during a study. "Activities" are
rules prescribing what will occur under various circumstances - such as
radar detection, fighter-bomber duel, bomb drop, missile interception, and
so on. "Plans" are the prescriptions of how weapons are to be employed
(strategy, tactics, doctrine). In many instances where plans are reducible
to a simply formulated doctrine - as, for example, a simple x to I allocation
of fighters to bombers in an air-defense model -. they may be included as
an aspect of "activities," but in other cases they may require elaborate
instructions that indicate how each i-dividual weapon is to be employed.
In such cases, a large part of the input may consist of the plans for each
side.

The role of time in a military simulation is of basic importance. Military
conflict is not a static balance of forces; it is a dynamic interaction of
destructive events, where the relative time of an occurrence can be crucial.
A large measure of the complexity in military matters stems from the intri-
cacies of temporal change. One of the fundamental values of s.mulation is
that it can display a complex pattern of events in time.

There are two ways of handling time in a simulation: the interval and
the event technique. In the interval technique. time is divided into a number
of sections, usually equal. The conflict is examined interval by interval and.
except for the order in which activities are taken up, the occurrences during
a time interval are considered as simultaneous.

In the event type of model, a list of potential occurrences is compiled on
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the basis of planned actions and the events these can produce. This list
"must be edited frequently, some events being cancelled and new events
added. For example, the planned arrival of a bomber over target must be
cancelled if. prior to arrival, it is shot down by air defenses. This event may,
on the other hand, give rise to a new one, namely, the unplanned detona-
tion of weapons during the crash. Otherwise, the events list is processed by
taking up each event at the time it is scheduled to occur and applying the
appropriate activity. Theoretically, the event type of model allows as fine
a division of time as might be wished; practically, the fineness of division
is limited by the number of events that can be managed.

Event-type models have become more populai than interval types be-
cause of their greater freedom in dealing with highly time-dependent inter-
actions. However, this advantage is compensated for by the need for
storing and updating a large list of events. In some models, both methods
of handling time are used, where event processing is resorted to only for
critical interactions.

Another basic consideration relates to the treatment of chance, or
probabilistic events. Most events of military interest are partially deter-
i•ined by chance. Abort probability, target damage probability, kill
probability, CEP, and so on represent instances of basic planning factors
in military analysis that are by and large statistical rather than exact. As
in the case of time, there are two major techniques for handling chance
events, although combinations are also possible. The two are expected-
value and Monte Carlo. In an expected-value model, when a chance event
arises, the expected result of that event is assumed to occur. For example,
if a group of 10 aircraft is flying over a defended area, and the probability
of a plane being shot down is 30 per cent, the model presumes that 3 are
shot down and 7 survive. In a Monte Carlo model, on the other hand, the
outcome of probabilistic events is determined by chance. In the example
just given, a randoui number between one and a hundred might be gener- -
ated for each aircraft. This random number would be compared with, say,
30. If it is greater than 30, the aircraft is assumed to survive; if less, the
aircraft is presumed to be shot down. Although, in a large number of such
events, the average number surviving will be 7, in any particular case the
number might be larger or smaller.

In a Monte Carlo model, a single run is one sample out of a very large
number of possible cases. In order to discover what the expected or average
outcome ofthe conflict would be, it may be necessary to run many cases - take
a large sample - varying only the random numbers selected. This is a draw-
back of the Monte Carlo method of handling chance events in large models.
On the other hand, the expected-value model says nothing about the vari-
ance - how widely ouicomes can differ from the average result. The Monte
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Carlo technique can, with sufficient cases, give some indication of how far
away from the average outcomes may be.

Both types of models have their value. The Monte Carlo type appears
to have greater favor at the moment because of the advantages mentioned,
but also because it lends an air of realism to a simulation, and because it
allows chance to be applied to single events. If a lone aircraft is examined
flying over a defense, and the probability of its being shot down is, say,
45 per cent, there is something repellent about saying that 45 per cent of
the plane is shot down and 55 per cent continues on to bomb a target.2 But
while the language of the expected-value model is perhaps strange, it is not
necessarily wrong. With the Monte Carlo technique the plane is either
shot down or it is not, depending on the random number drawn.

Another basic con.ideration in constructing a simulation is level of
detail. Air forces car, be described in terms of individual aircraft flying
separate routes to specific bomb release points, or in terms of groups of
aircraft of varying size attacking groups of targets. Local defenses can be
expressed in terms of individual missile launchers, missile complexes, or
simply the level of local defense for a set of targets. Time can be divided
into seconds, minutes, or hours. In general, there is no "right" level - the
level of detail that is selected should depend on the problem being posed
and the resources of the analysis team. However, it rarely is worth creating
a detailed simulation for a single study unless the study is very extensive.
The reason is that building a simulation is expensive in time and effort, and
an extensive use of the model is necessary to make the cost worthwhile.
The statement is made more than once in this book that there are no
general-purpose models, that the model should be tailored to the problem. 3

This is :orrect, but in the case of large-scale simulatio:,N an attempt is
usuaiiy made to introduce some general-purpose features - to make the
model sufficiently flexible, so that a variety of problems can be dealt with.
This can be done to some extent by allowing a f, i-iy large number of param-
eterf that can be easily changed to define new weapons characteristics,
changed force structures, or different modes of employment. As a result,
simulations are commonly constructed with more detail than a particular
problem requires.

Finally, a basic question concerning simulhtion is the computation tech-
nique selected. It has already been pointed out that high-speed computers
are ideally suited for the type of data maripulation involved in most sim-
ulations. For some elaborate simulaaions, it would be completely imprac-

I have had an Air Force officer challenge me by asking. "If you were 65 per cent (if a
tighter Pilot, how would you attack I5 per cent of a bomber''¶ a Note especially Chaptes 3 and 10.
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tical to conduct the exercise without a high-speed computer. In other cases,
however, different methods have been useful. One technique, the map exer-
cise, has proved of continuing value, especially for simulations involving I
ground forces. Variants of the map exercise, in which forces are represented
by poker chips, have been useful in exercises on a smaller scale. The chips
are convenient for bookkeeping purposes. Furthermore, the graphic

¶"picture" of the course of the war afforded by the map is often valuable to
the analyst in furthering his understanding of what is going on.

SCHOICE OF SIMULATION TECHNIQUES
s tThe preceding remarks lead naturally to the question, When is it reasonable
L •to use a simulation, and how does the analyst go about setting one up?

The principal reason for resorting to simulation, as was indicated in the
introduction, is that the phenomena to be studied are too complex to be
manageable in any other way. It is fair to say that simulation is often used
because of ignorance - the analyst does not know how military events
proceed in the large, and hence cannot formulate a simple, general model
of the conflict. On the other hand, he can express the situation in terms of
elementary events because he understands them or, equivalently, he may
have data only on elementary events and not on global interactions. There
have been too few modern wars to derive general relationships from direct
experience. War is especially difficult in this regard, because of the two-
sidedness of the conflict. Many wais would have to occur to give some indi-
cation of the eft,-- of diflerent war plans. Elementary events, on the other
hand, are more closely related to peacetime activitics. Many are subject to
peacetime exercise and test. By formulating the simulation in terms of
elementary events, complex interactions can be synthesized.

A problem can be complex in ways other than involving a large number
of elements or intricate interactions. In general, the formulation of a simple

ode of..a military situation requires that a simple expression for the payoff
or the criterion must be available. But in many cases it is not possible to
express a simple payoff. For example, in a nuclear exchange we would be
interested in the damage to civilian targets on each side, in the forces
remaining, in the fallout contamination, in effects on allied nations, and
so on. But there is no simple trade-off among these effects that will allow
us to produce a single index, and, above all, there is no simple criterion
for determining which mode of attack is preferable. This is so because -
among other reasons - nuclear conflict is nonzero-sum. Both sides can
lose catastrophically, depending upon the modes of attack selected.

In a case where the payoff and the criterion are unclear or complex, it
frequently happens that the only useful method of proceeding is to exhibitSfreuenly hppes oly pocedin
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the outcomes of several cases, and let the decisionmaker "make up hik
feelings" about them.

A third kind of comp,-xity is related to uncertainty. There may be many
factors in the situation about which - even in elementary form - we do not
have sufficient information. This is particularly true if we are examining
proposed weapon systems or conflicts several years from now. One popular
mode of procedure in this kind of situation is to express in the formal analy-
sis just that part of the situation that we do have solid information about
and leave the uncertainties to an informal, judgmental "discussion." For
many types of problems this is a reasonable way to proceed. But for many
others it is desirable to include the uncertain elements in the fo:mal analy-
sis. There are several ways in which this can be done. Separate cases can be
run for a range of values of the uncertain items; or the cases can be exam-
ined closely to see at what stage - if at all - the uncertain items are crucial;
or a set of extreme values can be tried to see what the total effect of the
uncertain factors might be. None of these procedures is a completely
satisfactory answer to the problem of uncertainty because i: is rarely
possible to do a thorough job - the number of cases requited is generally
prohibitive. But they are frequently more informative than the less formal
exercise of judgment.

Whet. it comes to the specifics of laying out a simulation, the familiar
caveat that we are concerned with an art and not a science holds. In general,

the form of the simulation .,nd the level of detail will be determined by the
problem to be tackled and by the resources at the analyst's command.
Other factors will be influential - the kind of data available, deadlines,
and so on.

It should be reiterated that a simulation is generally only a part of the
over-all systems analysis. Usually, simulation wil; be concerned with the
effectiveness computation. The simulation model needs to be supplemented
by a cost model and an evaluation technique. This last is freq uently refer-

red to as "analysis of results," but a great deal more is involved than mere
tabulation.

In setting up a simulation it is generally a good practice to formulate first
a small, possibly aggregated example and play this simulation by hand.
The small model provides a way of checking whether or not the simulation
has a complete structure and adequately contains the factors of primary
int'!rest. Several attempts to develop simulation of ground warfare have
failed at this stage. There is no problem in defining the elements, attributes,
activities, and time scale foi ground warfare, but the representation of
plans - that is, the simulation of the complex decision process for ground
forces - has not been satisfactorily solved. The small model also provides
a way of obtaining gross estimates of the significance of various factors.

rNi \
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Some items can be left out of, or aggregated In, the production model if
the exploratory model indicates they are not critical.

After the exploratory phase there are several directions in which one can
proceed. The basic model must be translated into a detailed program and
this in turn must be checked by trial runs. If the program is to be run on a
computer, additional coding and debugging "-e involved. A large propor-
tion of the study effort is usually absorbed by the collection of data and
transformation of those data to a form suitable for the model. After the
runs or exercises, analyzing the voluminous information generated is
normally a major task.I• EXAMPLES OF THE USE OF SIMULATION
Some examples may give a feeling for the wide range of military situations
which have been dealt with by simulations and some feeling for the variety

of model structures thut nave been employed.
Perhaps the archetyp.e of the large-scale military simulation is the global

air war m.idel, STAGE, used in the U.S. Air Force by the Office of the
Assistant Chief of Staff for Studies and Analysis. This model, which has
gone through a number of versions (it was known as the Strategic Opera-
tions Model when initiated at RAND and later as the Air Battle Model),
provides a highly detailed play of a world-wide nuclear exchange. It fol-
lows the movement of individual aircraft and missiles as they leave their
airfields or sites, as they travel through air or space, and as they pass
through surveillance radar coverage and defenses; it computes how many
are lost to enemy interception; and it determines the damage that the sur-
viving weapons inflict on military and civilian targets. For bombers, the
activity of supporting tankers is followed, and, for missiles, decoys and
other penetration aids can be programmed in.

The air battle is scrutinized every few minutes of simulated time, allow-
ing a rich interplay of operational constraints, relative timing of penetra-
tion and attack-;ý on defenses, and so on. Because of its large size, STAGE
requires several hours on an lBM 7090 computer for a single Monte Carlo
run, in which many thousands of chance events are evaluated. It also
:equires the investment of hundreds of man-days in the preparation of
inputs. STAGE is admirably suited for the detailed evaluation of war
plans and for testing the effect of operational constraints on the execution
of a war plan during enemy attack.

On the opposite extreme is a model called FLIOP, which was designed
at RAND as an aid in strategic planning. FLIOP checks the feasibility of
a single bomber mission. The input is a detailed profile, including potential
refueling points, of a bomber mission from its beginning at the take-off
base, through its flight over enemy territory (visiting one or more targets),

I
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to its ending at a recovery base. FLIOP is also coded for high-speed corn- P
puter. It operates by "'flying the bomber backwards," that is, by starting at
the landing base and accumulating fuel and the weight of bombs as it backs
up. Missions are judged infeasible if the fuel required exceeds the capacity
of the bomber or if the over-all weight exceeds the maximum flying weight
before a refueling point is reached. If these restraints do not operate, a
tanker can, as it were, remove the excess fuel at refueling and the bomber
ran accumulate more weight on its way back to die take-off base. The rou-
ti:,e computes the required off-load and also determines the feasibility of
the tanker mission, The routine takes only a few minutes on the computer,

allowing the computation of hundreds of flight plans in a day. As an aside,
we might note that the peculiaritv that the simulation operates in reverse
has been modified in practice. It is clearly more intuitive to have the aircraft
fly forward, even in a computer!

Several models exist which evaluate an anti-ballistic missile defense
against combinations of incoming warheads and penetration aidq. Because
time is critical in ballistic missile interception, these models break time down
into very fine-grained intervals. They are examples of a rather rare sort of
simulation using high speed computers. It may take several hours to com-
pute an interaction that in reality would involve only seconds.

The models follow the trajectories of incoming warheads, decoys, and
other penetration aids, assess the probability of detection at variouu stages,
schedule interceptors according to input doctrines, and assess kill probabili-
ties. A variety of interceptor characteristics, payloads of ICBMs, and firing
doctrines can be examined.

.imilar models exist for evaluating a duel between a fighter plane and
a bomber. An initial relative position and heading for the fighter and the
bomber are selected, and the model simulates the chase, taking into account
the constraints on speed and turning radius of the fighter and the effects
the bomber can produce on the fighter's radar by using electronic counter-
measures. The fighter's armament will be aciivated if it is sucuessful in
achieving a firing position (as defined by a preassigned doctrine). By run-
ning a large number of initial positions and headings, we can estimate an
average kill prub'tbility for a specific fighter configuration against a given
bomber type.

It should be pointel out that simulations, in the sense in which the term
has been used here, can be subrnodels in a larger, less formal exercise.
Thus, the activities of a depot can be simulated as an element in a larger
logistics exercise. Attrition models, or damage models, have been used as
parts of a theatre war game where much ot the play is determined by the
decisions of teams of players or of umpire teams, or both.

The preceding examples are only a few of the hundreds of simulations

t "j
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that have been developed in the last few years for military analysis. Simu-
lation routines have been developed for evaluating damage to communi-
cations in a nuclear war, evaluating the effects of conventional bombing
on troops and equipment in a non-nuclear attack, assessing the effects of
terrain on the coverage of defensive radars, computing the rapidity with
which a task force can deploy from the United States to a foreign theatre.
There are very few areas of interest to the Air Force that have not been
made the subject of a simulation.

PROS AND CONS

Because of the widespread use of simulation for military analyses, it is
important to achieve a perspective on its good and bad features. On the
positive side, and pre-eminently, a simulation may be the only feasible
way to analyze a highly complex system or process. By reducing the com-
plex process to more elementary activities, simulation provides data from
peacetime experience or tests that can be used fur analyzing hypothetical
conflicts. In addition, by breaking a complicated situation down into a
series of simple interactions, a simulation can make the evaluation of
plans or weapons effectiveness more understandable to military decision-
makers. The language of a simulation is usually much closer to the lan-
guage cf thc, inlitary offtcr than the language of a mathematical analysis.
This aspect of simulations has a number of ramihcations. Since the
simulation is a completely formulated model, all concepts employed
in it must be completely and sharply defined. This is especially true if
the simulation is programmed for a computer. Hence, the simulation
furnishes a common and precise language for a team of specialists
working with it. It also can provide a common language for the
specialists and the decisionmaker. The fact that the assumptions of
the model are explicit and the results can be duplicated is extremely
important when a sizeable community With differing interests (for example,
the various agencies of the Department of Defense) is interacting on a
problem.

The model also furnishes a logical structure or framework for the data
involved. Frequently the simulation is itself a check on the consistency
and completeness of the data. Some of the most useful data files in the
Pentagon are those developed for simulation exercises.

More generally, even in those areas where solid data are lacking and the
analyst must proceed by assumption, judgment, or guesstimate, a formu-
lated model requires that the assumptions be clearly spelled out. The simu-
lation can check the consistency of assumptions. Most important of all,
the simulation can derive the consequences of assumptions in an imper-
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sonal, objective fashion. These properties, of course, are common ,o all
completely formulated models.

On the negative side, simulation has it umber of shortcomings from the
point of view of an analyst conducting studies for militqry decisions. Above
all, simulation is likely to be a slow and cumbersome method ofattacking a
problem. This is especially true if the simulation is coded for a computer.
Despite advances in the programming art, a sizable effort is required to
formulate and code a simulation of even moderate sizc. Furthermore, a
large computer routine is difficult to modify. If some assumptions turn out
to be inappropriate after the first few runs, a major reprogramming may
be required. In many cases, this fact leads the analyst to build in genrral-
purpose features ("flexibility") which overly complicate the model and
extend programming time. Almost by definition, simulations pose difficul-
ties in predicting which features will turn out to be inappropriate, or be
outrun by technology.

A simulation is likely to be restrictive with respect to the range of cases
that can be examined. In most situations of military interest, the number of
possibilities worth looking at is enormous. There will be a range of possible
weapons, a variety of possible employments, and large areas governed by

Schance. And these possibilities are inflated by applying to bnth rontfstats.
For most simulations, the best the analyst can do is select a very few cases

out of this vast spectrum of possibilities for examination.
Some of the values of simulation can easily be overplayed and turned

into liabilities. The fact that simulations are couched in a language close
to that of the military can give a false air of reality to the results. The fact
that activities are examined in minute detail and at electronic speed can
lend an air of glamour to an exercise that can turn the head of a decision-
maker who is not fully aware of the guesses and approximations that went
into the study. Because simulations can be set up in a fairly direct fashion,
by stringingelementary processes together, it is all too frequently the lazy way
out of a problem. In many instances, simulation is not the best approach,
but it is the easiest.

One of the more insidious drawbacks of large simulations is that -
although the elementary events are perspicuous and easy to understand -
the sheer volume of occurrences is so great that the model will be treated
as a black box into which data are shoveled and out of which neatly pack-
aged results are delivered. I once sat in on a briefing on a large military
model in which one "explanatory" chart showed precisely this analogy,
complete with hopper and conveyor belts.

The question inevitably arises, "How do you know that a simulation
actually represents what it is supposed to ?" This question is usually accom-
panied by the query, "Why don't you try your simulation on some histori-

I
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ca! %,ar or battle and see if it can predict the outcome?" This issue is com-
mon, of course. to all military systems analysis, but it arises more naturally
with regard to simulation because of the greater air of authenticity which
surrounds it.

The answer is that in most cases we can't determine how good the simu-
lation is. The ultimate test might appear to be a war of the type being simu-
lated. But even if such a war should occur, the outcome might look quite
different from the outcome of the simulation, and yet the simulation. might
not be wrong. Chance, accidental features not in the model, on-the-spot
decisions of commanders, and so on may strongly affect the outcome. This,
in effect, is the answer to those who ask why we do not try to simulate a
specific historical battle. One of the major determinants of historical battles
is the specific decisions made by commanders. To be candid, we do not
have a good way to simulate such decisions. In a simulation, the course of
the exercise is determined by a set of decisions - plans or doctrine - usually
devised by the analyst. The plans and the doctrine may be very good, butthey may not represent the decisions of any real commander in the thick
of battle - both may be right, but very different.

Why not limit simulation to those situations or those problem areas
where there is good solid information? A rather good case can be made
for the presumption that simulation has been applied where not enough is
known to j:,,tify the clabuiatiivn ui" ignorance. On this question, the good
sense of the analyst generally provides the only guide. Limiting simulation
to problem areas where impeccable data exist would exclude the technique
from most systems analyses. Frequently, the attempt to build a simulation

"I, in a shadowy area uncovers significant features of the problem that were
"overlooked or hidden in qualitative discussions. The simulation then
serves to define the needed information in a sharp fashion, and to point
up its importance.[i

•, : ~NEW DEVELOPMENTS.•Some of the drawbacks of simulation can be ameliorated, and several

developments are under way that promise to increase its practicality and
L =power.[ This Chapter is not the place to discuss at any length the impact of in-

creasing computer capabilities, but it should be pointed out that develop-
ments in faster, more capacious machines, with the capability, for example,
of parallel rather than purely serial computation, will make some of the
larger types of simulation easier to manage. Improvements in data han-
dling - for example, more direct access by the machine to data files - will
simplify generating inputs. The major transformation that is now undrr
way toward naintaining military information in machine accessible form
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will undoubtedly make the task of simulation-building easier. Conversely,
the construction of more extensive simulations will improve the structure
of data files.

Of more direct interest is the rapidly expanding number of simulation
languages being developed for high-speed computers These languages,
which bear interesting names like GASP, SOL, Militran, Simscript, and
SOS. are an attempt to furnish the analyst with a certain basic skeleton of a
simulation: list-processing structures to simplify the defining of elements
and attributes and the handling of internal data: an event processor for
automatically scheduling and computing events according to activities
specified by the analyst; output techniques for more or less autom, atically
generating the information the analyst wishes from his simulation. These
meta-simulations save the analyst the time required to reproduce those
elements which are common to a large number of simulation routines.
They have proved highly useful in a number of studies in reducing the time
required to set up a simulation and also in simplifying modifications in a

routine after its initial formulation. Although not applicable to all types
of simulation, and probably not yet of great value for the larger models,
these efforts arc expanding rapidly and promise to remove much of the
repetitive, housekeeping part of the job of constructing simulations.

One other development we might note is the marriage of simulation with
other techniques. Outstanding among the serious handicaps of simulation
is its ",•se-.study quality. On the other hand, one of its strong points is its
ability to deal with a richly detai!ed problem area. It is feasible to construct
not a single model, but a family of models, at differca.t levels of generality or
aggregation. By covering the same problem at several levels. it walO
be possible to employ the tools of mathematical analysis - optimization,
sensitivity analysis, trade-off analysis, and so on - at the higher levels of
generality and then check the accuracy and feasibility of the solution ,
agairst morc detailed models of the simulation type. This prospect appcars
most inviting in the area of complex planning - for example, in strategic
attack planning or in logistics planning for a large deployment - where it
is desirable to survey a large number of possible plans before deciding
on a preferred one, but where, at the same time, the operational feasibility
of the plan is a significant criterion.

In the area of strategic attack planning, RAND has developed experi-
mentally such a family of models. It consists of a highly aggregated, two-
sided war gamc which plays a single nuclear exchange in a hundredth of a
second, an intermediate-level simulation of a two-sided air war which
computes the result of implementing a pair of plans in a matter of minutes,
and finally a planning routine which takes the intermediate-level plan a"d
unpacks it in great detail, including tanker support for bombers, relative

r
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timing of penetration, and specific geography for launch sites and targets.
The smallest model can be employed to survey thousands of cases in a
hasty or - so to speak - back-of-the-envelope fashion. The lower-level
models can then be used to spell out the details and check the reasonable-
ness of the outcome of the upper-level survey. 4

This type of hierarchy of models can be used to compensate for the
cumbersomeness of the simulation, and to relieve the abstractness of more
analytic techniques.

*For a fuller description, see N. C. Dalkcy. Aamflies of•fodels. The RAND Corpora-
(ion, P-3198, August 1965.
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Chapter 13

SAMSOM: A LOGISTICS SIMULATION

CHAUNCEY F. BELL

SA MSOM, a't acronym for Support-A vailability Multi-System Opera-
tions Model, is a computer simulation model designed to studi' th(h=
influence of resource and policy changes on aircraft capabilities- that
is. the interactions between logistics and operations. It considers air-
craft characteristics of reiiability and maintainability by subsystem,
operational and logistics policies and schedules, and the manpower and
aerospace ground equipment needs for the support of such policies and
schedules. To demonstrate the potential usefulness of surh models.
SAMSOM is used here to examine a problem involving increased
trainingflights and alert requirements for an organization typical of the
Air Defense Command.

Additionally, on the basis of SA MSOM outputs or the records of an
operational organization, an analytic technique for determining eco-
nomic quantities of maintenance manpower and AGE is presented.

INTRODUCTION

RAND's Logistics Department has been developing and using simulations
for a number -of years to assist in the study and solution of weapon system
support problems. These eforts have included both man-machine labora-
tory simulations (which sometimes approach "gaming," the subject of a
later Chapter') and all-computer simulations In this Chapter. we will
consider one ot the latter type and then use it in answering some fairly
straightforward questions. In =o doing, it should be possible to gain an
insight into some of the potential applications of computer simulation

models.2

DESCRIPTION OF SAMSOM
SAMSOM. a Support-Availability Multi-System Operations Model, is a
third-generation version of a compu:er simulation mainienance-opeMa-
tions model developed at RAND in the late 1950's. An earlier mnnel h;•s

Chapter 14.
'For a general discussion of simulation. sw Chaptct 12.
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been used by se eral defensL en,•tractors in developing similar simulationS! models for their own purl-oses.

The key featuies of SAMSOM are these:

An ability to simulate operations from several bases at the same time,
permitting examination of dispersed operations, or study of a Military
Airlift Command organization;

Ability to handle several types of aircraft in the same simulation.
Ability to simulate interactions among type- of missions by the same
type of aircraft, such as reconnaissance, air superiority, and inter-
diction missions; andr Substantial capability in the handling of resources, which include
facilities, maintenance manpower by shop assignment or skill classifi-
cation, and maintenance ground equipment by individual type, as well
as parts shortages.

Additionally, maintenance requirements can be treated in a good deal
of detail. Reliabilityand maintainability factors can be handled flexibly down
to the subsystem (work unit code) level. Constraints on the number of people
working in one area of the aircraft, conflicting maintenance, critical versus
non-critical maintenance, and so on, can be introduced.

Figure 13.1 provides a simplified schematic of the model. Generators
f of logistics activity are listed in the box in the lower left-hand corner.

IImp"

Fig. 13.1 - Model logic schematic
t
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Two of them might be noted here. In the model, sorties and ground aborts
generate servicing, unscheduled maintenance., and other support require-
monts in much the same way they are identified in the field. Similarly,
accumulated flying time or calendar time is used as a basis for triggering
inspection requirements.

Either as separate inputs (sorties) or as the results of simulated events
(accumulated flying time), these generators activate the maintenance mod-
ules or routines in the model, several of which are identified by the small
boxes placed on the diagonal.

The first maintenance routine represents debriofing times, lags in com-
munication, or troubleshooting activities. If used in a given simulation, this
routine is always activated first after an aircraft lands. It also may be used
to represent weapon downloads, delays in recovery activities, or travel
time to a missile site.

Unscheduled maintenance requirements usually are generated next. In
most simulations this routine handles a major portion rf all maintenance
activity. It represents failures and discrepancies reportea by the flight crew,
diagnosed by the debriefing crew, or discovered by maintenance teams as
maintenance proceeds.

The ground malfunctions routine would be especially active in the
simulation of ICBM missile operations or a communications center.
(While we have not run non-aircraft simulations on SAMSOM to date, we
do not see major difficulties in doing so.)

The inspection module relpresents several different kinds of inspections.
Periodics, hourly postflight. cpecial, and calendar inspections are handled
through separate but essentially similar routines. Combat damage is gener-
ated by attrition inputs which specify the probability of such damage for
each different route or mission configuration. Since combat damage may
represent special or unusual maintenance requirements, tngether with
special Akills and equipment, it is handled in the model as a special kind of
unscheduled maintenance.

Fueling and otlher routine servicing operations result in a flyable air-
craft, which may also receive launch serx ice activities to simulate weapon
uploads or other mission-configuration requirements, or to simulate pre-
flights.

Each time a sortie lands or some other generator activates a routine, the
model draws random numbeis to identify failing systems and to determine
the resources required to correct the malfunction or satisfy the require-
, ments. The number drawn has a relationship to the real or estimated
reliability and hardware characteristics of the aircraft. The model then
searches through the appropriate pools for available resources to accom-
plish the required tasks. If personnel are offduty or busy on other jobs, or

I
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if equipment or facilities are not available, or if parts are not available, the
job and the aircraft may be delayed. Such delays ame depicted by the large
"Q's" at the bottom of the schematic. When resources become available,
additional draws of random numbers by the model determine repair times.
When all malfunctions have been corrected and servicing is completed, the
aircraft is added to the appropriate flyable, ready, or alert pool.

An example will illustrate how a simulation model such as this can esti-
mate effectiveness capabilities and costs for a specific situation and ex-
plicit assumptions. Let us assume that an Air Defense Command unit
possessing 2." aircraft is asked to consider an increased capability posture
which would involve keeping 7 aircraft on alert at all times and flying 25
sortv,-s a day, each averaging 1.3 hours in length. We have information
concerning failure characteristics, repair time of subsystems, and so on.
Figure 13.2 shows the flight schedule desired by the operations people. It
calls for flying 8 aircraft each day at 0630 hours, 7 at 0930 and 7 at 1230.
Two additional aircraft are launched every other day from the alert pool
to rotate those aircraft, and every other day four aircraft participate in
night flying at either 1800 or 2030 'ours. The simulation shows that, with
the existing manning and workshift policy, only 20.3 sorties can be attained

on the average. This kind of answer could have been determined by actual
controlled test, of course, with some difficulty. An obvious question would
be raised, however: What would happen if there were no manpower prob-
lems? In the model, added manpower comes quickly and easily, but the
answer is disappointing- 21.1 sorties(Fig. 13.3).

Before reluctantly deciding that 25 sorties a day cannot be met, we can

II 10 Average numberof sorties/day:

/i- Scheduled : 25

21 1'AvMade: 20.3

4 Av.
4.2

H ~2
•,06 8 10 12 , J t

a 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Hour of day

Fig. i3.2 - Simulated daily flying program
(typical manning)
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easily use the computer model to determine the upper capability limit pos-
sible with the type of aircraft and the extent of the flying day. If we do so -
instructing the model to fly all available aircraft beginning at 0630 and
continuing until 1845, using manpower as needed - we will find that nearly
30 sorties a day are possible. Thus, the previous failure to reach the 25-
sortie goal is not due to the type of aircraft being used or a lack of man-
power, but rather to the proposed flying schedule. We can skip some of the
steps involved in arriving at a reasonable schedule and look at one (Fig.
13.4) which allows the goal to be reached, with only some reassignment of
existing manpower to different workshifts.

10
Averase number of sorties/day;

8 Scheduled : 25

Made: 21.1

6. A6.
5.6v

29 Av.4 4A4 2
2

0
6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22

Hour of day

Fig. 13.3 - Simulated daily flying program
(manpower as needed)

While this is a fairly simple and straightforward example of a proposed -

change in operational plan, the point to be emphasized is that examination
of weapon system capability as well as support requirements can be made
early in the development cycle with much greater confidence than is pos-
sible without models of this type. SAMSOM was used early in 1964, for
instance, during the first phase of a study of V/STOL aircraft in the 1970's.
By examining cost-effectiveness trade-offs early in a program, not only are
specific operational and logistics planning factors made available, but
weak links in the design - problems that might have a particularly adverse
impact on operations or support requirements - are identified, so that
corrective action may be initiated, literally years before the difficulties
themselves might come to light otherwise.

Clearly, a wide variety of logistics support questions can be answered
by a model such as SAMSOM. Of course, if we were to attempt to find

, \ .
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the appropriate number of men for each shift for each shop, we would
obviously have to go through a large number of iterations, which would
be cumbersome and, from an economic viewpoint, needlessly expensive.
In stch cases, it makes sense to develop other cost-effectiveness models
which treat such specific problems, and then check out or validate the
results using the more comprehensive model.

"14
Average number of sorties/day:

12 - Scheduled 29I Made: 25.8

2 H

6 8 10 12 1 16 18 20 22
* •"• 

Hour of day
-•, • . [,Fig. 13.4 - Possible' daily flying program -typical manning reallocated

ESTIMATING REQUIREMENTS FOR MANPOWER AND EQUIPMENTi i One important problem is that of' determining economic quantities of•i -{ imaintenance resources, both base manpower and maintenance ground
.: equipment (MGE). Only manpower will be discussed here, but MGE isi!handled in like manner. Figure 13.5 shows the important considerations-
Si in establishing such resource requirements, and all are explicitly treated_:.,•,in our methodology. Considering the dramatic example of the effect ofS•1 flying schedule on operational capability that we have just seen, probably

3 | !no one would object to the presence of any of the items on the list. It might
[ , be noted in passing that most of' these considerations are not specificallyi! included in present Air Force manning requirement determinntions.

•: • Therefore, this is an area where marked improvement is possible.
• : .A part of the problem lies in data availability under the current Air• -+' •Force maintenance management system3 

- a fact that will come as no
S! a This system is described in AFM 66-1, Depot, Field, und Organizationa" Mainteiance
S! Management, Headquarters, Department of thc Air Force, 15 June 1966.
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Frequency of Occurrence of Demand

Time That the Resource Is Occupied/Occurrence
Flying Schedule

Randomness of the Demand Pattern

Workshlft Policy
Cost-effectiveness Trade-off

Fig. 13.5 - Important considerations in establishing resource requirements

surprise to many readers, since shortcomings in reliability and maintain-
ability data have been discussed frequently in the past, and reliability and
maintainability ire key factors in establishing resource requirements. An
inexpensive method of treating these considerations in AFM 66-1 was
developed by RAND and was under test for nearly three years at Oxnard Air
Force Base, and for a lesser time at Williams Air Force Base. It was also
implemented by the Tactical Air Command at MacDill Air Force Base in
1964 in order that proper manning, equipping, and other operational and
material decisions could be made on the F-4C. In addition, it has been used
in a number of operational field tests in the last three years. The key to
RAND's solution is time-oriented data, illustrated by Fig. 13.6. We added

clock times to the several types of information already being collected,
identified delays in returning aircraft to readiness, and recorded mainte-
nance team sizes. This permits relating maintenance demands to flight

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 111 13 14 15 16 .. TIME OF DAY

SCHEDULE INFORMATION FLIGHT SCHEDULE

OPERATIONAL INFORMATION F F F F F TRAINING SORTIE

MISSION INFORMATION TARGET MISSED

MAINTENANCE 2 2 2-MEN PREFLIGHT
INFORMATION 333 3-MEN REPAIRED RELEASE

222-MEN CHECKED SYSTEM

DELAY INFORMATION D D AT LUNCH
D AWAIT TRANSPT

STATUS INFORMATION UUUUUUUU OUT OF
COMM!SSION

WEATHER, ETC. RAINED 0700-1100

F.4t. 13.6 - Time-oriented data
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schedules, determining elapsed times to perform maintenance, and so
on.

Given time-oriented data, computer routines have been developed to
display what work was actually performed by a particular shop, at what
time the requirement was k-iown, and when the work was performed.
Since one day's operation is not adequate for planning purposes, an
appropriate sample can be compiled, lik- that shown in Fig. 13.7, which
havpenp to he for a 24-day sample. "Adjusted" means that the work is
shown as if accomplished without delays due 4., shortagez iui nmailpower.
It should be emphasized that a computer display like this can be generated
either from flight operations (this is a random sample from Oxnard Air
Force Base), or from a simulated run of SAMSOM.

If we look across the bottom of Fig. 13.7 at the number of times that
no one is needed, we see, on the one hand, that between 0400 and 0700
hours no one was needed 21 or 22 days out of the 24 days in the sample;
on the other hand, in only 6 days out of 24 was no one needed between
1500 and 1600. Looking at the 1700-IR00 time period in detail, we find
that on one occasion 9 men were needc d, yet I1 times out of 24 (46 per
cent of the time) there was no work at ..l. This, of course, merely empha-
sizes the earlier statement regarding the impact of flying schedules and ran-
domness of demand patterns on workload, and should be convincing evi-
dence of the futility of attempting to use averages, or utilization rates, or
validation teams in arriving at good manning or equipment requirements.

To establish that level of manpower which is neither excessively costly,
nor likely to leave expensive aircraft standing idle awaiting manpower, is
an appropriate task of a cost-effectiveness analysis. Given an approach
such as this, which is oriented toward time and the probability of having
a workload, the principle of measuring the costs and savings can be applied.
For instance, if we provide 8 instead of 9 men on the night shift, we save
one man at, say, $600 per month, at the cost of losing one ready aircraft
hour per month, worth perhaps $100 in "lost" investment and operating
costs. Another man can be saved at a cost of 4 aircraft hours per month,
and so on.

Each shop's manpower can be computed in this fashion, an I the expect-
ed loss in capability recorded. The resource quantities thus tentatively
decided upon can be reintroduced in the SAMSOM model, previously
run with "as needed" quantities to establish maximum capabilities under
the desired operational propram and the loss in effectiveness noted. If the

Si results are not satisfactory, further adjustments may be made.

CONCLUSIONS

Since models such as these can be used in all stages of the weapon system's
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life cycle in order to find ways of reducing expensive system downtime
and to minimize required quantities of scarce and expensive resources,
we believe they will find wide use as soon as their potential is fully recog-
nized and adequate data are available. Development work is continuing
at RAND to broaden their potential applica.ion and simplify their use.
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Chapter 14

GAMING

M. G. WEINER

War gaming is widely us'ed in many military analyse". This Chapter
discusses some of the different types of war games and some of the
differences and similarities between them. A limitl-4-war gapning icc•h-
nique is aescribed in terms oJ the steps involved in preparation, play,
and analysis. Several examples of analyses using this technique are
inchlded.

INTRODUCTION

Many people seem to think of war gaming as a never-never land, some-
thing like Southern California - widely misunderstood, but at the same time
frequently visited. This Chapter intends to say nothing about California.
It will attempt to describe briefly the background of war gaming and iden-
tify its different types. To do so, it will use as illustrations some of the gam-
ing that has been going on at RAND over the years. concentrating on
some of our limited war or tactical war gaming. Several examples of this
work will be presented to highlight certain of the ways in which gaming
can be useful as a research tool.

WHAT WAR GAMING IS NOT

Because a good deal of the misunderstanding of war gaming lies in over- u
estimating its value, it is important at the outset that its limitations be
considered. War games are not, at least intentionally, attempts to hypno-
tize people into believing results that the war gainers obtain either by hand
calculations or on the computer. In most cases, the games are donc by
people who are using one of the available tools of analysis. which, like
all tools, has advantages and limitations. As such, there is little or no
conscious charlatanism in war gaming.

Similarly, games do not constitute an adequate substitute for test or
experiment. The field exercist and the laboratory still have to be used as
active parts of any research program on weapons, on vehicles, on equip-
ment, on doctrine, or on policy. And, above all, gaminig is not a technique
for predicting the future. War gainers can hypothesize about some future
environment, weapons, or force capabilities, and can explore the impact of

265
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these on military operations as they would be conducted in the war game.
But that is all they can do.

WHAT WAR GAMING IS

If war gaming is not any of these things, what is it?
First, var gaming is a fair amount of work. It is not something that can

be undertaken quickly and easily. It is also relatively expensive. On the
other hand, there are some jobs that cannot be done without attempting
to represent both our own capabilities and the enemy's capabilities,
showing how they interact in a military confrontation. So the primary uses
ýfsming are as an organizing device to pull things together, as a trainingI and indoctrination technique, and, finally, as an analytic tool by which
different concepts, different pieces of hardware, or different military plans{ !can be investigated in a two-sided confrontation.

TYPES OF WAR GAMES
War games take many different forms. They can be field exercises, which
may involve literally tens of thousands of real troops in mock combat.
They can be map exercises, in which people work around sand tables or
on maps and conduct combat operations in a symbolic fashion. It is also
possible to put certain aspects of games on machines and to carry out some
of the formal and routine aspects by computers. They can also be mathe-
matical games of a highly precise form which arrive at determined solutions.
And, finally, they can be parlor games, like the paper and pencil game,

.: BATTLESHIP. Obviously, with this wide variety of games, from the parlor
games involving two participants to the field exercise involving thousands
of troops and hundreds of tons ofequipment, what is meant when one uses
the term "war gaming" should be specified rather clearly.

VARYING REQUIREMENTS
It is particularly important to remember this point because different war
games have quite different requirements. They differ in the number of

.. Ipersonnel that are involved, in the facilities that are used, in the equipment

that supports them, in ubing or not using computers, and in the kinds of
data that are accum'dated and handled in the war gaming situation. What

determines the type of war game that will be conducted? Obviously, it is
the purpose or objective of the game. Not all war games have the same
purpose. But all war games have or should have a purpose. They are
ordinarily not undertaken for the sheer joy of playing friendly versus
enemy forces. There is usually an identified and specific research or train-
ing question connected with any of the gaines played.

t4
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ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTI" S

Thus, one of the characteristics which all games should have is a purpose
or an objective. There are a few others. In games there are usually "sides,"
frequently two, but sometimes more, and the basic characteristic of these
sides is that they have some conflicting objectives. Both sides are trying
to attain these objectives, and they frequently have different resources
which they can use to Iry to achieve them. Moreover, all games have rules.
Wlhet'zer it be the parlor game that children play with very simple rules, or a
mock war played as an elaborate field exercise with impressive manuals
and rule books to cover as many of the events or contingencies that will
occur in the course of' the game, the rules are critical. Otherwise there is
chaos - as any mother or field exercise director catn testify. One of the
problems in war gaming is that the latter two requiiemc'its - that there be
rules and sides with conflicting objectives -- are often subject to misinter-
pretation. The validity of a war game does not ordinarily lie in the accuracy
with which the mathematical computations or the arithmetic is done, but
rather in the extent to which the sides can be faithfully represented and the
rules be designed to bear some relationship to real operations.

Even with these few simple requirements, games can be very elaborate
or very simple. As an illustration of some of the variety in t.pes. we can
look at just a few of" the games that have been conducted at The RAND

Corporation

SOME WAR GAMES AT RAND
These games have covered a fair spectrum, from some elaborate machine I
games to some very specific map exercises. We have engaged in machine

gaming of strategic war in our so-called Strategic Operations Model,
which, as N. C. Dalkey has pointed out.' became the basic model adopted
in the U.S. Air Force for its strategic analyses. We have also had other
formal games - that is. eames in which all the rules werc .xp.icit:ly stat... -

but they included human players. Some of them - such as our STRAW, or
Strategic Air War games - have been used to examine force requirements
and different strategies. Others - such as SAFE, or Stratcg.,-and-Force-
Evaluation game -- looked at some of the implications of budget planning.-'
Still others have included COW, or the Cold War game. in which certain -4

military aspects were subordinated to some of the political and economic
aspects of military operations. And finally, we have had considerable ex-
perience in conducting map exercises for limited war. of which the earhr'r
SIERRA and REDWOOD studies ard the present Tactical Operations

'See Chapter 12, p. 248.
'•See Chapter 15 for a detaitcd description of SArE.

p.-A
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Group game, MAGIC (for Manual Assisted Gaming of Integrated Com-
bat), are examples.

In what follows, we can skip over the rather large formal games that
RAND has played, and concentrate on the map exercises and the limited
war games. These are of great interest because they involve a large number
of political, economic, and logistics factors that influence military opera-
tions and we see no way of eliminating the human player from them. In
short, these games, while interesting in their own right, help to bring out
our ultimate dependence, in systems analysis, on human judgment and
decisions.

SPECIAL CONDITIONS FOR LIMITED WAR GAME PLAY

In the cc,irse of our limited war or tac~ical gaining we have used a number
of techniques to facilitate the play of the game and to examine a variety of
different situations. The techniques include the following:

1. The classic two-sided play, in which a Red and Blue side are identified,
each with different resources, and each conducting military operations
which are evaluated in order either to identify important factors that con-
tribute to the outcome of the confrontation or to provide data for some
other analytic problem.

2. The seminar technique, in which an experienced staff of war garners
plays through the war in i.-minar fashion, exposing all the information,
including information about plans and actions, to all the participants, as
in a game of showdown poker. This is a technique for rapid play of a game.

3. The open-play technique, in which there are no intelligence restr.ctions
on either side. The sides are aware of the planning, the positioning, and
the capabilities of all forces. The purpose of the game usually is to get a
general assessment of the course of the operation.

4. The closed-play technique, in which uncertain,; and intelligence are
included. This play usually simulates the "fog of war," with the partici-
pan's knowing only that infrmaion that is passed to them by a Contron
Team, and with their operations constrained by lack of complete informa-
tion on the enemy's forces, location, capabilities, intentions, and plans.

5. The branch-point analysis rchnique, in which a game is carried to a
certain point and then, because several major courses of action could
occur at tLat point, divided into essentially two different branches. Some-
times each of the branches is played out concurrently, but more often
"separately. Using branch-point analysis it is often possible to make a
'tree" of games, using this tree to look at a fairly complx number of
ariables in the particular game situation - different plans, different kinds

of weapons, and so on. In branch-point analysis the initial conditions or
assumptions of the game are not changed.

* --.J
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6. The series and variation lechniqke, in which the initial conditions are
changed and a second game played under these different circumstances, or
different assumptions. Such characteristics as the geographical area, the
time pi.iod, and the sides involved in the conflict are not changed, how-
ever. In this manner, much of the preparation that went into the gaming
can be used over again.

These techniques, which vary from rather elaborate detailed two-sided
game play to the very aggregated, rapid-play seminar technique, provide
a spectrum of gaming tools which can be adapted to the particular re-
search problem, time limits, and personnel levels available for carrying
out the gaming.

PHASES OF WAR GAMING

These techniques refer, however, only to the playing of the game. Gaining
is more than just "play." It is a three-phased activity. The three phases are
preparation, play, and analysis.

The following sections describe briefly the major activities in preparing,
playing, and analyzing limited-war games at RAND. These phases are,
however, typical of all gaming.

Preparation Phase
The first phase is preparation. Preparation must start with the definition of
the purpose or objective of the game. W:thout a definition of purpose it
becomes extremely difficult to control all of the possible data required, all
the possible events that might be considered, all the possible moves that
might be made, and all the possible analyses that might be done.

Once the purpose is established, it usually dictates a geographical locale
and time period which are adequate to provide answers to the research
questions. Although it is possible to use an entirely fictitious locale and
build up a hypothetical world, it is generally a very time-consuming task if -
one wishes to assure consistency in all of the different aspects of the
fictional geography, weather, location of forces, targets, lines of com-
munications, and so on, as well as the fictional political, economic and
logistics characteristics. Increasing emphasis seems to be fallinlg, therefore,
on using real-world locales and situations rather than specially constructed,
make-believe, ones.

The time period selec'ed for most RAND games is two to four years
beyond the present, because games which are too immediately tied to the
present may well end up producing results whose utility is already out of
date by the time the game has been set up, played, and analyzed.

On the other hand, projecting into time periods beyond live or ten years
leads to a great many questionable assumptions about the political situ-
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ation, about force postures, and about weapon systems that will be in
existence, and about the capabilities and performance of these weapon
systems. In view of these uncertainties, it is advantageous to try to confine
the time period to something between two to four years in the future. It
should be noted, however, that there is a class of games, at least in theory,
for which one would deliberately select a time period of five, ten, or more
years in the future. In this type, which might be called "research and de-
velopment games," the long-term uncertainties have to be faced.

Once the locale and time period for a game have been selected, the:e is
a variety of inputs which must be developed. Almost any war gaming pub-
lication that discusses the methodology of gaming provides a detailed
description of these inputs. Briefly, there are four major types, each of
which has to be prepared in whatever degree of detail is appropriate to
the research objective of the game. The first is the military inputs, includ-
ing the objectives of the military forces, their sizes and locations, the mili-
tary and support facilities available, and so on,

The second is the political inputs, including the national or international
objectives of the participants and any restraints or constraints on military
operations, such as the bases or ports that can be used, the areas that can
be overflown or otherwise transited, the weapons that can be intro-
duced, the targets that can be attacked, and so on. Frequently, it is neces-
sary to consider other countries besides the original combatants which
may enter the conflict, and to develop the appropriate military inputs for
these countries.

The third is the economic inputs, including the capabilities of the coun-
tries involved to support the military operations, and any economic vulner-
Phility of the countries in question.

The fourth is the technical inputs, including the performance capabili-
ties of the weapons and the weapon systems and the technical character-
istics of any equipment used by the military forces.

I) Having developed the inputs, the next major part of preparation is to
develop the ru'es of the game. These rules include not only any political
restrictions on the forces, weapons, or geographical areas that are included
in the game, but also all the "planning factors," performance data,
attrition factors, and other rules for assessing the outcome of the military

confrontation. In many cases, a game will involve individual engagements
that occur under specific conditions of geography, weather, force position,
objective of the forces, and so on, and appropriate rules, tailored to the

* particular game situation, have to be developed.
Once all this preparatory work has been done - the objective of the game

is defined, the data are collected, and the rules are developed (whether for
use by the human participants or by computing machinery) it is possible
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to initiate game play. In the following we describe only the play of games
which involve human participants, that is, games where the actions or
rules are incomplete, and human decisions are necessary.

Play Phase
Typical play for a two-sided game requires a Control team., which is the
ultimate authority for all moves made in the game; a team, usually called
the Blue team, representing one or more friendly forces; and a team,
usually called the Red team, representing one or more unfriendly forces.
Both teams have military forces, objectives, and different courses of action
open to them. These operate in a game setting frequently called a sceniario, 3

which provides the political-military environment for the conflict, along
with the events or conditions that led to the confrontation.

The game play is started by an intelligence briefing to both sides. The
intelligence briefing describes the general and special situations, as well as
any "precipitating event," that initiate the conflict. Each of the teams pre-
pares its plans separately. The plans usually take the form of the familiar
five-part Estimate of the Situation, which includes an analysis of the
courses of action available to both sides and the decision on which course
of action each side elects.

Having selected the course of action, the plans are passed to the Control
team, which evaluates and assesses the outcome. In the course of this, the
Control team is often in back-and-forth communication with the sides in
order to make clear any possible points of confusion, to replay any events

Blue team Control team Red team

Preparation of general situation, selection of locale,

time period, orders of battle, rules, etc.

Intelligence~u r
S Prepare =plans IPrepare plans

o I Evaluation
and

assessment

Intelligence
briefing

Fig. 14.1 - Play phase (two-sided games)

I Scenarios are discusse& in Chapter 16.
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that have to be changed, and so on. When any sources of confusion, error,
or argument have been reconciled and the outcome of the engagement has
been determined, the move is terminated by writing p the appropriate
documentation. The sequence of events from the initial intelligence briefing
through the preparation and assessment of the plan constitutes a "move
cycle" (see Fig. 14.1 p.278). Following the completion of one move cycle, a
second one is initiated by a second intelligence briefing, which carries the

SI. war into the next stage. The game continues through a series of move
r cycles until some defined termination point is reached.

Analysis Phase
When play ends, the analysis phase begins. Since the type of analysis that

Swill be done is determined by the objective or purpose for which the game
is being played, it is not possible to describe specific analyses without de-
scribing specific games. It is possible, however, to describe some of the
typical kinds of analyses that are done. These are the outcome-oriented

t- analyses, the special analyses, and the follow-on work.

Outcome-oriented Analyses. The first and most common type of outcome-
oriented analysis is a narrative of what took place in the course of the war.
It is the history of the war situation. It can be regarded as a "synthetic
history" and is useful for drawing certain kinds of conclusions about
events that might have happened in the real world.

A second type of outcome-oriented analysis involves looking at various

alternatives in posture, in weapons, and in force employment that have
become apparent during the course of the game, and comparing their
effect on the outcome of the game.

A third type of outcome-oriented analysis includes a review of the game
in which all the important decision points are selected and an effort is made
to identify ones critical to the particular outcome of the game. This is a form

[ .of sensitivity testing that frequently leads to a branch-point analysis, in
which a portion of the game is replayed as if some other decision had been
made at a particular point.

Special Analyses. All of the outcome-oriented analyses generally use
the entire game situation. In addition, there are some special analyses that
look at only one particular aspect of game play. One of these is force-
effectiveness analysis. For an analysis of ain air operation, this may involve
examining all the data on the sorties that were flown against all the different
classes of targets to determine i.lc kinds and numbers of we"mPons delivered

and what parts of the force conti', uted most effe,'i,;,iy to the conflict.
Sometimes, as a result, ideas about different force requirements arise and

4 the game data may be analyzed to identify the impact of changing force

;. I
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requirements on the game situation. This is the force-requirements analy-
sis.

A second type of special analysis deals with performance capabilities.
Frequently, performance capabilities, such as range, payload, and loiter
time, may be examined to see whether there are indications of how changes
in these performance capabilities (for example, added payload capabili-
ties) might have affected the outcome of the game.

Similarly, a third type of special analysis considers the tactics or
operational concepts that were used in the game. As a result, di,"erent
tactics or concepts may be introduced in order to examine their possible
effects.

However, the outcome-oriented analyses and the special analyses
have, in a sense, simply defined some problems. They have not solved
them.

And this is one of the major sources of misunderstanding about gaming,
even among war garners. Games prove nothing about the real world. They
only prove things about the game world, a difficulty from which no logical
analysis is free. To relate the conclusions drawn from the game world to
the real world additional work is necessary. This is the follow-on work
needed to make gaming useful.

Follow-on Work. One frequent form of follow-on work is a replay of the
game, using different concepts, forces, or equipment, in order to derive
further evidence for any one of the special analyses. Another is to specify
some operational or field tests that might be conducted to reduce uncer-
tainty as to the validity of the game results and to make them more reliable.
There are frequently technical studies that can be defined by the gaming.
Such studies translate the implications derived from the game world into
the hardware of the real world. Finally, there are other types of analyses,
such as other tvnec of systems analyses, operations anialyses, and special
side studies, that can be conducted to supplement the conclusions drawn
from the gaming. Thus, even when the game and the initial analysis are
finished, a good deal of follow-on work is frequently necessary to turn any
of the findings into useful material as far as military operations or capa-
bilities are concerned.

SOME EXAMPLFS

Up to this point, we have kept to a rather general description of the types
of war games, some of the techniques used in limited-war gaming, and
gaming's three major phase., - preparation, play, and analysis. Perhaps
now several examples of the use of war gaining are in order. Tile first ex-
ample illustrates the use of tactical gaming to determine the comparative

II
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utility of different weapons; the second illustrates the use of gaming to
examine force requirements; and the third illustrates the use of gaming to
compare two different concepts of military assistance. We will describe
the first two briefly and develop the third in somewhat greater detail. All
three are based on actual research.

A Tactical Game for Comparing Different Weapons
The purpose of this game was to determine the comparative utility of
several different types of aircraft-delivered weapons for use in interdiction.
These included non-nuclear, biological, chemical, and nuclear weapons.
The specific situation involved an enemy invasion of a friendly country
through a relatively mountainous area. The enemy, Red, prepared a plan
of action that indicated the invasion routes he would use, the size and
disposition of the forces he would commit, the routes and depots he would
employ to support his combat forces, and the timing of his operation. Blue
prepared a counterplan indicating the forces that hc would commit, the
interdiction targets he would attack, and the weapons he would use. Ad-
ditional data available to both sides indicated the detailed geography, the
weather conditions, and a variety of other factors.

In the game, Blue used different types of aircraft-delivered weapons to
interdict the Red movement, and comparisons were made of the number of
weapons required, the number of sorties flown, the cost of the operations,
and the comparative effectiveness of the weapons as influenced by weather,
"target conditions, and the ability of the Red forces to continue their mili-
tary operation.

In this type of analysis, the game provides a setting or situation in
which many of the important factors influencing a military operation are
incorporated. It goes beyond a "target analysis" since it allows both sides
to have different options as to how they will use their forces or react to the
operations of the other side.

A Tactical Game for Examining Force Requirements
The second example concerns a game that was played in order to examine
force requirements. For this problem a novel type of military unit - differ-
ent in weapons, organizational structure, and combat capabilities from any
existing military unit - was hypothesized. The game exanmined some of the
conditions under which this unit might be employed in combat and particu-
larly what effect the use of this new unit might have on the existing military
forces. That is to say, the game paid as much attention to the impact of this
new force on existing forces as to its impact on the enemy's forces.

The game investigated some of the missions that this unit might under-

I
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take, the support requirements for d'ploying it into the combat theater, the
bases from which it might operate, the unit's effectiveness in combat, and,
specifically, how its use might require different numbers and types of air-
craft sorties in attack and air resupply missions, or otherwise affect the
operations of the existing forces.

This game provided both qualitative and quantitative indications of some
of the major effects of introducing this new military unit. It indicated sonic
of the counteractions the enemy might take, and provided a context for
evaluating how, and to what extent, the new unit might generate require-
ments on existing units.

A Tactical Game for Comparing Programs of Military Assistance
The third example ;nolves a series of games that was intended to compare
two concepts or programs of military assistance. The games were part of a
larger evaluation that incorporated economic and political factors in the
comparison. For the military evaluation, the gaming examined the capa-
bility of two countries to operate in three levels of combat under each of
the two programs. That ;s, the gaming involved 12 different games; each
of two concepts was compared in three levels of conflict for two countries.
The method used in the study had five separate steps:

1. Alternative programs for spending the same hypothetical four-year
military air budget were drawn up. The amount of the budget was based
roughly on experience in the particular underdeveloped countries for
which case stddies were conducted. The programs were designed to be of
equal cost, but they were significantly different in their content. One pro-
gram, which was called the "A" program, generally stressed fairly large
forces, armed and trained conventionally. It followed rather closely the
lines of recent military aid programs and force structures in the major I
underdeveloped recipient countries. The other program, which was called
the "B" prograrn, advocated smaiier, more lightly armed forces, with the
dollar savings resulting from these reductions used hypothetically for
expanding internal security forces, increasing ground and air mobility,
providing additional ground and airfield installations intended to facilitate
effective intervention by free-world forces if this should be necessary, and,
finally, expanding the technical training of military manpower.

In effect, under the "A" and "B" programs, the same four-year dollar
budget was hypothetically expeoded in different ways for initial equipment
(that is, force improvement); for four-year replacement, operating, and
spare-parts costs (that is, force maintenance); for military coistruction;
and for military training in Uniied States technical service schools.
Standard cost factors were used for equipment, maintenance, and training

f \
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costs, and generous estimates were made for the construction costs of

roads, airfields, and other infrastructures in the countries under study when
accurate information was not available.

2. The second step consisted of formulating a range of threats, covering
differing levels of violence: a major insurrection, an invasion by a minor
neighbor with only marginal support from one of the large adjacent
Communist powers, and, finally, a larger invasion with overt participation
by one of the latter powers. The threats were sketched out in game sce-
narios that gave the game players a set of initial conditions to start from, as
well as a plausible sequence of hypothetical events through which these
conditions might have evolved.

The scenarios projected events several years into the future in order to
al!•w time for the hypothetical "A" and "B" programs to be carried out.
Although effort was devoted to making these projections sufficiently real-
istic to motivate the play, detailed realism was not the primary considera-
tion in the design and choice of scenarios. The scenarios were kept at a
fairly macroscopic level, and details, to provide a semblance of added
realism, were excluded if they were not judged to be essential to the games'
purpose. The primary consideration in formulating the scenarios was their
relevance in helping to span the differing levels of violence needed to test
the military performance of the contrasting aid programs.

. 3. Next, the research group, consisting of two teams of senior retired
I- military officers, and a Control team conducted the game operations,

using the military resources available to them to try to achieve objectives
specified in the game scenarios, which were then played seriatim. Because
the free-world, or Blue, team was assumed to have expended military aid
dollars in differing ways ir, the pie-game period, Blue's order-of-battle and
logistic support resources were markedly different under the two programs,
an' these differences were made known to the Red team. In formulating

Ss~rategy and carrying out operations, the Blue team used, in sequence, the
two different force-and-facihties packages represented by the "A" and
"B" programs, while the enemy team used his "best" strategy against
each of the Blue alternatives.

4. In the fourth step, the military performance of the alternative pack-
ages was evaluated. This was done primarily in terms of three measures:
the area occupied in a stipulated time period (or the time required to oc-
cupy or defend a stipulated area), the number of casualties, and the materiel

* and property damage of the combatants. Occasionally, the military per-
formance was also evaluated in terms of the bargaining position of each
side when the game hostilities ended, and the relative probability that a
particular contingency (for example, an insurrection) would have broken

* I'
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out at all, depending on whether "A" or "B" had been implemented in the
pre-game years. The evaluation technique used standard planning factors
and simple quantitative models where they were applicable (as, forexample,
in assessing air-to-air combat, the effects of interdiction attacks, and the
movement of ground forces), but it also relied on discussion and experienced
judgment where they were not.

In conducting and evaluating the game, play was divided into segments
or phases, usually based on convenient blocks of time or space. Each phase
was played under both of the program assumptions before either of them
was evaluated. This eliminated the feedback that would have distorted
the results if one program had been played and evaluated before the other.

It is worth noting that the evaluation was less concerned with the
absolute outcomes (that is, who "won" or "lost," and by how much?)
than with comparative outcomes (that is, how did program "A" perform
in comparison to program "B"?)

5. Finally, independent of the war games, a separate evaluation of the
economic and political side-effects of the two different, but equal-cost
programs, "A" and "13 " was conducted. The purpose of the economic
evaluation was to provide a quantitative indication of differences between
the two programs in their effects on economic development in the coun-
tries studied. The purpose of the more general political assessment was to
get at least a qualitative indication of how the alternative programs would
be likely to be received I-y key groups and individuals comprising the lead-
ership of these countries.

A LESSON FROM PRINCE LADISLAUS

These three examples of the use of war faming are illustrative of the
variety of problems to which gaming may be applied. The first example
involved the use of gaming in a rather limited manner, that is. in weapons
comparisons for a specific situation. The second example was somewvhat
broader and involved examination of force requirements. The third was
very general and involved the use of gaming as an integral part of a much
larger systems analysis, which incorporated political and economic as well
as military evaluation.

There are many other examples that inight be cited. All of them involve
representing a conflict situation and using that representation to throw
light on military questions. But, above all, they are representations. The
ultimate test of the validity of any war gaming conclusion lies in the real
world, not in the play of the game. And in the real military world, as
Prince Ladislaus teaches us (Fig. 14.2), no one can accomplish the impos-
sible.
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Chapter 15

I

THE ANALYSIS OF FORCE POLICY
AND POSTURE INTERACTIONS

ROGER LEVIEN 4

This Chapter briefly examines the nature of the interactions between
national defense policy and furce posture as it affects strategic for,'es.
It considers the difficulties associated with the analysis of those inter-
actions a/id establishes some requirements that a technique for such
analyses must satisfy. It then presents the SAFE (Strategy-and. Force-
Evaluation) game as a particular tool of analysis that meets the require-
ments established. The use of SAFE as one aid in tihe study of alterna-

ye futumre defense strategies is discussed ahld the limitations and bene-
fits of national policy and force procurement games as tools of analysis
are presented.

This Chapter has three objectives. The lirs, is to discuss the interaction

between policy and posture as it affects the strategic forces; the second is
to discuss the possible role of analysis in the examination of strategic force
posture and strategic defense policy; and the third is to discuss a particular
tool of analysis - the SAFE (Strategy-and-Force-Evaluation) game - as it
may be used in studying this interaction.

INTERACTION 0: POLICY AND POSTURE

What is the nature of the interaction between policy and posture? If"Istrategic defense pr, licv" peas ,our ,na,...tion"'. go.... with. ric:-pect i, our•

strategic forces and "posture" means the exact composition of the strategic
forces, then the interaction appears to be that policy guides posture, and
posture constrains policy.

There are some familiar examples or policy guiding posture. A deter-
rence policy requires us to have adequate second-strike forces It does not
uniquely define what would be adequate or what are the conditions for a
second strike, but it does require that we he able to retaliate after an initial
blow. Similarly, a policy that anticipates a careful conduct of strategic
conflict so as to reduce damage and increase our adsantagc in short, a
warfighting policy - requires us to have controllable and survivable forces.
So policy acts as a guide to posture.

Conversely, posture constrains policy. Now, this is obvious in the case of
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nations without large nuclear forces - their policies are limitea regarding
strategic conflict. But even for the large nations, posture can constrain
p,-!icy. An example or two might make this clear. If our posture were not
likely to contain an antiballistic missile (A13M) system, then. for that
reason alone, it is highly unlikely that we could ever develop a policy that
depended on the threat of general war to coerce the Soviets into acting
against their own interests- Simila..!y, complete strategic superiority in the
usual sense is impossible without an ABM system. Or, to take anotL.er
example, if our future posture did not include a civil defense program, it is
possible that our freedom to choose a policy that attempied 0o limit dam-
age through wartime targeting restrictions would be constrained by the
knowledge that fallout from attacks on military targets would inflict great
population damage regardless of the restrictions.

Other Determinants of Posture
This emphasis on the interaction of policy and posture is by no means
intended to suggest that the two are rigidly linked, one to one. They are
certainly not. Many other factors enter into determining posture, some of
them under our rwn control, some under our opponent's control, and sonic
whose control we share.

In the first group, we would have to include - besides policy - the budget
that is available to us. We also cannot ignore the fact that we have a present
posture from which must evolve the future posture we desire. Too frequent-
ly that initial condition is ignored during analysis. And we cannot forget
the role that skillful strategy and tactics might play in developing force

.: postures. It is not only analysis, but also that indefinable quality that makes
the difference in chess that counts here as well.

In the second group are those determinants of posture that are under our
opponent's control. Thus, his policy, the size and structure of his budget,
his present posture, and his futuie capability will all have an obvious
effect on the character of our forces.

And in the third group there is the influence of technology, a factor
whose control we share with our opponent and with the world scientific
community and which can affect the feasibility of a policy or a posture quite
significantly. In this group there are also the influences of nature and of
third nations, the effects of which can be significant. Obviously, neither
is under the complete control of any major power.

So, stated very simply, the problem of posture planning for strategic
forces is to plan and procure for,-es that will enable policy to be carried
out, subject to the constraints that are exercised by budget level, by tech-

nology, by the opponent, and by present posture.

I
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ROLE OF ANALYSIS

Now, what role can analysis play in helping to solve this problem? What
help can an analyst be? Our first observation about the interaction be-
tween policy and posture provides a clue to the answer. It suggests that the
analyst I:as two roles to play. First, insofar as posture guides policy, the
analyst can help the decisionmaker in determining what forces are required
to support a pure deterrence policy or a warfighting policy or a damage-
limiting policy; or he can provide estimates of how much it will cost to
carry out any of these, or other, possible policies. Second, he can help the
policymaker to understand the constraints under which he operates. He
can, Ior instance, try to indicate to the decisionmaker whether or not, with
current and foreseeable technology and a moderate budget, strategic
superiority can be achieved, or whether deterrence can bp maintained Or
he can attempt to clarify the intensity of the threats and counterthreats
under which a policy must be carried out by describing how much damage
will be suffered in a first or second strike. To put it briefly, the analyst
can either explore the implications of a given policy for a posture or explore
the policy limitations that result from a given posture.

What is Needed?
In playing these roles, the analyst needs techniques - analytic techniques -
that will raise his answers above the level of intuition. But the problem, as
we have already seen, is a difficult one. There are many factors influencing
the posture that will evolve, and in choosing his technique the analyst
has to make sure that he does not underestimate, or eliminate, or define
away any that are important. Before we look at particular techniques, there-
fore, it might be worthwhile to list some of the characteristics that a useful
technique for exploring the interaction between policy and posture
should have.

First of all, it should cover a span of years - a ten-year or five-year range.
A technique that simply examines a single instant at some time in the future
ignores the dynamic character of the interaction between policy and pos-
ture; it ignores the fact that in planning for an optimal force in 1972 we
may inadvertently procure weak forces in 1970 and in 1974. Thus, we must
not only attain a good force posture, but, while we are attaining it, we
must maintain our policy and support it.

Secondly, since we have h, ', and hope to have, experience only with the
peacetime aspects of strateg, force posture, an analysis should really not
be concerned strictly with the wartime aspects, not simply with the war-
time uses of force, but also with its peacetime deterrent value, with its
influence on the transition to war and on the ending of war.

Thirdly, an analysis that is concerned with force posture should con-
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sider all the forces affecting an aspect of policy. For instance, if we are
talking about strategic defense policy, all the strategic forces interact.
Factoring out for analysis just the bombers, or just the bombers and the
missiles, or just the offensive forces ignores some of the strong interactions
that occur between bombers and missiles, or between offense and defense.

Next, analysis should recognize that the situation is two-sided and
competitive; we cannot ignore the fact that our opponent is constantly
observing our force posture as it evolves and is continually trying to
adjust his response to our actions. We must not make the mistake of
imagining that our opponent's forces remain fixed while ours vary.

The method of analysis must also admit of the opportunity for skillful
strategy and tactics; it has to allow human judgment to apply in force
posture evolution, for analysis simply cannot answer all the questions that
must be answered in evolving a force posture.

In addition, it should be capable of handling the difficult problems of
research and development, not only those concerning what forces we
should buy, but also those concerning the kinds of R&D strategy we
should follow and the preparations we should make for future procure-
ment.

It must also account for the many sources of uncertainty, not only in
R&D, but in costs, in our opponent's actions, in the amount and kind of
intelligence we are going to receive, and so on.

And, finally, it should involve an awareness of the fact that we are going
to interact with our opponent and he with us through the medium of intel-
ligence, and, therefore, that the value of some of the forces we may procure
will depend on how their eventual use is affected by their vulnerability to
enemy intelligence or our ability to benefit from our own intelligence.

In short, we need an analytic technique that reflects the complexity, the
uncertainty, the competition, and the dynamics of the problem. This is a
tall order, of course.

Traditional Tools of Analysis
How well do the traditional tools of the systems analyst fill that order?
Consider, for example, three of them: computational modeling and
analysis, war gaming, and scenario writing. In the first of these - that is, in
an analysis that constructs a mathematical or computer model of the situ-
ation to be studied - an attempt is made to represent all the relevant
aspects of the problem in the model. There are probabilities of kill, sortie

& rates, reliability estimates, and so on. The model is then manipulated so
as to obtain measures of effectiveness and of cost. Quite frequently, the
opponent is assumed to have fixed forces, and the analysts then choose

11
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various postures for their own forces to see how effective each is against
the unresponsive opponent.

The second too), war gaming, involves the simulation of the wartime
conduct of opposing forces. War gaming is two-sided and employs a great
deal of human judgment.

The scenario, a description of a possible future history, frequently aids
the analyst. It may take the form, for example, of a two- or five-year
history of opposing force posture devclopments and of the associated
developments in international relations. Such histories may then be stud-
ied to try to identify how the forces helped or hindered policy.

Computational modeling and analysis, war gaming, and scenario writing
represent three points along what really is a spectrum of techniques
available to the analyst.' At one end, precise computation is emphasized
and intuition is played down; at the other end, computation is de-empha-
sized and intuition is fully exploited. In the middle, war gaming depends
upon both formal models and human intuition. Good analysis, of course,

will frequently employ several of these techniques simultaneously. How-
ever, for the moment, let us examine them individually to see how each

stacks up against the requirements we listed earlier.2

Can the Traditional Methods Meet the Requiremens ?
Figure 15. I summarizes a personal assessment of the degree to which these
techniques satisfy each of the demands placed on them by the problem of

relating force posture and policy, This assessment assumes neither the best
nor the worst, neither the unusual nor the unique application of each tech-
nique, but rather only the level one might expect them to reach in the typi-
cal case. And although, in principle, the techniques may often be able to
overcome the limitations they are credited with, the time. cost, and man-
power limitations of the real world usually prohibit them from doing so in
practice.

Let us consider each. requirement . . turn.

Computational modeling usually does not take into account a span
of years. but is rather concerned with the design of forces for a partic-
ular date in the future - say, 1970. War gaming, too, is usually con-
cerned with a short time span - the length of a particular war or some
battles in it. Scenarios do, however, extend across a period of
years.

I am indebted to Richard Nelson of The RAND Corporation for this observation.
2 For additional discussion of these methods, wv especially Chapters i0, II, 12, 14,

and 16.

r.
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Computational
Requirement modeling War Scenario

and analysis gaming writing

Considers a span of years No No Yes
Includes both peacetime No No Yes

and wartime
Considers all the factors No Yes Yes

affecting policy
Is truly two-sided. No Yes No

competitive

Provides for skillful
strategy and tactics No

Takes account o'" R&D No No No
Takes account of Yes Yes No

uncertainty
Takes account of

intelligence data

Fig. 15.1.- Can the traditional methods do the job?

Computational modeling usually considers only what happens during
a war, as does war gaming. Scenario writing includes peace.

Computational modeling usually takes a segment of the forces -- the
missiles or the bombers, or the missiles and the bombers - but ignores
the defenses, for example. War gaming includes all of the forces, of
course, and so can scenario writing.

Computational modeling is usually not two-sided and competitive.
War gaming is. Scenario writing may be, but usually is not, at least
not in the sense that an attempt is made to optimize all of an oppo-
nent's responses. We would not usually find two people, each taking a
side, constructing a scenario; there is typically only one scenarist,
who tries to imagine what each side will do.

There is little room for the introduction of skillful strategy and
tactics in a computational modeling study. There is, of course, in
war gaming, and there can be in scenario writing.

Computational modeling does not usually take into account the
varying possibilities of success in an R&D venture; war gaming
certainly does not; scenario writing usually does not.
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There is, of course, some account taken of uncertainty in computa-
t, nal modeling and in war gaming. Scenario wrimg usually tries
to make a single projection of the future, although there may be branch
points to allow the study of several alternatives in selected cases. But,
as a general rule, scenario writing does not explicitly account for
real-world uncertainties.

In computational modeling, analysts customarily ignore the role that
intelligence will play in the war. While they usually do make use of
intelligence data in the analysis, this seldom extends to the intelligence
aspects of force structures. War gaming, however, does examine the
use of intelligence data, as does scenario writing.

We can conclude, therefore, that none of these methods of analysis

meets all the demands that the list of requirements places on it, Thus, if
the validity of the requirements is granted, we must conclude that tradi-
tional methods alone cannot do the job.

THE SAFE GAME

But if traditional methods cannot do the job, what call be suggested in
their place? We have had some experience at RAND in the last few years
with a technique that is related to scenario writing, and war gaming and
that employs the results of computational modeling studies, yet is more
than just a combination of those techniques. In one sense, it is an extension
of war gaming to include the peacetime aspects - the procurement and
R&D aspects - of the interaction between force posture and policy. This
technique is called the SAFE game - the Strategy-and-Force-Evaluation
game.3 It provides a technique that alloh,• all the requirements oil our list

to be met - that is, it is a tool that will enable analysts to carry out useful
analysis of policy and posture interactions.

Thus, first of" a!!, the SAFE game covcrs a ten-year span. It is a game
that is concerned with tile development of weapons, force posture, and
strategy over ten years. It is divided into five two-year periods It includes

both peacetime and wartime aspects. It includes in the forces to be pro-
cured and used all the strategic forces - the bombers, missiles, defenses,
payloads (that is, the various warheads and missiles that may be carried

by aircraft and missiles), and some others (command and control, civil
defense, and related aspects). It is a two-sided game. There is a Blue team
representing the United States; there is a Red team representing the
Soviet Union; and, of course, there is a Control team that represents the

s The SAFE game is .:.z latest of a series of strategic planning gamies that have been
developed at The RAND Corporation. The version described here xas developed under
the leadership of Olaf I-Ielmer and Thomas Bro)wn.
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environment - all the other nations, technology, the high-level national
policymakers, diplomats, and so on. The planning cycle for the game
requires the teams to operate and deploy their forces, to procure and
retrofit those forces, to set up the factories and technology to produce
those forces, and to engage in R&D on new forces. (In the game, as in the
real world, R&D includes a wide variety of options. The many R&D
choices available to the teams represented, at the time the game was designed
in 1962, those that we felt were reasonable for the next time period. Moreover,
in SAFE the success of R&D is uncertain; there is no guarantee that when
an R&D program is undertaken it will be successful.) Uncertainty also
enters into the intelligence reports the teams receive and into the effective-
ness estimates of their own forces that the teams are given. The players
never know the exact effectiveness of any of their weapons. They have
estimates, but these change when evaluations are made. Uncertainty
appears as well in the system costs and in budget estimates. The costs of
the items change from time period to time period, representing the increas-
ing certainty about costs as weapons progress from R&D to operation.
Budgets vary, and a team is never quite certain how much budget it is going

to get, although there is not too much variation. And then there are intel-
ligence data exchanged between the teams on such things as R&D, actual
developments, procurement, and budgets.

; oie Menu of Options in SAFE
Figure 15.2 presents an example of the set of options, the choices, that are
available to one team in this game. Among the choices are weapon sys-
tems that may in some cases already be in the force - say, the Atlas and
Titan. In some cases, they may be in procurement - not yet in the force but
coming in - for example, the improved Minuteman. Then there are other
forces that require R&D if the teams hope to procure them - say, the long-
endurance multipurpose aircraft. And then there are some forces that may
be retrofitted. So, facing each team when it starts this game is a veritable
military feast; it can choose from among all of these items those that its
budget and its policy suggest it should have.

Figure 15.3 presents a detailed view of two typical items that might
appear on the menu: the menu descriptions of a long-endurance aircraft
and of a hardened missile. 4 When a team must decide which of the menu
items to procure, to deploy, to set up production for, or to do R&D on,
it has available this kind of information.

To the left of each description in Fig. 15.3 is indicated the effectiveness

d The entries are representative, not real, to avoid the need for security classification.
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of the weapon as described for this game. Included here are such things as
the unit size. There are 45 long-endurance aircraft in each unit that one
buys; there are 20 hardened missiles. Of the 45 aircraft. 15 are on airborne
alert; their speed is Mach 0.3; their endurance is three days; their range
is 13,500 miles. The aircraft may be used either offensively or defensively,
depending on the payload that is procured for it. The missile has a
hardness of about 200 psi; it has a firing time of five minutes, of which
two and a half minutes are soft: that is, it may be destroyed much more
easily during those two and a half minutes than it can be while it is in its
hardened launcher. There are three modifications of the missile available -
Mod A. Mod B, and Mod C - and they are characterized in CEP and yield
as shown by the small table in the lower left-hand corner of the Figure.
The reliability figure, given in roman numerals, identifies a reliability class.
Class Ill has a moderate reliability, between 65 and 75 per cent in the first
period of its operation This improves in suasequent periods, however. A
reliability figure of IV is generally better, between 75 and 85 per cent, and
a reliability figure of V is the best, 85 per cent.

These data define the effectiveness part of the evaluation that each team
must make. The players must ask, Do we need a weapon system that has
those properties? And they must balance those properties against their
costs. For the aircraft for which R&D has not been completed yet, the
team must spend research and development money before it can con-
sider doing anything else.

A few words about how R&D is modeled in SAFE will explain the
entries in the R&D column in Fig. 15.3. Each researchable weapon
system is assigned an R&D score, a number between I and .2. The
score assigned to the aircraft is 12, and, in the first period. R&D on
the plane will cost the team $200 million. If it elects to spend that $200
mr!Ilion, the Control team will draw a random number between 0 and
9. The team's objective is to exceed the R&D score aw quickly as pos-
sible, that is, to have drawn a series of random numbers whose sum
is 12 or greater in as few periods as possible. When that happens. R&D is
successful. In the case illustrated in Fig. 15.3, success is impossible in one
period; the team must pay R&D for two periods. That is. it will take at
least four years for R&D to be successful in this development project. But
in the second period that the team pays R&D money, which will then be
$300 million because of the greater complexity of the R&D project at
that stage, they get a bonus score of 4. So if they have scored 8 or 9 in
their first period, they automatically get a successful R&D development
program in the second period. In any event, they have to score a sum of 8
or greater in two periods in order to achieve successful R&D in the mini-
mum time for the aircraft. That is a fairly probable situation, and the score

,
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was chosen so it would be; it represents an estimate of how probable it is
that a long-endurance aircraft could be developed successfully. For the
missile, the Mod A is available immediately, but if the team wants to get
a Mod B or a Mod C with (he improved CEPs and yields, it must spend
some R&D money.

After successful R&D, the next step is to procure capacity for produc- -
tion. For the aircraft, Fig. 15.3 indicates that the capacity charge of $140 J
million will procure the capacity to produce one unit each period. When
enough capacity exists, the team can undertake procurement, which will
cost $750 million for one unit, and operation, which will cost $380 million
for one unit per period. Now notice that there are blanks left below thej costs of procurement and operation. These costs change with time. When
the team undertakes the R&D project, $750 million and $380 million are
the estimated costs. In the next period, however, there will be new costs
in the blanks, representing what the team has learned as a result of its
R&D project. The costs may be greater or they may be less, depending on
the outcome of a random process that is, however, weighted toward the
high side, a sad but apparently realistic simulation of actual events. Sub-
sequently, additional costs will be entered as the team approaches procure-
ment. The cost it finally pays will be the one that is located in the lowest
boxes. So in the development of the aircraft, there is a great deal of un-
certainty, which, we feel, gives a reasonable model of the sort of uncer-
tainty that the decisionmaker faces in real life. For the missile, similar
costs apply.

Routine of Play

The routine of play for the SAFE game has three phases: the beginning of
the play; five periods, all of which are roughly the same except that the
first period is somewhat simpler than the four that follow; and the post-
game analysis. At the beginning of play the Red and Blue teams each re-
ceive from the Control team policy guidelines defining the national policy
that they arc supposed to support and budget estimates indicating the
level of budget that they can expect to receive to support this policy during
the coming ten-year period. Keeping these in mind and looking at the menu,
they will decide on the kind of forces that they feel are necessary. Then they
will start play in the first period.

They are given an initial posture that represents the current status of
their forces. Now, they can begin by phasing out those forces that they
feel they no longer want. For those that remain, they must pay the opera-
tional costs, subtracting that expenditure from their budget allotment. The
remainder of the budget they then allocate among R&D, capacity expan-
sion, procurement, and retrofit of forces. They have to consider all of
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these activities in allocating their budget. They cannot limit their attention
simply to what they think are the best R&D choices, or to what they would
like to buy, they must plan ahead for the subsequent time periods as well
as act for the present one. They then deploy their old and new forces and
receive from the Control team a description of some general war outbreak
circumstance, such as "Red initiates in a time of tension." With such a
circumstance in mind, they write a strike plan for tile forces they have at
the end of that period, basing their estimate of the opposit'g forces on
intelligence data received through Control. The strike plan describes the
timing, the route, and the target of each of their offensive weapons. and
indicates as well what ,leclarations are to be made during the strike. They
do not see the strike plan again until tie end of the game. And they do not
know what the outcome of tile interaction between that strike plan and
that of their opponent would be. They just use the strike plan to suggest
to themselves the capabilities that they would like to have, and they use
that information in the second through the fifth periods to guide their R&D,
capacity, and procurement choices.

The second through fifth periods differ from the first period only in _4
that the teams receive some news of successes or failures in R&D ventures
they had undertaken earlier, learn the modified costs of systems in develop-
ment, and get intelligence reports on what their opponents are doing. They
then go back and repeat the steps carried out in the first period. When the
".tel years" have elap,:#d the game is over.

At the end of the game, three things can be done. The first is an immedi-
ate review, at which the teams receive accounts of wars fought according
to their strike plans. In the five periods, they will have written five strike
plans, two or three of which will have been taken and analyzed by the
Control team during tile course of play. Only at the end of the game does
the Control team indicate to the Red and Blue teams what thie estimated
outcomes of those w'!r,ý wcr,. Thle secon. d po-sm.t for post-"amie
analysis is an immediate critique of the game, a search for the obh ious
successes, the evident failures, and the direct lessons of the play. The third
involves using the play as a starting point for further analysis, developing I
interesting sit uations or systems in greater detail.

This. then, is a rough picture of the SAFE tool and hov A may be used.

4 Set of SA FE Plays

In order to explore the role of SAFE in analszing the interaction between
policy and force posture, we might now examine a round of plays that
were carried out wit h the SAFE gaime in 1962 at RAND (under the leader-
ship of F. S. Hoffman). The game policy and budgets are shown in Fig.
15.4. We were concerned with what U.S. strategic defense policies would
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Fig. 15.4 - Six SAFE plays

be feasible in the coming decade - in particular, in 1970. The project

leader made up several sets of policy guidelines for the Soviet Union and

for the United States, and some budgets for the Soviet Union and for the
United States, and chose certain combinations of these to investigate. The
purpose of the investigation was to determine which of these U.S. policies
were feasible.

In all cases, both the Soviet Union and the United States had peacetime
deterrence as part of their policies. In addition the Soviets in one case had
a policy that comprised peacetime deterrence and an emphasis on defense.
That policy was an attempt to model what appeared to us to be their
posture - a high emphasis on defense, much higher than that in the United
States. This policy was supported by a moderately growing budget.
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Another Soviet posture that was analyzed was one in which they had a
policy that combined peacetime deterrence and the objective of maintaining
force parity wit. the United States. A third case had a policy that comprised
peacetime deterrence and an attempt to develop a good counterforce capa-
bility against the United States, supported by a moderately growing budget.
And, finally, there was a case in which the Soviets had as their policy objec-
tives peacetime deterrence and an attempt to obtain superiority, suppor-
ted by a rapidly growing budget that might allow them to do so.

Against these there were Blue policies that had various combinations
of peacetime deterrence, of wartime deterrence (that is, limiting damage
to oneself by threatening to inflict similar damage on the opponent), and
of counterforce (that is, trying to limit damage to oneself by destroying
the opponent's forces). The most extensive policy :ncluded, in addition
to peacetime deterrence, both wartime deterrence and counterforce.
Another one had just peacetime deterrence and counterforce. And a
third one had just peacetime and wartime deterrence. There were appro-
priate budgets for each of these three policies. Six cases were explored in
game plays. The combinations are represented in Fig. 15.4 by the letters
A, B, C. D, E, and F.

Types of Ana.'ysis of SAFE Plays
Having played these games, what is it that an analyst can do with the out-
put? Six games were played; force postures were generated; the teams each
thought that they had followed their policies moderately well. What is it
that we can learn from this kind of experience ?

There are three types of analysis that can be carried out. The first is an
analysis of the resulting games, game by game, looking at each and trying
to answer such questions as: Were the objectives of the team achieved ? Did
hcy efficoively support their policy?, What were the best postures for
achieving then if they did so? What forces did they find were useful for carry-
ing out a wartime deterrence policy, for instance? What were their failures
and their successes? There ;ýre lessons in the answers to each of these
questions, but perhaps the most important result is that situations are
ider:ified for further analysis. The SAFE game is inaccurate in many
respects and an analyst would not want to draw conclusions simply from-
the resLIlts of one or even a set of plays, However, situations arise that
look so interesting that subsequent analysis by other techniques - by sce-
nario writing, by war gaming. or by computational modeling - seems war-
ianted. And the game-by-game analysis can pick out these situations for
further analysis.

Tue second type of analysis is a comparison of the games in pairs or
triples. And as Fig. 15.4 suggests, certain of the pairs in the six gaiies we

lb\
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played were set up particularly for that purpose. For instance, in the pair
A and F the Blue team faced a Red team whose policy was chosen so as
to represent what was believed to be actual Soviet policy at that time. The
Blue team's objective was to obtain a moderate degree of U.S. superiority.
The pair was chosen so as to test the sensitivity of that aim to Blue's
budget level. In one case, the budget was kept fairly constant at current
levels; in the other, it grew moderately. And so these two games could be
examined to see whether or not the p-hilcy objectives were better achieved
in game A than in game F.

t To take another example of the same sort of analysis, we might check
to see what the sensitivity of policy is to an opponent's policy. The U.S.
policy remained constant in cases A and B, but in case A the Soviets were
still emphasizing defense; in B the Soviets had switched to a counterforce
objective. How difficult does that make U.S. achievement uf the policy of
superiority? Similarly, in C and D the United States has taken a relaxed
view of the cold war. Its policy comprises just peacetime deterrence and
prevention of damage during wartime by counterthreat rather than by
counterforce, so the required missile forces are low. There is a lower
budget. In game D the United States is facing a Soviet Union that is also
interested in reducing tension; it is interested only in parity, and has a low
budget itself. In game C, however, it is actually interested in superiority
and a rapid military growth, but it is maintaining secrecy about these
policy objectives. And so games C and D can be examined to see what
"happens. As it turned out, some very interesting things happened in those
two plays. In game C the Soviets were able to achieve a superior force
and they did it rapidly, principally because, in this example, the United
States did not do all the R&D and capacity procurement that it should
have done and was, therefore, caught napping when Red's objectives finally
became evident.

Still another instance of this type of analysis might involve an examina-
tion of the relative feasibility of alternative policies. Thus, against a policy
that was thought to represent the actual Soviet policy, three different U.S.
p ,licies were tested to see how feasible they were for the present time.
Games A, E, and F were the result.

The third type of analysis that can be performed on a set of SAFE
games is an examination of the entire group to see what general lessons it
provides. For example, the plays can be studied to determine which of the
many R&D possibilities were favored by the teams and for what reasons.
Do these reasons transfer to the real world? Do 'he plays suggest that
certain weapon systems are especially attractive R&D choices?The plays can
also be examined to see what lessons for strategy they may teach. The six
SAFE plays that we conducted strongly suggested to the players and the
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analysts the benefits of maintaining flexibility through extensive R&D.
Again, the plays can be studied for what they reveal about specific force
structure questions. What was the role of defense or of bombers in the set
of plays? What were the players' attitudes toward defense or toward
bombers? What did they feel was the relation between such systems and
their particular policy statements ?P

Limitations of SA FE as an Analytic Tool
Despite this glowing description, SAFE has a number of limitations as an
analytic tool; by now many of them are probably apparent. Some of

the more important ones can be grouped together into three general classes.
First of all, SAFE is an unrealistic model of the real world. This is not

to say that it is completely unrealistic. A serious effort was made to get as
accurate a simulation as would be practical, but no matter how serious
our effort, we could not avoid having to use imprecise data. The effective-
ness of most weapon and support systems is just impossible to determine
with high confidence, even if very extensive efforts are made. The models
are, of course, simplified, as the R&D model illustrated. We are unableto predict much of what will occur ten years in the future, and this shows

up most obviously in the menu of options. The R&D choices are those
that we anticipated in 1962, but in 1970 there will be others that are not

modeled in the SAFE game, even though we were considering the decision
situation in 1970. And an important limitation is that we cannot model
motivations. The people who were playing the part of the Soviet Union
decisionmakers were not dialectical materialists or Russian nationalists.
Since they lacked that view of the world and it is impossible to simulate it,
they tended to think and to act like RAND analysts, which we know the
Soviets do not. Still another limitation arises from our inability to model
the rigidities and irrationalities of the real world. Service tradition and
politics, unchanging doctrinal precepts, and internal politics strongly
affect military force postures, but are largely absent from SAFE.

Secondly, SAFE is a restricted model of the real world. It excludes the
limited war forces, even though, as we noted earlier, it is important to
include all the forces that enter into a policy judgment. And while it may
be a good idea to factor out the strategic forces for analysis in many cases,
we know now that there is a strong interaction between limited war forces
and strategic forces that we must take into account in many other circum-
stances. SAFE is also restricted in that it does not include other countries.

An attempt to describe and generalize the defensive lessons learned in the plays is
presentcd in R. E- Levien' An Appreciation of the lValue of Uonlinenra Defense, The
RAND Corporation, R1M-3987-PR. Marh 1i g,4|
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especially those in NATO. even though they play a large role in our
strategic policies. That exclusion is probably one of the most important
weaknesses of the model. And there is an exclusion of diplomacy and small
wars, both of which influence, and are influenced by. strategic posture.

Finally, SAFE cannot provide unambiguous answers. The outcomes of
SAFE plays require further extensive analysis ofthe type we have mentioned
- and even more than that - before they can be used as guides to policy.
And there is the ever-present danger of techniques for gaining artificial
experience, a very important danger: The decisionmakers and the analysts
may learn the wrong lessons from the games. We always have to be careful

that what we are learning, what the mode:,s show, is not an artifact of the
model completely divorced from the real world.

Benefits of the SAFE Game
As opposed to these limitations, what are the benefits provided by the
SAFE game? Perhaps the most important one is that it is a toolfor pro-

viding consistent force posture histories. It is fairly easy to do back-of-the-
ehivelope calculations employing parts of forces; it is fairly easy to consider

any one of the particular factors of policy, or budget, or responsive oppo-
nent, or uncertainty. But to bring them all together and ensure that alterna-
tive forces are develop~d under their total, interacting influence is extreme-
ly difficult. The SAFE game provides a to'oi that facilitates the develop-
ment of consistent force postures. Ea':h team has specific policy objectives.
It has a specific budget to spend in supporting those objectives, It faces
and must take into account the actions of a responsive opponent. The time
factors are vitally important. for the forces evolve over ten years and do not
appear full-grown in a single moment at some time in the future. Un-
certainty is ever present. The team never knows exactly what the R&D
successes will be, what the costs of a system in development will be, how
effective its weapons will be, and so on. It must work with its initial posture
choice, developing it into the posture it wants without becoming weak
along the way. And there is a place for strategy. The teams can be clever
and cautious or naive and foolhardy; what they are will influence the out-

come of the play.
Another benefit of SAFE is that it is a tool that allows us to consider

broad force trade-oilS. The teams rarely think only in terms of which is the
best bomber or the best missile. They think also of bombers versus missiles,
of more missiles versus better defense of those in existence, of antimissile
defense versus hardening of the missiles themselves. The many interactions
that are brought out influence the entire strategic force posture, and it is
difficult to get computational modeling or analysis that can do that in a
reasonable amount of time. In studying the results of SAFE games we can
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examine such trade-offs as antibomber versus antimissile defense, bomber

versus missile offense, active versus passive defense, R&D expenditures
versus procurement.

Finally, another important benefit of SAFE is that it offers a haluable
background for decision. It provides artificial experience for decision-
makers. It provides a framework for detailed analysis. It suggests impor-
tant areas for further study. And it is a vehicle for obtaining human judg-
ment. All of these characteristics are valuable when the SAFE game is
imbedded in a larger enalytic environment - when there are other types
of analysis being carried out at the same time. We have found at RAND
that as part of a large project SAFE can be an extremely valuable tool.

f
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Chapter 16

SCENARIOS IN SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

SEYOM BROWN

This Chapter points out that the fiinction, form, and content of scenarios
ere determined by the specific research task at hand. Different levels
of analy~sis have differing requirements for detail and for scenario-
-"odibiliy. But the construction and use of scenarios with political con-

tent is increasingly regarded as a crucial aspect of systems analysis at
most levels of anaiysis in the DOD, and especially in the analysis of
major force posture alternatives.

INTRODUCTION

In the hearings on the Defense Budget for fiscal 1965, the Secretary of

Defense was quizzed on hi, decisionmaking techniques by Congressman
Melvin Laird. The Representative from Wisconsin was of the opinion that
OSD was relying more and more on cost-elffctiveaess studies, and he
wanted to know if his opinion was correct.

"No; I think not," answered Secretary McNamara. "We are relying
more and more upon sophisticated analyses of potential political-military
conflicts and an appraisal of the advantage to the United States of alternative
force sizes in relation to those contingencies, and the various applications
of those forces in those contingencies. The cost-effectiveness study as it
"would be narrowly defined comes into importance only in choosing be-
tween alternative means of satisfying an established force requirement."'
The force requirements, Mr. McNamara told the Congressional committee,
were derived from analysis of potential contingency war plans for a variety
of such political-military situations.

We need not get into a discussion here of whether the Secretary was
describing an ideal or real process. But we can agree that the weight he
attributed to the analysis of potential political-military situations is
warranted.

The top military planners with authority to make budget decisions
affecting over-all force posture, and to allocate roles and missions with

1 Subcommittee on Department of Defense Appropriations, Committee on Appropria-
tions, House of' Representatives, Department of Defenre Appropriations for 1965,
February 17, 1964, pp. 304-305.
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the services, the Commander-in-Chief and his subordinate cominanders
doing contingency planning; the systems analyst who provides inputs to I
these decisions - all of these people require, at some stage in their work,
pictures, imaginings, fictions, if you will, of the circumstances under which
the military systems they are concerned with will have to operate.

What will be the tasks these systems will be called upon to perform?
Under what physical conditions? Under what political constraints? When
we ask these questions, we are asking for a scenario.

DEFINITION OF SCENARIO

There are many notions floating around of what a scenario is or ought to
be. More often than not these notions, or attempted definitions, are the
product of the specialist's acquaintance with those things which are called
scenarios in his special field of work, and exclude tho~e things which other
specialists choose to label scenarios in their own fields.

Often with great conviction the champions of various definitions try to
convince others that their particular notion is the correct one; that the

other animals that may be presented to them bearing the label "scenario"
are really something else in disguise - possibly "contexts," "situations,"
"plans," "assumptions," "parameter values," but "certainly nothing you
ought to be calling a scenario."

It appears that the phrase, "Now this is a scenario .... can be found to
be variously applied to

An outline of a sequence of hypothetical events;

A record of the actions and counteractions taken by parties to a con-
flict;

A plan of actions to be taken during a projected exercise or maneuver;
Tile estimate of tile situation by Conmmander -X'" at time "Y" ;n :

war or war game;

A specific set of parametric values selected for a given run of the
computer.

How, then, can we proceed to talk about "scenarios" without excluding
someone's notion of what scenarios redlly are ?

II we dwell for a moment on these various notions, we do find a com-
mon thread. They all refer to descriptions of the conditions under which
the systems they are analyzing, designing, or operating are assumed to be
performing. The system may be a weapon, it may be a component of a
weapon. it may be a vast complex of weapons and support facilities (such
as NORAD), it may be, an organization (such as the Nationail Military
Command and Control System), it may even be the entire national security

I ,s
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establishment. Whatever the scope and properties of the specific system, a
scenario - in systems analysis - can be defined as a statement of assurap-
tions about the operating environment of the particular system we are
analyzing.

Of course, this definition is so widely cast that the net may drag up a
wide assortment of fish. One way of making the discussion more specific
might he to classify the fish. The only purpose in insisting that we start
from a broad notion first is to guard against getting ourselves entangled
at the outset in a narrow definitional net that lets some of the more inter-
esting catches swim away.

MPORTANCE OF DISCUSSING SCENARIOS SYSTEMATICALLY

Before we turn to the main theme of this chapter - the political content of
scenarios - we might underscore the importance of treating the scenario
aspect of systems analysis systematically. After all, it is from our anticipa-
tions of the environments in which our systems are to operate - the
state-of-the-world, the conflict situations, and the tasks these systems are
expected to accomplish - that many of our criteria for evaluating the per-
formance of a given system emerge. Thus, having a casual attitude toward
scenarios is often tantamount to having a casual attitude toward the
selection of our evaluative criteria. If we accept the proposition that
our analyses can be no better than the criteria we employ, then we must
accept the coiollary proposition that, where criteria are dependent upon
scenario assumpions, our analyses can be no better than our scenarios.

A complete systems analysis probably requires many such scenarios -
some stipulating typical tasks, typical conditions, and typical constrainits
for the system under investigation, and some stipulating unique, and even
extreme, situations.2

The problem of finding or constructing the proper scenarios, whether
one wants either typical or extreme stu.atons, is a tremendously difficult
analytical task in itself. All we can attempt to do in this Chapter is to scratch -
the surface of this problem. A systematic approach to any actual scenario

F .to be used in some specified project would require many working sessions.
Unfortunately, this aspect of our work is too often handled in a hurried or
slipshod manner. There are notable exceptiois, however-one of the most
outstanding being the scenario work done a few years ago for a RAND
study on limited war in Iran. The scenario work was carefully and con-
scientiously handled; those who participated in this effort have some small
reward in the knowledge that the reports from this study are being used

2 See Chapter 4.

.!
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today as a basis for deriving scenarios for some current tactical air studies
elsewhere in the defense analysis community.

For present purposes, it might be best simply to characterize the essen-
tial requirements of scenario form and content at different levels of systems
analysis, so as to proide a backdrop and framework for any detailed
evaluation we may want to make of specific scenarios.

FORM AND CONTENT DETERMINED BY RESEARCH TASK

What should a scenario look like? It is a misconception to is:-ume that
the scenario is what is left after everything that can be quantified has been
quantified - that the scenario is the words, and the Analysis, with a capital
"A," is the numbers.

In some cases, the scenario may need to be presented in computer lan-
guage; in others, the most useful scenario may resemble an historical essay,
"rich in detail, with the purpose of conveying not only the tangible features
of a situation, but its tone and mood.

Frequently a scenario is solicited in "raw" form, from which the systems
analyst then abstracts inputs for his analytical model. And sometimes,
when there is very close collaboration between the systems analyst and
scenarist, or when they happen to be one and the same person, the origi-
nal scenario itself may be a highly formalized statement. But, ultimately,
what determines the final form of a scenario in any of these cases is the
form of the analytical model into which the scenario is fed.

For example, a user of the Strategic Operations MWdel, which N. C.
Dalkey considers in Chapter 12, may want to ;.ompute the results of a
missile exchange under differing assumptions concerning the shelter pro-
tection of the U.S. population and the amount of strategic and tactical
warning received of an impending Soviet strike. Now, he needs a "sce-
nario" only to provide some plausible rationale for assigning cert-Aijn num-
bers to these parameters Thus, one such scenario is likely to postulate a
high state of tension and U.S. involvement in an on-going low-level war
before the strategic nuclear war begins. But when converted into terms
usable by his model, this scenario will be expressed in numbers designating,
first of all, the degree to which people in cities have taken shelter and,
second, the state of readiness of our missik. forces - further refined into
generation rates.

But say the model is a manual war game, with a wide range of options -
tactical, strategic. possibly diplomatic - open to the players. In form and
content, the scenario, even as it is fed into the model, will probably be
complex; it will be written on pieces of 8j' by I I" paper, mostly in
English words, and combine the attributes of a Basic National Security
Policy Statement drawn up by the Policy Planning Council of the State
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Department, Order of Battle documents of all sides, and the New York
Times' "News of the Week in Review." Obviously, such a "book" will be
so far removed from the sparse form of the scenario used in the Strategic
Operations Model that many would regard it as unhelpful to talk of them
in the same breath. But this purely semantic or definitional debate is
really unimportant to our work.

What is important is the basic point that the research questions deter-
mine the design of the testing equipment. If they are questions of grand-
strategic effectiveness, as measured by, say, U.S. ability to impose terms
on a hostile enemy, the situations to which the analyst would want to
subject the system must be more widely and richly drawn than in analyses
in which the research questions have to do with the costs and effectiveness
of alternative logistics networks, where costs are measured by dollars
spent in manufacturing, installation, and maintenance, and effectiveness
is measured by the volume and rate of flow of specified supplies under a
range of physical conditions.

The character of a scenario - its language, numbers of words, or other
S= symbols; the kinds of detail it presents - cannot be settled in principle, but

only with reference to the specific research task at hand. The content itself

- the bits of information that are required or irrelevant in the scenario - is
usually determined by the capability of the analytic model to handle

* various kinds of information.

LEVELS OF ANALYSIS

After we nave cleared away the semantic underbrush, we are compelled
to admit that there is no established doctrine for creating the scenarios
used in systems analysis. One cannot set up a list of do's and don't's for
scenario content, form, detail, style - even credibility - without reference
to the specific systems analysis task at hand. Indeed, we might go one step
farther and argue that the relevance of a scenario is part and parcel of the
relevance of the analytic model to the research objective. Perhaps we can

see this point -- ore cle,-:l, if we attempt to relate the problem of scei ario
construction to the four levels of analysis suggested by E. S. Quace in
Chapter e.

Quade related the work we are doing and the analytical tools we are
developing to four levels of decisionmaking in the field of national secu-
rity:

i. Management of Operations - which is essentially no different from

management science: an attempt to increase the efficiency of some
particular man-machine system, where "efficiency" is something
as straightforward as maximizing profits.

• 1
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2. Choice of Tactical Alternatives - which is sometimes called "con-
flict design in the small," and where the objective of the operation
is usually clear, and some reasonably satisfactory measure of
effectiveness already is assumed to exist.

3. Systems Engineering, ;.ysteins Design, and Systems Research -

where the problem is to find better ways, or thie best way, of imple-
menting a system requirement. The operations to be performed are
given, are already specified; the analysisassumes these operation, are
important, it a'ccepts the requirement, but the inquiry naov question
cstablished criteria of costs and eifecti~e~ie,,, or indeed may he
evp i,.i.. .harged with the mesponsiihty fo1 coming up with bttcr
measures for evaluating the performance ofa!ter- vL sy,.

4. Determination of Ma'., Polic; Alternaities which is sometimes
called "conflict design in the large": the analysis of alternative
means for implementing basic strategies, or the analysis of the
impact of force posture choices and strategic alternatives upon the
nation's ability to achieve its foreign policy objectives.

Analyses of military systems, on this continuum from management science
to grand strategy, have need of vastly different analytical models, and
consequently are likely to call for scenarios which differ just as widely in
their appearance and substance. Now, most of the scenarios that political
analysts are interested in are those which call for some political content.
Usually, this means that they are unlikely to get involved in work at the
lower end of the continuum. Thus, much of the work of RAND'S Social
Science Department is at Level 4 - "conflict design in the large" - but this
work often involves the construction or evaluation of scenarios to be used
in cost-effectiveness studies of alternative means of accomplishing some
stated military mission. Somewhere in thc;e qudies. be they" systems
design studies or studies related to the choice of tactical alternatives,
there is a need to stipulate the assumptions, the conflict conditions, under
which the stated mission is to be accomplished.

For example, suppose the analyst's purpose is to compare the effective-
ness of various systems within essentially the same force structure inl
conflicts of the same scale, fought Linder essentially the same rules of en-
gagement; and suppose further that effectiveness is measured by some
clear criteria, such as the number of casualties inflicted and the number of
enemy weapons destroyed. The scenario may then be no more than a
relatively straightforward statement of the general military situation, the
ground rules that are assumed to exist, the disposition of enemy forces. __

the natural constraints (like weather and terrain), and, finally, the sequence
of decisions up to and including the one to resort to a given targeting op-
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tion. But already we have a requirement for filling in the blanks with items
that say or imply something about the political state of the world and
political constraints that U.S policy may impose on military operations.

Now, for such analytical tasks, in which the constraints are given, or
subject to wide variation for analytical purposes. it is often not necessary
for the scenario itself to state the political assumptions behind the para-
metric values selected.

But let us change our cri -ion of effectiveness to one, not of measurable
attrition, but to the effect upon enemy decisions to ceaxe and desist from
his attack and return to the status quo ante: now we are clearly on Level 4.
the determination of major policy alternatives, and iri addition to the
parameters already called for, the scenario will need to say quite a bit
about what makes the enemy tick - why he attacked in the first place, and
how high a value he places on the success of his venture as compared with
other competing values. Our assumptions concerning enemy motivations,
his willingness to run visks, his tolerance for deprivations of different sorts
- whether stated explbcitl; in the opening •,enario or allowed to unfold in
the form of improvisations by war garners - will determine the output of
our model, and may also affect the design of the model, particularly the
choice of which outputs to display and on what evaluative scales.

Thus, as we ".;cend the levels-of-analysis continuum, .he political
content of the scenario assumes mire and more weight in the over-all
analysis.

Sometimes the military planner may find it useful to leap-frog formal
analytical models, and do a verbal scenario firyt, because, intuitively, he
perceives that the particular scenai io is immediately relevant to important
planning problems - thit is, even hefcre any formal model i, been con-
striicted that is able t!i handle the scenario. It seems probable that many of
our crisis scenarios - for Berlin or Cuba, hypothetical or real - are of this
sort. The scenario itself becomez, so to ,peak, the model. Military forces,
coiicep.rt. smid .,iies :tre judged in terms of their usefulness in these crises.
The criterK for u:efulness are often vague and subjective, arid sometines
remain tunaltictlatedi hut nonetheless they ma, become the operating
criteria :it the OSD°.Presidential levi;. Program Change Proposals may or
may not win acceptarce on the ba.sis of these implicit judgments of the
worth 4f various ,sy;tems and strategies in crisis situation,. Bil once these
c:iteria have been found usefuli, the systems arwiyst then needs to develop

model., which are relevant to the scenarios implicit in the minds of the
decisi)onmakers. To do so. he has need of the services of -cenario writers,
wsho tell hirr what is rcle,,ant. rather than the other way around. And the
scenario writer is only as good as, his ability to perceive the world as the
top decisionmakers perceive it.

lI
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There is yet at grander task for scenario writers. rhe trouble is that there
are tot) few fools willing to rLISh in where mnost angels, hasing been burned,
fear to tread. Essentially. this task in% olves k~ ewing the scenario as a de% ice
for altering not only the systemns analyst's model, but such criteria as

those of' costs and etfrctisen;:%s hield by the top decisionniakers. WhereI
such an approach is mncaninglul], the scenatrio writer (or scenario-writing
group) (operates autono11mously. not directly coupled to any existing sys-

tems analssis project. He convi'cies it to be lIII" purpose to serve as a kind

of advance sentinel, to he able ito alert the dccisioninaker. the military
p lanner, the systems analyst. to state-o '-the-world change% and specitic
Situations Mhich may require the application of- military force in ways
that are not nowt planned for. or %%hich mnay alter preiaili ng expectations
of* what plantied-for applications of* military force can accomplish. In
a %ord. the scenarist at hIII grandest (and most in'tifferablec is an icono-

clast, a model breaker, at questioner ol' assumipt ions, and - i n rare instances
at fashioner of new criteria,

Tin- Ptkot i (IEM POI I111CM (RIDtiiiII IY
The question oif wkhat kind and what amount of information should go
into at scenario leads us head on into the devilish question of political
credibility. IV the s:1sterns analyst and thie scenrario writer hase already

* largely agreed upon criteria of' relevance, kinds of detail. and formn of
presentation, it will be easier to break up the question of credibility into0
maitnaitgeatble patrt.

The strictest ýstanidards ol' credibility '4 course, ought to apply to those
I spects of at scenario which are deem -le% ant to the research purpose

at hand. Let us first take inquiries ai the level of choosing tactical alterna-
tises. Suppose that in at field excTiase a major purpose is, to compare thle
eltcctii~efess of'ccrtaini fighter aircraft and surtace-to-air (letensIve system~s
against enemny fighters. Given this objectis e. the fact that Blue an-d Red

*are a%sumned to hase equally high motivations to take risks, in order to
achieve air superiority over the ground battle zone need not, inI this
instance, be sub-jected to a political credibility tesýt, even though in the
real wvorld Red mnay he assumned hý manyo repuitable analy 'As to be Nery
umnlikely to engage Blue In aI tactical air duel ovecr Blue territory without
first attacking tlie SAM sites. The gap between the behavior of' Red in
the real world and!. the exercise. eien if it did exist, might not he at defect
of thi% particulAr scenatrio. But the economnic and technological credibility'

4Red or am, plau~bNe opponent having systems withthpefrac

JharacteristILcs 0I AlOse: used int, he exercise definitels' wouhl he important
tIO d~r~ -Lri-.U% if C:-cc, eut ee xpeccted toprovide
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inputs to cost-effectiveness studies directly related to forthcoming DOD
decisions on alternative tactical air deployments to Europe.

Or take another analytical task, at the level of systems research and
design, where the research purpose is to evaluate the physical vulnerability
of our missile systems under varied but extreme conditions. The feeling that

( these conditions are highly unlikely is not always germane; all they need
be is not inconceivable. Some of our important investigations do need to

take into account the worst cases, however incredible they may seem to
the political analyst. No one really regards an all-out Soviet strategic
attack against our U.S.-based weapons as at all likely. We assume the
Soviets are deterred. Yet few would deny the need for hypothetically
subjecting our strategic forces to such attacks, under various assumptions
concerning the strategic balance, Soviet firing doctrine, weather conditions,
the state of alert of our forces, and the amount of tactical warning received.

For some of these narrower research tasks - those designed to evaluate
the physical performance of systems - we are saying nothing very helpful
if we render a general verdict for or against the usefulness of a scenario
simply on grounds of credibility, plausibility, or some other vaguely
phrased standard. In some of these studieswe are really only concerned with
the technical feasibility and physical realism o' the postulated events. But,
again, at the level of analysis described earlier as "conflict design in the
large," the credibility of the political assumptions in a scenario are not at
all an incidental aspect of the analysis.

We are talking here of military planning and force posture decisions
which have a major impact on foreign policy -military decisions which can
have a significant effect on deterrence of various kinds of aggression, and
on damage limitation, escalation, and war termination, if deterrence rails.
The relevance of any proposed new system or system alteration to these

S! functions, as J. R. Schlesinger points out later,3 is becoming more and
more evident across the entire spectrum of force planning.Force posture decisions are increaingly looked at for their effects on

present and future political-military situations; they are assessed for tacir
ability to affect enemy cost, risk, and benefit calculations significantly.

The kinds of political situations that are postulated, as a context for
assessing the finction of our military tools, must be realistic when these

- • questions are asked, since it is precisely the political functions of these tools
that are then being evaluated.

When it is said that the postulated political situations must be realistic,
this does not mean that every particular event or military engagement con-
templated must be a highly likely occurrence. That would be to confuse the

a See Chapter 20.
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prediction of specific events with realistic forecasting of alternative political-
military contexts. The scenario writer who is servicing a systems analysis
task concerned with the political functions of force posture choices needs to
be concerned with the consistencO of his postulated military situations with
the political-military context he assumes; he needs to assume political-
military contexts which are expected to materialize (this is a form of
prediction - and we cannot get away from it), and he needs to be able
to point out the connections between political-militarV conditions in his
picture of the general context, and the specific sequence of actions contained
in his scenario.

Now, obviously, this means that there is a tremendous range of not
implausible, not unrealistic events which can be ginned up by an imagina-
tive and skillful scenario writer in order to provide hypothetical conflict
envir- -ments for observing the behavior of military systems. But it does
not n, •n that we have no way of determining how much importance to
attach to certain anticipated conflict situations '"c opposed to others,
particularly when we are assessing the political-military worth of various
force posture choices. At this level of analysis. where we are evaluating major
policy alternatives, the considerations determining the attention and weight
we should give to certain cases include more than our estimates of the
likelihood of their occurrence. At least two other major considerations.
each involving a subset of conlex judgments. must enter into our attribu-
tion of importance to specific scenarios: (i) estimates of consequences to
be suffered if the situation did in fact occur; (2) notions concerning the
factors that affect the probability of the occurrence of the contemplated
situation.

Applying these considerations to the assumedly very-low probability
event of a full-scale Soviet surprise attack on the continental United
States, we can see tha ou l ess to hypothesizc descriptions of Such
an extreme situation results from something other than a morbid pre-
occupation with apocalyptic fantasies. Rather it is the result of the terrible
conseuences we foresee as accompanying the situation, and our impres-
sion that the Soviets' estimates of the price they, would have to pay for
bringing about such an event is, to a significant degree, dependent upon
what we c;t convincingly claim to be able to do to them in case they try.

Where systems analysis involves strategic operations. these remarks on
the usefulness of scenarios in describing un!ikely situations will probably
,e con.id<,ed ircontroversial. But when we get into the question of the

worth of ccrtain scenarios for low-likelihood limited-war situations, there
;s often considerable disagreement. Apart from parochial service-oriented
considerations, the judgment in military planning circles of the worth of
analyses based upon such limited-war scenarios is again the product of

I
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real differences in estimating the consequences if the postulated events
did in fact occur, and of differing notions about how our being prepared
to fight effectively in such conflicts might affect the likelihood of their
occurrence.

Most likely it is because of such considerations that political analysts
get few calls these days for scenarios describing a massive Soviet march
into Western Europe. Some of those who consider such scenarios to be of
very little use for intelligent military planning assume the event to have
so little likelihood that they are even prepared to label it "inconceivable."
Moreover, they sometimes assume that if the event ever did occur, it
would be futile to expect its consequences to be contained by our capabili-
ties for fighting in Western Europe; rather, it would be our capabilities
for expanding the conflict - our power to escalate, if you will - that would
be relied on to limit the consequences of the massive aggression, presum-
ably by coercing the Soviets to call it off. On this view, the extent of our
military capabilities in the theater is less relevant to the probability of such
an event than many nonmilitary factors. Insofar as we need a hedge against
the failure of these nonmilitary factors to keep the event from occurring,
there is a rather wide consensus among those belonging to this school of
thought !hat our threat to escalate such a conflict J, sufficient to keep the
Soviets from trying.

These two extreme situations - one of all-out surprise strategic strike,
the other of a massive land aggression in Europe - are relevant here because
they illustrate how the usefulness of a scenario, by which we mean the
market for it, is only partially affected by judgments concerning the likeli-
hood of the events it describes. In the strategic war case, other considera-
tions keep the market good. In the big European war case, these other
considerations - consequences of a failure of deterrence, and marginal
increments to pre-war deterrence - are assumed by many analysts to be
weak; but this judgment i. certainly not beyond coutroversy.

The really controversial scenarios are to be found among thc se that
describe events which are assumed to have relatively low lik,;huod and

consequences that may or may not be critical. Major controversies arise
once the likelIhood and consequences of these events are assumed, by at
least some influential members in the military planning community, to
be actually quite sensitive to contemplated changes in military posture. We
noted before that it is difficult to find very many influential military plan-
ners today who would put a massive Soviet ground assault on Western
Europe in this category. But is we slide down the scale-of-aggression con-
tinuum, we get more and more disagreement.

A limited conflict of this character might be one growing Gut of a West
German military intervention in an East German revolution, which
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brings on a series of military clashes between West German and Soviet
troops across the zonal boundary, the start of a Soviet military advance
toward Schleswig-Holstein, and the blocking of Western access to the city
of Berlin.

The political credibility of any such scenario will surely be hotly debated,
particularly if it is well done - if. that is, it provides an internally self-
consistent picture of a not unlikely political and m-litary global context,
in which the particular conflict situation is consistent with tile general
context. But even more important, from the standpoint of relevance to
systems analysis, there will be some who will argue that the consequences of
such an event would be vitally shaped by the characteristics of the military
systems available for application in the particular situation, and that the
range of consequences sensitive to feasible alterations in military systems
or changes in force posture is of such significance that top national decision-
makers ought to be interested. Some will even go so far as to argue that the
likelihood of such a large military conflict growing out of an East German
revolt will be importantly reduced if, by taking the scenario seriously as
one of the hypothetical environments for our systemns analyses, we are able
to come up with system, force posture, and stro~egy recommendations
that will improve our ability to control the political and military variables
in such situations.

In fact, the existence of heated ccntroversy surrounding the political

credibility of a scenario to be used in systems anMlysis is often less a cause
for its rejection as an analytical tool titan it is an indication that the scenario
describes situations within that region of signiFicant contingencies about
which we still do not know ",,hat to do. And it i,, precisely such contingen-
cies that the systems analyst, being an applied scientist, ought to be looking
for as testing environments.

Furthermore, when today it is still highly debatable among respected
ailysts whether a scenario is credible or incredible, and when few can
agree in advance on what aspects of the scenario are likely to be signifi-
cantly senwtive to Lontemplated changes in military systems, the results
of military systems analysis - tentative as they must be when the criteria
themselves are controversial - can be a significant input to decisions of
high national policy. Translated into practical terms, this is like saying
that if the Air Force comes up with a really "good" concept for a long-
range reconnaissance-strike bomber, it may yet make it.

SCENARIOS AND SPECIALISTS

If the scenario is not a trivial part of our systems analysis - if our result-,
are sen.sitive to ,cenario asumptions - we wil find it very difficult to avoid
using controversial scenarios. But, returning to the theme that opened this
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Chapter, this counsels for taking whatever scenarios we do use very seri-
ously, rather than casually. The scenario is a part of our data base - and, if
it is a critical part, it requires the same laborious back-up work required
by any critical segment of our data base. For special aspects of the scenario,
political no less than technical, it is important 'o get all the specialized
assistance available. To the extent that German nationalism, for example,
is a factor in the expansion or limitation of the geographical confines of a
limited conflict, we should go to the experts on Germany. Needless to say,
the same holds for scenario vssumptions concerning the objectives and
behavioral style of our principal enemies. The experts on these controver-
sial matters are likely to disagree. But they will know why they disagree and
will be able to defend truly coroversial aspects of a scenario against
unqualified charges of political inicedibility.

But after all is said and done, Caveat emptor: Let the buyer beware of'
the scenarios he uses in his systems analysis. They are sure to come back
to haunt him at the day of reckoning.
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Chapter 17 r

U.S. SPACE POLICY:
AN EXAMPLE OF POLITICAL ANALYSIS

ALTON FRYE

Despit, the development of useful quantitative techniques for systems
analysis, the most critical and pervasive issues for military planning,
those centering on uncertainties of humtan behavior, defy quantitative
d.,finition and analysis. Virtually every important decision of politics
and strategy demands an assessment of (I) the basic political values
being sought and (2) the probable intentions and behavior of other
nrations. The analy-st dealing wiith these matters is thrown immediately
into a qualitative process of weighing, evaluating, antd judging a vast
array of nonquantifiable factors. Illustrative of the difficulties and
deficiencies, the quality and utility, of such political analysis are eflorts
to devise a satisfactory U.S. policy prescribing the nilitary, role in space.

SOME ANALYTICAL DISTINCTIONS

Expressing his faith in the possibilities of natural science, Albert Einstein
once commented. "God may be subtle, but he isn't plain mean."' By that
aphorism Einstein meant that the scientist can pursue his investigations
with confidence that nature will behave with reasonable consistency.
One need not fear the malevolent intervention of some supernatural being,
for God will not change the natural laws governing the physical universe _
merely to frustrate the inquiring scientist. Thc relative stability of the physi-
cal environment facijitates systematic, quantiti tive research.

But the analyst who is concerned with strategy and politics is not dealing
exclusively with problenms of natural science. The most important feature
of the politico-strategic environment is its adversary quality: this environ-
ment is basically the creation of men, the product of their competition to
acquire and protect the values, material and spiritual, which they cherish.
Human decisionmakers may consciously alter their behavior patterns in
order to confound efforts to understand the course of events and to fore-
cast likely trends. The inherent idiosyncrasies of human behavior are

"Der Ilerr Gott ist rafliniert, abcr boshaft ist Er nicht." The translation followr. that
of Norbert Wiener. The Humanu Use of IHuman Lh-ings, Duubleday, Garden City, New
York, 1956, p. 188.
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compounded in politics, for in the contest for power, whether between
individuals or nations. there may be a premium on deception. The uncer-
tainties concerning human behavior pose the most severe obstacles to effec-
tive contingency planning. However systematic and sophisticated our
treatment of the quantifiable components of a given problem, the most
critical and pervasive questions bearing on strategic and political decisions
defy quantitative definition and analysis.

Merely to pose some of the current problems confronting U.S. strategy
demonstrates this point. What will be the effects on the cohesiveness of
NATO of U.S. insistence on establishing a firebreak between conventional
and nuclear war? How can the United States maintain a credible strategic
deterrent against Soviet aggression in Europe? How will an opponent
respond if the United States employs tactical nuclear weapons against
him in a particular military context? Such issues abound. And the work-
ing hypotheses which serve as answers to them have critical implications
for many aspects of national security policy and planning. Since definitive
solutions to these questions are seldom forthcoming, the task of analysis
becomes that of perpetual re-examination and refinement of the tentative
guidelines on which policy is necessarily framed. Research on these mat-
ters, like that on more quantifiable problems, seeks to aid the decision-
maker to develop more informed subjective probabilities with which to
guide his action.

POLITICAL-STRATEGIC ANALYSIS: A PERPETI'VL PROCESS

Two central tasks face the political analyst who seeks to contribute to
military planning. To begin with, he must attempt to identify. clarify, and
help apply relevant national values to decisions regarding specific goals and
objectives. But, especially 111 a pluralistic society. those national values are

I1 themselves subject to debate. Often they offer little guidance beyond such
vague and ambiguous concepts as that of the "national interest" or "na-
tional security."2 Just what constitutes the national interest is not self-
evident. Lacking fully operational definitions for st.,:h concepts, the analyst
is thrown immediately into a qualitative process of weighing, appraising,
judging individual plans and policies against criteria which both permit and
encourage many different interpretations.

Is the nationai interest served by deploying an antiballistic missile sys-
tem? Or would such an action contribute to heightened international ten-

A classic expoition bearing on this topic is Arnold Wolfers, "'National Secut ity" as
an Ambiguotus Symbol." Polticaial Stience Quarterly. Vol. 67. No. 4, I)ecember 1952.pp. 481 502.
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sions, to an increased probability that war would actually occur, and hence -
to a net reduction in American sec irity? Current discussion of these
questions finds similar values and symi. ls being invoked by both oppo-
nents and proponcmts of ABM.

Furthermore, cr own values, goals, and objectives are not determined
in isolation. They are greatly influenced by the prevailing political and
strategic environment, in particular by our expectations of the behavior of
other nations. Thus. the first function of the political analyst is critically
dependent on his second principa' task, to assess the probable intentions
and behavior of other stales in the international arena. This requires that
the analyst gain sonic notion of the scheme of values governing the
decisions of these other politica! zitties. Much of the analyst's work thus
deals with the "intentions" side of the "intentions-capabilities" dichotomy
famili ir to all members of the defense community. In spite of the obstacles
to achieving reliable insights into a potential enemy's intentions, it would
obviously be irrational and unwie to ignore them in our planning.

In shaping our attitudes and policies toward others, the key role played
by our projection of other nations' intentions is easily appreciated. For
example, although Great Britain has always had signilicant capabiliries
with which to affect U.S. security, our confidence in her friendly disposi-
tion toward us and our awareness of our countries' mutual interests have
kept us, for a century and a half. from worrying unduly about her prob-
able behavior. As a matter of fact, during much of the nineteenth century
Britain's control of the Atlantic provided the United States with an era
of free security. Reling on British benevolence, this country felt no
necessity to invest heavily in warships: instead we were able to pursue our

commercial interests at home and abroad with extremely modest expenses
for military forces to defend our shores and to protect our merchant
marine.

A contrasting but comparable relationhip which places little burden on
the U.S. military establishment is illustratcd bv Albania's current animos-
ity toward this country. Although we assume that Albania's intentions
toward us are hostile, we are not particularly alarmed by her unfriendly
attitude because she has such limited capabilities to act upon it. Although
one must be wary of growing capabilities on the part of a hostile power,
and of changing intentions on the part ofa capable country, the immediate
problems for political and strategic planners arc posed by the combina-
tion of hostile intentions and major capabilities to threaten U.S. interests.
It is this combination that has made Soviet Russia the most significant
potential enemy of our time. Yet neither Rtssian intentions nor Russian
capabilities are static and. if U.S. policy is to he effective, it is impcrativc to
keep abreast of both.
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TYPICAL CHALLENGE: MILITARY ROLE IN SPACE

A typically difficult challenge to policy analysis, in its effort to deal with
the inseparable relationship between Soviet intentions and capabilities,
has been presented by the need to devise suitable U.S. policy for the
development and use of space technology. In terms of the origins of the
national space program and of its sources of sustained support, U.S.
activities in outer space reflect our apprehension thai national security may
be adversely affected by developments in space technology. To meet the
danger of a breakthrough that might jeopardize peace and security, the
United States has mounted an extensive effort to advance our general
competence in this field. At the same time. we have attempted to obtain
some idea of probable Soviet intentions in thi- new arena and to take
them into account in determining our own objectives, especially with
regard to establishing an appropriate role for military operations in space.
The problematic nature of the latter issue and the various approaches to
designing a balanced policy on the subject reveal something of the difficul-
ties and deficiencies, the quality and utility, of this type of analysis.

The basic charter of tile American space program, the National Aero-
nautics and Space Act of 1958, typifies the kind of broad guidelines within
which analysts and decisionmakers must operate. That Act prescribes as
U.S. policy that "activities in space should be devoted to peaceful purposes
for the benefit of all mankind," but it provides no comprehensive definition
of what qualifies as "peaceful." Considerations of national security
loomed large in Congressional passage of the legislation, and the Act
assigned to the Department of Defense specific responsibility for space
activities "peculiar to or primarily associated with the development of
weapons systems, military operations, or the defense of the United States"
(including necessary research and development).

However, the emphasis on "peaceful purposes" generated considerable
ambivalence concerning the proper scope and character of the military
space program. It even contributed to the :,nfortunate tendency in somc
quarters to contrast peaceful activities with military activities. Only in
recent years has this artificial dichotomy been explicitly rejected, Presidents
Kennedy and Johnson have made clear that peaceful activities include
those military efforts required to help us keep the peace. The recurrent
confusion over this matter suggests some of the difficulties of interpreting
even those values and goals which Congress has formulated in legislation.3

To conclude that a military space program is desirable does not resolve
the complex problems of what kind and what size of program should be

a See Alton Frye. "Out Gamble in Space: The Miitary L)dnger, The Atlantir, Vol. 202.
No. 2, August 1963, pp. 46-50.
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undertaken. The techniques and criteria for evaluating these issues are
generally vague and crude. But there are several devices, some of them
simple to identify but laborious to apply, which may permit an ar.alyst to
get a moorage in an ocean of uncertainty. Some of these have already been
reviewed in previous chapters.

A fundamental question, and one to which the national space effort
itself has been addressed, is, What are the technical possibilities for opera-
-ions in space? Knowledge of the technological context in which policy
must function provides at least a partial perspective on the kinds of policy
problems that may arise in the real world. Few political analysts are worry-
ing about the security implications of progress in perpetual motion
machines. Similarly, if space boosters could never orbit satellites larger and
more useful than the Vanguard payload, there would bx: little need for
intensive planning to meet p0ko-tial space-based threats or to exploit
opportunities in space to enhance existing military capabilities.

In fact, of course, the possible military applications of space technology
are more numerous and significant than Vanguard would have implied.
A feel for these technological opportunities is obviously prerequisite to
sound policy. Given a reasonable familiarity with the probable technical
trends, the policy analyst can then try to identify those that are likely to
have political and military ramifications and to estimate their importance.
At the same time the analyst can begin to suggest any political factors that
might indicate a preference for one technological avenue or goal over
others.

A case in point is the military communications satellite program. While
it might be technically feasible to devise secure communications links as
part of the civilian system being developed by the Communications
Sateiite Corporation, there were sound rea!.ons for pursuing an indepen-
dent military effort. Direct military participation in the Comsat s~stern
would have been an impediment to negotiating global arrangements for
the civilian undertaking, since many countries, particularcl nonaligned
states, would have had reservations about cooperating in an enterprise of
immediate military significance to one of the great powers. This political
consideration, together with substantial technical advantages in terms of
coverage, reliability, and security, argued strongly for the separate military
communications satellite network that is now contemplated. The ,nfluence,
of politics and technology are reciprocal; each stimulates and inhibits, the
other in complex and subtle ways.

U.S. Policy of Restraint
The political con,ýrraints on technology have rarely been so evident as they
are in the space program. In deciding which areas of space technology

I
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the United Statcs should exploit for military purposes, political and stra-
tegic considerations should properly be primary, although conflicting
values may compete for dominance in our decisionmaking. For example,
one can conceive of space weapons to which the United States might be
attracted for purposes of deterrence; satellites deployed in random orbits
might provide highly invulnerable systems that could only be used effec-
tively for retaliation and would not raise fears that the United States was
preparing a first strike. Moreover, by diverting counterforce fire away
from the continuntal United States, deployment of weapons to outer space
might serve the U.S. goal of damage-limitation, although associated facili-
ties on earth would still be inviting targets.

Although analysts have recognized these possibilities, the controlling
factors in U.S. policy have been to avoid provocative innovations in the
strategic forces and to prevent a new spiral in the arms competition.

While some spate systems, notably those promising unique or superior
capabilities for observation, communication, and navigation, have been
deemed acceptable and valuable from the standpoint of stable deterrence,
the United States has chosen to exercise restraint in deployment of weapons
to space. Several factors have encouraged this country to adopt such a
course and to attempt to elicit similar restraint on the part of the Soviet
Union.

Enjoying preponderance in presfent types of strategic weapons, theL United States has not had a strong incentive to shift the arms race to a
new environment n.- to novel techrologies. Furthermore, although either

j .the United States or the Soviet Union could place thermonuclear weapons
in orbit, there have appeared to be no decisive military advantages which
would make deployment of bombardment satellites a rational strategy.
America's strategic superiority has also provided a margin of confidence
that the country could afford the risks that might be involved in a policy
of seit-denial Thiq situation contrasts with a number of Pre iousj•unctures
in the contemporary arms race. For example, to most analysts and to the

responsible decisionmakers the competition in space techno; , differs
markedly from the race for the thermonuclear weapon. The policy debate
of 1949-1950 produced a consensus that the United States could not forego
development of the H-bomb in hopes that the Soviets would do likewise.

Although the space age has witnessed more than one display of Soviet
rocket-rattling and attempted nuclear blackmail, there have been indica-
tions that the Russian government might be genuinely interested in moder-
ating the coid war. The enunciation of the peaceful coexistence line and the
public abandonment of the Marxist-Leninist doctrine of the inevitability
of war were impressive departures in Soviet political posture. To a number
of policy planners, these radical deviations from previous Communist
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positions seemed worth testing, and an attempt to induce mutual restraint
in deployment of space weapons appeared one comparatively safe method
of doing so.

Analysts have, of course, recognized that the low value assigned to space
weapons by the United States might differ drastically from Soviet estimates.
Space policy planners have had to be constantly alert to the different
strategic criteria and doctrines of the Soviet Union, giving special attention
to prospects that might enable the Soviets to overcome their current mili-
tary inferiority. One must always appraise the utility of space systems not

only in terms of a retaliatory second strike that might be consonant with
U.S. strategy, but also in terms of a possible first strike against U.S. targets,
or in terms of a bold campaign of nuclear blackmail rather than a strategy
of stable deterrence.

Appraising Soviet Intentions in Space
Thus a cardinal question for U.S. policy planners has been, Will the Soviets I
reciprocate our restraint? Or, even if the Soviet Union saw no overwhelming
strategic advantage in space weapon's, would it seek to exploit such capa-
bilities for psycho-political effects, augmenting its reputation as an in-
vincible modern power? 4 To obtain a rational and realistic opinion on
these questions, one must consider a large body of heterogeneous data,
including statements of various types by Soviet leaders, Soviet actions in
political forums concerned with outer space, technical initiatives, scientific
discoveries, and so forth.

To gain some insight into Soviet intentions in space, the United States has
long monitored Russian propaganda, official statements, and other relevant
communications. From such material analysts seek to inter probable
Soviet intentions. Obviously, public expressions of Soviet leaders and other

-jmi.-at sivina -iut.'ui may L-: driioefatety eeceptiv' N-- nulat attempt to

discern relationships between symbolic behavior - what the Soviet, say -
and nonsymbolic behavior - what they actually do. Political information
must be measured against data on trer.ds in Soviet capabilities to arrive
at an improved estimate of their probable intentions. Even if one discovers
that political signals are in fact misleading, it is useful to know in what

Should it appear likely that the Soviets will not reciprocate, a new set of issues would
arise for the United States, forcing re-examination of the policy of restraint. The dis-

S ,closure in November 1967 ýhat the U.S.S.R. is developing a Fractional Orbital Bomb-
ardment System (FOBSt emphasizes this problem. But FOBS would presumably be
based on earth. not in space; it is probably best construed as a special type of extended-
range missile capable of striking from any direction. While the Soviets may have hoped to
circumvent U.S. %karning systems by such a weapon, Secretary McNa:mara has anno'n-
c-d a new%. oser-,he-horiztn radar that will provide some capability to detect -OE3S
launchings.
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respects the Soviets may wish to deceive us, for that knowledge may provide
clues to their real purposes.5

One must, however, resist the temptation to assume that deception, even
if identified as such, is a valid measure of hostile intentions. It may merely
reflect mistrust, suspicion, or fear. Perhaps you recall the story of the Rus-
sian who stopped to admire an American automobile parked near the
U.S. embassy in Moscow. "What a beautiful Russian car!" he said;
"What glorious Russian chrome!" Another passerby, overhearing him,
remarked, "You fool, don't you know that's an American car?" To which
the first man replied, "Yes, I know that, but I don't know you." In our
search for explanations of Soviet behavior, we should remember that the
deceptive practices in which Moscow engages may be a form of political
camouflage, protective, coloration designed to hide a weakness rather than
to disguise an aggressiN e move.

To evaluate the credibility and significance of Soviet political com-
munications, it is necessary to compare a great many statements by differ-
ent spokesmen intended for various audiences. Are communications to the
domestic Soviet audience consistent with those meant for international
consumption? Is there general agreement on space policy in the statements
of different Soviet authorities? Does public information on these matters
correspond with any covert information we may obtain concerning in-
house Soviet debates on such topics? Even in a police state with rigid
control of its communications, a study of the over-all context of political
discussion can throw light on the probable motivations and goals of deci-
sionmakers.

Previous experience in the analysis of Soviet political and strategic
pronouncements has conditioned U.S. analysts to expect the ambiguity
a.Ad ex;geration common in Russian discussion of their accomplishments
in space. Outright lies, however, have been rare. Soviet disclosure of
activities in • ¢ience and technoiogv often seems to foilow a pattern. Mos-
cow tends to say nothing about its efforts in space or elsewhere until signifi-
cant progress has been made and a substantial accumplishment offers an
opportunity for political exploitation. Together with the characteristic
emphasis of Soviet technologists on intensive laboratory work, scale model
testing, and component development - activities which help to delay the
visibility of a program until it is well advanced - this kind of disclosure
policy contributes to the shock effect frequently achieved by Soviet
technical feats.

Once having announced the existence of a particular technology or

5 A notable study relevant to these issues is Alexander L. George's Propaganda Analysis:
A Study of Inferences Made from Nazi Propaganda in World War I!, Row, Peterson and
Company, Evanston, iHL., 1959. especially pp. 3-90, 123-138.
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program, the Soviets often convey vague, exagg-rzt*:-', -.nd ambi;uous
claims concerning it. Ambiguity is an invaluable asset to Soviet leaders.
for it permits them to extract maximum credit from a given developmet(
without an irrevocable commitment to further action and without loss of
face should additionak progress in that area prove halting.

In this fashion the Soviet Union sought to conceal its strategic weakness
-. ,d to bolster its bargaining position in world affairs by its overblown
early boasts of long-range missile capabilities. Such claims have declined
in recent years, as evidence of the slow pace of Soviet ICBM deployment
has undermined their credibility. Similar misleading exaggerations marked
initial Soviet statements on their antiballistic missile program. Premier
Khrushchev announced that his forces could intercept a "fly-speck" in
space. President Kennedy promptly punctured that balloon by noting that
there was a great difference between swatting a single fly and defending
against a whole swarm of them, attacking all at once, and employing the
most modern penetration aids. In subsequent months, Soviet statements
on the ABM grew more modest, paralleling Marshal Malinovsky's cau-
tious claim that the problem of destroying a missile in flight had been solved
in principle. Despite indications that the Soviet Union was actually engaged
in some kind of ABM deployment, its military leaders revealed significant
doubts about the system's potential effectiveness.

Soviet commentators and officials have also maintained a pattern of
ambiguous allusions to possible military implications of Russian activities
k space, while keeping details of the program under strict security wraps.
Without claiming a bombardment satellite capability, Premier Khrushchev,
Cosmonaut Titov, and others declared that the rockets which launched
the Vostoks could orbit "other payloads" for other purposes. In early
1963 the late Marshal Biryuzov offered a more explicit remark on this
subjei 'hc'n he announced that the S - c Uniui ..vulUi rockets
from satellites at any time in their orbits and in any direction. Following
the military parade in Red Square on November 7, 1965, Soviet coin-
mentators specifically alluded to the orbital bombardment capability ot
some of the rockets on display. These hints of offensive space capabilities
were supplemented t0y vague threats to take acticn against U.S. observa-
tion satellites, presumably by some kind of antisatellite weapons.

These menacing overtones in Russia's discussion of her space program,
together with her apparent capability actually to deploy a Vostok-class
bombardment force and to jury-rig an antisatellite system, led most ana-
lysts to the conviction that the United States required at least a limited
antisatellite capability. It was hoped that a system that could interrupt any
Soviet attempt to deploy bombardment satellites and that could take
reprisals for any attacks on American payloads would deter hostile action L
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by the Soviets in space. In late 1964 the President and Secretary of Defense
announced U.S. development of certain giuund-based weapons for the
antisatellite mission.

AF the detente began in 1963, those following Soviet discourse on space
detected a noticeable shift in public pronouncements related to military
activities. The earlier crescendo of implied threats to exploit space weapons
gave way to greater Soviet insistence on international cooperation in
outer space and on restraint in deployment of orbital weapons. The altered
tone of Soviet discussion of these matters gained "redibility by new depar-
tures in the cold war. Not only did th;; nuclear test ban treaty prohibit

nuclear explosions in space, but the Soviets even joined in the unanimous
U.N. resolution of October 17, 1963, expressing the members' intentions

not to orbit weapons of mass destruction. The substance of that resolution
and other agreed principles regarding activities in outer space were incor-
porated in a treaty unanimously endorsed by the General Assembly in 1966,
and ratified by the United States Senate on April 25, 1967.

However, the treaty makes no provision for verification, and contem-
plates inspection only of facilities on celestial bodies - and then only on
the condition that the nations operating such facilities receive prior
notification of all planned inspection visits. No arrangements exist for
pre-launch inspection of all payloads or for inspection of satellites after
they are in space. Debate continues among American planners as to what
contingency preparations the United States should take to guard against
"violation of this international commitment. The ambiguity of the Soviet
space capability persists. Unlike ICBM or ABM systems, space weapons
might be deployed without the United States discovering them. Although
the United States might know that satellites were in orbit, we could not be
sure whether or not they contained weapons.

iIn spite of these difficulties the United States has beep encrnraped to
maintain her policy of restraint by the general improvement of the cold
war climate. The Soviets have proved especially accommodating of late
in the field of international space policy. They have backed off from their -

acamant opposifior to observation sat,.,,'as and have even published the
fact that the Soviet Union has a program of reconnaissance from space.
Although the United States has refrained from public comments on the
changing Soviet position on observation until it is clear how far Moscow hasmoved on this point, disclosure of Soviet efforts in this field is in some

respects welcome, for they reinforce the long-standing U.S. argument that
such operations are legitimate.

These variable trends in the public face of Soviet space policy are ob-" viously not a firm and final guide to appropriate U.S. policy, and many

uncertainties remain. But it is inevitable that some of our decisions have
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to be taken before .dl the data are in. In dynamic relationships between
self-governing units, each must try to anticipate and respond to choices
and acts of the other even before they are decided upon.

There is some evidence that the Soviets also are having a difficult time
reaching decisions on the military role in space. An internal debate com-
parable to our own may be under way. The Soviets may have adopted a
more conciliatory tone regarding efforts in space because they are now less

optimistic than formerly that space technology is a promising avenue for
strategic innovations. They may also see the extraordinary pace of the
U.S. program as likely to deprive the Soviet Union of possible political or
military advantages in space. But au i;,punsible analyst assumes that any
one of these hypotheses is the explanation for the apparent shift in Soviet
attitudes and behavior in this area. It remains possible that Russia's less
bellicose behavior on these matters will prove transient. The present dis-
play of sweet and reasonable amiability may obscure more malign trends
actually taking place in the Soviet space program.

Outstanding Issues for U.S. Space Policy I
For thiq reason, among others, many issues remain fr: ."lose cngaged ;n
devising a satisfactory U.S. space effort. In order to anticipate possible
breakthroughs by other powers which might alter the current expectation
that orbital weapons will not be deployed, what type and degree of explor-
atory development should the United States perform? Now that we have
made a start on an initial antisatellite capability, what additional R&D is
needed and how large a force should we procure? What relative priorities
should we assign for nuclear and non-nuclear kill mechanisms for such a
system ? What are the implications of the nuclear test ban treaty of 1963 for

the usefulness of a nuclear warhead ?6 What would be an appropriate U.S.
response to an ambiguous Soviet deployment which might - or might not a
-involve bombardment satellites? These and many other compiicated
questions demand serious study and sober judgment - and all require the
most informed estimate we can attain of probable Soviet intentions, be-

havior, initiatives, and reactions.

6 The treat'.v rrnhihits ,not only n-tciear tests but "any other nuclear explosion" in the
atmosphere, underwater, and in outer space. It is difficult to see how a nuclear weapon
could legally be used for the antisatellite mission, unless the party contemplating such
use invoked the right to withdraw from the agreement on the ground that some event
jeopardized its "supreme interests." In the latter case three months' notice is required,
an impractical delay if one is faced with an urgent need for a prompt antisatellite re-
sponse.

It is clear that the test ban has greatly increased the political importance of a non-
nuclear mechanism, particularly for use against any ambiguous or uncertain threats
tMat would not justify abrogation of the treaty.

i
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For this purpose we require multiple analyses by many individuals on a
continuing basis. Such assessments are inevitably imperfect, but for that
very reason they are all the more essential.

RATIONAL DECISIONMAKING IN A TECHNICAL-POLITICAL ENVIRONMENT

This brief review of some of the issues involved in planning U.S. space
policy and of some( of the responses to them suggests a few of the handles
one may hope to get on problems of this kind. To the extent that one is
dealing with problems across the interface of technology and politics, it
helps enormously to begin with a firm grasp of projected technical trends.
Although one might prefer to specify political goals and then inquire of
the technologist how to attain them, more often than not the process is
inverted; technology presents itself to policy and asks what good it is. In
any given case, the analyst and the decisionmaker are obliged to discover
relevant and hopefully reliable criteria and to ferret out as much informa-
tion as possible that will help in applying them to the issues at hand. The
political values and guidelines that are employed are usually extremely

broad and rarely provide a conclusive standard for action on complex
problems. The values themselves may not be compatible, and one may
have te make #r.de-cffs and sacrifices among them. Deterrence may net
always comport with damage-limitation, and avoidance of new spirals in
the arms race may be difficult to manage if one is intent on hedging against
a competitor's treachery.

However frustrating and difficult may be the attempt to perceive and
project the probable intentions and behavior of a potential adversary,Li; ~prudence demands that the effort be made. Only with some appreciation
"of the other side's motives and some notion of the underlying values which

influence its decisionmakers can we hope to induce behavior on their part
that is favorable to us. Thus, at virtually every juncture of the military-

S!! p.I it--a' Inetw-rl, or d, sions, from questions of force structure to target-
ing doctrine, from problems of preconflict deterrence through those of

intrawar escalation and war termination, the necessity for intensive study
and evaluation of a host of nonquantitative factors is unavoidable.

4 Obviously the policymaker must use this kind of qualitative research
and analysis with the greatest caution. Since all the important variables
may not even have been identified, much less analyzed, there is always the
danger that the entire study may be 180 degrees askew. In many cases,
several explanations or projections may be plausible, and it hardly needs
saying that policy should not be tied irrevocably to any one of them.

In this world of subjective probabilities, of ill-defined and pers'nnally
ascribe," confidence levels, the investment of individual egos and reputa-
tions ,n support of positions which cannot be scientifically verified may

i-
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tend to distort the analyical context, to pnlarize discussion along artificial
iines, and to pervert the entire process into sterile controversy. Both
analyst and user must constantly guard against the inclination to forra
unjustifiably rigid convictions and to develop a false confidence that any
particular model or solution accurately conforms to the real problems of
politics and strategy.

The Greek philosopher, Agathon, offered the propcr admonition to
all policy analysts and decisionmakers when he observed, "It is probable
that the improbable will happen." 7 With that maxim in mind, perhaps we
can maintain humility in studying problems of international behavior, and
flexibility in implementing our current political and strategic hypotheses.

Abraham Kaplan, The Conduct ofhInquiry, Chandler, San FraTicisco, 1964, pp. 403 405.
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Chapter 18

WHEN QUANTITATIVE MODELS ARE
INADEQUATE

E. S. QUADE

This Chapter surveys the problem oj,'handling those aspects of analysis
for which quantitative models are inapplicable. To this end, it discusses
ways of identifying experts and of utilizing their expertness - individually
or in concert. Operational gaming and scenarios are considered briefly;
the Delphi technique is discussed in detail, with examples.

INTRODUCTION

In national security affairs, no matter what problem the analyst investi-
gates, there will always be aspects for which purely quantitative techniques
are clearly inapplicable. Often this is of little consequence; the aspects that
can be treated quantitatively dominate and the advice given to the decision-
maker can be .)ased on purely analytic models. Many problems of logistics,
military operations, and even weapon selection are of this type. There is,
however, a lrrge class of problems for which analytic models that can
realistically take into account the dominant organizational, political, and
social factors have not yet been developed or even conceived. Problems
related to general purpose forces, military assistance, revolutionary war,
and arms control are likely to be this latter type.

This Chapter discusses various ways to tackle those aspects of analysis
that are ill-suited to a purely quantitative approach. In scope, these ap-
proaches range from an appeal to individual Judgment and intulition to

fairly elaborate schemes for bringing to bear in a systematic fashion the
opinions of many people. Most of the schemes treated here were mentioned
earlier in the Chapter on models. and two of them, war gaming and sce-
nario writing, were the subject of individual Chapters.' We will add some
points to these discussions, and then consider one of the more promising
methods - the Delphi technique - in detail.

THE BASIC ROLE OF JUDGMENT

As emphasized earlier both in this book and elsewhere, systems analysis

1 See Chapters 10, 14,15, and 16.
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is based on the systematic and efficient use of expertise As Charles Hitch
has written:

Systems analyses should be looked upon not as the antithesis of judgment but as a
framework which permits the judgment of experts in numerous subtields to be
u!iliz&2 - -o yield results which transcend any inidli' 4 "1 jý-dg.nt T. Its aim
and opportunity.--

The standard framework for sysiematizing this judgment - some form
of mathematical model - has become the standard because of its remark-
able success in cases ranging from astronomy to economics. But for the
analyst to provide sound advice, it is not essential that the framework or
model be expressed in quantitative terms. What is essential is his reliance
on judgment. As Olaf Helmer puts it:

While model-building is an extremely systematic expedient to promote the under-
standing and control of our environment, reliance on the use of expert judgment.
though often unsystematic, ismore thananexpedient it isan absolute necessity. Expert
opinion must be called on whenever it becomes necessary to choose among several
alternative courses of action in the absence of an accepted body of theoretical
knowledge that would clearly single out one coure as the preferred alternative.
(This can happen if there is either] a factual uncertainty as to the real consequences
of the proposed courses of action, or, even if the consequences are relatively predict-
able. there [is] a moral uncertainty as to which of the consequent states of the world
would be preferable. The latter kind of doubt often arises even when there is a
clear-cut basic ethical code. because the multiple moral implications of a complex
change in the environment may not be directly assessable in termis of the basic
code.

3

IDENTIFYING EXPERTS
We know that we need expert judgment, but do we know who qualifies
as an expert. or even what sort of expert is needed? Is there any method of
determining expertness on the basis of past performance? One of the most
obvious ways is to use a scale of "reliabilitv": An individual', dq•gr'e if
reliability would be the relative frequency of instances in which he ascribed
a greater personal probability to the alternative that eventually was cor-
rect than to the other choices open to him. On this basis, the more often
he proved himself correct, the greater his authority as an expert. This sort
of meast.re has its use. but. as Helmer remarks, it

... must yet be taken with a grain of salt, for there are circum-'tances where even a
layman's degree of reliability, as defined above, can be very close to I. For instance.
in a region of very constant weather, a layman can prognosticate the weather quite

C. J. Hitch. "Analysis for Air Force Decisions." in E. S. Quade (ed.). 4nalsis for
Military Decisions. Rand McNally & Co., Chicago, 1964. p. 2 '.
3 Olaf Helmer. Social Technolofy. Basic Books. I c., New York, 1966,. p. II.

f
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successfully by always predicting tile same weather for the next day as for the cur-
rent one. Similarly, a quazk who Lands out bread pills ýind reassures his patients
of recovery "in due time" may prove right more often than not and yet have no
legitimate claim to being classified as a medical expert. Thus what matters is not so
mich an expert's absolute degree of reliability but his relative degret. of reliability,
that is. his reliability as compared to that of the average person. But even this may
not be enougl.. In the case of the medical diagnostician... the layman may have
no information that might give him a clue as to %hich of diseases A and U is the
more probable, while anyone with a certain amount of rudimentary medical knowl-
edge may know that di.sase A generally occurs much more frequently than disease
B; yet h!ý prediction of A rather than B on this basis alone would not qualify him

as a reliable diagnostician. Thus a more subtle assessment of the qualifications of
an expert may require his comparison with the average person having some
degree of general background knowledge in his field of specialization. One method
of scoring experts somewhat more subtly than just by their reliability is in terms of
their "accuracy": the degree of accurary of an expert's predictions is the correlation
between his personal probability p and hie correctness in the class of those hypoth-
eses !o which he ascribed the probability p, Thus of a highly accurate predictor
we expect that of those hypotheses to which he ascribes, say, a probability of 700.,,
appronimately 70% will eventually turn out to be confirmed. Accuracy in this sense,
by the way, does not guarantee reliability, but accuracy in addition to reliability
may be sufficient to distinguish the rep! expert from the specious one.'

This distinction is helpful as far as it goes. But both reliability and ac-
curacy as Helmer defines them are based on the assumption that one cart
identify a class of similar issues or questions for which an expert is good
or not so good. In fields not so well-defined is weather or medicine, this
may be hard to do. Where does one turn for an expert to estimate the
accuracy of a missile whose development is still being contemplated?

Thert arc. of course, several signs of an expert's qualifications other
than his specific pronouncements, such as years of professional experience,
number of publications, academic rank, and so forth. The value of such
objective indexes is not above doubt, but usually they are all we have. In
some cases, however, there are reasons to believe that better measures
exist; for example, a fairly recent experiment suggested that it might be

it meaningful to select an expert to participate in a specific nrjcie.t nn the
• +basis of his own appraisal of his competence to carry out that assignment.6

Whether or not there is anything to this hypothesis needs to be determined
by further investigation.

1 0. 1lelmer and Nicholas Rescher, "Oin the Epistemology of the Inexat Sciences,"
MAannAement Siencu'e, Vol. 6, No. 1, October 1959. p. 40. Over the past few yeaN Di.
Heinter has devoted considerable attention to a search for better ways to make use of
expert judgment. The procedures described in this Chapter are based on the work of
lielmer and his collaborators, and much of the material riot directly quoted is taken
with mninor changes from his papers. Iteleoant references ;n atddition to those cited
directly in this Chapter are included in the Bibliography.
5 See B. Brown and 0. Helmer. Inproving the Reliability of Estlmatei Obtalned from a
Consensus of Experts, The RAND Corporation, P-2986, September 1964.
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UTILWING INDIVIDUAL EXPERTS

Once we have identified the experts whose judgment w- wish to bring to
bear on a problem, what ways do we have of drawing on them for advice,
assuming no analytic model can be devised?

For a broad question, like determining an efficient allocation of resources
to U.S. military and nonmilitary programs in space, the range of exper-
tise required cannot he provided by a single individual. Nevertheless,
an individual expert can be very helpful both as a source of information in
a larger study and as an advisor to a decisionmaker. One method we have
for obtaining his contribution is through an explicit personal analysis, such
as the political analysis presented earlier by Alton Frye.6 Even though it is
the work of a single expert, it can bring together many opinions and pro-
vide an extremely useful input to a systems analysis.

Another device for using one man's expertise is to ask him to prepare a
scenario. This is often appropriate when political, econw'mic, or social
questions are being considered. While scenario writinp may not, strictly
speaking, be a form of model building, it is certain',y a closely related
activity. Starting with some present state of the world, the expert would
attempt to show, step by step, how the future might evolve in plausible
fashion. Here the purpose would not necessarily be to predict, but merely
to demonstrate the possibility of a certain future state of affairs by exhibit-
ing a reasonable chain of events leading to it.

One new technique that offers a way to at least partially model organ-
izational behavior at the national level (with all its inefficiencies) is the
"multidimensional" scenario. 7 This type of scenario attempts to depict
iecurent national decisionmaking processes as being crudely analogous
to the decisionmaking processes observed in executive committees. The
important participants are identified as institutions whose underlying
characteristics and motivations can lead them - when the nation faces
importent drnestic and foreign problems - to group themselves into
temporary factions that recommend specific actions. These national
institutions are the Foreign Ministry, displaying a recurrent tendency
toward conservatism in foreign affairs; the internal administrative bureau-
cracy, shifting its position on international problems in accord with pos-
sible domestic consequences; the military structure, demanding freedom
from political control: the technical and industrial managerial group,
seeking commitment of national resources to industrial grc.Wth and pro-
duction; and the political control structure, viewing other national insti-

! a .Se C hapter" 17.
2 William M. Jones, Frjo,,tonu/l Dehate, and National Cntmiimenits. The .1Iutiidtmen- '

naf.Setartw, lThe HAND C'orrration, RM-5259-lA, March 19)67.
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tutiocs as technical service agencies whose recommendations are likely
to be based on improper and inadequate ideolcgical consideration, and
knowledge of the domestic political situation.

By manipulating these institutions, over timei in each of the affected
nations, a generalized scenario is produced. Its characteristics are that
decisions are portrayed as being the result of compromises between tem-
porary and shifting factional alliances among institutions, with each insti-

tution ad~vocting those actions that promise to enhance its own power
position.

Scenarios - whether conventional or multidimensional- can be extreme-
ly useful. By providing an insight into possible futures, they can make us
aware of the potential consequences of particular policies. They can help
the analysts working on other aspects of a problem to discern the impor-
tant relationships among the elements of the situation and to eliminate
irrelevancies. Thus they can lead to formal models. In addition, the dis-
covery that no plausible scenario leading to some predicted situation can
be prepared may be evidence that the situationt is unlikely to happen.

In working with individual experts, it is important to insist that each
one make the logic behind his opinions or judgments explicit. For only
when the reasoning is explicit can someone else, whose information and
perspective may be different, use the work of the first to modify his own
opinion. Often it is the analyst himself who must serve as the bridge
between experts, going from one to another to get them to explain the
limits each has set to the problem, and to find counterarguments or better
schemes, This effort sometimes even leads the analyst to propose naive or
outrageous schemes, for experts often tend to cling to the conventional
wisdom of their specialties.

UTILIZING GROUPS OF EXPERTS

These are some ways of obtaining help from individual experts in caes
where analytic models are not feasible. How, in the same context, might
groups of experts be used ?

Experiments have shown that the best use of a number of experts is not
the traditional method of having the issues presented to them and debated
in open round-table discussion until a consensus emerges or until they
arrive at an agreed-upon group position. Committees, as noted earlier,
often fail to make their assumptions and reasoning explicit. Sometimes
the opinions of dissenters are not even recorded. What is needcd is a way
to avoid the psychological drawbacks of a round-table discussion - such
as the "bandwagon" effect and the unwillingness to abandon publicly
expressed opinions - and thus to provide a setting in which the pros and
cons of an issue can be examined systematically and L,.-passionately.

S . .. . .. ' " "L
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Unfortunately, experiments have not yet shown the optimal way to do
this, particularly where different disciplines need to be brought to bear on
a problem:

When dealing with a mtuti-faceted problem with the aid of a variety of experts of
different backgrounds, perhaps the most :mportant requirement in the interest of
an efficient use of these experts is to prov-de an effective means of communication
among them. Since each of the participating experts is likely to have his own
specialized terminology, a conceptual alignment and a real agreement as to the
identity of the problem may not be easy to achieve and it becomes almost im-
perative to construct a common frame of reference in order to promote a unified
collaborative effort. 8

As emphasized earlier, the ideal way (in our view) to enforce a common
usage and understanding of Concepts among experts is to present the
problem to them in terms of an analytic model, or, even better, to have
them participate in formulating the model as well. When this cannot be

done readily (but not excluding all cases when it can!), other schemes can
substitute with surprising effectiveness. These range from simple organiz-
ing devices to elaborate pseudoexperiments.

The Contextual Map

A simple device for facilitating cooperation, first described in the litera-
ture of operations research in terms of an application 'to an anthropologi-
cal experiment conducted in Peru in 1955, is the contextual map:

As an interdisciplinary team of planners faced with the complexities of a large
interacting cultural system and its own problems of internal communication, we
needed a method for systematically utilizing the special talents and experiences of
the planners despite the frustrations of having to establish a common vocabulary,
an agreed-upon ideology, a set of reasonable goals, a common context for symbols,

and ways of translating ideas into actions. Our solution was to design and make up
a "map room," whose walls contained a large matrix with time (in years) on the
ordinate and the "variableg" the group was interested in along thc absc;issa. This
matrix was the "contextual map."'

Such a contextual map ("matrix" might have been a more descriptive

term to use than "map") was used to display goals, predictions, and
achievements, thus furnishing each member of the team at all times with
an up-to-date exhibit of the project's status - its accomplishments and its
remaining tasks.

Operational Gaming
"The contextual map has been useful in a number of studies, but often

s Helmer, Social Technology, p. 17.
J. L. Kennedy, A Display Technique for Planning, The RAND Corporation, P-965,

October !956.
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something stronger is needed. For this purpose vicarious experimentation
in the form of simulation by operational gaming is a powerful technique.

Past experience with simulation models suggests that they can be highly instrumental
in motivating the participating research personnel to communicate effectively with
one another, to learn more about the subject matter by viewing it through the eyes of
persons with backgrounds and skills different from their owr,, and thereby, above all,
to acquire an integrated overview of the problem area. This catalytic effect of a sim-
ulation model is associated, not only with the employment of the completed model,
but equally with the process of constructing it. (In fact, the two activities usually go
hand in'hand. The application of the model almost invariably suggests amenuiments,
so that It is uncommon to have an alternation of construction and simulation.)

The heurist., effect of collaborating on the construction and use of a simulation
model is particularly powerful when the simulation takes the form of an operational
game where the participamts act out the roles of decision- and policy-making entities
(individuals or corporate institutions). B) being exposed within a simulated envi-
ronment to a conflict situation involving an intelligent opposition, the "player" is
compelled, no matter how narrow his specialty, to consider many aspects of the
scene that might not normally weigh heavily in his mind when he works in isola- I
tion...

We note, in passing, that a player's assignment in an operational game rmiay be
either optimization or simulation. In the first case, he is to attempt, within the con-
straints of the game rules, to maximize a personal score (his "payoff" in game-
theoretical terminology). This tends to put the verisimilitude of the game model,
which after all is intended to be only an abstraction of the real world, to a severe
test and to suggest amendments in the underlying assumptions. The second mode
in which a player may function, namely as a simulant, is more likely to utilize his
expertise properly; for in this role, he is ri"quired to contribute constructively to
the developing scenario by feeding in such simulated decisions which, in his esti-
mate, would most faithfully reflect the decisions that his actual counterpart would
make in the corresponding real situation.10

The use of gaming as a research tool was discussed earlier by M. Weiner
and R. Levicn. In the examples they gave, the players were used to simu-
late the activity of two military opponents. Operational gaming, however,
may be used to tackle other types of problems. To illustrate, here is how
manual operational gaming might be used to study policies for aiding the
economy of an underdeveloped nation.

This approach might involve the following steps." First, the game model
would have to be constructed so that it simulates the reactions of a certain
aggregate of the economy to changes in the environment - say, the intro-

C duction of foreign aid, a change in tax policy, or a long period of adverse
weather. To do this would require decisions as to which elements of the
economy will be simulated by specialized experts, and what degree of

10 Helmer, Social Technology, pp. 17-19.
It The description given here is a modification of one presented in an earlier paper: 0.
1Helmer and E. S. Quade, "An Approach to the Study of a Developing Economy by
Operational Gaming," in Recherche OpL'rationnelle et Problems du Tiers Monde. Denod,
Paris, 1964.
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industrial and governmental aggregation will be employed. In addition,
there would need to be government players, who could introduce new
fiscal or monetary policies and regulations affecting taxes, subsidies,
tariffs, price ceilings, and so on. These policies, in turn, could affect social
and political innovations that have only indirect economic implications
(social security, education, appeals to patriotism, universal military service,
and so on). In addition, there would need to be a control team to interpret
the rules governing the players' options and constraints and to evaluate
the actions taken within these rules.

Next, having chosen the roles of the "players," it would be necessary to

specify exactly what options are available at given stages of the game. For
instance, the players representing the goods-producing sectors of the
economy might be allowed, within stated constraints, to shut down,
expand, or modernize manufacturing facilities, to change the raw material
and labor inputs, to vary the prices of their products, and so on. In acting
out their roles, these experts or specialists would be expected not so much
to play a competitive game against one another as to use their intuition as
experts to simulate as best they could the attitudes and consequent
decisions of their possible real-life counterparts.' 2 The game rules would
have to describe the consequences arising from the options available tothe players. [

In playing the completed game:

Early runs of the game would mainly serve to refine the underlying model and to
permit the players to gain some insight into the sensitivity of the behavior of the
econom~bto various assumptions and manipulations. Later, after a sufficient amount
of synthetic experience has been accumulated and the model has been made to per-
form in a manner intuitively acceptable to the participating experts, the game may
be used to explore the gross consequences of various alternative economic policies.

Needless to say, there is no guarantee that economic projections ubtained in this
manner would be highly reliable. But a great deal would already be gained if the
reliability is not quite so low as that of less systemat;rally obtained forecasts. More-
over, if the trend of events in the real world should disconfirm tart ...... develop-
menial pattern predicted by the simulation, it should be easy to trace the disagree-
ment to its source and amend the model accordingly for future use.

The intuitive judgment appealed to at several startes of the approach described
above would undoubtedly be aided considerably by various analytical techniques.
So-called no-change projections would establish reasonable bounds for projections
based on postulated changes. Specific measures having empirically well-established
consequences (e.g., the rise in soil productivity resulting from the application of
fertilizer) could be taken into account systematically in estimating economic prog-
ress. Also, by now, there may be enough historical data on distinct methods of
furnishing economic aid to underdeveloped countries by the United State- and other

"12 I do not wish to imply that this is always an ea-y role to plz' An expert in the role,
say, of a Minister of Agriculture in the underdeveloped nation a.iay find it necessary to
act both as an expert and, a typical or an actual Minister of Agriculture.
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economically advanced nations to discriminate in a statistically Significant maner
between their relative efficacies (the definition of "efficacy" admittedly offering
some conceptual difficulties that may reintroduce a judgmental element at a higher
level)."3

No matter how carefully they are designed, games fail to achieve realism
in many respects. For instance, the typical military game14 represents the
decisionmaking bureaucracy as an organization with a well-defined,
consistent set of objectives, reflecting a clear interpretation of intelligeno-,
coherent policy, and the ability to eliminate ineffective alternatives rapidly.
These assumptions lead to plans or postures that are far more efficient in
their use of resources than are found in real life. In other words, the deci-
sionmaking process modeled in the ordinary game is too rational to reflect
"the many limitations on the decisionmaking process in real-world bureau.

4 ,cracies.15
Operational gaming, like other systems analysis techniques, undoubtedly

is most fruitful when applied with a clear objective in mind to well-struc-
tured problems about which there are abundant data. But other, less time-
consuming techniques are usually available when these conditions hold.
Its major utility lies elsewhere, as an educational device, providing both
ideas and insights, useful for the generation and preliminary comparison
of alternative policies.'8

In the analysis of major questions of public policy, it may be well worth
the sacrifice of precision in handling some of the elements that can be readily
quantified to gain other benefits. Among these would be some indication -
though perhaps with inadequate emphasis - of the relevant political,
"economic, social, and psychological factors that might otherwise be
overlooked or considered unimportant. Another benefit would be to
provide the analysts with a greater opportunity to take into account
"feedback" of the type that might lead one to want to modify the model in

" i i accordance with changes in beliefs about the real world it strives to simu-
late. One objective of such an "unsophisticated" simulation as a game is to
get some clue as to how to model the situation in the first place.

The formal structure of an operational game automatically subjects any
- notion or theory to detailed critical review: the players are forced to take

'3 Helmer, Social Technology, pi. 30-31.
14 The typical scenario also, see Jones, Fractional Debates and National Commitments:
The Multidimensional Scenario.
18 A. W. Marshall, Problems of Estimating Military Power, The RAND Corporation,
P-3417, August 1966.
'6 For a recent survey of the uses of gaming in the military., see Lt. Col. A. W. Banister,
"The Case for Cold War Gaming in the Military Services," Air University Review, Vol.
XVIII. No. 5, July-August 1967, pp. 49-52.
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active roles, to take specific and concrete actions in situations where a man
Sitting in his office or participating in a discussion might fail to consider
the full range of possibilities or to carry the argument beyond the opening
steps. It is easy to be vague in talking about theory or doctrine, but a game
shares with the analytically formulated computer model the quality of
concreteness - there can be no vague moves in a well-formulated and well-
run game. Moreover, controversial parts of the model which are likely
to be buried and forgotten in a computer program remain visible.

In short, the technique of gaming, as a way of bringing experts together,
can do much to facilitate a systems study. Admittedly, the predictive
quality of such an exercise is very clearly a function of the quality of intui-
tive insight provided by the experts involved, On the other hand, by allow-
ing for the introduction of judgment at every step, the game provides an
opportunity to take into account those intangible factors often considered
completely beyond the pale of analysis. This is true both oi the player, who
can let his decisions be influenced by his appraisal ot the human effec, 3of the simulated environment, and of the expert on the control tewnt. Vor
example, the success or failure of a plan may depend upon assi.%,rp-tons

about cooperation from the population or flexibiltity in the command
structure. For an analytic formulation or a computer simulation, deci-
sions about these things must be made in advance; in a game they can be
made seriatim, as the need arises.

A great disadvantage of a simulation using human participants is the time
required to carry it out. A computerized simulation can run through hund-
reds of thousands of cases in far less time, once it has been programmed.
But the gamin.g process can be speeded up by introducing a computer
for routine and well-understood phases; whether this would be economical
or not would depend, of course, on the scale and nature of the exercise.

One additional point. Even where the more conventional analytic tech-
niques, such as ecmputer simulation, can provide correct guidance, theymay still be unpersuasive. In an area like military planning, any Solution

to a problem that has been exclusively formulated by "outsiders," using
what is essentialy a "black box," may not be readily accepted as a solu-
tion. In contrast, an important aspect of an unsophisticated simulation by
gaming - and one that has not been much exploited - is that the decision-
maker or his representatives can actually participate.

The Delphi Technique
Gaming seems most appropriate when the experts represent ,•"-'erent dis-
ciplines or professional interests, For a situation in which th• experts are
all of the same speciality, a somewhat different approach is called for.
One possibility is to use the so-called Delphi technique, a process that
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might logically be called "cybernetic arbitration" - "cybernetic" because
the process of deliberation is steered, through feedback, by a control
group.1

7

The Delphi technique attempts to improve the panel or committee
approach in arriving at a forecast or estimate by subjecting the views of
individual experts to each other's criticism in ways that avoid face-to-face
confrontation and provide anonymity of opinions and of arguments ad-
vanced in defense of these opinions. In one version, direct debate is
replaced by the interchange of information and opinion through a carefully
designed sequence of questionnaires. The participants are asked not only
to givc their opinions but the reasons for these opinions, and, at each suc-
cessive interrogation, they are given new and refined information, in the
"form of opinion feedback, which is derived by a computed consensus fron.
the earlier parts of the program. The process continues until further prog-
ress toward a consensus appears to be negligible. The conflicting views are
then documented.

To clarify the principles of the technique let us consider two examples -
one that illustrates the procedure that would be followed in seeking an
answer to a fairly narrow question, the second, the procedure when a much
broader question is tackled.

Example: Choosing a Number by Delphi. Consider the common situation
of having to arrive at an answer to the question of how large a particular

•'•- number N should be. (For example, N might be the estimated cost of a
notmeasu.e, or a value representing its over-all benefit.) We would then pro-

ceed as follows: First, we would ask each expert independently to give an
estimate of N, and then arrange the responses in order of magnitude, and
determine the quartiles, Qi, M, Qs, so that the four intervals formed on
the N-line by these three points each contained one quarter of the esti-
mates. If we bad eleven participants, the N-line might look like this:

N" No Ns Nd N3 N- N7  N- No No• N1 1

.' "=Q1 M Q3

-" !,Second, we would communicate the values of Q1, M, Q3 to each respond-
÷ !. ent, ask him to reconsider his previous estimate, and, if his estimate (old

ihis

The originators of this method for using a group of experts called the approach
S~"Delphi," after the 0-rek oracle, for they first thought of it as a scheme for better fore-
:. casting. (The first experiment using this approach - about 1948 - was an attempt to use

the daily racing forms from several different handicappers to obtain better "win"
- predictions.) As we shall see in the following pages. however, the uses of the Delphi

technique are by no means limited to forecasting.
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or revised) lies outside the interquartile range (QI, Qs), to state briefly the
reason why, in his opinion, the answer should be lower (or higher) than
the 75.per cent majority opinion expressed in the first round. Third, we
would communicate the results of this second round (which as a rule will
be less dispersed than the first) to the respondents in summary foim, includ-
ing the new quartilet and median. In addition, we would document the
reasons (fiat the experts gave in Round 2 for raising or lowering the values.
(As collated and edited, these reasons would, of course, preserve the anonym-
ity of the respondents.) We would then ask the experts to consider the I
new estimates and the arguments offered for them, giving them the weight
they think they deserve, and, in light of this new information, to revise
their previous estimates. Again, if the revised estimates fell outside the
second round's interquartile range, we would ask the respondent to state
briefly why he found unconvincing the argument that might have drawn
his estimate toward the median. Finally, in a fourth round, we would sub-
mit both the quartiles of the third distribution of responses and the coun-
terarguments elicited in Round 3 to the respondents, and encourage them
to make one last revision of their estimates. The median of these Round 4
responsec could then be taken as representing the group position as to what
N should be.

Example: Policy Advice from Delphi. The Delphi technique can also be
applied to broad policy problems. For example, let us consider how it
might be used to uncover and evaluate measures that might help to speed
recovery of a nation after a thermonuclear war.

There are a number of reasons why an approach to this problem via
the development of a mathematical model or a computer simulation might
not be the most desirable way to proceed. I we had in mind six or eight
fairly well-defined and promising alternative postwar measures, we might
consider adding a "recovery" model to one of the many models that have
been constructed to compute the damage caused by a nuclear attack.
Assuming this could be done, the alternatives could t(len be compared in
the traditional way used for comparing alternative force structures, employ-
ing a range of different war initiation scenarios and undertaking sensitivity
analyses of the uncertain parameters.

But the concept of "recovery" is not very well defined. Very few of the
many measures that might aid the survival of a nation or an area after a
thermonuclear attack have been studied extensively. The emphasis so far
has fallen primarily on measures such as shelters and active defense,
which seek to reduce the inmediate effects of the attack, rather than on
measures to speed recovery after the initial effects of an attack have been
experienced. Almost everyone haq ideas about recovery measures of this
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type that might be helpful, but seldom any well-developed notion of their
relative effectiveness and cost. Thus there is a need to survey these ideas -
to create an atmosphere in which they may be brought forth, subjected to
critical review, modified and ordered according to various criteria with
respect to their possible effectiveness, acceptability, and costs, including
social costs. The Delphi technique is well-suited to this task.

In addition to the presence of so many ill-defined alternatives, and the
difficulties wvith the notion of recovery, there are a number of other reasons
why an approach to the problem that puts emphasis on informed judg-
ment is desirable. I he decisionmakers who would use the study would
learly be in the best position to judge the acceptability of measures that

might either require radical changes in the prewar way of life or imply
such changes for the postwar period - for example, how far to violate the
rights of privacy or favor one sector of the economy or country over
another if nuclea war were to come. But their decisions wold necessarily
be based on many lowly but important relationships that require the intui-
tion and judgment of specialists. Determining objectives - what we want to
accomplish in the way of ,ecovery and how we might distinguish one type
of postwar world from another - must also be the responsibility of the
decisionmakei. But how to attain these objectives would require contribu-
tions from many disciplines.

The alternative provided by the Delphi technique is to give up for the
moment any attempt to compute the state of the postwar environment at
various times after hostilities have ceased and instead to try simply to rank
alternative prewar policies on the basis of the qualities that promise, in
"the judgment of specialists, to contribute the most to postwar recovery.
This procedure cannot demonstrate beyond all reasonable doubt that a
particular course of action is best. At most, it can assess some of the impli-
cations of choosing certain alternatives over others. But the systematic
searching out and partial ordering of promising steps could be extremcly
valuable.

We should be under no illusion that fer this problem a Delphi procedure
would be the easiest thing in the world to carry out. In order to persuade

t ,the proper people to tuuthorize or to participate in Iruch a study, the follow-

ing points would have to be brought to their attention. One, the eflbrt
would not be interded as a substitute for other research. Two, if nothing

else, it would highlight areas needing detailed study and, in general,
stimulate further work. Three, ideas provided in the course of the study -

because of their possible half-baked character - would be kept anony-
mous unless attribution was specifically authorized. And four, the entire
effort, in terms of manpower, could be kept quite minor, even though as
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much as ten months might be needed to complete tht; study, since getting
responses to questlonnaires is just slow business.' 8

Since the kind of survey being proposed is not a statistical sursey of the
Gallup type. but an attempt to generate ideas and to ,ise the respondents
to trace out the interrelationships among these ideas and the consequences
of their adoption, it is immaterial whether the respondents form a repre-
sentative sample of the initial!y known points of view. What matters is
that the viewpoints of pcrsons with all major relevant backgrounds have a
chance of oeing voiced.

Assuming that our study would involve a range or experts both within
and outside the organization conducting it, the respondents might be
organized into several 'units." so that the admini.,rative task of running
the experiment could be kept simple. Each unit niight consist of a central
committee of three plus a panel of six to twelve respondents. The commit-
tee chairman would be the person responsible for organizing his unit's
activity, for maintaining liaison with the project director, and for tranw-
mitting the responses of h; unit. One or more units might be located ,.Iq-i,
the organization carrying out the study and the other units at some of the
various places where there is a concentration of respondents. Alternatively,
the respondents might be dealt with directly or split into functional groups
or disciplines such as ecology, economic growth, and so on.

The inquiry itself could be broken down into four to six successive
rounds, each based on a suitably formulated questionnaire. Only round
one would necessarily involve all respondents.

The first questionnaire would contain, in addition to the questions

themselves, a brh:f background statement explaining the purpose of the
study. It would include a statement that responses will be handled anony-
mously, except that approval for the use of names may eventually be asked
in case certain suggestions are deemed wodthy of being recommended for
furthe, action. Only the nticm hers of the steering committee would initially
be cognizant of the authorship of ideas. in the statement suggestions would
be included about keeping the proposals in practical operational teims
and avoiding generalities. The respoadents would be urged to -.nclude

10 Incidentally, there eAists an Act of Congress (5 U.S.C. Sec. 139, c-C [19421) that for-
bids a government agency to conduct or to sponsor a study in whiL.n identically worded
questionnaires are circulated to more than nine respondents without prior permission of
the Bureau of the Budget. Since the intent of the Act is to kecpi nusinessmen from heing
bothered with a continuous stream of government forms - not to hamper scienlific
investigation uscrm of the Delphi tcchnique whose si:pport comes from governiment
funds shou'd not hae difticullt obtaining such permission Of course. one coLuld con-
:-nc the respondents texcc" tot at most nine outsid- - 'the resewr( ,' ,, t .. n tihis
inc• descon 1itdait%)tr t - onsoring * ;ency.
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all suggestions that they think should be examined, even though they might
be dubious about advocating them.

The following sample questionnaire incorporates a number of these
suggestions. Since it is addressed more to the readers of this book than to
potential respoadents, considerable reworking would be required before it
could actually be used.

Questlo,naire I
This questionnaire is being submitted to you in an effort to elicit fresh ideas on what
steps should be taken to reduce the problem or postattack recovery after a thermo-
nuclear exchange. We are not looking for measures that reduce the number of
weapons impacting (ABM. for example) or measures that reduce their efficiency
(such as shelters). Primarily we are looking for ways to help restore agriculture
and manufacturing and the structure of society and government. An earlier study
has suggested that the measures we are seeking to identify and weigh fall into three
classes: preventive, which would aim at reducing the damage to our resourceg, such
as food stocks and water and power sources; emergency, which would attempt to
deal with the distribution and management of -upplies to sustain the population
after the war; and long run, which would deal with recovery proper. Regardless of
your feelings about the probability of nuclear war and the futility of such actions -
in themselves or in contrast to the results we might obtain if we c' *e_:ibuted equal
resources to deterrence - ask yourself what measures should be considered.

This effort is being conducted very much in the spirit of a brainstorming session,
except that it sets out to collect ideas in written form rather than through the give-
and-take of open debate. At this stage, therefore, it would be entirely in order for you
to submit ideas even if you your-elf consider them half-baked, or if you merely
regard them as worthy of further exploration without wishing to endorse them, or
if they would only gain full meaning within an adequately elaborated context.
Remember that this survey is in no way intended as a substitute for other research;
indeed, its chief virtue might be to highlight areas neeJing detailed study and, in
general, to stimulate further work.

Question A. If you were a close advisor to the President, what actions would you
advise him to consider taking (including recommendation. of legislation to Congress)
that might speed recovery after a t hermonuclear attack?

The following consideration- - the list is by no means complete - seem relevant to
this question. You may wish to delete or modify some items or add others. They are
offered only to spark thought, and are listed randomly to avoid prejudgir" the order
of importance or the feasibility of any measures.

1. Since the control of infectious diseases could be a serious problem in the dis-
rupted postattack environment, should current public health policies be reviewed
for possible changes that Nould improve their effectivene.fr, in a postattack situa-
tion? What policies? What changes?

2. A number of studies indicate that fires, both urban and wildland, as well as their
sequelae of floods, erosion, and additional fire hazards, could be wrious long-term
problems in the postattack environment. Is there f need to review current tire
prevention and control practices for possible changes and innovations that could
improve our postattack capabilities in cope with these problems? What changes
might be made? It has been suggested, for example, thit we might undertake con-
trcl!ed burning prewar and also create appropriate firebreaks to prevent wfldland
fires fr,'a encroaching on contiguous urban areas or to keep urban fires from
spr-,ding to the countryside. We might also consider some steps to provide for
re-soeding burned areas postattack to reduce erosion and flooding.

II
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3. Now serious a problem would it be to find feasible alternative postattack land
uses that would be keyed to postattack requirements for food and other agricultural
products? For example, what other crops could be grown on land too heavily
contaminated with fallout to grow food, or what food crops could t-e grown on
land not heavily contaminated but now used to grow non-food products?

4. What priorities should be observed in restoration of facilities postattack?

5. Should differential protection be provided for different segments of the popula-
lion ?

6. Is organizational damage likely to be a serious problem in the postattack environ-
ment ?

Questlon B. What research should be undertaken by the scientific and technical com-
munity that might either lead to or accelerate the discovery of measures that would
help speed postwar recovery ?

Again, here are a few possibilities that you may wish to consider in your response.
1. Develop modcls, It might, for example, be important to build a flexible modular

fallout model, or a model of the ignition and spread of urban fire and its impact on
population in the fire area, including the protwtion afforded by available shelters
against heat and carbon monoxide poisoning. A model of wildland fire that would
relate ignition and spread to plant cover, season of year, weather, geographical
region, and the nature of the nuclear attack might also be useful, as would models
of a disrupted economy, since current models all seem to assume an organized
society.

2. Perform further research. Research in atmop pheric physics, for example, might
give us a way to estimate the effects of nuclear exchanges on weather and climate.
Similarly, research might be undertaken on ecological disturbance or on the long-
term genetic effects of radiation on man. (Both of these problems have already been
studied in some detail, but much ignorance remains.)

3. Develop technologies for food storage and synthesis.
4. Develop contingency plans for priorities in resource allocation by age, by

sector of the economy, or by some other standard.

Once the responses to this first questionnaire had been received, the
I' next, and hardest, step would be for the steering committee to sort and

collate them, clarifying their meaning through checks with the respondent.%
if necessary, eliminating obviously nonoperational suggestions, doing some
minor editing and, hopefully, generating useful additions to the list.

The list of proposals thus produced might then be submitted either
directly to the original respondents or, as an intermediate step to obtain
further refinement, to the "unit" committees. The result of this review might
be the elimination of, say, two-thirds of the proposals as being less
promising. The remainder would then be annotated by the steering coin-
mittee with brief arguments pro and con; they might also be ranked by
merit according to some consensus formula.

Because the wording of every questionnaire but the first depends on the
outcome of preceding rounds, we can at best indicate only the form the
remaiiing questionnaires might take. The second might look something
like this:

JK
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Questionnaire 2
The tabulation given below contains a list of tentative proposals to speed postwar
recovery. We would like you to give us your judgment of each item in terms of its
desirability, its feasibility, and its potential importance (assuming feasibility).

For each item, check one box under Columns A, B, and C. In making this
evaluation, consider the intrinsic rather than relative merits of the proposal.

A 8 C
Desirability Feasibility Importance

C

V c-_ -_ 0 -E

No. Proposal 0

I Establish contingency
plans for priorities In
allocating resources

2 Modify current public
health policies to in-
crease the possibility
of controlling infec-
tious diseases after nu-
clear attack

mi.... I I

This questionnaire would, of course, be accompanied by written argu-
ments, pro and con, for each proposal listed.

If the results of this appraisal indif.ate that an item ranks no higher than
a doubtful" in any category, it would be eliminated from further consider-
ation.

For the remaining items, some of which would obviously be controver-
sial in one or more respects, more exacting standards of acceptability
would need to be set. The next questionnaire would explore the reasons
for any divergence of opinions; it might take this form:
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Questionnaire 3
The following items out of the list previously submitted to you have been eliminated
for the reasons checked:

Reason for Elimination
Item Description Undesirable I Wnfeasible Unimportant

3 X
4 X X

The following items have been accepted as being desirable, feasible, and impor-
,ant.

Item Description

11
17

The remaining items are controversial in one or more respects. In those cases
where a check mark is circled, your previously expressed opinion was at variance
with the opinions of several of the other respondents. For each, please indicate
very briefly why you held this particular opinion. (For example, if, in Item 6. a
check mark in the Desirability column is circled, please explain why you gave
Item 6 the desirability rating you did in response to Questionnaire 2.) Alternatively,
if on reconsideration you do not feel strongly enough about your previously ex-
pressed opinion to defend it, please indicate this by stating a revised rating.

Reason for
Controversial as to Previous Rating

Item Description Desirability Feasibility Importance or Revised Rating

2

6S

If the replies to this questionnaire continue to move toward a consensus
on some of the proposals, or if for some reason the apparently irreconcil-
able differences of opinion se~nm inadequately documented, one or more
additional questionnaires may be worthwhile. In form, these would re-
semble Questionnaire 3.

What might the final result tell us that we did not already know or could
not obtain from less unconventional types of analysis ? The answer can be
very brief. Many aspects of the postattack recovery pro')lecn cannot be
handled by stanidard cost-effectiveness techniques. For example, how can
one assess the effect on the arms race of a prewar measure such as the

2 .. I
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storage of materials for the recovery period? Our example suggests that
the Delphi technique offers, at the very least, a way to approach such
questions.

The principal drawback of the technique as we have iliustrated it here
(and as it has been used in several actual experiments) is that it is cumber-
some: several weeks may elapse before questionnaires are returned or an
interviewer can poll the panel. Moreover, the amount of material each
respondent must process for each round may be considerable, and, because
of the lapse of time, he may ha'le difficulty reproducing his earlier reason-
ing. And those who are running the experiment have their own difficulties
in digesting and collating what becomes an increasingly formidable amount
of material.

Hopefully these problems will be overcome. Eventually it should be pos-
sible to have each expert equipped with a console through which he can
feed his responses into a computer thatwould process them, possibly adding
rclevant information automatically drawn from an existing data bank, and
then would feed the results back to each respondent. But computer editing
of the type required may be a long time coming.

Although such a computer system does not yet exist, the search is on.
The U.S. Navy has tried out a simplified version that preserves the anonym-
ity of the estimates but not of the reasons. The procedure is to have the
experts meet in one room, each equipped with a device permitting him to
select one of a set of numbers (say, from 0 to 10) by pushing an appropriate
button. The set of responses then appears in scrambled order on a screen
visible to all participants. They engage in a free debate, which produces
reasons for raising or lowering the estimates, as well as a critique of the
reasons. This is then followed by another anonymous vote. At The RAND
Corporation, Delphi experiments are presently being conducted that use a
number of personal electric typewriter consoles connected through an
on-line time-sharing computer system; inputs and outputs are in natural
English.

Much remains to be learned about the use of expertise and about pro-
cedures like Delphi in particular. For example, although there are some
experimental indications that the Delphi procedure can be made to pro-

duce better estimates by introducing weighted opinions, we do not know
if it is possible and easy to measure the relative trustworthiness of the vari-
ous experts objectively. Experiments with the technique suggest that if
the experts themselves are asked to rate their own expertise on each ques-
tion, the estimates they give are fairly reliable. On the basis of this informa-
tion, it may be possible to obtain better results by using as the group con-
sensus, not the median of all responses to a question, but the median of
only those responses that came from some fraction of the respondents

II
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who had declared themselves relatively most expert with regard to that
question.'0

We would also like to know how much of the convergence that usually
takes place is induced by the process itself rather than by elimination of
the basic causes of disagreement. Placing the onus of justifying extreme
responses on the respondents clearly tends to have the effect of causing
those without strong convictions to move their estimates closer to the
median, but those who originally felt they had a good argument for a
"deviationist" opinion may tend to give up their original estimate too
easily; this may result in increasing the bandwagon effect instead of
reducing it as intended.

Delphi is still in the experimental stage. It has not yet been tested at
RAND in any major systems study. Elsewhere, among other applicatiorns,
it has been used to study educational innovation, 20 to survey technological
developments of interest to a commercial organization,•2 and to provide
short-range forecasts of business indices.22 Except for the last, however,
the value of such exercises is hard to assess. Erich Jantsch, for one, seems
to feel that Delphi may realize its greatest successes in -setting up goals on
high levels: social goals, national goals, corporate goals, major military
goals, etc."28

Further experimental work is planned. This includes using the Delphi
questionnaire and feedback technique in conjunction with in-depth inter-
views, structured conferences, and operational gaining. Imperfect as it is
today, the Delphi process or some future modification appears to be one
of the most promising approaches under development for the investigation
of problems with a high social and political content. Because it can be
used to allocate resources rattionialy and to force explicit thinking about
the measurement of benefits, it offers a hope of introducing cost-effective-
ness thinking into these problems.

SUMMARY
Roger levien earlier pointed out that mathematical modeling, computer

simulation, operational gamitig, and scenario writing represent points

IV See Brown and Helmer, Improving the Reliability of Estimates Obtained from a Consen.
Sys of rxperts.
20 Marvin Adelsort (ed.), "Planning Education it-i aae Future," American B-eh.vioral
Scientist, Vol. 10, No. 7, March 1967, pp. 1-31.
21 H. Q. North, A Probe of TRW's Future: The Next 20 Years, TRW Systems, Redondo
Beach, California, July 1966. See also, "Setting a Timetable," Business Week, Issue
1969, May 27, 1967, pp. 52-61.
22 Robert H. Campbell, A Methodd1ogical Study of Expert Utilikation in Business fOre-
casting, unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of California, Los Angeles, 1966.
23 Erich Jantsch, Technological Pbrecasting in Perspective, Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development, Paris, October 1966. p. 146.
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along what really is a spectrum of techniques available to the analyst.24 He
did not mention Delphi and explicit personal analyses like Alton Frye's
political analysis in Chapter 17; the first enters somewhere before scenario
writing and the last somewhere afterwards. At one end, as Levien puts it,
precise computation is emphasized, and judgment and intuition, while
present, are played down; at the other end, computation is de emphasized
and intuition and judgment are fully exploited. In between, as we have
seen in this Chapter, operational gaming and the Delphi approach attempt
to achieve the direct application of expert judgment and intaition through
a formal structure. Depending on the complexity, the uncertainty, the
competitive aspects, and the dynamics of the problem, an appropriate
technique or combination of techniques can be applied.

Intuition and judgment permeate all analysis - not only as to which
hypothesis is better than another, or which approach is likely to be more
fruitful, or what facts are relevant, but also in fulfilling the role of the model
when quantitative modeis are not adequate. As questions get broader,
intuition and judgment must supplement quantitative analysis to an in-
creasing extent. To make such judgment and intuition more effective, a
greater use of systematic techniques for the direct involvement of experts -
in particular, techniques like the Delphi process and its extensions - seems
inevitable.

24 See Chapter 15, p. 283.
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Chapter 19

PITFALLS AND LIMITATIONS

E. S. QUADE

This Chapter attempts to alert the reader to some of the careses of error
and sources of misunderstanding in systonis analysis. It illustrates errors
mnade in past analyses and indicates ways of avoiding similar errors in
the future. Special attention is given to the pitfalls and Inherent litni-
tations in the use ofniodels to aid policy decisions.

ORDINARY ERRORS AND EXPERT BLUNDERS

The fact that systems analysis depends so strongly on judgment and intui-
tion, th~at it still lacks a complete theoretical foundation, implies that it is
pointless for any analyst to expect success merely by following a set of
definite rules. The problems the systems analyst is asked to tackle are
particularly frustrating. Usually, they are urgent, complicated, and ill-

defined -and sometimes those that are finally investigated are far different
from those originally posed. The environment, the circumstances under

witness the decisionmaker who is in such haste for an answer (even
though there may be no real need for haste) that he actually makes it
impossible for the analyst to conduct - or complete - the study properly.
The analyst himself, after a period of fruitful wvork, may have become so
entrenched in his organization or so saturated wvithi a decisionmaker's
ideas that he has lost his objectivity. Indeed, the very aim of the analysis,

..hich is ordinarily to suggest a course of action to someone else, tends to
introduce all the difficulties and contradictions associated with value
concepts, human behavior, and the communication of ideas. These
conditions. whether inherent in analysis or external to it, are common to
most work that is not, strictly speaking, scientific. For systems analysis,
they combine to create a situation full of pitfalls.

One purpose of this Chapter is to alert analysts and the sponsors. evalu-
ators, and users of analysis to some major sources of error that have not
as yet been mentioned in this book ansd to give additional em,,hasis to a
few that have.' A knowledge of whaý. the pitfalls are should help the spon-

IFor an earlier discussion, see H. Kahn and 1. Mann, Teti Commn~n~ Pitfalls, The RAND
Corporation. RM-1937, July 1957. The inspiration for this chapter and many of the
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S- sot and the analyst to avoid them, and those who evaluate and use the
results of analysis to discover any errors that might be present. A second
purpose of the Chapter is to point out that analysis, as applied to nmilitary
planning and policy, has some fairly definite limitations.

We might begin by remarking the obvious: human beings do make mis-
takes, and experts do turn out to be wrong. Needless to say, there are few
precepts to tell us how to avoid the sorts of errors that stem from igno-
rance, stupidity, or simple carelessness, and the literature of systems analy-
sis is strewn with examples of what T. H. Huxley once called "the great
tragedy of Science - the slaying of a beautiful hypothesis by an ugly fact."
Besides the more or less empty counsel that only smart, well-trained, and
careful people should work as systems analysts, there is little practical
advice one can give. Careful checking and qualitative evaluation of the
reasonableness of the results are helpful in discovering the ugly little facts
before it is too late. But the possibility of simple mistakes or blunders will
inevitably remain.

Is the expert or the professional less likely to make such errors ? There is
every reason to think so. On the surface, of course, systems analysis seems
so reasonable, and so simple in concept, that people are readily led to sup-
pose that the only prerequisite to "doing" it (or using it) is common sense.
Since many decisionmaking problems in the real world depend on little
else, this is not such an outlandish idea - provided, however, that we tem-
per it by recollecting that common sense, as someone has sai,., is "the
faculty which tells you that the world is flat." Whatever else he may be, the
expert is at least the fellow who knows enough to be wary of the obvious
and to appreciate the value of the informed hunch, sometimes even his
own. And even for the simplest of problems, trained professional judgment
is sometimes essential. A case in point from World War I is related by Col.
Leonard P. Ayres, then Chief Statistical Officer for the U.S. Army:

I was at my quartets one stormy night in Chaumont, working hard trying to perfect
my French conversation. There was a knock and in came the Adjutant General

with orders to get tran.portation and pr-c--d half way across Franc, to
the Supreme War Council at Versailles. I did not know what it was all about but
I gathered such tables, charts and equipment as I thought might be neessary, took

tions Research," Operatons Research, Vol. 4, No. 4, August 1956, pp. 422-426; C. J.
Hitch, Professor Koopmans on Fallacies: A Comment, The RAND Corporation, P-870,
May 1956 (this paper was also published in Operations Research, on thepages immediately
following the paper by Koopmans); C. J. Hitch, Economics and Military Operations
Research, The RAND Corporation. P.1250, January 1958; C. J. Hitch and R. N.
McKean, The Eco-iomics of Defense in the Nuclear Age, Harvard University Press, Cam-
bridge, Mass., 1960, particularly pp. 120-225; E. S. Quade, Pitfalls in Military Systems
Analysis, The RAND Corporation, P-2676, November 1962; and E. S. Quade, "Pitfalls
in Systems Analysis." in E. S. Quade (ed.). Analysis for Military Decisions, Rand
McNally & Company, Chicago, 1964. Chapter 16.
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a trusted lieutenant with me, and got transportation. Next morning we got to
Versailles, which I suppose was the most military place in the world at that time, and
I found shortly there were temporarily quartered there the ranking Ordnance
officers of all the Allied forces.

The Ordnance officers were there because it was then thought that new artillery,
exemplified by the German Big Bertha, would prove to be of genuine importance
in the war, and the Allies wanted to undertake immediate production of long range
guns of that sort. The Ordnance officers had been ordered to confer on the problem,
and to wait at Versailles until there was a dud from Big Bertha and to find out
what they could from the dud. They had been waiting for a long time, and finally
somebody said that General Pershing had a statistical organization that could
answer such questions as the one relating to the amount of time that might elapse
before there would be a dud. That is why the Adjutant General had come around
personally to see that I got to Versailles.

The problem that they were putting up to me was that of estimating the probabil-
ity of an event of which there had never been even a single instance. I was inwardly
appalled, and yet this was the first time that the Allies had ever called upon the
American headquarters for something that they did not have, and it seemed to me
impossible to let our headquarters down. I had to give an answer to that question.
I asked what evidence they had. They took me into another room where there were
long tables covered with white cloth. On the tables were pieces of Big Bertha shells
which had been collected whenever such a shell exploded. Every French public
functionary, po'icemen, officials, firemen, postmen, etc. had been ordered to pick
up everything tI at could be found when a Big Bertha shell exploded. All the frag-
ments that came prom each burst were put in one pile and labelled with the date, the
number, and the location. Most of them were pieces as small as a half dollar, small
nearly circular pieces, but there was one long sliver about four inches wide and
three feet long, and there were a good many brass pieces.

The tables were covered with these fragments. I examined them, trying to think
hard and fast about what to say next, and then I realized that the brass pieces werefrom the fuses and I had a real quick thought. and I said, "Can you officers tell me
if each one of these shells had one or two fusts?" They went into a quick huddle
and after a long deliberation they said, "Yes, each shell had two fuses."

Meanwhile I had thought of the next question, which was whether by any type
of microscopic or other examination they could as:ertain if both these two fuses in
each shell had originated in the sai-e arsenal or one from one place and the other
from another. That was more difficult. They worked on that all that day and part of
the next one, and then they said they had ascertained with substantial conclusive-
ness that the two fuses came not from the same arsenal or factory, but from separateplaces of origin. I asked if they had dud rates fromote r shell with• t.thse s,..,-

of fuses, and they had. I asked to see themn and they showed them to me. What I
really had done was to go a long way toward finding out whether the cause of a
dud would probably be a unit cause, or whether it would probably have to result
from the combination of two independent causations, because it would not be
likely that two separately manufactured fuses would fail because of the same
defect. Assuming that the causes of failure would be independent I squared the
probable dud rate and the result was so infinitesimally small that I took my courage
in my hands and told them there was never going to be a dud.

The probability was so minute that it seemed a safe deduction. Mathematically
it wasn't safe. Maybe you were only going to get one dud in ten thousand shells,
but that one might conic today. But I told them they were not going to have a dud
in the war and they didn't have a dud during the war.2

2 Col. Leonard P. Ayres. "The Uses of Statistics in War," Addres. before the Army
Industrial College, AIC 195, March 4, 1940, pp. 9-10.
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SOME COMMON FALLACIES IN ANALYSIS

Since fallacies, unlike simple blunders, are errors in reasoning, we have
more hope for their elimination. Why do we have fallacies? As far as
systems analysis is concerned, the main reason is the one suggested earlier:
the lack of theory. We do, how:ver, have a certain amount of experience,
and that experience, plus common sceiie and what theory we have, should
help us to avoid the more flagrant fallacies.

The fact that a fallacy has been Rc rnd in a particular study does not
necessarily invalidate all the work, for it may be corrected. And the very
fact that someone can point out where a systems analysis has gone wrong
strongly attests to the value of the approach. It is thus a serious mistake
not to make any analysis and the judgments on which it depends explicit.
For if they are not, we surrender the three great advantages that the analy-
tic approach has over its competitors - namely, that someone else can
examine the work, can evaluate it, and can modify it as new information
or insight becomes available.

A number of the more common pitfalls or sources of error are listed
below. We will say something about each, beginning with those associated
with problem formulation.

Underemphasis on problem formulation

Inflexibility in the face of evidence

Adherence to cherished beliefs
Parochialism

Communication failure

Overconcentration on the model

Excessive attention to detail

Neglect of the question

Incorrect use of the model

Disregard of the limitations

Concentration on statistical uncertainty
Inattention to uncertainties
Use of side issues as criteria

Substitution of a model for the decisionmaker

Neglect of the subjective elements
Failure to reappraise the work

Underemphasis on Problem Formulation
An analysis must begin with problem formulation. A major pitfall is the

I|
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failure to allocate the total time intelligently, so that a sufficient share of it
will be spent in deciding what the problem really is. It is a pitfall to give in
to the tendency to "get started" without having devoted a lot of thought
to the problem.

In the first systems analysis I worked on I fell into this pitfall. The analy-
sis was being carried out (in 1948) to help set the rcqui-ements for a stra-
tegic bomber that might become operational in the mid-1950's. One moot
question was whether or not to put a tail turret on the bomber, given the
premium on saving weight and the known inaccuracies of rearward-fring
machine guns at the speeds contemplated. The day I joined the project it
was suggested that I work on one aspect of this problem, and attempt to
determine how much then current estimates of the probability of destroying
an attacking fighter would be lowered if the correlation between aiming
points in air-to-air machine gun fire - sometbing always present because the
shots are not aimed independently - were taken into account in the cal-
culatijns. It was an interesting mathematical problem, and I started right
to work. Several months later, after we had found a satisfactory approxi-
mation and checked it by a Monte Carlo simulation, I saw some test firings
of an early version of an air-to-air guided rocket. I was much impressed.
Not until some days later, however, did it suddenly dawn on me that by
the time the bombers we had under study could become operational, they
would rarely, if ever, have an opportunity to fire back at fighters with
machine guns. Thinking about the problem as a whole and asking a few
questions would very likely have saved all of us a lot of time.

In the haste to get started on model building and computation, a com-
mon error is to take the first criterion and measure of effectiveness that
suggests itself. For instance, there is a tendency to measure what a system
can do rather than what it should do - a tendency to measure, say, the
number of bombing sorties carried out or tons of explosives delivered
rather than the effect of the bombing or damage on what we are trying

to accomplish.
This book has frequently made the point that the difficulties of systems

analysis often lie more in deciding what ought to be done than in deciding
how to do it. Rather than be guided completely by what the sponsor states
is the best approach, a good systems analyst will therefore always insist on
formulating his own.

Inflexibility in the Face of Evidence
The statement, early in the analysis, of possible conclusions or recom-
mendations, is occasionally regarded as a pitfall. This itself is a mistake.
Once we recognize that analysis is iterative and that a single cycle of
formulation, data collection, and model building is unlikely to give the
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answer, we realize that the pitfall lies not in forming a preconceived or
early idea about the solution, but in being unwilling to discard such an
idea in the face of new evidence. In other woi'ds, we have to be flexible.
When someone looks at the work and suggests that we might be wrong, we
at least have to entertain the possibility that he might be right. A set of
tentative conclusions helps to guide the analysis; it tells us what we are
looking for while we are looking. But more important, it offers something
concrete for others to probe.

The unwillingness to give up a concept one once thought highly of is
well-illustrated by the persistence of horse cavalry in armies of the world
until the mid-twentieth century:

The horse cavalry has had to ,eview its sole in war four times since the end of the
nineteenth century in the face of four great changes in the science of war: the devel-
opment of repeating automatic and semi-automatic weapons, the introduction of
gasoline and diesel-fueled engines, the invention of the air-borne weapon, and the
coming of the nuclear battlefield. Each new challenge to the horse hfbs been, of
necessity, seriously considered. Each has demanded a review of doctrine, a change in
role and mission.3

Each time minor adjustments were made. But the cavalry remained. As
late as 1944, statements like the following were still appearing: "Currently
we are organizing and training adequate mechanized horse cavalry for
field employment.'" 4 In foreign armies, the lance and the charge survived
to World War 11 and, in the United States, the cavalry was not disbanded
until around 1951 (the last Army mule, aside from the West Point mascot,
escaped retirement tntil 1956). And in 1956, the Belgian General Staff
seriously suggested that for the kind of dispersed war that low-yield atomic
weapons necessarily creates, the horse should be reintroduced into the
inventory of weapon systems.6

Adherence to Cherished Beliefs
The most serious error likely to be made in problem formulation is to look
at an utnduly restricted range of alternatiý es Although narrowing our range
of choice certainly makes the analysis easier, we may pay a high price for
the labor we save if some of the excluded alternatives are better than those
remaining.

The most frequent cause of failure to look at the full range of alternatives
is an "attention bias." This often takes the form of an unconscious adher-

3 Edward L. Katzenbach. Jr.. "The Horse Cavalry in the Twentieth Century: A Study in
Policy Response," PublIc Polio , Graduate School of Public Administration, Harvard
University, 1958, p. 121.
4 Katzenbach, p. 148.
6 "Belgians Hit U.S. Concept of Atomic War," Christlanr Science Monitor, August 25,
1956; quoted in Katwnbach, p. 148.
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ence to a "party line" or "cherished belief," All organizations foster one
to some extent; RAND, the military services, and the DOD are no excep-
tion, Experience suggests that Kahn and Mann were right when they called
the party line "the most important single reason for the tremendous mis-
calculations that are made in foreseeing and preparing for technical ad-
vances or changes in the strategic situationl."d The failure to realize the vital
interdependence among political purpose, diplomacy, military posture,
economics, and technical feasibility is the typical flaw in most practition-
ets' approach to the analysis of problems of national security. Examples are
plentiful - the military planner whose gaze is so fixed on "winning" a local
war by military actions that he excludes other crnsiderations; the statesman
so convinced that peace can be maintained through deterrence that he
completely disregards what might happen should deterrence fail; the
weaponeer so fascinated by startling new weapons that he assumes they can

of course be used; or th4c political negotiator who seeks to conciliate the
potential enemy at a military cost that is far too great, because he does not
trace out the full military implications of his actions.

The histor) of strategic bombing studies since World War 11 illustrates
tie workings of this influence, In World War II, the bombir.g problem was
to penetrate the defenses, bomb accurately, and return The bomber's
concern was with enevmy fighters. antiaircraft guns, and missiles - not with
enemy bombers. For years, even in studies for time periods long after the
Soviets were expected to have nuclear weapons, no serious attention was
paid either to the possibility that ou: bombers might be volnerable on
the ground or that an attack on theirs might be highly lucrative. Require-
ments and specifications for future bombers hardly considered the prob-
lem of surviving the enemy offense. This oversight was not mere ýtupidity.
For instance, in the Navy-SAC controversy over the B-36 in 1949, the
Navy questioned the B.36 on every basis it could think of - including the
argument that strategic bombing was immoral - but the q~est.ion of the
bomber's vulnerability on the ground did not come up. RAND strategic
bombing studies, even after the seriousness of the problem of bomber
survival on the ground had been pointed out, continued to concentrate
on such questions as speed, altitude, low versus high penetration, super-
sonic dash, bombing altitude, small versus large planes, and target
szlection. Thus, in a 1952 comnarisoai of aircraft with missiles for strategic
bombing, we ignored any efli .s of possible differences between the two
types of systems in ground survivability - and no one we briefed took us to
task for this omission! The Russians and the British took even longer than

IH. Kahn and i. Mann, Teti Common Pftfalls, The RAND Corporation, RM-1937,
July 1957, p. 4 2 .
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we did to recognize ground vulnerability, and some pecp!k think the French
have not yet really absorbed the idea. It took the extensive br,..-fings of
a RAND study devoted to proving that base vulnerability was a serious
threat to national security to get major attention on the problem.

The party line can be most influential in shaping the study during the
early stages. What can happen is that the participants and successive
reviewers become aware that some of the alternatives or certain assump-
tions being considered are frowned on by higher ranking officers. It -ec;nb
useless, even hazardous, to :upport •;zh unpopular view% strongly, and
gradually they may be stressed less and less or even forgutten. In its most
extreme form, this influence can, in effect, cause the analyst to lose his
independence of view.

Parochialism
A similar pitfall is to expect the man or the organization that created a
system to discover its faults. Either may fail completely to take into account
some technical notion or fact. An analyst is sometimes shocked to discover
that other organizations regard the system he is advocating as controver-
sial at bect. or even consider the engineers on whom he depended for tech-
nical advike to be completely wrong. This attitude may be due to what
has been called the NIH (Not-Invented-Here) factor. But the analyst may
discover from others that simple countermeasures, for example, can be
devised to render the system almost worthless. We might recall the story
of the English invention of "window," or, as we call it here, "chaff." In
1937, in Great Britain, the merits of radar and infrared were being argued.
There was talk of shutting down research on infrared because of its vulner-
ability to countermeasures. It was then that R. V. Jones, a physicist who
was working on infrared, came up with the idea of "window" to show (in
his words), "They weren't so invulnerable themselves." Watson-Watt, the
English radar pioneer, apparently never had quite the heart to urge trials
for Jones' device, which seemed so certain to spoil his beautiful invention.
Much later, others had the trials carried out. To appraise a system and
discover its value, good analysts obligate themselves to consult people
with an adverse opinion of the worth of the system, largely because
they know how hard it is to get a scientist or engineer to display much in-
genuity in tearing down a technically brilliant design that he has been work-
ing on for years.

One manifestation of parochialism in analysis occurs when service A
proposes a future weapon system with fabulous properties for victory and
compares it with the semiobsolete current equipment of service B rather
than with the new system that B hopes to introduce.

.1
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Communication Fodure
Sometimes an error occurs because the analyst fails to communicate
effectively with the professional t)eople on whom he must rely. For exam-
pie, as background for the previously mentioned analysis to choose a
next-generation bomber, we made use of a parametric study that covered
thousands of possible designs, each of which was then evaluated by means
of computer-simulated strategic bombing campaigns. In the comparisons,
the number of engines unexpectedly appeared as a most significant factor
in bomber survival. Since we felt sure that the aircraft designers had some
flexibility as to the number of engines, although this was not a parameter
in the study, we went to the people who supplied the designs to determine
what penalties would be incurred if the number of engines was increased.
We found out that, although they had worked out the total thrust required
for each of the designs, they had no rule for, and indeed had not specified,
the number of engines. The people who gathered the data for the attrition
model had obtained the number of engines by counting those shown on a
diagram that indicated the pertinent features of each configuration. It then
turned out that the artist who drew the illustrations had decided that,
without engines, the diagrams just did not look like aircraft and had simply
drawn them in, supplying the number that looked suitable to him for the
shape and size of the wing! A possible way to avoid this type of pitfall is to
have someone on the analyst's team who is at least a lay expert in all the
important fields with which the study is concerned; however, sharp limits
of time and money may make this impossible.

o verconcentration on the Model
There are a great many pitfalls associated with models and model building.
One of these is for the analyst to become more interested in the model
than in the problem itself. Technical people with specific trtining, knowl-
edge, and capability like to use their talents to the utmost. it is easy for
analysts to focus attention on the mechanics of the computation or on the
technical relationships in the model rather than on the important questions
raised in the study. They may thus find out a great deal about the inferences
that can be drawn from the model, but very little about the question they
set out to answer.

There is. of course, always the problem of the "conscientious scholar"
who approaches his problem with meticulous thoroughness - and, natu-
rally, is careful not to fall into any of the pitfalls listed here- but finds
the decision taken before he can report his results.

Excessive Attention to De•tail
While there are dangers in oversimplifying the model, in a general sense it
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pays to be simple. Complicated formulas, or relationships so involved
thq. it is impractical to reduce them to a single expression, are likely to
convey no meaning at all, while a simple, though possibly approximate,
relation may be easily understood. A major error may invalidate the more
complicated expression and, yet, in the general complexity of the formula-
tion, pass unnoticed. In uncomplicated expressions, serious error is apt
to become obvious long before the computation is completed, because the
relationships may be simple enough to reveal whether or not the behavior
of the model is going to be reasonably in accord with intuition. The most
convincing analysis is one which the nontechnician can think through.

Neglect of the Question
Another pitfall is to attempt to set up a model that treats every aspect of a
complex problem simultaneously. What can happen is that the analyst
finds himself criticized because the first model he has selected has left out
various facets of the situation being investigated. He is vulnerable to these
criticisms if he doesn't realize the importance of the point made earlier
about models: The question being asked, as well as the process being repre-
sented, determines the model. Without attention to the question, he has no
rule for guidance as to what to accept or reject; he has no real goals in
view and no way to decide what is important and relevant. He can answer
criticism only by making the model bigger and more complicated. This
may not stop the criticisms, for something must always be left out. The
size of the model is then determined not by what is really relevant but by the
capacity of the computing machine.

One approach to designing a model is to attempt to reduce the real
system to a logical flow diagram. The dangers of this approach are that the
model may tend to be too detailed and that components of the real process
will be included that contribute nothing to the question to be answered.
For this reason, it is advisable to design the model around the questions
to be answered, rather than as an imitation of the real world.

Incorrect Use of the Model
One error is to accept as useful output from a model the results of compu-
tation that are merely incidental to the question the model was designed
to answer. For example, in war-outcome calculations comparing missile
systems, a certain missile may show up best when a particular strategy
is used. This may be an optimal strategy as far as the model is concerned,
but, if the purpose of the model was to make a cost-effectiveness compari-
son, many considerations important to the way missiles would be employed
in actual combat may have been suppressed as not affecting the compari-
son.
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Sometimes a mathematical model indicates a preference for extreme
st, itegies, as in one tactical study which indicated that all offensive air-
craft should be used against the enemy air forces for the first few days and
then, suddenly, that they should be used in close support of troops for the
rest of the campaign. No war has ever been fought in this way, and one
should be extremely dubious about such a strategy. This may be the cor-
rect solution for the model, but a model cannot reflect all of the smoothing-
out factors present in the real world. Such calculations can still be valuable,
but modifying circumstances must be considered before they can be
offered for operational guidance. Too neat a solution, particularly if it goes
against established experience and intuition, should be viewed cautiously.

Disregard of the Limitations
A serious error is to forget, late in the study, limitations that were imposed
on the ranges over which some of the approximate relationships used in
the model were expected to hold. In early strategic studies, for instance, it
was assumed that fissile material would be in short supply. The alternative
was to send a "cell" of three, four, or five bombers to a target, only one of
them with an A-bomb. After one study, we found another analyst claiming
that much better results would be obtained by ý-nding cells of about 750
tu 900 bombers to all the targets in sequence. When I protested that that
was absurd, he clinched his argument by telling me he was using the same
model we used. It took quite a bit of argument to convince him that, while
the model might be satisfactory for a few planes, it was nonsense for a large
number. The assumption of the model was that a defense installation
would distribute its fire uniformly over all attacking bombers. With this
in mind, he had been led to argue that, if the number were made large
enough, the fire would be spread so thin that no bomber could accumulate
enough hits to be shot down.

Concentration on Statistical Uncertainty
Systems analysis is concerned with problems whose essence is uncertainty.
Where the probability of occurrence is more or less objective or calculable,
this uncertainty can be handled in the model by Monte Carlo or other meth-
ods. The treatment of such uncertainty is a considerable practical problem,
however, and a challenge to the analyst. The pitfall for model builders lies
in accepting this challenge - to the neglect of the real or unforeseeable un-
certainties. These typically involve forms of ignorance that cannot be
reduced to probabilities, and their consequences can be devastating. 7 The

7 Particularly those uncertainties that depend on human caprice. As I think one of
Damon Runyon's characters put it: "Nothing what depends on humans is worth odds
of more than 8 to 3."
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objective in system studies is not to learn how chance can affect a given
situation with a specific probability, but to design a system or determine
a policy so that any fluctuations are unimportant.

Since a full Monte Carlo investigation may seriously expand the analy-
sis, it is frequently better to carry out first a simple expected-value treat-
ment, deferring a full investigation of fluctuation phenomena until the
qualitative aspects of the problem are fully understood. It may then
turn out to be unnecessary to perform these more complicated calculations,
since consideration of the real uncertainties may have made trivial the
effect of any statistical uncertainty.8

Inattention to Uncertainties
It is not enough simply to acknowledge that uncertainties exist and to
warn that some things have been left out of the analysis because of a lack
of information, for such issues may have a critical effect on the conclusions.
The user has to come to grips with these issues and he needs to know what
their effects will be, how likely they are, when he can expect them, and
what he can do about them.

Systems analysis is so striking in its attention to detail and its elaborate
calculations that it tends to create the impression that more of the signifi-
cant factors have been considered than may actually be the case. This
:mpression has enabled systems analysis to get by with an inadequate
treatment of future threats on the theory that uncertainties are best taken
care of by desensitizing results and including some well-chosen caveats.

In questions dealing with the future, it is ordinarily futile to remove
uncertainty by making a best guess. It is essential to do sensitivity analysis
rather than depend on "expected values" of key parameters. The DOD pre-
sents the matter in these terms:

As far as the technical and operational parameters are concerned, we have found
that the best way to deal with these uncertainties is to explore their limits, and to
do our calculations in terms of the range of uncertainty. It is generally oseful to
begin with a best guess for each of the key parameters and then to introduce into
the calculation an optimistic or upper bound estimate, and a pessimistic or lower
bound estimate. Although it is usually sensible to design the defense posture pri-
marily on the basis of thc best estimates, the prudent decisionmaker will keep asking
himself, "Would the outcome be acceptable if the worst possible happened, i.e., if
all the pessimistic estimates were borne out ?'" Carrying three numbers through all
of the calculations can increase the workload greatly. For this reason, a certain
amount of judgment has to be used as to when the best guesses are satisfactory and
when the full range of uncertainty needs to be explored.0

8 These matters are discussed in greater detail in Chapters 5, I, and 12.

9 A. C. Enthoven, "Operations Research and the Design of the Defense Program," in
Proceedings of the 3rd hiternational Conference on Operations Research, Dunod, Paris,
1964, pp. 532-533.
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There are always uncertainties about context. For example, it may be I
assumed that the enemy consists of a certain group of countries. We may
then want to investigate what would happen if other countries were to
join the original group. It is, of course. a matter of judgment how far to
carry this type of activity, but it is an error not to give it some attention.

A cherished objective of systems analysis is to have results that are in-
sensitive to what the enemy actually does, primarily because the system
chosen will then be effective under any of the conditions considered and
therefore be a hedge against the enemy's selection among these choices. This
avoids committing oneself from the beginning to a move that is based on
predicting what the enemy will do about one's own programmed force.
Also, it may enable the analyst to save the effort necessary to make pre-
dictions that will be reasonably accurate. We do not deny the desirability
of this objective, but rather caution that this method of dealing with un-
cei-tainty has some disadvantages. For example, if we take insensitivity to
be a property of systems that "work for the full range of extremes" and
apply it to determine the over-all strategic posture, we may find we have
overcommitted ourselves. This cannot only be costly in resources, but
might influence or provoke a lhrger reaction from the enemy than is

I Iconsistent with U.S. objectives.

Use of Side Issues as Crite,'ia
A practice that can lead to serious error is suggested by the following
statement: "If several alternatives have similar cost a-d effectiveness and I
if these results are quite sensitive to the values assigned the inputs. some
other basis for decision must be found." This may amount to saying that
if, after ho.iest analysis, we are fundamentally uncertain about which of
several alternatives is best, the issues should then be resolved on the basis
of some specious side criterion not originally judged adequate to discrim-
inate. On the contrary, the point to stress is that the decision must be made
on the basis of forthright recognition of the fundamental uncertainty.

Substitution of a Modelfor the Decisionmaker
The failure to realize the importance of the question in designing the model
leads to another pitfall: the belief that there are "universal" models - one
model, say, which can answer all questions about a given activity and
which therefore can be used to evaluate, without supplemental judgment, a
full range of alternatives.lu For example. it has been proposed a number c f

10 There arc, however, models which allow the user to experiment with a wide choice
of parameterz, and assumptions. A number of large-scale computer simulations, ,,uch as
the family of strategic planning models described by N. C. Dalkey in Chapter 12, are
extremely flexitle in this respect.

t
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times (even to the extent of writing a study contract) that a general com-
puter model for strategic air war be set up to supply weapon designers
with a systematic evaluation of their design concepts and to enable the
Department of Defense to evaluate the worth of alternative "design
solutions" developed by computing contractors.

One argument for such a model notes that "the choice of assumptions,
the forecast of the future, and the methods of analysis have a marked
influence on the performance and physical characteristics of the weapon
system set forth as preferred or optimal"; therefore, a uniform framework
would mean that "the results obtained by the various contractors would be
comparable since the effect due to variation in the assumptions they might
have chosen to form their models would have been eliminated." This may
indeed be the case, but will the end result be desirable? A rigidly specified
framework may mitigate one sort of undesirable bias - by making it diffi-

cult for an analysis to be used to rationalize conclusions already otherwise
derived - but only at the severe risk of introducing other biases.

A fundamental objection is that a uniform framework necessarily
conceals or removes by assumption many extremely important uncer-
tainties, and therefore tends to lead to solutions that disregard the value of
hedging against those uncertainties. Another is that even if' efforts were
made to keep the model up to date, this would turn out to be impossible, for
the analyst must be able to modify his model in the terminal stages of his
study to accommodate informatio~a acquired during the early phases.
Indeed, in a problem involving the struggle between nations, there are so

Smany factors of shifting importance, and such radical changes are likely
in objectives and tactics, that most models are obsolete long before the
recommendations from the study can become accepted policy. Moreover,
if a model or a mathematical formula were used to indicate which proposal
to select, the proposer's emphasis would soon focus on how to make his
design look good in terms of this analytic definition, and not on how to
make it look good against the enemy - a much Iardet pol.-...

C. J. Hitch, at the time A.sistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller),
made this last point with an analogy:

Another kind of problem that might be encountered with an analytically based
contract would be "rule beating." An analogy can be found in the case of some of
the handicapping rules drawn up by yachting organizations. The intent of these
rules is to allow -'-e owners of often greatly dissimilar sailing yachts, basically
designed for cruising, to compete against each other on an equitable basis. The rules
are generally empirical in nature, and take into account such factors as the dimen-
sions of the hull, the amount of sail area, and so on, resulting in a handicap for each
yacht which reflects its theoretical speed. The rule is expressed in terms of a formu-
la which may be rather complex. So long as the competitors are all sailing relatively
conventional yachts, the goal of generally equitable competition can be achieved.
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However. once such a rule is established, the serious competitor has a consider-
able incentive to study it very carefully when he is considering a new yacht, or even
a new rig for his old yacht. In such an environment, from time to tim,, there have
appeared some fairly unconventional yachts, designed nor in the usual way, but
in a way specifically tailored to beat the rule. From a practical point of view, these
yachts arc freaks; nobody would have designed such a thing or wanted to own one
save for the existence of tile rule. They tend to be undesirable in most ways save that
of winning races through the establishment of an unusually favorable handicap.
Whenever such freaks start to win most of the races, of course, there is a strong
tendency for the rule committee to plug the previously unsuspected loophole in
the rule.

To the extent that such rules have loopholes, emphasis is shinted away from beat-
ing other yachts towards beating the rule itself. By the same token, setting up a
weapons system contract on the basis I have described would not really mean that
the contractor will, by definition, be motivated to develop and produce the best
possible system. Rather, he will be motiva,.xd to develop and produce the system
which best meets our analytical definition ol the best possible system. To the extent
that our definition is incomplete, or subject to unsuspected loopholes, the product
may tend to diverge from what we really have in mind. Thus, this sort of contract
would be subject to "gaming" on the part of the contractor - either deliberate or
unconscious. He may be able to develop a system which meets the necessarily
artificial time-cost-effectiveness model beautifully, but which is, in fact, a ratherpoor weapon system. I

Neglect of the Subjective Elements
It is a serious pitfall for the analyst to concentrate so completely on the
purely objective and scientific aspects of his analysis that he neglects the
subjective e!ements or fails to handle them with understanding Quantifi-
cation is desirable, but it can be overdone; if we insist on a , ,ipletely
quantitative treatment, we may have to simplify the problem so lrastically
that it loses all realisnm.

Since the analyst knows his study will be subject to scrutiny, interpreta-
tion, and possible further analysis, he should make his subjective judgments
known. Trust is essential because, in large part, the client has to take the
analysis and recommendation oany study team on faith. The client cannot
repeat the study, will very seldom have the time to review it meticulously,
and will be influenced by it depending on his belief about how the analyst
reached his conclusions. He cannot hope to master the variety of special-
ized skills that frequently go into a complicated analysis. At best he can
acquire enough background to identify really incompetent or patently
biased work. But faith in the analyst's purely technical and scientific
competence is not sufficient; what is also required is a similar confidence
in his judgment. Trust requires disclosure; the client must know either
how the analyst has disposed of the subjective elements in the study or if

"C. J. Hitch, "Cost Considerations and Systems Effectiveness," Address presented at

the SAE-ASME-AIAA Aerospace Reliability and Maintainability Conference. Washing-ton, D.C.. June 30, 1964,
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he has accepted and used the client's judgments. If the analyst does the
latter uncritically, then he is not using the full potentialities of analysis.

On the other hand, one danger associated with analysis is that it may be
employed by an administrator who is unaware of or unwilling to accept
its limitations. When a study is presented confidently, but little attention
is called to its deficiencies, the recipients are prone to read too much into
it. A weak or careless or busy administrator may ease his job by transfer-
ring a portion of his responsibilities to the analyst or a model, and thus
fail to give the study the critical scrutiny it requires.

Failure tv Reappraise the Work
Administrators sometimes feel that one of the worst characteristics of sys-
tems analysis is that the anaiysts want to make basic changes in a study after
the work is half done. As they see it, the result is a great deal of "wasted
work" and deadlines that are not going to be met.

It is, of course, quite true that making a major change in a study at a
late stage means that much ef the early work cannot be used, and even
that, because a change may involve a great deal of additional work, dead-
lines may not be met. For these reasons, some analysts, when they are
one-half, two-thirds, or three-fourths through the study, hesitate to pause
to evaluate what they have done thus far. A periodic reappraisal is essen-
tial, however, because as the study progresses the analyst broadens his
understanding of its scope and purpose. Stocktaking that results in junking
a major portion of the work indicates that a reappraisal was especially
necessary.

LIMITATIONS OF ANALYSIS

Out of context, the pitfalls we have mentioned seem so obvious that one
wonders how they could lead to error a first time, let alone be repeated.
One has only to examine actual analyses, however, to find that they
are still present. Our hope is that as theory and experience develop they
will occur less frequently.

One last pitfall is to believe that, if the work is done correctly, systems
analysis is unlimited in the quality of the advice it can supply a decision-
maker. This is far from the case. The systems analysis of military problems
has many limitations - some inherent in all analysis, some, if not peculiar
to military studies, at least more likely to be found there. As a consequence,
it is seldom possible to prove to a decisionmaker by analysis that he should
choose a particular course of action.

To be helpful, systems analysis needs to be clear about what the analysis
can do and what must be left to the intuition and judgment of the decision-
maker. Earlier chapters, in attempting to draw this line, have noted many

I
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limitations of analysis. We single out four for further comment: (I) analy-
sis is necessarily incomplete; (2) measures of effectiveness are inevitably
approximate, (3) ways to predict the future are lacking: and (4) systems
analysis falls sh,,rt of scientific research.

Analysis Is Necessarily Incompleie
Time, money, and other costs obviously place severe limits un how far any
inquiry can be carried. The very fact that time moves on means that a
correct choice at one point will soon be outdated by events and that goals
set down at the start may not be final. This is particularly important in
military systems analysis, for the decisionmaker can wait only so long for
an answer. Other costs are important here, too. For instance, we would like
to find out what the Soviets would do if we put an armed Minuteman on
Moscow. One way to get this information would be to launch a Minuteman.
But while this might be cheap in dollars, the likelihood of other costs
precludes at once this type of investigation.

Still more important, however, is the general fact that, even with no
limitations of time and money, analysis can never treat all the considera-
!ions that may be relevant. Some are too intangible. For example, such
qualities of a system as its flexibility, its compatibility with other systems
(including some that are yet to be developed), its contributions to national
prestige abroad, and its impact on domestic political constraints can, and

possibly should, play as important a role in the choice of alternative force
postures as any idealized war-outcome calculations. Ways to measure
these things even approximately do not exist today and they must be
handled subjectively. (And if we find out how to measure them. other
political, psychological, and sociological intangibles will still be left.) The
analyst can apply his judgment and intuition to these considerations and
thus make them part of the study. but the decisiontnaktr will rightly insis"
on applying his own.

Measures of Effect i e.'s .1•r' Inevitahly Approximate

The choice of weapons and strategy - in fact, the entire ,-induct of warfare
from iniiiation to termination - must be governed by the nation's objec-
tives, not solely by military standards of succ'2ss. But national objectives
are often multiple and ill-defined, and sometimes conflicting. Measures
of their attainment are likely to be inadequate approxi mations at best.
In Chapter 3 we mentioned a few problems in measuring deterrence.
And as I_.. D. Attaway explained in detail in Chapter 4, difficultles of the
same sort occur in almost every attempt to indicate the attainment of
objectives. One might measure the value of a missile defense in protecting
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our cities by the number of enemy warheads it could destroy. But the
installation of a near-perfect system might weaken our alliances by appear-
ing to commit us to a fortress America concept or, by making defense
appear possible, increase the risk of an early enemy strike. Similarly, in
Vietnam, to measure the progress of the war we are forced to use an ava-
lanche of statistical measures - incidents, defections, body counts, weapons
lost and captured - all more or less unsatisfactory.

Moreover, we cannot be as confident that our estimates of effectiveness
are essentially correct as we are about our cost estimates. One analyst who
has studied the problem of estimating casualties suggests that if a pre-
World War II estimator had worked analogously to his brother of today,
had known his trade exceptionally well, had been knowledgeable about the
weans by which World War I1 military actions produced casualties, had
ýnown the probabilities associated with each weapon, and could estimate
the number of people subject to each weapon - then he would have under-
estimated the total cost in human lives of the war to the Soviets by a factor
of between three and four.

Such an error in the measurement of effectiveness may not be too impor-
tant if we are comparing two systems that are not radically unlike one
another - two ground attack aircraft, say. But at higher levels of optimi-

.,, tanks sersu. .,ircraft or missiles - gross differences in system effec-
tiveness may be obscured by gross differences in the quality of damage
assessment,

The inability to determine good measures of' effectiveness is at severe
limitation on the usefulness of analysis. Suppose we are seeking to deter-
mine the characteristics of future taclical aircraft. If a measure such as
the weight of ordnance that can be delivered is used, the aircraft are likely
to resemble the B-52 or the C5. Some combination is required that weighs
properly all the characteristics that are important to the effectivene%,s of
such aircraft - qualities such as speed, bombing accuracy. runway length
required for takeoff. in,,ulnerability to ground fire, ferry ra-ge, and so
forth. Possibilities i.) use 'n a comparison of different types of tactical air-
craft are the chan'.e in the outcome of a projected ground battle or the
motion of the forward edge of the battle area. Ultimatcly an entire pro-
file of measures may be required. For example. in Chapter 21, to stutdy the
mix of tactical air forces in Europe. the authors use the "history" of a, range
of hypothetical wars in which the effectiveness o¢ various force mixes in
resisting enemy attacks of various size is compared on the basis of time
indices - the time it takes the enemy to penetrate 30 miles, then 100, then
150. then 300. then 500. and the time it takes the defender to gain air parity,
then local superiority. then general superiority, then air supremacy. There
are fifteen indices in tl:d, the others involving losses and force ratios.
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No Satisfactory Way Eriszs to Predict the Future
Systems analysis lacks any good methods of predicting a single future in
terms of which we can work out the best system or determine ,%n optimal
policy. Consequently, we must consider a range of possible futures or
contingencies. In any one of these we may be able to designate a preferred
course of action, but we have no way to determine one for the entire range
of potsibilities. We can design a force structure for a particular war in a
particular place, but we have no surefire way to work out a structure that
is good for the entire spectrum of future wars in all the places they may
occur,

Consequently, defense planning is rich in the kind of analysis that tells
what damage could he done to the United States given a particular enemy
force structure (or. to put it another way, what the enemy would require
to achieve a given destructionw; but it is poor in the kinds ofanalyses that
evalualc how we will actually stand in relation to our potential enemies
in years to come.

Systems Analysis Falls Short of Scient./ic Research
No matter how we strive to maintain standards of scientific inquiry or how
closely we attempt to follow scientific methods, we cannot turn military
systems aralysis into an exact science. I-or one thing. there exists no way
to verify our models except in rare circumstances.

Except for this inability to verify. systcm, analysis may still look like a
purely rationi.l approach to decisionmaking .. a coldly objective. scientific
method, free of preconceived ideas and partisan bias, in which the terms'
used are defined exactly and the conclusions reached depend on form:na
logico-ma hematical reasoning.

But it is not so. Human judgment is used in designing the analysis; in
deciding what alternatives to consider, what factors are relevant, what
interrelaiion,. etween, thedse factor% it) model, and what numerical values
to chooe; and in ;.tnalyzing and interpreting the re.ults of tie analysis.
The terminology may he inherently vague. and the reasoning may be
infornmal. In short. since judgment and intuition are fallible, caution and
reservation on the part of both the analyst and the decisionmaker are nece,-
%ary to avoid errors or misconceptions thai could bias or even negael the
implications of the analysis,.



Chapter 20

THE CHANGING ENVIRONMENT FOR SYSTEMS
AN ALYSIS

JAMES R. SCIPLESINGER

This Chapter emphasizes the growing requirement for care in the design
of systems analysis, and for ingenuity and flexibilit" in systems design.
It shows that changes in the strategic, technical, and political en vironment
are difficult to encompass in the stereotyped anal ysis. And it acts as a
reminder of certain points already made: how the optimal allocation of
resources may depend on nonquantifiable, and sometimes even unknow.
able, considerations; how studies conducted at one point in tinie may
become irrelevant as objectives and circumstances change; how the
need for ingenuity, for flexibility, for hedging, and yet for timely
decisions has grown over the years; how the desire for great precisiont
in systems studies is likely to be self-defeating; and how the growth of
complementarities among force components has affected cost analyses.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this Chapter is to spell out the increased complexity of
decisionmaking in the sixties and its implications, not only for the decision-
maker, but for the analyst as well. Whatever alters the character of deci-
sionmaking will, at a different level of choice, influence the analyst. The
consequence of the alterations in the environment is to generate a growing
requirement for imagination in the design of studies or analyses and for
ingenuity and flexibility in the program for the design of systems. This
Chapter attempts. specifically, to indicate the trends that are intensifying
the demands on the analyst. to illustrate these general trends by reference

to specific analytical and decision problems confronting the Air Force
and the DOD, and to draw some inferences regarding future analytical
work.

To indicate the scope of the discussion, it is perhaps advisable to say at few
words at the outset regarding the relationship between system study and
system design. No precise line can be drawn betwc¢n the two, for their
conceptual bases and roles overlap. In what follows, we will use "studies"
or "analyses" inmerchangeably to refer to the broad role of outlining and
evaluating the range of plausible contir.gencies and the range of measures -
including plans, equipment, and operational concepts - designed to cope
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with such contingencies. Others have used the term "system design" in
much the same way - that is, to emphasize that the analyst should be
concerned with more than merely analyzing the alternatives presented to
him. He should instead be striving to design or invent new alternatives
".hich will more adequately satisfy our objectives than existing ones do.
To an extent, we shall also be considering system design in this sense. But
system design also includes the more circumscribed role of designing
specific weapon systems in light of information provided by the broader
analyses. System design in this sense is"hardware design." It may be viewed
as the appropriate fruit of an expanded R&D program. H. Rosenzweig
has already discussed the major issues bearing onl technology, technological

uncertainty, ,and research ard developmen.' Largely for this reason, we
can concentrate on the problem of system studies, emphasizing the selec-
tion, operational concepts, and integration of weapon systems - and the
guidance provided to those who design such systems.

MAJOR ENVIRONMENTAL C"ANGES

Major changes that have occurred in the strategic, political, and technical
I environment since the developmental years of systems analysis have inten-

sified the sophistication we require of the art. In particular, four specific fac-
tors. operating together, have accentuated the demands upon the analyst.
We will see, as we examine them individually, that none of them is wholly
new, but growing weight must be assigned to each, since jointly they add
to the challenge to the imagination and insight of the analyst.

Increased Perception of Political rluidity
In the past. the assumption of Soviet malevolence, accompanied by esti-
mates of future Soviet capabilities based on production possibilities, led
to the designation of specified threats in particular time periods. The
challenge to the analyst was to design a broad system to deal wit" thc
assumed threat. This approach was employed in 1950 shortiy after the
first Sosiet atomic test." At that time, the year 1954 was specified as one
of "mnaximunl peril" on the hypothesis that by then the Soviets would
have produced atomic weapons in sufficicnt number to neutralize the U.S.
atomic deterrent. By that yew.r it was argued, conventional forces would
be required to prc,,ent a thrust of Soviet power. Whatever the merits of
the contemplated posture, the argument for it was temporarily eclipsed
by the "new look" decisions of 1953-1954.

'Sce Chap!er 6.
See P. Y I-aniinond', %tud., "NSC-6g: ProhlgtIc to Rcarniaiticnt." in W. R_ Schilling,

P. Y. I lainmond. and G. If Sny) dcr Srct'egy, Politics, anid Defen'se Bludgets, Columbiatn cr.. Pre-.-, Ne.• N. (irk, 1962. •
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Again, in the "missile gap" controversies following the Soviet develop-
ment of the ICBM in 19:,7, projections were developed indicating 1961-1962
as the period of maximum danger for a Soviet strike, possibly - or even
probably - from the bluc. The degree of risk was properly regarded as
dependent on the U.S. po-,ture. The main objective of the analyst was to
devise means for countering a clearly specified threat - one which implied
the "worst possible" conseqiences. In such an environment, the "minimax
rule" compelled attention for guiding analysis. Once again, the existence
of an acknowledged and specific threat simplified the task of the analyst.

It would be improper to suggest that a technique of specifying and re-
sponding to a single dominant threat is simply wrong. As a simplifying
assLrmption in periods of revolutionary changes in military technology,
it hits its uses. Indeed, if once again the nation were confronted with
another such revolutionary change, we might well return to using this
analytical device. But consider how different our situation is today.
Instead of having to deal with a dominant threat in a specific time period,
we deal with a spectrum of vaguely perceived and more modest threats which
may develop at some indefinite time in the future. No longer do we feel that
the Soviets can negate our second-strike capability without signs of buildup
- and the absence of a dominant threat cancels out the "minimax rule" as
a guide to action. We are less inclined to view the Soviets as either impla-
cable foes or rational game-opponents or to attempt to anticipate their
actions on such a basis. No longer do we seem to place much confidence
in our ability to predict what the Soviets will do. As a result, we can no
longer concentrate our resources on countering a single maximum threat.
Instead, we must allocate resources so that we can deal with many (prefer-
ably all) of the vaguely perceived threats within a broad spectrum.

Greater Sophistication Regarding the
Character of Nuclear War
A second factor, interlocking with the first, that intensifies demands upon
analysts is the growing sophiistication on both sides regarding the character
of nuclear war. We will go into this subject in more detail later; here we
might simply note the major changes. First, we now recognize both a
number of conflicting objectives and major uncertainty as to which of
these objectives would be dominvrnt in nuclear war. Thus, much greater
attention must be devoted to the criterion problem - a subject L. D.
Attaway considered in Chapter 4. In the fifties, analyses of possible nuclear
exchanges did not get much beyond two-sided spasm wars. 3 In both the

3 The dominant concern was to assure that. ifa Soviet attack came, the war would be at
least two-sided - and, in view of the character of the existing forces, it was then the
appropriate concern.
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first-strike and second-strike variants, the objective was cl&ar-cut: destruc-

tion of the maximum number of enemy targets, either cities or highly
vulnerable strategic air forces. The targets were known, immobile, and
soft. Destruction was to be ac-iieved without worrying about collateral
damage (which was, at that time, a "bonus" effect). Damage limitation
for the United States emerged principally throagh the reductioC of Soviet
offensive capabilities %tither by pre-emption or quick retaliation subsequent
to the Soviet first strike.

Retrospectively viewing these early-vintage studies of broad strategic
systems, we are probably struck by the relative simplicity of the problem, as
it the i was seen. Only a single type of weapon system was involved.
Penetration was a manageable problem. The focus of attention was on
survivability, but it was the short-lived iurvivability necessary to hit back
in a spasm-war strike. Thus, in the early fifties, the relative advantages of
ZI-basing versus overseas basing versus basing in the United States could
correct!y become a major issue in studies of the two main contingencies.

By corrent standards, the defects of this outlook are numerous - even
if we confine ourselves to analysis of central war with the Soviets as the
main foe and disregard complexities introduced into strategic planning by
the rise of China. Forces and analysis have advanced. Conceptions regard-
ing both objectives and strategy, if not wrong then, are now obsolete.
Manipulation of a single offensive weapon system a, the main variable for
both deterrence and warfighting is now wholly inappropriate. The image
of how nuclear war might come about - in massive initial strikes with little
or no warning - must now be modified. As a consequence, a sharp line
can no longer be drawn between strategic forces and gneral purpose forces.
Today we are concerned with damage limitation, and wiih combinations
of offensive and defensive systems to attain that end. A variety of strategic
offensive systems exists which potentially may contribute to our strike
capabilities, but the optimal choice will depend upon the circumstances.

Partly because of the inherent difficulties if the Soviets take sensible
countermeasuires, partly because of the absence of really hard thinking on
the part of the services, partlt, because of high-level policy decisions, it is
now generally accepted that the option of a highly successful disarming
strike is not open to either side. A principal consequence of this view is
the reinforced emphasis on avoiding collateral damage to the Soviet Union.
If the Soviet offensive forces capable of inflicting drastic damage on the
United States annot be eliminated, the counsel of wisdom suggests
that we provide every incentive to the Soviets to exercise restraint in the
use of their surviving forces. This implies keeping the Soviets aware of how
much remains at risk, if they behave rashly. This concern about collateral
dartiage means that we mrust now give careful attcntion to balancing

IL
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objectives to which we gave no thought in earlier systems studies - for
example, knocking out a hardened target with a weapon of the smallest
possible yield. A half-decade ago, we were indifferent to the size of weapons
to be dropped on small targets.

STwo major consequences of this growing awareness of the complexities
,urrounding nuclear war should be underscored.

i: Thc first stems from the fact, mentioned earlier. that emphasis has

I I sbirted from the operating characteristics of individual weapon systems
to th; combination of numerous systems into an integrated package.
The stress has shifted to the complementarities among weapon systems,
and a major goal in trade-off analysis is to improve compatibility between
systems, even if some otherwise desirable characteristics must be sacrificed.
This trend is epitomized most revealingly, perhaps, in the recent decision

to combine Package I and Package II (strategic offensive and defensive
forces) for analytical purposes.

These changes stressing complemeidari'tes will require major adjust-
meats in the Air Force and also in work done for the Air Force. In a sense,
we will have to pay the penalty for past success and for developing con-
cepts which dealt with readily manipulable pieces of a problem. The
weapon-system concept was pioneered at RAND and in the Air For'ce.
In the past, it has been both possible and appropriate for the weapon sys-

S'tem to hold the center of the analytical stage. But we must now change our
thinking. In a sense, we must now start to grapple with the kind of intri-
cate problem of integration that the Army, for example, has continuousl>

. :faced - at least implicitly. For the Army, the meaning of the weapon-system
concept has always been rather fuzzy. Center-stage has been something
like the infantry division, which ties together a number of separate capa-
bilities. What meaning could there be, for example, in a "howitzer weapon
system" oi- an "armored car weapon system" ? In !he strategic field, at least,
the Air Force has been lucky in the past in having relatively clean-cut

*• analytical devices at hand. But this increases the difficulty of adjusting
to a package-oriented environment.

t The second consequence that we must now recognize involves a related
set of complicated factors, which stem from our changed image of how
nuclear war may come about. Given the prospective strategic balance, with
the potential for devastation embodied in the forces that would survive a
disarming attack, it becomes very hard to envisage nuclear war being
initiated suddenly with all-out strikes. If it were to come, it is most likely
to come in a sequence of escalating steps from a lower-level confrontation.
This implies the need for careful study of how best to mesh general purpose
forces and strategic forces. Strategic forces will either serve to control or
fail to control ihe process of escalation - "keep the lid on," in the current
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parlance. The less advantageous the strategic balance is to te United
States, the bolder the enemy may be in any specific crisis. On the other
hand, limited war forces, including selected nuclear forces, may through
their existence or through their employment serve to control conditions
which could escalate to central war. Thus, limited war forces - with or
without firebreaks - are part of the mechanism of deterrence of central
war, and the complementarities and trade-offs between the two types
of forces must be carefully analyzed. If crises and potential crises are the
seedbed of central war, and if effective crisis management constitutes a
principal means for reducing the risk of central war and for obtaining
settlements on terms favorable to us, then some of the confidence gener-
ated in the past by systems studies must perforce disappear. Crises involve
so many unpredictable elements - boldness, resolve, and determination
in the pursuit of one's objectives; rapid and unforeseen adaptation or
improvisation of military capabilities - that neatness and precision, if
obtained in systems studies, will not be consistent with the messiness of
real-life conditions.

Both the increased stress on packages, complementarities, and mission
trade-offs (under conditions in which we hope that central war, if it comes,
will be characterized by restraint), and the increased tie between strategic
and limited war capabilities (stressing the recognition that central war, if it
comes, will come via escalation) diminish our ability to get a quantitative
handle on strategic problems. The role of assumptions in providing a royal
road to quantitative conclusions has increased by something like an order
of magnitude. While varying degrees of confidence will be placed in such
assumptions, the problem of analysis is markedly different from what it
was in the fifties, when contingencies could be mapped out in advance.
Whatever the confidence placed in assumptions, the probability that they
will be wrong is very high.

1icreased Emphasis on Highl)y Specialized W "eapon Stistems
The demands on the analyst, particularly in force-structure determina-
tion in an environment in which mission trade-offs have become critical,
is heightened by the highly specialized nature of many modern weapon
systems. In part, specialized systems may be required because of our
altered objectives in nuclear war. Given a desire to avoid collateral damage,
the option of going to higher levels of violence to achieve target destruction
disappears. One must attain higher performance levels in target dest ruction.
The end of reliance on big yields may imply a variety of highly specialized
delivery vehicles.

Perhaps more import s pecialized weapon systems are also needed
to counter enemy advances or to exploit enemy vulnerabilities. But
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because of their inflexibility, such weapon systems will be required in the
force structure only if the enemy adopts cei tail courses of action rather
than others. A highly specialized system, by d~finition, invests major
resources in a specific kind of capability. On a cost-cffectiveness basis, how-
ever. the allocation of resources for a highly specialized purpose is warranted
only if the enemy chooses to procure and deploy just those capabilities
for wii,1h the highly specialized system is a countermeasure.

The significance of the growing variety of delivery vehicles and concepts
is perhaps best illustrated by the fact that a decade ago there was only one
delivery vehicle: the bomber. Before the order-of-magnitude improvement
in air defense capabilities, the principal problem was to get the aircraft
over the target. A systems analysis concentrated on trade-offs among range,
weight, payload, and speed, and paid some additional attention to basing
concept, alert status, vulnerability and the like. However, with the arrival
of surface-to-air missiles, the picture began to change. Against extensive
air defenses, even with defense suppression, high-altitude attack looked
less promising. To circumvent Soviet SAMs, low-altitude penetration be-
came the accepted concept. In principle, bombers optimized for low-
altitude operations became attractive. At the same time, long-range
missiles, free of any initial problems of penetration, were being deployed,
and they had major cost advantages over bombers for most tasks involvw-
ing known immobile targets.

Yet the possibility of effective ABM defenses has lurked in the back-
ground. Given the improvement in low-altitude air defense, major difficul-
ties in penetration could develop with existing U.S. delivery vehicles. A
case may exist for developing, as a hedge, advanced systems like SLAM,
designed to circumvent such defenses through low-altitude penetration at
Mach 3. But that case does not extend to procurement and deployment -
until such a time that Soviet action makes so specialized and costly a syster-,
an attractive buy. If Soviet defenses do not improve to such a degree, other
less costly measures will suffice - improved penetration aids, for example.
The point is that much of U.S. R&D activity should be devoted to develop-
ing specialized capabilities designed to counter Soviet developments which
would exploit vulnerabilities in existing U.S. systems. Yet the Soviets
cannot acquire capabilities to exploit all our vulnerabilities: they will have
to choose. Thus, many of our own specialized systems need never be
procured. On cost-effectiveness grounds, appropriate actions for us depend
upon those routes the Soviets actually choose to follow. And since force-
structure decisions, more so than R&D decisions, are critically dependent
upon intelligence, th( broader the menu of capabilities from which we
must choose, the more vital good intelligence becomes in analysis.

One additional consideration must be added. Development of special-
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ized systems implies, almost by definition, that there are if,;ver hedges
against the failures of close substitutes. In the fifties, the F-10, the F-104,
and the F-102!Ilu6 programs were in some sense su bstit tutis. The oppor t u ni-
ties for transfer of subsystems from one program to another were sizeable.
But in recent years the increased specialization of systems and subsystems
reduces this kind of hedge. Increased specialization means less opportunity
for partial overlaps among programs. This imposes greater demands on
the R&D program, a fact that leads us to our last point, which concerns
the growing fir ncial strains in R&D.

Rising Costs of R& D
That ,uoss of developing military systems since *he early fifties have been
rising rapidly, perhaps exponentially, may be taken as a datum. Opinions
vary regarding causes and possible cures, but the fact itself is beyond dis-
pute. Given relatively stable budgets, either the number and variety of
systems both developed and procured will fall, or else a number of systems
successfully designed will not be carried through the full and costly devel-
opment cycle as it is now known.

At the same time that the supply of new weapons is under downward
pressure, the demand is rising for varied weapon development to hedge
again.t uncertainty. As mentioned earlier, we live in a period in which the

strategic balance is likely to change slowly and in no clearly predictable
manner with respect to new weapons. Yet. though the direction of advance
is not clearly charted, instability and change d-, turk in the background.

We must use our R&D resources to counter a number of potential Soviet
threats.

Happily, the possibility does exist for directing the R&D more toward
"hedging against a large number of possible surprises and less toward
developing a smaller number of operational systems. There are two con-
trasting approaches that can be taken to hedge against uncertainty. The
first is to have in development a number of complete systems - one Of
which, as a threat crystallizes and a need is perceived, has qualities which
make it adaptable to a new mission, This is the now traditional approach
to aircraft development. It characterized bomber and lighter development
during the fifties. It was comforting to disco' er. for example, that the B-52
did possess a low-altitude capability or that the F-104 could be adapted
to the role of an attack aircraft.

The second approach is quite different. 'he sirc,,s is on .1 wcl-,,ocked
R&D menu, with numerous specialied pr,:ccts which can rapidly be
moved into the procurenent-developmcnt stage, if the need arises. The
focus of the program is ,hifted assay from fidl systems development to
exploratory and advanced development stages. The goal is to crcate, in

4\
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effect, a shelf of advanced weapon hedges, The key concepts here are
technical building-blocks, preliminary compatibility studies, and system
design. This may be called an option-creating and option-preserving
strategy for R&D. It contrasts with a strategy in which the major effort
on the scientific-technical base represented mainly feedback from the objec-
tive of fill systems development. It involves recognition that successful
development does not necessarily involve procurement, and that procure-
ment and development will probably not follow from successful develop-
ment in the majority of cases. A major problem with this strategy, of
course, is that the willingness to cut off a successful program goes against
the grain for both the technologists and the organizations responsible for
its development.

If we are prudent in allocating our energies, there seems to be tile
reason to wonder which is the appropriate kind of hedge strategy to pursue
in the near future. Given the rising cost of systems, the falling supply of
new weapon systems, the growth of specialized potential threats which
existing -ystems are enlikely to prove stifficiently flexible to counter, and
thle need for more specialized capabilities to counter specific threats, it
appears that the appropriate means for hedging against surprises is through
an enhanced R&D program, in which individual projects are austerely con-
ducted - a program designed to create and preserve a mnlltitude of options.
As the Soviet Union gives indications of pursuing particular lines of attack,
we could move with moderate speed to counter those actions. We must be
aware that such a strategy involves the quick response of the American
economy. when produciion and deployment prove necessary. But in light
of the proved flexibility of U.S. industry and technology and the historical
sluggishness of the Soviet economy, we can have a measure of confidence
that, in the final race for completely operational forces, we would come
out ahead.

Yet we should be awvre of the greater challenge this strategy represents
for system design and systems analysis. The designer must deal more than
he would like with preliminary work on incomplete systems. The analyst,
as he looks to the future, must deal with more or less hypothetical forces
on which it is extremely diflicult to get even a rough quantitative handle.

I ~Two CONTEMPORARY ANALYTI( AL PROBLEMS

Up to this point, the discussion has run largely in terms of generalities -
generalities which help to explain how the character of analytIcal studies
has been altered since the mid-fifties. But as one major purpose of this
book is to provide some guidance for those who are, or might be. working
on questions of current and future concern - particularly as these questions

invowle the objecties and critUcria problcm- let it, turrn to two specific
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analytical and decision problems that may demonstrate the relevance of
the general discussion Lip to this point. The problems which we shall
consider are (I) the optimal resource allocation for damage limitation,
and (2) tihe choice of a specific of-nsikve force-mix and the limits this choice
may impose on strategic options in subsequent time periods. The former
is intended to illustrate the points made earlier regarding our growing
sophistication about nuclear war and our changed perception of the threat.
The latter is intended to illustrate what has been ..-id regarding the prob-
lem of covering a broad spectrum of threats in light of the increasing cost
and decreasing flexibility of new weapon systems.

Criteria for Resource Allocation for Damage Limitation
The first problem is, of course, the subject of the on-going DOD studies
on optimizing Packages I and I (strategic offensive and defensive forces).
We could criticize several aspects of the existing studies - in particular,
the deficiencies of parametric analysis for long-range force-structure
planning in light of the absence of time-phasing and the impossibility of
identifying or analyzing critical decision points. But we might do better
to concentrate attention on a single aspect: the dependence of the analysis
on a subjective parameter. This is a question we should view in light of
our earlier discussion of (I) the altered objectives in nuclear war. (2) the
spectrum of possible central war scenarios and our uncertainty regarding

which is the relevant one. (3) the altered image regarding the initiation of
nuclear war, and (4) the much enhanced emphasis on damage limitation,
which may require our working on Soviet intent as well as capabilities.
And given this background. our conchusion is likely to be that the optimal
allocation will depend upon assumptions regarding a highli subjective). aram-
eter." speciyicallr, the probahility and duration of a period of" mutual re-
straint and city avoidance in nuclear war. In short, this question is a case
in which what was prev;ous.y calle, d "ihe royai road to quantitative con-
clusions" must be hased upon some rather questionable initial assump-
tions. Either explicitly or implicitly (t hat is, haphazardly), sorneestimate of the
probability of city avoidance will enter into the analysis and determine the
results. But since this highly subjective clement will influence both resource
allocation and strategic choice, it should be considered explicitly - rather
than be ignored in the quest for firm quantitative conclusions.

Broadly speaking, the current studies attempt to reveal, for various
budget levels, the optimal point for damage limitation on a trade-off
curve (of constant damage) betweea strategic oflfnsive forces, on the one
hand, and optimized civil defense and terminal defense. on the other.
(See Fig. 20.1.) But the optimal point is highly dependent on the assump-
tion mentioned earlier regarding the duration of a period of mutual re-
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straint in that for a war which is primarily courterfore, it will be advis-
able to invest relatively greater resource, in expanding, diversifying, and
protecting our offensive capabilities.

C
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Fig. 20.1 Trade-oil curve for damage limiting

Let us consider two cxvcme arid hypothcti.al cases, and explore their
inipl~cations f'0r resource allocations. In. :hc irst case. Mr. Brezhnev and
his successor, if any, as well as the Antcrican President, repeatedly em-
phasize in their publi statemernts i'lat rnuclear war is a terrible thing: that
it would be di,,attr :its werc it Ito come. that if il dfoe,, come, the loss of
life must be neld down: arnd (lim "our" ,ide would never initiate a strike
at enumN citiec-, but rescrve it,, "invulnerable" forces for retaliation should
!he fe sn.*.. . c.i.. fir,:. #.. ,,Jh d ,cdiati "n, it, iladh: rcp,:;aickPy. would

certainly iiif•uince our view ais i the n:ture of nuclear war and the prepar-
ations ý,C -,hould make for it.

In the se,'ond case. we fee! qu e sure that the bulk of the Soviet missile
force is plnined al otur citirs. anJ that the (Ide.Jon to launch will follow
immediately upon any substanti.al I.;S. ,•,rke e•her because the missiles
atre. in effect, wired fir an atutomhilic respone or because the authority
to fire descends automatically to lower command levels when U.S. %kar-
heads iI)paot I on Soviet soil-

Clearly. unitr ihce two Wet, of hypothetical cond•,, )w,. v.c would as-
sign '.er) difTeivcill subjec'tive prv,'bh;0il.e, to the existence and extent of' a
per od of muttia, cit3 avoidaicc. Bit :t should also he clear that. gis en
these- alternatxL. probabhilies, tie ate dealing ijibt 1'i di/fl renf trade-,[I
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in IJig. 20.2, Curse A rep re-,nts a trade-oI'tiJnct it)n in tJ li ca r ifspa-i; or
neir-spasm war. 14ir dairnaige litnitalion in such a war, our strategic
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Offensive forcms designed it) deal widh ltrie-urgent tairgets. %kotl~id consisi
Idrgclr (it rnmflhsk J lie 1"Iie Urc 0Lid tend to lie Ii tieid. smin c rN large
additionalI expendituLres on offewi. pabilitics "itould iawl buy> much ir.
the wkaN of darnage lrimmtlio. 'I h,, -, !ndicated by the elboiw ill CUr e A-
On the other hand, the pas oF to additional defensis e ftarces wouldI he-
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B N contrast. Cutrse 11 ndicates the trade-oill lunctin em. o the assumpt11)Ion

that there will he ain indefi-mte period (Ii Lily as oid.iIice. The entire curse
Ilujficd downward and to the left. indicatinig that Iimiling damnapc

to a giI en lesel Cmn be idita'ned wifli lower okjtta%- on l~iI~c~I
;end IL. Unzdea these condit ions, the returns 1*or addit imiai outilass% onl
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in function is obscured in many existing studies, which examine optimira-
tion in ternis of alternative war outcomes based upon potential damage at
a single point in time rather than provide a time-sequential analysis o,1 the
war that recogniues the possibility of a period of mutual restraint. To
illustrate this difference in the nature of the two force-sets, let us turn to
Fig. 20.3. As the arrows at the left of the Figure suggest, both the otensive.
and defensive capabilities or the United States serve to reduce the SoN iet
potential for damage. But there is a difference which could pro\e to be
very important. While both set% of forces from the \ery beginning do limit
potential damage. the United States could employ its strategic e)l]e'lsive
forces immediately at the outbreak of itar in order to alter the character
of the Soiiet threat. The longer the period of restraint, the miore extended
is the intra-war opportunity to alter that threat. Moreover, the longer the

period, the more options may be open to us to make such arn attempt. By =
contrast, the defensive capabilities are, in a sense, "'withheld." They perform
their "acti,,e" role only in the relatively brief period required for it Soviet
strike against cities. A period of restraint does 1,or result, therfore, in an
expansion of the list of interesting de/ensive optiois.

Thus, if restraint is preserved for a pcrind, the actual employment of
defensive capabilities to blunt the Soviet ,ittack would occur only after
what may be a considerable lag - during which the strategic offens%,e
forces coulc be employed to perform their function of reducing the possible

U.S. S.U,-
OFFENSE DEFENSE

I.S. POTENTIAL

L YU PO ENTIAFOR DAMAGE
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weight of the attack (hat the Soviets must ultimately decide whether or
not to launch.4

might last, and to include the best probability estimates among the parami-

eters used to optilniie force allocation. But this important factor is
neglected in many studies, which more or less implicitly assumne near-
spasm war. The reason for this is that only in the context of a near-spasml
war can the strategic offensive and stratcgic defensive forces be compared
simply and Withoult qualification. Once the possibility of restraint is
introduced and the contrasting functions of the two categories of forces
are uinderscored, the complexity of the calculations is Increased many
times. And this complexity occurs not only in the calculations of systemns
er I seness. One must ask himsel t'search ing quest ions regarding what por-
tioz. of the population lie is willing to risk (for a limited but indeterminate
time period) in order to provide greater capabilities for reducing long-run
Soviet damnage potential. To such a question there is no objective answer.
Yet. if one amoids such questions, the result may be that thle fofcc structure
is optimized for dealing with what may be the least likely type of' central
war.

To illustrate thle way such calculations may influence thle optimal force
structure, let us consider 'Jiree hypothetical systems -- distinguished in
accordance with the speed of elfective reaction. System A (say, missiles)
can react immnediately to destroy Soviet damnage-inflicting capabilities.
SN'stem [B (say. reconnaissaace-strike capabilities) reacts more slowly, 'its
maximtim 4ctfeCtIv~enSs OCCUrring from twelve hourN to, two weeks after
thle outbreak of war. System C (say, ASW capabilities) require-s sexeral
weeks or even months to accomplish its mission. To limit damage in a
imear-spaimn wyar, one would watit to rely primariiy on System A. But
procurement %%ould be relatively limited, with the ixalance of funds going
into defensie capabilities because the margqiial cost of killing additional

*~St s iot otlensixe capahilities would rise rapidly for this system. However,
If there is it lengthy period of restraint. Systemsi B and C may becomle at-
tracli~q o~ r reducing Soviet damiage potential. If thle period of' restraint

* lasts it A w~ek. for example. hie marginal cost of destroying surviving
SOýWn" Lind-h&mNLd missiles. through reconnaissance-strike capabilities may
h,,- klIN' moderate and this option cauld become interesting. If the
A,1i g*t'es ini hr monihs. ASW capatbilities designed to seek- out and destroN
So iel nmvsile-lauiu ching submarines might he very interesting. III a brief'

I tic n I 011C addcd' po '-ihli ii . dvimidi ng on 11 iCI aidsiecli. irj ~aic nd tiec oin-
mniid antl control .rratngenicitts of Ihu Sit ci force'. thai iheN coultd also be used to

* dCg~i.:NC 1 1,11 gCi m~~c g carpdbitiili.'x.
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period, the marginal cost of destroying Scviet SLBMs could be infinite. But,
over an extended period, it might be moderate enough to be higtty attractive,
especially when it is remembered that knocking out a submarine represents
a bargain in terms of missiles destroyed. In an extended counterforce war,
all of the enemy's capabilities can be made vulnerable.

The moral of this story is that where enough time is available, a slow
reacting system may be relatively cheap in terms of the marg:al costs of
destroying additional enemy capabilities. The high marginal cost of dam-
age limitation through strategic offensive forces applicable in a near-spasm
war may cease to be relevant if an extended period of restraint occurs.

As a simple example of these points, let us examine several situations,
defined by the data in Table 20.1, in which the Soviet forces consist entirely
of missiles. There are 800 missiles, of which 200 are elusive targets that can
be discovered only after some time has passed. If the war is essentially
over after an initial exchange, the use of strategic offensive forces to reduce
enemy damage potential becomes too costly. The marginal cost of taking
out enemy capabilities may be very high in relation to saving the lives of,
say, a million people. Enough enemy missiles (350) survive, in any event, so
that one Nhould invest heavily in delensive capabilities. If, however, the
wvar goes on for several months, one may be able, through the use of time-
consuming offensive systems, to reduce enemy forces to the point that the
surviving missiles (55) represent a much more modest threat to civil
society. From the standpoint of damage limitation, the optimal mix in
this case is skimpier defensive preparations and far heavier investment in
strategic oftensive forces - a solution that means little more than that the
allocation of resources depends on the ratio in the final showdown be-
tween enemy vehicles and one's own lucrative-that is, civil-targets. If one
cannot reduce this ratio substantially through extended counterforce
operations, then the payoff of heavy outlays on defensive measures will
be much greater than if one can.

TABLE 20.1
Effects of different alloioatlons of strategic forces

Initial Size after Size after
"Type of Missile Force Initial Size after Several

Attacked Size Strike One Week Months

Targetablc 600 150 40 25
Not initially

targetable 200 200 200 30

Total 800 350 240 55

4
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To demonstrate that for optimal resource allocation we are interested
in the ratio, in the final showdown, between er~emy vehicles and one's
own civil targets, let us turn to Fig. 20.4. This Figure expresses, once again,
our major theme that an extended period for emrploying offensive forces may
permit us to alter the character of th,- threat - and perhaps to do so at
relatively low cost by the use of techniques (essentially look-shoot-look
tactics) which would riot he avallable in a near-spasm ccntext. The Figure
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DEF[L&JE- for damagc
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/OFFENSE
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S ~Fig. 20A4 - Vatiation in optimal resource allocation depending on
assumed character or war

indicates (1) that the measure in which we are ultinmtely intere<sted ill
studies of damage limitation is the Soviet potential for damagc, and (2)
that both offensive and defensive capabilities aflect this variable, the
offense by directly reducing Soviet offensive capabilities, thle defensc by
blunting the effects of an attack, so that what is finally filtered through is
Soviet potential for damnage. The questions are: How much to U.S. offcnse.
flow much to defense? In the near-spasm context, the United States may be
unable to make a very substantial dent in Soviet offense, and the optimia.
strategy would be to invest heavily in defensie. Where, on the othe.- hand.
there is an extenided period, U.S. offense, through a variety or mflasui%;,s
may reduce Soviet offense to a very low level -- so low thal much less
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shout~d be allocated to defense to blunt the now much-reduced Soviet F
attack. The size of the boxes in Fig. 20.4 indicates that in the second casei an entirely different allocation may be appropriate for the United States -

one in which much more is invested in offense :,nd far less in defense. 4
In leaving this example concerning optimai resource allocation, we

should perhaps note that the studies of damage limitation in the near-
spasm context are unquestionably useful in providing an initial basis for
analysis. From them one can speculate on the sequence of interactions
as each side responds to the perceised outcomes by altering its intentions
and capabilities. However, fror, the foregoing discussion, we can conclude
that raising the issue of conpiementarities between missions enormously
complicates analytical work and raises questions regarding the confidence
that we can place in the results. To design an analysis which points to a
single and unequivocal set of conclusions regarding strategic-forces re-
source allocation is well-nigh impossible. The point that should be re-
membered is that the ultimate decision regarding resource allocation must
rest on nonquantifiable or subjectively quantifiable elements and that it
cannot rest solely on presumably quantifiable technical data. Thus, an essen-
tially unknowable parameter becomes critical in determining the ultimate
results.

Constraining Future Strategic Options
by an Early-on Force-Structure Decision
Let us turn now to our second illustration, which involves a problem in
choice with which the DOD is continuously struggling, that is, determining
the composition of U.S. missile forces. The purpose of this example is to
underscore the desirability of maintaining flexibility in planning in order
to cope with a gradually unfolding threat environment dominated by
uncertainty. It was suggested earlier that the way to retain l'exibility in such
an environment is through an aggressive R&D program designed to devel-
op multiple options and through avoidance of force-structure decisions
until such decisions are forced upon us by the flow of events. The present
example stresses the advisability of delaying major force-structure c,.,n-
mitments until long lead-time elements force a decision. The case for such
a decisionmaking pattern is quite strong when one has moderate confidence
that delay will permnit the resolution of major uncertainties regarding the
future strategic and technological environment. This kind of flexibility may
be contrasted with the premature foreclosing of strategic options implicit
in commitments which are made at too early a date.

To indicate the advisability of such a decisionmaking pattern, let us
examine the pa-' icular sct of decisions, made early in 1961, which deter-
mined the character of our missile forces. Needless to say, the purpose in
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going back to these earlier decisions is not to indulge in some pointless
second-guessing, but to learn what we can for the future.

The decisions made in March 1961 were advertised as part of a "quick
and dirty look" at the force-structure program inherited from the Eisen-
hower administration. Major conclusions were to expand greatly the
projected Minuteman (and Polaris) force and to reduce the size of, and the
emohasis upon, the Titan !1 force. The effect of these decisions was to
determine that the intermediate-run U.S. forces would be overwhelmingly
composed of small payload missiles. Two background aspects of these
decisions should be kept in mind. First, they were made before the new

"* intelligence then becoming available had been fully absorbed. While fears
of a major "missile gap" were being dissipated, we were still unaware how
great our strategic superiority was. Consequently, substantial emphasis
remained on a quick buildup of a second-strike capability. Second, there
existed certain political pressures for making changes (particularly in light
of the preceding campaign) that would dramatize and highlight the shift
away from the policies of the preceding administration. The atmosphere
was one calling for decisiveness in a period of presumed crisis, as is perhaps
suggested by the phrase "quick and dirty look." In any historically fair
assessment of these decisions, these considerations must be kept in mind.

Nevertheless, we should ask ourselves a question: What can we as ana-
lysts learn in retrospect from these decisions? It now is clear that major
difficulties existed in formulating the early-on cost-effectiveness studies
which served as their basis. On the one hand, there were major uncertain-
ties regarding the size and character of prospective Soviet forces and alko
regarding the strategic concept that we would adopt. In addition. mejor
te-.chial uncertainties regarding ,oth Minutem.-n and Titan I1 remairned
unresolved. A: a consequence of these diciencies in information, it was
inevitable that only the crudest observations could be made regarding the
effectiveness component of the decisionmaking schema. Cost considera-
tions, therefore, became dominant. Yet, even here, because of the
unresolved technical problems. nct much confidence cou!d be placed :it
the cost c-'ý:ulations. As it turned out, these calculations were strongly
biased against Titan II because of the drastic underestimation of missile
operations and maintenance costs. This favored the missile with the lower
initial capital cost, that is, Minuteman.

The upshot was that, as a result of calculations based mainly on cost,
decisions were made, in effect, against large payload missiles and for small
payload missiles. At (he time, there was. to be sure, a developing emlihasis
on the derirahility of avoiding collateral damage through the use of weap-
ons of lower yield (which may have been associated with a stress on small
payload vehicles), but it seems fair to say that cost was the main consider-
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ation pushing in the direction of a force composed of small payload mis- I
siles. Had it been necessary to make that decision at that time, of course, it
would have been equally necessary to have based it on whatever informa-
tion was then available. But we can say with reasonable confidence that i
there was then no compelling reason why it had to be made. It could have J
been delayed, and - in retrospect - we can see several still unresolved
strategic and technical issues which suggest why it should have been de-
layed. Let us examine six of these issues.

Counterforce Strategy and the Prospective Hardening of Soviet Missiles.
Perhaps the most important has been the elaboration of the counterforce
strategy in its controlled response variant, with its emphasis on initial
targeting of military targets exclusively and the attempt to avoid major
damage to the fabric of Soviet civil society. In addition, although Soviet
ICBMs were then soft, there was the prospect, later emphasized by Secre-
tary McNamara in Congressional testimony, that in the future, ICBMs
would be hardened. The extent of hardening and, afortiori, the degree of
hardness could not be anticipated with any precision. Particularly as the
Soviets hardened their missiles, the United States might require higher-
yield weapons to destroy Soviet capabilities. The degree to which our own
CEPs could be lowered was unknown and, consequently, higher-yield
weapons might be needed to substitute for targeting inaccuracies. More-
over, if the Soviets failed to press the development and procurement of
missile-armed submarines, the pressure upon us to avoid the use of high-
yield weapons out of concern for collateral damage would be much
reduced, because we still might be able to achieve a major disarming blow.
In light of the still unknown parameters, the prospective Soviet moves
toward hardening should have led us to emphasize the large-payload
hedge rather than commit ourselves so early to a force composed largely
of small-payload missiles.

Possible S-viet A BM Deployment. Since we were aware of the possibility
that the Soviets might deploy an ABM system, the implications of such an
eventuality for a U.S. missile force composed primarily of small-payload
missiles might well have been considered. Re-entry vehicles with small-
yield weapons appear to be particularly vulnerable to ABM systems.
Large-payload vehicles represented a hedge against Soviet ABM deploy-
ment in that the re-entry body could b,- toughened up, much higher-yield
weapons could be employed, and a wide assortment of penetration aids
could be packed into the vehicle,6 In short, the commitment to a force
composed primarily of small-payload missiles could be regarded as an
inadequate hedge against the possibility of the Soviet ABM system.

See The New York Times. June 20, 1966, pp. 1, 9.
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Test Moratorium and Test Ban. In early 1961, it could not be assumed
with any confidence that the Soviets would break the test moratorium
during the sumrer of 1961, thereby permitting our own test series and
possible improvements in yield-to-weight ratios. In subsequent reviews.
the possibility of the test ban treaty, which materialized in the summer of
1963, should have been kept in mind. The treaty now inhibits our ability to
reduce the size and weight of warheads in Minuteman or to increase the
yield with a warhead of given iie. With given weight and size constraints
in the re-entry vehicle, a reduced ability to vary the physical size of the
weapon implies a lessened possibiliht of doing °"ch things as to,..hei, ing
up the re-entry vehicle or packing in additional penetration aids.

L-'nitations of Numbers. Limiting the number of missiles available to
boti, sides has been discussed at Geneva. Moreover, even in the absence
of a formal agreement, some implicit bargaining has taken place between
the two camps with the intention of holding numbers down. If numbers are
held down, for whatever reason, much larger capabilities are provided by a
force composed of large-payload as opposed to small-payload missiles.
The large-payload vehicle represents a hedge to offset the effects of the
likely inclination to hold numbers down.

Multiple Warhead Options. For quite obvious reasons, the possibility
of a missile's carrying multiple warheads, each individually delivered, very
much increases the utility of a large-payload vehicle.6

Questionable Systems Reliabilit'. The fact that the technical character-
-iktics of missile s3stems and subsystems were still unknown in 1961 points
to one final possible advantage of the large-payload vehicle. In %tuch a ve-
hicle, if reliability problems were encountered. subsystem,, such as uid.•ince
packages could have been placed in parallel, thereby reducing the risk of
unreliability - and possibly economizing on operation and maintenance
costs.

The ultimate influence of any one of these considerations could have
been such as to make it advisable to press forward with largc-pa~load
vehicles; yet decisions mad,: earlier, largely on the basi, of cost considera-
tions which were crude in tnlemselves. had alread. inclined the United
States in the direction of small-payload missiles. The entire epiode
illustrates the need for flexibility, for hedging, and yet for rru'Ir decsions
respecting force structure. It also demonstrates what should he ,hs jous.
how cost-effectiveness studies conducted at one point in time may become
irrelevant as strategic objectives and circ,.istance., change. The point
here. however. is that the decision did not hiae to be m~tde so soon.

SCf. The New York Thnes story cited earlier.
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When the external environment permits delay, and when one has moderate
confidence that major uncertainties will be largely resolved, delaying the
decision is likely to be the wisest course of action.

These conclusions seem inescapable, but they still leave room for the
observation that, in fact, the Minuteman decision has not worked out too
badly, This is due particularly to the slow buildup, hardening. and disper-
sal of Soviet forces and to the slow advance on ABM systems. The favor-
able resolution of technical problems and the brief resumption of testing
by the United States have been helpful. But ihe point is, if we have been
right, we have been right because of developments that could not have
been predicted with high confidence. Whatever analysts may say, it is
undoubtedly better to have been right for invalid reasons than wrong for

the right reasons. Yet, since we cannot count on such good fortune in all
cases, we are well advised to see what we can learn from earlier experiences.
One lesson this example demonstrates is the desirability of maintaining
options and of putting off critical force-structure decisions until forced
to make them by long lead-time items. Another is that the dominant role
of uncertainties in this example (like the role of assumptions regarding
highly subjective parameters in the previous examples) indicates that undue
expectations regarding precision in systems studies is likely to be self-
defeating.

SOME FINAL INFERENCES

The purpose of these last few paragraphs is to draw some inferences from
the discussion that should be helpful in future analytical work. We can
group these inferences under six headings.

Uncertainties: Stoe of the n'orid. Objectives, and Strategies

The first issue to mention is the inevitable one: uncertainty. Two points in
particular should be emphasized here: (a) we are now more aware of the
uncertainties that have a!ways existed in the environment, and (b) in many
relevant ways that environment has become more uncertain. This height-
ened awareness of uncertainty is reflected in our perceptions of tihe nature
of the enemy, the character of nuclear war and how it may be initiated, and
the future array of military capabilities and Ohe possibility that they may
be coherent. But these uncertainties regarding the ens ironment. objectives,
and strategy ,astly complicate .he decisionmaking schema. One view of'
the decision process, taken from formal decision theory, has attracted some
attention among systems analysts. The procedure is to assign subjective
probabilities to possible states of the world. array them accordingly along
one axis, examine strategies or alternative lines of action along another axis.
and then make a choice among them by means of some decision rule.

- -
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This is a neat and intellectuall' elegant way to structure the problem.
but, if improperly understood, may create mo1re problcems than it solves.
While a useful first approximation, Such a model is inadequate inl at ktast
two respects. First, the ~issignment of' probabilities to perceived possible
states of' the world will inevitably be misleading. because the chances are
\.Cry great that the state of the world that does m-saterialize will he onle
which was inot perceived in advance. Second, both the optimial slrategy
ind thie strategy finally choseii are I kely t-. he different fromi those Mlich
were arrayed in thle payoff mnatrix. In assessing decision theory. it Is impor-
tant that we keep in mind the distinction that exists between risk and un-
(ertaint "v. For risk, anticipation is possible and appropriate calculations,
e'en it' subje-.tixe. c~an be madle BN contrast, how uncertainty~ will be re-
solved is impo~;sble to foresee, and its existence will partially destroy thle
relevance of all adv'ance calculations.7

DirParaie.4pp~roam-cs to . nab ysit

This matter of'uncertainty raises the question of' how to approach anak~sis.
In ilie past, both wit hin and without RAND. there have been two disparate
polintN of i ew. A flii ,t group, Whom11 we miight cath the contingenc\ fIlannersX
has felt somne confidence in our ahility to chart in advance successful policies.
For the unknown future. Their method has been to designate the probable
stiites of the world arid to design a oystemi which can deal adequatel) with1
ealch of' thein A cecond group, whom we tmight describe as cotrungt'nm v
plannersY9 has tended ito emphasize the uncertainties anid our innbitlt ito
predict the I'uture. Those who bold this ' iew hia'e conseqUCIAt.tlysresled
tile nieed to r sequential decisionmak ing. for i inipio04isat ionl, for Iledgi timl

anld for adaptability. The increase inl uncertaintie, should tend to ma~ke til
,kiew %%ith greater symi pa tti e, t lie approach oI'the Litter group.

fleeloin~nut ,Sh'nUi .S. Iijhtnn'iv Capabilities
We t*.tcc a kAide spectrUml of threats, but we ano tell .%hich, 1' .!1\ %% ilft
act nally niateriali/e. (l\ii e tilie cost and specliflizat ion of our ownAl \Xeaponj'

s,%stCiiis- \we eMiniot afford to procure all the sstnsncces-sar\ it) deal %witI
sUCIh al mul.titude of' threat%. Wet miay 10.11t.1f\ bli\ý fewer sN-.terns eaich of'
\lk Iit is designed to dual withI a relatinety limited threa1t. [hle ellecti~elc"Nc

,,,,im-"', 1I,u Fup!,, '14' ',.* tu it ?11,11 1", chiAptcI I0' A, a:;,i .~ji b
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of any given U.S system depends on what is in the Soviet force structure.
Many major force-structure decisions will have to be delayed until we have
clear evidence of the direction in which the Soviets will proceed. On the
other hand, although specialized weapon systems deal with narrow threats,
we must protect ourselves against a broad range of threats. The chief way
to do this is through a wide-ranging, austerely-conducted R&D program,
in which it is fully recognized that many successful developments will not
lead to procurement.

Although the chief way of building flexibility into the future force struc-
ture should be an R&D program which provides a rich menu, we ought
not to neglect th': possibility of building flexibility into individual systems.
In a continuously changing strategic environment, it must be kept clearly
in mind that the choice of a weapon system does not simply optimize - it
also constrains the choice of future strategy. The adaptation of strategy
should not be unduly limited by the selection of weapon systems through
the choice of criteria which inherently reflect a single set of strategic con-
ditions.10

The Problem of Cherished Beliefs

A determination to stress adaptability and the avoidance of premature
commitments in the future implies .hat we must be on our guard against
the cherished beliefs that are carried forward from previous conditions
and previous battles. As E. S. Quade implied in Chapter 19, this admor.i-
tion no doubt represents a counsel of perfection, one that sounds naive
when extended toware frail human nature as it must perform in a bureau-
cratic environment. We may be certain, however, that counsels of per-
fection are necessary in providing warning flags for the kind of error into
which we fall through seduction rather than through bungling.

This matter can be illustrated by referring once again to decision theory
and to one of its basic tenets. In principle, our choice of force structure
and strategy should be dependent upon, and subsequent to, our estimates
of the probabilities pertaining to various states of the world. In practice,
however, this is rarely the case. Partly, this may be ascribed to the long
lead-time associated with the purchase and deployment of weapon
systems - which implies that our strategic choices must be made well in
advance of any hard knowledge about the state of the world. Much more
important, however, in imposing obstacles to logical choices are bureau-
cratic pressures and the fact that in most human beings there is a proclivity
to decide a question more or less on the basis of intuition, and then to ad-
just one's assessment to the state of the world accordingly. Rather than the
"I) In this regard, note particularly the comments of L. D. Attaway (Chapter 4), H.
Rosenzweig (Chapter 6), and Roger Levien (Chapter 15).

I
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state of the world determining one's strategy, as in the model, the assess-
ment of the state of nature is not even arrived at independently, but all too
frequently is merely a reflection of strategic choice.

This is how analysis is distorted by - or, more properly, is made to
reflect - preconceptions. If we are to achieve true adaptability and sup-
press cherished but obsolete beliefs, we shall all have to try, both individu-
ally and organizationally, to make our assumptions explicit.

Complementarities atnd Mission Trade-ofs
Recognition of complementarities among major missions means that
the problems of over-all system design have become increasingly intricate
and that more attention must be paid to them. More emphasis must be
pla(.--d on force integration; less attention can be concentrated on the
individual weapon system. As a result, the opportunity for traditional
systems analysis - in the sense of analysis to assist a simple choice between
several given systems for accomplishing a single objective - has diminished.
This shift implies that in analytical work, choice becomes more dependent
upon parameters which are only implicitly or subjectively quantifiable -
and which may even be unknowable. Under these circumstances. it is prob- •
ably preferable to have an acknowledged imprecision in systems studies
rather than a spurious precision.

Quantitative Precision
Finally, we might observe that the imprecision in analytical results, at least
in the quantitative sense, stems not only from the growing role of mission
trade-off studies which rest on parameters at best only subjectively quanti-
fiable, but also from the passing sharpness of the distinction between
capabilities for central war and limited confrontations, from the absence
of dominant threats.. and from the general growth of uncertainty. But this
may imply that in Military systenis analysis we are passing through a great

i transition. Previously, there may have been an overemphasis on intuition,
but now that the battle for the recognition of quantitative studies hasibeen
won, the current problem may be an overemphasis on those objects of
analysis that can be readily quantified. The stress on the quantitative is not
obsolete, but now that its importance has been recognized, we should be
increasingly aware that it does not represent the whole sto,-y. We should
be more inclined, perhaps, to recognize the element of art in systems analy-
sis - and to stress what the best practitioners have always known: that
judgment and intuition (iii !andling quantitative considerations, to be sure)
are the critical inputs,

SII
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Chapter 21

THE TRADE-OFF STUDY REVISITED

L. H. WEGNER and M. G. WEINER

This Chapter attempts to illustrate certain major conceptual and method-
ological problems of systems analysis by reconsidering the example of
trade-offs between ground and air forces presented in Chapter 2. One
object of this discussion is to suggest how better results might be obtained.F The fundamental aim, however, is to illustrate that a sound evaluation
of any analysis depends on an understanding of its structure and
methodology, as it.e!l as the assumptions and data used.

INTRODUCTION

The highly simplified trade-off study presented in Chapter 2 purported
to show that of two alternative rnixes of groundpower and airpower used

in a non-nuclear limited war, the second was capable of producing
essentially the same result in combat as the other, but at a saving of nearly
$8 billion. Although this rather dramatic, if not downright suspicious,
result flowed directly from the premises spelled out in the course of the
example, the Chapter concluded by pointing out that the key to appraising
that analysis - or any other - is as likely to be found by examining its
basic structure to see what is included or excluded as it is by examining
what assumptions are made.

It is true, of course, that a great deal might be learned by focusing on
the assumptions alone. Indeed, it can be shown that, given even the same
criterion, ground rules, and cost data used in Chapter 2, but calculating
the ,,,r,,,ens . . , aorpower in a slightlv different though equally
reasonable way, and then crediting the friendly ground forces with im-

' proved effectiveness, we would find that the date at which enemy and
friendly ground forces are at the same strength comes later, that the compo-
sition of the equal-effectiveness mixes changes, and that the difference in
cost between these alternatives drops to $.8 billion. Changes in a very few
numbers thus change the conclusion of the original analysis by a factor of
almost 10, and lead to results that can hardly be as significant in making
a force-structure decision.

But this is only one approach.
Revisiting the trade-off analysis presented in Chapter 2 offers the oppor-

tunity to discuss, as part of the conclusion of this book, the alternative of
3t'8
SIF8
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approaching an analysis not through its assumptions or results, but theough
its structure. Moreover, it permits us a chance to illustrate, in some detail,
what a systems analysis is likely to involve. Of course, earlier Chapters
have repeatedly made the point, and rightly, that because systems analysis
is still at least as much an art as it is a science, no single example can
adequately reveal its full character - its strengths and its weaknesses. Per-
haps the best we can do is to examine a problem that is broad in scope,
rirh in complexities (some inexpressible in quantitative terms), directly
relevant to major questions of national security, and thus of interest to
decisionmakers on the highest level. Even though our discussion of the
trade-off of airpower and groundpc-, .r in Chapter 2, and in what follows,
is necessarily wrapped in hypothesis and uncertainty, it surely satisfies
these conditions.

Enough has been said in these paragraphs to suggest that, in fact, some-
thing is seriously amiss in the analysis in Chapter 2. And enough has prob-
ably been said in the last nineteen Chapters to show most readers what it is
- or how to find it. Our intent here, therefore, is simply to begin again.
Directly or indirectly, the flaws in Chapter 2 should thereby present them-
selves.

ESTABLISHING A POINT OF VIEW

Basically, then, we want to do two things in this Chapter: Define an ap-
proach to making a trade-off analysis, and then illustrate the application
of ttis approach. We can do both by examining, as in Chapter 2, the ques-
ti'M of comparing the military effectiveness of different mixes of tactical
air and land combat forces in tactical non-nuclear operations. Our interest,
of course, is solely in how one force mix might be compared with another.
and not in whether any --X the mixes we will consider will actually exist at
the time our hypothetical conflict takes place.

The analyst's first obligation, if not his first task, is to recognize that
several approaches to a trade-off analysis may be possible, each of which
can be supportcd rationally. He knows, of course, that none of them can
be fr.e of uncertainties or the difficultiez these uncertairties imply. There
are, for example, the uicertainties introduced by the sheer diversity and
complexity of tactical operations, which encompass political, technological
and economic as well as military considerations. Moreover, the variety
of possible conflict situations that may devoo; questions about the size,
disposition, and effectiveness of enemy forces, questions about the size
and nature of the forces of our allies; the very fact that neither national
policies nor the capabilities of military forces remain static in or out of bat-
tle - all of these and other factors combine to the analyst's disadvantage.

' -\
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In Niew of these considerations, the analyst has to make decisions about
the scope of the analysis. To compare the military effectiveness of different
mixes of air and land combat forces in a hypothetical campaign some years
hence, we need to decide, first, on a level of analysis. Should we limit our
attention to, say, the ability of these mixes to attack specific targets?
Should we take a more comprehensive point of view? What criteria apply
on each level? What measures of effectiveness? Second, having decided
on a level of analysis, we have to specify the force mixes to be compared.
What forces will be available and should be considered? How can we
estimate the cost of these forces? Third, we should specify the nature of
the threat. What contingency might call these forces into play? Is there a
range of possible threats? Fourth, we want to define the model we intend
to use to study the possible forces and threats on the various levels. What
are its restrictions? What are its capabilities?

Now, the basic purpose of comparing the combat capabilities of combat
forces is to determine the effectiveness of different combinations or mixes
of forces in implementing national policy. But the extent to which forces
can be mixed is limited by the necessity for balanced forces, capable of
appropriate responses in not one crisis, but across a spectrum of different
military situations. A complete substitution of the forces of one service
for those of another is unreasonable: it would contradict the history of
warfare, which demonstrates an increasing interdependence among the
services, and it would overturn the present posture, organization, and
employment of general purpose forces, which for many situations are
crucial. Thus, between the present force posture on the one hand and the
requirements for balanced forces on the other lies the area in which trade-
offs may be considered. And within this very broad area, trade-offs can
indeed be considered on a number of different levels. Let ius examine three

of them, and something of the basic methods of analysis that might be
used on each.

LEVELS OF ANALYSIS AND CRITERIA

Level I. Trade-offs Between Different Forces to Accomplish the
Same Specific Task
Analysis on this level - the "task" level - would aim at assessing the effec-
tiveness of various combinations of air-delivered and ground-delivered
weapons in achieving a variety of particular missions, as, for example,
destroying an enemy artillery emplacement or denying the enemy a hill
position. A' its simplest, the analysis might proceed by first defining a
series of such tasks, from which a list of targets involved in accom-
plishing the task could be identified. A matrix could then be drawn,

a---.mv
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dS in Fig. 21.1. which would relate mixes of weapons to targets, according
to a measure like the number of rounds or bombs required to achieve a F
spec.ified level of damage. Data on the cost of producing this damage

could then h' developed. In turn, the cost data and the results appearing
in the matrix could be used to provide either an "equal-effectiveness,
different-cost" comparison or a "different-effectiveness, equal-cost" com-
parison, against which the various mixes could be weighed.

Mix of Forces

Task I
1 2 3 4 ... n

Target I

T-2

T-3

Fig. 21.1 - Basic weapon-target matrix

One way in which we might make such an analysis more valid would be
by introducing a "distance measure." A list of targets likely to be found at
various distances from the forward edge of the battle area (hereafter,
FEBA) could be constructed. The addition 6f distance would introduce
different types of fire missions, such as close fire support for targets near
the FEBA, close suPport for those farther away. -nterd•ction for those
still farther away, and so on, as indicated by the matrix of Fig. 21.2. The
same procedure as in the simpler analysis could be carried out, and the
relative cost and effectiveness of different mixes of air- and ground-
delivered weapons could be established. But the addition of a distance
measure would provide several new insights. Of these, the most useful
would be the suggestion of a scale that would indicate at one end the
unique capabilities of ground-delivered weapons; at the other end, those
of air-delivered weapons; and, between these points, various mixes of the
two. For example, safety considerations for ground forces could define
the minimum distance from the FEBA at which air-delivered weapons
are acceptable. Similarly, artillery ranges could define the maximum
distance from the FEBA at which artillery can be used. Between the two

N°
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Mission Mix of Forces

Target 1 2 3 ... n

Close fire support
(0 - 3 kin)

Target 1

T-2

T-3

Close support
(3 - 12 kin)

T-1

T-2

SInterdiction

(12 - 75 kin)

T-1 __,• T - 2
•-T-2__ _

T-3

D.eep interdiction
(over 75 kin)

-T-1

T-2

T-3

Fi;' 21.2 - Weapon-target matrix with a distance measure added
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extremes, cost and other considerations might be used to definc the more
efficient forms of delivering ordnance, 1

Analysis at the Ldsk level can be cartzed at least one additional step by
adding a time dimension. A series of target lists could be drawn up. with
each list representing a target structure at a diftrent point in time. Thus, a
hypothetical development of the conflict could be depicted by a changing
target structure. In this approach, the changing target structure could be
derived from previously played war games or exernises.

In sum, methods can be created for analyzing possible trade-offs be-
tween mixes of tactical air and land combat forces in te, ins of their relative
capabilities to accomplish specific tasks. But an analysis on this level would
have several serious drawbacks. For one thing, the utility of defining
"specific" tasks and analyzing the relative effectiveness of different mixes
would be limited, unless such "situational" factors as terrain, tactics, or
intelligence were introduced. But even if they were introduced, task analy-
sis would still be limited because the effect on the total conflict situation of
accomplishing these tasks would still have been left out of account. Thus,
by themselves, the capabilities of force mixes for achieving specific mis-
sions could not be used in assessing the total utility of the forces.

Moreover, it is probably not reasonable to construct a detailed two-
sided game situation for use only in a task analysis. Note that an analysis
on this level involves essentially only ont! of the criteria of trade-offs, the
potential of different force mixes to destroy enemy targets. But to apply
even this ce criterion would involve great effort, since an adequate
evaluation of the effectiveness of different types of weapons against
different targets can be made only when many characteristics of 'he weapons
and targets are incorporated in the analysis. Since this information
would also be a significant part of more comprehensive analyses, the con-
struction and play of a game on the task level might better be deferred in
their favor.

Level 2. Trade-offs Between Different Forces in the Same Situation
The step from Level 1 to Level 2 - the "situational" level - brings into the
analysis the setting or context in which the military operations are con-
ducted. This incorpotates the objectivc of the military op 'ration, the pur-
pose for which the forces have been committed to combat, and some
consideration of specific policy, economic, and strategic goals, as well as a

I Obviously, not too much should be made of this scale, since it would underrate the
flexibilities that have been built into military force,. Land t-oi.;.bat furces might, in
theory and in practice, attack enemy airfields beyond artillery range by the use of air-
delivered assault units. Air forces might stop the movement of enemy ground forces by
interdiction of the supplies, reserves, and lines of communication of the enemy.

4
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"range of purely military goals. On the task level, the connection between
national policy and the destruction of an enemy -ank may safcly be left
out of account. On the situational level, where we combine many

such tasks and examine their influence on the course of the conflict, this
relationship is more important.

Consequently, the analysis of trade-offs on the situational level requires
an approach different from that used on the task level. For one thing, it
necessitates the use of definite (albeit hypothetical) conflict situations
with specific military objectives, since military situations are never inde-
pendent of mili'ary objectives. Thus, a scenario for a specific military
situation and its accompan)ing objective has to be defined. The situation
will usually incorporate joint and combined operations of different ser-, ivices, and therefore provide a framework within which the critical inter-
dependence or balance of military forces can be analyzed in some depth.

Moreover, the use of specific situations requires the inclusion of a host
of interacting factors necessary to trade-off choices - geography, timz,
enemy actions, attrition, logistics support, and so on. Including such
factors will make the analysis more comprehensive. On the other hand, it
will also teud tu decrease the amount of certainty that can be attachedii to the conclusions.

There is another difference. On the task level, it is possible to be some-

what confident that the results, although limited, will have a reasonable
validity for a usefully long time. After all, such specific military tasks as
attacking artillery positions will be part of most foreseeable military opera-
tions. On the situational level, the ability to define a military situation that
may arise in the future, and the manner in which we will respond to it,

- involves a good deal ofjudgment. How might the situation develop? What
t combat forces would be employed? How would they be employed?I How would policy considerations, nuclear options, and other factors

influence the conflict? As we have seen, these are just a few of the questions
Si that can appear on this level of analysis. Clearly. therefore. such analyses

are infeasible within any reasonable limits of time and effort unless judg-
ment is used to restrict the possibilities that might characterize the sitra-
tion. In short, the analyst's critical conceptual problem in conducting
trade-off analyses on this level is to define an appropriate situation and
to identify and define within the situation those factors that contribute to a
useful comparison of force mixes.

Figure 21.3 presents a list of basic criteria that could be used at the
situational level of trade-off analysis. All of them appear to be directly
relevant to the comparison of different mixes of tactical air and land com-

bat forces. We have already discussed how data might be developed so that
the first criterion, destructive potential, would be appropriate to the analy-

-! i
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Mix of Forces

CRITERIA 1 2 3 i "n

SI Desructive How well can the force -

_1 P.otential mix destroy targets?

1I Responsiveness How rapidly can the
I force i.Ix be ready for

military actions?

Ill Deployability How rapidly .:an the
force mix move to the
theater?

IV Mobility How rapidly can the
force mix move in the
theater?

V Supportability How effectively can the
S• force mix be supported

and maintained!

VI Survivability How vulnerable is the
Vforce mix to enemy

il . .... actions?,

Vii Flexibility How many different pos-
tures or capabilities
can the force mix
employ?

Vill. C.ontrollabilt How responsive Is the
force mix tn command
requirements?

IX Complementarity How well does the force
mix complement the
forces of our allies? j j

Fig. 21.3 - Thade-otl criteria on Levels 1 and 2
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sis. Let v's consider briefly what m.-2ht be done to provide measures of
effectiveness for each of the others.

iI. .esponsiveness. ro eC,,imate how rapidly the force mix can oc ready foi military
action, the analyst needs to determine the statu- of air and ground forces on both
s'des at some time before the hypothetical conflict is assumed to occur. With that
information, he could then develop the requirements - in time, dollars, manpower,
equipment, and so on - necessary to bring the various force mixeA fully into action.
These requirements would thus indicate the "cost" of asnieving a specified level of
readiness and provide one possible measure of responsiveness.
II. Deployability. The simplest measure for this criterion is the time required to move
the ready forces of each of the force mixes from their ZI and overseas positions to
the theater of operations. Estimates could be made for different conditions of
available airlift, base posture, sealift, prepositioning. and so on.
IV Mobility. The analyst can represent movement in the theater in at least two ways:
movement from the peacetime posture to a military posture appropriate to the
conflict situation, and movement of forces during combat operations. The latter
can be viewed in terms of the time required to bring destructive potential to bear
on the enemy at various times during the course of the conflict. Differences between
mixes of tacticsl air and land combat forces in destructive potential and the rapidity
with which it can be brought to bear should be balanced against the ability to main-
tain this destructive potential over time. Thus, in its usual meaning, "mobil;*/-
could include both movement and ijon-movement or "stayability" -- that i,, the
ability to maintain destructive potential over time.
V. Sipportablllry. The criterion of supportability involves several considerations.
These include the ability to ruppon the forces in the theater from the ZI or stocks,
and the ability to maintain the forces within the theater. The former involves the
amounts ol materiel, personnel, and carriers needed to conduct combat operations,
as well as the time required to provide them. The lottci involves the ability to main-
tain and service the forces in the theater and requires the analyst to estimate the
numbers and types of persoz.nel, skills, eqjipment, and other requirements neces-
sary to rephir and service aircraft, to replace land combat personnel and equip-
ment losses, and so on.
VL. Survivability. The capabilities to support the forces and to maintain their mobil-
ity is dependent on the losses and damage which the forces suffer. Thus, the surviva-
bility of the force mixes is an important test of their combat capability. Surviva-
bility can be represented in terms of attrition - that is, direct combat losses in such
categufie-% ab pcrbonnel, aircraft, and equipment. it -houid aiso include losses oe sup-
port equipment and limitations in mvvement due to enemy actions against depots,
lines of communication, and support vehicles.
VII. Flexibility. The conflict situation should provide an opportunity to examine
the ability of different force mixes to modify their combat capabilities as the situa-
tion demands. Can the air component operate from different basing postures? Can
the ground component operate with different lines of communication ? Car, the
forces develop different combat organizations or proccdures to meet specitlk
circumstances? These and other characteristics of force flexibility - such as !h-ý
ability to move to nuclear operations in both offense and defense - are among the
more difficult standards to measure, since they are highly dependent on the particu-
lar conflict situation. Nevertheless. in the comparison of different air-ground mixes
they can play an important role.
VIII. Copuurollabllity. Related to the flexibility of the iorce mixes is their control-
lability. This (.an be represented by the timeliness with which the force mix can
respond to such command requirements as to change the type or location of the
combat operation, or make the transition to nuclear weapons. Controllability can

.,.. .. ..
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be distinguished arbitrarily from flexibility An terms of the time required to respond
to command requirements.
IX. Complenwnrarity. In any conflict situation, the size and nature of a nation's
commitment will be determined in part by the capabilities that its allies possess to
meet aggression. Since these commitments are intended to supplement each other,
complementarity ca(r, be represented in the analysis of dferent force mixes by the
extent to which the different mixes possess the types of forces that round out those
of the allies.

From this very rough description of criteria, it should be apparent that
the model uses to examine force trade-offs would be most useful if it
represented combat operations tnat change over time; geography, bases,
and supply routes; attrition to air and gound forces; logistics and sup-
ply of the coi'bat forces; weather conditions; force deployments; the size,
composition, and umployment of allied forces; command and control;
different contingencies, both military and political, that might character-
ize the conflict situation; and, of course, the alternative force mixes them-
selves. It is particularly important that the model provide the oppor-
tunity to examine variations in contingencies within thr, same military
situation - this can be accomplished with different scen. rios- and varia-
tions in the manner in which the forces are employed to achieve the same
objective. In this way, no force mix would be penalized by being considered
in too narrow a framework. Later we shall describe the model that will
be used in out" illustration.

To sum up the situational level, wt should consider these points.
Trade-offs between different force mixes can be examined at this level, and
will include criteria that cannot be included at the task level. Such analyses
will involve greater complexity, judgment, and uncertainty, but will also
permit broader comparisons of the effectiveness of different force mixes.
The addition of different contingencies within the situation and different
force employment policies appropriate, to the spcmiC force mixes Will
provide a more comprehei,.ive basis for choosing between alternative
force mixes. The results of a situational analysis, however, can be consider-
ed appropriate only to the situation analyzed. If there are major differences
in the capabilities of the tactical air alid land combat forces between the
force nlixes, the comparisons should be extended to other situations. The
approach of Level 3 includes this asl ýct of trade-off analyses.

Level 3. Trade-offs Between Different Forces to Implement
National Policy
National policy is a dynamic process that must consider a variety of
wtaual and possible military situictions and contingencies. The tactical
force posture, therefore, cannot be exclusively determined by the ability
to respond to any one threat, evon if one predominates. To repeat some.

LN'
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thing said earlier: The requirement that tactical military forces be capable
of employment in a variety of different military situations necessitates that
the different mixes of tactical air and land combat torces be compared in
those situations. But on Level 3 - the "policy" level of trade-off analyses -
judgment becomes central, What situations, with what priorities and what
weighting of importance, should be examined?

Although the main emphasis in establishing and maintaining a military
posture rests on selecting the best posture commensurate with military
reqtv:rements to respond effectively to a spectrum of military conflicts,
related considerations of national policy also influence the choice among
alternative force mixes. These considerations include a host of domestic
and irternational issues, such as the relation of the tactical forces to the
strategic 'forces, the mobilization capacity required to augment the
combat forces, the impact of the forces on the gold flow, and the national
and international political responses the military forces might inspire.
These issues are frequently difficult to define precisely, and, in many cases,
impossible to measure numerically. Nonetheless, their role may be crucial
in force-posture choices.

Figure 21.4 extends the list of criteria presented earlier by adding some
that are pertinent to the evaluation of force mixes on the policy level. Of
these criteria, some are directly related to the multi-situational capability
necessary for military purposes, and some to the broader issues of national
policy. Let us look at each.

x. Versatility. In part, the policy level can be considered as defining a series of
varied situations in different areas of th, world with concomitant differences in
geography. weather, force size, logistics capabilities, mad so on. Versatility - that is,
the range of different military or politico-military situations in which the force
mixes can be used efficiently - thus becomes the major critecion of trade-off analysis
on this level. For the analyst, this multi-situational criterion would involve compar-
ing the "utility" of the force mixes in one situation with their utility in others. The
measure or measures of utility would include all of the measures used at the situ-ationai level. Ir. contrast to the following four criteria, versatility i5 thus likely to

lend itself to quantitative estimates.2
X1. Deterrent Capability. To estimate the extent to which each force mix contributes
to the deterrence of aggressive action by the enemy at different levels is a complex
problem. It involves many aspects, such as enemy "risk calculations," and the
magnitude and timeliness of response. As such, deterrent capability is one of the
criteria which depends heavily on intelligence information, political appraisals, and
other considerations with large components of judgment.
XI!. ExpandabiliOy. In attempting to determine the extent to which each force mix
permits additional mobilization of forces that contribute to its effectiveness - and
this is what we mean by "expandability" - the analyst's task is to test such maxims

2 Of course, even on the situational level, not every factor can be quantified. Some, like
leadership or morale, cannot be measured objectively, although in many cases rankings
or orderings can be made, In any case, however, a limited or nonquantitative estimate
seems preferable to excluding the criteria completely.

4-- 4
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Plix of Forces

CRITERIA I 2 3 n

I Destr-tcove How well can the force mix
Potential destroy targets?

II Responsiveness How rapidly can •he force mix
I I be ready for military action,! I

Ill Deployablilty How rapidly can the force mix
move to diflerent theaters? j

IV Mobility How rapidly can Cue '-'rce mix -
Move, in the theaters? .

V Supportability How ef'.:tlvely ran the irfce
mix be supported and
maintained?

VI Survivability How vulnerable is the fo-ce
mix to enemy actions?

VII Flexibility How many different postures
or capabilities can the force
mix employ?

Vill Controllability How responsive is the force
mix tocommand requirements?

IX Complementarity How well does the force mix
complement the forces of our
allies!

X Versatility How effective is the force
mix in a variety of military
and politico-military
situations and crises,

XI Deterrent Capability How muchi does the force
mix contribute to our ability
to deter aggression?

XII Expandabllity How fast can additional
capability be mobilized for
the force mix?

X1Il National How readily will the force
Acceptability mix be accepted

domestically?

XIV International How readily will the force
Acceptability mix be accepted by other

nations? j

Fig. 21.4 - Trade.off criteria on all three levels L
IL
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as this: force mixes involving skills that require an elaborate training base cannot

be expanded as rapidly as those with less stringent requirements. The analyst
can, for example, assess the cost of having standby production capability availablein each force mix.

XIIi. National Acceptability. This criterion expresses the extent to which there are
differences between the mixes in relation to the totality of considerations of the
nation's policy, economics, technology, production, manpower, and so on. Among
the questions the analyst would want to investigate are the ir- pact of each mix on
the gold flow problem, on the existing crises, and on national attitudes toward
military expenditures,

XlV. InternationalAcceptability. Here the analyst is concerned to estimate the differ-
ences, if any, be-ween the mixes insofar as the various attitudes and posture. of
the nation's ak potential enemies, and non-aligned nations are concerned.
Although these ,...,,siderations are certainly not ultimate determinants of military
posture, they contribute to its form and nature. The contribution may be direct (for
example, through control of !he availability of bases or lines of communication) or
indirect (for example, through policy reactionL).

How significant these policy-level criteria are, and the extent to which
they should be included in any trade-off analysis, are oper questions.
Without doubt, methods for using them are limited, uncertainty is great,
and judgment is crucial. But it is important that the issues they raise be
recognized in the creation of any major trade-off analysis. Whether or
not they should or can bý incorporated in the analysis itself depends, in
part, on how comprehensive an analysis is undertaken. In the illustration
that concludes this chapter, we have purposely restricted our analysis to
the situational level in order to avoid some o I th-se dilliculties.I AN ILLUSTRATION
So far, we have said nothing about cost calculations, the model, or the
"range of contingencies. These matters we will take up in the context of the
illustration, highlighting some of the practical problems involved and
letting the earlier discussions of theorys stand withioL. additional comment.
Since the p-imary purpose of this example is to indicato that analytic
tools for comparing different force mixes can, in fact, b- developed, it
should be perfectly clear from the start that what follows is intended solely
as an example. For this reason, what it does or does not accomplish is

much less significant than how it goes about accomplishing it. The model,
SIthe force mixes, and the results could be different in point of fact (and

indeed wo-ild be, if the example were not hypothetical), but the methodoi-
ogy would rmain basically the same.

-- The Force Mlxci and Their Cost
Three force mixes will be considered. Mix I is a hypothetical force preshm-

ed to exist at the time; it consists of 24 wing:s of tactical air forces ana 16

SParticularly in Chapters 3, 7,10,,14, and 16.
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divisions of ground forces. Using the cost of this mix as a base, we can
define two other equal-cost alternatives:

Mix II, which is Mix I less 2 divisions and plus 8 wings of relatively
low performance, inexpensive aircraft. (The cost of adding the 8 wings
is used to determine the number of divisions to be subtracted.)
Mix 1I1, which is Mix I plus 4 divisions and less 4 wings of jet aircraft.
(These 4 wings are taken arbitrarily as the number to be substracted;
the money thus freed is used to purchase the additional divisions.)

Because our interest is in outlining a method of analysis, the actual cost
calculations required in order to derive these mixes need not be entered
into here. But it might be useful to say something about their complexity.
Since the basic problem is to estimate the resource changes due to aircraft
additions and deletions, translate these changes into costs, and then trans-
late these costs into ground divisions, the first step is to estimate the cost
of the first eight wings of aircraft (Mix II) and the last four wings of jet
aircraft (Mix III). For the added aircraft, we would want to discover the
costs of their RDT&E, initial investment, and annual operation (for either
5 or 10 years). A good description of how this is done is given in Chapter 9.
For the four wings that are subtracted, only the costs of initial investment
and annual operation need be considered.

Cost-sensitivity analysis is appropriate at several points in these calcu-
lations of aircraft costs, but if we limit our attention to just one - base
operating support (BOS) costs - the difficulties may be clear. Base operat-
ing costs are of two types: constant costs, which are associated with the
base itself, and variable costs, which depend on the level of base activity.
In Mix II, the relatively inexpensive aircraft system costs turn out to be
sensitive to the inclusion of the constant value, which reflects the assump-
tion that new bases would be built for these aircraft. But would it be neces-
sar-y to build new airbases? The analyst must conic to some conclusion.
Here we assume that they would not. Similarly, Mix III subtracts four
wings from the air forces. To include the BOS constant value in the calcu-,
lations would be to assume that bases would be closed. If this were done,
the base investment costs would be unrecoverable, and only the annual
operating costs would be included in the total system costs. It follows that
Mix IlI costs are insensitive to the inclusion of the BOS constant value.
Should this value then be excluded from the aircraft system costs in corn-
puting the number of divisions? Here we assume that it should.

Estimating division costs is at least as complicated. The major problem
is simply to achieve a consistent cost analysis for the air systems and the
divisions, and to include only direct costs and those indirect costs that
change measurably with variations in force size. To a hieve this consistency

N
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in deriving the size of the divisions to be added or subtracted in the present
example, it becomes necessary to adjust certain cost categories and add new
ones. This done, the next problem is to recompute the investment and
operating costq for individual divisions under a variety of costing assump-
tions, so as to develop the costs of complete divisions of the proper size,
type, and number. With this information, we are then in a position to see
what forces we can buy in Mixes II and Ill.

Again, cost-sensitivity analysis is indispensablc, even if, as in the tests
made for this ,cxa..pie. the divisivu1 L.s&. turn crt to hp miscnsiti,,. , tne
variables examined. For example, one variable is initial training of the
division personnel. If we compute this cost at both 100 per cent and 50
per cent of the cost of full training, in order to determine how sensitive
the system costs are to the inheritance value of trained personnel, we find
that variations in initial training costs are not significant. The explanation
is that, while training represents a moderate portion of investment costs,
its impact as far as total costs are concerned is diminished because theoperating costs are much larger. This is true whether five or ten years of

annual operation are assumed. The point to 'iear in mind, however, is
that it is as necessary to discover such insen Jtivities as it is to discover
the sensitivities.

The Threat
Having specified the force mixes we intend to compare, a next step is to
define the situations they are assumed to face. In this example, we will
analyze four hypothetical cases - by no means an exhaustive list of pos-sibilities. These four have been chosen solely because they provide some

*variations for evaluating our three force mixes.
Case 1: An Intermnediate Red Attack. Here we assume a situation of

high tension. The Red forces begin movements to their attack positionsI ~on D-3. Blue forces, alerted by the Red movements, adopt their forward

d ef....se positions. Forces in the ZI are alerted, and preparations for their
deployment to the theater are begun. The Red plan is to attack with a
small number of assault divisions and a large part of his air strength, and
to commit additional divisions and aircraft if necessary. Blue forces in
position at the time of attack consist of fewer divisions and aircraft than
Red has available, and the total of Blue divisions and aircraft that cou!d
be committed within the first 90 days are assumed to be lower than the total
Red forces committed.

Case 2: A Limited Red Attack. This Case also assumes a situation of
tension. As in Case 1, the Red forces begin moving to their attack positions
on D-3. Again, Blue forces are alerted and adopt their forward defense
positions. Forces in the ZI are alerted, and preparations for deploying

-- 7
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theni to the combat theater are begun. The initial Red attack force is the
same as in Case 1. Red, however, plans a more limited reinforcement: he
commits fewer total divisions to the operation, and plans to introduce them
at a slower rate. Blue's response is the sn.n, d,. Case I. For Red and Blue,
the air commitmets aie the same as in Case I.

Case 3: A Major Red Attack. Case 3 is identical to Case 1, except that
we assume an initial Red commitment of 60 divisions, which is greater
than the initial commitment in Case I but the same as the size of the Red
torces in the example presented in Chapter 2. Ihe total Red comnnmitent
and the augmentation rate is the same as iri Case 1. The Blue ground corn- I
mitment and the Blue and Red air commitments are the same for this
Case as they were in Case 1.

Case 4: An Intermediate Red Attack with Preemptive Air Strike. Case 4
and Case i are identical in forces committed. in this Case. however, Red.
initiates operations by an air strike against Blue's airfields, defenses, and
aircraft prior to beginning ground operations. Red ground forces start
their attack with limited close air support for the first few tays.

To simplify the force mix comparisons, we can narrow the list of impor-
tant influences that we might otherwise want to consider by i itroduLci:,
for each of these four cases, the following additional assumptionss; (I) The
major Red attack occurs on one front; (2) neither sidc . engaged in any
major conflicts elsewhere in the world at the time; and (3) strategic balance
exists between the sides. The immediate effect of these assumptioc.s (and
others made earlier, such as that all the conflicts would be non-nuclear) is
to clear away some problems relevant primarily on the policy level. Their
deeper effect, of course, is to limit the usefulness of the anaiytic ,-esults,
since we are now ignoring some questions a dccisionmaker in the real
world might well want to have answered.

The Model -
The model (TAGS-Il) we -hall use for the force mix evaluation is a sub-
stantially modified version of the Theater Air-Ground Study (TAGS) com-
puter model developed by The RAND Corporation in the early fifties for
studies of tactical forces.4 As modified, it is a two-sided campaign model
that incorporates the following major conflict elements for both Red and
Blue:

4 See C. P. Siska. L. A. Giamboni. and J. R. Lind. Anhitfic Forinulation of a Thteawr
Air-Ground WarJiare Svsiein (1953 Techldque3 ), The RAND Corroration. RM-1338-IR
(DDC No. AD 86022). September 1954, and J. R. Brom, Aamrraijie Dclijtiot, of al
Analyi. Theater Air-Ground 'arfar-e S.)rstem, Tie RANt) Corporation, P' -1428-PR
(DDC No. AD 86709), February 1955.
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Initial aircraft inventories in the theater for each of three types: a
high-payload, high-performance type; a medium-payload type; and
a low-payload type
Initial land combat forces in the theater

Air augmentation forces

Ground augmentation forces

Airfields (subject to attack)

Airfields (not subject to attack, that is, in sanctuary)

Aircraft shelters

Air missivas

1. Counter-airfield

"2. Interdiction

3. Close support

4. Air defense

5. Counterair defense (radars, control centers, etc.)
6. Counter-SAM (surface-to-air missiles)

Allocation policy at different times during conflict for above missions

Ground missions

1. Offensive
2. Defensive

3. Holding

Theater stock levels

Consumption rates for air units in combat

Consumption rates for ground units in combat

Line of communication (LOC) capacities

Capacities required for moving ground units

SAM inventories

SAM augmentation

Antiaircraft artillery

Terrain

The model, which is shown schematically in Fig. 21.5, involves 300
parameters. Of these, approximately 200 are used for intermediate calcu-
lations. Of the remainder, 11 describe characteristics of the initial forces;
22 describe augmentation, repair, and supply; 25 describe force employ-

•,• •_ 4- .
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ment; 17 describe offensive operations; 21 describe defensive opceations:
and 6 describe other ground operations. Values for all the parameters can
ite fixed for each computer run, can be preset to change on any War Day

during ;he run, or can be set to change when the value of .ny other param-
eter reaches a particular point. These are important features, since they
allow us to alter such things as air and ground augmentation rates to meet
changed conditions.

To evaluate the performance of our three force mixes, the model incor-
porates specific measures for Lach of the nine criteria relevant on the situ-
ational level of analysis. 5 The first, destructive potential, is represented in
various ways. In the counter-airfield mission, offensive strikes arc made
against ai:cra'," parked on airfields or in shelters. Airfield defenses are
attacked by defense suppression aircraft immediately before the primary
strike aircraft arrive.6 In the interdiction mission, which is carried out
solely within the theater, aircraft disrupt the flow of men and materiel by
cutting rail lines and destroying bridges on the main transportation
routes. In the close air supp,,rt mission, casualties are produced among
ground combat personnel, and the movement of troops is restricted. In the
counter-SAM mission, area-deployed SAMs are destroyed in a rollback
operation that clears corridors for subsequent deep penetration by air-
craft on other missions. In the counterair defense miosion, targets such as
air defense radars, command centers, and high-altitude SAMs are de-
stroyed, thus.forcing the air defense aircraft into a combat patrol mode of
operation. From the ground, aircraft are destroyed by means of antiair-
craft fire and SAMs. The ground combat is modeled quite simply, in ther . sense that casualties are calculated on the basis of planning factors derived
from statistical records of World War II and the Korean war. A measure is
also obtained of the rate and degree to which the actual commitment of
ground divisions approaches the planned commitment.

Responsiveness and deployability are included in the model by assump-
tion. That is. the ready state of the tactical air and land c.imhat forces in
each of our three mixes, and their deployability, are introduced in terms of
the time required for the forces to reach the combat theater. Input values
for these characteristics are derived for this Lxample on the assumption
that each side has a ZI that is outside the tactical theater environs and thus
invulnerable to enemy tactical aircraft.

Mobility is represented in the m adel in a limited manner. Maximum
rates of movement based on terrain and other factors are included and

aaSee pp. 3 ab po97.

Although aircraft losses through countcr-airfield attacks are tallied, the effects of
damaged airfield facilities on subsequent operations are not represented.
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are modified in light of the combat situation.7 Similarly. air.raft sorties
for different types of aircraft and nisions - close support, interdiction,
air defense, counter-SAM, and so on - are also included. But differences
in mobility between types of land cmbat di' s.•s, altcr...i,. l.,,iig
postures for aircraft, or details of the tactical deployments in the combat
situation are not included. It should be noted generally that, for use in the
model, all the ground forces are considered as homogeneous division
slices; that is to say, no distinction is made between armored. mcchanized,
or Si.fantry aivisions.

Supportability of both the air and land combat forces is represented in
terms of the gross supply requirements for their deployment and combat
operations. Such characteristics as the size of theater stocks, the capacity of
lines of communication, the daily consumption rale, and the effects of
extending lines of communications are included. For Lhe purposes of the
example, we assume that aircraft replacements, ground force reinforcements,
and st pplies are drawn from the Zi. The theater its,:lf contains the ground
forces, the supply lines (primarily a rail network), and the tactical air-
fields.

Survivability is represented in several different ways - basically, as the
obverse of the results obtained under destructive potential. Thus, losses in
tactical air and land combit forces from the ground combat situation,
from SAMs, from antiaircrb.ft artillery, from air defense interceptor air-
craft, and so on are :ecluded. The protection aflorded by aircraft shelters
and "sanctuaries" is taken into account. Losses in supplies and reductions
in the capacity of lines of communication because of interdiction or
because of their extension as the FEBA moves are also incorporated.

Flexibitity and controllabilitv of the forces in the different mixes are
represented in limited detail. Different allocations of air strikes are pro-
vided for. as are changes in these allocations during the course of the con-
flict. Various basing postures for aircraft, various arrangements of SAM
defence,. ind v'arious patucru-i• of' imement of the land comnbat forces -
iMcuding the changes produced bk. arrivals of land force augmentations -
are included. But command relationships. differenices In flexibility and

control, and rules for making a transition to nuclear operations are not
included.

Examples of Output
Among the outputs of the TAGS-Il model are the following:

2 The FEBA is assumed it, move as a unit. The ehlocity and direction oj ihi nimerment
are calculated as the average movement of the entire theater front, smhi in turn.
depends upon the ground strengths of each side and the nuinber of airciafi Aortics that
strike close support target

i
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Position of the FEBA in miles, plus or minus, from 1z original
position

Number of Blue and Red divisions in combat

Number of Blue and Red aircraft, tota! and by type of aircraft

Number of SAMs in combat

Supply capacity available to each side

Number of divisions lost
k Number of aircraft lost

Number of SAMs lost

Number of close support sorties
INumber of interdiction sorties

N umber of counter-airfield sorties

Number of air defense sorties
Number of counterair defense sorties

Number of counter-SAM sorties

Losses due to non-combat factors

Losses due to enemy AAA

Losses due to enemy air defense

Losses due to enemy counter-ah field attacks
Losses due to enemy airfield defenses and SAMs

The list could be extended without great difficulty. But for present pur-
poses, let us focus attention on the results if we take our four cases and the
different force mixes and use the model outputs to make explicit compari-
sons ot only a few relevant indices.

* One major indiuator of the capability of a force mix in combat is the
progress of the ground battle. And one over-all measure of the progiess
of the ground battle is the first item on the preceding list: the movement
of the FEBA. Although the TAGS-1I model can present this information
in various ways, we will use only the following five indices:

INDEX . The day on which Red ground forces penetrate approximately 30 miles
from t! eir forward position.

INDrX 2: The da, or which Red ground forces penetrate approximately 100 miles
from their ,orward position.

INDEX 3: The day on widch Re I ground fomces penetrate approximately 150 miles.
INDFx 4: The day on which Red ground foroe:, penetrate approximately 300 miles.
rN',Lx 5; fhe day on which Red ground forces penetrate approximtmely 500 milcs

frorn the original position of the FEBA.
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Another indicator of the ground battle is the number of divisions lost.
Considering only Blue's losses, we can call out an additional three indices: i

INDEX 6: The day on which Blue's total ground losses equal approximately 10
per cent of his initial strength.

INDEX 7: Ine day on which Blue's total ground losses equal approximately 20
per cent of his initial strength.

iNDEx 8: The day on which Blue's total ground losses equal approximately 33
per cent of his initial strength.

The results of air-to-air action, antiaircraft artillery, and SAMs can be
indicated by a number of values, among them these seven:

INDEX 9: The first day on which air parity is achieved. "Air parity" is arbitrarily
defined here as the point at which Blue aircraft in combat are equal to
the Red aircraft in combat.

INDEX 10: The first day that "local air superiority" is achieved. This is arbitrarily
defined as the point at which Blue achieves a 2:1 ratio of aircraft in
;ombat over Red aircraft in combat.

INDEX 1 t; The day on which "limited air superiority" is achieved - that is, the day
on which the ratio of Blue to Red combat aircraft is 5:1.

ZNDEX 12: The day on which "air supremacy" is achieved - that is, the day on which
thIN ratio of Blue to Red combat aircraft is 10:1.

INDEX Ls: The day on which the Blue aircraft inventory is approximately two-thirds
of total strength. We can also include here the ratio of Blue aircraft to
Red airc.,aft on that day.

INDEX 14: The day on which the Blue aircraft inventory is approximately one-half
of total strength. We also include the ratio of Blue aircraft to Red
aircraft on that day.

INDEX 15: The day on which the Blue aircraft inventory is approximately one-third
of to~al strength. We also include the ratio of Blue to Red aircraft on
that day.

The results for these 15 index values are presented in Table 2 1. 1.8

Discussion of Results

The figures in Table 21.1 indicate that, between the cases, each force mix
varies somewhat in limit; i;n the impact and rate of enemy action. Within
'he cases there are only small differences in the effectiveness of the three
mixes, especially as the ground battle is concerned. On balance, both
within and between the cases, it would appear that the "more air, less
ground" mix, Mix II, is the mo-t successful mix of the three. Why this is

6 Since Table 21.1 presents the first comparison of the relative combat capabilities of
the three force mixes, it may be appropriate at this point to re-emphasize that these
results are not intended to demonstrate the value of any one mix, but rather of a way
of romparinlg the mixes. To avoid any misinterpretation, we have presentcd no actual
values in the Table. but have instead idicated only the magnitude and directions of
thange from the Case I. Mix I. situation. (That is, the capital letters in the Case I,
Mix I column should be taken to represent a particular numerical result; the numbers
shoiw di the other columna are to be read as the difference, plus or miinus, from the
oppropriate bae valueci
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so can be seen, perhaps, by looking at the results in Case 2, the contingency
in which Mix 1i's relative superiority seems most clearly indicated.

Case 2, it will be recalled, involved a limited Red attack. It assumed a
relatively small initial Red land force and a slow rate of augmentation.
In other particulars, including the size of Blue's ground and air forces, the
opposing sides were identical to those assumed in Case 1.

Figure 21.6 illustrates the movement of the FEBA in Case 2. Each mix
of Blue forces is considerably more successful in slowing the Red advance
that it is in the other cases, but Mix II is slightly more effective. The expla-
nation seems to lie in its ability to generate a large number of close air sup-
port and interdiction sorties once the enemy air threat has been substan-

M MIX III 
•

ti l yFi . 2 .6 C 2 M IX 1

Time I
Fig. 21.6 - Case 2; Movement of the FEBA (west)

tinily reduced. This is indicated in Fig. 21.7, which presents the cumulative
number of sorties flown by each mix. The consequences of this capability
are clear: The increased sortie rate not only helps Mix 1I to lower its own
ground losses (Fig. 21.8), and to increase (though very slightly) the rate
at which Red aircraft are destroyed in the early phases of the campaign (Fig.
21.9), but it also means that more Red divisions are defeated, or the same
number are defeated sooner tFig. 21.10). Moreover, Mix 1I seems to per-
form better than its alternatives in slowing the rate of the Red ground
commitment (Fig. 21.11) and in permitting the smallest number of Red
divisions to survive at the front (Fig. 21.12).

On the other hand, the increased sortie rate of Mix I! entails a cost to
Blue: greater exposure to enemy air, SAMs, and AAA. Thus, as indicated
in Fig. 21.13, a greater number of aircraft is lost by Mix 11.

From the results of this illustrative "situational" analysis, it is tempting,
but inappropriate, to compare the alternative force mixes. We have
already considered at length the assumptions that have gone into this

IP
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1Ilx II

'MIX I1

7ými III

I> 4'

Time

Fig, 21.7 - Case 2: Blue air sorties

C.0

mix Il

MIXII1 MIX I
Time

Fig. 21.8 - Case 2: Blue division losses

example. Simply because we now have a few curves and a table of indices
does not mean that the assumptions or the uncertainties have magically
disappeared. To draw any conclusions, we would need, first, an improved
de•v•lopment of the model, the inputs, the costing, the details of the sce-
narios, the criteria, and the measures of effectiveness. We would need to
examine a greater nurmiber of situations. We would need a larger variety of
sensitivity tests - not merely for reducing the uncertainty in the analysis,
but also for identifying the significant parameters and assumptions of the

lI
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LPmix I-•

mix III

Time

Fig. 21.9 - Case 2: Red aircraft losses

I
mix 1-1

mix I

Time
Fig. 21.10 - Case 2: Red division bsses

analysis. Without these, the results shown above allow us to say little about
the relative capability of our different force mixes.

! K
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Planned
- ------- -

I X II I

i I.,• t mi I ! I!

Time

Fig. 21.11 - Case 2: Planned versus actual Red ground force commitments

Planned

0S mix III

M IX 10 M mx" I

Surviving at front

• ! Time

Fig. 21.12 - Case 2: Manned Red ground force commitments,

and divisions surviving at the front

If, however, we stand back from the details of the example, and re-
consider generally the conceptual and methodological problems of pro-
ducing - through analysis - a basis for comparing alternative force mixes,
several broad conclusions present themselves. We might mention five of
them.

1. It is unlikely that any single criterion is adequate to compare the
relative effectiveness of different force mixes. For the purposes of this dis-
cussion, we introduced nine criteria; others could be developed. Moreover,
for each of the criteria, no single measure of the relative effectivenezs of.
the mixes seems possible. Although the over-all measure of effectiveness

4-
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mi x I

Time

Fig. 21.13 - Case 2: Blue aircraft losses

used in the example was the movement of the FEBA, this measure showed

essentially no difference between the mixes. The use of other measures,

such as combat losses, rates of loss, and the time required to gain control

of the air, did reveal differences between the mixes. Multiple criteria and

multiple measures of effectiveness thus seem necessary in any major force

trade.off study to account for the different capabilities of the forces.

2. It is likely that the utility of any force mix will depend on the specific

conflict situation. In the illustration, the mixes performed differently in

each of the four cases. Within each case, the differences were less pronounced,
and no one mix dominated the others in all measures. For any major

trade-off ,tudy, therefore, it will be necessary to define the situations that

are most reasonable or credible in order to "weight" the significance of

the results. 9 Defining such situations will require both analysis and judg-

ment.
3. Within any trade-off analysis, there will be important parameters

and criteria that cannot be handled quantitatively or by formal analytic

0 For example, it might be unreasonabic to use a given situation for evaluating the effec-

tiveness of non-nuclear force mixes if it assumes that they %ill be met with a strategic
nuclear response.
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techniques. Leadership, morale, the relative wuntrollability of the mixes -

none of these was incorporated in the example. Qualitative analysis outside
the formal model may be required in such cases.

4. For some trade-off problems, the first step may be to establish the
level of the forces required to achieve the military objectives. Then we
could vary the force mixes to determine their effectiveness. In the example,
none of the mixes was capable of halting the Red advance; the most we
could learn, therefore, was the relative effectiveness of the mixes in slowing
the advance or in gaining time to implement other options (such as a nu-
clear response). To establish the utility of different mixcs for obtaining a
favorable military outcome in the four conflict situations we postulated, we
would have had to make an initial "requirements" investigation.

5. The results of any trade-off study will be sensitive to the assumptions
Luade in the cost :,rialysis and in the effectiveness analysis. To determine
which of the assumptions or parameter values have the greatest effect on
the outcome, a variety of sensitivity tests will be needed. An importsnt by-
product of such testing can be to identify the factors to which the results
are insensitive; these can then be omitted from further consideration.

A FINAL NOTE

No matter how much time and effort are spent in identifying and defining
criteria, developing hypothetical conflict situations, generating various
force mixes, or incorporating assessments of other factors importa.it in
trade-off analyses on the situational level, the resulting representation of
the real world is certain to be imperfect. This sort of imperfection is by no
means limited to trade-off analyses. As other authors in this book have
made clear, it is true of any model used in systems analysis. Indeed, even
the models used by the exact scientist, which are part of a well-confirmed
body of scientific knowledge, may involve this same imperfection and have
to t improved through experimentation. The systems analyst, to whom
e',perimentation in national conflict is not available and who has no well-
established theory for the phenomena he is dealing with, must construct a
model as best he can. As insights accrue from working with the model (the
nearest thing we have to experimentation) and more information becomes
available, the existing model can be improved or replaced by a more
representative model, The goal - and, in some cases, the result - is a model
that is fully adequate to handle the questions we are studying.

This process of refining our models through approximation has been
born of necessity. Nevertheless, as the basis of operations research, model

building has met with considerable success in industry in coping with the
problem of economic choice. It is much more difficult, unfortunately, to
make really adequate models of military conflict. The model we have just
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discussed, for instance, places its stress on such characteristics as weapon
effectiveness, gross firepower, and vulnerability, and tends to de-emphasize
the humatn factor -how men are likely to perform, whether at tihe broad•

policy and strategy level or at the level of small combat actions - since it is
difficult to represent this within an analytic structure. More important,
perhaps, is that not only are many of the model's existing elements and their
interactions imperfectly understood, but they concern a future time period,
and thus introduce the serious problem of predicting new or altered ele-
ments and interactions.

Consequently, we stress the importance that should be given to the struc-
ture of the analysis, whether it be in the form of a computer model or a
political assessment. Unless that structure represents the salient - and
relevant - aspects of the real world as best we understand them, we "annot
have great confidence in the resulting predictions. Sheer size or complexity
are not guarantees that a model represents the real world in as valid a way
as our knowledge permits. To the extent that any model forces us to make
explicit the elements of the situation that we are considering and imposes on
us the discipline of clarifying the structure we are using, thus establishing
unambiguous, inteisubjective communication about the problem under
consideration, we progress toward greater validity. As a result, the insights
and recommendations that stem from this process have a better chance of
being appropriate than do those that are produced without the use of an
explicit model.

'.N
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Chapter 22

BY WAY OF SUMMARY

E. S. QUADE

This Chapter lists a number of precepts to guide the analysts, reviews
the general principles of analysis, emphasizes certain poinis about
which little or nothing has been said elsewhere in the book, comments
briefly on the dangers of relying too heavily on any of the various types
of analysis, and, finally, attempts to indicate something of the future of
systems analysis.

In general, this book has dealt with the problem of what can and what
should be done by analysts, engineers, and scientists - including social as
well as physical scientists - to help people who must make decisions in
the face of real uncertainty. It is this uncertainty that makes the problems
difficult. A long-range military problem is comparable, for example, to
the problems of the owner of a racing stable who wants to win a horse
race to be run many years hence, on a track not yet built, between horses
not yet born. To make matters worse, the possibility exists that when the
race is finally run the rules may have been changed, the track length altered,
and the horses replaced by greyhounds. Yet, in spite of such uncertainty,
analyisis may be able to help.

This book has tried to demonstrate the necessity of abstraction and show
its nature in dealing with any complex problem of the real world; to explain,
in simple language, what a model of a problem is; and then to show, by
examples, the usefulness which explicit models can have, despite their
inability to be realistic in all details. Alternative methods of handling
questions of policy - methods that do not involve explicit analysis - also
necessarily involve models. But these models, because they are implicit,
are more likely to be dangerously inadequate. Syste.ms analysis, in contrast
to these alternatives, provides its answers by processes that are accessible
to critical examination, capable of duplication by others, and more or less
readily modified as new information becomes available. As has been point-
ed out, however, much more is involved than the collection of information
and its manipulation in mathematical models. Indeed, whatever techniques
are used, asking the right questions, inventing ingenious alternatives, and
skillfully interpreting the results of the computations and relating them to
the many nonquantifiable factors are all part of the analytic process. These

418 +"4
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steps in the process may prove more helpful in decisionmaking than
thousands of machine computations or a thorough knowledge of sophisti-
cated mathematical techniques.

As remarked earlier, systems analysis, while it is becoming more scien-
tific. is still to some extent an art. An art is hard to summarize. Rather than
attempt a comprehensive review of the earlier chapters. we might best con-
clude this book simply by noting and saying a few additional words about
some of the major questions that have concerned us in these pages. For
convenience, we might begin by considering two lists of principles - lists
that may or may not be mutually exclusive. The first (shown in Fig. 22. 1),
we can call "Precepts for tile Systems Analyst"; the second (shown in
Fig. 22.2), "Principles of Good Analysis." Should items appear to be on
the wrong list, it need not matter, since, after all, they pretend to be nothing
more than heuristics or sophisticated rolcs of thumb. Our hope is that the
cases in which they are sound advice fir outnumber those in which they
are not.

PRECEPTS FOR THE SYSTEMS ANALYSI
I. Pay attention to p'rohlem formulation. A large share of the effort by the
leaders of a proje.t (sometimes more than 50 per cent) must be invested
in thinking about the problem, exploring its proper breadth, trying to dis-
cover the objectives of the systems or operations under consideration, and
searching out good criteria for choice. It is useful to know as muLh as
possible about the background of the problem - where it came from, why
it is important, and what decision it is going to assist. Problem formulation,

1. Pay major attention to problem formulation
2. Keep the analysis systems oriented.
3. Never exclude alternatives without analys~s.

4. Set forth hypotheses early.
5. Let the question, not the phenomena alone, shape the model.
6. Emphasize the question, not the model.
7. Avoid overemphasizing mathematics and computing.
8. Analyze the encmy's strategies and tactics.
9. Treat the uncertainties explicitly.

10. Postpone detail.
11. Suboptlmize with care,
12. Do what you can.

Fig. 22 I - Prc:epts for ihic systclms analý.l
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as we have seen, necessarily involves a great deal of judgment and i tuition
about the actual subject, scope, detail, preci..ion, and assumptions of a prob-
icm, And it is, therefore, as much a part cf analysis as the rest of the study.

2. Keep the analysis systems oriented. Emphasis should be placed on the
simnultneous consideration of all the factors relevant to the decision underItudy. To simplify the problem by looking just at its components and delib-
erately neglecting their interactions '. to miss the point: the effort should
be to extend the system boundaries as far is necessary to determine which
interdependencies are important and then to study the total system. The
effectiveness, costs, and risks associated with each of the various
alternatives must be compared in a context that includes everything
important to all of them. This is an ideal, of course. The practical always
limits the optimal, and piecemeal analysis and approximate criteria must
inevitably be employed. But it is desirable at least to think about the
problem a- a whole.

3. Never exclude alternatives arbitrarily or without analysis. The tradi-
tional, conventional, or plausible way of carrying out a task may not be the
only wqy. It is as important to look for ideas and ncw alternatives as it is
to look for facts and relationships that help to explain those known
initially. Unless we have ideas and alternatives, there is nothing to analyze
or choose between. It is important not to exclude alternatives merely be-
cause they run contrary to past practice, or superficially seem impractical,
or do not fit in with organization policy. It may be time to change the
"party line."

4. Set forth hypotheses early. Analysis is an iterative process. Any i nvesti-
gation that attempts to make use of scientific methods may require many
cycles or passes at the problem. In a real-world problem, the first set of
assumptions and the first model are unlikely to do more than help to

decide how to continue. If an assumption dominates the results, then it
must be re-examined. Setting forth hypotheses and possible conclusions
early in the study is essentiai in guiding the analysis that follows, but the
analyst must stand ready to discard his early notions about the solution
in the face of later evidence.

5. Let the question, not the phenomena alone, determine the model. For
most systems and situations there are many possible representations; but
the appropriate model depends on the question being asked. No one model
can handle all the questions about a given activity.

6. Emphasize the question, not the model. In all analysis, the use of
models is inevitable. Because problems of military planning are comrli-
cated, the models are frequently detailed and elaborate, requiring the invest-
ment of many man-hours to formulate, program, t. d appl). No matter
how challenging the model is or how rich in opportunities to create new

A
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techniques, the analyst must not allow himself to become more interested
in it than in the question he set out to answer.

7. A void overemphasizing mathematics and computing. Mathematics and
computing machines, while extremely useful, are limited in the aid they
can give in broad policy questions. A computer can help only with prob-
lems thdt the analyst knows conceptually how to solve by himself. If the
problem can be completely formulated mathematically, techniques such
as dynamic programming, game theory, and Monte Carlo are the means
of obtaining the best solution. In most analyses aimed at policymaking.
however, computations with models and machines are more often valuable
because they aid intuition and understanding than because of the results
they provide.

8. Analyze the enemy's strategies and tactics. The enemy is not inert. In
conflict situations, the effect of the enemy's decisions on ours, and vice
versa, must be taken into account explicitly, and allowance must be made
for the possibility that he raay change his plans as a result of our analysis.
This requires, as part of a complete systems analysis, an analysis of the
enemy's systems, operations, and strategies. And, if possible, we would
like this to be done from the enemy's point of view.

9. Treat the uncertainties explicitly. The analysis should be carried out
with the uncertainties in mind. In real-world problems, uncertainties that
cannot be removed by further analysis always exist. This uncertainty must
be explicitly treated and the analysis reported with full recognition that
the uncertainty exists. The goal is to find an alternative that 'ill work well
in the most likely contingencies and might even give some sort of a reason-
ably satisfactory performance in a number of others. To find precisely
how much better one alternative will perform than another in a single
contingency is seldom very helpful.

10. Postpone detail. Detailed treatment usually should come late in the
study. There it can be Im...... nt in discovering misconceptior, s ad mis-
takes. Early in the study, it is generally a mistake to spend much time on
relatively well-understood details or complicated models. For turning up
ideas, a rough treatment of many models is better than a careful and
detailed treatment of one.

11. Suboptimize wit/h care. Subopfimnization is usually necessary to avoid
working with models that are excessively large or aggregative. But there
are dangers in siboptimizing - for example, plausible criteria for lower-
level choices can easily be i,'-onsistent with those on higher levels. To
prevent serious error, it is n, essary to ponder higher-level criteria and
to make certain that the criterion selected for suboptimization is not in-
consistent with them.

12. Do what you can. Inquiry can seldom be complete. If not the difficul-

fN
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ties of the problem, limitations on time or money see to that. The decision-
makers responsible for action must get along without the additional analy-
sis, that, given time and money and infinite wisdom, coulk N! done. By
their judgment, intuition, experience, and what they learn from otht-s,
they must take into account the considerations the analysis could not or
did not have time to Jeal with.

Partial analysis is therefore far. better than no analysis. Even if a study
can produce no convincing comparison of the alternatives because, say, no
satisfactory measure of effectiveness exists, the preparation of an exhaus-
tive list of alternatives, together with an assessment of their potential feasi.
bility, attainments, and costs, can make the effort well worthwhile. indeed,
the fact that analysis is incomplete is the main reason why one can think
the analysis is very good and yet find much to criticize.

One of the most valuable means of assisting a policymaker is a demon-
stration of the extent to which his various options can be implemented for
equal dollar expenditures. This may not tell him which alternative is
superior or whether any of them are worth drawing resources from other
uses, but the knowledge of the costs of his actions should help him to a
better decision.

PRINCIPLES GF GOOD ANALYSIS
Let us now consider some fairly general principles or considerations that
we have come to associate with good analysis (see Fig. 22.2).

S.1 Efficient use of expert judgment Is the essence of analysis.
2. Choice of the right objectives is essential.
3. Sensitivity testing is important,
4. The design of alternatives is as important as their analysis.
5. Interdisciplinary teams ire usually necessary.
6. The analysii of questions of R&D should not emphasize optimi-

zation.
7. For broad questions, comparisons for a single contingency are

not enough.

8. Partial answers to relevant questions are more useful than full
answers to empty questions.

9. Estimates of cost are essential to a choice among alternatives.
10, The decislonmaker by his actions can compensate to an extent

for partial analysis.
11. A good new Idea is worth a thousand evaluations.

Fig. 22.2 - Principles of good analysis

t..4.
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I. The essence of systems analysis is the efficient use of expert judgment.
Analysis does not free us from reliance on judgment. Indeed, the reason
systems analysis is a successful technique is that it is able to make system-
atic and efficient use of the judgment that specialists or experts in the field
of interest can apply to the problem. This is done by constructing a model
appropriate to the situation; since the model introduces a precise structure
and terminology that serves as an effective means of communication, the
experts can make their judgments in a concrete context, and, through feed-
back, arrive at a clearer understanding of the subject matter and the prob-
lem.

2. The choice of objectives is crucial. It is more important to discover
the right objective than it is to find a perfect optimization procedure; the
choice of the wrong objective means that the wrong problem is being
attempted, while an imperfect optimization merely means that only a
partially satisfactory alternative may be chosen. In other words, the dis-
covery of what ought to be done has to come first; we can then try to find
out how to do it. Satisfactory objectives are not independent of the means
to obtain them, but we should delay the search for some idea of the cost
and difficulty of attaining them until we know what they are.

3. Sensitivity testing is important. Ordinarily there is no unique, "best"
set of assumptions, but a variety of possibilities, each of which has some
basis for support. A good systems study will include sensitivity tests on
the assumptions in order to find out which ones really affect the outcome
and to what extent. This enables the analyst to determine where further
investigation of assumptions is needed and to call the attention of the
decisionmaker to possible dangers that might be present.

4. Systems analysis should try to create as well as to eliminate alternatives.
The invention of new alternatives can be much more valuable than the
exhaustive comparison of given alternatives, none of which may be very
satisfactory. T he job of the systems analyst is thus not only analysis but

C design. His analysis should suggest new alternatives or changes in given
ones that will make the system or operation that is eventually preferred
more satisfactory.

5. The type of problem systems analysis is designed to handle usually calls
for an interdisciplinary Ieani consisting of persons with a variety of knowl-
edge and skills. This is not merely because a complex problem is likely to
involve many diverse factors which cannot be handled by a single dis-
cipline. An even more important reason is that a problem looks different to,
say, an economist, an engineer, a sociologist, and a military professional,and
their different approaches to the problem contribute to finding a solution.

6. Although analysis is as applicable to problems of research and develop-
nment as it is to other problems of cloice it is absurd to concentrate technical
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competence and military expertise on the problem of recommending for
development the system that will be most effective in the environment expected
to exist at some future tine. For in spite of our efforts, the future will
remain broad and uncertain, and the specific system designated is very
likely to come into being in a completely different environment. The real
problem is to provide a menu of alternatives to confront a spectrum of
future events. This is not only a more tractable problem, but a far more
helpful one. Analysis is likely to be more useful in pointing out where
further information would be particularly valuable and how to get it than
in evaluating or specifying the "best" system. But analysis alone cannot
locate all the theoretical and empirical knowledge required; experiment
and development cannot be replaced by systems analysis.

7. In broad policy questions, an alternative cannot be preferred ?n-rely
because it is the lowest-cost choice inra single contingency. Even at best, such
a comparison can reflect only the most probable future circumstance. A

preferred alternawive should also go a long way toward achieving the
objectives in a less probable or even in many improbable situations - and
we would even like it to offer a good chance to attain many of the objectives
of lower priority that are always present.

8. Real questions are full of uncertainty; it is more useful to try to get
some sort of an answer to important questions than to try to get good
answers to questions that have been so reduced by assumption that they are
no longer really meaningful.

9. Estimates of cost are essential to a choice among alternatives. It is
important to cost alternatives in some appropriate sense, however approxi-
"mate, prior to choice. Even though effectiveness may be impossible to
measure satisfactorily, differences may be apparent, and a decisionmaker
can make a better decision if he at least knows the cost implications of
his actions.

10. The decisionmaker can compensate to some extent for uncertainty,
ard the analysis can advise him how to do this. Difficulties such as contra-
dictory objectives, the necess~ty for dependence on subjective judgment,

the uncertain implications of costs over time, inaccurate or missing data,
and the freedom of action of the enemy may preclude full optimization.
The decisionmtaker can protect himself to some extent against serious error
due to these difficulies by temporizing decisions - decisions to postpone
action, decisions for mixed rather than pure solutions, or decisions for
parallel efforts. Advising on such actions is an appropriate role of analysis,
and the knowledge that they are possible can make the job easier.

11. A good new idea may be worth a thousand evaluations. In an analysis
aimed at policy-makiiig. an investigation of the relevance of the many
factors and contingenciei affecting the decision is likely to be more useful

.-
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than any narrow optimization achieved by sophisticated analytic techniques.
A goo(' new idea-technical, operational, or what have yor.-may be worth
a thousa.nd claborate optimizations, for it may offer a means of overcoming
our difficulties.

NATURE OF THE DECISIONMAKER AND HIS RESPONSIBILITY

Taking due account of these principles and precepts for systems analysis
requires, among other things already discussed, a fairly accurate notion
of who the user of analysis is. In this book, as in the last sentence, we
have tended to speak of the decisionmaker as if he were isolated. In the
real world, this view of the decisionmaker is an obvious fiction; for even
when the decision is not made by an organization, the individual decision-
maker is usually imbedded in an organization, and his decisions are colored
by that organization - so much so that, as one RAND analyst, W. M. Jones,
has put it: "One should not think of solving a strategic problem as such - say,
recommending the requirements for a next manned strategic bomber. One
should rather think of solving an organizational problem in which the
analysis of the requirements for the manned bomber plays an important
role." The costs to an organization of changing its policies and procedures
may be large; in considering a range of alternatives, these costs should also
be taken into account. Organizational decisionmaking is a complex
activity and difficult to analyze, but one thing can be said: Successful

analysis is characterized by a continual interaction between the analysts
and the decisionmakers, not just a formal presentation when the analyst
thinks that the study is over.

The man who expects to act on the basis of someone else's analysis
needs more than confidence in the technical qualifications of the analyst
to assure himself that the work is competent. To act wisely he should, at
the very least, understand the important and fundamental principles of
analysis the work involves, Since lie does not ordinarily have the time or
the training necessary to work through all the aspects of the analysis, he
must, if he wants to understand those that he cannot accept intuitively,
resort to questioning the analyst. With these questions he can attempt to
make sure that the study has been conducted according to generally accept-
ed principles of good analysis, that the analyst has properly communicated
the necessary doubts, and that, if the conclusions are not acceptable to
common-sense reasoning, he understands why.

It is easy to exaggerate the degree of assistance that analysis can offer a
policymaker. Using value judgments, imprecise knowledge, and intuitive
estimates of enemy intent, gleaned from specialists or from the policy-
maker himself, a stuay can do little more than assess the implications of
choosing one alternative over another. This assessment can help the deci-
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sionmaker make a better decision than he would otherwise make. But the
man who has the responsibility must interpret the information he is pre-
sented with in the light of his own knowledge, values, and estimates, and
assess other implications himself. The decision must become his own.

To illustrate this point, we can draw an analogy between the decision-
maker using a study team for advice and a medical doctor using a clinical
laboratory.

Suppose, for example, that the docto" is trying to decide whether to
send his patient to a surgeon to have his stomach resected or to treat him
medically for a gastric ulcer. This decision will be influenced by several
considerations. One is the technical findings of the laboratory crews. Like
the military decisionmaker, the doctor may or may not be able to carry
out these investigations himself, but it would probably not be economic
for him to do so. He would depend, therefore, on laboratory reports, some
of which will be on cold slips of paper without comment or nuance - num-
bers alone. Other reports might be written out at length, or involve dis-
cussions with the doctor and an examination of X-ray plates under the
guidance of the technician.

The doctor himself would, of course, make his own observations or
analyses. Some of these he would put in the form of written notes; others
he would simply hold in his head. He would also consult his experienlce,
recollecting impressions of the risks and possibilities of success v. ith various
treatments. Some of these impressions would come from medical reports.

In the end, the doctor, like the military decisionmaker, must make a
judgment based on whatever facts or analyses he has. This judgment will
represent the ultimate synthesis the doctor makes of the numerical tests,
the written out but relatively diffuse notes, the unrecorded conversations
with technicians, and his own introspection. It cannot be a mere calcula-
tion but must be made on intuitive grounds. Sometimes one consideration
will be important enough to make the final decision fairly easy, but gener-
ally hejust will not know what to do. He could do more analysis, sometimes
even risk the patient's life in order to guard it - call for a liver puncture or
other dangerous procedures - but his inquiry will never be complete. His

judgment, like that of the military decisionmaker, must be made with
uncertainties in mind. Analysis will have helped him by answering some
of his questions, sharpening his intuition, and broadening his basis for
judgment. But in very few cases should we expect it to prove that a particular

course of action is best.

SOME DANGERS OF ANALYSIS
How can we summarize any danger that there might be in relying on systems
analysis, or any similar approach to defense decisions? For one thing, as

I
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other authors in this book have remarked, many factors fundamental to j
national defense problems are not subject to rigorous, quantitative analy-
sis. They may, therefore, be neglected, deliberately set aside, or improperly
weighted in the analysis itself or in the decision based on such analysis.
The danger also exists that an analysis will appear so scientific and quanti-
tative on the surface that it may be assigned a validity not justified by the
many subjective judgments it involves. In other words, we may be so mes-
merized by the beauty and precision of the numbers that we overlook the
simplifications made to achieve this precision, neglect analysis of the
qualitative factero. and overemphasize the importance of idealized calcu-
lations in the decision process. But better analysis and careful attention to
where analysis ends and judgment begins should help to reduce these
dangers.

Even if we are aware of these dangers, systems analysis may sometimes
still look: like a purely rational approach to decisionmaking, coldly ob-
jective and scientific. As we have scen many times in this book, it is not.
But, in contrast to other aids to decisionmaking, systems analysis extracts
everything possible from scientific methods, and its virtues are the virtues
of those methods. Furthermore, its limitations are shared by its alternatives.
And if we exclude intuitive judgment, then, in a sense, these alternatives
are also analysis, but poorer onalysis, less explicit, less systematic, and
less quantitative.

THE FUTURE OF SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

Finally, what can we say about the future of systems analysis in the study
of problems of def'ense and national security?

Resistance by the military to its use in broad problems of strategy is
gradually breaking down. With regard to systematic, quantitative analysis
in general, the military is in an evolutionary flux, like industry in the throes
of automation. Military planning and strategy have always involved more
art than science; what is happening is that the art form is changing from
an ad hoc, seat-of-the-pants approach based ov intuition and experience to
one based on analysis and supported by intuition and experience. The mili-
tary itself has changed. In the old Air Force, for example. a man flew, or
fixed aircraft that flew. Today, the ratio of staff to pilots is increasing to
the point where the force appears to be turning completely into staff and
support personnel. With this change the computer is becoming increasingly
significant - as an automaton, a process controller, a trouble-shooting
technician, a complex information processor, and as a decision aid. And
yet the computer is not more than a tool to expedite analysis; even in the
narrowest military decisions, considerations not subject to any sort of
quantitative analysis can always be present. Thus, whilc the military is

I I I
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turning increasingly to modern analytic methods, its big decisions have not
been, nor are they ever likely to become, the automatic consequence of a
computer program, of cost-effectiveness analysis, operations research,
or any application of mathematical models or of systems analysis.

For complex questions, involving force posture and composition or the
strategy to achieve the objectives of foreign policy, intuitive, subjective,
even ad hoc study schemes must continue to be used - but they will no
doubt be supplemented more and more often by systems analysis. As
Alain Enthoven has put it:

Ultimately all policies are made and all weapon systems are chosen on the basis of
judgments. There is no other way and there never will be. The question is whether
those judgments have to be made in the fog of inadequate and inaccurate data, un-
clear and undefined issues, and a welter of conflicting personal opinions, or whether
they can be made on the basis of adequate, reliable information, relevant expe-
rience, and clearly drawn issues.1

In recognition of the profound need for clarity and informed judgment,
systems analysis will no doubt see a greater use of scenarios, gaming, and
techniques for the systematic employment of experts, along with a growing
use of quantitative analysis for problems where it is appropriate.

Moreover, new approaches and techniques are being proposed constant-
ly. Many of these are primarily mathematical in nature, but increasing
attention is being devoted to systematic methods for taking into account
the various organizational, political, and social factors heretofore so
poorly understood but often so critical to national security problems. In
the computer field, the trend toward a better union of man and machine
through personalized, on-line, time-sharing systems that use natural lan-
guage and graphical input and output, and store submodels on discs, will
be a great boon to the systems analyst.2 It will give him the capability to
change his program instantly, to experiment, and to perform numerous
excursions, parametric investigations, and sensitivity analyses. In mathe-
matics, new advances in game theory are giving us insight into the matv-
person and nonzero-sum situations of conflict and cooperation. And,
more importantly, for questions not amenable to quantitative treatment,
new techniques for the direct use of expertise are giving us a way to grasp
these difficult-to-treat aspects of our problems.

At the very least, analysis can provide a way to choose the numerical
quantities related to a weapon system so that they are logically consistent

SAlain C. Enthoven, "Choosing Strategies and Selecting Weapon Systems," United
States Naval Institute Proceedirgs, Vol. 90, No. 1. January 1964, p. 151.,
2 Developments like the RAND Tablet and JOSS point in this direction. (See T. 0.
Ellis and W. L. Sibley, On the Development of Equitable Graphic 1/0. The RAND
Corporation, P-3415, July 1966, and C. L. Baker, JOSS: Inrroducion to a Helpful
A ysi~tant, The RAND Corporation, RM-5058-PR, July 1966.)
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with each other, with an assumed objective, and with the analyst's expecta- 1
tion of the future. Systems analysis strives to do more, however, than
simply supply solutions that correctly follow from sets of arbitrarily
chosen assumptions in narrow problems. It aspires (o help the decision-
maker find solutions that experience will confirm in the broadest of prob-
lems. This goal, as many of the chapters in this book have made clear.
is still far from being attained. But a greater understanding of the nature
and roles of systems analysis promises to bring it closer.

!I
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measures of, 361-362 424as a technological coniideration in the of trade-off analyses, by examinirng theirRDr&E process, 48-99 basic structure, 28, 388difficulties in measuring, 20-21, 59-60, overconcentration on the mcdel as a61-62 source oferror in, 353examples of the use of gaming to uncritical acceptance of model outputsmeasure, 273 277 as a source of error in. 354--355measurement of. %,ithin contingencies, use of models in, 42-5072-75 see also Alternatives, Fallacies. Models,measures or, ii a game-theorethic ýnsc, Noriquanuitalivc considerations, Un-230 211. 235-236 ccrtaintý, Vcrilicationof strategic forces, influence of natuinal Expected value, as a criterion, 85- 91goals on the measut-ment of, 64-66 Expected-value models, contrast withrole of simulation r.ndels in meauring, Monti Carlo models, 216, 244-245.247 355 -356scales of. in strategic studies, 66-68 delinition. 216, 244use of an effectiveness scale to define, see also Models. Simulation
54-55 Experimeniation, it, systems analysis.Mse of campaign models in measuring, through working with the model,61-62 416-417

use of utilit,, theory to determine, 85- see atio Verification91 Experts, efficient use of, the essence ofsee also Alternatives. Cos.-tffcc'",vcness systrns analysis, 41, 423analysis, Fvaluation, Inteipretation, judgment of, in handling nonquantita.Nonquentitative considerations, Un- tive considerations. 324-325certainty methods of utilizing, when analyticrli.trion, Albert, on the uniformity of models arc lacking, 327-328, 328-nalture, 311 343Elhhcrg. Daniel, or modeis and systems objective measures of the qualiflcations
ianalysis. 226 227 of. 325-326End product orientation, in resource ana; obtaining judgments of, Ihroaugh Delphiyais, 131, 1:1). 136 technique, 333 342Engineering. relation of systenis analysis see also Iclisponmaking. Judgment0to..3, 4, 30-31

Enthomcn, A. C., on analysis at the Faliacies, adhercncie io cherished beliefs,national policy ievel, 4 .50- 3.•1, .bf-387on quantification as a guide o under- arbitrarily ostablishing external systemstir.djiig. .18 r'quircmneits, 121 -123on the role of judgment in syst:ms anal- altcrnptinb to build universal models.
Ssis, 428 357 359uli lht " ti, Of %.en.,,vi'y 'v i,alysis in the conlltinichlion failure, 108, 353
DOD. 356 comparing sstcms, of varying statc-of-Errors, _ee -allecis, t. nrctriain). the.art. ',I 1; 1201fstinmaning relair,wlips, usc of, in re- Jisi ciardning n i;ial ,ssumplions insoisc anh sis, 136 137 interpretmig model oulpuis.. 355Evaluation. a a st.p in sysicms anal) sis, c c,.s%1,c ailteli:on to detail. 353 3543.13,42 50 failu:e to consider ahlIernatie acrossdanger of crecting an Oifernatic on too *',sitingencies. 79 .l0narrow a bas•i, 424 failure to reappraise thc uork. 360dangers of using side issics as criwerii inattentlon to unweilainlits, 356-.1.117ii, 357 i,otlcxibilt in the face ofevidencc. 44)&%sregardtol off ahh as[sulmptions 41s a 3i0

sourceC of crrI In 355 -oeglect ,t subjective clen. its, 359 3•1fallure too lCiipprallc l'•tults os a '-teurce l'ct( of'f i" he tliestion, 354of 4.i Io• in, 3R) no'nrelative comparisons, 120 121
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flot-invcnted-here factor, l08, 352 Fort, D- M., on balancing theoretical and 1ovcrconccntraiion on statisti':al un- empirical research, 42certainly. 355 -356 on the explicit Itreatment of uncertainty,overconcentration on (lie model, 353 46-47,48
ovecremphasis on quantitative factors,

13 15, 40. 359-3&J. 387,.421 Gamec theory, applications of 93 -94, 239 -
overlooking discont~nUliue in the re. 240

%ulls, 112 113 esiensise form of models of, 229overoptimism, 108 illusiration of, in modeli-ig air defense,ovcrsimplificalion of assumptions. 113 229-233
parochiialism, 352 illiisiration of, in modeling tactical airuncritical use of mnodel output%, 354 warfare, 233-239355 modcls used in. 222-223use of side issue, as criteria. 357 normal form of rnodels of. 229
see aiwo Evaluation, Formulation. Inter- role of, if) systems analysis. 228- 229preltaion, Nonquanhital~iveconsidera. see also Gjaming. Models, Verificationtiofls, Uncertainty Gaming, analysis phase in, 272 -273Flexihility, of systems, as a hedge against as a research techniquc, when analyticuncertainty, 40, 95, 371 372, 3P'5 -386 models are lacking, 329.333FLIOP, as a type of computer simulation as a way of enhancing communication

model, 224, 248 249 amiongc esperis, 132 333Force structures. anulysis of. to achieve definiuion, 265-266
damage limitation, 373 -380 essential (haracteristics of. 267determinants of, 279-281 examnples of273 271,330-332

increased emphasisi onl highly specializ- inputs, major I) pes, of, 270
ed weapon systcmns in, 369-371 most fruitful applications of. 332

limitations of irade-of1 angily-,s in coin- Operational, as a techtnique of systcmnsparing, 413 -417 analysis, 44. 330 333
necessity of flexibility in, 369 -372, 385- play phase in, 271 272386 preparat ion phase in. 269 271relation o1 strategic and general purpose realism of results of, 272 -273, 278, 332forces, 367, 368-369 techniqucs oif. 268- 269tools for the anaivsis of. 281 296 types of games. 266, 285 -286usefulness of analysis in planning. 281 - usefulness of. in analyzing strategic286 force postures, 282-285use of Saining to examine requirements use in mnodelong limited wai. 268 26'9for. 214 -275, Chapter 15 (279 IT.) use of scenarios in, 301 302see also Weapon systemns I gve Game theory, Models, RANDFormulation, centra~l place of, as a step ini orporation, SAFE, Verificauion

systems analysis, 33-41, 419-120 General purpose forces, relation to strate-dangers of oscernplhawiing statistical Ric forces. 167 US1 IAo
uncertainty in. 355 356 Goluhes,- Novozliilov, S , on theC uisefuil-definition of, 33, 35-36 nI's of simplified garne-theoreticexamples of, in game thecory, 229 231, mrodelý,, 240233 235 Groundpower, irade-offs with airpox~cr,exeessilie aittention ito detail as a source Chapter 220If.j, ChaPtLr 21 (388 IT.)
of error in, 353 354

fallacy of undereniphasizing, 348 3149 Helmecr. Olaf, cited, 285ui3in gaming. 269 271 on methbods of identify ting experts, 325-major changes in the characier (if, over 326
the last decade. 365 372 on refining projection,, derived throughprOblec,i of, in anl air defense analysis, operational gaining, 331 332
1i10tlniaiv on [ihe ncccssNity -)f rely itg n expert"uibject; %it 11) IIt, 4,10 judgment in s,6stems% analysis, 325SCV .- %.h II11-. li itcn ugment, Models, on the need for c'nha'mcing corinmunica-Noqataiecoai'iderations (ioun amrong csperts, 329
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on the usefulness of operational games, Judgment, analysis as a substitute for, 66
330 efficient use of, the essence of systems

on the usefulness of simulation models analysis, 423
in aiding communication among errors arising through the neglect of,
epcrts, 330 359- 360

Hitch, C. J., cited, 7 expert, measures of, 325-326
on cos1t-cfectivencss analysis, 17 fallacy of attempting to build models to
on fixed rules or models for decision- supplant, 357--359

making, 358- 359 of a committee, as an alternative to
Snjudgin,:nt in systems analysis, 325 system3 analysis, 32-33

on the limits of sstems analysis, 213- of a single expert, as an alternative to
_.14 systems analysis, 31-32

Hoffman, F. S., cited, 291 of experts, methods for obtaining when
Iluxle,, T. [I., on attention to detail, 346 analytic models are lacking, 327-343

role of, in building models, 220 221
165 420

method of estimating costs of, for future sources of differences in, among experts,
aircraft systems, 173-1BO lO0

ýee also Resource analysis, Resource subjective, key role of in systems analy-
analysis categories sis, 4-5, I1, 17, 31 32. 36, 78, 324.-

Interceptor aircraft, difficulties of select- 325,333,344,345, 363, 426,427
ing the "'best technical app~roach" subjective, in allocating resources f'or
illustrated by reference to, 108 118 damage limitation, 373-330

illustration of problems in selecting see also Dezisionmaking, Intuition,
best method of control or, 59-64 Nonquant,, ativc considerations

Interdisciplinary research, in systems
analysis, 1[1,413 Kahn, lerman, on cherished beliefs as

Interpretation. as a step in systems analy- sources of error in systems analysis,
sis, 33, 50-53 351

dangers of neglecting subjective ele- Katzenbach, E. L., Jr., on the persistence
ments in, 359 360 of horse cavalry, 350

parochialism as a source ot error in, Kennedy, J. F., cited, 314, 319
.15. Kennedy, J. L., on the origin of the con-

uncritical acceptance of model outputs textual map, 329
as a source orerror in, 354-355 Kent, G A., on the primary output of an

see also Criteria, Decisionmaking, analysis, 5'2
Evaluation, Judgment, Nonquantita- Khrushchev, Nikita,c¢,ed, 319

tive consideraiions
Intuition, central place of, in systems Laird, Mclvir, cited, 290

analysis. 220 221, 333, 344, 345, 363, on cost-etiltiveness analysis, i6
387,420,426,427 Lavin, M. M., on judgment in systems

defects of, as an alternative to systems analysts, 221
analysis, 31 Logistics, SAMSOM model as a tool of

see also Decisionmaking, Judgment, analysis for, Chapter 13 (255 ff.)
Nonquantitative considetations

MAGIC (Manual Assisted Gaming of
Jantsch, Frich, on the potential of the Integrated Combat), as a game

Delphi tchnique, 343 model, 267-268
Johnson, Lyndon B., cited, 314, 320 Maintenance, aircraft, use ofSAMSOM to

on Planning-Programming-Budgeting estimate requirements for, Chapter 13
Systen, 7 (255 ff)

Jones, R. V., on the use ofchaff, 352 Malinovsky, R. Y., cited, 319
Jones, W. M., on the importance of Management !cience, aim of, 7-8

organizational considerations in sys- as outgrowth of operations analysis, 3
tents analyses, 425 relation to systems analysis, 3-4
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Mann, I., on cherished beliefs as sources cost models, 43of error in systemns analysis, 351 cost-sensitivity, illustration of types ofMap excrciseý., as a Iype of mocdel, 246, output fromn, 141 -151266, 267- 26F dangers :)f failing to let the questionMathematical models, tyes of, 222-224 determine the design of, 354. 420-see also Models 421Mathematics, danger of overemnphasizing, dangers of overemphasizing statisticalin systems analysis, 421 uncertainty in building, 355-356central rolc of, in narrower analytic dangers of uncritical acccplance of out-problems, 7-8I Puts from, 354 -355sc-e alsu Quantitative considerationis definition, 12, 211 -213McNamara, Robert S., cited, 7, 382 difficulty of Structuring, 43--44on DOD's reliance on Cost -effect ive ness excessive attention to detail as a sourceanalyses, 298 of error in constructing, 353-354Measures of effectiveness. see Effectiveness exp~ected-vahle type, 216, 244-245. 355-Methods and procedures. of systvins anal- 356ysis, see Cost-sensiltivity analysis, families of. 253-2.54, 357a10OResource analysis, Sensitivity analy- ganie-theorctic type. 228-229sis, Trade-oit analysis, eec. game-tIheoretic. examples of, 229-239Milita'- assistanlce Prograins, exarnina- gamne type, 225tik through. gaining, 275-277 mnathemnatical type, 222 -223, Chapter I IMilitary planning, advantages of systems (228 ff.) 242, 282-285analysis over its comlpetitors in. 31- Monte Carlo type, 216, 244-245, 355-33, 348,4 18--419,426-427 356
as a political process, 17, 51 nature of, in operations research, 4
basic conceptual approaches to, 43, necessity of accounting for nonquanti-124 liable considerat ions in using, 49,for strategic forces, role of analysis in, 232 233281-286 nonquantitative, ana expert judgment.future of systerps analysis inl contribu- 324 -325ting to, 427 -429 nonquantitativc or verbal type, 222,limitations of systems analysis for, 360- 225-226363 overconcetttratioui on, as a souirce ofmajor changes inl the eniviTonment of, error in ,systems analysis, 353365-372 predictive accuracy its tlie test of, 50new approaches to. %ince 196 1, 1 probabilistic type, use of, 73-75ullimate dependence on humnan judg. refinement (f,.49 50.4 6 -417nsenit, 4-5, 78 role of judgment and intuition in, con-.ltsefulne.s orSAFE to. 295-297 q!rUCting. 220 22!.415 

-1ifil.Trteuial tecisionmiaking. Upcertainty stinulation type, 224, 242Milit~ry Vpace program, political analv),is simul~ation type. tInlthods of handlingof requiremients for, 314 322 timec in, 243 -244Minimax tlieOrcni. use of, as a criterion, simlulation type, tise of. 250-25293- M4. 365 --366 universal, fallacy of attempting toMissile t.~efen~e. model of, illustrated, 214- design, 245. 3 57- 359220 u'sc in evaluatin ig alternatives, 42-50cust-scniliis'. analysis of aircraft u~scfulniess to decisionnmakers, 213--systemsl 6-..- Chapter 8 (138 ff.) 214
Missile foticci. Cxani"Pte of decisionnmaking verification of, 212, 220si raicggt-s to determine compositiotn see ,lso Evaluat ion. Interpireta tion,ot, 180 36.1 lIntuition, Judgment, NonquantitativckillkN';, Wild "-e sNe,'iion of criteria, 218 considerations. RAND Corporation,a', thle essellce of systems analysis~, 11, Verification31 Modification, of Aeapon systems, as aý:airpiaign type, 43,61 -(-2 decision ' nvoling le, hnological con-classiticatiop of,.221-226 sideratioiis, 102-103, i16-117
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see also RDT&E, Technological con- importance of selecting carefully. 423
siderations impossibility of measuring attainment

Monte Carlo models, contrast with of directly, 361-362
expected-value models, 216. 244- proximate expressions of, in uncertain
245, 355- 356 or risky situations, 85-91

definition, 216, 244-245 strategic, nature or, 64-66
SAMSOM as an example of, 224, see also Formulation, Models, Non-

Chapter 13 (255 IT.) quantitative considerations
see also Models, Simula, ion Objective probability distributions, de-

Multidimensional scenarios, as a tech- fined, 81-82
nique for modeling organizational role in decisionnmaking, 82-85
behavior, 327-328 see also Decision theory, Judgment,

seealso Scenarios Uncertainty, Utility theory
Open-play technique, in gaming, 268

Nelson, Richard, cited, 283nl Operating costs, definition. 129, 165
Nonquantitative considerations. example method of estimating, for future air-

of importance of, in determining craft systems, 180-188
strategic forces for damage limita- see also Resource analysis, Resource
tion, 373-380 analysis categories

limitations of using proximate quantifi- Operational gaming, spe Gaming
able variables to express, 85-91 Operations analysis, development and

methods of handling, when analytic applications in World War II, 2-3
models are lacking, 49-50, 222, 225- Operations research, as an outgrowth of
226, 327-328, 328-343 operations analysis, 3

necessity of considering, in systems problems handled by, 7-8
analysis, 13-15, 49, 219, 232-233, 387, relation to systems analysis, 3-4
415,427-428 use of the techniques of, in early systems

neglect of, as a source of error in sys- analyses, 13-14
tems analysis, 359-360 Optimization, comparison with insensiti-

role of expert judgment in handling, vity as the aim of system% analysis,
324-325 15

treatment of, in game theory, 232- w'. also Criteria, Effectiveness, Object-
233 ives, Suboptimization, Technological

treatment of, through political analyses, considerations
311-313,322-323

treatment of, through scenarios, 304, Parametric analysis, relation of trade-off
305-309 analysis in Concept Formulation and

treatment of, through simultation mod- Contract Definition, 113-115
els, 250-252 use in establishing design requirements

use of the Delphi technique to handle. for weapon systems, I 10-111
333-342 see also Sensitivity analysis

see also Decisionmaking, Exp-erts, Parochialism, a:; a source of error in sys.
Interpretation, Intuition, Judgrnent, tems analysis, 352-353
Unecrtair.ty, Verification Paslore, John 0., on cost-effectivon-',

Novick, David,cited, 7 analysis, 16
Nuclear war, see Thermonuclear war Personnel requirements, method of esti-

mating, for future aircraft systems,
Objectives, consistency of, with higher 156-165

goals, 39 Phaie-out, of systems, as a decision in-
definition, 12,55 solving technological consideiations,
discovery of, through systems analysis, 103 104

39 Pitfalls, see Fallacies
essentially nonquantitative character of, Planning - Programming - Budgeting Sys-

on national level, 312-313 ten, see PPBS
identification of, as a key task of sy:i- Policy planning, see Military planning,

terns analysis, 4 -5, 36 Systems analysis

lI
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Political analysis, as a method for obtain- tion in the analysis of strategic forces,
ing the judgment of an individual 282
expert. 327 costs of, defined, 165

as a technique of systems analysis, 311 - dangers of emphasizing optimization in
313, 322-323, 327 the analysis of questions of, 423-424

example of, involving U.S. space policy, decision-points in the process of, 98-
314-322 101

Political factors, credibility of, in scena- design of programs of, to ensure flexible
rios, 305-309 force strucrures, 369-372, 385-386

impact of, in selecting alternatives for method ofest,mating costs of, for future
analiis. 122 123 aircraft systems, 167-173

see also Nonquantitative considerations modeling of, in SAFE, 285-286, 289-
Posvar, W. W., on suojective judgments 290

in systems analysis, 32 need to develop highly specialized wea-
"PPBS (Planning-Programming-Budgeting pon systems, 369-371

System), adoption throughout the resource analysis for, 129
Federal government, 7 rising costs of. 371-372

as a framework for obtaining quantita- strategies for, to hedge against uncer-
live estimates, Is tainty, 371-372

as a management tool, 6-7 see also Military planning, Technologi.
distinguishing characteristics, 7 cal considerations, Weapon systems
role of systems analysis in, 6-7 REDWOOD, as a game model, 267-268

Postattack recovery, use of the Delphi 1,' ,lacemert, of systems, as a decision
technique to identify policies for, involving technological considera-
after thermonuclear war, 335-342 tions, 103-104

Probabilistic models, use of. 73-75 Research, as : step in systems analysis,
see also Models see Search

Probability distributions, objective, de- Research and dOvclopment, see RDT&E
fined, 81-82 Resource analysis, definition. 125

subjective, defined. 82 essential role of. in the choice among
Probability theory, see Decision theory, alternaLves, 424

Risk, Uncertainty. Utility theory example of, involving a hypothetic bom-
Program budgeting, see PPBS ber system, Chapter 9 (153 ff.)

iacremenval resource requirements as
Quanti:ative considerations, dangers of the focus of, 133

ouiverecphasiderations, 1g o5f40 -60 influence of technological considera-overemiphasizing, 13-IS, 40, 359-n,360,0 tions in, 98-104
3r 7 i421 relation to systems analysis, 124-125

urcfulncs in systems analysis, 48-9 4.topct:of probicms considered in, 129"-130
u static displAy ofresults'in, 190-191

see also Decisionmaking, Judgcnlen. time horizon of, 127-129
Mathematics. Models. Nonquantita- I itire considerations tinie-phased display of results in, 136,

191-192

types of decisions informed by. 129
RAND Corporation, models devised at, use of functional categories in, 131-132

examples, 214-220. 224. 248 249, use of resource categories in, 131 -132
253 -254,Chaptcr 13 (255 ff ., 267 268, vee also Cost-sensitivity analysis.
273-277,Chapter 15(279ff'),300 301, Resource analysis categories, for aircraft
403-409 (Table), 166

pioneering work onsysiemsanalysisv, I Risk. contrasted with uncertainty. 82, 385
role in developing modern form of treatient of, 82-89

PPBS, 7 Rivcis, L. Mendel, on cost-effectiveness
studies of strategic bombing. 351-352 analysis 16
study of strategic air bases. 36-37

RDT&E (Research. Developmleni Test SAFE (Strategy-And-Force-Evaluation
and Evaluationas a major cotnsidera- game), advantages of, 296-297
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as a game model, 267 computer languages for, 253
comparison with other analytic tools, customary elements of, 243

285-286 definition, 44. 224, 241
definition. 285 event technique for handling time in.
example of plays in, 291 295 243 244
range of weapon systems that can be examples of. -8 -250

studied in, 286-289 initial procedores, 247-248
routine of play. 290-291 interval technique for handling time in,
limitations of, 295 296 243

SAMSOM (Support-Availability Multi- limitations of, 251-252
System Operations Model). as a ty pe riew dcvelopments in, 252-254
of logistics simulation model, 224 reasons for use of. 246-247

example of outputs from, 258-264 relation to mathematical models. 242
key features of, 256 use of computers in, 242-243, 245-246,
origin and purpose, 255-258 248-250, 252 -254, Chapter 13 (255 ff.)

Scale of effectiveness, see Effectiveness usefulness of, in analyzing strategic
Scenarios, as an input to larger studies, 43, force postures. 282-285

300-301 see also Gaming, Models
as a method for obtaining the judgment SLBM (Submarine-Launched Ballistic

of an individual expert, 327-328 Missile), cost-sensitivity analysis of
as a type of model, 225 aircraft systems to defend against,
causes of controversy about, 307-309 Chapter 8 (138 ff.)
content of, on various decision levels, interception, methods of, 139-140

302-305 Soviet Union, see U.S.S.R.
credibility of assumptions in, 305-309 Space, political analysis of military role
definition, 299-300 in, 314-322
form and content of. determined by re- Space technology, as a mqjor considera-

search task, 301-302 tion in formulating U.S. space policy,

multidimensional, as a technique for 315-317
modeling organizational behavior, Staffstudie,, relation to systems analyses. 5
327-328 STAGE, as a type of model, 224, 267

usefulness of, in analyzing strategic operation and outputs of, 248
foite oostures, 282-285 use of scenarios in, 301

Scientific method, compared with systems State-of-the-art, and technical feasibility,
analysis, 30-31, 363, 416, 427 104 108

Search, as a step in systems analysis. 33, as a consideration in the RDT&E pro-
41-42 cess, 98-99

definition, 33, 41 see alsZo Technmlogical considerations
role of component studies in, 41 -42 Strategic Air Command, RAND stuýdy of
arte aIso MNodels, Uncertainty SAC i auses, 36 -37

Seminar technique, in gaming, 268 Strategic A.r Wdr game. ptirpise, 267
Sensitivity analysis, importance of, in sys- Strategic forces., analytic tools for the

temns analysis, 423 tu.t.y of, 281 286
types of, in resource analysis, 192 193 illti,•;ration )of problems in allocating
use of, to handle uncertainty, 72,96, 116, iudg9Qt for, 64 78. 373-380

117. 118, 119 120, 133, 356 357, 4!6 vil.ractions or policy and posture for,
see also Cost-sensitis.ity analysis. Un- 279 281

certainty reatioin to general purpose forces. 367,
Series and variation technique, in gaming, 368 369

269 Strategic Operations Model, see STAGE
SIERRA, as a game model. 267 268 Strategic sludies, increased sophistication
Simulation, adsantages of, 250 251 of, over the lait decade, 366 369

as an input to s)stenrs analyses, 241, Strategy. optimal, in a Ratie-theoretic
247 sense, 229 230. 231. 236 238

as a substitute for traditional analytic Siraltcgy-Adi-FLorcc-Ealuation game. see
models, 44 SAFE i

kI
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Subjective probability distributions. defi- reasons for its acceptance at the
nition, 82 national policy level,.

role in decisiOnlmaking. 82-85 resouirce analysis a-, an input to, 124
see aiwv Decision theory. Judgment, 125

Unccrtain~y. Utility theory role in PPBS. 6 7
Subjectivity, see Decisionmaking. lntui- role of political analyses in, 311-313

11ion, J Lidgnient Nonquantitative con- 322-323
siderations, Uncertainty sources% of error in, 13 15, 40. 79 80,

Submarine-launched ballistic missiles, see 108, 112 113, 119-120, 120 121, 121
SLBM 123, 348 360, 386 387, 421

Su bopt irnimaion, dangers of carelessness summary of principles for conduct oif.
in, 42! 419) 425

definition. 63 technological consideration% in, Chapter
necessity of. as a limitation of systems 6 (97 IT.)

analysis, 361-362 usc of' gaming in. Chapter 14 (265 ff.)
parametric analysis as a technique for. 282-285

ll1-1 ? alsi363Use of scenarios in. 282 285. Chap~ter
roleof, n sstem anaysi, 38 6316(298 IT.)
rubbe", 71See oaso Cost -effect iveness analysis,

see also Criteria, Effectiveness, Object- Cost-sensitivity analysis, Criteria.

ives, Optimization, Technological Decisionmaking. Judgment,. Military
considerations planning. Resource analysis. Sensi-

Systems analysis, advantages of, over its tivity analssis, Trade-otf aiialysis,
alternatives. 31-33, 348, 418-419, ere.
426-427 Systems design, comparison wAith systemn

applications of, 7-Il study, 364 365

as an outgrowth of operations analy-sis. 3 misleading use of the term, 90,
basic conceptual approaches to, 43, 124 Systems engineering, as ail outgrowthl of
causes of changes in the conduct of, operations analNsis, 3

over the last decade. 365-372 mistcading use of the term, 907
central role of models in, 11, 31, 212- relation to systems analysis, 3 4

214. 232- 233, 418 Systems research, misleading use of the
comparison ssith engineering, 3-4. 30- term. 90a

31
comparison % ith scientific method, 3, TAGjS (Theater Ai r-G round Study mnodel).

30-31, 363. 427 as a t) pe of model, 224
considerations in evaluiating an analy- TAGS-1l. design and Outputs, Of, 403 40')

sis, 28-29 Technical t'easibilitv. see' Silite-of-ihc-ar!,
definition, 1-2 T~el-nological considerations
differing views% of an-flysts, about the TechnicIueS, of s,,stems analysis. .sue Cost--

uss of, 385 sensiti -t) analysis. Resource analy-
early preocecupation %%iih mathematical sis. Sen~m .iuiy analysis, Systemns anal-

tools, 13- 14 ysi%, Tradc-uoff antal) sis. ele.
elements of, 12-13, 54-55 Techniolo gical considerations, analys;is oif,

factors that complicate the task of, 345 inl studies of %weaponsssct Chap-ILfotifr of, 427 429 1er 6 (97 ff.l
impns~sibility of predicting thle futu-~re as, an influence on posýture planning for

through, 363 strategic forces. 280
incomplete studies typical, 52 53, 361 dangers of seeking optimal solutions,
initial Pentagon resistance ito, 3 423-424
l1imitations of. 18. 360 363, 426 427 in,:reased emphasis on highlN spc.;alized
methods of handling fionq uani ta i se %keapon ' tm.36') 371

consideratiotns in. Chapter 180(24 ff.)I increased emphasis oin imipros ing corn-
nonmiilita ry applications of, %, It) pat i hiIi t among s~ sterns. 36N
Process of'. 1.2 13. 33 53 role of, In formulating U.S. soace poldicy
purpose of, 2, 3, 40, 97, 232- 233 315-317. 322
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rising costs of research and develop- in SAFE, 286. 295-296
ment, 371-372 major types of. 9, 45-46, 69-71, 91-94.

see also RDT&E, State-of-the-art, Un- 115-118, 138, 311-312, 389
certainty models or, 91-94

Theater Air-Ground Study model: see treatment of. in resource analysis, 133.
TAGS, TAGS -11 136

Thermonuclear war. increased sophistica- treatment of, in strategic analyses, 69-
tion in the analysis of, 366-369 72, 91-94, 282, 384-385

initiation o, 368-369 treatment of, through political analyses,
trade-offs between strategic offensive 311-313,322-323
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